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Preface 

 

I/T developed brilliantly for last several decades, but accordingly, a lot of problems 

occurred. The millions of businesses, billions of humans that compose them, and trillions of 

devices that they will depend upon all require the services of the I/T industry to keep them 

running. And it's not just a matter of numbers. It's the complexity of these systems and the 

way they work together that is creating a shortage of skilled I/T workers to manage all of the 

systems. It's a problem that's not going away, but will grow exponentially, just as our 

dependence on technology has. 

The solution may lie in automation, or creating a new capacity where important computing 

operations can run without the need for human intervention. On October 15th, 2001 Paul 

Horn, senior vice president of IBM Research addressed the Agenda conference, an annual 

meeting of the preeminent technological minds, held in Arizona. In his speech, and in a 

document he distributed there, he suggested a solution: build computer systems that regulate 

themselves much in the same way our autonomic nervous system regulates and protects our 

bodies.  

This new model of computing is called autonomic computing. The good news is that some 

components of this technology are already up and running. However, complete autonomic 

systems do not yet exist. This is not a proprietary solution. It's a radical change in the way 

businesses, academia, and even the government design, develop, manage and maintain 

computer systems. Autonomic computing calls for a whole new area of study and a whole 

new way of conducting business. This document is that investigate the recent autonomous 

computing technology trend. 

 

 

 



Autonomic computing concepts



Introducing autonomic computing

Autonomic computing systems have the ability to manage themselves and dynamically adapt to change in

accordance with business policies and objectives. Self-managing systems can perform management activ-

ities based on situations they observe or sense in the IT environment. Rather than IT professionals initiating

management activities, the system observes something about itself and acts accordingly. This allows the IT

professional to focus on high-value tasks while the technology manages the more mundane operations. 

Why autonomic computing?

Why is autonomic computing important today? The cost of technology continues to decrease yet overall

IT costs do not. With the expense challenges that many companies face, IT managers are looking for

ways to improve the return on investment of IT by reducing total cost of ownership, improving quality

of service, accelerating time to value and managing IT complexity. e-business is a reality, and outages

are proving to be expensive and embarrassing. 

Adding to this complexity is the proliferation of heterogeneous vendor and technology environments,

which require the components of a given solution to be integrated and customized into unique customer

business processes. The increased need to distribute data, applications and system resources across

geographic and business boundaries further contributes to the complexity of the IT infrastructure. The

additional complexity keeps the costs of managing (deploying, tuning, fixing, securing) the IT

infrastructure high.
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Introduction of self-management

Systems with self-managing components reduce the cost of

owning and operating computer systems. IT infrastructure

components take on the following characteristics: self-

configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting.

Self-configuring

With the ability to dynamically configure itself on the fly, an

IT environment can adapt immediately—and with minimal

human intervention—to the deployment of new components

or changes in the IT environment. Dynamic adaptation helps

verify continuous strength and productivity of an e-business

infrastructure—often the single determining factor between

business growth and chaos.

Self-healing

Self-healing IT environments can detect improper operations

(either proactively through predictions or otherwise) and then

initiate corrective action without disrupting system applications.

Corrective action could mean that a product alters its own state

or influences changes in other elements of the environment.

Day-to-day operations do not falter or fail because of events

at the component level. The IT environment as a whole

becomes more resilient as changes are made to reduce or

help eliminate the business impact of failing components.

Self-optimizing

Self-optimization refers to the ability of the IT environment

to efficiently maximize resource allocation and utilization to

meet end users’ needs with minimal human intervention. In

the near term self-optimization primarily addresses the

complexity of managing system performance. In the long

term self-optimizing components may learn from experience

and automatically and proactively tune themselves in the

context of an overall business objective. Self-optimization

verifies optimum Quality of Service for both system users

and their customers.

Self-protecting

The goal of self-protecting environments is to provide the right

information to the right users at the right time through actions

that grant access based on the users’ role and pre-established

policies. A self-protecting IT environment can detect hostile

or intrusive behavior as it occurs and take autonomous

actions to make itself less vulnerable to unauthorized access

and use, viruses, denial-of-service attacks and general

failures. The self-protecting capability allows businesses to

consistently enforce security and privacy policies, reduce

overall security administration costs and ultimately increase

employee productivity and customer satisfaction. Self-

protection is also about recognizing and dealing with overload

conditions that could jeopardize the integrity of the system.

Collectively these intuitive and collaborative characteristics

can enable enterprises to operate efficiently with fewer

human resources, helping decrease costs and enhancing a

company’s ability to react to change. 

Self-
Healing

Self-
Protecting

Self-
Optimizing

Self-
Configuring
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1. Basic level—a starting point of IT environments. Each

infrastructure element is managed independently by IT

professionals who set it up, monitor it and eventually

replace it. 

2. Managed level—systems management technologies can 

be used to collect information from disparate systems 

onto fewer consoles, reducing the time it takes for the

administrator to collect and synthesize information as 

the IT environment becomes more complex. 

3. Predictive level—new technologies are introduced to

provide correlation among several infrastructure elements.

These elements can begin to recognize patterns, predict

the optimal configuration and provide advice on what

course of action the administrator should take. 

4. Adaptive level—as these technologies improve and as

people become more comfortable with the advice and

predictive power of these systems, we can progress to the

adaptive level, where the systems themselves can auto-

matically take the right actions based on the information

that is available to them and the knowledge of what is

happening in the system. 

5. Autonomic level—the IT infrastructure operation is

governed by business policies and objectives. Users

interact with the autonomic technology to monitor the

business processes, alter the objectives, or both.

Autonomic computing architecture concepts 

A standard set of functions and interactions govern the

management of the IT system and its resources, including

client, server, database manager or Web application server.

This is represented by a control loop (shown in the diagram

below) that acts as a manager of the resource through moni-

toring, analysis and taking action based on a set of policies.

These control loops, or managers, can communicate with

each other in a peer-to-peer context and with higher-level

managers. For example, a database system needs to work

with the server, storage subsystem, storage management soft-

ware, the Web server and other system elements to achieve 

a self-managing IT environment. The pyramid on page 3

represents the hierarchy in which autonomic computing

technologies will operate.

An evolution, not a revolution 

Delivering systemwide autonomic environments is an evolutionary process enabled by technology, but it is ultimately

implemented by each enterprise through the adoption of these technologies and supporting processes. The path to autonomic

computing can be thought of in five levels. These levels, defined below, start at basic and continue through managed,

predictive, adaptive and finally autonomic. 

Basic
Level 1

Manual analysis and

problem solving

Managed
Level 2

Centralized tools,

manual actions

Predictive
Level 3

Cross-reference

correlation and

guidance

Adaptive
Level 4

System monitors,

correlates and 

takes action

Autonomic
Level 5

Dynamic business-

policy-based

management

Control

Measure

Decide Resource
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The bottom layer of the pyramid consists of the resource

elements of an enterprise—networks, servers, storage devices,

applications, middleware and personal computers. Autonomic

computing begins in the resource element layer, by enhancing

individual components to configure, optimize, heal and

protect themselves. 

Moving up the pyramid, resource elements are grouped into

composite resources, which begin to communicate with each

other to create self-managing systems. This can be repre-

sented by a pool of servers that work together to dynamically

adjust workload and configuration to meet certain performance

and availability thresholds. It can also be represented by a

combination of heterogeneous devices (databases, Web servers

and storage subsystems) that work together to achieve

performance and availability targets.

At the highest layer of the pyramid composite resources are

tied to business solutions, such as a customer care system or

an electronic auction system. True autonomic activity occurs

at this level. The solution layer requires autonomic solutions

to comprehend the optimal state of business processes—based

on policies, schedules, service levels and so on—and drive 

the consequences of process optimization back down to the

composite resources and even to individual elements.

Autonomic computing requires open standards

Many IT infrastructures have components supplied by different

vendors. For multivendor components to participate in auto-

nomic systems, there needs to be a set of standards for the

managed elements’ sensors and effectors and for the knowledge

to be shared between autonomic managers that describe the

interaction between the elements of an IT system. Some

existing and emerging standards relevant to autonomic

computing include:

• Distributed Management Taskforce 

• Common Information Model 

• Internet Engineering Taskforce (Policy, Simple Network

Management Protocol)

• Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

Standards (OASIS)

• Java™ Management Extensions

• Storage Networking Industry Association

• Open-grid systems architecture 

• Web Services Security 

How will self-management change the business of IT? 

Small and large IT organizations perform similar sets of 

tasks to manage their systems. Because self-managing is

about shifting the burden of managing systems from people

to technologies, it is important to understand how self-

managing capabilities impact the business of IT. The business

of IT can be viewed as a collection of best practices and

processes. For example, IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is 

a set of best practices and processes that IT organizations

can use to deliver IT services to end users in a controlled,

disciplined way. The ITIL service-management disciplines

provide a framework that enables IT and end users to define

their required levels of service performance (depicted in the

diagram on page 4). ITIL leverages processes and tools to

help realize high gains in efficiency—more than would be

realized by improving either of those two entities alone. 

Business
Solutions

Composite Resources

Resource Elements
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Implementing autonomic computing

Shifting the burden of managing systems to self-managing

technologies does not happen overnight and cannot be solely

accomplished by acquiring new products. Skills within the

organization need to adapt, and processes need to change to

create new benchmarks of success. 

As companies progress through the five levels of autonomic

computing, the processes, tools and benchmarks become

increasingly sophisticated, and the skills requirement becomes

more closely aligned with the business.

The basic level represents the starting point for many IT

organizations. If IT organizations are formally measured, they

are typically evaluated on the time required to finish major

tasks and fix major problems. The IT organization is viewed

as a cost center, with variable labor costs preferred over an

investment in centrally coordinated systems management

tools and processes.

In the managed level IT organizations are measured on the

availability of their managed resources, their time to close

trouble tickets in their problem management system and

their time to complete formally tracked work requests. To

improve on these measurements, IT organizations document

their processes and continually improve them through manual

feedback loops and adoption of best practices. IT organizations

gain efficiency through consolidation of management tools 

to a set of strategic platforms and through a hierarchical

problem management triage organization.

In the predictive level IT organizations are measured on 

the availability and performance of their business systems

and their return on investment. To improve, IT organizations

measure, manage and analyze transaction performance. 

The critical nature of the IT organization’s role in business

success is understood. Predictive tools are used to project

future IT performance, and many tools make recommenda-

tions to improve future performance.

In the adaptive level IT resources are automatically provi-

sioned and tuned to optimize transaction performance.

Business policies, business priorities and service-level

agreements guide the autonomic infrastructure behavior. 

IT organizations are measured on comprehensive business

system response times (transaction performance), the degree 

of efficiency of the IT infrastructure and their ability to adapt

to shifting workloads. 

In the autonomic level IT organizations are measured on

their ability to make the business successful. To improve

business measurements they understand the financial 

metrics associated with e-business activities and supporting

IT activities. Advanced modeling techniques are used to

optimize e-business performance and quickly deploy newly

optimized e-business solutions.

IT Financial
Management

IT Service
Continuity

Service-Level
Management

Availability
Management

Capacity
Management

Configuration
Management

Incident
Management

Release
Management

Change
Management

Capacity
Management

Service Delivery

Service Support

IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)



Summary

Companies want and need to reduce their IT costs, simplify

management of their IT resources, realize a fast return on

their IT investment and provide high levels of availability,

performance, security and asset utilization. Autonomic

computing addresses these issues, and it is not just about new

technology. This fundamental evolutionary shift in the way

IT systems are managed will free the IT staff from detailed

mundane tasks and allow them to focus on managing

business processes. It can be accomplished through a

combination of process changes, skills evolution, new

technologies, architecture and open industry standards.

To learn more

For information on the IBM autonomic strategy and

integrated solutions from IBM, contact your IBM sales

representative or visit ibm.com

Basic
Level 1

Process
Informal, reactive,
manual

Tools
Local, platform and
product-specific

Skills
Platform-specific,
geographically dispersed
with technology

Benchmarks
Time to fix problems and
finish tasks

Managed
Level 2

Process
Documented, improved
over time, leverage of
industry best practices,
manual process to review
IT performance

Tools
Consolidated resource
management consoles,
problem management
system, automated
software install, intrusion
detection, load balancing

Skills
Multiple platform skills,
multiple management tool
skills

Benchmarks
System availability, time
to close trouble tickets
and work requests

Predictive
Level 3

Process
Proactive, shorter
approval cycle

Tools
Role-based consoles 
with analysis and recom-
mendations; product
configuration advisors;
realtime view of current
and future IT perform-
ance; automation of 
some repetitive tasks;
common knowledge 
base of inventory and
dependency management

Skills
Cross-platform system
knowledge, IT workload
management skills, 
some business-process
knowledge

Benchmarks
Business system
availability, service-level
agreement attainment,
customer satisfaction

Adaptive
Level 4

Process
Automation of many
resource management
best practices and
transaction management
best practices, driven by
service-level agreements

Tools
Policy management tools
drive dynamic change
based on resource-
specific policies

Skills
Service objectives and
delivery per resource,
analysis of impact on
business objectives

Benchmarks
Business system
response time, service-
level agreement 
attainment, customer
satisfaction, IT contribu-
tion to business success

Autonomic
Level 5

Process
All IT service manage-
ment and IT resource
management best
practices are automated

Tools
Costing/financial 
analysis tools, 
business and IT
modeling tools, 
tradeoff analysis; 
automation of some 
e-business manage-
ment roles

Skills
e-business cost and
benefit analysis, per-
formance modeling,
advanced use of finan-
cial tools for IT context

Benchmarks
Business success,
competitiveness of
service-level agreement
metrics, business
responsiveness

Autonomic computing supports processes, tools, skills and benchmarks
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Classification of Research Areas in Autonomous Computing 
 

H/W or System 
1. Project eLiza 

Introduced in April 2001, Project eLiza is the name for an initiative that began in IBM's 
Server Group to drive autonomic capabilities into current products. It is the initiative to 
develop computers that need less human supervision because they fix themselves in 
the event of a failure, protect themselves from hacker attacks, configure themselves 
when adding new features, and optimize their CPU, storage and I/O resources to 
handle different levels of Internet traffic. 
eLiza will give businesses the ability to manage systems and technology 

infrastructures that are hundreds of times more complex than those in existence today. 
URL : http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/eserver/introducing/eliza/ 
 

 

2 Grid computing (Federated System) 

Computing grids allow geographically distributed organizations to share applications, 
data and computing resources. A new model of computing, grids are clusters of servers 
joined together over the Internet, using protocols provided by the Globus open source 
community and other open standard/open source technologies such as Linux. 
URL : http://www-1.ibm.com/grid/ 
 

Ex 1) IBM to build world's most powerful computing grid  

A consortium of four U.S. research centers has picked IBM to build the world’s most 

powerful computing grid, an interconnected series of Linux clusters capable of processing 

13.6 trillion calculations a second. The grid system -- known as the Distributed Terascale 

Facility (DTF) -- will enable thousands of scientists around the country to share computing 

resources over the world’s fastest research network in search of breakthroughs in life 

sciences, climate modeling and other critical disciplines. Funded by the National Science 

Foundation, the facility is a joint undertaking of the National Center for Supercomputing 

Applications, the San Diego Supercomputing Center, Argonne National Laboratory and the 

California Institute of Technology. The grid will include not only the fastest supercomputers, 

but high-resolution visualization environments, toolkits for grid computing and data storage 

facilities integrated into an information infrastructure called the "TeraGrid." The grid will 

http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic/academic/research.html
http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/eserver/introducing/eliza/
http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic/academic/research.html
http://www.globus.org/
http://www-1.ibm.com/grid/


allow researchers to scan remote databases, run applications on far-flung computers and 

view complex computer simulations in real-time from widely separated locations. Unlike 

traditional supercomputers, which are typically housed at a single location, grids create vast 

pools of computing resources by connecting multiple, often widely-distributed 

supercomputers using the Internet or high-speed research networks as well as open source 

protocols from Globus. Organizations tap into the computing grids to access processing 

capacity, data storage and bandwidth in much the same way that consumers draw 

electricity from a power grid. IBM Global Services will deploy clusters of IBM Linux 

systems at the four DTF sites beginning in the third quarter of 2002. The servers will 

contain the next generation of Intel’s Itaniium microprocessor, code-named McKinley. IBM 

supercomputing software -- CSM and GPFS -- will handle cluster and file management 

tasks. Myricom’s Myrinet interconnect will enable interprocessor communication. The 

system will have a storage capacity of more than 600 terabytes of data, or the equivalent of 

146 million full-length novels. A substantial portion of the grid's storage infrastructure will be 

enabled by IBM TotalStorage products and technologies. The Linux clusters will be 

connected to each other via a superfast, 40 gigabit per second Qwest network, creating a 

single computing system able to process 13.6 teraflops. A teraflop is a trillion calculations 

per second. The DTF will be more than a thousand times faster than IBM’s Deep Blue 

supercomputer, which defeated chess champion Garry Kasparov in 1997. Using open 

protocols, the Linux clusters will smoothly connect to a heterogeneous collection of existing 

high performance computers at the four labs, creating a giant virtual computer that may be 

accessed from any point on the Grid. 

 

 

3. Oceano Project 

The Océano project is designing and developing a pilot prototype of a scaleable, 
manageable infrastructure for a large scale "computing utility powerplant" that enables 
multi-customer hosting on a virtualized collection of hardware resources. A computing 
utility infrastructure consists of a "farm" of massively parallel, densely-packaged 
servers interconnected by high-speed, switched LANs. This project aims to address 
many of the open technical issues in these powerplant environments. Hosted 
customers increasingly require support for peak loads that are orders of magnitude 
larger than what they experience in their normal steady state. Thus, a hosting 
environment needs a faster turnaround time in adjusting the resources (bandwidth, 
servers, and storage), assigned to each customer to the dynamically fluctuating 
workload. The "colocation" hosting model uses dedicated infrastructure and servers for 

http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic/academic/research.html


each customer, typically in physical cages. In this model, enabling peak-load scale on 
demand requires large investments in standby, non-shared resources, which would be 
mostly underutilized and would occupy large amounts of physical space. Clearly, the 
colocation model is not suited to efficiently mitigate the differences between average 
and peak load. Océano introduces high levels of automation to dynamically adjust web 
sites to actual traffic demands over a massively parallel array of shared and distributed 
Linux servers  

The objectives of the Océano project include: 
 Implement an infrastructure that enables large numbers of hosted 
customers over Linux servers  

 Reduce the costs of setting up and operating the hosting farms by automation  
 Dynamically assign resources to accommodate planned and unplanned fluctuation 
of workloads  

 Offer a wide variety of services levels to customers  
 Secure sharing of resources across multiple customers  
 Provide adequate reliability through massive redundancy, and automated re-
provisioning  

 
Océano will develop middleware and infrastructure, which provide composition of 

hosting services, including monitoring of Service Level Agreements, Dynamic 
Resource Allocation, and High Availability. This middleware and infrastructure will 
enable the development of powerplants that can handle multiple customer/applications 
and large surges in workload traffic. 
 

 

4. HWLM: Heterogeneous WorkLoad Management  

Workload management, a function of the OS/390* operating system base control 
program, allows installations to define business objectives for a clustered environment 
(Parallel Sysplex* in OS/390). This business policy is expressed in terms that relate to 
business goals and importance, rather than the internal controls used by the operating 
system. OS/390 ensures that system resources are assigned to achieve the specified 
business objectives. 
This paper presents algorithms  developed to simplify performance management, 

dynamically adjust computing resources, and balance work across parallel systems. It 
examines the types of data the algorithms require and the measurements that were 
devised to assess how well work is achieving customer-set goals. Two examples 



demonstrate how the algorithms adjust system resource allocations to enable a smooth 
adaptation to changing processing conditions. To the customer, these algorithms 
provide a single-system image to manage competing workloads running across 
multiple systems. 

Ex 1)  Adaptive algorithms for managing a distributed data processing workload 

☞ See the Appendix I 

 

 

5. Storage Tank 

The goal of the Storage Tank™ project is to provide a complete storage management 
solution in a heterogeneous, distributed environment. Storage Tank is designed to 
provide I/O performance that is comparable to that of file systems built on bus-attached, 
high-performance storage. In addition, it provides high availability, increased scalability 
and centralized, automated storage and data management. 
Storage Tank uses Storage Area Network (SAN) technology that allows an enterprise 

to connect thousands of devices, such as client and server machines and mass 
storage subsystems, to a high-performance network. On a SAN, heterogeneous clients 
can access large volumes of data directly from storage devices using high-speed, low-
latency connections. The Storage Tank implementation is currently built on a Fibre 
Channel network. However, it could also be built on any other high-speed network, 
such as Gigabit Ethernet (iSCSI), for which network-attached storage devices become 
available. 
Storage Tank differs from conventional distributed file systems in that it uses a data-

access model that requires clients to use servers to obtain only metadata, not the data 
itself. Rather, Storage Tank clients can access data directly from storage devices using 
the high-bandwidth provided by a Fibre Channel or other high-speed network. Direct 
data access eliminates server bottlenecks and provides the performance necessary for 
data-intensive applications. 
The Storage Tank architecture also makes it possible to bring the benefits of system-

managed storage (SMS) to distributed environments. Features such as policy-based 
allocation, volume management and file management have long been available on 
expensive mainframe systems. However, the infrastructure for such centralized, 
automated management has been lacking in the open-systems world. Storage Tank 
enforces policies and performs volume and file management without intervention from 
humans, thus making it an important step in the direction of autonomic computing. 
 



6. Distributed Storage Tank 

The Distributed Storage Tank project extends the Storage Tank™ system's 
application for heterogeneous and distributed file sharing, including file sharing in wide-
area networks. The aim of this project is to allow a Storage Tank cluster to interoperate 
with other Storage Tank clusters as well as with various other types of file storage 
systems, such as NAS and Data Grids. Storage Tank servers in a local cluster are 
responsible for caching and replication management of remote files, which allows 
clients to access the data as if it were local. Distributed Storage Tank provides its 
clients with a unified file access interface to networked file storage systems with SAN-
level performance and a single name space that is location transparent. 
Our goal is to bring about a seamless interface for distributed and heterogeneous file 

storage systems that provides performance that is comparable to local file systems. 
Through cluster-managed shared caching, Distributed Storage Tank can also preserve 
the bandwidth of long-haul networks and reduce the average latency of file access 
because shared files need to be transported only once to each accessing site. 
Grid Computing involves the sharing of a vast aggregation of geographically 

dispersed data and computing resources. Efficient and scalable storage management, 
high performance and easy access to geographically distributed data are often key 
requirements for Grid applications. Distributed Storage Tank extends Storage Tank's 
benefits of high performance, scalability and ease of management to geographically 
distributed data sharing. 
Beyond the current focus of providing seamless and high-performance access to 

distributed files based on heterogeneous systems, the Distributed Storage Tank vision 
includes the incorporation of autonomic caching, replication and migration to facilitate 
optimized performance in distributed file sharing, while minimizing communication and 
storage overhead.  
 
 

7. Autonomic Storage 

The total cost of storage continues to increase due to the cost of storage servers, the 
rising complexity of storage management and the pervasive need for 24×7 operations. 
Autonomic storage is aimed at reducing the total cost of storage by providing systems 
that are largely self-managing, self-diagnostic and transparent to the user.  
The Storage Systems group at IBM Almaden Research Center currently has several 

research projects in progress to address the complexities of autonomic storage. A key 
project in this area is Collective Intelligent Bricks (CIB). 

http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic/academic/research.html


CIB is a modular, scalable, storage controller built from simple, storage building 
blocks—called "bricks"—that allows scaling to petabytes of storage, while reducing the 
total cost of ownership (TCO) through self-management and a fail-in-place service 
strategy. Our CIB-Hardware project addresses the hardware aspect of the CIB system, 
and our CIB-Software project provides the software.  
 
 

Middleware 
1. Intrusion detection/Security, BlueBox 

Increasingly refined intrusion-detection techniques allow users to operate with 
confidence, in spite of the vast number of attacks that threaten computer systems. 
BlueBox is an intrusion prevention system, which creates an infrastructure for defining 
and enforcing very fine-grained process capabilities. 

Ex 1) Global Security Analysis Laboratory 

The research of the Zurich GSAL focuses on intrusion detection. Together with the 

Watson GSAL, the GSAL at IBM's Zurich Research Laboratory is the research center of 

competence for applied network security. 

Our research work is dedicated to ensuring that the benefits and convenience of 

networked computing continue to outweigh the risks of operating in an open networked 

environment. Increasingly refined intrusion-detection techniques allow users to operate with 

confidence, in spite of the vast number of attacks that threaten computer systems. 

The Zurich GSAL has acquired a worldwide reputation in the field of intrusion detection 

(ID). We support IBM's Managed Security Services and Security and Privacy services by 

developing methodologies and tools for the detection, prevention and analysis of security 

incidents. 

 

Ex 2) Internet Security Group 

Security and Privacy are core technologies for enabling the full exploitation of the Internet 

for e-business. The development and successful deployment of e-business applications 

requires carefully engineered and comprehensive security solutions. Such solutions must 

address all aspects of system security at the platform, operating system, network, 

application and infrastructure levels. This involves development of new cryptographic 

techniques and algorithms, their secure implementations, the design of secure networking 

protocols and operating environments and mechanisms to monitor and maintain overall 

system integrity. Such security solutions need to be standardised to provide/preserve inter-

http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic/academic/research.html
http://www.research.ibm.com/gsal/gsal-watson.html
http://www-1.ibm.com/services/continuity/recover1.nsf/ers/mss+home
http://www-1.ibm.com/services/security/


operability and to ensure that these techniques are used in a correct way. 

 The Internet Security group is involved in all aspects of security as they pertain to the 

Internet. The group consists of Suresh Chari, Pau-Chen Cheng, Charanjit Jutla, J.R. Rao 

and Pankaj Rohatgi. 

 The group is working on several different projects in the Internet Security.  

1. Side Channel Cryptanalysis: Power Analysis,  

2. Electromagnetic Analysis  

3. Partitioning Attacks on GSM Cards  

4. Blue Box: A Host-Based Policy-Driven Intrusion Avoidance System 

5. Privacy 

6. Cryptography 

7. Security for Pervasive Computing Applications  

8. Virtual Private Networks (IPSec and Internet Key Exchange)  

9. Secure Internet Multicast  

10. Secure DNS  

 

 

2. SMART - Self Managing and Resource Tuning DB2 

IBM will be building a SMART (Self Managing and Resource Tuning) database into 
upcoming versions of DB2. This database is designed to reduce the human 
intervention needed to run and maintain a database. For example, the user can opt not 
to be involved and the database will automatically detect failures when they occur (and 
correct them) and configure itself by installing operating systems and data 
automatically to cope with the changing demands of e-business and the Internet. 
The long-term vision is to offer companies the option of preventative maintenance or 

zero-administration/zero maintenance to reduce the total cost of ownership. LEO is one 
look at the future of "SMART" databases and how they will operate more effectively. 
 

 

3. Gryphon 

Gryphon is publish/subscribe middleware aimed at distributing large volumes of data 
in real-time to thousands of clients distributed throughout a large public network. A 
public network is a wide-area extranet or intranet that is too large or complex to be 
centrally administered to support specific applications. Such a network contrasts with 
well-controlled, centrally administered networks that have traditionally been the 
deployment environment of publish/subscribe systems such as TIBCO’s Rendezvous. 



Gryphon has been deployed over the Internet for real-time sports score distribution at 
the US Tennis Open, Ryder Cup, and Australian Open, and for monitoring and 
statistics reporting at the Sydney Olympics.  
 
Technical Differentiators  

There are four areas of focus for Gryphon that distinguishes it from traditional 
publish/subscribe systems: 

• Gryphon provides both topic-based and content-based publish/subscribe. Content-
based subscription is the capability of a client to request messages based on their 
content. Topic-based addressing is an abstraction of numeric network addressing 
schemes. However, as applications evolve (Figure 1) and as new application are 
added, the addressing scheme must also change, requiring existing applications to 
be modified. With content-based subscription (Figure 2), delivery depends only on 
the content of messages, and therefore, applications can select different 
combinations of messages without changing an addressing structure.  

• A publish/subscribe system deployed on a public network cannot depend on 
homogeneous router technology. In particular, reliance on LAN or IP multicast 
technologies is impractical in a large public network. Instead, universally adopted 
standards such as TCP/IP or HTTP must be used for all communication. 

• A publish/subscribe system should be able to scale to support application growth. 
This includes supporting a large number of clients connecting to a single site and 
supporting linking of geographically distributed sites. As systems scale, the 
probability that a component will fail increases and a scalable publish/subscribe 
system must be able to recover from these failures. 

• A publish/subscribe system deployed over a public network must provide security 
and privacy features to a degree not mandated over private secured networks. 
These features must include client authentication, access controls, and 
encryption/integrity of messages. 

 
In Gryphon, functionality for these requirements is combined with a flexible 

information model supporting very large application deployment and application 
evolution. Below, we describe the features of Gryphon. Topic-based publish/subscribe 
systems limit application evolution. In this case, a subscriber interested in high-volume 
stock trades must subscribe to all topics and filter thousands of events per second at 
the client. 



 
Content-based publish/subscribe systems scale with application growth. 

   

 

 

Application / Utility 
1. LEO  

IBM Research's Learning Optimizer (LEO) project is the next-generation in query 
optimization for IBM's universal database. It minimizes administration and queries 
distributed, heterogeneous information. LEO is a equipped with a feed back loop, which 



enhances the available information on a database. It is capable of learning from its past 
mistakes and fine-tunes queries as it learns about data relationships and user needs. 
 

 

LEO: autonomic computing technology 

 

 

2. Sabio 

Sabio takes large collections of documents within an enterprise and breaks them 
down automatically into a taxonomy similar to that found on Yahoo! ®. This enables 
users to conduct advanced searches, locate specific expertise, etc. This technology is 
currently used in Lotus' Discovery server. 

EX 1)  A New computer program classifies documents automatically 

☞ See the Appendix II 



Adaptive algorithms for managing a distributed data processing workload  

 by J. Aman, C. K. Eilert, D. Emmes, P. Yocom, and D. Dillenberger 
 

Workload management, a function of the OS/390* operating system base control program, 

allows installations to define business objectives for a clustered environment (Parallel 

Sysplex* in OS/390). This business policy is expressed in terms that relate to business 

goals and importance, rather than the internal controls used by the operating system. 

OS/390 ensures that system resources are assigned to achieve the specified business 

objectives. This paper presents algorithms developed to simplify performance 

management, dynamically adjust computing resources, and balance work across parallel 

systems. We examine the types of data the algorithms require and the measurements 

that were devised to assess how well work is achieving customer-set goals. Two 

examples demonstrate how the algorithms adjust system resource allocations to enable 

a smooth adaptation to changing processing conditions. To the customer, these 

algorithms provide a single-system image to manage competing workloads running 

across multiple systems. 
 

Although there has been an important role for a computing environment that has a single 

machine and a single copy or image of an operating system, a number of factors have 

converged to motivate use of multiple machines, especially when connected in a parallel 

fashion. These machines could be logical or physical configurations of what might otherwise be 

deemed a single machine, but each is controlled by a separate copy of an operating system.  

Among the reasons for this interest in parallelism are:  

• To increase total computing power available over a single image so as to reduce 

individual response time or to handle larger volumes of work, or both  

• High availability due to the expectation that failure of any single component, at whatever 

level, will not cause the loss of all computing capabilities  

• Access to lower-cost technology to use as building blocks for a larger system  

• Ability to grow the total computing power in small increments to address needs as they 

arise with small incremental cost and no outage required  

There is an obvious increase in complexity with the introduction of multiple images. It is natural 

to want to view them as cooperating and sharing resources. Considerable simplification results 

by seeing these multiple images as a single computing environment and having one set of 
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controls rather than separate controls for each image. System parameters previously requiring a 

human operator to monitor and set them are now controlled by the workload management 

(WLM) algorithms described in this paper. Workloads are dynamically balanced across images. 

WLM tracks those factors needed to best place incoming work and provides interfaces to make 

workload-balancing recommendations.  

In a parallel environment, the WLM objective to simplify performance management while 

effectively using all computing resources poses a number of design problems that must be 

addressed. Given that some external controls are needed to reflect business goals and 

importance, but that low-level controls are not provided, the system must decide which 

resources to allocate to which work requests. It is up to the system to calculate how much of 

those resources to give and for how long a time. With due consideration for the danger of 

thrashing, it is up to the system to determine how often to make those changes and whether all 

the changes should be made at the same time.  

With respect to the problem of balancing work across a parallel environment, the system must 

choose where to run each work request given the following constraints:  

• Goals need to be achieved.  

• Goals may not be known in advance.  

• Resource requirements are unknown.  

• Other work requests will be concurrently demanding resources in competition with new 

work requests that are also unknown.  

Another problem addressed by the workload management algorithms is maximizing the use of 

resources across the parallel environment, especially where there are diverse machine sizes--

the problem of configurational heterogeneity discussed in Reference 1. Finally, the underlying 

configuration must be concealed from end users and changes made transparent to them while 

allowing load balancing across equivalent servers [2].  

In this paper, the next section describes related work in resource management and workload 

balancing. Then WLM concepts and the system model are described. The section following that 

one describes the WLM algorithms used for goal-oriented resource management. The two 

subsequent sections describe the WLM approach for balancing work across the parallel 

environment and the products that cooperate to realize the benefits of the WLM philosophy. The 

paper concludes with a summary of the current state of the art and some outstanding problems 

that are yet to be addressed.  
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Related work 

A number of alternatives [3] exist in deciding how system resources, such as access to the 

processor or processor storage, or both, should be allocated among eligible work. One 

possibility is that no controls are offered at all--the system queues and dispatches work 

automatically. The absence of external controls offers maximal simplicity and may well be 

adequate if the system is dedicated to a small number of work requests and is of sufficient 

capacity to handle all work quickly enough to satisfy the appropriate parties. This approach may 

also be sufficient if the system implements techniques to modify access to system resources as 

individual work requests "age," i.e., are observed to consume higher levels of resources. 

However, satisfaction with this approach will depend on how closely the system anticipates and 

implements the wishes or expectations of the end user(s) or installation in the absence of any 

external control. As the mixture of work in the system becomes increasingly diverse, with more 

complex human expectations on what should happen, the absence of any human control 

becomes less tenable.  

A second approach is to keep the system available for an "owner," thus protecting access of this 

special user to the system. This approach is more suitable to small systems but has a number 

of implementations. Condor [1] is a system that allows workstations to be used by others when 

idle but it checkpoints and preempts "foreign" work when the "owner" wants access to the 

machine. The Butler [1] system has a similar philosophy and will actually terminate "foreign" 

work when the "owner" wants access to the machine. Utopia, from the University of Toronto, 

also provides an option that allows the system to reject remote work when the "owner" needs 

the system back [1]. As a category, these implementations provide a limited partitioning of work 

as either "owner" or "nonowner," with no finer granularity for ranking work within or across these 

groupings.  

A third approach is to optimize system resources so as to "keep the machine busy." Utopia [1] 

allows specification of a threshold beyond which "foreign" work is not accepted but otherwise is 

happy to offer service to all. This approach is an extension of the prior technique where a 

threshold of zero would be used for the amount of "nonowner" work that coexists with "owner" 

work.  

A fourth approach is to minimize response time. This method is the implicit control in Reference 

4. Although minimizing response time may seem desirable, it does not address conditions 

where not all work is equally important and misses the opportunity to make trade-offs to 

optimize some work at the expense of other work.  
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Once a wide variety of work requests can be in concurrent execution, it may not be sufficient to 

merely keep the machine busy. This probability suggests that the system administrator may 

want or need to control the priority of access to resources. One approach is to allow 

specification of low-level "how to" performance controls, exemplified by releases of MVS prior to 

Multiple Virtual Storage/Enterprise Systems Architecture System Product 5.1 (MVS/ESA* 

SP5.1) and by compatibility mode in MVS/ESA Version 5. Virtual Machine/Enterprise Systems 

Architecture* (VM/ESA*) [5] is a second operating system using this approach. Utopia also 

allows specification of priority controls [1].  

The preceding paragraphs discussed how resources would be managed on behalf of work 

requests in the system. We now discuss alternatives for organizing multiple images on behalf of 

a workload. There seem to be two primary choices in this regard.  

The first major scheme is to partition individual images into clusters, based on some attribute. 

One approach is to cluster images so that each cluster runs similar work or even the same "job." 

In the Scalable POWERparallel System 2 (SP2*), [6] some images function as server nodes, 

whereas others run individual work requests. Each node is separately configurable in terms of 

I/O, memory, and CPU capability. SP2 allows a system administrator to define separate pools of 

machines that are available to parallelize a particular job, run interactive users, or run 

nonparallelized jobs. Currently there is no support for time sharing or preemptive scheduling.  

A second clustering approach is based on data affinity wherein each image is given ownership 

of a distinct set of persistent data (files, databases, etc.). The Tandem system and NCR 3600** 

system and Reference 4 all embody such an approach. The limitations of this approach are 

discussed in other papers [7].  

The second major approach in organizing multiple images is one of shared data and shared 

work. For example, while Utopia assumes global file access [1], it uses geographic proximity 

(sometimes virtual proximity) to cluster images in the network. Specific resource requirements 

are kept in a system-provided file, which must be managed by system administrators, 

presumably with input from application owners who are aware of their own requirements. 

Reference 7 also assumes a data-sharing environment.  

Other platforms need to assume that system capacity is configured for peak load, due to data 

affinity and the natural imbalance that will occur for realworld computing environments. This 

implies that those platforms require considerable excess capacity at off-peak times, which yields 
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substantial advantage to WLM where trade-offs can be made that reflect the intended use of 

computing resources according to business needs.  

Once a parallel environment where multiple images are capable of handling a given work 

request exists, the question arises as to which image should be chosen. The decision as to 

where each work request should be placed and how to best choose the target image involves a 

number of trade-offs between what information is available and what resource management 

philosophy and controls are provided.  

In the SP2 world, interactive users may be spread across nodes that are lightly loaded. Batch 

jobs may be submitted via IBM LoadLeveler* or NQS/MVS* (Network Queuing System/Multiple 

Virtual Storage), although parallel jobs may only be submitted by the former. LoadLeveler [2] 

attempts to balance work across a set of SP2 nodes by using:  

• Job classes--Defined by the system administrator, jobs can be classified as short 

running, long running, etc.  

• Job priority--How important a job is as defined by the owner's group, userid, and class. 

The priority of a job will determine whether LoadLeveler will schedule this job ahead of 

or behind existing queued jobs.  

The LoadLeveler component--Interactive Session Support (ISS)--balances log-ins and 

application sessions across multiple servers based on factors such as link speed, number of 

connections, overall system load, and, optionally, machine speed. Although this is periodically 

reevaluated, there is no feedback to ensure that the recommendation reflects actual 

responsiveness.  

Utopia performs load balancing under a dynamic algorithm that uses load indices for CPU 

queue lengths, free memory, disk I/O transfer rates, disk space, and number of concurrent 

users [1]. Other metrics may be used at the discretion of the installation, and applications are 

free to use their own metrics, although it seems that using different metrics would cause 

problems since different programs may be at cross-purposes in their routing approaches. A 

further challenge to Utopia's support is how to combine metrics into a single usable measure vs 

the more complex load vector proposed.  

Utopia utilizes a "master" image to coordinate load data and in some schemes to make load 

decisions [1]. After placing each new work request, Utopia incorporates a load adjustment factor 

to account for latent demand. General resource demands are described in a system-provided 

file, though usually on an exception basis. It is unlike WLM, where resource demands are not 
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assumed to be known in advance. Utopia is intended to balance across potentially thousands of 

hosts, at which point the projected overhead is estimated to be 1 percent. With up to dozens of 

hosts, the overhead for balancing under Utopia is less than 0.5 percent.  

Reference 4 assesses several alternatives to route work based on some knowledge of data 

access patterns and evaluates the sensitivity of the algorithms to incorrect information. The 

base algorithm against which all others are compared involves tracking where each transaction 

is routed, by class, and projecting what its expected response time will be on the basis of 

system parameters and static transaction attributes and then choosing the image that minimizes 

the expected response time. The paper shows that this algorithm is quite sensitive to these 

values, which is disconcerting in view of the practical difficulty of ascertaining these values and 

their tendency to change over time. The algorithm has a further tendency to overlook the cost of 

routing to an image that does not own the data used by the transaction.  

The first alternative investigated in Reference 4 applies a threshold so that data affinity is 

enforced in routing unless the target image is overloaded, i.e., its projected response time is 

above the estimated optimal choice by a certain threshold percentage. The threshold approach 

is always superior to using data affinity as the sole determinant in routing. Under some 

conditions, using data affinity alone can cause the queues to become unbounded in length. 

However, choosing the best threshold is somewhat problematical since it must be sensitive to 

system utilization. WLM, by contrast, tracks the actual response time delivered with no 

assumptions on transaction attributes.  

Reference 4 includes the interesting observations that optimization for a single work request 

can negatively affect overall results and that load balancing becomes more important as the 

overall load increases.  

The second alternative investigated in Reference 4 assumes that transactions fall into either a 

short or long duration, and routes the former using the base algorithm, but routes the latter 

based on data affinity. This approach makes the further assumption that which category a given 

work request lies in can be readily determined at run time. The idea is to take advantage of idle 

capacity when the risk of making a mistake is low, but to force data affinity when the cost is high. 

This algorithm does better than the base algorithm and the first alternative, but the improvement 

is sensitive to utilization and communication costs. This alternative would require some sort of 

external specification by the system administrator, unlike WLM, which makes no assumption 

that the duration of a work request can be determined upon its arrival.  
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The adaptive approach discussed in Reference 4 uses feedback to adjust for incorrect 

information. This approach enhances the base algorithm by tracking actual response time 

values and uses this value to adjust the estimated response time formula.  

Reference 7 uses lock contention in a shared-data environment as a technique to determine 

how to route work requests. In particular, groups of transactions that access the same data are 

routed to a given image to reduce the lock contention time. The basic objective is to ensure that 

each machine is kept at a "safe" utilization rate and to decide how to change the routing when 

any image is above its "safe" threshold. The algorithm depends on knowledge of factors such 

as:  

• Threshold utilization  

• CPU cost to process lock conflict when parties are on the same or different images  

• Arrival rate of each transaction type and its CPU cost  

• Affinity matrix representing the average number of times each transaction type waits for 

a lock held by each other type  

WLM system model 

The complexity of specifying low-level controls to tune system resources leads to a natural 

desire to offer the system administrator the capability to specify goals for work in the system in 

business terms, rather than using low-level controls. The operative principle is that the system 

should be responsible for implementing resource allocation algorithms that allow these goals to 

be met. WLM is unique in offering externals that capture business importance and goals and 

implements them on behalf of the system administrator.  

Two primary concepts and facilities that WLM provides need to be introduced at this point. The 

first is the ability to partition the universe of work requests into mutually disjoint groups, called 

service classes. This partitioning is called classification and is based on the attributes of an 

individual work request, which might include the userid that submitted the request, related 

accounting information, the transaction program to be invoked or the job to be submitted, the 

work environment or subsystem to which the request was directed, and so forth. Installations 

are able to specify which service class is associated with each work request by specifying the 

value for one or more attributes and the corresponding service class. Defaults and other 

techniques may be used to group work requests into each service class.  

Each service class represents work requests with identical business performance objectives. To 

address the fundamental problem that the resource demands of most work requests are 
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unknown at the outset and can vary depending on parameters that may be known only at 

execution time, there is a need to allow the business objectives to change based on the 

resource demands of the work request. This is quite different from the requirement in other 

implementations that the resource demands be known in advance.  

A service class is comprised of a sequence of periods, with a value defined by the installation to 

express how long a work request is considered to belong to each period. This "duration" is a 

measured amount of service consumed that incorporates time spent actually running 

instructions on a processor along with other components of service defined by the installation. 

Each work request starts in period 1 and is managed according to the first period goal (to be 

described in the next few paragraphs) until enough service is consumed to exceed the first 

period "duration." The work request is then moved to the second period and managed according 

to the second period goal, and so forth.  

Each period has an associated goal and an associated importance, as alluded to above. Note 

that the durations may be assigned different values for distinct service classes, even when 

comparing the same period. In the same way, the goals for a given period in different service 

classes may be distinct. An installation may specify explicitly three major goal types for work 

requests. Certain activities associated with system work may be managed implicitly and are 

accorded special treatment and do not require installation specification. The goal types provided 

by WLM are response time, discretionary, and velocity. These types of goals are now described 

in turn.  

Response time goals indicate a desire for internal elapsed time to be, at most, a certain value. 

"Internal" refers to the fact that the time is measured from the point where the work request is 

recognized by the system to the point where the work request is considered complete. Note that 

elapsed time refers to wall-clock time and, hence, includes delays when programs are not 

running on behalf of the work request. Use of wall-clock time is desirable since it reflects the 

impact on a user awaiting completion of the work request. The precise definition of when the 

clock starts or stops ticking to capture the elapsed time is documented for each particular 

environment and so is not elaborated in this paper.  

The second goal type, discretionary, indicates that there is no business requirement for the 

work to complete within a certain predetermined elapsed time, and the system should use its 

discretion in giving resources to such work when it is ready to run. In an unconstrained 

environment, discretionary work will use available resources. In a constrained environment, 

discretionary work may be denied resources in favor of work requests with other goal types. 



Optional controls not described in this paper allow the installation to ensure that discretionary 

work makes progress in a constrained environment.  

The third goal type is velocity. Work requests that are not considered discretionary and do not 

have a set response time objective nevertheless may need further control to reflect the degree 

of delay that is tolerable once the work request becomes ready to run. Such work requests may 

be long-running (possibly "never-ending") and want to run periodically or intermittently, during 

which time the work request needs access to resources. Velocity goals address this category of 

work requests.  

A final concept associated with periods, which was mentioned above, is that of importance. 

Importance is merely a relative ranking of work and is only a factor in constrained environments 

where the algorithms must make choices as to whose goals will be attended to first when 

system resources are reallocated. The algorithms attend to the goals of work at the highest 

importance before attending to those at lower importance levels.  

The concept of period was introduced to demonstrate a fundamental behavior of WLM of work 

that addresses the variability of resource demands. WLM does not require the system 

administrator to know these demands in advance. Goals are allowed to change based on their 

cost. The term "period" is not used subsequently in order to avoid certain technical discussions 

and difficulties that are not central to the theme of this paper. The more general concept of 

"service class" will be used in the remainder of the paper. For a more complete description of 

WLM externals, please refer to Reference 8.  

The WLM philosophy for resource adjustment is described in some detail in subsequent 

sections, but it is essentially a receiver-donor loop with respect to adjusting resources. The 

fundamental principle on which its success is based is that the system need not determine the 

optimal change at any given point. It is sufficient that the system makes an improvement when 

adjustments are made. This principle allows WLM to avoid the trap of over-analysis where 

system overhead may balloon in search of optimal solutions. By working only on a single 

problem at a time, the algorithms leave intact resource allocations that are working well.  

With the description of how WLM addresses resource controls completed, the second major 

consideration is to describe what requirements and assumptions WLM makes in how the 

images of the parallel environment are organized. The section on related work described the 

two major approaches as clustering vs sharing.  
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WLM assumes that each image is potentially capable of running any application. Any 

configuration requirements are the responsibility of the installation. WLM requires no 

intervention to reconfigure the images based on workload so as to fully utilize capacity.  

WLM is designed for a data-sharing environment. Specific resource requirements are not 

currently incorporated into WLM, e.g., configurations that are asymmetric with respect to 

devices, vector, or cryptographic facilities, etc. This asymmetry is currently assumed to be 

handled by subsystems or dynamically managed by operating system or subsystem 

cooperation. For example, certain routing techniques described in the section on balancing work 

across a parallel environment can be used to group servers that have identical data and facility 

access capabilities. These routing techniques include generic resource and sysplex routing and 

allow the installation to group like servers without WLM awareness of what their common 

capabilities might be.  

The third consideration for WLM to address is the question of how to route work requests 

among the images of the parallel environment.  

Reference 9 describes a number of approaches for work balancing, among which WLM can be 

described as an adaptive model. Static models are not sufficiently robust for commercial 

environments, given the expected variability in arrival rate, resource requirements, and so forth. 

The WLM structure possesses several desirable attributes described in the paper. First, it is 

important to ensure that the overhead associated with keeping the necessary data and the 

related calculations is low so as to avoid losing all advantage to extra system overhead. Second, 

the algorithms are not overly sensitive to inaccuracies in the data used to drive it. Third, simple 

approaches to load balancing prevail over complex algorithms. Finally, WLM will not move a 

work request that has already begun execution, since this is too expensive.  

As will be discussed in subsequent sections, WLM also uses feedback to correct its view of how 

well each server is performing against actual business goals when deciding whether each 

server is a proper choice. However, WLM does not require nor use knowledge of data affinity in 

making its decisions. This is important for situations where this knowledge is unavailable or 

where the same cost is associated with accessing data from any candidate image as in a data-

sharing environment. As noted in Reference 4, staying current on data affinity in the face of 

changing applications and usage patterns can make accuracy of data affinity assumptions 

problematical (and costly).  
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The WLM philosophy is to use actual measured results, which incorporate delays in all 

categories, and other indicators, without attempting to determine specific delays that cannot be 

directly controlled. Unlike Reference 7, which focuses on lock contention, WLM does not 

assume that data affinity can be determined on the basis of the attributes of an arriving work 

request. Of course, lock contention is not the only delay that must be considered in routing work 

requests.  

The general philosophy adopted by WLM for balancing work across parallel systems is to place 

work where it has the "best" chance of meeting its goals, whatever they may be. This approach 

is superior to trying to fill up one machine prior to going to the next. It also addresses the 

problem of how to maximize use of resources across a parallel environment, especially where 

there are diverse machine sizes--the problem of configurational heterogeneity discussed in 

Reference 1.  

The WLM design philosophy for routing consists of independent cooperating images with 

shared state data and uses a "push" model. A push model is one in which work requests are 

directed (pushed) to a given image for processing and is in contrast to a "pull" model wherein 

each image requests work explicitly. Unlike the approach described in Reference 9, WLM does 

not need to probe potential target images to see whether they are capable of absorbing new 

work as the shared state data are sufficient to make this determination. Note that in an OS/390* 

(formerly known as MVS) operating system environment, WLM can easily manage systems that 

are running at 90+ percent of capacity, whereas Reference 9 describes a model that works well 

in a range no higher than 70 to 80 percent of capacity. The approach of WLM is intended for 

dozens to hundreds of hosts, with overhead measured to be containable within 0.5 percent for 

several systems.  

A number of benefits surface from the WLM philosophy of goal-oriented performance 

management. The most obvious of these benefits is the simplification in defining performance 

objectives and initialization states to the system. The system administrator is able to specify 

business objectives directly to the system in business terms. These objectives reflect both goals 

and business importance and apply to the entire parallel environment controlled by the business 

policy. It is still the responsibility of the system administrator to ensure that each service class 

contains work with similar goals, business importance, and resource requirements to acquire 

the maximum benefit from WLM. Placing work with similar goals but diverse resource 

requirements into the same service class will limit the ability of WLM to make effective resource 

trade-offs, to correctly project resource needs, and to project the effects of resource 

adjustments.  
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First, the system administrator does not have to understand low-level technical controls. There 

is no fiddling with dispatch controls. The system administrator does not have to understand 

trade-offs for setting dispatch priorities when a machine has a single very fast processing 

engine vs a single slower engine vs multiple slower engines vs multiple very fast engines. The 

system administrator does not have to individually set storage isolation targets (amount of 

processor storage that should be protected or restricted for a given address space), tune for the 

worst case, and then worry that the working set changes according to goal. The WLM 

algorithms will monitor and set the appropriate values automatically on behalf of the system 

administrator. Effective use of capacity is assured by the management algorithms.  

The history of performance tuning has given rise to a number of heuristics to address different 

performance problem areas. Unfortunately, these "rules of thumb" are often wrong. For example, 

paging may be tolerated so long as goals are being met. In the past, the system administrator 

might set some control value, hear that users are unsatisfied, and then have to retune, all the 

time having to balance the needs of conflicting workloads. Performance tuning with WLM does 

not require that the system administrator readjust resources, a process that is iterative and 

expensive. Effective use of capacity is assured by the management algorithms.  

Next, the system administrator does not have to worry about the placement of work to the best 

image and best server within the parallel environment. There is no requirement to define the 

resource requirements of work requests to the system. Effective use of capacity is assured by 

the management algorithms.  

Finally, the business policy defined to WLM handles mixed workloads, e.g., interactive, batch, 

transaction processing, data mining environments, and so forth. The system is responsible for 

resource management of work in execution and for the management of delays and their impact 

on attaining goals. There is no need to partition the images or nodes of the parallel environment 

for each separate workload. The system administrator does not have to specify the resource 

demands of work in advance. Effective use of capacity is assured by the management 

algorithms.  

The second major benefit of the WLM philosophy is to allow granular growth to be transparent 

to the installation. Transparency simplifies the problem of scaling the environment as the 

workload grows. WLM supports dynamic changes in adding or removing images, subsystems, 

and applications, as well as variability in workload characteristics and resource demands. 

Reconfiguration need not affect performance objectives. If there is insufficient capacity to meet 

all goals, the business policy determines the relative business importance in meeting each goal. 



The addition of new applications need not cause revision of old objectives, with the attendant 

rebalancing of low-level controls. WLM dynamically adjusts to all these changes. WLM will also 

dynamically adjust to short-term changes, including spikes in demand.  

The third major benefit is to support high availability objectives. This support includes 

rebalancing work when an image is removed and advising in the placement of restarting 

subsystem environments when their host system is removed. Change management is also 

simplified since a strategy of rippling hardware or software changes, or both, across images in 

the parallel environment while managing existing workload on remaining images allows for 

continuous operation 24 hours per day, seven days per week.  

The fourth major benefit of the WLM philosophy is to require no changes at the application level. 

Support is provided by the operating system and major subsystem environments. It contrasts to 

an implementation such as Utopia [1], where there are no kernel changes, but some major 

applications are assumed to change to be sensitive to routing considerations.  

WLM algorithms for resource management 

The Multisystem Goal-Driven Performance Controller (MGDPC) contains the resource 

management algorithms of WLM. The MGDPC is responsible for allocating computer system 

resources so that the customer's performance goals are met to the extent that the goals are 

achievable. The MGDPC must manage work across multiple systems. It must manage multiple 

types of work, from short transactions to processor-intensive batch transactions. It must manage 

client/server workloads, where resources must be allocated to servers to address the 

performance of the clients. It must manage workloads that vary, detecting performance 

problems and reallocating resources. It must manage multiple resources. And it must do all of 

this efficiently. The MGDPC must act like a very good systems programmer. The following 

subsections describe how it is done.  

The code in the MGDPC combines the performance management approaches of an 

experienced systems programmer with analytic algorithms. The systems programmer in the 

MGDPC has the advantages of a wealth of data, analytic algorithms that run at machine speeds, 

the opportunity to make resource changes every ten seconds, and updated data and feedback 

on previous decisions every ten seconds. The MGDPC can be thought of as a data collection 

and analysis system, resource adjustment, and feedback loop extending across a set of 

interconnected, cooperating, independent computer systems.  
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The MGDPC collects performance data, measures the achievement of goals, selects the 

service classes that need their performance improved, selects bottleneck resources, selects 

donors of the resources, assesses the impact of making resource reallocations, and makes the 

reallocations if there is a net benefit to the changes. The MGDPC is invoked once every ten 

seconds, referred to as a policy interval, performing detection and correction of actual or 

anticipated performance problems so as to make the operating system adaptive and self-tuning.  

Independent and cooperating. The MGDPC is responsible for managing the performance of a 

workload that is distributed across a set of interconnected, cooperating, independent computer 

systems. These computer systems are said to be cooperating in the sense that each is 

exchanging operational measurement data with the other computer systems in the set. They are 

said to be independent in the sense that each is an entirely separate, wholly functional 

computer system whose resources are controlled by its own copy of the operating system. Each 

system operates independently and considers itself the local system. To each system, the 

remote systems are all the other systems being managed. Each system considers itself local 

and all other systems remote. The MGDPC is implemented as distributed intelligence. No 

system considers itself the master.  

The primary objective of the MGDPC is to meet performance goals across all the systems being 

managed. This objective is met without any centralized control. Instead, each system receives 

performance data from all the other systems being managed and, based on its view of how the 

entire distributed workload is doing, makes resource allocation decisions to best meet sysplex 

(System/390* Parallel Sysplex* [10])-wide goals. A secondary objective of the MGDPC is to 

meet performance goals on its local system, in which case resource allocation decisions are 

made using local and remote data.  

Each local MGDPC collects data on its local system, periodically broadcasts its view to the other 

systems in the sysplex, and implements mechanisms that can run independently on each 

system so that each system knows which class of work to help, by how much, and in what order, 

and knows the effects that resource reallocations on the local system will have on the sysplex 

performance of each class of work.  

Each system's understanding of the sysplex effects of resource reallocations is the key to each 

system being able to independently make local resource trade-offs to achieve sysplex 

performance goals. Each system must also understand which portion of the problem it must 

solve so multiple systems do not all try to solve all parts of the problem at the same time.  
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Another feature of the MGDPC allows the systems to reallocate resources to help work that is 

doing poorly on the local system even though the work is doing well from a sysplex perspective. 

This local optimization is allowed as long as it does not adversely affect the relative sysplex 

performance of other classes of work. If an individual system determines that there is nothing it 

must do to assist work to achieve sysplex performance goals, it is free to work on local 

performance problems to the extent that sysplex goals are not adversely affected. It has enough 

data to project the effect of local resource reallocations on sysplex goals.  

Fundamental concepts. In this subsection, the fundamental concepts of MGDPC operation are 

discussed.  

Data histories. The MGDPC algorithms require efficient access to large quantities and varieties 

of performance data. Individual MGDPC algorithms need data summarized over different 

periods of time. Since individual algorithms also need different levels of statistical confidence in 

the data, they need to be able to look at different minimum numbers of data points. The use of 

the data determines how far back in time it is necessary to look or the minimum number of data 

points required to get a valid representation of a phenomena, or both. It is therefore important to 

maintain the number of data points represented in the performance data, and it is not always 

sufficient to merely keep a single summary value. Keeping all the individual observations of all 

the types of performance data in virtual storage, and searching and summarizing on demand, 

would consume far too much storage. Accessing the data from disk would require far too much 

time.  

The MGDPC solved the problem with data histories. A data history is a mechanism to collect 

and analyze data over time. By using data histories the MGDPC can use data that have enough 

samples to be representative without using data so old that the data might be out of date. A 

data history contains n rows of data and a roll counter that determines when data should roll out 

of each row. Each row represents data from a range of time in history. Row 1 contains data 

from the most recent period only. Subsequent rows contain varying ranges of older data. Values 

for the number of rows have been found that have been proven to be effective for the OS/390 

environment. The roll counter controls when to roll a row of data from one time range to another 

further back in time. The roll counter is incremented each policy interval. Each row has 

associated with it a number that corresponds to the roll counter value specifying when the data 

in the row should be rolled into the next row. If the counter value of row m is 1, it means row m 

is rolled into row m + 1 every interval. If the counter of row m is 4, it means row m is rolled every 

fourth interval.  



Data are added to the history as follows. New data are added to row 1. At the end of each policy 

interval the oldest row whose roll counter value evenly divides into the current roll counter value 

is found. The content of that row is added to the next numerically higher row. The content of all 

the numerically lower rows are moved up one row, leaving row 1 empty. When it is time to roll 

data out of the last row in the history, the data are discarded. To obtain data from a data history, 

the data from rows 1 through p are added together. The value of p is chosen such that the data 

used were gathered over a long enough interval with enough samples to be representative.  

Given the ability to summarize data for varying ranges of time by simply including data from 

different rows of the history, data can be summarized for a minimum time or a minimum number 

of observations, or a combination of these criteria. The MGDPC uses the data history facility 

extensively. Histories are used for state samples, response time distributions, processor 

consumption, performance index calculations, service consumption per transaction, server 

topology determination, and other purposes.  

Performance index. A fundamental problem with trying to meet performance goals and make 

trade-offs among different work with different goals is knowing how work is doing relative to its 

goals and relative to other work. The solution used by the MGDPC is the performance index. 

The calculation of the performance index for a class with a response time goal is:  

performance_index = actual_response_time / goal_response_time  

It is a calculated measure of how well work is meeting its defined performance goals. The 

performance index allows comparisons between work with different goals. A performance index 

of 1.0 indicates the class is exactly meeting its goal. A performance index greater than 1.0 

indicates the class is performing worse than its goal, and a performance index less than 1.0 

indicates the class is performing better than its goal.  

New performance indexes are calculated for every policy interval. Performance indexes are 

calculated from enough recent completions to be representative of the results for the class. Both 

sysplex and local performance indexes are calculated for each class on each system. To 

operate independently, each system must have enough information to be able to calculate a 

performance index for each class. To provide this information, each system sends updated 

information to all the other systems every policy interval. The information is stored in two 

histories. Local information is stored in a local history, and data from the remote systems are 

stored in a history for data from remote systems.  



A projected response time is calculated for each in-flight work unit. The projected response 

times for in-flight work are combined with data from the actual response completions to 

calculate the performance index. The local performance index represents the performance of 

work units associated with the class on the local system. The local performance index is 

calculated from data from the local response time history. The sysplex performance index 

represents the performance of work units associated with the class, across all the systems 

being managed. Each system independently combines the local and remote data histories to 

compute a sysplex performance index.  

State sampling. The first action to be taken when trying to solve the performance problem of a 

service class is finding out what the problem is. The MGDPC must determine why the work is 

being delayed. Many delays can be measured quite precisely, but the cost is prohibitive. The 

MGDPC solved this problem with state sampling. Four times a second, the MGDPC samples 

every work unit in every system being managed. Four times was chosen as a value because it 

is frequent enough but not prohibitive in cost. From these samples, the MGDPC builds a picture 

of the work in each class. It learns where each class is spending its time. It learns how much 

each class is using each resource and how much each class is delayed waiting for each 

resource. The samples are aggregated for each policy interval, and from this picture of the work 

in each class, the MGDPC can determine what to do. The state sampling implemented by the 

MGDPC is very efficient, requiring not more than one percent of the processor time to 

accomplish its task. The cost of state sampling is by far the largest contributor to system 

overhead among the various functions performed. Figure 1 shows the types of state samples.  

Figure 1  

Server topology. Client/server workloads introduce a further level of complexity into managing 

resources to meet performance goals. The client service classes [11] have the performance 

goals but are served by one or more server address spaces. The client service classes do not 

consume computer system resources. The resources are consumed by the server address 

spaces serving the client service classes. So computer system resources must be allocated to 

the server address spaces to meet the goals of the client service classes. The MGDPC must 

understand the client/server relationships and must be able to project the effects on the client 
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service classes of making resource adjustments to the server address spaces. The MGDPC 

must be able to project second-level effects.  

The client service classes in the diagram of Figure 2 are labeled CICSA and CICSB (from 

Customer Information Control System, CICS*). Work requests classified to CICSA and CICSB 

receive service from several server address spaces. CICSA is served by server spaces TOR1, 

AOR1, and AOR2. CICSB is served by server spaces TOR1, AOR2, and AOR3. Achieving the 

goals of CICSA and CICSB requires that adequate computer system resources be allocated to 

the server address spaces--TOR1, AOR1, AOR2, and AOR3--since resources cannot be 

directly attributed to or allocated to CICSA and CICSB.  

Figure 2  

The problem of learning the client/server relationships was solved by sampling. The problem of 

allocating computer system resources to server address spaces to meet the goals of the client 

service classes was solved by dynamically creating internally defined server service classes 

and assigning the server address spaces to them based on the client service classes they were 

observed serving. The problem of projecting second-level effects was solved using a 

proportional aggregate speed algorithm.  

Four times a second, the MGDPC samples control blocks set by the server address spaces to 

detect which client service classes are being served. From these samples, the MGDPC learns 

which server address spaces serve which client service classes and in what proportion. The 

MGDPC reevaluates these client/server relationships once a minute so the topology built will 

reflect changing client/server relationships. Server address spaces are also moved among 

internal service classes once a minute to reflect any changes in the client/server topology.  

For each distinct combination of client service classes observed being served by one or more 

servers, an internally defined server service class is dynamically created. In the example in 

Figure 2, these combinations are (CICSA), (CICSA, CICSB), and (CICSB). AOR1 serves only 

CICSA. TOR1 and AOR2 serve both CICSA and CICSB. AOR3 serves only CICSB. On the 

basis of these combinations, the MGDPC creates the corresponding internal server service 
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classes 1, 2, and 3 and moves TOR1, AOR1, AOR2, and AOR3 to them for management. 

Internal classes are a mechanism for collecting data on and managing servers to meet the 

goals of clients. To meet the client service class goals of CICSA and CICSB, the server address 

spaces will be managed by managing server service classes 1, 2, and 3.  

Computer system resources are allocated to these internal server service classes in order to 

meet the performance goals of the client service classes. The topology represents the 

client/server relationships and the proportion of time each server is serving each client. This 

learned information will adapt over time, because the relationship between clients and server 

address spaces is dynamic. The server topology samples are kept in a history. The history 

mechanisms slowly age the samples out so there are less likely to be abrupt changes based on 

short-term effects.  

Proportional aggregate speed. In the client/server case, the MGDPC must improve the 

performance of the client service classes indirectly. The MGDPC must be able to assess the 

effect on a client service class, e.g., CICSA, from improving the performance of an internal 

service class, e.g., Internal Class 2. This improvement is proportional to the extent to which the 

client service class, e.g., CICSA, is served by the server spaces in the internal service class. To 

be able to project the effects on clients of the resources allocated to the servers, the concept of 

the proportional aggregate speed of a client class was introduced.  

For a nonserved class, speed is defined as the classes' processor "using samples" [12] divided 

by all of the nonidle samples of the class, multiplied by 100, and results in this calculation:  

speed = processor_using_samples / nonidle_samples × 100  

If the work units in the class were never delayed, the speed of the class would be 100.  

The proportional aggregate speed of a client service class is the apportioned speed of all the 

internally defined server service classes serving it. The proportional aggregate speed for each 

client service class is determined by allocating all of the client's server's state samples to the 

client service class in proportion to the portion of time that each server service class was 

observed serving each client service class. The portion of time is determined from the 

client/server topology. The proportional aggregate speed of a client service class is calculated 

by dividing the total processor using samples apportioned to the client service class from all 

server service classes, divided by the total processor using samples plus all delay samples 

apportioned to the client service class from all server service classes. The calculation follows:  
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For each client service class, the client's performance index is plotted versus the proportional 

aggregate speed of the client class. This plot, shown in Figure 3, is then used to determine the 

effect, i.e., the performance index delta, on the client of changing the allocation of system 

resources to server address spaces.  

Figure 3  

Performance index delta. Just as the performance index is the measure of how well a class is 

doing with respect to its goals, the performance index delta is the common unit of measure for 

the relative value of making resource reallocations. The performance index delta is always 

calculated from delay sample deltas. Each individual resource fix algorithm uses algorithms 

unique to the resource to determine the delay sample delta that will result from a resource 

reallocation. Then the delay sample deltas are used to calculate the performance index deltas 

that are used to assess the relative value of the resource reallocation.  

For nonserved classes, performance index deltas are calculated as shown below. The 

calculation is a three- step process. First, the projected response time delta is calculated. It is 

the actual response time multiplied by the proportion of the total nonidle samples represented 

by the sample delta. If the total samples were 100, and the delay samples projected to be 

eliminated were 20, the response time would be projected to be reduced by 20 percent. Then 

the delta to the local performance index is calculated from the projected response time delta. 

Finally, the sysplex performance index delta is calculated from the fraction of total observations 

in which the class was observed on the local system. Note that these equations apply to both 

receivers and donors. For a receiver, the delay sample delta is negative, so the performance 

index is projected to be lower, which is an improvement. For a donor, the delay sample delta is 

positive, reflecting additional delay and an increased performance index.  
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proj_response_time_delta 

= delay_sample_delta / nonidle_samples × actual_response_time                       (1)  

local_proj_performance_index_delta 

= proj_response_time_delta / goal                       (2)  

sysplex_proj_performance_index_delta  

= local_observations / sysplex_observations  

× local_proj_performance_index_delta                       (3)  

For client/server classes, the performance index delta is determined from the client's 

proportional aggregate speed plot. To read the projected performance index from the plot, a 

projected proportional aggregate speed must be calculated. The calculation starts with delay 

sample deltas calculated by the individual fix algorithms. Projected delay sample deltas are 

calculated for each server that serves the client class. Then the sample deltas are apportioned 

to the client class based on the server topology. The server topology represents the 

client/server relationships and the proportion of time each server is serving each client class. 

After the sample deltas of the server are apportioned to the client, the projected proportional 

aggregate speed is calculated for the client class. Then, the projected performance index is 

read from the client's proportional aggregate speed plot. The performance index delta of the 

client class is the difference between the projected performance index of the client class and the 

current actual performance index of the client class. Proportional aggregate speed plots contain 

sysplex data, so no local-to-sysplex performance index delta conversion is required.  

Policy adjustment framework. The policy adjustment algorithm is invoked periodically to 

assess reallocating system resources to better meet performance goals. The policy adjustment 

algorithm is invoked every ten seconds. Ten seconds was chosen as a value sufficiently small 

to be responsive to changing system conditions and external user perceptions, but sufficiently 

large to allow enough samples to be acquired on which to base new resource allocations. This 

period of ten seconds is referred to as a policy interval. The effects of the resource reallocations 

made during one policy interval are observed in subsequent policy intervals and function as a 

feedback loop for continuous adaptive policy adjustment.  

The resource readjustment actions taken are incremental, having the advantage of leaving 

resource allocations alone except when changes are needed to meet performance goals. Since 



the MGDPC is invoked every ten seconds, there are ample opportunities for it to make sufficient 

changes to address any problems and to obtain feedback before making further changes. Some 

of the most "human" behavior observed in the MGDPC is its inclination to jump in immediately 

to help whenever it can but also to recognize when its help is not needed.  

The MGDPC helps by searching for the one set of actions most beneficial to the service class 

most in need of help. The select receiver algorithm is used to select the receiver service class 

most in need of help and to select alternative receivers if needed. The find bottleneck algorithm 

is used to find the resources causing the receiver delay. The select donor algorithm selects 

potential donor service classes to donate bottleneck resources to the receiver. The net value 

algorithm determines whether there is net value to the donation. The receiver value algorithm 

determines whether there is sufficient value to the receiver to make the donation worth doing. 

The fix delay algorithms are unique for each resource and are used to assess changes and 

calculate the value of changes in common value units (performance index deltas) to be used by 

net value and receiver value algorithms. These algorithms are invoked in a loop, referred to as 

the policy adjustment loop, illustrated in Figure 4 until one receiver service class is helped or all 

service classes have been assessed, and there is no way or no need to help. All of these 

algorithms are discussed further in the following subsections.  

Figure 4  

The policy adjustment loop selects a class to help (select receiver), determines the resource 

causing the class the largest delay (find bottleneck), assesses reallocating resources from one 

or more donor classes to the receiver (fix delay, select donor, net value, and receiver value), 

and makes the changes if there is value to the aggregate attainment of goals. If there is 

insufficient net value or receiver value with one set of donors, other sets of donors will be 

assessed. If there is insufficient net value or receiver value with any combination of donors for a 

given resource and receiver, the resource causing the receiver the next largest delay will be 

determined and donors of that resource assessed. If there is no combination of donors of any 

resource for a given receiver, the next most deserving receiver will be selected, and all 

resources and donors assessed for that receiver until all possible receivers have been 
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assessed or until a receiver is helped. When a receiver has been helped, the MGDPC exits to 

await feedback on the changes during the next policy interval.  

The policy adjustment loop and the select receiver, find bottleneck, select donor, net value, and 

receiver value algorithms are all common for all the resources. The fix delay algorithm is unique 

for each resource. This loop is a very powerful framework for performance management. A fix 

algorithm for any resource can fit into this framework. The only requirements are that a delay 

that indicated a lack of the resource can be sampled, a control variable controlling access to the 

resource can be defined, and a relationship can be found between the control variable and the 

resulting delay samples. These concepts, as they apply to dispatch priority, I/O priority, storage 

allocation, and MPL [13] slots, are described in later subsections.  

Assemble performance data. At the beginning of each policy interval, performance data that 

have been collected asynchronously by state sampling and other processes are assembled into 

efficiently accessible data structures to prepare for running the adjustment algorithms. 

Performance indexes are calculated, data received from other systems are assembled into 

histories, points are added to plots, sample sets are built, and the server topology is updated. It 

is similar to what a system programmer would do in preparation for tuning a system. The 

difference is that the MGDPC does data assembly at machine speed.  

Select receiver. The first decision the policy adjustment algorithm must make is to decide which 

class to help. The MGDPC makes incremental improvements every ten seconds. It attempts to 

find one receiver to help each policy interval and looks for the most deserving receiver each 

time. Making incremental changes ensures that there is a solid base of feedback data to use in 

the algorithms during each policy interval. Potential receivers are selected based on importance, 

sysplex and local performance index, and the likelihood of the MGDPC being able to help the 

receiver. Classes that are missing sysplex goals are selected before classes that are meeting 

sysplex goals but missing goals on the local system. Classes missing goals are selected in 

order of importance. Classes meeting goals are selected in sysplex performance index order 

and then in local performance index order. Because the worst-off classes are selected first, it is 

more likely that a resource reallocation with significant value will be found.  

The policy adjustment algorithm also remembers whether it has tried unsuccessfully to help a 

receiver in a recent interval. If it did, the select receiver algorithm skips over assessing the 

receiver. This is an optimization which saves the cycles that would be used to again come to the 

conclusion that the receiver could not be helped. Select receiver also knows when to leave 

resource allocations alone. It only selects classes that have a current performance index above 
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0.9. Classes that are meeting goals but have a performance index above 0.9 are close enough 

to going over 1.0 to merit some attention if their performance can be improved without harming 

other work. However, classes with a current performance index of 0.9 or lower are easily 

meeting their goals and do not need help. The select receiver algorithm has the intelligence to 

know when to quit.  

Find bottleneck. Once the receiver class has been selected, the next step is to select which 

resource delays to address. For nonserved classes, the selection of the next bottleneck to 

address is made by selecting the delay type with the largest number of delay samples that has 

not already been selected for this receiver during the current policy interval. If fixing that delay 

does not provide sufficient receiver or net value, the next largest delay is assessed and so on 

until all delays have been considered.  

In the client/server case, both a bottleneck resource and the associated bottleneck server must 

be selected. The selection of which bottleneck to address is made by selecting the server-delay 

combination with the largest number of apportioned delay samples that has not already been 

selected during the policy interval. The server samples are apportioned to each client class on 

the basis of the server topology described previously. The delay type having the largest number 

of samples apportioned to the receiver class is selected as the resource bottleneck delay type 

to be addressed on behalf of the receiver class. The server that experienced the bottleneck 

delay is selected as the bottleneck server.  

In either the nonserver case or the client/server case, on each invocation, the delay with the 

next largest number of delay samples is selected to be assessed. No minimum number of 

samples is required for a delay to be assessed for fixing. Any defined minimum would by its 

nature be arbitrary and might eliminate a valuable change from consideration. The MGDPC 

handles the problem of making insignificant changes by requiring sufficient receiver value for a 

change. If too few samples would be eliminated to make a significant improvement, the change 

for that delay would fail the receiver value algorithms. But at that point the decision would have 

been well thought out, not arbitrary.  

Generic delay fix. There is a specific fix algorithm for each delay addressed by the MGDPC. The 

function of each fix algorithm is to improve the performance of the receiver class or determine 

that there is not sufficient value to make a change. Improving performance is done by changing 

a control variable specific to the delay being addressed. To determine value, the fix algorithm 

must be able to project the performance index delta that results from changing the control 



variable. A fix algorithm specific to the delay to be addressed is invoked when that delay is 

selected by the find bottleneck algorithm.  

Each fix algorithm is responsible for selecting potential donors of the resource, projecting the 

effect on attainment of performance goals if the donor or donors donated to the receiver, 

accepting or rejecting changes, selecting alternate donors, and reallocating the resources if any 

reallocation is found that has net value. In all cases, the individual resource fix algorithm 

projects delay sample deltas and uses them to project performance index deltas for the receiver 

and donor or donors. The projected performance index deltas are then used to determine 

whether the resource reallocation has net value. The details of these calculations are specific to 

individual resources and are described later.  

Select donor. The purpose of the select donor algorithm is to choose the most eligible class that 

will donate the required resource to the receiver from the set of classes owning that resource. 

Donors are selected in an order that is generally the reverse of the order used to select 

receivers. However, the donor order is dynamic even within a policy interval. Multiple donors 

may be needed to provide enough of a resource donation to reach sufficient receiver value. As 

each tentative donation is evaluated and accumulated, the resulting performance index changes 

are calculated and factored back into the donor order. The dynamically changing list feature is 

important, especially when finding storage donors, where donation can take many forms.  

Additional constraints on the select donor algorithm require that the donor own the resource 

needed by the receiver. For example, a dispatch priority donor must be running at a dispatch 

priority that is at least equal to the dispatch priority of the receiver. In the case of storage, the 

donor can hold the resource in any form. For example, if the receiver needs MPL slots, the 

donor does not have to donate MPL slots. What the receiver actually needs is storage for MPL 

slots. The donor's storage can be in the form of a protective processor storage target or in the 

form of MPL slots. If the resource required to help the receiver is increased I/O priority, the I/O 

donor must be in the same I/O cluster [14] as the I/O receiver. This requirement must be met for 

the donation to have any effect on the receiver.  

In addition, the select donor algorithm will not select a class as a donor of a resource if it was 

selected as a receiver for the same resource in the same policy interval. This is an example of 

including the experience of a system performance analyst in the code.  

Net value. The net value algorithm keeps the MGDPC from making bad resource reallocations. 

The performance index value for a class is the measure of how well that class is meeting its 
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specified goal. The measure of the value of a contemplated resource reallocation to the receiver 

is the projected change in the performance index of the receiver that occurs as a result of the 

contemplated resource reallocation. Similarly, the measure of the net value of a contemplated 

resource reallocation is the improvement in the performance index of the receiver relative to the 

degradation of the performance index of the donor.  

The net value algorithm uses the projected performance index deltas for the receiver and donor 

to calculate whether there is net value to the contemplated donation from the donor to the 

receiver. Net value takes the sysplex and local performance indexes into consideration as well 

as the importance of the receiver and donor or donors. All donors are checked. A receiver will 

only be improved by reallocating resource from a specific donor if a net positive value to the 

resource reallocation is projected. If using a donor to improve a receiver is projected to result in 

more harm to the donor than improvement to the receiver relative to the goals and importance, 

the resource reallocation is not done. If the result will yield more improvement for the receiver 

than harm to the donor relative to the goals, the resource reallocation is done.  

Receiver value. The receiver value algorithm is a key feature that keeps the MGDPC from 

making resource reallocations that are either too small or too drastic. A receiver will only be 

helped when sufficient receiver value is projected. The receiver value criteria are a minimum 

performance index improvement or the elimination of a minimum number of delay samples. 

These criteria are designed to reject very small improvements. The reason for rejecting actions 

having too little receiver value is to avoid making changes that yield only marginal 

improvements. Marginal changes are not made, and the MGDPC goes on to select and assess 

another bottleneck for the current receiver or to select a new receiver.  

The receiver value criteria also perform the function of indicating to the "individual resource 

delay fix algorithm" at what point it has given the receiver enough help. These criteria keep one 

system in a sysplex from trying to solve all of the performance problems of a class when the 

class is running on more than one system. The criteria also keep multiple systems in the 

sysplex from trying to solve all parts of the problem simultaneously and running the risk of 

making too much of a correction. None of the systems require explicit communication or 

coordination to know how much of the problem is theirs to fix.  

Send data. At the end of each policy interval on each system, the MGDPC sends data to all the 

other systems in the set of independent cooperating systems being managed. Performance 

data and control data are sent. This action is of key importance to the distributed intelligence of 

the MGDPC.  



The MGDPC on each system maintains a history for each type of performance data received. 

The histories cover enough intervals of time such that late or out-of-order data do not require 

special handling or error processing. The late data just roll into the history whenever the data 

arrive. If a system fails, and its data stop arriving, it simply stops being included in the history, 

and stops being considered in decisions. The data from the failing system will gracefully age out 

of the history without the other systems having to be specifically notified that a system went 

down. It eliminates the need for special-case and error-handling mechanisms and abrupt 

changes in resource allocation policies on individual systems. The use of histories to manage 

the remote performance data allows the systems being managed to operate independently.  

Control data are also sent to remote systems at the end of each policy interval. An example is 

sending the fact that an I/O priority change was made. I/O priority changes require a relatively 

longer time to provide feedback than other changes such as dispatch priority. Since these 

changes take longer to provide feedback, they are made less frequently. To accomplish this 

longer interval between changes, each system must know whenever another system made 

such a change.  

Processor delay fix. This subsection describes how performance is improved by reducing the 

delay the receiver experiences waiting to run on the processor. The controlled variable in this 

case is the dispatch priority.  

Theory. The processor delay experienced by the receiver is a function of the processor time 

available to the receiver. Processor time available to the receiver is a function of the processor 

demand from work running at higher dispatch priorities than the receiver and the processor 

demand from work running at the same dispatch priority as the receiver. Processor delay is also 

a function of both the receiver's mean-time-to-wait and the receiver's mean-time-to-wait 

compared with the mean-time-to-wait of the other work at the same dispatch priority as the 

receiver.  

For the processor delay fix algorithm to fit with the resource adjustment framework discussed 

previously, the processor delay fix algorithm has to be able to project the processor delay 

sample deltas that would result from dispatch priority changes. Multiple steps and relationships 

are required to do these projections. In working backward from sample deltas, projected 

processor sample deltas are a function of the actual processor delay samples of an individual 

class and the actual wait-to-using ratio and projected wait-to-using ratio. The projected wait-to-

using ratio of an individual class is a function of both the actual mean-time-to-wait of the class 

and the actual mean-time-to-wait of the class compared to the actual mean-time-to-wait of the 



other work at the same dispatch priority. The projected wait-to-using ratio at a priority is a 

function of the processor demand of work running at higher dispatch priorities and the processor 

demand of work running at the same dispatch priority.  

Actual delay samples, actual wait-to-using ratios, and actual mean-time-to-wait values are 

measurable. That leaves the problem of defining algorithms to project processor demand, wait-

to-using ratios, and delay samples.  

Maximum processor demand. The first problem with projecting the effects of dispatch priority 

changes is that the inherent processor demand of the work units in a class cannot be measured 

directly. If a class consumes x amount of processor service when it runs at dispatch priority a, it 

cannot be assumed that it will still consume the same amount of service when it runs at a higher 

or lower priority or with a more or less competing demand. The MGDPC required an algorithm 

to project the processor consumption of a class at any dispatch priority. The solution was to 

define the concept of maximum processor demand.  

Maximum demand is defined as the theoretical maximum percentage of total processor time 

that work units in a class can consume if the demand has no processor delay. Its calculation 

follows:  

maximum_demand_percentage 

= number_of_work_units × processor_using_samples × 100 /  

total_samples - processor_delay_samples  

Maximum demand is calculated for each class and accumulated for all the classes at each 

priority.  

Wait-to-using ratio. The next step in projecting processor sample deltas is to project the wait-to-

using ratio that will be experienced by the classes at each priority given that one or more 

classes have tentatively changed priority. The aggregate projected wait-to-using ratio at a 

priority is a function of the processor demand of work running at higher dispatch priorities and 

the processor demand of work running at the same dispatch priority. The data used in the 

algorithm are the maximum demand of all the work running at each priority and the processor-

using and delay samples accumulated by the classes at each priority. The current values of 

aggregate wait-to-using and aggregate maximum demand at each priority are used to 

determine the current functions relating wait-to-using to maximum demand. For each policy 

interval, these functions are derived dynamically to fit the current environment. Then the 



dynamically derived functions are used to project the aggregate wait-to-using ratios expected to 

be experienced by the work at each priority after one or more classes and their demands are 

moved from one priority to another.  

Individual wait-to-using ratio. Next the individual wait-to-using ratio for each class is calculated 

as shown below. The aggregate projected wait-to-using ratio at a priority was calculated above. 

The individual mean-time-to-wait was measured. Individual mean-time-to-wait is a function of 

the work units in the class and does not vary with priority. Service- weighted mean-time-to-wait 

is the sum of the products of individual mean-time-to-wait and individual processor service 

consumption with the sum divided by the total processor service consumption at the priority.  

proj_ind_wait_to_using_ratio 

= service_weighted_average_mean_time_to_wait /  

individual_mean_time_to_wait 

× proj_wait_to_using  

Processor delay sample delta. Finally, projected processor delay sample deltas are calculated 

as shown below. The projected individual wait-to-using ratio was calculated above. The actual 

wait-to-using ratio was measured, and the actual processor delay sample value was measured.  

proj_delay_samples 

= proj_ind_wait_to_using_ratio /  

actual_ind_wait_to_using_ratio  

× actual_processor_delay_samples  

The projected processor delay samples are equal to the actual observed processor delay 

samples, multiplied by the projected wait-to-using ratio, divided by the actual wait-to-using ratio. 

The delay sample delta is equal to the projected delay samples, minus the actual samples.  

Operation. A state machine was developed to select and examine combinations of receivers 

and donors in order to identify and assess combinations of dispatching priority changes. The 

state machine is the mechanism used to determine whether the next priority move should be to 

move the receiver up, to move the donor down, to checkpoint interim changes, to commit final 

changes, or to select another donor. Figure 5 shows an example of a state machine.  
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Figure 5  

The initial donor is selected by the general select donor algorithm. Using that donor as a starting 

point, the processor fix algorithm alternately assesses the effect of increasing the dispatching 

priority of the receiver (moving the receiver up) and decreasing the dispatching priority of the 

donor (moving the donor down) until the combination of moves produces sufficient receiver 

value or insufficient net value. After each tentative priority change, net value is checked for all 

classes affected by the change. If all affected classes pass net value, the set of interim moves is 

checkpointed, and receiver value is checked. If there is insufficient receiver value, the state 

machine proceeds to select another tentative move for the receiver or donor. If the net value 

check fails after any tentative move, secondary donors and receivers are selected to be moved 

up with the receiver or down with the donor to determine whether that combination of moves will 

pass the net value check.  

If at any point a priority change has a projected detrimental affect on another class, the affected 

class may become a secondary receiver and be moved up with the primary receiver. Multiple 

combinations of secondary receivers moved up with the primary receiver, and secondary 

donors moved down with the primary donor, will be considered to the extent necessary to find a 

combination of priority changes that will improve the receiver without causing relative harm to 

other workloads. The state machine handles all combinations of primary and secondary 

receivers and donors.  

If moving secondary donors and receivers is still not sufficient to pass net value, the secondary 

donors and receivers are moved back to the most recently acceptable set of checkpointed 

priorities that had shown acceptable net value. Then if it was the primary receiver moving up 

that failed net value, the moves continue with the donor moving down. Conversely, if it was the 

primary donor moving down that failed net value, the moves continue with the receiver moving 

up. In both cases, secondary donors and receivers are selected after every move if required to 

pass net value and to allow the assessment to continue. If even with moving secondary 

receivers and donors, neither the priority of the receiver nor the priority of the donor can change 

with acceptable net value, the whole set of tentative and checkpointed moves is abandoned and 

another donor is selected by the select donor algorithm. Then the whole process starts over 
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with the new donor. The purpose of the state machine is to produce a comprehensive set of 

move combinations to evaluate, i.e., to leave no stone unturned in a search for changes to allow 

work to meet goals. However, in reality, the state machine tends to find valuable moves quickly 

because of the intelligence used by the select receiver and select donor algorithms when 

selecting initial candidates.  

If a combination of priority changes with sufficient receiver value and net value is found, all the 

tentative priority changes are committed. The processor delay fix algorithm then exits and the 

MGDPC awaits feedback on the effect of its actions.  

Multiprogramming level delay fix. This subsection describes how performance is improved by 

reducing the delay experienced by the receiver while it is waiting to be admitted to the 

multiprogramming set. An address space must be admitted to the multiprogramming set before 

it can be swapped in and execute. The controlled variable in this case is the number of MPL 

slots allocated to the class. One MPL slot represents one address space.  

Theory. The MPL delay experienced by the receiver is a function of the fraction of ready users 

in the class that have MPL slots available to them. A ready user is an address space that is 

ready to execute. If there are fewer MPL slots allocated to the class than the class has ready 

users, some users will experience MPL delays. The class will not experience MPL delay if the 

number of MPL slots always equals or exceeds the number of ready users. The MPL delay fix 

algorithm uses an MPL delay plot to predict the effects on MPL delay of increasing or 

decreasing the MPL slots allocated to a class. At every policy interval, for each class, the 

MGDPC plots the most recent value of MPL delay per completion as a function of the fraction of 

ready users that have MPL slots available to them. Figure 6 depicts an MPL delay plot.  

Figure 6  

A complication arises when using the MPL delay plot because the number of ready users, 

required to read off the plot, is a function of the number of MPL slots. If there are too few slots, 

users will back up at any workload level. As slots are added, the number of ready users 

decreases. So the number of ready users is a function of MPL slots. The MPL delay fix 

algorithm uses another plot, the ready user average plot, to deal with this complication. The 
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ready user average plot (Figure 7) records the relationship between the number of ready users 

in a class and the number of MPL slots available to them. The ready user average plot is used 

to predict the number of ready users when assessing an MPL target change. The plot can show 

the point at which work units will start backing up. The number of ready users read off the ready 

user average plot is used to determine which point to read from the MPL delay plot.  

Figure 7  

Operation. In the operation of this algorithm, first the MPL slot increase necessary to satisfy 

receiver value for the receiver class is found. This is done by adding one to the current MPL slot 

allocation of the class, using the new number of MPL slots to read the new number of ready 

users off the ready user average plot, using the new number of ready users to read projected 

MPL delay off the MPL delay plot, converting the new MPL delay to an MPL delay sample delta, 

using the new delay sample delta to project a performance index delta, and using the projected 

performance index delta to determine receiver value. If there is not sufficient receiver value, 

another MPL slot is tentatively added, and all the calculations are repeated.  

When a number of MPL slots with sufficient receiver value is found, it is necessary to find 

storage to accommodate the additional swapped-in address spaces. Otherwise, simply adding 

address spaces could cause storage contention and other problems. Storage donors are 

identified using the find donor algorithm. The projected delay sample deltas are projected by the 

algorithm specific to the resource being taken (MPL slots or storage); the performance index 

delta is calculated as described previously; and the net value algorithm is used to determine 

whether the donation has value. If necessary, additional donors are identified and evaluated 

until an acceptable set of donors, able to donate the required storage, is found or all donors 

have been evaluated and all donations have been found to have insufficient net value.  

If a change with sufficient receiver value and net value is found, the additional MPL slots are 

allocated to the receiver, and all the storage donations are committed. During the next policy 

interval, the receiver will use the new MPL slots, and the donors will be allowed to use less 

storage. The MPL delay fix algorithm then exits, and the MGDPC awaits feedback on the actual 

effect of its actions.  
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Disk paging delay fix. This subsection describes how performance is improved by reducing the 

disk paging delay experienced by the receiver. The controlled variable in this case is the 

number of processor storage frames protected for an address space. The protected number of 

frames is referred to as the protected processor storage target. The operating system will not 

steal frames from the address space below the protected processor storage target of the 

address space.  

Theory. The disk paging delay experienced by the receiver is a function of both the number of 

page faults taken by work units in the class and the time required to satisfy the page faults. The 

number of page faults taken is a function of the processor storage allocated. The time per page 

fault is not a function of the processor storage allocated. It is a function of the demand put on 

the paging subsystem by all of the work units in any classes taking page faults. Both the 

number of page faults taken by the class and the time per page fault must be used in 

combination to accurately predict paging delay changes. The disk paging delay fix algorithm 

combines two techniques to predict disk paging delay changes. The first technique is the page 

fault rate plot, shown in Figure 8. This is a plot of page faults per completion as a function of 

processor storage allocated. A point is plotted on the class page fault rate plot after every few 

transactions in the class complete. The plot always reflects the latest condition but also 

remembers the page fault rate for the class when the class was allocated a larger or smaller 

number of frames. This plot is used to predict a new number of page faults per completion given 

a contemplated change to processor storage allocation.  

Figure 8  

After a new page fault rate has been read off the plot, disk paging delay samples are used to 

predict the new time that will be experienced because of disk paging delay. This prediction is 

arrived at by taking the ratio of the change in page fault rate and multiplying it by the disk paging 

delay samples experienced by the class. The calculation follows:  

projected_samples_delta 
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= (new_page_fault_rate - old_page_fault_rate) 

× disk_delay_samples /  

old_page_fault_rate  

If a page fault is taking a long time because of other demands on the paging subsystem, this 

situation is reflected in the number of delay samples experienced by the class. Introducing disk 

samples into the algorithm serves the function of introducing time per page fault into the 

algorithm. The number of page faults and the time per page fault used in combination are 

accurate predictors of the disk paging delay that will be experienced by a class after a 

processor storage allocation change. The performance index deltas are calculated from the 

delay sample delta as described previously.  

Operation. In the operation of the algorithm, first the storage allocation increase necessary to 

satisfy receiver value for the receiver class is found. This is done by reading the page fault rate 

corresponding to increasingly larger numbers of processor storage frames off the paging rate 

plot. Delay sample deltas and performance index deltas are calculated as described previously, 

and the receiver value algorithm is applied until a storage increase with sufficient receiver value 

is found. The required storage increase per address space multiplied by the number of 

swapped-in address spaces yields the total number of frames required. The storage required is 

found by the find donor algorithm, and the value of the storage reallocation is evaluated using 

the net value algorithm as described previously.  

The paging rate plot captures the nonlinear relationship between the amount of storage 

allocated to work and the value of the storage to that work as measured by the page fault rate of 

the work. For work on the right side of this plot, additional storage will be of little benefit, 

whereas the same amount of storage could provide a very large benefit to work on the left side 

of the plot. All other things being equal, work on the left side of its paging rate plot will tend to be 

a receiver of processor storage, and work on the right side of its paging rate plot will tend to 

make a good donor of processor storage.  

Long-running transactions. The preceding discussion assumed that each address space in the 

class would have similar storage requirements and benefit similarly from the same amount of 

storage. This assumption is true for classes where each transaction is relatively short. In these 

cases, each transaction in the class is given the same allocation of processor storage as soon 

as it arrives in the system. This technique allows short transactions to receive the benefit of the 

storage before the algorithms would have had time to learn the particular paging characteristics 

of each transaction. In cases where the transactions are longer, the transactions in a class, and 



their storage requirements, are more likely to be different from one another. Also in this case, 

the algorithms can afford the time to learn about each transaction individually. To learn, the 

algorithms build a paging rate plot for each individual transaction that experiences significant 

paging delay. This plot is used similarly to the class paging rate plot. To project the effect of 

giving storage to a receiver, a new paging rate is read off the transaction paging rate plot. Then 

a projected number of samples is calculated for the transaction in the same way as a new 

number of paging delay samples was calculated for a class. The final step is to project the delay 

sample delta for the class by multiplying the delay sample delta for the transaction by the 

proportion of the paging delta of the class attributable to the transaction.  

Client/server considerations. To improve the performance of a client class by reducing the 

paging delay seen by a server class, the delay sample delta is calculated as described above 

for the nonserved case. Then the projected samples are apportioned back to the client class, 

and a new proportional aggregate speed is calculated for the client class. The proportional 

aggregate speed plot is read to obtain the projected client class performance index and 

calculate the projected performance index delta as described previously.  

Feedback. In all cases, if a change with sufficient receiver value and net value is found, the 

additional storage is allocated to the receiver by increasing the protected processor storage 

target of the receiver, and all the storage donations are committed. The storage donations may 

be in the form of reducing MPL slots or reducing protective processor storage targets. The disk 

paging delay fix algorithm then exits, and the MGDPC awaits the next policy interval to obtain 

feedback on the effect of its actions.  

Anticipatory resource allocation. The previous topics on fixing storage-related delays all 

discussed how the MGDPC responded to situations where a class was experiencing delay 

waiting for MPL slots or paging. However, a good system programmer would not just wait for a 

problem with these resources to occur. The MGDPC does not just wait for problems either. The 

MGDPC anticipates what storage is needed by classes and allocates MPL slots and protective 

processor storage targets in advance to prevent problems. The MGDPC does these anticipatory 

allocations to the extent that the storage resource is not needed to solve problems that another 

class is experiencing. The MGDPC reconsiders these anticipatory allocations every policy 

interval, providing another mechanism for the MGDPC to respond to changing situations. The 

anticipatory allocations require no input from the customer. The MGDPC determines these 

allocations by observation.  



I/O delay fix. This subsection describes how performance is improved by reducing the I/O delay 

experienced by the receiver. The controlled variable in this case is the I/O priority.  

Theory. Managing access to I/O devices has many parallels with managing access to the 

processor. Both have using time and wait time, which suggested a wait-to-using algorithm. The 

concept of maximum demand, used successfully in processor management algorithms, is also 

applicable. This concept led to I/O priority assessment algorithms that in many ways paralleled 

the dispatching priority algorithms. I/O maximum demand and I/O wait-to-using measures are 

used, and the underlying concepts in the I/O projection algorithms are very similar to the 

concepts in the processor projection algorithms. A state machine is used to make a 

comprehensive search for I/O priority increase and decrease moves and secondary donors and 

receivers. The operation of this state machine is similar to the operation of the processor state 

machine described previously.  

Resources subsets. There is a complication with I/O devices in that they, unlike processor and 

storage, are not a common resource. All work does not use all devices. If the MGDPC was 

going to affect performance by changing the I/O priorities of receivers with respect to donors, it 

had to know that the donor actually affected the receiver. If the receiver uses devices a, b, and c, 

and the donor uses devices x, y, and z, changing the I/O priority of the receiver with respect to 

the donor will have no effect. The MGDPC solved this problem by determining disjoint subsets 

(clusters) of I/O devices such that it knew, for example, that service classes a and b use the 

devices in cluster 1, and classes c, d, and e use the devices in cluster 2, and so on. The 

MGDPC dynamically builds these cluster and class relationships every ten minutes to reflect 

changes in how the work in the classes is using the devices.  

Multisystem shared resources. Another problem involved with management of I/O priorities is 

that I/O devices, again unlike processor and storage, can be shared among systems. Managing 

I/O priorities on one system would be an incomplete solution in a sysplex. It led to the more 

general problem of being able to manage resources shared by multiple systems to meet 

performance goals.  

When processor priorities are changed, the changes need only be done on one system 

because only work on one system is affected. However, when shared resources are involved, 

the changes must be propagated across all systems that share the resource. For example, if 

class a is running with an I/O priority of 253 on one system, it must run with an I/O priority of 253 

on all systems to maintain its priority relative to other classes. If changes were not propagated 

across all the systems so work used consistent priorities, the changes on any one system would 



have an unpredictable effect. The MGDPC solved this problem by coordinating the I/O priority 

changes.  

A fundamental and very valuable attribute of the MGDPC algorithms is that the systems in the 

sysplex are independent as well as cooperating. There is no master system. Each system sees 

the same data and can make changes to any resource that the MGDPC manages. A 

complication arises with shared resources where any system can make I/O priority changes that 

it expects all systems to implement. The MGDPC solved this problem by continuing the 

philosophy that any system can make changes, but the MGDPC added coordination such that 

only one set of changes is propagated to all the systems at any one time. To reduce the 

instances of frequent competing I/O priority changes and to encourage the instances of the 

MGDPC to work on other problems such as storage or processor delays, the MGDPC added 

the requirement that the MGDPC on each system had to wait "n" number of intervals since the 

last I/O priority change by any system to make more I/O priority changes. The "n" used is six, so 

each system knows it has to wait six intervals before considering more changes. Maintaining 

the independence of the systems is very important because it allows each system to work on its 

local performance problems if all the sysplex goals are being met and eliminates many 

problems of a master-slave operation.  

Multisystem goal-driven performance controller in action. This subsection describes an 

experiment that was run to show how WLM can manage a large commercial workload. The 

experiment had two phases. In the first phase, an on-line transaction processing and interactive 

workload was run. We discuss how WLM sets dispatch priorities for this work based on the 

goals and importance of the work. In the second phase, a large batch job stream was added to 

this mix. We next discuss how WLM adjusted to this change in the workload to continue to meet 

the goals of the WLM policy. It should be noted that in order to show the robustness of the WLM 

adjustment algorithms, the second phase of this experiment overloaded the processor capacity 

of the system in a way that a commercial environment with important on-line work would be 

unlikely to do.  

The on-line transaction work consisted of two transaction-processing subsystems: Customer 

Information Control System Version 4.1 (CICS V4.1) and Information Management System 

Version 5.1 (IMS* V5.1). Both CICS and IMS are considered servers by WLM (see subsection 

on server topology). The interactive work was made up of 350 simulated users of the OS/390 

Time Sharing Option (TSO). The batch work consisted of 10 large jobs designed to simulate 

commercial batch operations. This work was divided into two service classes, BatchHi and 

BatchLow. The workload was run on an IBM ES/9000*/9021 with two CPUs.  



Table 1 summarizes the WLM policy used for the experiment.  

Table 1 Goals for mixed workload with IMS more important 

Service 

Class 

Period Type of Goal Goal Importance 

CICSTRX Response time 0.090 sec Medium 

IMSTRX Response time 1.000 sec High 

TSO Period 1 Response time 0.100 sec Medium 

TSO Period 2 Response time 1.000 sec Medium 

TSO Period 3 Response time 3.000 sec Low 

BatchHi Velocity 7% Lowest 

BatchLow Velocity 1% Lowest 

A significant observation about this policy is that the most important work in the system is made 

up of the IMS transactions. The least important work consists of the two batch service classes. 

The CICS transaction and TSO users are of medium importance.  

There were two interesting phases to this experiment. First, the nonbatch workloads were 

started and stabilized. During this interval the system was about 80 percent utilized, and there 

were no storage constraints. The order of dispatching priorities that WLM chose for the work 

was:  

1. CICS address spaces  

2. TSO Period 1  

3. TSO Period 2 and TSO Period 3  

4. IMS address spaces  

This order might be considered a surprising result given that the IMS transactions are the most 

important work in the system. The explanation is that although the IMS transactions are the 

most important, they are also very easily meeting their goal as shown by an average 

performance index of 0.12 over this interval. Table 2 shows the average performance indexes 

of each service class and the percentage of the CPU that each service class was using during 

the first phase of the experiment.  

Table 2 Average performance index and CPU percentage  

Service 

Class 
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Period Performance 

Index CPU (%) 

CICSTRX 0.70 24 

IMSTRX 0.12 23 

TSO Period 1 0.52 11 

TSO Period 2 0.34 4 

TSO Period 3 0.31 8 

All work

 

N/A

 

7 

 

Notice that all the other service class periods have significantly higher performance indexes 

than the IMS transaction class (IMSTRX). If the IMS address spaces were given a higher 

dispatch priority, it would increase the difference between the performance indexes of the IMS 

transaction class and the other service class periods.  

Now consider how a system programmer might go about setting the dispatch priority for this 

workload. Given that the IMS transactions are the most important work for this installation, the 

system programmer would probably not give the IMS address spaces the lowest dispatch 

priority. If IMS address spaces were given a higher dispatch priority, response time for at least 

TSO Periods 2 and 3 would be unnecessarily elongated, whereas the IMS transactions would 

beat their goal by even a larger amount.  

If the system programmer did set the above dispatch priority order, the response time of the IMS 

transactions would have to be constantly monitored to look for a change in the workload that 

would cause the IMS transactions to miss their goals. If such a change did occur, the system 

programmer would have to detect it and decide how to change the priorities on the fly before too 

much damage was done to the IMS transactions.  

The second part of the experiment was to start the batch work. With the batch work running, the 

overall processor demand of the total workload was significantly more than the system could 

deliver. There still was no significant storage contention. Figure 9 shows how processor service 

was consumed by each of the different types of work during the overall run.  
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Figure 9  

The batch work was started at about 15:47. Notice that the batch processor service immediately 

jumps to a peak of about 23000 with a corresponding drop in the processor service for the IMS 

address spaces and TSO work. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show plots of how the performance 

index for the work changed during the run. Figure 10 is for IMS and BatchHi and Figure 11 is for 

the TSO periods. Figure 12 shows the same data on one plot. Note that the performance 

indexes for the IMS transaction class and the TSO service class periods shoot up as their 

corresponding processor service goes down. Because the IMS transaction class is the most 

important, WLM first addresses its problem by increasing the dispatch priority of the IMS 

address spaces relative to batch. The result of this action shows clearly in Figure 9 as the IMS 

processor service recovers as quickly as it dropped off. The processor service of TSO recovers 

after that of IMS since WLM addresses its processor delay problem as the next most important 

work missing its goal. After WLM went through several steps of incrementally improving the 

performance of TSO by adjusting TSO Period 2 and Period 3 dispatch priority versus the 

BatchHi class, the final dispatch priority order that WLM sets is:  

1. CICS  

2. TSO Period 1  

3. IMS  

4. TSO Period 2, TSO Period 3, and BatchHi  

5. BatchLow  

Figure 10 Figure 11 Figure 12  

Examining the graph of performance indexes shows this dispatch priority order allows all the 

nonbatch work to meet its goals almost all of the time. Table 3 shows the average performance 
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index and the percentage of the CPU each service class was using after the batch started and 

WLM had a chance to readjust dispatch priorities.  

Table 3 Performance index and CPU percentage after batch started  

Service 

Class 

Period Performance 

Index CPU (%) 

CICSTRX 0.65 24 

IMSTRX 0.07 22 

TSO Period 1 0.51 12 

TSO Period 2 0.45 4 

TSO Period 3 0.66 8 

BatchHi 0.82 25 

BatchLow 0.60 4 

All work

 

0.60
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Notice that the work that is most affected by the addition of batch operations is TSO Period 2 

and Period 3. Before the batch work started, the average performance indexes for these periods 

were 0.34 and 0.31. After the workload has stabilized again following start of the batch, the 

average performance indexes for these periods increase to 0.45 and 0.66. Even the BatchHi 

service class is able to meet its goal on average, though it has the highest average performance 

index which is reasonable, since it is the least important work.  

Given that overall this workload requires more processor power than is available, some work is 

not going to run. Since BatchLow is the least important work with the easiest goal, it is the work 

that is sacrificed. Figure 13 shows the service rate of BatchHi versus BatchLow. Other than a 

small burst of service before WLM readjusted the priorities for the new work, BatchLow does not 

run until the jobs in BatchHi begin to finish at about 16:01.  
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Figure 13  

In summary, this example shows how the MGDPC function of WLM is able to allocate system 

resource to a diverse workload to meet the performance goals of the installation. Because the 

MGDPC is continually monitoring how the work in the system is performing, WLM can be more 

aggressive than a system programmer in reallocation of resources to the work in the system 

having the biggest problem meeting its goal even if it is not the most important. The order in 

which the MGDPC chooses receivers and donors and its net value check ensures that such a 

reallocation does not hurt more important work. The first phase of this experiment shows the 

results of such actions. The second phase of the experiment shows that WLM can quickly react 

to major workload changes in reallocated resources as necessary to best meet the performance 

goals of the installation.  

Balancing work across a parallel environment 

A number of problems arise with the existence of multiple images that share work and 

resources. This section describes how WLM addresses these problems while remaining 

focused on the goals specified by the business policy.  

In many interactive or client/server environments, a single user, while under some application 

suite, will remain "connected" to a particular instance of an application server running in the 

parallel environment for a protracted period of time. This time frame may extend for minutes or 

hours or days, depending on the nature of the application and the activities of the end user. 

Furthermore, the intended duration of this "connection" at the outset is unknown to the operating 

system or even the application itself in general. A further complication is that it is not known at 

the outset what will be the resource requirements of the end user, nor is it known what business 

goals and importance will be associated with this work.  

Since workload conditions in the parallel environment may change while the "connection" exists, 

it is impossible to guarantee that a decision to "connect" the end user to a particular server 

instance on one image will remain optimal for the entire duration. For a variety of reasons, 

including network protocols, the existence of transient data, and recovery schemes, an end user 
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cannot be arbitrarily reconnected to another image or application server instance by the 

operating system in order to rebalance work when conditions change.  

Prior to WLM, the techniques to solve this problem in an OS/390 environment involved planning 

the network connections so as to spread sessions across as many images as necessary to 

balance the workload. End users needed to be aware of which server or image they would be 

connected to in order to use their application. Some improvement was offered with Virtual 

Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM*) support of generic resource, wherein sessions 

(connections in a Systems Network Architecture, or SNA, world) were balanced across eligible 

logical units (an LU is an SNA session endpoint in this context). However, this support did not 

incorporate any knowledge of utilization or machine size. Techniques such as "round-robin" 

have a similar deficiency, and furthermore do not incorporate knowledge when "connections" 

are no longer active.  

The approach taken by WLM in the face of the above limitations and uncertainties is to 

"connect" the end user to a server instance on an image that is meeting its goals and that has a 

threshold amount of "displaceable capacity" at the lowest importance level among eligible 

servers. Displaceable capacity at the lowest importance level refers to processor capacity that is 

either unused or that is consumed by recently observed work that is as low in business 

importance (as given by the business policy) as possible to achieve the threshold amount. The 

value for the threshold is dependent on the workload to which the user belongs and may be 

calculated based on samples that are taken as the workload runs, or may be based on historical 

values for the workload or on default values.  

The principle behind this approach is that work requests created by the user will either have 

access to unused capacity or will compete with work that is deemed least significant by the 

installation business policy. In the latter case, the WLM algorithms will adjust resources, as 

needed, to ensure that the most important work achieves its business goals. This adjustment is 

the meaning of the phrase "giving work requests the 'best chance' to meet their goals."  

Initially, this approach should give work requests created by the end user a maximal opportunity 

to achieve their goals. Over time, workload conditions may change and leave the end user's 

work less capable of meeting its goals, at least as compared to other server instances or other 

images. Of course, if these work requests are deemed to be sufficiently important by the 

business policy, the algorithms should ensure that sufficient resources are available to meet 

their goals. However, this condition leaves open the question of what to do for work requests 



that are not sufficiently important when other images may now have unused capacity or less 

important work.  

This problem is addressed using techniques that are workload-dependent. For example, some 

workload environments have a further layer of "transaction routing," wherein a work request 

arriving at an application server is then forwarded to another application server instance that is 

a better choice. CICS V4 and CICSPlex* System Manager (CP SM) cooperate to implement this 

approach as one example. Another approach is to dynamically change the "connection" based 

on the server's awareness of when this change can be done transparently. DB2* (DATABASE 

2*) V4 is able to perform this change for distributed SQL (structured query language) requests 

to a remote data-sharing group, as it spreads such requests across those members in the 

proportions recommended by WLM. Indeed, DB2 will poll WLM on a regular basis to ensure that 

the distribution pattern matches current conditions. A third possibility is that the work request 

may be split up, or parallelized, to run on multiple processors (i.e., instruction streams) either 

within the same image or on different images. For example, DB2 V4 can parallelize queries in 

this fashion. As with "transaction routing" discussed below, some assessment must be made 

that using these techniques will overcome their cost.  

Note that even when "transaction routing" can be implemented, it imposes an additional "hop" 

and therefore additional cost, which could reduce throughput and increase response time. It is 

therefore desirable to choose the target "connection endpoint" carefully, mindful that conditions 

will change, possibly unpredictably, and that elaborate analysis may be counterproductive.  

WLM supports a number of environments that exhibit such "long-term" connections to a server 

through a variety of interfaces, including generic resource, domain name server, and sysplex 

routing.  

The generic resource and domain name server allow a group of equivalent servers to be treated 

as a single entity by end users when requesting a "connection." Generic resource is used in the 

SNA world, where a "connection" equates to a session. During initialization, each server 

identifies itself as belonging to a particular group and gives the (LU) name(s) with which it is 

associated. Domain name server is used in the TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet 

Protocol) world.  

The OS/390 domain name system (DNS) implementation allows system administrators to set up 

a common host name for a set of OS/390 systems. When DNS is queried for IP address 

resolution, WLM services are used to choose the best system or server to place the new work. 



In this way the DNS/WLM resolutions cause incoming TCP/IP requests to be distributed 

intelligently across the sysplex.  

Sysplex routing allows a group of equivalent servers to be registered and monitored for 

purposes of routing individual work requests among its members. WLM will provide 

recommendations on what proportions should be allocated to each server within the group for a 

narrow window on the order of a few minutes in length. Users of this service are then able to 

spread individual work requests across multiple servers in these proportions so as to enhance 

their chance of meeting their goals.  

WLM also provides interfaces to allow a product that coordinates and provides services for a 

collection of related server address spaces to query WLM for its recommendation on which 

server space is the best choice for a set of related work requests. Typically a daemon process 

within the product will interact with WLM to manage such work requests. This interaction moves 

the scheduling responsibility from the daemon to WLM, where work for the entire parallel 

environment is monitored and managed.  

Each of these interfaces draws on common samples, measurements, and projections of system 

activity that are described next.  

Balancing data. WLM implements its routing decisions and makes recommendations on the 

basis of five types of information. The first indicator is the presence of resource constraints in 

the recent past. These constraints would include shortages of processor storage, paging space 

(secondary storage in a UNIX** environment), etc., or dangerously high levels of paging or 

swapping. Systems with such problems are automatically given the lowest possible 

recommendation value to receive new work, since they will likely be unable to start new server 

instances and be otherwise unlikely to support an increased workload. In fact, such a system 

would be operating in a mode to shed work since it is seriously overloaded.  

Next, WLM maintains a dynamic list of eligible servers, along with the image on which it is 

located, and any other information needed to uniquely identify each server instance. This list is 

updated not only with the startup and shutdown of servers themselves, but also with the 

unexpected failure of images within the parallel environment. This list is necessary so that WLM 

can recognize which servers exist and make a choice (or choices) among this list.  

In addition to tracking the presence of servers, WLM evaluates the ability of each server to meet 

the goals of work requests that have flowed through the server using an aggregated 

performance index (PI). This PI takes into account the various importance levels for such work 



requests and their contribution to the universe of work requests that the server accepted in the 

recent past, and projects what the PI will be as a result of the policy actions taken. The 

significance of the PI is that it incorporates the effect of all activity in the system and reflects the 

real delivered responsiveness measured against the business goals. Delays include contention 

and constraints for all resources, including storage, locks, queuing effects, etc.  

The third type of information used by WLM is the importance level service summary table, which 

tracks the normalized processor consumption of work at each importance level on each image. 

To be more precise, the cumulative processor service delivered to all work at the given level 

and for all less important work is maintained. This table includes unused capacity, discretionary 

work, and system overhead not directly attributable to any particular work request. The purpose 

of this table (see Figure 14) is to allow the WLM algorithms to understand where "displaceable 

capacity" exists on an image-by-image basis, and where work may compete most favorably for 

processor access.  

Figure 14  

The fourth type of information is an assessment of the average cost of each work request that 

flows through the server. For some work environments, this assessment may be based on 

historical measurements or, alternatively, may represent a default cost associated with a single 

end user. For other environments, this assessment may reflect the measured average cost of 

an end user over some recent interval. The purpose of this estimate is to set the threshold value 

for "displaceable capacity" needed, and also to estimate the latent demand that arises when a 

new "connection" has been established but before actual demand shows up in new 

measurements kept in the importance level service summary table and the aggregate PIs.  

The fifth type of information used by WLM is the list of recent selections that allows some 

projection of latent demand of new connections, as discussed in the previous paragraph. This 

information is aged out fairly quickly as new measurements pick up the actual demand that has 

been introduced.  

The above information is maintained on an ongoing basis during normal system execution. 

When a WLM interface is invoked to make a recommendation, as described above, WLM will 

also calculate the target service value for "displaceable capacity" that is needed. This value 

incorporates both the average cost and an estimate for latent demand that is reflected by the list 

of recent connections.  
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Balancing algorithm. With the above data in hand, the general approach in deciding how to 

place a new "connection" is to go through the list of all servers one at a time and assess 

whether the current server is a better choice than a server previously chosen. A server on an 

image that is not resource-constrained will be given preference to a server on a resource-

constrained image. Beyond that filter, preference is given to servers that are meeting goals, 

then to servers that are narrowly missing goals, and finally to servers that are badly missing 

goals. Within each of these three categories, servers are ranked according to the importance 

level at which the target "displaceable capacity" is achieved, with preference given to utilizing 

the lowest-possible business importance.  

If the interface allows multiple selections (as for sysplex routing), the algorithm will keep all 

selections that survive with the same attributes for resource (un)constraint, degree of meeting 

goals, and target importance level. Weights are set according to the ratio: (target displaceable 

capacity)/(total capacity of all images at target importance level).  

The rationale for the above ordering reflects a number of trade-offs. As has been discussed 

previously, systems that are recently resource-constrained are immediately shunned since they 

are overloaded, and the system is actively reducing the workload that is allowed to run by 

disallowing new spaces from being created, reducing the number of spaces that are swapped in, 

and so forth.  

In the absence of a resource constraint (or when all relevant images are similarly constrained), 

the ideal server choice is one that is meeting goals for its work and that resides on an image 

with sufficient displaceable processor capacity to accommodate new work. Ideally this would be 

unused processor capacity, but in any case, there is a preference to compete with work at the 

lowest possible importance level so that new work will be favored as much as possible.  

A server that is narrowly missing its goals but with sufficient unused processor capacity to 

accommodate new work is almost as good as a server that is meeting its goals, since the 

resource management algorithms will likely address the problem--which would generally be one 

of processor storage allocation.  

In looking at the above categories used in ranking server choices, it is worthwhile to observe 

that a strong reliance is placed on the actual performance of servers against the goals of the 

work they serve, as measured and projected by their aggregate PI. This observation reflects a 

philosophical bias to use actual observed behavior and to value feedback so as to correct 

inaccurate assumptions that might be made from other measurements or design points. This 



concern has been discussed in other papers. Reference 9 discusses sensitivity to inaccuracy in 

the values of communication costs, locality statistics, etc. Also observe that the number of 

separate factors in making a decision is a mere handful. This latter observation reflects a 

second philosophical bias mirrored in Reference 7 relative to overly complex algorithms.  

Balancing algorithms in action. We now describe an experiment designed to show how WLM 

allocates work across clustered systems. The experiment was run on three IBM 9672 Parallel 

Enterprise Servers. Each 9672 had six CPUs. At the start of the experiment, CPU-intensive jobs 

were started on two of the systems. Next, 1000 simulated users were logged on to the parallel 

system. We discuss how WLM distributes these new users to achieve workload balancing 

across the three systems.  

In Figure 15, Systems A, B, and C are receiving work to establish OS/390 userid log-on 

sessions. System A has much more idle capacity than System B or System C. The CPU-

intensive jobs running on B and C are absorbing the capacities of B and C. Figure 16 shows 

that as new userids request to log on, WLM places them on System A until the idle capacity of 

System A falls below that of Systems B and C. WLM then places new log-on sessions on 

System B because at time 8:32, System B has more idle capacity than A or C. At time 8:38, the 

new users on System B have reduced the idle capacity of B, and the graph in Figure 15 shows 

an amount of idle capacity equal to System C. WLM now directs new log-on sessions to System 

C.  

Figure 15 Figure 16  

This experiment shows the effect of capacity considerations on the balancing algorithms of 

WLM and the responsiveness of the algorithms. Within microseconds, new log-on sessions are 

sent to the systems with better capacity. A human operator could not be as responsive or 

vigilant 24 hours a day, every day.  

Cooperating products on WLM environment. MVS/ESA SP5.1.0 provides the initial support 

to allow work managers and resource managers to cooperate with WLM to surface: completions 

of business units of work, the associated delays as viewed by the subsystem product, and 
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which address spaces are involved in processing each work request. The following products 

utilize these new interfaces to make this possible:  

1. CICS V4.1  

2. CP/SM V1.0  

3. IMS V5.1 (transaction manager and database)  

4. Resource Measurement Facility (RMF* V5.1)  

The following traditional work environments are also supported for goal definition and 

management in MVS/ESA SP5.1.0:  

1. APPC/MVS scheduler (ASCH)--Advanced Program-to-Program Communication 

initiators for client/server environments  

2. Job Entry Subsystem (JES)--batch work  

3. OpenEdition* MVS (OMVS)--OpenEdition work utilizing UNIX and other programming 

semantics  

4. Started Task Control (STC)--started tasks  

5. TSO--interactive environment  

MVS/ESA SP5.2.0 provides the ability to balance sessions via generic resources or balance 

work requests via sysplex routing. It also supports splitting of work requests either on a single 

OS/390 image or on multiple images. Other support allows products to communicate the 

presence of user requests to WLM for individual management within a single server as in the 

following:  

1. CICS V4.1--generic resource  

2. DB2 V4.1--distributed DB2, single-CEC (central electronics complex) parallelism, 

sysplex routing, generic resource  

3. DB2 V4.2--multi-CEC parallelism, TCP/IP routing  

4. VTAM V4.2, V4.3--generic resource  

5. RMF V5.2  

OS/390 R3 provides the ability to dynamically control the number of server address spaces on 

an application environment level based on goal satisfaction of the work requests queuing work 

to these servers. Related services allow products to dynamically route work requests to the 

optimal server address space. Additional support was added to allow server address spaces to 

separately identify multiple business units of work for classification and WLM goal management. 

The following products utilize these and related services:  



1. Local Area Network File Server (LFS)  

2. System Object Model (SOM*)  

3. Internet Connection Secure Server (ICSS)  

4. DB2 V4.2--WLM-managed stored procedures  

5. RMF V5.3  

6. TSO generic resource  

Conclusion 

The systems management burden upon installations supporting large-scale enterprise-wide 

computing is growing at an alarming rate. The cost of configuring system hardware and 

software, application programs, and network configurations escalates with the introduction of 

new servers, new networking technologies, and new application program development 

technologies. The ability to absorb new technologies is vital to those wishing to exploit the 

possibilities offered--to gain business advantage. This paper described a technology to assist 

such exploitation. In addition, three significant dimensions are worthy of discussion: a strong 

supporting philosophy, an initial product implementation, and a dream of what the future may 

hold.  

The foundation for workload management capabilities described in this paper is a crisp 

definition--to operating system software--of the underlying business rationale for employing a 

computer system. Knowledge of goals for work and the business importance of that work 

provides a well-informed basis for operating system software to take direct actions having 

positive business value to the purchaser of that system. The underlying philosophy is that the 

system should manage itself, using all available means, toward those business goals, with no 

additional requirement for human intervention. This workload management philosophy is in 

sharp contrast with other efforts within the industry, efforts focused on delivery of tools to aid 

information technology professionals with the optimization of critical resources. Low-level, 

detailed focus on individual application servers and the resources consumed by the servers 

enables one to quickly lose sight of what is really important: satisfaction of business needs.  

Much information can be found in the literature describing theoretical problems and solutions, 

evaluations, and comparisons of alternative system structures, including descriptions of areas 

for valuable future research. The content of this paper has been limited to subjects embodied in 

software product implementations being used in commercial data processing environments. The 

functional capabilities required by those users are much greater than the topics reviewed in this 



paper; detailed descriptions of many capabilities were omitted to limit the length of this paper. 

Some of the additional functions are:  

• The ability to dynamically instantiate application server processes based upon trade-

offs between demand, the ability to satisfy goals for the work requests that the servers 

serve, and the availability of system resources. This function eliminates the need for 

preconfigured application servers while preventing potential problems caused by 

excessive or inadequate application serving capabilities.  

• The ability to manage a given work request as a single unit of work, even though the 

work request requires the services of more than one application server. This function 

allows the system to manage more closely to the requesting client view of a response 

time and eliminates the need to set individual performance goals for each application 

server.  

• The ability to set an overall resource consumption limit for a set of service classes. This 

function provides a mechanism to guarantee availability of an amount of capacity for 

one or more critical workloads.  

• The ability to temporarily promote the "importance" of an individual work request when 

that request has acquired a serially reusable resource needed by more important work. 

This function aids nondisruptive management of resource contention.  

• The ability to generate detailed descriptive information showing resource consumption 

information and resource delay information in the context of the various service class 

goals in effect. This function explains why the actual results were achieved and 

provides a basis for capacity planning and system performance modeling tools.  

Beyond the capabilities of the current System/390 workload management implementation lie 

future opportunities for expanding the quality of heuristic decision-making and the scope of 

resources being controlled. These opportunities represent much more than mere enhancements 

to the OS/390 operating system--they represent the implementation of a dream where 

information technology resources adapt themselves to satisfy business objectives without 

requiring human guidance beyond definition of those business objectives. As long as the need 

exists for detailed, low-level performance control parameters, the possibility of incorrect or 

inappropriate definitions will exist. Is the realization of such a dream possible? Maybe. It is easy 

to envision numerous functional extensions that fit neatly into the framework of the existing 

OS/390 workload management implementation. Some of these extensions are:  



• To dynamically manage the size of memory-resident buffer pools, balancing the 

availability of memory against the value received from avoiding physical I/O activity and 

the cost of managing the buffer pools  

• To more closely coordinate the scheduling of interrelated "networks" of jobs, managing 

an entire set of jobs toward a specific time-of-day completion requirement  

• To retain longer-term histories of resource utilization patterns, so that repeatable peaks 

and valleys in workload demands can be anticipated  

Although these problems appear to be solvable, other more complex problems remain. 

Complete goal-oriented management of an enterprise would require end-to-end management of 

distributed, heterogeneous operating systems and the network interconnection mechanisms 

that join these systems. Although the infrastructure exists within OS/390, varying amounts of 

capabilities exist on other operating system platforms. An end-to-end perspective implies the 

inclusion of:  

• End-user workstations having little or no programming capabilities  

• Network gateways and intermediate servers that currently have no understanding of the 

"work" that they process  

• Operating system platforms having primitive resource management controls  

Focusing on the operating system platforms alone does not address the full set of requirements, 

since the interconnection mechanisms must also manage the available bandwidth toward the 

needs of the work requests associated with data being transported.  

These longer-term desires represent significant technical challenges.  

 

 



A New Computer Program Classifies Documents Automatically 

 

As the amount of documents and other data that companies 
amass continues to grow, employees searching for useful 
information on internal corporate networks, or intranets, 
increasingly encounter the same problems facing users of the 
Internet. Until recently, the primary approaches to dealing with 
this chaos have been either cataloging by trained librarians, 
which can be expensive, or semiautomated sorting based on 
preselected categories, which is less accurate and therefore less 
useful.  

Now, however, two computer scientists at IBM's Almaden Research Center have 
developed a third way— a computer program that can analyze thousands or even 
millions of documents and create a taxonomy for the entire collection, with categories, 
subcategories, sub-subcategories, and so on — that allows users to quickly zero in on 
documents of interest. The brainchild of Shivakumar Vaithyanathan and Byron Dom, 
the program, code-named Sabio from the Spanish word for "wise one," actually 
considers many categorizations and settles on one that is highly efficient in terms of 
how easily users can find relevant documents. Sabio is being incorporated into a 
knowledge-management program, code-named Raven, under development by Lotus® 
that will provide a suite of tools for organizing, searching and viewing information in a 
company's intranet.  

"The inspiration for Sabio came from the Internet search engine Yahoo!®" says Dave 
Newbold, general manager at Iris Associates, a Lotus subsidiary that develops 
Dominoª and Lotus Notes®. Yahoo! categorizes Internet sites, and users can search 
either by working through the organization tree to find the relevant categories or by 
performing a keyword search, identifying particular sites, and then looking at other sites 
that fall in the same categories. "A lot of corporations want to do what Yahoo! does, but 
Yahoo! was created manually, an option that is not feasible for most firms," Newbold 
says.  

Thus, two years ago, during the development of Raven, Lotus held a competition for 
software that could organize the contents of an intranet into sensible categories, and 



create a catalog of the contents based on those categories. Lotus extended invitations 
to a dozen vendors, including teams from IBM, to submit such programs, and eight 
accepted the challenge. They were then compared on how fast and how accurately 
they could categorize a set of 72,000 newswire releases on a variety of subjects with 
nothing to go on but the contents of each release.  

The entries relied on a variety of methods. Vaithyanathan and Dom's program employs 
Bayesian statistics, a powerful technique that allows one to take into account educated 
guesses about what a solution will be and then modify those guesses according to data.  

Sabio's first step, Vaithyanathan explains, is to decompose each document into a 
collection of "tokens," its relevant words and phrases, leaving out such inconsequential 
components as "and," "the" and "on the other hand" and assembling a collection of all 
the thousands of relevant words and phrases in all the documents. Sabio treats this 
collection mathematically as points in a huge multidimensional space, in which each 
dimension corresponds to a single word or phrase, and the number of times the word 
or phrase appears determines how far out along the dimension the point lies.  

Only when two documents share many of the same words and phrases will they be 
relatively close together in this multidimensional space. The program therefore regards 
clusters of nearby points as being about similar subjects. In this respect, Sabio is 
similar to a number of other categorizing programs, Dom notes, but there is a crucial 
difference. "With most clustering programs, you have to indicate how many clusters to 
use and what features (i.e., which words or phrases) to cluster on." By contrast, Sabio 
figures out not just which documents are assigned to which clusters, but the number of 
clusters and how each cluster is defined in terms of key words and phrases. Some 
words and phrases, for instance, will probably turn up with similar frequency in almost 
all the documents and be of little use in clustering; others will occur regularly in only a 
certain subset of the documents and be crucial in picking out clusters of related 
documents; and still others will have a more complicated pattern of occu rrence. Sabio 
determines for each set of documents which words and phrases are useful and how 
they are used to define the clusters.  

This flexibility allows Sabio to analyze a set of documents and, unaided by human 
categorizers, come up with an effective way to group the documents into relevant 
categories, but it also introduces a tricky complication. If the cluster model — the 
number of clusters and the collection of key words and phrases — is predefined, it is a 



relatively simple exercise in statistics to find the best clustering. One simply minimizes 
the total "scatter," that is, how spread out the documents are inside the clusters in the 
multidimensional space of words and phrases. But if the cluster model is not fixed, the 
search for the best clustering must also take into account the complexity of the rules 
specifying which documents are put into which clusters. This leads to a delicate 
balancing act.  

At one extreme, the scatter can be minimized by having almost 
as many clusters as documents, with each narrowly defined 
cluster containing only one or a few very similar documents. 
Such a complex clustering would be no improvement over the 
original set of documents, however, since it would not help 
users to zero in on items of interest. At the other extreme, the 
simplest possible clustering is to lump all documents into a 
single large cluster with a very large scatter. It, too, would be of 
no practical use.  

What Sabio does, Dom explains, is to use Bayesian statistical techniques to find the 
best clustering of documents. In this case, "best" is defined in terms of a balance 
between keeping the scatter low and the clustering model simple. This is a new 
approach to clustering, Vaithyanathan says, and it has proved superior to any 
automated approaches. In tests on document collections that have been categorized 
by human experts, Sabio's clustering has come quite close to that of the experts, he 
says, and, as the number of documents increases, Sabio's performance improves.  

Once the best way to cluster the documents has been found, Sabio creates a 
taxonomy by grouping related clusters, again using a balance between scatter and the 
complexity of the clustering rules to decide which clusters are most closely related. The 
result is a treelike structure in which a company's documents — the trunk of the tree — 
are split into perhaps a dozen major categories, or limbs, each of which is divided into 
branches, subbranches and so on, to the smallest twigs of the tree, which are the 
individual clusters of documents. To zero in on particular documents, a user simply 
moves up the tree, following the branches of interest.  

All of this is done automatically, but Sabio also allows people to have input into the 
process in a number of ways. Once the categorization is complete, it is expected that 
users will review the categories and modify them to better suit themselves; for example, 



by combining categories or creating new ones or by moving certain documents from 
one classification to another. In each case, Sabio is programmed to learn from these 
modifications and to classify future documents accordingly. A user can also show 
Sabio a set of documents that has been categorized by human experts, and the 
program will generate a set of rules to produce that categorization and will apply those 
rules to other documents.  

Sabio proved its mettle in the Lotus competition. Most important for Newbold and Lotus, 
Sabio's classification proved to be both fast and accurate. "It didn't take long to figure 
out who won the competition," Newbold recalls. "Sabio won hands down, in terms of 
both speed and accuracy. It was 80 percent faster than its nearest competitor and, 
although there is not a good numerical measure of accuracy in clustering, Sabio was 
clearly far better than the others at putting documents into the right categories."  

The number of documents that Sabio can categorize is limited only by a company's 
computing power, Vaithyanathan points out. The accuracy actually improves as the 
number of documents increases, but very large sets of documents, such as those 
found in a company the size of IBM, demand a correspondingly powerful computer to 
handle them.  

Sabio, or the Automated Taxonomy Generator (ATG) as it is called in Raven, will be 
combined with several other features in the Lotus product. Besides ATG, Raven has a 
full-text search engine that pulls up any document with a given word or words, as well 
as an expertise locator that uses information in the documents to identify people with 
knowledge of, or interest in, particular subjects. But the feature most likely to catch the 
attention of chief information officers is Sabio's ability to bring order to the most chaotic 
set of corporate e-documents.  

 



eLiza: Building an intelligent 
infrastructure for e-business.
Technology for a self-managing server environment

IBM Server Group



Your information technology (IT) environment is getting more complex. Bigger and larger systems, 

billions of users and colossal transaction volumes are creating additional hard-to-fi t pieces for 

the already complicated IT puzzle. Add to that workloads that are increasingly data-intensive, 

and it’s clear that your infrastructure needs to do more than process data faster—it also needs 

to be smarter.

These conditions are accelerating the idea of self-managing, electronic “intelligence” from the 

subject of science-fi ction novels to a real-world business priority. The IBM eLiza project is proof. 

An IBM ^ initiative, eLiza strives to make your e-business infrastructure an autonomous, 

self-managing system. eLiza extends the IBM ^ platform to help:

• Provide resource management and automation capabilities

• Confi gure your system on the fl y

• Repair problems online

• Defend against unauthorized access

   Yesterday’s fantasies 

                are today’s necessities

    eLiza is more than just a vision for the future—

           our customers are already seeing the results.

Innovative eLiza technology is embedded across IBM ^ xSeries™, IBM ^ iSeries™, 

IBM ^ pSeries™ and IBM ^ zSeries™ servers.



Well-being in a self-help box

Insurance Management Solutions Group (IMSG) offers busi-

ness process and e-commerce outsourcing to keep many 

of the largest U.S. insurance carriers on the leading edge 

of their industry. To stay ahead of its own competitors, 

the company realized that it needed to rapidly Web-enable 

its quoting, policy management and reporting applications. 

IMSG also needed to ensure these applications would be 

available virtually 24x7.

IBM provided an end-to-end solution, including iSeries 

servers, IBM WebSphere® Application Server and IBM DB2® 

Universal Database™. Self-optimizing technology included in 

the IBM eLiza initiative helps ensure that this solution meets 

IMSG’s requirements for nearly continuous uptime. iSeries 

logical partitions (LPARs) will spread the company’s appli-

cations and dynamically allocate resources throughout the 

system to achieve high levels of availability and redundancy.

The self-optimizing eLiza technology used by IMSG includes:

• Logical partitioning—combines with self-healing clustering 

technology to remove the physical limits of a single server.

Additional self-optimizing eLiza technology:

• Self-managing performance—offers the choice of 

manual or completely automated server monitoring 

and management services.

• Intelligent Resource Director (IRD)—allows dynamic 

resource allocation on zSeries servers. 

     “We had a number of issues we were dealing with: multiple clients, 

                                           multiple processes and the necessity for 24x7 availability. 

            We found a solution for all of those issues in IBM ^ iSeries and eLiza technology.”

                         —David M. Howard, President and CEO, IMSG



Brainy building blocks

When Sea Island needed to implement new Microsoft® 

Windows®-based applications to enhance its customer service 

capabilities, the world-class residential and resort destination 

turned to a proven partner for help. IBM established a robust, 

integrated environment of iSeries and xSeries servers and 

Integrated xSeries Adapters (IXAs) that make it easy for staff 

to manage the growing IT system.

The self-confi guring characteristics of the underlying eLiza 

technology also help preserve the resort’s investment in its 

existing systems. IBM IXAs extend automated systems man-

agement within the iSeries to the xSeries environment, allowing 

the resort to implement Windows-based applications while 

capitalizing on the storage, system and user-management 

capabilities of the iSeries. Backup and restarting is also done 

without human intervention.

The self-confi guring eLiza technology used by 

Sea Island includes:

• Integrated xSeries Adapters for iSeries—includes hot spare 

support, dynamic storage management and high perfor-

mance backup and recovery.

Additional self-confi guring eLiza technology:

• Plug and Play—allows for the dynamic addition or deletion 

of processors, storage and input/output (I/O) devices.

• Capacity Upgrade on Demand—provides instant access 

to additional processors or servers.

• Setup Wizards—enable self-installation capabilities in 

servers and software. 

• Wireless Systems Management—makes possible “anytime, 

anyplace” server management via wireless devices. 

An automatic spoonful of sugar

Memphis City Schools, the twentieth-largest metropolitan 

school system in the nation, used IBM xSeries servers to 

consolidate approximately 180 servers into a single location. 

The new environment is easy to run and helps the district 

provide its users with the best possible educational experience. 

The IBM ^ environment also features self-healing 

eLiza technology to help the district’s IT team avoid system 

failure. These powerful tools, including IBM Director and 

Light Path Diagnostics™, also help the district reach its 

goal of 100-percent uptime by streamlining and automating 

management and support tasks. IT personnel are now able 

to troubleshoot systems before they become critical.

The self-healing eLiza technology used by Memphis City

Schools includes:

• Chipkill™ memory—recognizes memory failures and helps 

provide automatic problem detection, disablement and 

problem resolution without any server downtime.

• Clustering—enables high availability and enhanced scal-

ability. Blue Hammer and Parallel Sysplex are features 

supported today on pSeries and zSeries. Opticonnect is 

featured in iSeries and clustering services are available 

for xSeries.

Additional self-healing eLiza technology:

• Call home—provides the ability to request service before 

or after a failure without human intervention.

• ECC Cache—detects and corrects errors within the 

storage hierarchy.

• Multipath I/O—gives your server(s) a variety of routes to 

reach information stored within the system and maintain 

overall system availability.



A virtual black belt in self defense

Serving global banking customers through widespread opera-

tions, Danske Bank recognized that a secure, effi cient and 

available IT environment goes a long way in retaining existing 

customers and attracting new ones. 

An IBM ^ environment with zSeries and pSeries 

servers helped Danske Bank establish an effective 

“one user, one identity” security strategy. Easing the veri-

fi cation and authentication workload for Danske Bank’s IT 

personnel is self-protecting eLiza technology, including Secure 

Sockets Layer (SSL), Remote Access Control Facility (RACF) 

and digital signature. Danske Bank employs a home-grown 

single signon solution leveraging the zSeries coupling facility, 

and plans to adopt IBM single signon and Lightweight 

Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) tools in the near future.

The self-protecting eLiza technology used by 

Danske Bank includes:

• SSL—manages Internet transmission security.

• Digital Certifi cates—provide identity authentication.

• Encryption—helps to prevent unauthorized use of data.

• RACF—limits remote system access to authorized users.

Additional self-protecting eLiza technology:

• Single signon—permits access to multiple applications 

with one user name and password.

• LDAP—aids in the location of network resources.

• Kerberos—authenticates requests for service in a network.

IBM and eLiza help you get the most out of your IT

Admit it, you talk to computers. It’s O.K., everybody does. 

Most of these conversations, unfortunately, are not only 

one-sided but probably happen under unhappy circum-

stances. IBM technology, however, is helping to turn this 

around. Across the globe, businesses are making their infra-

structure smarter and easier to manage by building on their 

existing IT platforms with IBM ^ systems and eLiza 

technology. In the complex and constantly evolving world of 

e-business, information is your most valuable asset. IBM can 

help you get the most out of it.

For more information

To learn more about the IBM ^ platform, visit:

ibm.com /eserver/

To learn more about the eLiza initiative, visit:

ibm.com /servers/eliza

“A part of ‘intelligence’ is the ability to interact in a structured manner with your surroundings.        

  eLiza and IBM provide the global framework that allows us to securely and

                 efficiently integrate, manage and run distributed or even heterogeneous systems.” 

                       —Claus Jensen, Senior IT Architect, Danske Bank
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IBM Gryphon: 
Publish/subscribe over public networks

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center

For additional information please contact:
gryphon@watson.ibm.com

Gryphon (pronounced \‘gri-fin\) is publish/subscribe middleware aimed at dis-
tributing large volumes of data in real-time to thousands of clients distributed
throughout a large public network. A public network is a wide-area extranet or
intranet that is too large or complex to be centrally administered to support
specific applications. Such a network contrasts with well-controlled, centrally
administered networks that have traditionally been the deployment environ-
ment of publish/subscribe systems such as TIBCO’s Rendezvous. 

Gryphon has been deployed over the Internet for real-time sports score distri-
bution at the US Tennis Open, Ryder Cup, and Australian Open, and for moni-
toring and statistics reporting at the Sydney Olympics.

Technical Differentiators

There are four areas of focus for Gryphon that distinguishes it from traditional
publish/subscribe systems: 

• Gryphon provides both topic-based and content-based publish/subscribe.
Content-based subscription is the capability of a client to request messages
based on their content. Topic-based addressing is an abstraction of numeric
network addressing schemes.   However, as applications evolve (Figure 1)
and as new application are added, the addressing scheme must also change,
requiring existing applications to be modified. With content-based subscrip-
tion (Figure 2), delivery depends only on the content of messages, and
therefore, applications can select different combinations of messages with-
out changing an addressing structure. 
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• A publish/subscribe system deployed on a public network cannot depend on
homogeneous router technology. In particular, reliance on LAN or IP multi-
cast technologies is impractical in a large public network. Instead, universally
adopted standards such as TCP/IP or HTTP must be used for all communi-
cation.

• A publish/subscribe system should be able to scale to support application
growth. This includes supporting a large number of clients connecting to a
single site and supporting linking of geographically distributed sites. As sys-
tems scale, the probability that a component will fail increases and a scalable
publish/subscribe system must be able to recover from these failures.

• A publish/subscribe system deployed over a public network must provide
security and privacy features to a degree not mandated over private secured
networks. These features must include client authentication, access con-
trols, and encryption/integrity of messages.

In Gryphon, functionality for these requirements is combined with a flexible
information model supporting very large application deployment and applica-
tion evolution. Below, we describe the features of Gryphon. 

FIGURE 1. Topic-based publish/subscribe systems limit application evolution. In this case, a 
subscriber interested in high-volume stock trades must subscribe to all topics 
and filter thousands of events per second at the client.

Publisher Publisher

Subscriber Subscriber Subscriber
Vol>1000
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Industry Standard API

Gryphon implements the publish/subscribe portion of the industry-standard
Java Message Services (JMS) API. JMS is part of Java 2, Enterprise Edition. It
specifies how clients establish connections to a publish/subscribe service, sub-
scribe to messages, publish messages, and build messages. Because JMS is part
of Java 2, and the JMS package itself is easily deployed with Java 1.1, Gryphon
clients can be deployed on any platform supported by a JVM, including web
browsers.

JMS provides a large degree of flexibility in client subscriptions. Clients may
subscribe using both a topic identifying messages tagged with the topic by a
publisher, and using filters that select messages based on their content. The
content filter language is based on the WHERE syntax of SQL 92.

Gryphon uses a patented matching engine to provide high-speed content filter-
ing comparable to topic-only approaches. Gryphon also organizes topics into a
hierarchy and supports wildcards to allow subscribers maximum flexibility in
their topic subscriptions. The combination of hierarchical topics and high-
speed content filtering provides the flexibility necessary to allow applications to
evolve beyond their initial design.

JMS also supports a range of messaging interaction patterns as shown in
Figure 3. Traditionally, publish/subscribe messaging supports one-to-many deliv-
ery of data. In addition, JMS enables other interaction patterns by allowing cli-

FIGURE 2. Content-based publish/subscribe systems scale with application growth.
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ents to create unique topics. Using unique topics, JMS applications may use
request-reply messaging. Furthermore, request-reply is easily extended with
the one-to-many delivery of publish/subscribe to provide solicit-response.
Solicit-response allows clients to use publish/subscribe features to make an
advertisement to which many other clients may respond privately. 

Scalability & Reliability

The key to Gryphon’s scalability and reliability is the configuration of a group of
Gryphon message brokers into a multibroker network. A Gryphon multibroker
network may accommodate growth in client load by simply adding additional
broker machines. Gryphon provides a rich set of configuration options allowing
multibroker deployments to exploit underlying network configurations and
thereby ensures linear scalability. 

The basic building block of a multibroker configuration is the cell: a group of
fully connected servers that provide scalability at the cluster level. Cells may
then be linked together for geographic scaling through link bundles that provide
redundant connections between cells. The redundancy of link bundles provides
load-balancing and fault-tolerance not provided by gateway based approaches.
Gryphon’s internal protocols ensure cycles are avoided and messages are
routed around failures.

FIGURE 3. Messaging Interactions Possible within Gryphon
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Security

Gryphon provides a full set of security features critical for applications
deployed over public networks. The basis of Gryphon security is a menu of cli-
ent authentication options: simple (telnet-like) password, mutual password
authentication, asymmetric password-certificate SSL authentication, and sym-
metric certificate SSL. Clients negotiate an authentication protocol with a
server upon connection. Access Control Lists (ACLs) may limit to which topic
an authenticated client may publish messages or subscribe. Both positive and
negative access controls may be specified for any region of the topic hierarchy.

Gryphon also supports encryption and cryptographic integrity of messages.
Gryphon computes a “quality of protection” for each message based on its
topic to ensure that encryption or cryptographic hashing is applied to only
those messages where it is necessary. Furthermore, Gryphon uses optimized
end-to-end encryption techniques to allow content-based routing without
excessive cost for cryptographic operations. 

To support a wide range of deployments, Gryphon provides tunnelling support
for SOCKS and HTTP. Tunnelling is provide both from clients to servers and
between servers. Tunnelling from clients allows public Gryphon servers to be
reached from within intranets. In addition, by using tunnelling between servers,
clients may be directed to a Gryphon cluster within a firewall, reducing the
load on the firewall. The firewall is burdened only with connections from the
server within the firewall to the public Gryphon network. Given this capability,
Gryphon servers may be placed anywhere a HTTP proxy may be placed with
the expected performance enhancement. 

Gryphon History

In 1997, the Gryphon project was initiated at the IBM T. J. Watson Research
Center to support the next generation of web applications. These applications
were predicted to go beyond the current generation of pull-based applications
to provide data in real-time to thousands of clients world-wide. A scalable, reli-
able, and secure content-based publish/subscribe system that could be
deployed over public networks would be needed to support these applications.
In 1999, Gryphon was deployed for the first of these new applications through
a joint effort between IBM Research and IBM Global Services.   Sports scores
were delivered in real-time off the web sites for the US Tennis Open, the Ryder
Cup, and the Australian Open. Gryphon was also used as a core part of the
Sydney Olympics Intranet, providing real-time monitoring and statistics data.



LEO: An autonomic
query optimizer
for DB2

by V. Markl
G. M. Lohman
V. Raman

Structured Query Language (SQL) has
emerged as an industry standard for querying
relational database management systems,
largely because a user need only specify what
data are wanted, not the details of how to
access those data. A query optimizer uses a
mathematical model of query execution to
determine automatically the best way to
access and process any given SQL query.
This model is heavily dependent upon the
optimizer’s estimates for the number of rows
that will result at each step of the query
execution plan (QEP), especially for complex
queries involving many predicates and/or
operations. These estimates rely upon
statistics on the database and modeling
assumptions that may or may not be true for
a given database. In this paper, we discuss
an autonomic query optimizer that automatically
self-validates its model without requiring any
user interaction to repair incorrect statistics or
cardinality estimates. By monitoring queries
as they execute, the autonomic optimizer
compares the optimizer’s estimates with
actual cardinalities at each step in a QEP,
and computes adjustments to its estimates
that may be used during future optimizations
of similar queries. Moreover, the detection of
estimation errors can also trigger
reoptimization of a query in mid-execution.
The autonomic refinement of the optimizer’s
model can result in a reduction of query
execution time by orders of magnitude at
negligible additional run-time cost. We
discuss various research issues and

practical considerations that were
addressed during our implementation of a first
prototype of LEO, a LEarning Optimizer for
DB2® (Database 2TM) that learns table access
cardinalities and for future queries corrects
the estimation error for simple predicates by
adjusting the database statistics of DB2.

The remarkable growth of the relational database
management systems (DBMS) industry over the last
two decades can be largely attributed to the stan-
dardization of its Structured Query Language, SQL.
SQL is a declarative language, that is, it requires the
user to specify only what data are wanted, leaving
to the query optimizer of the DBMS the difficult prob-
lem of deciding how best to access and process the
data. For a given SQL query, there may be many dif-
ferent ways to access each table that is referenced,
to join those tables, and, because the join operation
is commutative, to order those joins and perform
other operations necessary to complete the query.
Hence, there may be hundreds or even thousands
of possible ways to process a given query correctly.
For example, suppose the SQL query is:

SELECT name, age, salary
FROM employees

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
out payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
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WHERE age � 60 AND city � 'SAN JOSE ' AND
salary � 60,000

This query asks for the name, age, and salary of each
employee who is over age 60, lives in San Jose, and
makes less than $60,000 annually in salary. Each fil-
tering condition in the WHERE clause that is joined
by AND is called a predicate. Since this query refer-
ences only one table, there are no choices of join or-
der or join method, yet the optimizer still may con-
sider many possible ways for the DBMS to process
this simple query. It can always sequentially scan all
the rows in the table and apply each predicate to each
row. Or, if the appropriate indexes exist, it could ex-
ploit one or more indexes to access only the rows
satisfying one or more of the predicates. For exam-
ple, an index on age would permit accessing only
those rows where the value of age is greater than 60
and then applying the other predicates (on city and
salary). Alternatively, an index on city would limit
the access to those rows having city equal to “San
Jose” and subsequently applying the other predicates
(on age and salary) to those rows retrieved. Alter-
natively, indexes on multiple columns, for example
a combined index on city and age, or a combined
index on city and salary, might be exploited, if they
existed, or strategies combining any of the indexes
discussed above (so-called “index ANDing”). Which
strategy might be preferable depends upon the char-
acteristics of the database, the availability of vari-
ous indexes, and how selective each predicate is, that
is, how many rows are satisfied by each condition.

Most modern query optimizers determine the best
query execution plan (QEP, or simply plan) for ex-
ecuting an SQL query by mathematically modeling
the execution cost for each of many alternative QEPs
and choosing the one with the lowest estimated cost.
The execution cost is largely dependent upon the
number of rows that will be processed by each op-
erator in the QEP, so the optimizer first estimates this
incrementally as each predicate is applied. Estimat-
ing the cardinality (i.e., number of rows) of a result,
after one or more of the predicates have been ap-
plied, has been the subject of much research for over
20 years.1–5 To avoid accessing the database when
optimizing queries, this estimate typically begins with
statistics of database characteristics, specifically, the
number of rows for each table. The cardinality of
each intermediate result is derived incrementally by
multiplying the base table’s cardinality by a filter fac-
tor—or selectivity—for each predicate in the query,
which is derived from statistics on the columns af-
fected by that predicate, such as its number of dis-

tinct values or a histogram of its distribution. The
selectivity of a predicate P effectively represents the
probability that any row in the table will satisfy P,
and that selectivity depends upon the characteris-
tics of the database. For example, in the query above,
the predicate on city might be quite selective if the
database were a worldwide database of a large, mul-
tinational company, but it might be a lot less selec-
tive if the database contained all the employees of
some small start-up firm centered in San Jose. For
the latter case, the predicates on age and/or salary
would be more selective. The optimizer would tend
to favor QEPs that could exploit indexes to apply the
most selective predicates and QEPs that utilize sim-
ple table scans if there were no indexes, or if the op-
timizer estimated that most employees would sat-
isfy all of the predicates. In DB2* (Database 2*), the
choice of QEP is based solely upon the detailed cost
estimate for each of the competing plans, and not
upon such simplistic heuristics.

When there are multiple tables in the FROM clause
of the query, the number of alternative strategies
considered by the optimizer increases exponentially,
because the myriad choices mentioned above are
compounded with additional decisions about the or-
der in which tables are joined and the method by
which they are joined. DB2, for example, supports
three major types of join method, and there are sev-
eral variants within each of these. For a two-table
join with a handful of predicates, the DB2 optimizer
might consider over a hundred different plans; for
six tables, the number of plans could be well over
a thousand! The DB2 optimizer considers all of these
alternatives automatically for the user, who is not
even aware that it is going on!

Although query optimizers do a remarkably good job
of estimating both the cost and the cardinality of most
queries, many assumptions underlie this mathemat-
ical model. Examples of these assumptions include:
currency of information, uniformity, independence
of predicates, and a principle of inclusion.

Currency of information: Updating the statistics each
time a row is updated or deleted would create a lock-
ing bottleneck in the system catalogs, where statis-
tics are stored. It is difficult or impossible to calcu-
late some statistics incrementally, such as the number
of distinct values for each column, and so it is com-
mon for statistics to be recomputed periodically as
a user-invoked batch operation (called RUNSTATS in
DB2). Despite this, the optimizer assumes that the
statistics reflect the current state of the database, that
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is, that the database characteristics are relatively sta-
ble, and it relies upon the user to know when any
table has changed enough to warrant the expensive
recollection of statistics.

Uniformity: Although many products use histograms
to deal with skew in the distribution of values for
“local” selection predicates (on columns within a sin-
gle table), we are unaware of any available product
that exploits them for join predicates, that is, those
relating columns in multiple tables. Thus for join
predicates, the query optimizer still relies on the as-
sumption of uniformity.

Independence of predicates: Selectivities for each
predicate are calculated individually and multiplied
together, essentially assuming the predicates are sta-
tistically independent of each other, even though the
underlying columns may be related, for example by
a functional dependency. While multidimensional
histograms address this problem for local predicates,
they have never been applied to join predicates, ag-
gregation, and so on. Applications common today
have hundreds of columns in each table and thou-
sands of tables, making it impossible to know on
which subset(s) of columns to maintain multivari-
ate statistics.

Principle of inclusion: The selectivity for a join pred-
icate X.a � Y.b is typically defined to be 1/max{�a�,
�b�}, where �b� denotes the number of distinct values
of column b. This implicitly assumes the “principle
of inclusion,” that is, that each value of the smaller
domain has a match in the larger domain. Fortu-
nately, this assumption is frequently true for the most
common joins between a primary key to a table (e.g.,
a product number in the Products table) and a ref-
erence to that key (a foreign key) in another table
(e.g., the Orders table).

When these assumptions are invalid, significant er-
rors in the cardinality—and hence cost—estimates
result, causing suboptimal plans to be chosen. From
the authors’ experience, the primary cause of major
modeling errors is the cardinality estimate on which
costs depend. Cost estimates might be off by 10 or
15 percent, at most, for a given cardinality, but car-
dinality estimates can be off by orders of magnitude
when their underlying assumptions are invalid or un-
certain. Although there has been considerable suc-
cess in using histograms to detect and correct for data
skew,6–8 and in using sampling to gather up-to-date
statistics,9,10 there has been to date no comprehen-

sive approach to correcting all modeling errors,
regardless of origin.

In this paper we describe our approach toward au-
tonomic query optimization for overcoming model-
ing errors and incorrect statistics, which has led to
the prototype of a LEarning Optimizer (LEO) for
DB2.11 LEO learns from any modeling mistake, at any
point in a QEP, by automatically validating its esti-
mates against actual cardinalities for a query. De-
termining at what point in the plan the significant
errors occurred then allows for reoptimizing the
query at this point12 and adjusting its model dynam-
ically to better optimize future queries. Over time,
this feedback method amasses experiential informa-
tion that augments and adjusts the database statis-
tics for the part of the database that enjoys the most
user activity. Not only does this information enhance
the quality of the optimizer’s estimates, but it can
also suggest where statistics gathering should be con-
centrated and can even supplant the need for sta-
tistics collection.

A learning optimizer

This section describes the architecture of LEO, an
autonomic optimizer that observes actual query ex-
ecution and uses actual cardinalities to autonomi-
cally validate and refine the estimates from its model
and to reoptimize the current query, without requir-
ing user intervention. In the following sections we
discuss the two essential functions of LEO: deferred
learning for future queries and progressive optimi-
zation of the query currently under execution.

Deferred feedback-based learning. Deferred learn-
ing exploits empirical results from actual executions
of queries to validate the optimizer’s model incre-
mentally, deduce what part of the optimizer’s model
is in error, and compute adjustments to the optimiz-
er’s model for future query optimizations. Deferred
learning with LEO works under the assumption that
future queries will be similar to previous queries, that
is, they will share one or several predicates. Our LEO
prototype currently corrects the statistics for tables
(which may be out of date) and estimates the selec-
tivity of individual predicates in this way.

The LEO feedback loop is comprised of four steps,
as seen in Figure 1: monitoring, analysis, feedback,
and feedback exploitation. At query compilation
time, the monitoring component saves the cardinal-
ity estimates derived by the optimizer for the best
(i.e., least-cost) plan, and during query execution
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saves the actual cardinalities observed for that plan.
The analysis component uses the information thus
learned to identify modeling errors and compute cor-
rective adjustments. This analysis is a stand-alone
process that may be run separately from the data-
base server and even on another system. The feed-
back component modifies the catalog statistics of the
database according to the learned information. The
exploitation component closes the feedback loop by

using the learned information in the system catalog
to provide adjustments to the query optimizer’s car-
dinality estimates.

The four components can operate independently, but
form a consecutive sequence that constitutes a con-
tinuous learning mechanism by incrementally cap-
turing plans, monitoring their execution, analyzing
the monitor output, and computing adjustments to
be used for future query compilations. This mech-
anism enables deferred learning, since only future
queries will benefit from the feedback.

The deferred learning mechanism has been imple-
mented in a prototype using DB2 Universal Data-
base* (UDB) for Linux**, UNIX**, and Windows**.
Experiments with the protype18 showed the moni-
toring overhead to be below 4 percent of the total
query execution time, whereas performance may im-
prove by orders of magnitude, particularly when the
optimizer learns that a bulk join method should be
used instead of a nested-loop join, due to a large in-
put cardinality.

Immediate feedback-based learning. The moni-
tored cardinalities need not be used for subsequent
queries alone. If the actual cardinalities are signif-
icantly different from the estimated cardinalities, the
chosen query plan could be highly suboptimal. As
part of the LEO project, we are currently investigat-
ing how to use this knowledge immediately by
dynamically reoptimizing the current query and
changing its execution plan, if all of the rows for an
intermediate result are materialized before proceed-
ing at any point in the plan.

Generally, response time and memory are optimized
if each row is processed completely and returned to
the user in a pipelined plan. But occasionally, the rows
of an intermediate result must be fully materialized,
either as a sorted or unsorted temporary table
(TEMP), which we call a materialization point. TEMPs
afford a natural opportunity to count the number of
rows and possibly to reoptimize the plan before any
rows are returned to the user, thereby avoiding re-
turning duplicate rows that are caused by restarting
the query. However, two important issues arise:

● Since reoptimization involves a cost, when is it
worthwhile?

● How can we reoptimize efficiently?

We address the first question in the subsection,
“When to reoptimize.” For the second question, the

Figure 2 A query plan that can be reoptimized dynamically

JOIN
Orders.Product_Id-Products.Product_Id

GROUP BY
Orders.Product_Id

ORDERS PRODUCTS

SELECT AVG(Orders.Amount), Products.Name
FROM Orders, Products
WHERE Orders.Product_Id=Products.Product_Id
GROUP BY Products.Product_Id

Figure 1 Deferred learning
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easiest solution is to simply rerun the query “from
scratch” under a new plan. However, this would
waste all the (possibly substantial) work done up to
the materialization point, which was saved in the
TEMP. In most cases, it is preferable for the reop-
timized plan to avoid having to redo that work by
instead accessing that TEMP in the reoptimized plan.

For example, Figure 2 shows a query plan for a sim-
ple two-table join that groups/aggregates the Orders
table by Product_Id before the join. The sort that may
be needed to accomplish this aggregation must ma-
terialize its entire input before proceeding and thus
constitutes a TEMP. Since most aggregations can be
performed incrementally as the rows are sorted, the
TEMP will, at its conclusion, contain the GROUP BY
result. The optimal join algorithm (nested loop join,
hash join, or merged join) for subsequently joining
Orders and Products depends crucially on the size of
this GROUP BY result. The query optimizer could
choose a suboptimal join algorithm if it under- or
over-estimates the size of this result.

However, during query execution, the optimizer can
monitor the size of the GROUP BY result, and re-
optimize in case of severe estimation errors, for ex-
ample, by changing the join algorithm if needed. Such
reoptimization becomes more complex for more
elaborate query plans with multiple materialization
points. Reference 12 suggests encapsulating TEMPs
as tables and converting the remaining portion of
the query plan after the TEMPs into an SQL query,
which can then be resubmitted to the query opti-
mizer. Unfortunately, this approach has two prob-
lems. First, it may not be optimal to reuse a TEMP
as is. In cases where the size of the TEMP is much
larger than expected, the optimal plan might be to
reuse only a part of the TEMP, or even ignore the
TEMP completely, in favor of a totally new plan that
directly uses the base tables. Second, the remaining
portion of the plan beyond the TEMP may not always
be expressible as an SQL statement, especially if it
contains update operations, which are fed from sub-
queries.

A better alternative is not to encapsulate the TEMPs,
but instead to define them as materialized views13

(known in DB2 as Automatic Summary Tables or
ASTs14) and expose their definition to the query op-
timizer. The optimizer can then rely on standard
view-matching techniques14,15 to identify TEMPs that
are worthwhile to reuse. The cost of reoptimization
using additional materialized views is almost iden-
tical to the cost of optimizing the original query, since

the optimizer only has to investigate one alternative
intermediate table access method per materialized
view.

Moreover, once TEMPs are defined as materialized
views, there is no reason to limit their use to the cur-
rent query only. All subsequent queries can poten-
tially exploit materialized TEMPs, just as they exploit
user-defined materialized views. Of course, this ap-
proach could lead to an avalanche of such views, so
that the query engine would have to periodically de-
lete rarely used ones; this is akin to the materialized
view selection problem.16

Research issues in autonomic query
optimization

Our initial prototype of LEO has uncovered a num-
ber of challenging research problems that require
solutions for any practical application of the opti-
mizer in a product. We now discuss these problems
and possible approaches to their solution.

Stability and convergence. A cardinality model re-
fined by feedback has to take incomplete informa-
tion into account. While some cardinalities may be
deduced from query feedback—constituting hard
facts—others are derived from statistics and mod-
eling assumptions—forming uncertain knowledge.
The learning rate of the system is largely dependent
on the workload and the accuracy of statistics and
assumptions.

Assuming independence of predicates, when in fact
the data are correlated, usually results in underes-
timation of the cardinalities of the intermediate re-
sults, which are used by the optimizer when deter-
mining the cost of a QEP. This underestimation will
cause the optimizer to prefer a plan based on un-
certain knowledge over one based on hard facts. The
underestimation of cardinalities can result in a com-
plete exploration of the search space; the system will
converge only after trying out and learning about all
QEPs that contain underestimation. Overestimation,
however, may result in a local minimum (i.e., a sub-
optimal QEP); the optimizer will prefer other QEPs
over a QEP with overestimates. Hence overestimates
are unlikely to ever be discovered or corrected.

To reach a reasonable form of stability, the auto-
nomic optimizer should initially use an exploratory
mode, for example, before going into production.
This mode will initially involve more risks by choos-
ing promising QEPs based on uncertain knowledge,
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thus validating the model and gathering hard facts
about data distribution and workload. A second op-
erational mode will be biased toward QEPs that are
based on experience. This mode favors QEPs based
on hard facts over slightly cheaper QEPs based on
uncertain knowledge. The transition between the
modes would be gradual, resembling simulated an-
nealing17 methods in machine learning.

To overcome the local optimum caused by overesti-
mation, it is necessary to explore uncertain knowledge
used for presumably suboptimal, but promising QEPs,
for example, by synchronous or asynchronous sam-
pling.10

Detecting and exploiting correlation. In practical ap-
plications, data are often highly correlated. In a car
database, for instance, the selectivity of the conjunc-
tion (make � “Honda” and model � “Accord”) is
not correctly derived by multiplying the individual
selectivities of make � “Honda” and model � “Ac-
cord,” because the columns make and model are cor-
related—only Honda makes an Accord model. Since
correlation constitutes a violation of the indepen-
dence assumption, selectivity estimates for predicates
involving correlation can be off by orders of mag-
nitude in state-of-the-art query optimizers. With our
approach, we have the opportunity to detect and cor-
rect such errors.

Correlations pose many challenges. First, there are
many types of correlation, ranging from functional
dependencies between columns, especially referen-
tial integrity, to more subtle and complex cases, such
as an application-specific constraint that an item is
supplied by at most 20 suppliers. Second, correla-
tions may involve more than two columns, and hence
more than two predicates in a query, with subsets of
those columns having varying degrees of correlation.
Third, a single query can only provide evidence that
two or more columns are correlated for specific val-
ues. For complex queries involving several predi-
cates, isolating which subsets of predicates are cor-
related and the degree of correlation can be
extremely difficult. Another difficult research prob-
lem is to generalize correlations from specific val-
ues to relationships between columns: How many dif-
ferent values from executing multiple queries having
predicates on the same columns are required to safely
conclude that those columns are, in general, corre-
lated, and to what degree? Instead of waiting for that
many queries to execute, correlation detection could
instead identify promising combinations of col-
umns—even from different tables—on which the sta-

tistics utility would then collect multidimensional his-
tograms. In addition, the observed information can
be used to pinpoint errors in the cardinality model,
populate the database statistics, or to adjust the er-
roneous estimates by creating an additional layer of
statistics.

When to reoptimize. As discussed in the subsection,
“Immediate feedback-based learning,” immediate
learning can change the plan for a query at run time,
when the actual cardinalities are significantly differ-
ent from the estimated cardinalities. But the new plan
could itself be quite expensive, if it cannot make use
of prior TEMPs efficiently. The optimizer will find this
out during reoptimization, but the cost of reoptimi-
zation could itself be significant. Therefore it is cru-
cial to determine, without reoptimizing, when it will
be worthwhile to reoptimize.

Reference 12 uses the difference between the esti-
mated and actual cardinalities as a heuristic to de-
termine whether to reoptimize. However the ques-
tion is not how inaccurate the optimizer’s estimate
is; it is whether the plan is suboptimal under the new
cardinalities and whether the cost difference is
enough to pay for the reoptimization. One heuristic
looks at the nature of the plan operators and decides
whether a change in the input cardinality for an op-
erator is likely to make the operator suboptimal. Al-
ternatively, the optimizer can be enhanced to pick
not only the optimal plan, but also the range of se-
lectivities for each predicate within which the plan
is optimal. This prediction of the sensitivity of any
plan to any one parameter is extremely hard, because
of nonlinearities in the cost model.

We also need to limit the number of reoptimization
attempts for a single query, because the convergence
problem of the subsection, “Stability and conver-
gence” is even more serious here. We do not want
the query execution to get into a long loop where
it repeatedly tries out all alternative plans before
making progress.

Learning other information. Learning and adapting
to a dynamic environment is not restricted to car-
dinalities and selectivities. Using a feedback loop,
many costs and parameters currently estimated by
the optimizer can be made self-validating. For ex-
ample, the dominant aspect of cost, the number of
physical I/Os, is currently estimated probabilistically
from estimated hit ratios, assuming each application
gets an equal share of the buffer pool. The optimizer
could validate these estimates by observing actual
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I/Os, actual hit ratios, and/or actual times to access
tables for a given plan. Another example is the max-
imum amount of memory allocated to perform a par-
ticular sort in a plan. If the DBMS detected by query
feedback that a sort operation could not be per-
formed in main memory, it could adjust the sort heap
size to avoid external sorting for future sort oper-
ations.

Feedback is not limited to services and resources con-
sumed by the DBMS, but also extends to the appli-
cations that the DBMS serves. For example, the DBMS
could measure how many of the rows in a query’s
result are actually consumed by each application and
optimize each query’s performance for just that por-
tion of the result, for example, by effectively append-
ing the OPTIMIZE FOR �n� ROWS clause of SQL to
that query. Similarly, feedback from executions could
be used to automatically set many configuration pa-
rameters for shared resources that are currently set
manually. Physical parameters such as the network
rate, disk access time, and disk transfer rate are used
to weight the contribution of these resources to plan
costs, and are usually considered to be constant af-
ter an initial set-up. However, setting these param-
eters using measured values is more autonomic and
more accurately captures the effective rate. In the
same way, the allocation of memory among differ-
ent buffer pools, the total sort heap, and so on, can
be tuned automatically according to hit ratios that
were recently observed.

Practical considerations

In the process of implementing LEO, several prac-
tical considerations also needed to be addressed.

The Hippocratic oath: “Do no harm!” The overall
goal of an autonomic optimizer is to improve query
performance by adjusting an existing model based
upon previously executed queries. Ideally, this ad-
justed model provides a better decision basis for se-
lecting the best execution plan for a query. However,
this learned knowledge must be arrived at extremely
conservatively: we should not make hasty conclusions
based upon inconclusive or spotty data. In critical
applications, stability and reliability of query process-
ing are often favored over optimality with occasional
unpredictable behavior. If adjustments are immedi-
ately taken into account for query optimization, even
on a highly dynamic database, the same query may
generate a different execution plan each time it is
issued, and thus may result in thrashing of execu-
tion plans. This instability can be avoided if reop-

timization of queries takes place after the learned
knowledge has converged to a fixed point or has
reached a defined threshold of reliability.

Consistency between statistics. DB2 collects statis-
tics for base tables, columns, indexes, functions, and
tablespaces, many of which are mutually interdepen-
dent. DB2 permits users to update the statistics in the
catalogs and performs checks for inconsistencies in
such updates. An autonomic optimizer must simi-
larly ensure the consistency of these interdependent
statistics when adjusting any of them. For example,
the number of rows of a table determines the num-
ber of disk pages used for storing those rows. When
adjusting the number of rows of a table, we must con-
sequently ensure consistency with the number of
pages of that table—for example, by adjusting this
figure as well—or else plan choices may be biased,
depending on which plan uses which statistic. Sim-
ilarly, the consistency between index and table sta-
tistics has to be preserved, since there may be in-
terdependencies between the number of distinct
values of a column and the number of rows in a ta-
ble. However, an increase in the number of rows will
not always result in an increase in the number of dis-
tinct values: although subsequent inserts are likely
to alter the number of distinct values for a date col-
umn, this is very unlikely for a column like sex that
can only assume the values male or female, regard-
less of the number of rows.

Adjustments vs database statistics. An autonomic
optimizer is not a replacement for database statis-
tics, but rather a complement to them. Statistics are
collected uniformly across the database, to prepare
for any possible query. Feedback gives the greatest
improvement to the modeling of queries that are ei-
ther repetitive or are similar to earlier queries, that
is, queries for which the optimizer’s model exploits
the same statistical information. Feedback extends
the capabilities of the RUNSTATS utility by gathering
information on derived tables (e.g., the result of sev-
eral joins) and gathering more detailed information
than RUNSTATS might. Over time, the optimizer’s es-
timates will improve most in regions of the database
that are queried most. However, for correctly esti-
mating the cost of previously unanticipated queries,
the statistics collected by RUNSTATS are necessary,
even in the presence of query feedback.

Conclusions

Although today’s query optimizers autonomically de-
termine the best way to process a declarative SQL
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query (one which specifies only what data are want-
ed), they do so using a complex mathematical model
having many inherent assumptions and parameters.
The ideas on autonomic query optimization outlined
in this paper have led to the implementation of LEO,
DB2’s LEarning Optimizer. By self-validating these
assumptions and parameters using feedback gar-
nered from earlier executions, LEO provides a ma-
jor step forward in improving the quality of query
optimization and reducing the need for “tuning” of
problem queries, a major contributor to cost of own-
ership. Our current LEO prototype enables deferred
learning of table access cardinalities and simple pred-
icates,18 demonstrating significant performance im-
provements and a low monitoring overhead of be-
low 4 percent of the total query execution time.

Our future work includes completing the LEO pro-
totype for deferred learning, aggregating and sum-
marizing the observed information, finding conclu-
sive ways to discern and generalize occurrences of
correlation among predicates, measuring the ben-
efit of using LEO on a realistic set of user queries,
and extending LEO’s approach to parameters other
than cardinality. In addition, we are carrying out a
prototype implementation of immediate learning in
order to analyze and validate the performance of this
progressive query optimization approach.

*Trademark or registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation.

**Trademark or registered trademark of Linus Torvalds, The
Open Group, or Microsoft Corporation.
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Abstract 
Most modern DBMS optimizers rely upon a cost model to choose the best query execution plan 

(QEP) for any given query.  Cost estimates are heavily dependent upon the optimizer’s estimates 

for the number of rows that will result at each step of the QEP for complex queries involving 

many predicates and/or operations.  These estimates, in turn, rely upon statistics on the database 

and modeling assumptions that may or may not be true for a given database. In this paper we 

introduce LEO, DB2's LEarning Optimizer, as a comprehensive way to repair incorrect statistics 

and cardinality estimates of a query execution plan. By monitoring previously executed queries, 

LEO compares the optimizer’s estimates with actuals at each step in a QEP, and computes 

adjustments to cost estimates and statistics that may be used during future query optimizations.  

This analysis can be done either on-line or off-line on a separate system, and either incrementally 

or in batches.  In this way, LEO introduces a feedback loop to query optimization that enhances 

the available information on the database where the most queries have occurred, allowing the 

optimizer to actually learn from its past mistakes.  Our technique is general and can be applied to 

any operation in a QEP (not just selection predicates on base tables), including joins, derived 

results after several predicates have been applied, and even to DISTINCT and GROUP-BY 

operators. As shown by performance measurements on a 10 GB TPC-H data set, the runtime 

overhead of LEO’s monitoring is insignificant, whereas the potential benefit to response time 

from more accurate cardinality and cost estimates can be orders of magnitude. 
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1 Introduction  
Most modern query optimizers for relational database management systems (DBMSs) determine the best 

query execution plan (QEP) for executing an SQL query by mathematically modeling the execution cost 

for each plan and choosing the cheapest QEP.  This execution cost is largely dependent upon the number 

of rows that will be processed by each operator in the QEP.  Estimating the number of rows – or 

cardinality – after one or more predicates have been applied has been the subject of much research for 

over 20 years [SAC+79, Gel93, SS94, ARM89, Lyn88].  Typically this estimate relies on statistics of 

database characteristics, beginning with the number of rows for each table, multiplied by a filter factor – 

or selectivity – for each predicate, derived from the number of distinct values and other statistics on 

columns.  The selectivity of a predicate P effectively represents the probability that any row in the 

database will satisfy P. 

While query optimizers do a remarkably good job of estimating both the cost and the cardinality of most 

queries, many assumptions underlie this mathematical model.  Examples of these assumptions include:  

• Currency of information:  The statistics are assumed to reflect the current state of the database, i.e. 

that the database characteristics are relatively stable. 

• Uniformity:  Although histograms deal with skew in values for “local” selection predicates (to a 

single table), we are unaware of any available product that exploits them for joins.   

• Independence of predicates:  Selectivities for each predicate are calculated individually and 

multiplied together, even though the underlying columns may be related, e.g. by a functional 

dependency.  While multi-dimensional histograms address this problem for local predicates, again 

they have never been applied to join predicates, aggregation, etc.  Applications common today have 

hundreds of columns in each table and thousands of tables, making it impossible to know  on which 

subset(s) of columns to maintain multi-dimensional histograms.   

• Principle of inclusion:  The selectivity for a join predicate X.a = Y.b is typically defined to be 

1/max{|a|, |b|}, where |b| denotes the number of distinct values of column b.  This implicitly assumes 

the “principle of inclusion”, i.e. that each value of the smaller domain has a match in the larger 

domain (which is frequently true for joins between foreign keys and primary keys). 
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When these assumptions are invalid, significant errors in the cardinality – and hence cost -- estimates 

result, causing sub-optimal plans to be chosen.  From the authors’ experience, the primary cause of major 

modeling errors is the cardinality estimate on which costs depend.  Cost estimates might be off by 10 or 

15 percent, at most, for a given cardinality, but cardinality estimates can be off by orders of magnitude 

when their underlying assumptions are invalid or uncertain.  Although there has been considerable 

success in using histograms to detect and correct for data skew [IC91, PIHS96, PI97], and in using 

sampling to gather up-to-date statistics [HS93, UFA98], there has to date been no comprehensive 

approach to correcting all modeling errors, regardless of origin. 

This paper introduces LEO, the LEarning Optimizer, which incorporates an effective and comprehensive 

technique for a query optimizer actually to learn from any modeling mistake at any point in a QEP, by 

automatically validating its estimates against actuals for a query after it finishes executing, determining at 

what point in the plan the significant errors occurred, and adjusting its model dynamically to better 

optimize future queries.  Over time, LEO amasses experiential information that augments and adjusts the 

database statistics for the part of the database that enjoys the most user activity.  Not only does this 

information enhance the quality of the optimizer’s estimates, but it also can suggest where statistics 

gathering should be concentrated or even can supplant the need for statistics collection.  LEO has been 

prototyped on IBM’s DB2 Universal Data Base (UDB) on the Windows, Unix, and OS/2 platforms 

(hereafter referred to simply as “DB2”), and has proven to be very effective at correcting cardinality 

estimation errors, as will be demonstrated later.   

This paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 explores the previous literature in relation to LEO.  We give 

an overview of LEO and an example of its execution in Section 3.  Section 4 details how LEO works, 

including the four major components of capturing the optimizer’s plan, monitoring the execution, 

analyzing the actuals vs. estimates, and exploiting what is learned in the optimizer for subsequent queries. 

In Section 5, we evaluate LEO’s performance – both its overhead and benefit.  Section 6 discusses 

advanced topics and Section 7 contains our conclusions and future work. 
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2 Related Work 
Much of the prior literature on cardinality estimates has utilized histograms to summarize the data 

distribution of columns in stored tables, for use in estimating the selectivity of predicates against those 

tables. Recent work has extended one-dimensional equi-depth histograms to more sophisticated and 

accurate versions [PIHS96] and to multiple dimensions [PI97].  This classical work on histograms 

concentrated on the accuracy of histograms in the presence of skewed data and correlations by scanning 

the base tables completely, at the price of high run-time cost. The work in [GMP97] deals with the 

necessity of keeping histograms up-to-date at very low cost. Instead of computing a histogram on the base 

table, it is incrementally derived and updated from a backing sample of the table, which is always kept 

up-to-date. Updates of the base table are propagated to the sample and can trigger a partial re-computation 

of the histogram, but there is no attempt to validate the estimates from these histograms against run-time 

actuals.    

The work of [CR94] and [AC99] are the first to monitor cardinalities in query executions and exploit this 

information in future compilations. In [CR94] the result cardinalities of simple predicates after the 

execution of a query are used to adapt the coefficients of a curve-fitting formula.  The formula 

approximates the value distribution of a column instead of employing histograms for selectivity estimates. 

In [AC99] the authors present a query feedback loop, in which actual cardinalities gleaned from executing 

a query are used to correct histograms. Multiple predicates can be used to detect correlation and update 

multi-dimensional histograms. This approach effectively deals with single-table predicates applied while 

accessing a base table, but the paper does not deal with join predicates, aggregation, and other operators, 

nor does it specify how the user is supposed to know on which columns multi-dimensional histograms 

should be created. LEO’s approach extends and generalizes this pioneering work.  It can learn from any 

modeling error at any point in a QEP, including errors due to local predicates, expressions of base 

columns involving user-defined functions, predicates involving parameter markers or host variables, join 

predicates, keys created by the DISTINCT or GROUP BY clauses, derived tables, and any correlation 

between any of the above.  Most of these operations that change cardinality in some way cannot be 

addressed by histograms. LEO can even adjust estimates of other parameters such as buffer utilization, 
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sort heap consumption, I/Os, or the actual running time -- the only real limitation to LEO’s approach is 

the overhead of collecting the actuals for those estimates. 

Another research direction focuses on dynamically adjusting a QEP after the execution has begun, by 

monitoring data statistics during the execution (dynamic optimization). In [KDeW98] the authors 

introduce a new statistic collector operator that is compiled into the plan. The operator collects the row 

stream cardinality and size and decides whether to continue or to stop the execution and re-optimize the 

remainder of the plan. Query scrambling in [UFA98] is geared towards the problem of distributed query 

execution in wide area networks with uncertain data delivery. Here the time-out of a data-shipping site is 

detected and the remaining data-independent parts of the plan are re-scheduled until the problem is 

solved. Both solutions deal with dynamic re-optimization of (parts of) a single query, but they do not save 

and exploit this knowledge for the next query optimization run.  LEO is aimed primarily at using 

information gleaned from one or more query executions to discern trends that will benefit the 

optimization of future queries.  This benefit is not limited to just the same query, because the exact same 

query is seldom re-executed in modern data warehouses, data marts, and business intelligence 

applications.  Any query with predicates or aggregation on the same column(s) can exploit LEO’s 

learning.  LEO does not (yet) address the issue of changing in mid-stream the QEP of a running query, as 

did [KDeW98] and [UFA98], although it could.  Doing this correctly in a real product needs to resolve 

many hard issues not addressed by that work, such as determining points where such changes produce 

correct results (i.e., where data is fully materialized, before any results are returned to the user), and 

reliably predicting the times to re-optimize and execute a new plan so that they can be traded off against 

the time to complete the original plan. 

3 A Learning Optimizer  
This section gives an overview of LEO’s design, a simplified example of how it learns, and some of the 

practical issues that it must deal with. 
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3.1  An Overview of LEO 
LEO exploits empirical results from actual executions of queries to validate the optimizer’s model 

incrementally, deduce what part of the optimizer’s model is in error, and compute adjustments to the 

optimizer’s model.  

LEO is comprised of four components: a component to save the optimizer’s plan, a monitoring 

component, an analysis component, and a feedback exploitation component.  The analysis component is a 

standalone process that may be run separately from the DB2 server, and even on another system. The 

remaining three components are modifications to the DB2 server: plans are captured at compile time by 

an addition to the code generator, monitoring is part of the run-time system, and feedback exploitation is 

integrated into the optimizer. 

The four components can operate independently, but form a consecutive sequence that constitutes a 

continuous learning mechanism by incrementally capturing plans, monitoring their execution, analyzing 

the monitor output, and computing adjustments to be used for future query compilations.  
 

1. Preparation Phase
compute  filter factors

2. Planning Phase
estimate cardinalities

Optimizer

Opt. 
Plan
Opt. 
Plan

System Catalog

SQL Compiler

LEO 
Skeleton

LEO 
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Figure 1: LEO Architecture 

Figure 1 shows how LEO is integrated into the architecture of DB2.  The left part of the figure shows the 

usual query processing flow with query compilation, QEP generation and optimization, code generation, 

and code execution. The gray shaded boxes show the changes made to regular query processing to enable 

LEO’s feedback loop: for any query, the code generator dumps essential information about the chosen 
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QEP (a plan “skeleton”) into a special file that is later used by the LEO analysis daemon. In the same 

way, the runtime system provides monitored information about cardinalities for each operator in the QEP. 

Analyzing the plan skeletons and the runtime monitoring information, the LEO analysis daemon 

computes adjustments that are stored in the system catalog. The exploitation component closes the 

feedback loop by using the adjustments in the system catalog to provide adjustments to the query 

optimizer’s cardinality estimates.  

3.2 Monitoring and Learning: An Example 
In the following we use as an example the SQL query: 
SELECT * FROM X, Y, Z 

WHERE X.Price >= 100 AND Z.City = ‘Denver’ and Y.Month = ‘Dec’ 

AND X.ID = Y.ID AND Y.NR = Z.NR 

GROUP BY A 

Figure 2 shows the skeleton of a QEP for this statement, including the statistical information and 

estimates that the optimizer used when building this plan. In addition, the figure also shows the actual 

cardinalities that the monitoring component of LEO determined during query execution. 

NL-JOIN

Est: 1149
Act: 2283

Est: 290
Act: 500

Est: 1120
Act: 2112

Est: 513
Act: 1007

Est: 149
Act: 133

Stat: 7200
Act: 7623

Stat: 2100
Act: 5949

Stat: 23410
Act: 23599

X.Price > 100 
TBSCAN X

Y.Month = “Dec”
IXSCAN Y

Z.City = "Denver“
IXSCAN Z

NL-JOIN

Est: 10
Act: 117

GROUP
BY

 
Figure 2: A QEP Skeleton with Estimates and Actuals 

In the Figure, cylinders indicate base table access operators such as index scan (IXSCAN) or table scan 

(TBSCAN), ellipses indicate further operators as nested loop joins (NLJOIN) and grouping (GROUP 

BY). For the base tables X, Y, and Z, “Stat” denotes the base table cardinality as stored in the system 

catalog statistics. The optimizer uses this cardinality in its cardinality estimation model to compute an 
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estimate (“Est”) for the result cardinality of each table access operator after application of the predicate 

(e.g., X.Price >= 100) as well as for each of the nested-loop join operators. During query execution, the 

LEO monitoring component measures the comparable actual cardinality (“Act”) for each operator.  

Comparing actual and estimated cardinalities enables LEO to give feedback to the statistics that were used 

for obtaining the base table cardinalities, as well as to the cardinality model that was used for computing 

the estimates. This feedback may be a positive reinforcement, e.g., for the table statistics of Z, where the 

table access operator returned an actual cardinality for Z that is very close to that stored in the system 

catalog statistics. The same holds for the output cardinalities of each operator, such as a positive feedback 

for the estimate of the restriction on Z that also very closely matches the actual number. However, it may 

also be a negative feedback – as for the table access operator of Y, where the statistics suggest a number 

almost three times lower than the actual cardinality – or for the join estimates of the nested-loop join 

between X and Y. In addition, correlations can be detected, if the estimates for the individual predicates 

are known to be accurate but some combination of them is not.  In all of the above, “predicates” can 

actually be generalized to any operation that changes the cardinality of the result.  For example, the 

creation of keys by a DISTINCT or GROUP BY clause reduces the number of rows.  DB2’s estimates for 

this reduction can also be adjusted by LEO, and may also be correlated with predicates applied elsewhere 

in the query. 

All of this feedback is used by LEO to help the optimizer learn to better estimate cardinalities the next 

time a query involving these tables, predicates, joins, or other operators is issued against the database. 

3.3 Practical Considerations 
In the process of implementing LEO, several practical considerations became evident that prior work had 

not addressed.  We now discuss some of these general considerations, and how they affected LEO’s 

design. 

3.3.1 The Hippocratic Oath: “Do no harm!”  

The overall goal of LEO is to improve query performance by adjusting existing statistics based upon 

previously executed queries. Ideally, these adjusted statistics provide a better decision basis for selecting 

the best execution plan for a query. However, this learned knowledge must be arrived at extremely 

conservatively:  LEO should not make hasty conclusions based upon inconclusive or spotty data.  And it 
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must be used carefully: under no circumstances should LEO make things worse!  In critical applications, 

stability and reliability of query processing are often favored over optimality with occasional 

unpredictable behavior. If adjustments are immediately taken into account for query optimization, even 

on a highly dynamic database, the same query may generate a different execution plan each time it is 

issued and thus may result in a thrashing of execution plans. This instability can be avoided if re-

optimization of queries takes place after the learned knowledge has converged to a fixed point or by 

reaching a defined threshold of reliability. Thus a typical usage pattern of LEO might be an initial phase 

of learning, followed by a stable phase where the execution plans are frozen in order to obtain fast, 

reliable query processing. 

3.3.2 Modifying Statistics vs. Adjusting Selectivities 

A key design decision is that LEO never updates the original catalog statistics.  Instead, it constructs a 

second set of statistics that will be used to adjust (i.e. repair) the first, original layer. The adjustments are 

stored as special tables in the system catalog. The compilation of new queries reads these adjustments, as 

well as the base statistics, and adjusts the optimizer’s estimates appropriately. This two-layered approach 

has several advantages. First, we have the option of disabling learning, by simply ignoring the 

adjustments. This may be needed for debugging purposes or as a fallback strategy in case the system 

generated wrong adjustments or the new optimal plan shows undesired side effects. Second, we can store 

the specific adjustment value with any plan that uses it, so that we know by how much selectivities have 

already been adjusted and avoid incorrect re-adjustments (no “deltas of deltas”). Lastly, since we keep the 

adjustments as catalog tables, we introduce an easily accessible mechanism for tuning the selectivities of 

query predicates that could be updated manually by experienced users, if necessary. 

3.3.3 Consistency between Statistics 

DB2 collects statistics for base tables, columns, indexes, functions, and tablespaces, many of which are 

mutually interdependent. DB2 allows for incremental generation of statistics and checks inconsistencies 

for user-updateable statistics. LEO also must ensure the consistency of these interdependent statistics. For 

example, the number of rows of a table determines the number of disk pages used for storing these rows. 

When adjusting the number of rows of a table, LEO consequently also has to ensure consistency with the 

number of pages of that table -- e.g., by adjusting this figure as well -- or else plan choices will be biased.  
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Similarly, the consistency between index and table statistics has to be preserved: If the cardinality of a 

column that is (a prefix of) an index key is adjusted in the table statistics, this may also affect the 

corresponding index statistics. 

3.3.4 Currency vs. Accuracy 

Creating statistics is a costly process, since it requires scanning an entire table or even the entire database. 

For this reason, database statistics are often not existent or not accurate enough to help the optimizer to 

pick the best access plan. If statistics are expected to be outdated due to later changes of the database or if 

no statistics are present, DB2 fabricates statistics from the base parameters of the table (file size from the 

operating system and individual column sizes). The presence of adjustments and fabricated statistics 

creates a decision problem for the optimizer -- it must decide whether to believe possibly outdated 

adjustments and statistics, or fuzzy but current fabricated statistics. 

When statistics are updated, many of the adjustments calculated by LEO no longer remain valid. Since the 

set of adjustments that LEO maintains is not just a subset of the statistics provided by RUNSTATS, 

removing all adjustments during an update of the statistics might result in a loss of information. Therefore 

any update of the statistics should re-adjust the adjustments appropriately, in order to not loose 

information like actual join selectivities and retain consistency with the new statistics. 

3.3.5 LEO vs. Database Statistics 

Note that LEO is not a replacement for statistics, but a rather a complement: LEO gives the most 

improvement to the modeling of queries that are either repetitive or are similar to earlier queries, i.e., 

queries for which the optimizer’s model exploits the same statistical information. LEO extends the 

capabilities of the RUNSTATS utility by gathering information on derived tables (e.g., the result of several 

joins) and gathering more detailed information than RUNSTATS might.  Over time, the optimizer’s 

estimates will improve most in regions of the database that are queried most (as compared to statistics, 

which are collected uniformly across the database, to be ready for any possible query).  However, for 

correctly costing previously unanticipated queries, the statistics collected by RUNSTATS are necessary 

even in the presence of LEO. 

4 The LEO Feedback Loop 
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The following sections describe the details of how LEO performs the four steps of capturing the plan for a 

query and its cardinality estimates, monitoring queries during execution, analyzing the estimates versus 

the actuals, and the exploitation of the adjustments in the optimization of subsequent queries.  

4.1 Retaining the Plan and its Estimates 
During query compilation in DB2, a code generator component derives an executable program from the 

optimal QEP. This program, called a section, can be executed immediately (dynamic SQL) or stored in 

the database for later, repetitive execution of the same query (static SQL).  The optimal QEP is not 

retained with the section; only the section is available at run-time.  The section contains one or more 

threads, which are sequences of operators that are interpreted at run-time.  Some of the section’s 

operators, such as a table access, closely resemble similar operators in the QEP.  Others, such as those 

performing predicate evaluation, are much more detailed.  Though in principle it is possible to “reverse 

engineer” a section to obtain the QEP from which it was derived, in practice that is quite complicated.  To 

facilitate the interpretation of the monitor output for LEO, we chose to save at compile-time a “skeleton” 

subset of the optimal QEP for each query, as an analysis “road map”.  This plan skeleton is a subset of the 

much more complete QEP information that may optionally be obtained by a user through an EXPLAIN of 

the query, and contains only the basic information needed by LEO’s analysis, including the cumulative 

cardinality estimates for each QEP operator, as shown in Figure 2. 

4.2 Monitoring Query Execution 
LEO captures the actual number of rows processed by each operator in the section by carefully 

instrumenting the section with run-time counters.  These counters are incremented each time an operator 

processes a row, and saved after the query completes.  LEO can be most effective if this monitoring is on 

all the time, analyzing the execution of every query in the workload.  For this to be practical, LEO’s 

monitoring component must impose minimal overhead on regular query execution performance. The 

overhead for incrementing these counters has been measured and shown to be minimal, as discussed in 

Section 5.1. 
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4.3 Analyzing Actuals and Estimates 
The analysis component of LEO may be run off-line as a batch process, perhaps even on a completely 

separate system, or on-line and incrementally as queries complete execution.  The latter provides more 

responsive feedback to the optimizer, but is harder to engineer correctly.  To have minimal impact on 

query execution performance, the analysis component is designed to be run as a low-priority background 

process that opportunistically seizes “spare cycles” to perform its work “post mortem”.  Any mechanism 

can be used to trigger or continue its execution, preferably an automated scheduler that supervises the 

workload of the system.  Since this means LEO can be interrupted by the scheduler at any point in time, it 

is designed to analyze and to produce feedback data on a per-query basis. It is not necessary to 

accumulate the monitored data of a large set of queries to produce feedback results. 

To compare the actuals collected by monitoring with the optimizer’s estimates for that query, the analysis 

component of LEO must first find the corresponding plan skeleton for that query.  Each plan skeleton is 

hashed into memory. Then for each entry in the monitor dump file (representing a query execution), it 

finds the matching skeleton by probing into the skeletons hash table. Once a match is located, LEO needs 

to map the monitor counters for each section operator back to the appropriate QEP operator in the 

skeleton.  This is not as straightforward as it sounds, because there is not a one-to-one relationship 

between the section’s operators and the QEP’s operators.  In addition, certain performance-oriented 

optimizations will bypass operators in the section if possible, thus also bypassing incrementing their 

counters.  LEO must detect and compensate for this. 

 
analyze_main(skeleton root) { (0) 
 preprocess (root); error = OK; // construct global state and 
                              // pushdown node properties (1) 
 for (i = 0; i < children(root); i++) // for each child (2) 
  {error |= analyze_main(root->child[i]); } // analyze (3) 
 if (error) return error; // if error in any child: return error  (4) 
 switch (root->opcode) // analyze operator (5) 
  case IXSCAN: return analyze_ixscan(root) (6) 
  case TBSCAN: return analyze_tbscan(root) (7) 
  case … 

Figure 3: LEO algorithm 

The analysis of the skeleton tree is a recursive post-order traversal (cf. Figure 3). Before actually 

descending down the tree, a preprocessing of the node and its immediate children is necessary to 
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construct global state information and to push down node properties (1). The skeleton is analyzed bottom 

up, where the analysis of a branch stops after an error occurred in the child (4). Upon returning from all 

children, the analysis function of the particular operator is called (6, 7, …). 

4.3.1 Calculating the Adjustments 

Each operator type (TBSCAN, IXSCAN, FETCH, FILTER, GROUP BY, NLJOIN, HSJOIN, etc.) can carry 

multiple predicates of different kinds (start/stop keys, pushed down, join). According to the processing 

order of the predicates within the operator, LEO will find the actual monitor data (input and output 

cardinalities of the data stream for the predicate) and analyze the predicate. By comparing the actual 

selectivity of the predicate with the estimated selectivity that was stored with the skeleton, LEO deduces 

an adjustment factor such that the DB2 optimizer can later compute the correct selectivity factor from the 

old estimate and the new adjustment factor. This adjustment factor is immediately stored in the database 

in new LEO tables. Note that LEO does not need to re-scan the DB2 catalog tables to get the original 

statistics, because the estimates that are based on these statistics are stored with the skeleton.  

LEO computes an adjustment such that the product of the adjustment factor and the estimated selectivity 

derived from the DB2 statistics yields the correct selectivity. To achieve that, LEO uses the following 

variables that were saved in the skeleton or monitor result: 

• old_est: the estimated selectivity from the optimizer 

• old_adj: an old adjustment factor that was possibly used to compute old_est 

• act: The actual selectivity that is computed from the monitor data 

After detecting an error ( | old_est – act | / act > 0.05 ) for the predicate col < X, LEO computes the 

adjustment factor so that the new estimate equals the actual value (act) computed from the monitor: est = 

actual = stats*adj ; where stats is the original selectivity as derived from the catalog. The old estimate 

(old_est) is either equivalent to the original statistic estimate (stats) or was computed with an old 

adjustment factor (old_adj). Hence this old adjustment factor needs to be factored out. (adj = act / stats = 

act/(old_est/old_adj) = act*(old_adj/old_est). 

Since the selectivity for the predicate (col >= X) is 1 – selectivity(col < X), we invert the computation of 

the estimate and the adjustment factor for this type of predicate. Note that we derive an adjustment factor 
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for the < -operator from the results of the > -operator, and we apply the adjustment factor of a < -operator 

for the computation of the > -operator. Figure 4 summarizes some of the formulas for computing the 

adjustments (LEO) and the new estimates (DB2 optimizer). 

 
PREDICATE ADJUSTMENT NEW ESTIMATE 
None, Table Access adj = act_card * old_adj / old_est est_card = stats_card * adj 
Column < Literal 
Column <= Literal 
Column = Literal; 

 
adj = act * old_adj / old_est 

 
est = stats*adj 

Column > Literal 
Column >= Literal 

adj = (1-act)* old_adj/(old_est<) est = 1-est<*adj 

Column = Column adj = act * old_adj / old_est est = stats*adj 
Column LIKE Literal adj = act * old_adj / old_est est = stats*adj 
Complex / UDF adj = act * old_adj / old_est est = stats*adj 

Figure 4: Calculating Adjustments and Estimates 

Using the example from Figure 2 and a TBSCAN on table X with the predicate Price >= 100, we can 

compute the adjustment factors for the table cardinality and the predicate. The cardinality adjustment 

factor is 7632/7200 = 1.06. The estimated selectivity of the predicate was 1149/7200 = 0.1595 while the 

actual selectivity is 2283/7632 = 0.2994. The adjustment factor for the corresponding Price < 100 -

predicate is (1 - 0.2994) * 1.0 / (1 -0.1595) = 0.8335. The optimizer will compute the selectivity for this 

predicate in the future to be 1 – 0.8335 * (1 – 0.1595) = 0.2994. The adjusted table cardinality of the 

TBSCAN (1.06*7200) times the adjusted predicate selectivity 0.2994 computes the correct, new estimate 

of the output cardinality of the TBSCAN operator (2283). 

However, different types of section operators can be used to execute a particular predicate such as ‘Price 

>= 100’. If the Price column is in the index key, the table access method could be an IXSCAN-FETCH 

combination. If Price is the leading column of the index key, the predicate can be executed as a start/stop 

key in the IXSCAN operator. Then IXSCAN delivers only those rows (with its row identifier or RID) that 

fulfill the key predicate. FETCH uses each RID to retrieve the row from the base table. If the predicate on 

Price cannot be applied as a start/stop key, it is executed as a push-down predicate on every row returned 

from the start/stop key search. When using a start/stop key predicate, we scan neither the index nor the 

base table completely, and hence cannot determine the actual base table cardinality. In order to determine 

the real selectivity of an index start/stop key predicate, we can only approximate the needed input 
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cardinality by using the old cardinality estimates, if a previously computed table adjustment factor was 

used1 (see the pseudo-code example line (3) and (4) in Figure 5). 

 
analyze_ixscan(skeleton IXSCAN) {  
 if (start_stop_key_num == 0) // no start stop key:      (1) 
 { tcard = get_act_table_card(); // we have an actual table cardinality 
   rc = compute_table_adjustment(tcard, est_card); //compute/store new adj 
  if (pushed_down_pred_num >= 1) (2) 
   { 
   // get the ouput cardinality of the first pred from monitor 
   pcard = push_pred[0]->get_pcard();  
    act_sel = pcard/tcard; // this it the actual selectivity 
   // compute/store a new adjustment factor  
   rc |= push_pred[0]->compute_adj(act_sel);  
   if (pushed_down_pred_num > 1) 
      { // deal with the second predicate, possibly detecting  
        // a combined error i.e. a correlation 
       }  
  }  
  return rc;  
 } 
  if (start_stop_key_num == 1) // we do not know the table card. 
  { 
 // if base card estimate includes old_adj factor we assume  
 // our estimate is correct and process the predicate    
 if (old_adj)  (3) 
  { 
     // get the ouput cardinality of the first key pred from monitor 
   pcard = start_stop_pred[0]->get_stst_pcard();  
    act_sel = pcard/est_card; // predicate selectivity (4) 
   // compute/store a new adjustment factor  
   rc |= start_stop_pred[0]->compute_adj(act_sel); 
  } 
  if (!rc) 
    { 
       // continue with pushed_down predicates 
   ... 
   } 
  return rc;      
} 

Figure 5: Analyze IXSCAN 

The merge-join algorithm demonstrates a similar problem that we have named implicit early out.  Recall 

that both inputs of the merge join are sorted data streams.  Each row will be matched with the other side 

until a higher-valued row or no row at all is found.  Reaching the end of the data stream on one side 

                                                           
1 The existence of an adjustment factor indicates that we have seen a complete table scan earlier and successfully 
repaired an older statistic. 
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immediately stops the algorithm. Thus any remaining rows from the other side will never be asked for, 

and hence are not seen or counted by the monitor. As a result, any monitor number for merge-join input 

streams is unreliable unless we have encountered a dam operator such as SORT, TEMP, or GROUP BY, 

which ensures the complete scan and count of the data stream prior to the merge join. 

4.3.2 Storing the Adjustments 

After the adjustment factors have been computed, they are stored in an extended system catalog. Figure 6 

summarizes the new tables that have been introduced into the DB2 system catalog. 

 
Table  LEO_TABLES  TabelspaceID, TableID, Adj_factor, Cardinality, Timestamp 
Column LEO_COLUMNS TabelspaceID, TableID, ColumnID, Adj_factor, Col_Value, Type, TimeStamp 
Join LEO_JOINS TabelspaceID, TableID, ColumnID, J_TabelspaceID, J_TableID, J_ColumnID, 

Adj_factor, TimeStamp 
Keys LEO_KEYS KeyString Adj_factor, Col_Value, Type, TimeStamp 
Expression LEO_EXPRESSION ExpressionString Adj_factor, Col_Value, Type, TimeStamp 

Figure 6: New System Catalog Tables 

Take as an example the column adjustment catalog as stored in LEO_COLUMNS. The first three 

columns uniquely identify a column (i.e. X.Price), while the Adj_factor = 0.8335 and Col_Value = ‘100’. 

Timestamp is the compile time of the query and is used to prohibit learning from old knowledge. Type 

indicates the type of entry: ‘F’ for a frequent value or ‘Q’ for a quantile adjustment for the corresponding 

Col_Value value.  In LEO_JOINS, a join is sufficiently described by two triplets for the two join 

columns: (tablespaceID, tableID, columnID, J_tablespaceID, J_tableID, J_columnID). This raises the 

question as to which column should be the primary column for searching. One obvious solution would be 

to store each join entry twice, i.e. for a join (T.A = S.B) we would store two rows (2, T, A, 2, S, B, ...) and 

(2, S, B, 2, T, A, ...), but this would double the overhead of maintaining these entries. Introducing a 

simple rule of (lexicographic) order on the columns’ triplets is sufficient to store the adjustment factors 

only once: the ‘smaller’ column (2, S, B) is stored with its join partner (2, T, A) and the adjustment factor. 

A simple index scan with a search key on the “smaller” join column allows us to efficiently update or 

retrieve the adjustment factor from the database. LEO_KEYS and LEO_EXPRESSION store the key 

combination or expression as a character string. 
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4.4 Using Learned Knowledge 
Before the DB2 Optimizer begins constructing candidate plans, it first retrieves the schema and statistics 

for each base table referenced in that query from the catalog cache. From these statistics, the optimizer 

gets the base-table cardinality and computes selectivity factors for each predicate. At this point, if 

LEARNING is enabled by a control flag, the optimizer will also search the catalog for any adjustment 

factors that may be relevant to this query, and adjust the base table statistics, predicate selectivities, and 

other statistics accordingly.  How this is done for each type of adjustment is the subject of this section.  

4.4.1 Base Table Cardinalities 

We start first with adjusting the base table cardinalities, since these are basis for all cardinality estimates 

of plans.   As shown in Table 4, the statistic for the base-table’s cardinality need only be multiplied by the 

adjustment factor, if any, for that table. 

As discussed earlier, the difficulty comes in maintaining the consistency of this adjusted cardinality with 

other statistics for that table.  The number of pages in the table, NPAGES, is collected during 

RUNSTATS and is directly used in the cost model as a more accurate measurement for the number of I/O 

operations during TBSCAN operations than computing it from the table cardinality, the row width, and 

the page size. As a result, LEO must adjust NPAGES for base tables, as well as the index statistics (the 

number of leaf and non-leaf pages) accordingly. In addition, the column cardinalities for each column 

obviously cannot exceed the table cardinality, but increasing the number of rows may or may not increase 

the cardinality of any column.  For example, adding employee rows doesn’t change the cardinality of the 

Sex column, but probably changes the cardinality of the EmployeeID column.  Similarly, the consistency 

between index and table statistics has to be preserved. If a column that is in one or more index keys has its 

cardinality adjusted in the table statistics, the corresponding index cardinality statistics 

(FIRSTKEYCARD, FIRST2KEYCARD, …, FULLKEYCARD) must also be adjusted accordingly. 

4.4.2 Single-Table Predicates 

Next, we consider adjustments to the selectivity of a simple, single-table predicate, illustrated by 

adjusting the column X.Price for the predicate X.Price < 100. Figure 7 shows the actual cumulative 

distribution for X.Price. Figure 8 shows the column statistics as well as the corresponding adjustments. 

The optimizer computes the selectivity for X.Price < 100 from the statistics by cardinality(X < 100) / 

Maximal_Cardinality = 500/2000 = 0.25. Applying the adjustments results in adjusted_selecticity(X.Price 
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< 100) = cardinality(X.Price < 100) * adjustment(X.Price < 100) = 0.25 * 2 = 0.5. If there is no exact 

match in the statistics for the column value (i.e. X.Price < 100), the adjustment factor is computed by 

linearly interpolating within the interval in which the value ‘100’ is found.2  
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Figure 7: Actual Data Distribution 
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Figure 8: Column Statistics and Adjustments  

In Figure 9, statistics do not exist (which is equivalent to a default selectivity of 1/3, i.e., a uniformly 

distributed cardinality of 667). The adjustment curve here shows higher or lower amplitudes than the one 

for the statistics. For our example: adjustment(X.Price < 100) = 1.5.  

Suppose that the optimizer had used an earlier adjustment factor of 2 to compute the estimate for the 

predicate ‘X.Price < 100’.  Suppose further that, due to more updates, the real selectivity of the predicate 

is 0.6 instead of the newly estimated 0.5. The LEO daemon needs to be aware of this older adjustment 

factor to undo its effects. 

                                                           
2 The neutral adjustment value of 1.0 is used if LEARNING is disabled or no adjustments (not even using 
interpolation) are available. 
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Figure 9: Adjustments without Statistics 

In our model, an adjustment factor is always based on the systems statistics and never an adjustment of an 

older adjustment. The new factor is computed by actual_selectivity * old_adjustment / estimate = 0.6 * 2 / 

0.5 = 2.4. Thus any previously used adjustment factor must be saved with the QEP skeleton. Note that it 

is not sufficient to look up the adjustment factor in the system table, since LEO cannot know if it was 

actually used for that query or if it has changed since the compile time of that query.  

The LEO approach is not limited to simple relational predicates on base columns, as is the histogram 

approach of [AC99].  The “column” could be any expression of columns (perhaps involving arithmetic or 

string operations), the “type” could be LIKE or user-defined functions, and the literal could even be 

“unknown”, as with parameter markers and host variables.  We need only match the predicate’s pattern in 

the LEO_EXPRESSION catalog table and find the appropriate adjustment factor. 

4.4.3 Join Predicates  

As indicated above, LEO can also compute adjustment factors for equality join operators.  The adjustment 

factor is simply multiplied by the optimizer’s estimate.  Note that having the actuals and estimates for 

each operator permits LEO to eliminate the effect of any earlier estimation errors in the join’s input 

streams. 

4.4.4 Other Operators 

The GROUP BY and DISTINCT clauses effectively define a key.  An upper bound on the resulting 

cardinality of such operations can be derived from the number of distinct values for the underlying 

column(s): the COLCARD statistic for individual columns, or the FULLKEYCARD statistic for indexes, 

if any, on multiple columns.  However, predicates applied either before or after these operations may 

reduce the real cardinalities resulting.  Similarly, set operations such as UNION (DISTINCT), UNION 
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ALL, and EXCEPT may combine two or more sets of rows in ways that are difficult for the optimizer to 

predict accurately. LEO’s analysis routine can readily compute the adjustment factor as adj = act * 

old_adj / old_est, and adjust the cardinality output by each of these operators by multiplying its estimate 

by adj.  It is doubtful that the histogram approach of [AC99] could provide adjustments for these types of 

operations in SQL. 

4.4.5 Correlation between predicates 

Optimizers usually assume independence of columns. This allows for estimating the selectivity of a 

conjunctive predicate as a product of the selectivity of the atomic predicates.  However, correlations 

sometimes exist between columns, when the columns are not independent. In this case, the independence 

assumption underestimates the selectivity of a conjunctive predicate. 

For example, suppose we have a table storing a computer equipment inventory and request the owners of 

all IBM Thinkpad T20 notebooks: 
 

SELECT owner FROM equipment WHERE supplier = "IBM" AND model = "T20" 

With 10 suppliers and 100 models, this implies sel(supplier = "IBM") = 1/10 and sel(model ="T20") = 

100. 

Without correlation, we obtain 

sel(supplier = "IBM" and model = "T20") = sel(supplier = "IBM") * sel (model = "T20") = 1/1000 

as the overall selectivity of the query.  However, since only IBM produces Thinkpads, we actually have  

sel(supplier = "IBM" and model = "T20") = sel(model = "T20") = 1/100 

In practical applications, data is often highly correlated. Types of correlations include functional 

dependencies between columns and referential integrity, but also more complex cases such as a constraint 

that a part is supplied by at most 20 suppliers.  Furthermore, correlations may involve more than two 

columns, and hence more than two predicates.  Therefore, any set of predicates may have varying degrees 

of correlation.  How are errors due to correlation discerned from errors in the selectivities of the 

individual predicates?  LEO’s approach is to first correct individual predicate filter factors, using queries 

that apply those predicates in isolation.  Once these are adjusted, any errors when they are combined must 

be attributable to correlation.  A single query can provide evidence that two or more columns are 

correlated for specific values; LEO must cautiously mine the execution of multiple queries having 
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predicates on the same columns before it can safely conclude that the two columns are, in general, 

correlated to some degree.  The multi-dimensional histogram approach of [AC99] could be used here, but 

presumes that the user knows which columns are correlated and predefines a multi-dimensional histogram 

for each.  LEO can automatically detect good candidates for these multi-dimensional histograms through 

its analysis. 

In our current implementation of LEO, we only take advantage of correlations between join columns. An 

extension of LEO might take further advantage of correlation in order to provide even better adjustments.  

5 Performance  
5.1 Overhead of LEO’s Monitoring 
LEO requires monitoring query execution in order to obtain the actual cardinalities for each operator of a 

QEP. Our performance measurements on a 10 GB TPC-H database [TPC00] show that for our prototype 

of LEO the monitoring overhead is below 5% of the total query execution time, and therefore may be 

neglected for most applications. Figure 10 shows the actual measurement results for the overhead for 

TPC-H queries Q2 and Q14, measured both on a single-CPU (serial) and on an SMP machine. These 

overheads were measured on a LEO prototype. For the product version, further optimizations of the 

monitoring code will reduce the monitoring overhead even further. 
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Figure 10: Monitoring Overhead for a 10 GB TPC-H Database 

Our architecture permits dynamically enabling and disabling monitoring, on a per-query basis. If time-

critical applications cannot accept even this small overhead for monitoring, and thus turn monitoring off, 

they can still benefit from LEO, as long as other – uncritical – applications monitor their query execution 

and thus provide LEO with sufficient information.  
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5.2  Benefit of Learning 
Adjusting outdated or incorrect information may allow the optimizer to choose a better QEP for a given 

query. Depending on the difference between the new and the old QEP, the benefit of LEO may be a 

drastic speed-up of query execution 

Suppose now that the database in our example has changed significantly since the collection of statistics: 

the Sales stored in table Y increased drastically in December and the inventory stored in table X received 

many updates and inserts, where most new items had a price greater than 100. This results in an overall 

cardinality of more than 21623 records for X and 17949 records for Y. Suppose further that these changes 

also introduce a skew in the data distribution, changing the selectivities of the predicates X.Price > 100 

and Y.Month = ‘Dec’.  Finally, suppose that a query referencing table X with the predicate X.Price > 

1503, and another query referencing Y with the predicate Y.Month =’Dec’, have been executed, providing 

LEO with some adjustments.  Figure 11 shows how LEO changes the query execution plan for the query 

of Section  3.2 after these changes.  The optimizer now chooses to use a bulk method for joining X and Y 

for this query, thus replacing the nested-loop join with a hash join. Note that the index scan on Y was also 

replaced by a table scan, due to the adjustments. This new plan resulted in an actual execution speed-up 

of more than one order of magnitude over the earlier plan executing on the same data. 

HS-JOIN
Est: 1149 
Adj. Est: 12487
Act: 12487

Est: 290
Adj. Est: 11083
Act: 11083

Est: 2023
Act: 3295

Est: 528
Act: 1317

Est: 149
Act: 133

Stat: 7200
Act: 21623

Stat: 2100
Act: 17949

Stat: 23410
Act: 23599

X.Price > 100 
TBSCAN X

Y.Month = “Dec”
TBSCAN Y

Z.City = "Denver“
IXSCAN Z

NL-JOIN

Est: 10
Act: 119

GROUP
BY

 
Figure 11: Execution Plan after Learning LEO’s Adjustments 

Our experiments on two highly dynamic test databases (artificial schema and TPC-H) showed that the 

                                                           
3 Note that it is not necessary to run a query with exactly the predicate X.Price > 100, since LEO performs 
interpolation for histograms. Thus an adjustment for X.Price >150 is also be useful for a query X.Price > 100.  
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adjustments provided by LEO enabled the optimizer to choose a QEP that performed up to 14 times better 

than the QEP without adjustments, while LEO consumed an insignificant runtime overhead, as shown in 

Section  5.1. Of course, speed-ups can be even more drastic, since LEO’s adjustments can cause virtually 

any physical operator of a QEP to change, and may even alter the structure of the QEP. The most 

prominent changes are table access operators (IXSCAN, TBSCAN), join method (NLJOIN, HSJOIN, 

MGJOIN), and changing the join order for multi-way joins. 

6 Advanced Topics 
6.1 When to Re-Optimize 
A static query is bound to a plan that the optimizer has determined during query compilation. With LEO, 

the plan for a static query may change over time, since the adjustments might suggest an alternative plan 

to be better than the plan that is currently used for that query. The same holds for dynamic queries, since 

DB2 stores the optimized plan for a dynamic query in a statement cache. 

Currently we do not support rebinding of static queries or flushing the statement cache because of learned 

knowledge. It remains future work to investigate whether and when re-optimization of a query should 

take place. Especially for re-optimization, the Hippocratic Oath must be taken into account, since the 

actual goal of the statement cache and static queries is to avoid re-optimization. Thus the trade-off 

between re-optimization and improved runtime must be weighed in order to be sure that re-optimization 

will result in improved query performance. 

6.2 Learning Other Information 
Learning and adapting to a dynamic environment is not restricted to cardinalities and selectivities. Using a 

feedback loop, many configuration parameters of a DBMS can be made self-tuning. If, for instance, the 

DBMS detects by query feedback that a sort operation could not be performed in main memory, the sort 

heap size could be adjusted in order to avoid external sorting for future sort operations. In the same way, 

buffer pools for indexes or tables could be increased or decreased according to a previously seen 

workload. This is especially interesting for resources that are assigned on a per-user basis: Instead of 

assuming uniformity, buffer pools or sort heaps could be maintained individually per user. If dynamic 

adaptation is possible even during connections, open but inactive connections could transfer resources to 
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highly active connections. 

Another application of adjustments is to “debug” the cost model of the query optimizer: If – despite 

correct base statistics – the cost prediction for a query is way off, analyzing the adjustment factors of the 

plan skeleton permits locating which of the assumptions of the cost model are violated. 

Physical parameters such as the network rate, disk access time, or disk transfer rate are usually considered 

to be constant after an initial set-up. However, monitoring and adjusting the transfer rate for disks and 

network connection enables the optimizer to act dynamically to the actual workload and use the effective 

rate. 

7 Conclusions 
LEO provides a general mechanism for the DB2 optimizer to actually learn from its mistakes by adjusting 

its cardinality and other estimates using the actuals from the execution of previous queries having similar 

predicates.  Regardless of the source of error – old statistics, invalid assumptions, inadequate modeling, 

unknown literals, etc. – LEO can detect and correct the mistake for any kind of operation that changes the 

cardinality, at any point in a plan.  This is a far more general mechanism than multi-dimensional 

histograms, which are limited to local predicates on columns of a base table.  Our performance 

measurements have demonstrated that LEO can improve cardinality estimates by orders of magnitude, 

changing plans to improve performance by orders of magnitude, while adding less than 4% overhead to 

execution time when monitoring actuals.  We feel that LEO provides a major step forward in improving 

the quality of query optimization and reducing the need for “tuning” of problem queries, a major 

contributor to cost of ownership. 

Our future work includes completing the implementation of LEO’s adjustments for all types of predicates, 

measuring the benefit on a realistic set of user queries, finding conclusive ways to discern correlation 

among predicates, applying LEO’s approach to parameters other than cardinality, and possibly using 

LEO’s adjustments to change a query’s plan dynamically during its execution in a robust, industrial-

strength way. 
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Current Issues and Solutions 
 

SRIRAM: A scalable resilient autonomic mesh 
Mirroring and replication are common techniques for ensuring fault-tolerance and resiliency of client/server 

applications. Because such mirroring and replication procedures are not usually automated, they tend to be 
cumbersome. In this paper, we present an architecture in which the identification of sites for replicated 
servers, and the generation of replicas, are both automated. The design is based on a self-configuring mesh 
of computers and a communication mechanism between nodes that operates on a rooted spanning tree. A 
query-search component uses JavaTM language-based query capsules traveling along the branches of the 
spanning tree, and a caching scheme whereby the query and previous search results are cached at each 
node for improved efficiency. Furthermore, a security and anonymity component relies on one or more 
authentication servers and an anonymous communication scheme using link local addresses and indirect 
communication between the nodes via the spanning tree. The architecture also includes components for 
resource advertising and for application replication. 

 See the Appendix  ☞ Ⅰ  
 

 

Autonomic service deployment in networks 
Networks have been growing dramatically in size and functionality in past years. Internet Protocol network 

nodes not only forward datagrams using longest-prefix matching of the destination address, but also execute 
functions based on dynamic policies such as proxy-caching, encryption, tunneling, and firewalling. More 
recently, programmable behaviors have begun to appear in network elements, allowing experimentation with 
even more sophisticated services. This paper presents an autonomic approach to network service 
deployment that scales to large heterogeneous networks. Topological categories of service deployment are 
introduced. A two-phase deployment mechanism that is split into hierarchically distributed and central 
computations is presented and illustrated with examples of actual services in a programmable network 
environment, together with their deployment algorithms and simulation results. Autonomic service 
deployment allows the distributed and complex capabilities present in network elements to be leveraged 
more efficiently when installing new services than is possible in traditional centralized network management-
based approaches. As a result, installation is faster and use of functional resources is more optimized. 

 See the Appendix ☞ Ⅱ 
 
 

Enabling autonomic behavior in systems software with hot swapping 
Autonomic computing systems are designed to be self-diagnosing and self-healing, such that they detect 

performance and correctness problems, identify their causes, and react accordingly. These abilities can 
improve performance, availability, and security, while simultaneously reducing the effort and skills required of 
system administrators. One way that systems can support these abilities is by allowing monitoring code, 
diagnostic code, and function implementations to be dynamically inserted and removed in live systems. This 
“hot swapping” avoids the requisite prescience and additional complexity inherent in creating systems that 

 1



have all possible configurations built in ahead of time. For already-complex pieces of code such as operating 
systems, hot swapping provides a simpler, higher-performance, and more maintainable method of achieving 
autonomic behavior. In this paper, we discuss hot swapping as a technique for enabling autonomic 
computing in systems software. First, we discuss its advantages and describe the required system structure. 
Next, we describe K42, a research operating system that explicitly supports interposition and replacement of 
active operating system code. Last, we describe the infrastructure of K42 for hot swapping and several 
instances of its use demonstrating autonomic behavior. 

 See the Appendix ☞ Ⅲ 
 
 

Toward a new landscape of systems management in an autonomic 

computing environment 
In this paper we present IBM Tivoli Monitoring, a systems management application that displays 

autonomic behavior at run time, and we focus on extending it in order to encompass the design and the 
deployment phases of the product life cycle. We review the resource model concept, illustrate it with an 
example, and discuss its role throughout the product life cycle. Then we introduce basic concepts in ontology 
and description logics and discuss representing Common Information Model constructs using description 
logics. Finally, we propose Systems Management Ontology, an approach to enhancing the autonomic 
properties of IBM Tivoli Monitoring based on an ontology service and the technique of “contextual pulling” 
applied to the resource model.  

 See the Appendix ☞ Ⅳ 
 
 

Competitive algorithms for the dynamic selection of component 

implementations 
As component-based development matures, more and more applications are built by integrating multiple 

distributed components. We suggest providing components with multiple implementations, each optimized 
for a particular workload, and augmenting the component run-time environment with a mechanism for 
switching between implementations. This mechanism monitors the types of requests the component is 
receiving, and adaptively switches implementations for optimal application performance. Achieving this 
optimal performance depends on making good choices as to when and how to switch implementations, a 
problem we refer to as the adaptive component problem. We first formalize the generic problem and then 
provide an algorithm, named Delta, for switching implementations in the special case when the component 
has exactly two implementations. We show that this algorithm is (3 _ epsilon)-competitive with respect to the 
optimal algorithm, where epsilon is a small fraction. We establish a 3-competitive lower bound for the 
problem, which implies that Delta is close to optimal. We describe the application of these results to the 
distributed pub/sub problem, and the data structure selection problem. 

 See the Appendix ☞ Ⅴ 
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Security in an autonomic computing environment 
System and network security are vital parts of any autonomic computing solution. The ability of a system to 

react consistently and correctly to situations ranging from benign but unusual events to outright attacks is 
key to the achievement of the goals of self-protection, self-healing, and self-optimization. Because they are 
often built around the interconnection of elements from different administrative domains, autonomic systems 
raise additional security challenges, including the establishment of a trustworthy system identity, 
automatically handling changes in system configuration and interconnections, and greatly increased 
configuration complexity. On the other hand, the techniques of autonomic computing offer the promise of 
making systems more secure, by effectively and automatically enforcing high-level security policies. In this 
paper, we discuss these and other security and privacy challenges posed by autonomic systems and provide 
some recommendations for how these challenges may be met. 

 See the Appendix ☞ Ⅵ 
 

 

A system model for dynamically reconfigurable software 
The ability to reconfigure software is useful for a variety of reasons, including adapting applications to 

changing environments, performing on-line software upgrades, and extending base application functionality 
with additional nonfunctional services. Reconfiguring distributed applications, however, can be difficult in 
practice because of the dependencies that exist among the processes in the system. This paper formally 
describes a model for capturing the structure and run-time behavior of a distributed system. The structure is 
defined by a set of elements containing the state variables in the system. The run-time behavior is defined by 
threads that execute atomic actions called operations. Operations invoke code blocks to bring about state 
changes in the system, and these state changes are confined to a single element and thread. By creating 
input/output signatures based upon the variable access patterns of the code blocks, dataflow dependencies 
among operations can be derived for a given configuration of the system. Proposed reconfigurations can be 
evaluated through off-line tests using the formal model to determine whether the new mapping of operations-
to-code blocks disrupts existing dataflow dependencies in the system. System administrators—or software 
components that control adaptivity in autonomic systems—can use the results of these tests to gauge the 
impact of a proposed reconfiguration on the existing system. The system model presented in this paper 
underpins the design of reconfigurable ARMOR (Adaptive Reconfigurable Mobile Objects of Reliability) 
processes that provide flexible error detection and recovery services to user applications.  

 See the Appendix ☞ Ⅶ 
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Mirroring and replication are common
techniques for ensuring fault-tolerance and
resiliency of client/server applications.
Because such mirroring and replication
procedures are not usually automated, they
tend to be cumbersome. In this paper, we
present an architecture in which the
identification of sites for replicated servers,
and the generation of replicas, are both
automated. The design is based on a self-
configuring mesh of computers and a
communication mechanism between nodes
that operates on a rooted spanning tree. A
query-search component uses JavaTM

language-based query capsules traveling
along the branches of the spanning tree, and
a caching scheme whereby the query and
previous search results are cached at each
node for improved efficiency. Furthermore, a
security and anonymity component relies on
one or more authentication servers and an
anonymous communication scheme using link
local addresses and indirect communication
between the nodes via the spanning tree. The
architecture also includes components for
resource advertising and for application
replication.

Most networked applications are currently imple-
mented using a client/server computing model. A
server with a well-known address hosts the applica-
tion, while different clients access it over the network.
Typically, the server (or a set of servers) will be lo-
cated at a single site, and the overall performance
of the application will depend upon factors such as

the speed of the network between the client and the
server, the computing power at the hosting site, and
congestion in the network. The concentration of serv-
ers at a single site also reduces the ability of the ap-
plication to withstand failures. In order to improve
the availability and reliability of a system, distributed
architectures incorporating replicas and mirrors are
frequently used. However, the process of replication
and mirroring is usually manual and, due to the com-
plexity in the control and management of the sys-
tem, somewhat cumbersome. An autonomic repli-
cation and mirroring facility would significantly
simplify the process of replication and would improve
the availability of applications.

In this paper, we describe the highly scalable dis-
tributed architecture SRIRAM (Scalable Replication
Infrastructure using Resilient Autonomic Meshes),
which is designed to dynamically create replicas of
applications for resilient operation. The basic idea
behind SRIRAM is that several computers are avail-
able at any given time on the network, and an ap-
plication deployed on one of the machines can be
mirrored and run on any other machine that is avail-
able and capable of providing the same service. All
the computers are connected in a mesh with self-
managing properties. A machine hosting an appli-
cation uses the communications overlay (an appli-
cation-level communication network that overlays
the mesh) to transmit the application’s replication
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requirements, identify potential replicas, and con-
figure the replicas to start a copy of the application.
Clients search for one of the replicas of any appli-
cation in which they are interested, and invoke the
services of that application from the replicated copy.

The autonomic replication infrastructure provided
by SRIRAM can be used in various scenarios, but is
most relevant in the context of peer-to-peer net-
works,1,2 content distribution networks,3,4 and Grid
computing.5 The basic SRIRAM architectural com-
ponents can be used to improve the underlying com-
munication infrastructure (resiliency to faults, in-
creased availability, etc.) in each of these contexts,
with the application replication mechanism as a spe-
cific feature provided within each of these operat-
ing environments.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the
next section we give an overview of the SRIRAM ar-
chitecture. In the following four sections we discuss
each of the major components of the architecture
as well as the types of applications that can exploit
the replication support provided by SRIRAM. In the
remaining two sections we review related work, and
then we present our conclusions and directions for
future research.

Architecture overview

The SRIRAM architecture, which includes five major
components, is illustrated in Figure 1. The mesh cre-
ates a network interconnecting all machines partic-
ipating in the system. A flexible and efficient query-
search mechanism is built on top of the network.
Security and anonymity controls round up the com-

munication infrastructure consisting of the bottom
three components. The upper two layers are a spe-
cific use of this infrastructure. The query-search
mechanism facilitates the resource advertising by the
participants on the mesh. The resource advertising
facility is used for automatic search and for creation
of replicas.

The autonomic mesh component consists of a self-
configuring network interconnecting all machines in
the system. This layer supports a broadcast mech-
anism that allows all the participating machines to
communicate in an efficient, scalable, self-configur-
ing, and self-healing manner.

The query-search component supports basic search
primitives that allow participants to search for in-
formation about other participants within the
SRIRAM system. SRIRAM uses a system based on ac-
tive programs (Java** language-based query cap-
sules), which enables a flexible and efficient search
mechanism. Caching is used to improve the respon-
siveness of the system.

The security/anonymity component provides for com-
munication with other peers while preserving the an-
onymity of the requester or the respondent. Secur-
ity and access control within SRIRAM is based on
digital certificates issued by trusted authentication
servers. The resource advertising component allows
a participating machine to describe the resources re-
quired for replicating the applications running on
it, and for possible replicas to indicate their resource
availability.

Finally, the application replication component pro-
vides the basic functions for replicating the code and
data of applications, and for maintaining the proper
consistency of application data among the different
mirrors. Each one of these components is described
in more detail in subsequent sections.

Autonomic mesh algorithm

The autonomic mesh component within SRIRAM pro-
vides an overlay that interconnects all of the partic-
ipating machines so that they may communicate with
each other. This function is similar to the overlays
created in distributed peer-to-peer networks like
Gnutella2 that enable group communication among
all participants. However, Gnutella and similar sys-
tems use a flooding scheme for their group commu-
nication, which consumes a significant amount of net-
work and node resources. In SRIRAM, we have opted

Figure 1 The SRIRAM architecture
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for a scheme that builds a rooted spanning tree
among all the participants and attempts to minimize
the number of messages exchanged for any given
query.

The use of a rooted spanning tree has its own set of
problems. The traditional distributed algorithms for
creating a spanning tree are relatively slow and com-
plex, and are thus impractical for our needs. Fur-
thermore, nodes that are nearer the root of the
rooted spanning tree are likely to see more traffic
than nodes at the leaves of the tree. The tree is also
more likely to be disrupted when a machine leaves
or joins the system.

To accelerate the process of spanning tree creation,
SRIRAM uses a semi-distributed scheme similar to
that used in YOID.6 In the semi-distributed scheme,
SRIRAM deploys a number of hint-servers within the
system. The hint-servers store a limited amount of
information about the participants, and the infor-
mation is not guaranteed to be up-to-date. A par-
ticipant wishing to join the system communicates with
the hint-servers in order to obtain the identities of
possible nodes in the existing spanning tree to which
it can connect.

To solve the problem of increased load on partic-
ipants near the root of the tree, a ranking scheme
is used. Each participating node in SRIRAM computes
a rank for itself. A rank is a measure of the com-
puting capability of the node. For computational
ease, the closer the node is to the center of spanning
tree activity, the lower its rank. The root of the span-
ning tree is the node with the lowest rank. In addi-
tion, the rank computation also involves the inverse
of a weighted combination of its CPU speed, avail-
able disk space, memory size, and speed of its net-
work interfaces. Ranks impose a strict ordering on
the participants in the tree, and ensure that no cy-
cles can form in the constructed tree.

For efficient tree creation and restructuring, a new
machine is only allowed to join the tree by choosing
a parent from among existing participants with ranks
lower than itself. This provides a simple, yet effec-
tive, scheme for eliminating cycles in the spanning
tree. The selected participant becomes the parent
of the new node. When a participant leaves the tree,
its children join the parent of the departing machine.
If an orphaned child node does not succeed in join-
ing any node, it then increases its own rank and con-
tacts the hint-server for a list of possible parents. The

steps in the creation of the spanning tree are de-
scribed below in further detail.

Joining the tree. When a new machine is about to
join a tree (this is known as the registration phase),
it computes its rank and contacts the hint-server to
obtain a list of machines with ranks slightly lower
than the computed rank. It then contacts each of the
machines in the list and requests that it become its
parent. A machine in the list may accept the request
only if it has a lower rank than the newcomer. In ad-
dition, it may refuse to accept new children beyond
a certain preconfigured limit, or it may no longer be
up. The delay in obtaining a response from the ma-
chine is used to estimate the round-trip delay be-
tween the potential parent and the newcomer. The
newcomer joins (as child) the machine with the low-
est latency that responds positively to its join request.
If no machine in the list responds positively, the new-
comer doubles its computed rank and obtains a new
list from the hint-server. If a newcomer has a rank
smaller than the current root, the hint-server returns
a special code to both the current root machine and
the newcomer, asking that the newcomer become
the new root of the spanning tree as the parent of
the existing root machine.

Tree improvement algorithm. The node that a new-
comer initially selects as its parent may not be the
best choice for the system. In order to continually
improve the structure of the spanning tree, each node
periodically obtains a list of its siblings (the other
children of its parent) and the name of its grand-
parent (the parent node of its parent node). It then
assesses the latency and the feasibility of these ma-
chines to become its parent. If a machine with lower
rank and latency is found, then the node switches
over to the new parent. The tree improvement pro-
cess is an ongoing procedure that tries to optimize
the spanning tree configuration, which—given the
dynamic arrival and departure of nodes—could oth-
erwise deteriorate over time.

Data structures at the hint-servers. Each hint-server
in SRIRAM maintains a data structure containing a
partial list of the current participants in the system.
The participants are maintained in a fixed-size list,
sorted according to their ranks. A participant is first
entered into the list when, as a newcomer, it queries
the hint-server for joining the tree. During the reg-
istration phase, each participant indicates the num-
ber of children it is able to support. If the number
of children is nonzero, the participant is entered into
the list. If the capacity of the list is exceeded, the
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participant with the highest rank is removed from
the list. At the time of a join request, a set of K par-
ticipants is randomly selected from the next 2K par-
ticipants with rank higher than the newcomer and
returned to the newcomer. Here K is a configura-
tion parameter for the hint-server, with a default
value set to be the smaller of 10 and one-hundredth
of the number of participants in the system. After
a participant’s name has been given out more than
2K times, it is removed from the data structure.

The hint-server does not keep track of the nodes’
status as they join or leave the system. Therefore,
the information provided by the hint-server may be
out-of-date, and the participants use the schemes de-
scribed previously to work around such inaccurate
information. Since there is no need to maintain con-
sistent information, a single hint-server can easily
support thousands of participants with the only con-
straint being the amount of storage set aside for its
data structures.

Handling tree partitioning. Partitioning of the tree
is handled by a relatively simple scheme. Each node
maintains the identity of the root of the tree to which
it belongs. Each root node periodically sends out a
message broadcasting its identity along the branches
of the tree. The identity of the root is compared in
messages exchanged to monitor response times in
the tree improvement algorithm. When a node de-
tects that another node in the system has a different
notion of the identity of the root node, a root con-
flict resolution message is sent up to the parents of
each node. The root conflict resolution continues up
to the roots of the two trees, and the two roots join
together with the higher ranked root becoming a
child of the lower ranked root. The ranking criteria
used by SRIRAM have the effect of establishing well-
connected, more powerful nodes as the root node.
The root conflict resolution messages are expected
to be generated relatively infrequently.

Self-configuration of the autonomic mesh. For
proper operation of the autonomic mesh, each par-
ticipant node needs to obtain values for a number
of configuration parameters. Examples of such pa-
rameters are the frequency at which each node
probes its neighbors for tree climbing, the weights
used to compute the rank of a participant, and the
maximum lifetime of a message sent on the mesh.
Other components of the system described later in
the paper also need specific configuration param-
eters, for example, the types of query-capsules that
are defined within the system, the identity of certif-

icate servers, and so on. Although each node could
choose its own value for a configuration parameter,
this would make the entire process more complicated
and more difficult to manage.

In order to automate the configuring process, it is
assumed that the configuration parameters of an op-
erational SRIRAM system are managed at a central
point by an “operator” of the system. The operator
maintains a copy of the configuration at the hint-
server, and signs it using its public key. The public
key and the identity of the operator are available in
the digital certificate of the operator. Each partic-
ipant can obtain a copy of the configuration from
the hint-server. The owner of each participant is free
to modify the values of its parameters. Alternatively,
when a participant attaches, as child, to a new neigh-
bor on the spanning tree, it can obtain the config-
uration information from the neighbor, validate the
signature of the operator, and then use the config-
uration. The configuration distribution process
makes the participating node largely self-configur-
ing (except for those participants who wish to over-
ride the operator-specified configuration).

Query-search mechanism

A client node that wishes to locate a resource,
whether a file or a service, sends a query along the
spanning tree. The query is encapsulated in a query
capsule, which is a piece of Java code that, when ex-
ecuted, will match the search criteria provided by
the client node against the resources located at the
node on which it is being executed. This query cap-
sule is propagated by each node along all the
branches of the spanning tree (except the one that
sent the query) and executed at each node it tra-
verses. When a node finds a match for the query, it
sends a positive response containing its location back
along the spanning tree toward the client node. Each
intermediate node that receives this positive response
caches both the query and the location of the re-
source so subsequent searches for the same resource
will receive a speedier response. If an intermediate
node receives multiple positive responses, it may
choose to cache some number of them and return
the list in response to subsequent queries.

This concept of query capsules is borrowed from ac-
tive network schemes and permits the formulation
of generic queries. Unfortunately, allowing query
capsules to execute on nodes presents both security
and performance issues. SRIRAM handles this by pro-
viding a set of standard query capsules and by al-
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lowing each node to restrict the execution of other
arbitrary query capsules. The standard query cap-
sules can contain both simple query capsules and
complex query capsules. A simple query capsule may
search the contents of a file looking for a key word
match, whereas a complex query capsule may use
more sophisticated techniques to search for re-
sources that provide a specific Web service, for ex-
ample. It is assumed that all nodes will permit ex-
ecution of the standard query capsules, so a client
node wishing to conduct a search using one of these
standard query capsules need only provide the pa-
rameters to that capsule in its search query.

Once a positive response has been cached at an in-
termediate node, any subsequent queries arriving at
the node will first be checked against the cache. If
the query capsule appears in the cache, or the query
can be answered using the results of a query found
in the cache, then this node will contact the node
listed in the cache as the location of the resource,
in order to ensure the information is still valid. If
the cache entry is still valid, the intermediate node
will send a positive response containing the location
of the resource to the client that originated the search
and stop further queries from flooding the spanning
tree. For popular search topics, caching can thus con-
siderably reduce the number of search messages and
save both network usage and query capsule execu-
tions at various nodes.

When a client receives a positive response to its
query, it may contact the node offering the resource
either directly or indirectly to obtain the needed files
or invoke the desired service. When the resource pro-
vider node is contacted directly, the client may be
asked to authenticate itself by providing a certificate
issued by the authentication server. Anonymity on
queries is also supported, as described in the sec-
tion “Security and anonymity.”

For a simple example of a query search, see Figure
2. N1 through N7 are nodes in the spanning tree. The
client node (N1) sends a query capsule up the tree
(see path Q) and this query capsule is executed at
each intermediate node until node N5 finds a match.
Node N5 generates a positive response containing
its location and sends it back along the tree toward
the client node N1 (see path R). At each interme-
diate node (N3 and N2) the query capsule and re-
source location are cached before being forwarded.
Once the client node receives this positive response
to its search, it is free to directly (or indirectly) con-
tact node N5 and request the desired resources.

The dynamic improvement of the spanning tree can
result in the creation of temporary cycles in the sys-
tem. In order to eliminate endless looping of que-
ries, each query capsule starts with a preset time-
to-live counter, which is decremented every time the
query is forwarded by a participant, with the query
being discarded once the time-to-live counter reaches
zero.

In Figure 3 we present preliminary simulation re-
sults illustrating the benefits of caching query results
at intermediate nodes. There are two key questions
that must be answered in caching the queries: which
nodes should cache the queries, and what replace-
ment policy should control the cache mechanism. A
simple LRU (least recently used) scheme has been
assumed as the cache replacement policy. We have

Figure 2 Query-search example
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considered the following three choices for address-
ing the first issue: (1) all the intermediate nodes that
receive the query result cache the result, (2) only the
end point nodes cache the query result, and (3) an
intermediate node that receives the query result
caches it with a probability p, 0 � p � 1. We con-
sider a system with 500 nodes for this illustration and
each node is randomly assigned a rank between 0
and 500. We assume that there are one million doc-
uments available in the system. We vary the cache
size so that its capacity varies from 100 to 50000
query results.

Figure 3 illustrates the benefit of caching queries as
the normalized cache size varies from 0.0001 to 0.05.
There are two graphs, representing two different doc-
ument popularity distributions. The normalized
cache size is obtained by dividing the cache capacity
by the total number of unique documents in the sys-
tem. On the y axis, we have plotted the reduction in
the average number of messages required for sat-
isfying a query normalized by the number of mes-
sages required without caching. We observe that
there is an appreciable reduction in the average num-
ber of messages required to locate an object with
query result caching, for both Uniform and Zipf (with
Zipf parameter � 0.9) document access popularity.
We observe that the benefit is higher when the ac-
cess popularity follows a Zipf distribution. In this
evaluation, we have assumed that the cached results
are always consistent. However, in a dynamic sce-
nario, in which nodes could leave or join at any time,
cached results may not always be consistent. We are
currently evaluating how to address this problem.

Security and anonymity

In any distributed system, issues related to security
and privacy arise. When participants in a mesh are
looking for resources, or advertising the availability
of resources and services, it may be desirable to main-
tain their anonymity, or provide that information to
a selected set of participants. SRIRAM uses a certif-
icate-based system7 in order to support privacy and
anonymity in its communications.

SRIRAM supports one or more authentication serv-
ers. The authentication servers validate the creden-
tials of a participant and issue to the participant a
digital certificate. The certificate, signed with the
public key of the authentication server, includes the
identity of the participant. A separate certificate
identifies the groups to which a participant belongs.
The certificates are used as part of the challenge-

response system to authenticate participants, follow-
ing the same schemes used by TLS8 or IPSEC9 authen-
tication.

When anonymity is desired, the participants need
to hide their IP (Internet Protocol) addresses from
other participants. SRIRAM uses a scheme based on
link local addresses borrowed from the concept of
automatic network routing (ANR) proposed in some
broadband communication systems.10 Each partic-
ipant assigns a random address to its children and
parent. The mapping of the address to the real neigh-
bor in the link is only known to the local node.

Anonymous communication is always indirect, us-
ing the spanning tree, rather than direct between the
involved parties. Two chains of link local addresses
are included in anonymous communication, each
chain encoding an anonymous path from one sender
to the other. The only exceptions are anonymous
queries on the spanning tree, which are used to dis-
cover the initial chain of link local addresses to use.

A participant anonymously looking for available re-
sources will send out a query on the spanning tree.
Each participant will include the link local address
of the neighbor from which it has received the query
before forwarding it on to the other branches of the
spanning tree. The link local addresses are appended
to a growing chain of the path to the requester and
form the anonymous path back to the querying par-
ticipant. When a participant sends a response to a
query, it removes the last link local address from the
local chain, and sends the message to the neighbor
with the specified link local address. These responses
are also subject to the reverse path accumulation,
and create a reverse path to the respondent.

The anonymous communication process is best il-
lustrated by an example. Consider the system of six
nodes shown in Figure 4. Each node assigns link lo-
cal addresses to members on the spanning tree as
indicated by labels in the figure; for example, node
B has assigned label 4 to its neighbor A, label 7 to
its neighbor C, and label 9 to its neighbor E. Let us
consider the case of node A sending out an anon-
ymous query on the spanning tree. It sends the query
to node B, which creates a link-local chain begin-
ning with 4 (label assigned to A), and forwards it to
its other two neighbors C and E. C appends the lo-
cal link label of B to the chain, which now becomes
45, and forwards the query to D and F. D appends
the local link label of C, and has the accumulated
path to the sender of 453.
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Assuming that D responds to the sender, it uses the
last index 3 to send its response back to B, it strips
the index from the end of the path before sending
it to C. C notes that the response has come from link
local D, creates a reverse path of 1 and uses the re-
maining path of 45 to propagate the response. The
last link local address of 5 indicates that the response
should go to B. B uses the remaining path of 4 to
send message back to A, and appends 7 to the path
to the respondent (which is now 17). A is the final
recipient, and knows the path to the respondent (171)
without knowing that it is D who responded. For fur-
ther communication, A can use the path 171 to com-
municate with D, and D can use the path 453 to com-
municate with A, each being unaware of the other’s
identity.

In order for the anonymous communication to work,
we only need at least one of the intermediary nodes
to play by the rules and not reveal its mapping of
link local addresses to others. Each node is aware
only of the identity of its immediate neighbors, and
is not able to infer the identity of any other partic-
ipant unless all of the members of the spanning tree
along its path collude with it. As the number of par-
ticipants increases, the ability of any individual to
obtain such colluding members becomes negligible.

Resource advertising and application
replication

Before a SRIRAM node runs an application (e.g., an
instance of a transcoding service), a standardized de-
scription of the application to be run should be pro-
vided. The description includes the application type
(Web server, directory server, Web service and its
description) as well as information required for the
implementation of the service. That is, a listing of
the code and data that are required to host that ap-
plication is also included as part of the service de-
scription, as well as the configuration required for
running that application. The service description al-
lows the copying of the desired software and data
components, and the launching of another instance
of the application to be automated. The service de-
scription also includes the scripts, running at the re-
questing node, that stop and start the application at
the machine providing the service.

In addition to the software configuration, the descrip-
tion also includes values for the minimum amount
of disk space, the CPU processing power, the network
bandwidth, and any constraints on the operating sys-
tem needed to run that application. The resource

advertising module sends out a query capsule on the
spanning tree searching for nodes that may be will-
ing to host a replica of the application. The query
capsule may be sent anonymously or with creden-
tials, as specified by the configuration file.

When a participant receives the query capsule, its
resource advertisement module examines the locally
available system resources. If the available system
resources are suitable for running a replica, and if
the machine administrator allows running of repli-
cas of other applications, then the resource adver-
tising module sends a response back to the requester
indicating the resources available. The response is
sent over the spanning tree for anonymous queries
and directly to the requester for nonanonymous que-
ries. The IP address of the respondent is included in
this type of response.

The requesting node selects a fixed number of rep-
licas from all the responding participants. The heu-
ristic used gives preference to machines with the larg-
est weighted combination of available resources and
the largest absolute numeric difference in IP ad-
dresses. The application replication module is then
invoked to create a replica of the application.

The replicas are created by copying the contents of
the software and configuration files and by starting
the application using the specified script. SRIRAM al-
lows the configuring of the replication to operate in
one of two modes.

● Concurrent execution: An instance of the appli-
cation is launched on all the new replicas.

Figure 4 Anonymous query search
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● Standby execution: New replicas receive a copy of
the code, data, and software needed by the ma-
chine. The replicas exchange periodic keep-alive
messages with the original node. An instance of
the application is only launched on the replica
when the original node goes down.

Furthermore, if a data-synchronization script is spec-
ified in the standard configuration, the script is ex-
ecuted by each of the replicas in order to obtain the
latest data changes from the original application
node in both of these modes.

If a node with replicas in the system leaves and then
rejoins the network, it searches for the existing rep-
licas in operation by floating a query on the span-
ning tree. The replicas that it discovers cooperate
with the node in order to synchronize the code and
data. The synchronization process can also be per-
formed at periodic intervals, as determined by the
originating node.

The SRIRAM architecture can be used to support au-
tomated replication of many different types of ap-
plications. Following are some of the common ones.

● File and video servers: It is a common practice to
use multiple mirrored sites for providing scalable
and resilient HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol)
service, FTP (file transfer protocol) service, and
other services with relatively static content. An in-
stance of an application running on a machine,
along with its associated data content, can auto-
matically be replicated to other nodes in SRIRAM.

● Web services: Web services11 use the common par-
adigm of exporting a WSDL (Web Services Descrip-
tion Language) interface for the operations that
they support. For most common Web services, a
description of the code components (Java classes,
beans, etc.) needed for running the Web service
is also required. Such a description, and specific
software requirements (e.g., a Tomcat server,12 or
the need for JDK** 1.3.1 operating environment)
can be advertised and replicated. The presence of
replicas can be documented by the replicas them-
selves in the UDDI directory, which provides a cat-
alog of services.

● Database applications: Applications that make
heavy use of dynamically changing data in large
databases are hard to replicate due to the over-
heads associated with synchronizing distributed
state. For such applications, the replication pro-
cess would primarily consist of creating hot stand-
bys that can take over in the case of primary sys-

tem failure. The application software and database
replication process can be created automatically
on the replicated sites. The replicas will only be-
come operational in the case of failure.

Related work

Earlier work on overlay broadcast and multicast ar-
chitectures covered a number of approaches, includ-
ing centralized directory servers,13–15 flooding-based
solutions2,16 that are typically inefficient, slow distrib-
uted spanning tree formation,17 or requiring volu-
minous state information in each node.18 Other work
has focused on efficient lookup mechanisms.19–21

These, however, require exact identifiers for their
lookup algorithms, which cannot handle the rich que-
ries (e.g., queries using wildcards) desired. Work on
application-layer multicast (e.g., References 6, 22,
23) was primarily directed toward building and main-
taining efficient overlay meshes, without consider-
ations of application replication and anonymity. The
spanning tree algorithm in Reference 6 does not ac-
count for the network and other resources available
at each node in the tree construction. While the ap-
proach in Reference 22 improves the tree construc-
tion process of Reference 6 by first considering a
mesh formation and then constructing the tree, it
still does not provide a spanning tree in which more
powerful nodes are placed higher up in the tree. Also,
the algorithm requires significant state management
at each node for constructing the spanning tree. Our
approach, in contrast, is self-managing, with limited
reliance on fixed well-known servers, requires a mod-
erate amount of state information at each node, pro-
vides fast and efficient operation, and explicitly
includes support for availability, security, and ano-
nymity.

Conclusion and future steps

In this paper, we have described SRIRAM, a system
that automates the process by which applications can
be replicated in a distributed environment. Any ap-
plication whose availability is improved by the pres-
ence of replicas can benefit from such an automated
mechanism. This would include applications that are
based on relatively static (or slowly changing) data
and do not require very stringent synchronization of
the data that they use. The bulk of applications that
are available today over the Web, including appli-
cations for personalization and transformation of
content, fall into this category. The applications that
do not benefit from replications are those that op-
erate on highly volatile data and require strict syn-
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chronization among the operation of replicas, or use
such voluminous data that automated replication be-
comes too inefficient.

There are several issues that need to be addressed
for improving the efficacy of the architecture. First,
we are evaluating several alternatives for maintain-
ing hints at the hint-servers. Our goal is to design
better hint allocation schemes in which few hints be-
come obsolete and which result in better spanning
tree formation. Second, we are addressing the per-
formance issues in the context of a node joining or
leaving the mesh: the overhead in updating the tree
and accounting for dynamic membership of nodes.
Third, we are exploring a better replication scheme
which is not purely push-based, but rather a hybrid
scheme that combines it with pull-based replication
in order to reduce the overhead.

We are currently in the process of implementing a
prototype of this architecture and refining the ar-
chitecture so that it can provide enhanced functions
in the future. Some of the functions that we want to
incorporate in an extended architecture include the
means for authentication of the software running
SRIRAM, schemes to bypass portions of the spanning
tree in a search, and methods to support multiple
spanning trees with different roots. We are also look-
ing at other applications of the SRIRAM architecture,
such as the development of highly scalable directory
services.

**Trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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Autonomic service
deployment in
networks

by R. Haas
P. Droz
B. Stiller

Networks have been growing dramatically in
size and functionality in past years. Internet
Protocol network nodes not only forward
datagrams using longest-prefix matching of
the destination address, but also execute
functions based on dynamic policies such as
proxy-caching, encryption, tunneling, and
firewalling. More recently, programmable
behaviors have begun to appear in network
elements, allowing experimentation with even
more sophisticated services. This paper
presents an autonomic approach to network
service deployment that scales to large
heterogeneous networks. Topological
categories of service deployment are
introduced. A two-phase deployment
mechanism that is split into hierarchically
distributed and central computations is
presented and illustrated with examples of
actual services in a programmable network
environment, together with their deployment
algorithms and simulation results. Autonomic
service deployment allows the distributed and
complex capabilities present in network
elements to be leveraged more efficiently
when installing new services than is possible
in traditional centralized network
management-based approaches. As a result,
installation is faster and use of functional
resources is more optimized.

A network manager faces a daunting task today when
designing, configuring, and provisioning a complete
service for customers, and when trying to obtain the

most use of the specific capabilities available in so-
phisticated network elements such as programma-
ble routers, encryption and transcoding gateways,
traffic shapers and purifiers, and distributed caches,
just to name a few. However, it would not be prof-
itable to add more capabilities to a network, for in-
stance, in the form of network processors,1 unless
they can be exploited efficiently when installing and
running a service.

If we consider an environment of networks with large
numbers of nodes that have widely varying capabil-
ities and resources and that need to be enabled with
new services, it is necessary to define and provide a
way to organize the deployment of new services at
both the network and the node levels. The frame-
work presented here addresses both levels globally,
as well as the interactions taking place between
them.

Activities that focus on the deployment of services
over heterogeneous programmable networks are still
very few and do not focus on those aspects that are
exacerbated in large networks. Policy-based network-
ing allows a high-level policy to be transformed into
lower-level network-node configurations.2 Such mech-
anisms depend on an efficient resource discovery and
enablement, as presented here. Dynamic composi-
tion and deployment of services in the context of end-
to-end application sessions are addressed in Refer-

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
out payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed
royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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ences 3, 4, and 5. This applies, for instance, to the
setup of a network path for a multimedia session
based on the availability and cost of image transcod-
ers and compression service components active
in intermediate network nodes. Active networks6

achieve self-controlled deployment of services in a
network by embedding service execution code into
data packets so that the service remains dedicated
to that flow of packets. This method is particularly
suitable for environments with many network nodes
that support the necessary execution environment
and for short-lived flows that require an ad hoc de-
ployment of a service exclusively along the path
through which the flows have been routed. Partic-
ularly well-suited for large-scale problems are hier-
archical architectures that have been used in the con-
text of routing protocols and network management
but not yet considered for deploying services.

To accelerate the deployment of network services,
at least at the node level, efforts have begun focus-
ing on the standardization of interfaces within net-
working equipment, either in the form of control pro-
tocols for label switches (Internet Engineering
Task Force [IETF] General Switch Management
Protocol [GSMP]7), Internet Protocol (IP) routers
(IETF ForCES8), and media gateways (IETF MEGACO9),
or more generic application programming interfaces
(APIs) such as those described in References 10 and
11. Therefore, it is expected that in a network a va-
riety of solutions are likely to coexist.

Although the work presented here specifically ad-
dresses network services, the deployment of higher-
level services such as Web services, for which the net-
work can be viewed as a black box, indirectly benefits
from the underlying network service-deployment
framework.

The next section of this paper first presents the net-
work-level and node-level service-deployment phases,
then classifies the types of services supported by the
framework presented here, and finally reviews the
key elements such as the representation of capabil-

ities and the hierarchical architecture. The third sec-
tion focuses on network-level deployment. It pre-
sents a formalism for hierarchically distributed
computations, illustrated with examples and algo-
rithms. Simulation results of the network-level de-
ployment are presented in the fourth section.

Service-deployment framework

Service deployment denotes the set of tasks required
to provide a new service dynamically in a partially
or fully programmable network. A service is an as-
sembly of components that have to be identified and
placed appropriately in a network. Service provision-
ing is the task that operates on a service already de-
ployed in order to provide a product of that service.
For instance, encrypted flows are a product of the
Virtual Private Network (VPN) service, and the VPN
service is a product of its components present in the
network nodes, performing encryption or decryption
at the edges and quality-of-service (QoS) in the in-
termediate nodes, as shown in Figure 1. Whereas ser-
vice composition defines the components required
by a service and how to compose them, service de-
ployment performs the actual mapping of these com-
ponents into the network.

Clearly, providing tailored services means that new
components have to be placed adequately in the net-
work. We argue that an autonomic approach is the
only scalable solution to service deployment, given
the heterogeneity and size of today’s networks as well
as the variety of different services and the frequency
at which such services have to be deployed. Auto-
nomic means that the network itself orchestrates the
deployment process, and the interaction with the net-
work manager is limited to specifying the service ac-
cording to customer needs.

More specifically, this framework splits service de-
ployment into two successive phases, namely, macro
and micro deployment. As shown in Figure 2, each
phase covers a certain scope of the network, and the
border between these scopes can be adjusted. In the

Figure 1 Network service operations
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following discussion, we choose to place the border
at the distributed-router level. Therefore, the macro
deployment has a network-wide scope, whereas the
micro deployment has a node-local scope. This
choice does not preclude other scenarios in which
the border is set instead at the local-area-network
level, for instance.

For macro or network-level deployment, a sequence
of five steps is executed in a hierarchically distrib-
uted manner, as described in more detail in the next
section. For micro or node-level deployment, a cen-

tralized resource co-allocation method is used that
benefits from information gathered during the net-
work-level phase in order to place functions opti-
mally. A service component could need resources
of different types to be allocated, one for each ser-
vice function constituting the service, hence the co-
allocation problem. The main characteristics of both
phases are summarized in Table 1.

Categories of services. Services are assumed to be
decomposable into sets of components to be exe-
cuted by individual nodes. We distinguish the fol-
lowing topological categories of service deployment
and provide examples of current network services:

● Path-based, between a set of source(s) and desti-
nation(s), which is further divided into two types:

–Continuous, for which the same component must
be present in each node on the path, for instance,
application-specific queuing (such as IETF Differ-
entiated Services, or diffserv) that has to be en-
abled on all nodes of a path

–Sparse path-based, or discontinuous, for which a
set of components must be present in a set of nodes
on the path. This type can be, for instance, a mul-

Table 1 Relevant characteristics of macro and micro
deployment

Macro Deployment Micro Deployment

Network level: Node level:

Distribute hierarchically Distribute centrally (control
point)

Use abstract representation
of node capabilities

Use actual representation
of node capabilities

Minimize nodes’ resources
for matchmaking, get

Make use of specific node
capabilities when
installing the service, forFaster processing

Solicit more nodes Fine-grained optimization

Figure 2 Macro and micro deployment
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timedia transcoding and compression service,
with one node on the path performing transcod-
ing while another node performs compression.

● Fence-based, orthogonal to path-based, for which
nodes along a path (possibly a loop) must act on
the traffic crossing them, such as a firewall span-
ning multiple access routers

● Node-based, for which only selected nodes need
to be activated, and no source or destination pairs
are specified, but rather domains, such as a trans-
parent Web cache acting for a group of end sta-
tions

● Combinations of the above, such as a path-and-
node-based VPN service with encryption at the end-
points and QoS support in the intermediate nodes

Whenever necessary, service redundancy can be
achieved by deploying the service along multiple dis-
tinct paths or nodes.

Description of service requirements and node ca-
pabilities. Topological properties help to classify ser-
vices from a network-level connectivity point of view,
but a larger set of properties is required to fully de-
scribe service requirements as well as network or
node capabilities. These properties are the follow-
ing:

● Topology—description of the connectivity, which
can be modified dynamically such as in wavelength-
switching networks or with hot-pluggable node
modules

● Functionality—description of functions, which can
be static, configurable, or even programmable

● Performance—measure of resources, such as band-
width or delay in networks and CPU speed in nodes

● Cost—administrative measure for using the above
resources, relevant when the economical dimen-
sion must be taken into account during deploy-
ment, addressed in Reference 12.

The representation of node capabilities can, for in-
stance, be expressed in XML (Extensible Markup
Language) together with the appropriate Schema,
as an extension to the IETF MIBs (Management In-
formation Bases) such as described in References
13 and 14. It includes a description of the type of
APIs to access, configure, and operate the resources
in the node, either base10 or higher-level resources
such as operating-system-resident services, as well
as the utilization of these resources. A similar rep-

resentation for services is matched against node ca-
pabilities. This representation includes the required
node capabilities to accommodate the service. The
actual evaluation process of node capabilities against
service requirements exceeds the scope of this pa-
per. The information resulting from this evaluation
is a metric or a set of metrics that are used to direct
the deployment of the service onto the most appro-
priate nodes, as is illustrated later in this paper. When
this information is transported toward the top of the
service-deployment hierarchy, during the network-
level deployment phase, it can be aggregated differ-
ently, depending on service needs. The service-
deployment framework proposed lets services
themselves define the information they require to
execute their deployment and how it should be ag-
gregated. This defining can be viewed as an appli-
cation of active code for the network control plane.

Network processors (NPs) are one of the key build-
ing blocks for a programmable network infrastruc-
ture. They have widely varying capabilities, such as
the number of simultaneous forwarding tables sup-
ported (required for VPN support), hardware assists
(required for fast packet handling), and software-
level programmability (required for flexible packet
handling).

Figure 3 (A) Abstract capabilities, (B) actual capabilities
 for a programmable distributed router
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Figure 3 is a simple illustration of the abstract and
actual representations of capabilities, as described
in Figure 2. Part A of Figure 3 shows the abstracted
relevant capabilities of the distributed router de-
scribed in Part B, namely, a control point (CP), an
execution environment (EE), and a packet-classifier
mechanism (CLS). If a tunneling service that requires
encapsulation and decapsulation of data packets to
be performed at line speed has to be deployed, the
macro deployment phase will select an appropriate
endpoint for the tunnel, based on the abstract view
of Part A. Once it is known that this particular node
is the most appropriate one and which interface is
to be used for this service (indicated by an arrow in
Part A), micro deployment is able to proceed and
allocate the necessary functions, such as the EE to
perform the encapsulation and decapsulation, and
the CLS to select the relevant packets to be tunneled.
For instance, the CLS capability in the application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) of the interface se-
lected and the EE of an NP can be used, depending
on availability.

Figure 4 shows a short example of possible NP ca-
pabilities. Using XML for such a representation rather
than an MIB-like structure is interesting because XML
is easily extendable, thanks to its self-contained struc-
ture.

Service-deployment hierarchy. Compared to exist-
ing hierarchies for routing or network management,
the service-deployment hierarchy extends the sum-
marization (or aggregation) techniques to treat more
generic information than only IP or ATM (asynchro-
nous transfer mode) addressing and QoS. Whereas
network management mostly performs collection
and aggregation of data upwards, the service-deploy-
ment hierarchy is used in both directions: to collect
data resulting from the service requirements versus
node capabilities evaluation and to execute the de-
ployment of a service based on the data collected.
Note that although the number of hierarchy levels
is not limited by the mechanism, the resources in the
network to maintain this hierarchy are bounded. ATM
and IP networks commonly use three levels of hier-
archy to aggregate routes: two levels for intranet-
work routing, such as IP OSPF (Open Shortest-Path
First) areas and Autonomous Systems, and a third
level for internetwork routing, such as BGP (Border-
Gateway Protocol). The hierarchy may extend down-
wards in network nodes such as distributed routers
(clusters) that to the outside appear as a single node
with a single IP address. Placing the border between
macro and micro deployment within such nodes can

bring the advantages of macro deployment to auto-
mating the placement of functions in large clusters
(see Table 1).

The physical network topology is the main factor in
creating a hierarchy, at least in fixed networks. A
spanning tree is built by successively grouping nodes
at each hierarchy level. Figure 5 shows a simplified
example of a seven-node network on top of which
a three-layer hierarchy has been built. Nodes B.1,
B.2, and B.3 are grouped together and represented
by logical node B at the next level of the hierarchy.
Routing across a hierarchical network requires the
use of uplinks,15 as represented for node B in thick
dashed lines (B.1 � A), (B.2 � A), and (B.3 � C)
[uplinks (A.1 � B), (A.2 � B), and (C.1 � B) are
not shown]. For instance, when routing from a source
in A to a destination in C, uplink (B.3 � C) shows
that B.3 is the only possible border node toward C,
whereas in the opposite direction, uplinks (B.1 � A)
and (B.2 � A) show that B.1 and B.2 are the only
possible border nodes toward A. For certain types
of services, proper deployment requires that nodes
along entire paths are enabled with a certain service
component. In such cases, the use of uplinks is nec-
essary.

Network-level service deployment

This section concentrates on the network-level de-
ployment procedure and its formalization. We then
illustrate how it is implemented for service deploy-
ment of the path-based and path-and-node-based
categories, together with specific algorithms used in
the deployment steps.

Deployment procedure. From a high-level perspec-
tive, the network-level service-deployment procedure
can be broken down into five steps. Figure 6 shows
these steps and the resulting deployment procedures
when all or only some of the steps are executed. Us-
ing only the last two steps in Figure 6 leads to a man-
ual deployment and automatic configuration of a ser-
vice. This is how services are generally deployed in
networks today. With the intermediate solution, for
example, skipping the first step, the result is an au-
tomatic deployment with generic metrics and automatic
configuration. Only when all five steps are executed
will an automatic deployment with custom metrics and
automatic configuration result.

Computations are distributed in a logical hierarchy
described in Reference 16. Layers in the hierarchy
are built by recursively grouping logical or physical
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nodes and representing them by a single logical node
at the next layer of the hierarchy.

During the solicitation step, service requirements are
distributed to nodes, following the service-deploy-
ment hierarchy downwards (see Figure 5). The sum-
marization step collects the metrics created at the

lowest level of the hierarchy, namely the physical
nodes, and successively hands them over to the next
higher layer of the hierarchy, possibly repeatedly ag-
gregating the results to prevent information over-
flows. Once the result reaches the top level of the
hierarchy, the dissemination step can start, in which
the metrics collected at each level are evaluated and

Figure 4 XML representation of the capabilities of a network processor

<Network_Processor>
    <base_capabilities>
        <API_supported> ForCES, NPF </API_supported>
        <general>
            <processing>
                <speed> 500 MHz </speed>
            </processing>
            <scheduling>
                <total_bandwidth> 100 Mbit/s </total_bandwidth>
                <type> WFQ </type>
                <max_queues> 1000 </max_queues>
            </scheduling>
            <buffers_management>
                <total_buffer_size> 1 MB </total_buffer_size>
                <max_buffer_pools> 16 </max_buffer_pools>
                <buffer_sharing> yes </buffer_sharing>
                <Advanced Queue Management> RED </AQM>>
            </buffers_management>
            <forwarding>
                <type> layer-4 </type>
                <fields> source destination address port </fields>
                <line_rate> 100% </line_rate>
                <table_size> 100k </table_size>
                <number_of_tables> 1 </number_of_tables>
            </forwarding>
        </general>
        <resource_usage>
            // current usage for the defined capabilities
        </resource_usage>
    </base_capabilities>
    <diff_serv>       // absent if NP does not provide
                             // explicit support for diffserv
        <API_supported> ForCES, NPF </API_supported>
            <general>
                <classifier>
                   <fields> 6 </fields>
                   <options> ranges_support </options>
                   // etc
                </classifier>
                 // etc
            </general>
            <resource_usage>
                // current usage for the defined capabilities
            </resource_usage>
    </diff_serv>
    // etc
</Network_Processor>
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the most appropriate nodes are chosen until the
physical nodes are reached. In these nodes the in-
stallation step loads the service. The final advertise-
ment step mimics the summarization step, albeit only
involving nodes that have been chosen to run the ser-
vice.

This procedure can also be viewed as two successive
query-reply processes taking place over the entire
network, the queries going down the hierarchy and
the replies going upwards, in which the nodes at the
intermediate layers actively process the queries and
replies. The first query-reply pair is used to extract
the information from the network on how it can sup-
port a certain service (solicitation and summariza-
tion steps), whereas the next query-reply pair is used

to actually install the service in the manner most ap-
propriate (dissemination, installation, and advertise-
ment steps).

Hierarchical iterative gather-compute-scatter algo-
rithm. The procedure described in the previous sub-
section with its five steps can be divided into a se-
quence of iterations, each consisting of gather,
compute, and scatter phases, distributed over the ser-
vice-deployment hierarchy, hence the name HIGCS
(hierarchical iterative, gather-compute-scatter).
HIGCS uses an approach similar to the one in Ref-
erence 17, albeit with specific enhancements. A pos-
sible implementation of such a mechanism could in-
volve mobile agents whose navigation model is
extracted from the structure of the hierarchy. We

LOGICAL 
NODE

PHYSICAL 
LINK

LOGICAL LINK

PHYSICAL 
NODE

UPLINK

B.3 C.2

C.1

B C

Figure 5 A sample three-layer hierarchy

A.1

A.2 B.2

B.1

A

SOLICITATION SUMMARIZATION DISSEMINATION INSTALLATION ADVERTISEMENT

n

AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT WITH GENERIC METRICS AND AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATIONAUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT WITH GENERIC METRICS AND AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATION

MANUAL DEPLOYMENT AND
AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATION
MANUAL DEPLOYMENT AND
AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATION

AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT WITH CUSTOM METRICS AND AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATION

Figure 6 The five steps of the service-deployment mechanism
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first describe the formal model and then how it is
used to express the service-deployment procedure.

Service-deployment HIGCS messages are exchanged
at each iteration, following the tree-like topology of
the underlying hierarchy. The sets of destinations and
origins relevant for the messages exchanged in the
scatter and gather phases, respectively, are obtained
from the compute phase. The logical node of a group
is merely responsible for communicating with its un-
derlying peer-group members of the scatter set. The
logical node has neither to monitor all members of
its group nor perform all computations centrally. For
ease of description, we assume in the following dis-
cussion that the scatter set is always determined by
a central computation performed by the logical node
rather than distributing this computation among
group members.

Each node executes iterative computations based on
a tuple {(Gi , Ci , Si)�0 � i � (k � 1)}, where k
is the total number of iterations. The gather set Gi

is defined here as the set of (logical or physical) nodes
from which messages are expected. The compute
phase Ci executes once the iMsg messages have been
received from all nodes in Gi , as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7. The scatter set Si denotes the (logical or phys-
ical) nodes to which oMsg messages are sent once
the compute phase Ci completes. oMsgn messages
can differ, depending on their destination node n in
the Si set. Similarly to that in Reference 17, node
attributes are assumed to be available during the
compute phase. This includes, for instance, the hi-
erarchy level at which the node is located.

The generic signaling-message format used by the
network-level service-deployment mechanism is de-
fined in Table 2.

To perform service deployment, iterations are as-
sociated with the steps as described in Figure 6. For
that purpose, we define the following general behav-
iors for Ci :

● C0 selects the set of underlying nodes S0 that have
to be solicited (null set if executed on a physical
node).

● C1 summarizes information gathered from the set
of underlying nodes G1 (on a physical node, this
information is created) and places it in sMetric.

● C2 selects the set of nodes S2 where the service
is to be deployed (on a physical node, the service
is installed).

● C3 summarizes the results from the deployment

on the set of nodes G3 (on a physical node, this
information is obtained locally) and places it in
iMetric.

The actions executed by nodes in the hierarchy dur-
ing the first query-reply pair, namely, the solicita-
tion and summarization steps, are expressed in the
C0 and C1 compute phases, whereas C2 and C3 cor-
respond to the second query-reply pair, namely, the
dissemination, installation, and advertisement steps.

Clearly, these Ci functions will be implemented dif-
ferently for each service to be deployed, as we de-
scribe next. More detailed examples of the HIGCS
iterations and Ci functions for each category of ser-
vice deployment are given in Reference 18.

Path-based deployment. Table 3 shows the compu-
tations executed for the deployment of a hypothet-
ical path-based service on all nodes of a path between
two customer sites (represented by the A and C top-
level nodes in Figure 8). For the sake of simplicity,
the straightforward update of other fields in the

GATHER 
SET Gi

SCATTER 
SET Si

Figure 7 The HIGCS agent operation model

COMPUTE
Ci

oMsg

oMsg

oMsg
oMsg

iMsg

iMsg

iMsg

iM
sg

Table 2 The HIGCS service-deployment message format

Parameter Generic Value

serviceId Instance of service deployed
hierarchyId Identifier of service hierarchy
srcId Source of message
destId Destination
iterationId Current iteration
Gi Gather set for iteration i
Ci Compute function for iteration i
Si Scatter set for iteration i
servSpec Service specification
sMetric Solicited metric
iMetric Installed metric
. . . Other service-specific information
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oMsg (such as srcId) and fields that do not change
from the iMsg message are not shown.

Figure 8 illustrates the result after all four HIGCS it-
erations have completed across the entire hierarchy.
The path selected is shown as a thicker line. The first
iteration was initiated by node B, which received the
initial HIGCS message with iMsg.ends set to {A, C}.
Logical node B.3 and router B.2.3 did not partici-
pate in the service deployment, since they are not
on a path between A and C. All other nodes had been
solicited, and nodes B.0.3 and B.1.0 were excluded,
since their capabilities did not match the require-
ments of that service. Of the remaining routers, B.0.0,
B.0.1, B.0.2, B.2.1, and B.2.2 are finally enabled with
the service, since they are on the shortest path be-
tween A and C.

For path-based deployment, routing decisions have
to be taken successively at each layer of the hierar-
chy (executed by SelectNodesOnShortestPath in Ta-
ble 3). Among the various suitable data represen-
tations, transition matrices offer an accurate view of
the cost of traversing a logical node.

Transition matrices used in path-based service de-
ployment contain topology-, capability-, perfor-
mance-, or cost-related information, or all of these
types of information. For instance, the sMetric gen-
erated for node B in Figure 8 is the following tran-
sition matrix:

TB � �1 . . .
0 0 . . .
5 0 1

�

Figure 8 Result of the HIGCS computations
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Elements t i, j indicate that there is connectivity be-
tween border nodes B.i and B.j, with a path com-
posed of nodes capable of running that particular
service. In addition, the value of t i, j corresponds to
the performance of that path in terms of number of
hops. For instance, element t0,2 in TB with a value
of 5 indicates that there is a path composed of ca-
pable nodes when crossing B from B.0 to B.2 (and
vice versa). This path is shown with a thicker line at
each hierarchy level in Figure 8, which consists of
five nodes (or hops) at the bottom hierarchy layer.

Straight-path search. In path-based deployment, it
is only necessary to solicit those nodes that form a
path between the endpoints specified. Nodes that lie
in stub networks, as, for instance, B.3 in the exam-
ple of Figure 8, do not have to be solicited. In ad-
dition, assuming that node capabilities are available
in the same way irrespective of the input and output
port on a node (this normally applies to physical
nodes), it is possible to further constrain the set of
possible paths as follows: Assume S is the set of all
possible paths without loops between two endpoints.
Ss contains all paths from S for which no subpath
exists in S. (A path Ps is defined as a subpath of an-
other path P if by removing one or more nodes from
the list of nodes that form P we obtain the list of
nodes that form Ps .) We define such paths in Ss as
straight paths. Clearly, the shortest path is a straight
path. Note also that straight paths are not transitive.
Appending a straight path between nodes b and c,
such as {b, c}, to a straight path between a and b,
such as {a, e, b}, does not necessarily lead to a
straight path between a and c, as {a, e, c} is a sub-
path of {a, e, b, c}, as shown in Figure 9. In this ex-
ample, the only straight paths between a and c are
{a, d, b, c} and {a, e, c}.

Here, we present a novel algorithm that searches for
straight paths (SPS) and performs similarly to the
Depth-First Search (complexity of O(n 2), where n
is the total number of nodes). The algorithm discov-
ers all nodes that lie on a straight path between two
endpoints source and dest in a graph G composed
of nodes V[G], where Adj[u] is the set of nodes ad-
jacent to node u.

SPS(source,dest)
1 for each u � V[G] do
2 color[u] 4 WHITE
3 marked[u] 4 FALSE
4 SPS-Visit(source,dest)

SPS-Visit(u,dest)
1 localresult 4 0
2 color[u] 4 GRAY
3 for each v � Adj[u] do
4 if v � dest then
5 localresult 4 2
6 if localresult � 2 then
7 for each v � Adj[u] do
8 if color[v] � WHITE then
9 if NumGrayNeighbors(v) � 2 then

10 localresult 4 max(SPS-Visit(v,dest),
localresult)

11 else localresult 4 max(localresult,1)
12 if localresult � 2 then
13 marked[u] 4 TRUE

Figure 9 Example network for SPS

e

a b cd

Table 3 C0, C1, C2, and C3 functions

C0 DS-solicit

S0 4 SelectAllNodesBetween (iMsg.ends)
oMsgn .ends 4 SelectNeighborNodes (n�n � S0)
G1 4 S0

C1 DS-summarize

S1 4 GetLogicalNode �
oMsg.sMetric 4 if IsLogicalNode � then

SummarizeMetrics
(iMsgj.sMetric, @j � G1)

else CreateMetric (iMsg.servSpec)
G2 4 S1

C2 DS-disseminate

S2 4 if IsLogicalNode � then
SelectNodesOnShortestPath

(iMsg.ends)
else null

oMsgn .ends 4 SelectNeighbornodes (n�n � S2)
G3 4 S2

C3 DS-install

oMsg.iMetric 4 if IsLogicalNode � then
SummarizeInstalledMetrics

(iMsgj.iMetric, @j � G3)
else InstallService (iMsg.servSpec)

S3 4 GetLogicalNode �
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14 color[u] 4 WHITE
15 return(localresult)

NumGrayNeighbors(u)
1 result 4 0
2 for each v � Adj[u] do
3 if color[v] � GRAY then
4 result 4 result � 1
5 return (result)

In the initialization phase of the algorithm (lines 1–3
of SPS�), all nodes in the graph are marked as FALSE
and colored WHITE. Nodes that lie on a straight path
between source and dest will be marked by the SPS
algorithm. The color of each node can alternate be-
tween WHITE and GRAY as nodes are being visited.
Note that nodes may be visited multiple times on
different paths.

The principle of the algorithm is to grow all possible
paths in the graph recursively and temporarily color
nodes on such paths gray, until one of the two fol-
lowing conditions applies: the path either reaches
the destination, or the path reaches a node that is
adjacent to a gray node (therefore already in the
same path). This is the case if NumGrayNeigh-
bors(v) is equal to 2, on line 9 of SPS-Visit�). If the
first condition applies, then all nodes on this path
are marked as belonging to a straight path (line 13
of SPS-Visit�). In both cases, the color reverts from
gray to white as the algorithm continues and recur-
sively searches for other paths. It stops once all pos-
sible paths have been visited.

As a brief proof that all nodes on straight paths and
only those nodes are indeed marked by this algo-
rithm, we use the following property: If any subpath
of some path is not a straight path, then the path
itself is not a straight path either. Note that a node
can belong to many of the paths in S simultaneously,
including paths in the subset Ss , but only those nodes
that belong to at least one path of Ss will be marked.
By construction, the algorithm extends all paths from
source to dest, except those paths it abandons at some
intermediate node because the subpath from source
to that intermediate node is not straight (and hence,
according to the property above, any extension of
that subpath to dest would not lead to a straight path).
Therefore, all paths that have been successfully ex-
tended to dest comprise the set Ss of all possible
straight paths between source and dest. By construc-
tion, the algorithm marks only those nodes—but all
of them—that belong to each such path in Ss, thereby
marking certain nodes possibly more than once. As

a result, all nodes on straight paths are marked at
least once by the algorithm.

A performance improvement19 to the algorithm con-
sists in reusing the marking obtained at each node.
Because straight paths are not transitive, this might
lead to false markings; therefore, more nodes than
necessary might be solicited.

Path- and node-based deployment. As an example
of a service deployed both along paths and at selected
nodes with differing requirements, we consider the
deployment of a VPN. Encryption capabilities are re-
quired at the VPN endpoints, and QoS treatment of
packets is ensured by RSVP-enabled (IETF Resource
Reservation Protocol, or RSVP) nodes between those
endpoints.

To accommodate both path- and node-based char-
acteristics, we choose to extend the transition ma-
trix presented in the previous subsection with the
necessary node information. The extended transi-
tion matrix is defined as follows:

TN � �M; P)

Elements mi, j indicate the shortest number of
RSVP-capable hops between border nodes N.i and
N.j in node N. Elements pi, j indicate the shortest path
from a node in domain Dj that fulfills the require-
ments of the VPN-endpoint service specification to
border node i. The VPN interconnects n domains Dn ,
which are represented by logical nodes.

Figure 10 shows a group of nodes with their capa-
bilities. For simplicity, it is assumed that all VPN-
endpoint-capable nodes are also RSVP-capable, but
not vice versa. The extended transition matrix for
this group is:

TA.1 � �
1 . . .
0 0 . . .
4 0 1 . . .
2 0 3 1

�
1
0
3
1
�

In TA.1, element m2,0 indicates that the number of
hops to cross A.1 from A.1.2 to A.1.0 is four. Ele-
ment p2,0 indicates that the number of hops to reach
a VPN-capable endpoint in A.1 entering from A.1.2
with a path composed of RSVP-capable nodes only
is three. There are actually two such paths, namely,
(A.1.2, A.1.4, A.1.3) and (A.1.2, A.1.6, A.1.3).
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If we assume that logical node A.1 represents one
domain and that logical node A.2 (not shown) rep-
resents another domain, then the P matrix of the
extended transition matrix for logical node A, com-
posed of A.1 and A.2, will have two columns p:1 and
p:2, one for each domain. When summarizing such
extended matrices, a new column is appended for
each domain considered.

Hierarchical Steiner-tree construction. When con-
structing a VPN, it might be relevant to minimize the
total cost of interconnecting the VPN endpoints. The
Minimum Steiner Tree is the minimum-cost tree that
interconnects such endpoints, and is an NP-complete
problem in the case of additive edge weights. Sev-
eral algorithms approximate the optimum solution,
such as Selective Closest Terminal First (SCTF20),
which finds a solution guaranteed to be at most twice
as expensive as the optimum tree. Here, we address
how Steiner trees can be built over hierarchical net-
works.

During the summarization step, as the locations of
the branching points of the Steiner tree are not yet
known, only the shortest paths between all pairs of
nodes at that hierarchy level are computed and
stored as transition matrices in the sMetric. It can
be shown that extending each transition matrix with
the costs of all Steiner trees that can be constructed
between all combinations of three or more border
nodes would incur a large amount of additional trans-
ported information and computation effort in the
summarization step. In addition, the SCTF algorithm
cannot operate with the resulting interdependent
edge costs.

Based on this information, a Steiner tree is computed
successively at each hierarchy level during the sub-
sequent dissemination step, for instance, using the
SCTF algorithm. The cost used in a computation at
a given level is an upper bound of the actual cost of
the Steiner tree that can be built at the level below.
This can lead to suboptimum decisions being made,
as shown in Figure 11. Here, nodes A.1 and A.2 have
identical transition matrices, and therefore the al-
gorithm will select one of these two nodes indistinc-
tively to become the branching point for the Steiner
tree in node A. The cost of this tree, indicated in
Figure 11 by a thicker line in node A, is forecast to
be seven, which is the upper bound given the cost
of four for traversing node A.2 according to its tran-
sition matrix. While the algorithm repeats in node
A.2, it computes a local Steiner tree of cost three,
leading to a final cost of six for the overall Steiner

tree, instead of the upper bound of seven that would
have been reached if node A.1 had been selected
instead of A.2.

The information-aggregation method used by tran-
sition matrices is designed so that the shortest path
can be accurately computed over a hierarchical net-
work as presented earlier, but it lacks information
that would allow the construction of better Steiner
trees as described above. This method illustrates the
necessary trade-off between acceptable quality and
amount of information that has to be found for each

Figure 10 A group of nodes solicited for the VPN service
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Figure 11 Hierarchical construction of a Steiner tree
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service to be deployed, hence the complexity of the
processing it entails.

Simulation results

The elements and algorithms of network-level ser-
vice deployment presented in the previous section
have been implemented in a simulation environment
to evaluate their scalability over large networks. The
HIGCS agent-based deployment protocol has been
implemented as an extension to the discrete-event
network simulator ns-2. We present here some sim-
ulation results obtained with various fixed network
topologies and for two types of services:

● A Web-cache node-based service, for which the
Web cache is deployed in the most appropriate
physical node in each lowest-layer peer group (B.0,
B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4, in Figure 8)

● A three-endpoint diffserv path-based service, us-
ing the directed broadcast mechanism shown ear-
lier for the solicitation step, the Floyd-Warshall
all-pairs shortest-path algorithm for the summa-
rization step, and the Steiner-tree computation
shown previously for the dissemination step.

Whereas typical Internet topologies consist of three
routing-hierarchy levels, we have simulated the ser-
vice-deployment protocol over topologies ranging

from a flat two-level up to a highly hierarchical seven-
level topology, as produced by the GT-ITM (Georgia
Tech Internetwork Topology Models) topology mod-
eler. The average size of peer groups is fixed to three
nodes at every level so as to obtain comparable re-
sults for the various topologies, and also to keep the
maximum number of nodes (¥n�0

6 3 n � 1093) within
the simulator capabilities. For each discrete num-
ber of hierarchy levels, ten different topologies are
generated using a random placement of nodes on a
grid, and connectivity is determined with the Wax-
man probabilistic method.21 Random numbers are
generated using the Stanford GraphBase pseudo-
random-number generator.22

As a benchmarking topology, a tree-network topol-
ogy that ideally fits the hierarchical structure of
HIGCS is also simulated. In this topology, HIGCS mes-
sages that travel between logical nodes only go over
a single physical hop.

Interesting measures of the overhead incurred by the
service-deployment protocol are the total number
of messages exchanged during the five deployment
steps and the total compute time spent in all nodes
participating in the procedure.

Figure 12 shows the total number of HIGCS messages
sent over the topology (normalized to a 1000-node
topology) for the deployment of the Web-cache ser-
vice. The standard deviation is zero for the tree to-
pology (number of packets is deterministic) and very
small for the randomly generated GT-ITM topologies.
Note that despite the arbitrary logical-node selec-
tion policy applied in the simulations, the GT-ITM and
the tree topologies show close to identical results.
The more hierarchy levels, the more solicitation
packets are transmitted, since every logical or phys-
ical node receives such a packet, but this increase
becomes less and less important. During the dissem-
ination step, the overhead is negligible because only
one node in each lowest-level peer group has to be
reached.

Figure 13 shows the total compute time (defined as
a relative measure on normalized topologies) for the
deployment of a three-endpoint diffserv service.
Standard deviation is shown only for the ten ran-
domly generated GT-ITM topologies for each num-
ber of hierarchy levels, since the measurement vari-
ations in the fixed-tree topologies are negligible.

The divide and conquer method takes effect as it can
be seen that compute time decreases noticeably when
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more hierarchical levels are introduced, because in
turn the set of nodes that each logical node is re-
sponsible for decreases.

These results confirm the influence of the number
of levels in the deployment hierarchy. The total com-
pute time, shown here for the solicitation and dis-
semination steps only, decreases when more hier-
archy levels are introduced in a given topology,
whereas only a minor increase in message overhead
is incurred. Hierarchical network-level deployment
based on the suitable algorithms for the service-de-
ployment categories presented therefore allows an
efficient and scalable allocation of services in a net-
work.

Conclusion

Organizing the autonomic deployment of services is
a key step toward an intelligent network infrastruc-
ture. Openness and programmability are starting to
appear in network equipment, and it is therefore nec-
essary to provide generic mechanisms that can en-
able the deployment of any type of service.

In this paper, we have introduced a two-phase mech-
anism that achieves an efficient and flexible de-
ployment of services in networks: a macro-level de-
ployment phase that operates in a hierarchically dis-
tributed manner to query and collect capabilities of
nodes in the network, and then execute the deploy-
ment itself; and a micro-level deployment phase that
refines the actual installation of a service according
to the specific capabilities of each element compris-
ing the network node.

In addition, we have introduced various categories
of services according to topological service-deploy-
ment needs and proposed novel information aggre-
gation methods, as well as a straight-paths graph al-
gorithm used during the macro-level deployment
phase that allows the number of nodes queried to
be limited. The trade-off between accuracy, amount
of information, and availability of efficient algorithms
required for near-optimum deployment was illus-
trated using the hierarchical Steiner-tree computa-
tion.

By making the network itself responsible for execut-
ing the deployment of a service, an autonomic de-
ployment is achieved, avoiding time-consuming and
error-prone manual operations. As networks grow in
size and heterogeneity, the deployment mechanism can
still capture the essential data for deploying any par-

ticular service, while retaining its scalability thanks to
the use of summarization and dissemination across
the service-deployment hierarchy, as confirmed by
our simulations.
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Enabling autonomic
behavior in systems
software with hot
swapping

by J. Appavoo, K. Hui, C. A. N. Soules,
R. W. Wisniewski, D. M. Da Silva,
O. Krieger, M. A. Auslander, D. J. Edelsohn,
B. Gamsa, G. R. Ganger, P. McKenney,
M. Ostrowski, B. Rosenburg,
M. Stumm, J. Xenidis

Autonomic computing systems are designed
to be self-diagnosing and self-healing, such
that they detect performance and correctness
problems, identify their causes, and react
accordingly. These abilities can improve
performance, availability, and security, while
simultaneously reducing the effort and skills
required of system administrators. One way
that systems can support these abilities is by
allowing monitoring code, diagnostic code,
and function implementations to be
dynamically inserted and removed in live
systems. This “hot swapping” avoids the
requisite prescience and additional complexity
inherent in creating systems that have all
possible configurations built in ahead of time.
For already-complex pieces of code such as
operating systems, hot swapping provides a
simpler, higher-performance, and more
maintainable method of achieving autonomic
behavior. In this paper, we discuss hot
swapping as a technique for enabling
autonomic computing in systems software.
First, we discuss its advantages and describe
the required system structure. Next, we
describe K42, a research operating system
that explicitly supports interposition and
replacement of active operating system code.
Last, we describe the infrastructure of K42 for
hot swapping and several instances of its use
demonstrating autonomic behavior.

As computer systems become more complex, they
become more difficult to administer properly. Spe-
cial training is needed to configure and maintain
modern systems, and this complexity continues to
increase. Autonomic computing systems address this
problem by managing themselves.1 Ideal autonomic
systems just work, configuring and tuning themselves
as needed.

Central to autonomic computing is the ability of a
system to identify problems and to reconfigure it-
self in order to address them. In this paper, we in-
vestigate hot swapping as a technology that can be
used to address systems software’s autonomic re-
quirements. Hot swapping is accomplished either by
interpositioning of code, or by replacement of code.
Interpositioning involves inserting a new component
between two existing ones. This allows us, for exam-
ple, to enable more detailed monitoring when prob-
lems occur, while minimizing run-time costs when
the system is performing acceptably. Replacement
allows an active component to be switched with a
different implementation of that component while
the system is running, and while applications con-
tinue to use resources managed by that component.
As conditions change, upgraded components, bet-
ter suited to the new environment, dynamically re-
place the ones currently active.
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Hot swapping makes downloading of code more
powerful. New algorithms and monitoring code can
be added to a running system and employed with-
out disruption. Thus, system developers do not need
to be prescient about the state that needs to be mon-
itored or the alternative algorithms that need to be
available. More importantly, new implementations
that fix bugs or security holes can be introduced in
a running system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section describes how hot swapping can facil-
itate the autonomic features of systems software. An
important goal of autonomic systems software is
achieving good performance. The section “Auto-
nomically improving performance” illustrates how
hot swapping can autonomically improve perfor-
mance using examples from our K422 research op-
erating system (OS) as well as from the broader lit-
erature. The section that follows describes a generic
infrastructure for hot swapping and contrasts it with
the adaptive code alternative. Then the section “Hot
swapping in K42” describes the overall K42 struc-
ture, presents the implementation of hot swapping
in K42, and includes a brief status and a performance
evaluation. The next section discusses related work,
and the concluding section contains some final com-
ments.

Autonomic features through hot swapping

Autonomic computing encompasses a wide array of
technologies and crosses many disciplines. In our
work, we focus on systems software. In this section
we discuss a set of crucial characteristics of auto-
nomic systems software and describe how hot swap-
ping via interposition and replacement of compo-
nents can support these autonomic features, as
follows.

Performance—The optimal resource-management
mechanism and policy depends on the workload.
Workloads can vary as an application moves through
phases or as applications enter and exit the system.
As an example, to obtain good performance in mul-
tiprocessor systems, components servicing parallel
applications require fundamentally different data
structures than those for achieving good perfor-
mance for sequential applications. However, when
a component is created, for example, when a file is
opened, it is generally not known how it will be used.
With replacement, a component designed for se-
quential applications can be used initially, and then
it can be autonomically switched to one supporting

greater concurrency if contention is detected across
multiple processors.

System monitoring—Monitoring is required for au-
tonomic systems to be able to detect security threats,
performance problems, and so on. However, there
is a trade-off between placing extensive monitoring
in the system and the performance overhead this en-
tails. With support for interposition, upon detection
of a problem by broad-based monitoring, it becomes
possible to dynamically insert additional monitoring,
tracing, or debugging without incurring overhead
when the more extensive code is not needed. In an
object-oriented system, where each resource is man-
aged by a different instance of an object, it is pos-
sible to garner an additional advantage by monitor-
ing the code managing a specific resource.

Flexibility and maintainability—Autonomic systems
must evolve as their environment and workloads
change, but must remain easy to administer and
maintain. The danger is that additions and enhance-
ments to the system increase complexity, potentially
resulting in increased failures and decreased perfor-
mance. To perform hot swapping, a system needs to
be modularized so that individual components may
be identified. Although this places a burden on sys-
tem design, satisfying this constraint yields a more
maintainable system. Given a modular structure, hot
swapping often allows each policy and option to be
implemented as a separate, independent component,
with components swapped as needed. This separa-
tion of concerns simplifies the overall structure of
the system. The modular structure also provides data
structures local to the component. It becomes con-
ceivable to rejuvenate software by swapping in a new
component (same implementation) to replace the
decrepit one. This rejuvenation can be done by dis-
carding the data structures of the old object, then
starting from scratch or a known state in the new
object.

System availability—Numerous mission-critical sys-
tems require five-nines-level (99.999 percent) avail-
ability, making software upgrades challenging. Sup-
port for hot swapping allows software to be upgraded
(i.e., for bug fixes, security patches, new features, per-
formance improvements, etc.) without having to take
the system down. Telephony systems, financial trans-
action systems, and air traffic control systems are a
few examples of software systems that are used in
mission-critical settings and that would benefit from
hot-swappable component support.
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Extensibility—As they evolve, autonomic systems
must take on tasks not anticipated in their original
design. These tasks can be performed by hot-
swapped code, using both interposition and dynamic
replacement. Interposition can be used to provide
existing components with wrappers that extend or
modify their interfaces. Thus, these wrappers allow
interfaces to be extended without requiring that ex-
isting components be rewritten. If more significant
changes are required, dynamic replacement can be
used to substitute an entirely new object into an ex-
isting running system.

Testing—Even in existing relatively inflexible systems,
testing is a significant cost that constrains develop-
ment. Autonomic systems are more complicated, ex-
acerbating this problem. Hot swapping can ease the
burden of testing the system. Individual components
can be tested by interposing an object to generate
input values and examine results, thereby improv-
ing code coverage. Delays can be injected into the
system at internal interfaces, allowing the system to
explore potential race conditions. This concept is mo-
tivated by a VLSI (very large scale integration) tech-
nique whereby insertion of test probes across the chip
allows intermediate values to be examined.3,4

Autonomically improving performance

As outlined in the previous section, autonomic com-
puting covers a wide range of goals, one of which is
improving performance. For systems software, the
ability to self-tune to maintain or improve perfor-
mance is one of the most important goals. In this
section, we discuss how hot swapping can support
and extend existing performance enhancements, al-
lowing the OS to tailor itself to a changing environ-
ment.

Optimizing for the common case. For many OS re-
sources the common access pattern is simple and can
be implemented efficiently. However, the implemen-
tation becomes expensive when it has to support all
the complex and less common cases. Dynamic re-
placement allows efficient implementations of com-
mon paths to be used when safe, and less-efficient,
less-common implementations to be switched in
when necessary.

As an example, consider file sharing. Although most
applications have exclusive access to their files, on
occasion files are shared among a set of applications.
In K42, when a file is accessed exclusively by one ap-
plication, an object in the application’s address space

handles the file control structures, allowing it to take
advantage of mapped file I/O, thereby achieving per-
formance benefits of 40 percent or more.5 When the
file becomes shared, a new object dynamically re-
places the old object. This new object communicates
with the file system to maintain the control infor-
mation. Other examples where similar optimizations
are possible are (a) a pipe with a single producer and
consumer (in which case the implementation of the
pipe can use shared memory between the producer
and consumer) and (b) network connections that
have a single client on the system (in which case data
can be shared with zero copy between the network
service and the client).

Optimizing for a wide range of file attribute values.
Several specialized file system structures have been
proposed to optimize file layout and caching for files
with different attributes.6,7 We can optimize the per-
formance across the range of file attribute values by
implementing a number of components, where each
component is optimized for a given set of file at-
tribute values, and then having the OS hot swap be-
tween these components as appropriate.

For example, although the vast majority of files ac-
cessed are small (�4 KB), OSs must also support large
files as well as files that grow in size. Using dynamic
replacement we can take advantage of the file size
in order to optimize application performance. In
K42, in the case of a small unshared file, the mem-
ory contents backing the file are copied to the ap-
plication’s address space. An object in the applica-
tion’s address space services requests to that file, thus
reducing the number of interactions between the cli-
ent and file system. Once a file grows to a larger size,
the implementation is dynamically switched to an-
other object that communicates with the file system
to satisfy requests. In this case the file is mapped in
memory, and misses are handled by the memory
management infrastructure.

Access patterns. There is a plethora of literature
focused on optimizing caching and prefetching of file
blocks and memory pages from disk based on ap-
plication access patterns.8,9 Researchers have shown
up to 30 percent fewer cache misses by using the ap-
propriate policy. Hot swapping can exploit these pol-
icies by interposing monitoring code to track access
patterns and then switching between policies based
on the current access pattern.

Exploiting architecture features. Many features of
modern processors are underutilized in today’s mul-
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tiplatform OSs. To ensure portable code, without
making global code paths unduly complex, these fea-
tures are generally either crippled or ignored entirely.
This is because implementers need to provide a sin-
gle implementation to be used across all platforms.
For example, there is only limited OS support today
for large pages, even though a large number of pro-
cessors support them. Hot swapping makes it easier
to take advantage of such architectural features, be-
cause special-purpose objects can be introduced and
used without requiring that complete functionality
for all possible cases be implemented in every ob-
ject.

Multiprocessor optimizations. In large multiproces-
sor systems, parallel applications can benefit from
processor locality. To exploit this locality, some OSs
implement services in a partitioned fashion (code is
divided across different processors in order to dis-
tribute the load and avoid contention). However,
these partitioned implementations consume more
memory and incur larger overheads on some oper-
ations, for example, file destruction and process de-
struction. Conversely, shared implementations (code
on one processor) can minimize space and time over-
heads for sequential applications.

Figure 1, which illustrates a file-searching applica-
tion, can be used to visualize the performance ad-
vantages of dynamically switching between a shared
and partitioned version of the objects that cache file
pages in K42. The system monitors the number of
application threads and switches between implemen-
tations when appropriate. The y axis shows the num-
ber of machine cycles to complete a sample search;
lower is better. The figure shows that the shared im-
plementation has a 10 percent performance advan-
tage over the partitioned implementation when only
one application is searching through the file on one
processor. On the other hand, the shared implemen-
tation is 300 percent worse with 12 applications on
12 processors. With hot swapping, the system can
dynamically switch between the two implementations
and capture the best performance characteristics of
each.

Enabling client-specific customization. Extensible
OSs offer new interfaces that enable clients to cus-
tomize OS components. By using components opti-
mized for a particular application, it is possible to
achieve significant performance improvements in a
variety of system services.10–13 For example, the Ex-
okernel Cheetah Web server demonstrated factor
of two-to-four increases in throughput from network

stack and file cache specializations.14 Hot swapping
enables extensibility by allowing applications to re-
place OS components. Hot swapping improves upon
most existing extensible systems by allowing on-the-
fly switching, as well as replacement of generic sys-
tem components.

Exporting system structure information. Technol-
ogies such as compiler-directed I/O prefetching15 and
storage latency estimation descriptors16 have shown
over 100 percent performance increases for appli-
cations, but require detailed knowledge about the
state of system structures. Always gathering the nec-
essary profiling information increases overhead and
can negatively affect the performance of applications
that do not require this information. Hot swapping
allows selected applications to gather more informa-
tion about the state of system structures by interpos-
ing a monitoring component when appropriate. By
inserting these monitors only when applications will
benefit, overall system performance will not degrade.
Without hot swapping, the additional cost of mon-
itoring and increased system complexity hampers the
ability of researchers to consider algorithms designed
for rare conditions that may be important for cer-
tain applications.

Supporting specialized workloads. In monolithic
systems, optimizations in support of one type of
workload often negatively impact the performance
of other types of workload. To alleviate this prob-
lem some development groups have implemented
multiple versions of an OS, where each version is

Figure 1 Processor cycles required for p independent
 concurrent searches over an entire 52 MB file  
 (low is good)
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tuned for a particular type of workload. Another ap-
proach is incremental specialization,17 where specific
portions of the kernel are recompiled to optimize
them for a particular type of workload. An OS using
hot swapping can dynamically switch components op-
timized to handle these types of workload. The re-
ported performance improvements when using in-
cremental specialization—as high as 70 percent for
small amounts of data read from files—can also be
obtained using hot swapping.

An infrastructure for hot swapping

Achieving an effective generic hot-swapping mech-
anism for systems software requires careful design.
In addition to the impact on the surrounding system
infrastructure that has to be taken into account, there
are several actions involved in performing a hot swap,
including triggering the hot swap, choosing the tar-
get, swapping components, transferring state, and po-
tentially adding object types. In this section, we first
describe system requirements for supporting hot
swapping, which involve both interposition and re-
placement, and then we describe the steps involved
in performing a component switch. We conclude this
section by comparing hot swapping to adaptive code.

System structure. Many large systems, such as da-
tabases, are structured with well-defined components
and interfaces to those components. This modular
structure is critical for hot swapping. Well-defined
interfaces are necessary for interposition and re-
placement of components. Any code, whether it is
the kernel, a database, a Web server, or any other
server or application at user level, can use the in-
frastructure for hot swapping. The code intended to
perform the hot swap need only be structured so that
there are identifiable components that can be inter-
posed or replaced.

In a system with only global components, hot swap-
ping can be used to change overall system perfor-
mance, but it becomes difficult to tune the system
to specific applications because the same component
is used across all applications. Additional advantages
can be gained if an object-oriented design is used,
where each individual use of a resource is managed
by an independent object that can be hot swapped
in order to tune that resource to its workload. For
example, optimization on a per-file basis is possible
if each file is implemented using a different object
instance that can be tuned to its access pattern.

Large parts of our existing OSs are not designed in
a fashion that allows for hot swapping. However, the
UNIX** Vnode18 interface, streams facility, and de-
vice driver interface are good examples where hot
swapping would be possible.

Modularity and the use of object-oriented design in
OSs is expanding. Some current OS interface designs
have demonstrated the effectiveness of modularity
by enabling flexibility and innovation. For example,
there are many Linux** file systems that have ex-
plored various possible designs behind the well-de-
fined Linux VFS (virtual file system)19 interface. As
systems become more complex, and autonomic com-
puting becomes more important, the incentives to
adopt such designs will grow.

The rest of this paper is presented with an object-
oriented structure in mind, and we use the terms
“component” and “object” interchangeably. How-
ever, much of this discussion applies to systems that
are not object-oriented but intend to support hot
swapping.

Performing hot swapping. Perhaps surprisingly, only
a small number of research groups have looked into
hot swapping,17,20,21 and even then, their approaches
have been limited by restrictive conditions. One of
the reasons may be the difficulty in providing a gen-
eral and efficient service that can safely and efficiently
handle interposing and replacing components on a
multiprocessor in a multithreaded and preemptive
environment. For demonstration purposes, consider
the difficulties in replacing the TCP/IP (Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) stack. To do this
requires: (1) synchronizing the switching with a po-
tentially large number of concurrent calls from ap-
plications and various parts of the OS; (2) atomically
transferring state that may include active connec-
tions, buffers, and outstanding timers; (3) installing
the new object in the system so that its clients au-
tomatically and transparently use the new object in-
stance.

The complexity of hot swapping components suggests
that the implementer of a specific object will con-
sider providing hot swapping only if the system in-
frastructure minimizes the implementation work
needed in the individual component. Below we dis-
cuss a framework that accomplishes this, and in later
sections we describe how we have implemented the
infrastructure in K42.
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Triggering hot swapping. In many cases we expect an
object itself to trigger a replacement. For example,
if an object is designed to support small files and it
registers an increase in file size, then the object can
trigger a hot swap with an object that supports large
files. In other cases, we expect the system infrastruc-
ture to determine the need for an object replacement
through a hot swap. Monitoring is required for this
purpose, and additional monitoring can be enabled
by object interposition if more accurate information
is needed before initiating the swap. For example,
an OS might have a base level of monitoring in order
to identify excessive paging. When this condition oc-
curs the OS might interpose additional monitoring
on objects that cache files in order to determine the
source of the problem before choosing a specific ob-
ject instance to replace.

In some cases, applications will explicitly request an
object swap. Subsystems such as databases, Web serv-
ers, or performance-sensitive scientific applications,
can choose to optimize their performance by explic-
itly switching in new system objects to support known
demands. For example, a database application may
request the system use objects that support large
pages for the purpose of backing a specific region
of memory.

In the future, we expect that developers of autonomic
computing systems will provide the service infrastruc-
ture that allows their products to query for the lat-
est changes, such as bug fixes and security upgrades
(similar to the up2date program in Red Hat Linux
7.3). These systems will periodically download new
components and hot swap them in without disrupt-
ing running applications.

Choosing the target. In some cases, the initiator of
a hot swap can identify the target directly as, for ex-
ample, when upgrading a component. In most cases,
however, the target component is more appropriately
identified by its behavior than by its specific name
or type. For example, a client might request a page-
caching object optimized for streaming without need-
ing to know the particular class that implements that
functionality. Although introducing such a facility is
relatively simple, the complexity comes both in iden-
tifying the characteristics that it should encode and
the presentation of the encoding to the requester.

Performing the swap. In our experience, the most
complex part of hot swapping is performing the swap,
including getting the object in a state suitable for
swapping and performing the swap in a scalable man-

ner (across a large number of processors). The syn-
chronization needed to get into such a state is com-
plex and not recommended to be implemented on
a case-by-case basis. Moreover, synchronization in-
ternal to an object imposes a run-time overhead even
when hot swapping is not required. In the next sec-
tion we discuss the implementation of a generic hot-
swap mechanism in K42.

Transferring state. A key issue is how to transfer state
efficiently between the source and the target of an
object replacement. In many cases, the transfer of
state between objects being switched is simple. For
example, in K42 when an application-level object that
caches file state is swapped, we invalidate cached
state and pass only the control information. In other
cases, the work is more involved. For example, file
caching objects convert their internal list of pages
into a list of generic page descriptors.

The infrastructure cannot determine what state must
be transferred. It can, however, provide a means to
negotiate a best common format that both objects
support. Rather than flattening everything to a ca-
nonical state, in some cases pointers to complex data
structures may be passed. This is best worked out
for a given class hierarchy of objects. Additionally,
on a multiprocessor, the infrastructure allows the
transfer to occur in parallel.

Dynamically adding object types. Downloading new
code into the OS provides two challenges that need
to be handled by the infrastructure. First, if an ob-
ject class is changed, it is necessary to track all in-
stances of that class in order to be able to replace
those. Second, if library or subsystem code is
changed, it is necessary to download code into all
running applications and subsystems using that li-
brary.

Adaptive code alternative. Among other features,
hot swapping allows system software to react to a
changing environment. A more common approach
in systems software to handling varying environments
is to use adaptive code. Although adaptive code may
not achieve the full autonomic vision previously out-
lined, a comparison to hot swapping is pertinent. In
the simplest case, adaptive code has run-time param-
eters that can be modified on line. In other cases,
there are multiple implementations with different
data structures, and the best choice of the implemen-
tation to use can vary over time.8,22,23 Adaptive code
is a combination of several individual algorithms,
each designed for a particular workload.
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Table 1 compares adaptive code to hot swapping.
When used for optimizing performance, the solution
involving adaptive code has three major disadvan-
tages: required foreknowledge, higher code complex-
ity, and higher overhead.

Adaptive code allows the system to switch between
a set of preprogrammed algorithms. The set of avail-
able algorithms, the monitoring code used to gather
data, and the decision-making code cannot be
changed once the system is running.

Adaptive code designed for different situations, or
to support many applications, is complex. This is es-
pecially true for system code designed to run across
a variety of hardware platforms. Coordinating ad-
aptation across the many components is more com-
plicated than allowing each component to make its
own adaptation decisions.

Adaptive code lacks interposition capability, and thus
imposes some monitoring overhead on all requests.
Achieving the right level of monitoring through both
stable periods and highly loaded, unstable periods,
is a challenge.

A more fundamental limitation of the adaptive code
solution is its unsuitability for the larger vision of au-
tonomic computing. For example, without the abil-
ity to add new code to the system, it does not pro-
vide a mechanism to deal with security upgrades or
bug fixes. It is possible to update the code off line
and restart the system, but this incurs downtime and
is disruptive to applications and users.

On a case-by-case basis, the infrastructure for hot
swapping we have described is more expensive than
simply using specialized adaptive code. However, it
only needs to be implemented once, at system de-
velopment time. In contrast, adaptive systems typ-
ically have to reimplement that complexity in each
of the services providing the adaptation.

Figure 2 illustrates two implementations of the same
function. The adaptive code approach is monolithic
and includes monitoring code that collects the data
needed by the adaptive algorithm to choose a par-
ticular code path. Algorithm options must be part
of the original code, and the code’s overall size and
complexity are increased. With hot swapping, each
algorithm is implemented independently (resulting
in reduced complexity per component), and is hot
swapped in when needed. Monitoring code can also
be interposed as needed. Decision code is decoupled
from the implementation of the components. The
shared code, for tracking usage patterns (not used
in the random case), needs to be integrated into the
code paths in the adaptive case and is inherited into
each object in the hot-swapping case.

Hot swapping in K42

In this section, we describe the generic hot-swapping
mechanism of K42. To provide context, we start by
presenting the overall structure and design of K42.2

We then describe K42’s infrastructure for hot swap-
ping, give its current status, and present some per-
formance results.

K42. K42 is an open source research kernel for cache-
coherent 64-bit multiprocessor systems, which cur-
rently runs on PowerPC* and MIPS** platforms, and
will soon be available for x86-64 platforms.

Project motivation and goals. K42 focuses on achiev-
ing good performance and scalability, on providing
a customizable and maintainable system, on support-
ing a wide variety of platforms, systems, and prob-
lem domains, and on being accessible to a large com-
munity as Open Source Software.

● Performance—K42 is designed to scale up to run
well on large multiprocessors and support large-
scale applications efficiently. It also scales down
to run well on small multiprocessors. Moreover,

Table 1 Realization of autonomic features with adaptive code vs hot swapping

Feature Adaptive Code Hot-Swappable Code

Set of possible configurations Preprogrammed Can be extended
What gets monitored Preprogrammed Can be extended
When monitoring code is in system Always Dynamic
Adaptation decision algorithm Preprogrammed Can be swapped
Code complexity Made worse Reduced
Infrastructure required None Significant, but once
Enables on-line patches No Yes
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it supports small-scale applications as efficiently on
large multiprocessors as on small multiprocessors.

● Customizability—K42 allows applications to deter-
mine (by choosing from existing components or
by writing new ones) how the OS manages their
resources. It autonomically adapts to changing
workload characteristics.

● Applicability—K42 is intended to effectively sup-
port a wide variety of systems and problem do-
mains and to make it easy to modify the OS to sup-
port new processor and system architectures. It can
support systems ranging from embedded proces-
sors to high-end enterprise servers.

● Wide availability—K42 is open source, and is avail-
able to a large community. It makes it easy to add
specialized components for experimenting with
policies and implementation strategies, and will
open up for experimentation parts of the system
that were traditionally accessible only to experts.

K42 fully supports the Linux API (application pro-
gramming interface) and ABI (application binary in-
terface) and uses Linux libraries, device drivers, file
systems, and other code without modification. The
system is fully functional for 64-bit applications, and
can run codes ranging from scientific applications
to complex benchmarks like SPEC SDET (Standard
Performance Evaluation Corporation Software De-

velopment Environment Throughput) to significant
subsystems like Apache Software Foundation’s
Apache HTTP Server. Supporting the Linux API and
ABI makes K42 available to a wide base of applica-
tion programmers, and our modular structure makes
the system accessible to the community of develop-
ers who wish to experiment with kernel innovations.

Some research OS projects have taken particular phi-
losophies and have followed them rigorously to ex-
tremes in order to fully examine their implications.
Although we follow a set of design principles, we are
willing to make compromises for the sake of perfor-
mance. The principles that guide our design include
(1) structuring the system using modular, object-ori-
ented code, (2) designing the system to scale to very
large shared-memory multiprocessors, (3) leverag-
ing performance advantages of 64-bit processors, (4)
avoiding centralized code paths, global data struc-
tures, and global locks, (5) moving system function-
ality to application libraries, and (6) moving system
functionality from the kernel to server processes.

K42 structure. K42 is structured around a client-
server model (see Figure 3). The kernel is one of
the core servers, currently providing memory man-
agement, process management, IPC (interprocess
communication) infrastructure, base scheduling, net-

Figure 2 An adaptive code implementation (A) vs a hot-swapping implementation (B) of the same function
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working, device support, and so on. (In the future
we plan to move networking and device support into
user-mode servers.)

Above the kernel are applications and system serv-
ers, including the NFS (Network File System) file
server, name server, socket server, pty (pseudotele-
type) server, and pipe server. For flexibility, and to
avoid IPC overhead, we implement as much function-
ality as possible in application-level libraries. For ex-
ample, all thread scheduling is done by a user-level
scheduler linked into each process.

All layers of K42, the kernel, system servers, and us-
er-level libraries, make extensive use of object-ori-
ented technology. All interprocess communication
is between objects in the client and server address
spaces. We use a stub compiler with decorations on
the C�� class declarations to automatically gener-
ate IPC calls from a client to a server, and have op-

timized these IPC paths to have good performance.
The kernel provides the basic IPC transport and at-
taches sufficient information for the server to pro-
vide authentication on those calls.

From an application’s perspective, K42 supports the
Linux API and ABI. This is accomplished by an em-
ulation layer that implements Linux system calls by
method invocations on K42 objects. When writing
an application to run on K42, it is possible to pro-
gram to the Linux API or directly to the native K42
interfaces. All applications, including servers, are free
to reach past the Linux interfaces and call the K42
interfaces directly. Programming against the native
interfaces allows the application to take advantage
of K42 optimizations. The translation of standard
Linux system calls is done by intercepting glibc (GNU
C library) system calls and implementing them with
K42 code. Although Linux is the first and currently

Figure 3 Structural overview of K42
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only personality we support, the base facilities of K42
are designed to be personality-independent.

We also support a Linux-kernel internal personality.
K42 has a set of libraries that will allow Linux-ker-
nel components such as device drivers, file systems,
and network protocols to run inside the kernel or
in user mode. These libraries provide the run-time
environment that Linux-kernel components expect.
This infrastructure allows K42 to use the large code
base of hardware drivers available for Linux.

K42 key technologies. To achieve the above men-
tioned goals, we have incorporated many technol-
ogies into K42. We have written several white pa-
pers (available on our Web site2) describing these
technologies in greater detail; the intent of this sec-
tion is to provide an overview of the key technol-
ogies used in K42. Many of these have an impact on
hot swapping; for example moving functionality to
application libraries makes the hot swapping infra-
structure more complicated, but provides additional
possibilities for customization and thus for hot swap-
ping. K42 key technologies are listed below. The
technologies used by the hot-swapping infrastructure
are discussed in “K42 features used” of the subsec-
tion “Infrastructure for hot swapping.”

● Object-oriented technology, which has been used
in the design of the entire system, helps achieve
good performance through customization, helps
achieve good multiprocessing performance by in-
creasing locality, helps increase maintainability by
isolating modifications, and helps perform auto-
nomic functions by allowing components to be hot
swapped.

● Much traditional kernel functionality is imple-
mented in libraries in the application’s own address
space, providing a large degree of customizability
and reducing overhead by avoiding crossing ad-
dress space boundaries to invoke system services.

● K42 is easily ported to new hardware and due to
its structure can exploit machine-specific features
such as the PowerPC inverted page table and the
MIPS software-controlled TLB (translation looka-
side buffer).

● Much system functionality has been implemented
in user-level servers with good performance main-
tained via efficient IPCs similar to L4.24

● K42 uses processor-specific memory (the same vir-
tual address on different processors maps to dif-
ferent physical addresses) to achieve good scalable
NUMA (nonuniform memory access) performance.
This technology, and avoiding global data, global

code paths, and global locks, allows K42’s design
to scale to thousands of processors.

● Built on K42’s object-oriented structure, clustered
objects25 provide an infrastructure to implement
scalable services with the degree of distribution
transparent to the client. This also facilitates au-
tonomic multiprocessor computing, as K42 can
dynamically swap between uniprocessor and mul-
tiprocessor clustered objects.

● K42 is designed to run on 64-bit architectures and
we have taken advantage of 64 bits to make per-
formance gains by, for example, using large vir-
tually sparse arrays rather than hash tables.

● K42 is fully preemptable and most of the kernel
data structures are pageable.

● K42 is designed to support a simultaneous mix of
time-shared, real-time, and fine-grained gang-
scheduled applications.

● K42 has developed deferred object deletion25 sim-
ilar to RCU,26 in which objects release their locks
before calling other objects. This efficient program-
ming model is crucial for multiprocessor perfor-
mance and is similar to type-safe memory.27

K42 overall status.K42 is available under an LGPL28

license (a source tree is available at the URL in Ref-
erence 2). We are actively working on providing a
complete environment including build and debug
tools, simulator, and source. The modular structure
of the system makes it a good teaching, research, and
prototyping vehicle. Some of the policies and imple-
mentations studied in this framework have been
transferred into “vanilla” Linux, and we expect that
work to continue. Also, in the long term, we expect
that the kind of base technologies we are exploring
with K42 will be important to Linux.

K42 currently runs on 64-bit MIPS (NUMA) and Pow-
erPC (SMP—symmetric multiprocessor) platforms
and is being ported to x86-64. As stated, K42 is fully
functional for 64-bit applications, and can run codes
ranging from scientific applications to complex
benchmarks like SDET, to significant subsystems like
Apache. We have demonstrated better base perfor-
mance for real applications and demonstrated bet-
ter scalability than other commercial OSs. We expect
in the near future to achieve full self-hosting and
demonstrate that specialized subsystems can custom-
ize the OS to achieve better performance at reduced
complexity. There are still edge conditions that have
not yet been addressed, and there are still objects
with only simplistic implementations.
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Infrastructure for hot swapping. In K42, each vir-
tual resource instance, for example, open file instance
or memory region, is implemented by combining a
set of (C��) object instances we call building
blocks.29 Each building block implements a partic-
ular abstraction or policy and might (1) manage some
part of the virtual resource, (2) manage some of the
physical resources backing the virtual resource, or
(3) manage the flow of control through the building
blocks. For example, there is no global page cache
in K42; instead, for each file there is an independent
object that caches the blocks of that file.

K42’s infrastructure allows any object to replace any
other object implementing the same interface, or to
interpose any object with one providing the same in-
terface. In K42 we use hot swapping to replace ker-
nel objects as well as objects in user-level servers.
The hot swapping occurs transparently to the clients
of the component and no support or code changes
are needed in the clients.

Dynamic replacement algorithm: Design issues. This
algorithm contains the following steps: (1) instan-
tiate the replacement component, (2) establish a qui-
escent state for the component to be replaced, (3)
transfer state from the old component to the new
component, (4) swap in the new component replac-
ing all references, and (5) deallocate the old com-
ponent.

There are three key issues that need to be addressed
in this design. First, we need to establish a quiescent
state so that it is safe to transfer state and swap ref-
erences. The swap can only be done when the com-
ponent state is not currently being accessed by any
thread in the system. Perhaps the most straightfor-
ward way to achieve a quiescent state would be to
require all clients of the component to acquire a read-
er-writer lock in read mode before any call to the
component. Acquiring this external lock in write
mode would thus establish that the component is safe
for swapping. However, this would add overhead for
the common case, and cause locality problems in the
case of multiprocessors. Further, the lock could not
be part of the component itself.

Second, we need to determine what state needs to
be transferred and how to transfer it to the new com-
ponent safely and efficiently. Although the state
could be converted to a canonical, serialized form,
this would lose context, be a less efficient transfer
protocol, and potentially prevent parallelism when
the transfer is occurring on a multiprocessor.

Third, we need to swap all of the references held by
the clients of the component so that the references
refer to the new component. In a system built around
a single, fully typed language, like the Java** lan-
guage, this could be done using the same infrastruc-
ture as used by garbage collection systems. However,
this would be prohibitively expensive for a single
component switch. An alternative would be to par-
tition a hot-swappable component into a front-end
component and a back-end component, where the
front-end component is referenced (and invoked) by
the component clients, and is used only to forward
requests to the back-end component. There would
then be only a single reference (in the front-end com-
ponent) to the back-end component that would need
to be changed when a component is swapped, but
this adds extra overhead to the common call path.

K42 features used. Our implementation of hot swap-
ping leverages three key features of K42 that allow
us to address the issues listed above in an efficient
and straightforward manner. Similar features exist
or could be retrofitted into other systems.

First, because K42 has an object-oriented structure
implemented using C��, 29 each system component
maps naturally to a language object. Hot swapping
is facilitated because the objects are self-contained
with well-defined interfaces. A similar approach
could be used in a system that is not object-oriented
but uses operations tables, such as vnodes.18

Second, each K42 object is accessed through a sin-
gle pointer indirection, where the indirection pointer
of all objects is maintained in an Object Translation
Table (OTT) indexed by the object identifier. The OTT
was originally implemented in K42 to support a new
form of scalable structure called Clustered Objects. 25

Another method for doing this would be the dynamic
linking technology such as that used in ELF (Execut-
able and Linking Format), otherwise the indirection
would need to be added explicitly.

Finally, K42 has a generation count mechanism that
allows us to easily determine when all threads that
were started before a given point in time have com-
pleted, or reached a safe point. (A similar mecha-
nism has been used by [formerly] Sequent’s
NUMA-Q**30 for the same reason we originally de-
veloped it for K42, namely to improve multiproces-
sor performance by deferring expensive, but noncrit-
ical operations.31) This mechanism is used to achieve
a quiescent state for an object. The mechanism ex-
ploits the fact that OSs are event-driven, where most
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requests are serviced and completed quickly. Long-
living daemon threads are treated specially. This type
of functionality can usually be added to other event-
driven systems, such as Web, file, or database serv-
ers, in which the thread of control frequently reaches
safe points such as the completion of a system call,
or entering a sleep.

Description of algorithm. A part of the replacement
algorithm involves interpositioning a mediator. In-
terpositioning is the ability to redirect future calls
intended for a given object to another object. To per-
form interpositioning the object’s indirection pointer
in the OTT is changed to point to the interposed ob-
ject. It is not necessary to reach object quiescence.
This interposition object remains active and can for-
ward calls to the original object performing what-
ever operation or monitoring it desires prior to the
forwarding.

Conceptually there are three stages in replacing a
component as depicted in Figure 4. In the OTT’s ini-
tial state, the i-th table entry contains a pointer to
the current (old) object. In the second stage, a me-
diator is interposed. In the third stage the OTT is in
its final state, with the i-th entry pointing to the new
object.

To perform a replacement, a mediator object is in-
terposed in front of the old object. This mediator
object proceeds through the three phases. To estab-
lish a quiescent state, in which it is guaranteed that
no threads have an active reference to the compo-
nent to be swapped, the mediator object initially, in
the Forward phase, tracks all threads making calls
to the component and forwards each call on to the
original component. It does so until it is certain that

all calls started before call tracking began have com-
pleted. To detect this, we rely on K42’s generation
count feature to determine when all calls that were
started before tracking began have completed. Un-
til that point, the mediator continues to forward new
requests to the original component, which services
them as normal.

At that point, the mediator starts the Blocked phase
and temporarily blocks new calls, while it waits for
the tracked calls to complete. Exceptions are made
for recursive calls that need to be allowed to pro-
ceed to avoid deadlock. If the user subverts the K42
programming model making recursive object calls
across servers while simultaneously switching mul-
tiple objects, the infrastructure will not be able to
detect deadlock loops. To handle this, and poten-
tially other unknown deadlock circumstances, a time-
out mechanism is used. If the timeout is triggered,
it terminates the hot swap, setting the client point-
ers back to the original object. In nonerroneous ob-
ject implementations, calls can be correctly tracked
and blocked. Once all the tracked calls have com-
pleted, the component is in a quiescent state, and
the state transfer can begin. While the Blocked phase
may seem to unduly reduce the responsiveness of
the component, in practice the delay depends only
on the number of tracked calls, which are generally
short and few in number.

To make state transfer between the original and the
new component efficient and preserve as much of
the original state and semantics as possible, the orig-
inal and new objects negotiate a best common for-
mat that they both support. This, for example, may
allow a hash table to be passed directly through a
pointer, rather than converted to and from some ca-

Figure 4 Stages in replacing instance A of object i by instance B
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nonical form, such as a list or array, as well as, in a
large multiprocessor, allow much of the transfer to
occur in parallel across multiple processors, preserv-
ing locality where possible.

Finally, after the state transfer, the mediator enters
the Completed phase. It removes its interception by
updating the appropriate indirection pointer in the
OTT to point to the new component so that future
calls go to the new component directly. It also re-
sumes all threads that were suspended during the
Blocked phase and directs them to the new compo-
nent. The mediator then deallocates the original ob-
ject and finally itself.

The implementation of the above design has a num-
ber of important features. There is no overhead dur-
ing normal operation; overhead occurs only when
the mediator is interposed, and the mediator is used
only during the hot-swapping process. The imple-
mentation works efficiently in a multithreaded mul-
tiprocessor system. The mediator runs in parallel and
state transfer proceeds in parallel. Call interception
and mediation is transparent to the clients, facilitated
by K42’s component system infrastructure. Finally,
our solution is generic in that it separates the com-
plexity of swap-time in-flight call tracking and dead-
lock avoidance from the implementation of the com-
ponent itself. With the exception of component state
transfer, the rest of the swapping process does not
require support from the component, simplifying the
addition of components that wish to take advantage
of the hot-swapping capability.

Status, performance, and continuing work. K42 fully
supports the hot-swapping infrastructure described
in the previous section. We have used it for simple
applications, such as the search program in Figure
1, as well as for complex applications, such as the
SPEC SDET benchmark. The code works for all the
objects in our system, and the main current limita-
tion is in the number of choices of objects we can
hot swap. We are continuing to explore the use of
hot swapping in implementing additional autonomic
computing features. Next we present a performance
study involving a significant application, and then we
discuss our plans for the future.

An important aspect of the virtual memory system
is keeping track of in-core pages. In K42, this func-
tion is implemented by a File Cache Manager (FCM)
component. We focus on two of the default imple-
mentations: shared and distributed. For each open
file, an instance of an FCM is used to cache the pages

of the file’s data in physical frames. By default, to
achieve better performance when a file is opened,
a simple shared implementation of the FCM is cre-
ated. The default decision is made based on the fact
that most files are accessed by one thread on one
processor and opened only briefly. If the file is ac-
cessed on one processor, the shared FCM implemen-
tation performs well and has little memory overhead.
If the file is accessed by multiple processors concur-
rently, the associated FCM is hot swapped to a dis-
tributed implementation. This alleviates contention
and yields better scalability, thus ensuring that only
the files that experience contention due to sharing
use the more complex and expensive distributed FCM
implementation. However, because the shared im-
plementation performs an order of magnitude worse
when running on many processors, without hot swap-
ping, an FCM suitable for the distributed case would
need to be used all the time and a performance pen-
alty paid in the single processor case.

One of the studies we did to understand the advan-
tages of hot swapping the FCM implementations was
to run the PostMark32 and SPEC SDET benchmarks.
PostMark is a uniprocessor file system benchmark
that creates a large number of small files on which
a number of operations are performed, including
reading and appending. SPEC SDET is a multiproces-
sor UNIX development workload that simulates con-
current users running standard UNIX commands
(Due to tool chain issues we used a modified ver-
sion that does not include a compiler or UNIX com-
mand “ps.”). If we disable hot swapping and run Post-
Mark using only shared FCMs, and then run it using
only distributed FCMs, we find that we suffer a 7 per-
cent drop in performance for the distributed imple-
mentation of the FCM. On the other hand, if we run
SDET in a similar fashion we find that the distributed
FCM gets an 8 percent performance improvement on
4 processors and an order of magnitude improve-
ment on 24 processors over the shared FCM. When
hot swapping is enabled, the best performance is
achieved automatically for both PostMark and SDET,
with the individual FCM instances choosing the right
implementation based on the demands it experi-
ences.

The above experiment shows the power of hot swap-
ping. In other work we have studied the performance
advantages of hot swapping. The results we have ob-
tained are encouraging, but there is still much to do
within the K42 project to bring hot swapping to a
mature state. Currently the trigger for an object hot
swap is either specified by an object or by an appli-
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cation via an explicit request. Although this has
proven to be sufficient for many cases, we have found
situations where a monitoring infrastructure would
allow us to make the trigger decision on behalf of
an object. The monitoring code we currently use has
often been placed in the object for convenience and
to gain experience with how to gather and use the
information. We plan to use object interposition to
reduce the overhead of this scheme and provide a
more generic mechanism for gathering this informa-
tion.

Determining the target object is done today explic-
itly by the requester of a hot swap. We are currently
extending the K42 type system to provide a service
that identifies objects by their characteristics, again
allowing a more generic mechanism for handling the
hot swap. Because our project has been perfor-
mance-driven, our focus so far has been to use au-
tonomic computing to improve performance. How-
ever, there are important benefits to be gained from
being able to autonomically swap in a security patch,
or achieve higher availability by a live upgrade. Thus,
we are beginning to explore other autonomic fea-
tures.

There is considerable potential, and required effort,
to understand the longer-term and larger issues in-
volved in providing many components that manage
a given resource and getting them to safely and cor-
rectly interact. So far, we have successfully used hot
swapping and its autonomic features in K42 and ex-
pect continued progress in our research.

Related work

Although there is a large body of prior work focus-
ing on the downloading and dynamic binding of new
components, there has been less work on swapping
components in a live system. Hjálmtýsson and Gray
describe a mechanism for updating C�� objects in
a running program,21 but their client objects need
to be able to recover from broken bindings due to
an object swap and retry the operation, so their
mechanism is not transparent to client objects. More-
over, they do not detect quiescent state, and old ob-
jects continue to service prior calls while the new ob-
ject begins to service new calls.

The virtualizing Operating System (vOS)33 is a middle-
ware application that offers an abstraction layer be-
tween applications and the underlying OS. vOS allows
modules to be refreshed, that is, to be dynamically
reloaded to achieve software rejuvenation. It does

not address loading of new implementations, and its
approach does not apply to OS components.

Pu et al. describe a “replugging mechanism” for in-
cremental and optimistic specialization,17 but they
assume there can be at most one thread executing
in a swappable module at a time. In later work that
constraint is relaxed but is nonscalable. Hicks et al.
describe a method for dynamic software updating,
but in their approach, all objects of a certain type
are updated simultaneously, not just individual in-
stances, as is possible with our scheme.20 Moreover,
they require that the program be coded to decide
when a safe point has been reached and initiate the
update.

The modular structure, level of indirection, and avail-
ability of a mechanism for detecting a quiescent state
is not unique to K42. Sequent has a mechanism for
detecting quiescent state,31 and we are working with
this group to incorporate a similar facility into Linux.
This will allow hot swapping of system modules (i.e.,
device drivers and file systems).

In general, the work described here can be viewed
as part of wide-spread research efforts to make OSs
more adaptive and extensible as in SPIN,10 Exoker-
nel,11 and VINO.13 These systems are unable to swap
entire components, but rather just provide hooks for
customization. Our work is complementary to the
above mentioned related work. We focus primarily
on a mechanism for swapping generic components
in a highly dynamic, multithreaded multiprocessing
system. Several groups have also done work on add-
ing extensibility to both applications and systems.
CORBA**,34 DCE,35 and RMI36 are all application ar-
chitectures that allow components to be modified
during program execution; but they do not address
the performance or complexity concerns present in
an OS.

Conclusions

Autonomic systems software should have self-main-
tenance capabilities, and should be able to run ap-
plications well on various hardware platforms and
across various environments. We proposed an object-
oriented system structure that supports hot swapping
as an infrastructure toward meeting these autonomic
challenges by dynamically monitoring and modify-
ing the OS. We demonstrated the technical feasibil-
ity of the hot-swapping approach by describing our
implementation of it in K42. We described how hot
swapping can yield performance advantages and
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showed an application involving K42. We will con-
tinue to explore other autonomic features in K42 by
examining security, software upgrading, and multi-
ple object coordination issues.

Our prototype is Open Source Software and avail-
able on our Web site.2 Readers may use the Web
site for accessing related white papers, and for con-
tacting us if interested in participating in this proj-
ect.
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Toward a new
landscape of systems
management in an
autonomic computing
environment

by G. Lanfranchi
P. Della Peruta
A. Perrone
D. Calvanese

In this paper we present IBM Tivoli
Monitoring, a systems management
application that displays autonomic behavior
at run time, and we focus on extending it in
order to encompass the design and the
deployment phases of the product life cycle.
We review the resource model concept,
illustrate it with an example, and discuss its
role throughout the product life cycle. Then
we introduce basic concepts in ontology and
description logics and discuss representing
Common Information Model constructs using
description logics. Finally, we propose
Systems Management Ontology, an approach
to enhancing the autonomic properties of IBM
Tivoli Monitoring based on an ontology
service and the technique of “contextual
pulling” applied to the resource model.

Problems cannot be solved at the same level of awareness
that created them.

—Albert Einstein

The information technology (IT) infrastructure that
supports business systems today continues to evolve
at a breakneck pace, with the integration of new de-
vices, servers, and applications creating highly com-
plex systems. Systems management needs to simi-
larly evolve in order to cope with this increasing
complexity in IT. Management tools need to become
“smarter” if they are to drive successful business sys-
tems. Performance and availability management
tools are, in particular, key enablers of an efficient
and profitable business. A business cannot execute
efficiently unless the mission-critical business appli-

cations and the supporting middleware and operat-
ing systems are available and performing well. Any
component failure or poor performance could ad-
versely impact the business.

To minimize the business downtime, the speedy ex-
ecution of the appropriate corrective action is
needed. An important component of performance
and availability management is the monitoring of the
system in order to detect anomalies as soon as they
occur and to take the necessary corrective actions
(e.g., restore the failing objects to their desired state,
or activate backup resources). The monitoring and
the taking of corrective action should be optimized
with respect to the overall objectives of the entire
business system. Whenever feasible, systems man-
agement tools with predictive capabilities should be
used in order to detect future problem states, and
to allow action to be taken before a failure occurs
and adversely impacts users.

When the tools monitoring the system resources sim-
ply collect raw data (e.g., performance metrics), it
can be difficult to draw any conclusion about the
health of a system. A graphical performance mon-
itor or an event viewer tool can be useful, but only
if a skilled administrator is able to interpret the in-
formation provided, and to determine if a problem
exists or not. Only an experienced administrator has
the ability to correlate the appropriate domain
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knowledge with the data collected, such as metrics
and events, and come up with answers to questions
such as: Is there a memory bottleneck?, What is its
cause?, and How can I fix it? In the current mon-
itoring environment, the system administrator inher-
ently owns the best practices and applies them in or-
der to identify and cure problems.

We describe here the approach taken in IBM Tivoli
Monitoring,1 in which the monitoring tool directly
models and implements the relevant aspects of the
domain entities as logical objects, and via this im-
plementation it transforms the raw data into the in-
formation required in order to detect, correct, and,
whenever possible, predict abnormal system behav-
ior. The system administrator is thus better able to
address IT problems quickly, and thus concentrate
on better serving business demands.

The best practices embedded in the monitoring tool
enable the autonomic behavior of the monitoring
tool at run time.2 This autonomic behavior can be
extended to the other two phases of the application
life cycle: the design phase (where the best practices
are created), and the deployment phase (where the
best practices are deployed into the managed sys-
tems).

In this paper we first present IBM Tivoli Monitoring
as an existing solution that displays autonomic be-
havior at run time, and then we focus on extending
this solution to encompass the design time and the
deployment time. In the next section, we provide an
overview of IBM Tivoli Monitoring with a particular
focus on the “resource model” concept. In the fol-
lowing section we present the Systems Management
Ontology with an overview of “description logics”
and their use in representing Common Information
Model constructs. Finally, we link the previous
themes in order to illustrate the proposed approach
for autonomic systems management.

The IBM Tivoli Monitoring solution

The IBM Tivoli Monitoring (ITM) solution is based
on the resource model concept. In this section we
define the resource model and illustrate it through
an example. We then discuss the application of the
resource model to all phases of the ITM life cycle.

The resource model concept. The resource model
is the main tool for implementing an “identify, no-
tify, and cure” systems management strategy. A re-

source model has two parts: a dynamic model and
a reference model.

The Common Information Model (CIM) formalism
promoted by the Distributed Management Task
Force is a way to organize the available information
about the managed environment that applies the ba-
sic structuring and conceptualization techniques of
the object-oriented paradigm.3 The approach uses
a uniform modeling formalism that, together with
the basic repertoire of object-oriented constructs,
supports the cooperative development of an object-
oriented schema across multiple organizations. The
dynamic model uses CIM classes and CIM properties
to describe resources (such as memory) and their
performance metrics (such as process working set).
Moreover, it uses CIM methods to describe actions
that can be executed against the resource (such as
starting a process). The CIM association is then used
to represent the resource within a high level object
(logical object).

The reference model, implemented as a decision pro-
cedure and coded using either Visual Basic** or
JavaScript**, incorporates best practices that:

● Interpret the status of a problem object against a
defined baseline using the metrics provided by the
dynamic model

● Discover the root cause of the problem
● Correct the problem
● Log performance data related to the domain ob-

jects

The reference model describes the “critical paths”
within systems or applications. It interprets the “qual-
ity” of applications and systems against a predefined
service level in order to discover the root cause of
the problem and to react accordingly. The reference
model has a direct link to the dynamic model de-
scribing the resources and it analyzes the properties
of objects aggregated in the model, generates indi-
cations about the status of those resources, and in-
vokes methods to correct a problem. The reference
model, in effect, implements the best practices nor-
mally used by a system administrator to detect prob-
lems and to identify their root cause.

A resource model is created for each problem and
it contains the best practices used to identify and cor-
rect a well-defined problem. Figure 1 contains an ex-
ample of a resource model used to identify memory
problems in a Microsoft Windows** machine. The
dynamic model is created using a CIM representa-
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Figure 1 Resource model for detecting memory problems in Microsoft Windows machines
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tion of the resources (Cache, Process, PageFile, Mem-
ory) and the properties that are useful in detecting
memory problems. These classes are then associated
via association class MemoryModelToResource with
object MemoryModel. Class MemoryModel also con-
tains a set of methods, such as setLargeCache, that
can be used to modify the status of some resource
(e.g., Cache).

The reference model is linked to class MemoryModel
(and thus to the dynamic model) and, using this class,
it can access the performance metrics of the asso-
ciated resources and apply the encoded best prac-
tices in order to discover if a memory problem ex-
ists. When a problem is detected, the reference
model can invoke a well-defined method in Memo-
ryModel to fix the problem, and also to notify the sys-
tem operator about the problem resolution. The best

practices are implemented in the form of an algo-
rithm that analyzes and correlates metrics, and com-
pares the results against a well-defined baseline.

Let us analyze a simplified resource model for de-
tecting critical memory leaks (see Figure 2). Classes
Memory and Process, as well as other additional
classes not shown in Figure 2, constitute the dynamic
model. MyMemory is an instance of class Memory,
whereas Netscape is an instance of class Process. No-
tice that property Available of class Memory, and prop-
erties PrivateBytes and WorkingSet of class Process
are represented in class instances MyMemory and
Netscape by their numerical values, respectively 256,
388958, and 109909. The function of layer Provider
is to gather the raw metrics (from the actual re-
sources) in order to supply the above-mentioned val-
ues for properties. The reference model controls the

Figure 2 A simplified resource model for detecting critical memory leaks
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data gathering and interprets the data according to
best-practices algorithms in order to detect the
critical “memory leak” condition.

A “critical memory leak” occurs when the conditions
“low available memory with high working set” and
“memory leak in private bytes” exist. The condition
“low available memory with high working set” can
be detected by examining the number of bytes used
for the working set of the process (property bytTotal-
WorkingSet), the number of bytes used as cache (byt-
TotalCache) and the total memory available (bytTo-
talAvail). Those three values can be calculated using
“raw” metrics as follows.

● List all the process working sets and store the high
working set in bytTotalWorkingSet

● Store the metric Cache from Memory object in byt-
TotalCache

● Store the metric Available from the Memory object
in bytTotalAvail

The values collected for system resources are fur-
ther processed in order to detect the “low available
memory with high working set” condition.

bytTotalRAM � bytTotalWorkingSet �
bytTotalCache � bytTotalAvail

numPercentWS �
(bytTotalWorkingSet/bytTotalRAM) � 100

numPercentCache �
(bytTotalCache/bytTotalRAM) � 100

numPercentAvail �
(bytTotalAvail/bytTotalRAM) � 100

If (numPercentWS � numPercentCache and
numPercentWS � numPercentAvail) then the con-
dition “low available memory with high working
set” is satisfied.

The condition “memory leak in private bytes” is gen-
erated from a metric of the Process resource Private-
Bytes and observing its growth over time.

Store the process private bytes in PrivateBytes.

If the current value of process private bytes � the
previous value of the process private bytes then
the condition “memory leak in private bytes” is
satisifed.

As shown, modeling the “critical memory leak” con-
dition requires metrics provided by the CIM classes
Memory and Process, and the above algorithm.

The design, deploy, and run life-cycle phases. The
complete life cycle of the application, and of the re-
source model, consists of three phases: the design
phase, the deployment phase, and the run-time (or
operational) phase.

During the design phase, the resource model is de-
signed, built, and tested. IBM Tivoli Monitoring sup-
ports this phase by providing an integrated devel-
opment environment known as the Workbench. This
is the phase when best practices are implemented
and the domain knowledge is represented in the dy-
namic model and the reference model. Workbench
users (developers, administrators, etc.) select the CIM
classes for the dynamic model and then code the al-
gorithms that analyze the resource metrics in order
to detect and fix any abnormal behavior.

At deployment time, the resource model produced
using the Workbench is installed in the management
server from where it can be deployed to the target
machines using the profile managers of the Tivoli
Management Environment.4,5

On the target machine the resource model runs
within ITM. Here, instances of classes included in the
dynamic model are located, and the values of the
properties for each of these objects are analyzed by
the reference model. Abnormal conditions and per-
formance degradation are detected and corrected.
The information produced by the resource model
and the performance metrics collected can be re-
trieved and analyzed using the ITM Web Health Con-
sole.1

The next step. Although the operational phase of
monitoring displays autonomic properties—the re-
source model is able to keep resources under con-
trol with reduced human intervention—the design
and deployment phases still require human interven-
tion. Work is under way in the two following aspects
to implement a more autonomic approach.

1. Apply automated reasoning procedures to the
building of resource models. These procedures
would help identify common knowledge, avoid re-
dundancy, and optimize the set of resource mod-
els needed to manage a system or an application.

2. Provide a capability of the managed resource to
“contextually pull” an appropriate set of resource
models needed for its control. This will allow the
management agent itself to pull the resource mod-
els from the central server, thus avoiding the need
for the administrator to configure each monitor-
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ing agent according to the exact set of applica-
tions present on the machine, and to push to the
target the right set of resource models.

The next section highlights our blueprint for address-
ing these two objectives.

Systems Management Ontology

In this section we introduce basic concepts in on-
tology and description logics in the context of Sys-
tems Management Ontology (SMO) and discuss rep-
resenting CIM models in description logics. We use
the memory model example to highlight the appli-
cation of description logics reasoning capabilities to
resource models.

Ontologies and description logics. Ontologies are
metadata schemas, providing a controlled vocabu-
lary of terms, each with an explicitly defined and ma-
chine understandable semantic.6 They provide a
shared and common understanding of a domain that
can be communicated to people and intelligent sys-
tems, and thus facilitate knowledge sharing and re-
use. Ontologies are intended to overcome the prob-
lem of implicit and hidden knowledge by making the
conceptualization of a domain explicit. Researchers
in artificial intelligence advocate expressing ontol-
ogies in logical terms, which makes them suitable for
automated reasoning. Thus, information sharing and
reuse are facilitated not only by the explicit repre-
sentation of knowledge provided by ontologies, but
also by the automated reasoning services that allow
one to infer consequences from the available knowl-
edge.

Nowadays there is consensus on structuring knowl-
edge on a domain of interest in terms of classes of
objects and relationships between classes. State-of-
the-art ontology languages such as OIL and
DAML�OIL7 follow exactly this point of view. The
need to model domains in terms of classes and re-
lationships and the use of automated reasoning on
such representations leads to description logics be-
ing offered as an ideal candidate for capturing on-
tologies on a given domain in logical terms. Indeed,
both OIL and DAML�OIL can be viewed formally as
dialects of description logics.

Description logics were introduced in the early 1980s
in the attempt to provide a formal foundation to se-
mantic networks and frame systems. Since then they
have evolved into knowledge representation lan-
guages that are able to capture virtually all class-

based representation formalisms used in artificial in-
telligence, software engineering, and databases.8

One of the distinguishing features of the work on
these logics is the detailed computational complex-
ity analysis, both of the associated reasoning algo-
rithms and of the logical implication problem that
the algorithms are supposed to solve. Practical sys-
tems implementing such algorithms are now used in
several projects.9 Generally speaking, in description
logics, the domain of interest is modeled by means
of concepts (unary predicates) and relations (n-ary
predicates), which denote classes of objects and re-
lationships, respectively. Description logics are char-
acterized by three basic components.

1. A description language, which specifies how to con-
struct complex concept and relation expressions,
by starting from a set of atomic concepts and re-
lations and by applying suitable constructs

2. A knowledge specification mechanism, which spec-
ifies how to construct a description logic knowl-
edge base, in which properties of concepts and
relations are specified by means of suitable
assertions

3. A set of reasoning procedures, which allow one to
carry out suitable inferences from the knowledge
expressed in the knowledge base

One of the most expressive description logics stud-
ied so far is DLR.10–12 DLR is equipped with most of
the concepts and relation constructs typical of de-
cidable description logics (concrete domains are a
notable exception) and allows for the most general
form of knowledge assertions while still admitting
decidable reasoning procedures.

Representing CIM in description logics. DLR has
been successfully applied to representing UML (Uni-
fied Modeling Language) class diagrams13 and to rea-
soning with them. Intuitively, classes are represented
by atomic concepts, attributes, and aggregations by
atomic (binary) relations, and each association of
arity n by an atomic concept and n atomic binary
relations. The latter allows for dealing with associ-
ations, with and without a corresponding association
class, in a uniform way. The semantics of the var-
ious UML constructs is captured by suitable DLR as-
sertions. We refer the reader to Reference 14 for
the details of the encoding, while pointing out that
the expressive power of DLR allows one to formalize
several types of constraints that produce a better rep-
resentation of the application semantics and that are
typically not dealt with in a formal way. By making
use of the encoding of UML class diagrams in DLR,
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the following reasoning activities can be reduced to
DLR reasoning tasks.15,16

● Consistency of the class diagram, that is, whether
the diagram admits an instantiation. If this is not
the case, there is no set of instances that satisfies
the diagram, which indicates that the definitions
altogether are inconsistent.

● Class consistency (association/aggregation consis-
tency), that is, whether there is an instantiation of
the diagram such that a given class (association/
aggregation) has a nonempty extension. Observe
that, if this is not the case, then there is an incon-
sistency in the class specification, or at the very least
the class is inappropriately named since it is a syn-
onym for the empty class.

● Class subsumption (association/aggregation sub-
sumption), that is, whether the extension of one
class (association/aggregation) is a subset of the
extension of another class (association/aggrega-
tion) in every instantiation of the diagram. This
property suggests the possible omission of an ex-
plicit generalization. Alternatively, if all instances
of the more specific class are not supposed to be
instances of the more general class, then something
is wrong in the rest of the diagram, since it is forc-
ing an undesired conclusion.

● Detection of redundancies, for example, if two
classes (associations/aggregations) subsume each
other, then one of them is redundant.

● Refinement of properties, for example, when the
properties of various classes and associations/
aggregations interact to yield stricter multiplicities
or typing than those explicitly specified by the de-
signer. The simplest cases arise with multiple in-
heritance.

The idea of using description logics to deal with re-
source models has its root in two considerations: (1)
Both CIM models and resource models are expressed
using UML class diagrams with specific conventions,
and (2) DLR is able to fully capture UML class dia-
grams together with the specific conventions adopted
in CIM. The approach can be summarized in the fol-
lowing way:

● The CIM core model and the parts of the common
model relevant for a specific management task are
expressed in terms of a DLR knowledge base.

● CIM-based resource models (actually, the dynamic
model part) that are specific for components un-
der analysis are in turn expressed as additional as-
sertions included in the knowledge base.

● Queries posed to the CIM system specification are

translated into queries to the corresponding DLR
knowledge base, and are answered by making use
of typical description logics reasoning tasks.

Representing CIM and resource models in terms of
DLR allows for automated use of the knowledge rep-
resented in such models, making use of state-of-the-
art reasoning tools developed for expressive descrip-
tion logics.

Resource model knowledge exploitation. The ex-
pressive power of description logics and their ability
to capture and model a great variety of constraints
allow for powerful reasoning operators to be applied
across the CIM classes and CIM class properties rep-
resenting a particular IT system. (Note that the stan-
dard UML representation of CIM schema does not
allow this type of reasoning across classes.) We have
successfully applied the capabilities offered by de-
scription logics in our work focused on the “auto-
matic” definition of the dynamic model (aggregation
of CIM classes) during the design phase. In our val-
idation work we used two state-of-the-art descrip-
tion logic reasoning systems: FaCT17,18 and RACER;19

we formalized a CIM core model knowledge base
given as input to FaCT and RACER in order to apply
reasoning and inference operators. This technology
appears suited to provide the reasoning engine for
the resource model ontology service.

Referring again to the critical memory leak exam-
ple (see Figure 2), CIM classes, attributes, and
associations/aggregations are used in the resource
model (actually, the dynamic model) to establish re-
lationships between the various system components.
Such relationships implicitly determine those that
may contribute to the definition of a problem (e.g.,
“critical memory leak” between Memory and Process
classes). If this model is loaded on the ontology
server, the description logic reasoning engine can ex-
ploit it to determine relevant properties to be in-
cluded in other resource models.

As an example, consider a new application installed
on the managed endpoint with the requirement that
resource leaks should be kept under control. This
new application can be viewed as being composed
of multiple processes. The monitoring engine asks
the reasoning engine (by invoking suitable descrip-
tion logic inference requests) to identify the system
components that may be involved in a resource leak.
The reasoning system determines those classes that
are subsumed by the description logic term repre-
senting the resource leak. In our example this is the
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“critical memory leak” condition via the Process
class. Thus, the model for the application includes
the classes Memory and Process and the resource
model class representing “critical memory leak.”
Other kinds of resource leaks could be similarly iden-
tified, such as “file descriptor leak” or “queue han-
dle leak.”

Further research into System Management Ontol-
ogy aims at extending the description logic formal-
ization from the domain of CIM classes and prop-
erties (dynamic model) to the domain of “best
practices” and baselines (reference model). This may
require extending the expressiveness of the adopted
description logics (to include, for example, concrete
domains) or taking into account the representation
of extensional aspects and/or more expressive que-
rying mechanisms.

The implications of this ongoing research effort are
fascinating and challenging: we could apply reason-
ing mechanisms not only across classes and class
properties but also across resource models. The rea-
soning mechanisms working across resource mod-
els could gracefully extend from the autonomic man-
agement of a single element (such as an operating
system, a database, a business application) toward
the autonomic management of an entire business
solution.

In fact, because the resource model is fully repre-
sented via description logics, the ontology service can
be used for reasoning across resource models, for
detecting and correcting problems, for optimizing
system behavior, or for achieving a specified quality-
of-service (QoS). The derived resource model, or set
of resource models, would then be “contextually
pulled” to the relevant resource.

The use of description logics to represent and per-
form reasoning across resource models significantly
augments the autonomic features of the IBM Tivoli
Monitoring solution during the design and deploy-
ment phases. Figure 3 illustrates the basic flow when
a managed resource uses SMO services.

Every time the managed resource undergoes a sig-
nificant state change (such as when a new applica-
tion is installed, or a new QoS is enforced on a run-
ning application) the monitoring agent uses the
ontology service for reasoning about the appropri-
ate management model for enforcing the desired
QoS. This phase is controlled by means of user-de-
fined policies that define the configuration for the

monitoring agent, for example, “call the ontology ser-
vice whenever application X is installed or when QoS
is modified” (see items 1 through 3 in Figure 3).

The end result of the reasoning process performed
by the ontology engine is the resource model (or set
of resource models) best suited to address the spe-
cific condition at the target (e.g., “application X with
QoS Q has been installed”). Default configuration pa-
rameters (cycle time, thresholds, etc.) are also ap-
plied to complete the definition of the reference
model20 (see item 4 in Figure 3).

The target knows (usually a URL is provided) where
the resource model is located, or where it will be built.
The resource model is then pulled to the target, typ-
ically in a Web environment (item 5 in Figure 3),
where it exercises its problem-detecting capabilities
(item 6 in Figure 3).

The described contextual pulling approach, with the
support of an ontology service, represents a step
toward the autonomic computing vision:

● The resource model can be selected and built, with-
out human intervention, based on the context
(state changes, specified QoS, etc.).

● The resource model is pulled “on demand” accord-
ing to the state of the target.

These enhanced autonomic capabilities do not in-
tend to exclude completely the human intervention
from the monitoring process. The human adminis-
trator will continue to be involved in the definition
of the appropriate policies, in the supervision of the
entire process, and in the tuning/correcting of spe-
cific “pathological” conditions.

Conclusions

The resource model technology, currently imple-
mented in the ITM product, helps realize the auto-
nomic computing vision in systems management and
specifically in the monitoring space: the resource
model captures the key characteristics of a managed
resource and allows the system to detect and cor-
rect any behavior not in line with the expected QoS.

In this paper, we proposed to use the resource model
technology in order to extend the autonomic behav-
ior across the entire life cycle of the application, in-
cluding the design phase and the deployment phase.
The CIM ontology and its representation by descrip-
tion logics raises the possibility to make better use
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of the knowledge available in CIM itself, and ulti-
mately to perform automated reasoning on this
knowledge base system. Finally, the contextual pull-
ing approach is seen as an autonomic evolution of
the management paradigm offered today by the
Tivoli Management Environment:5 it is the managed
resource that, through the use of the SMO service,
will be able to find and deploy the right resource
model for keeping its QoS under control.
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Competitive algorithms
for the dynamic
selection of component
implementations

by D. M. Yellin

As component-based development matures,
more and more applications are built by
integrating multiple distributed components.
We suggest providing components with
multiple implementations, each optimized for
a particular workload, and augmenting the
component run-time environment with a
mechanism for switching between
implementations. This mechanism monitors
the types of requests the component is
receiving, and adaptively switches
implementations for optimal application
performance. Achieving this optimal
performance depends on making good
choices as to when and how to switch
implementations, a problem we refer to as the
adaptive component problem. We first
formalize the generic problem and then
provide an algorithm, named Delta, for
switching implementations in the special case
when the component has exactly two
implementations. We show that this algorithm
is (3 � epsilon)-competitive with respect to
the optimal algorithm, where epsilon is a
small fraction. We establish a 3-competitive
lower bound for the problem, which implies
that Delta is close to optimal. We describe the
application of these results to the distributed
pub/sub problem, and the data structure
selection problem.

Many applications are being built by integrating mul-
tiple distributed components in order to implement
a particular business function. The increasing pop-

ularity of component programming models, such as
JavaBeans**1 and Web services,2 is predicted to fur-
ther accelerate the adoption of component-based
development (CBD).

An impediment to the adoption of CBD, however, is
the inability of the “user” of the components to op-
timize their performance for use in a particular so-
lution. Web services, with its premise of loosely cou-
pled distributed components working together,
makes this issue even more acute, as the develop-
ment, deployment, and maintenance of components
making up a single solution may come from differ-
ent vendors and run in very different system envi-
ronments.

In this paper, we propose a generic framework that
addresses this issue. In our formulation, an adaptive
component has multiple implementations, each op-
timized for a particular request workload. A mech-
anism for switching between implementations is also
provided. The underlying system monitors the cur-
rent request workload for a given component and
adaptively switches to the implementation best suited
to this workload. By shifting more of the performance
optimization burden to the component, performance
tuning is simplified and the resulting overall system
performance is likely to be improved. Additionally,
by having the system monitor the request workload
and dynamically switch implementations based upon

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
out payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed
royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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current usage patterns, the component can better ac-
commodate changing request patterns.

Because switching between implementations can in-
cur a heavy cost, good algorithms are needed for de-
termining, at run time, when to switch between im-
plementations. We call this the adaptive component
problem. This paper describes an algorithm, named
Delta, for the case when there are exactly two im-
plementations. We show that Delta is (3 � �)-com-
petitive. This algorithm is designed for the case when
the cost of switching between implementations is very
large compared to the cost of processing a single re-
quest. In this case, the value of � is guaranteed to
be very small. Because we also show a 3-competitive
lower bound, this algorithm is close to optimal.

We show the applicability of this framework to two
problems. The first is an adaptive version of the dis-
tributed pub/sub problem, where multiple loosely
coupled components are reading and writing from
a shared data repository. A component can either
read and write to this shared repository or create a
local data cache for fast access. The second exam-
ple is an adaptive version of the data structure selec-
tion problem, where an application must choose the
appropriate internal data structure to use in order
to provide the quickest answer to particular queries.
We show that both of these are instances of the adap-
tive component problem and that Delta can be used
to decide when to switch implementations, thus op-
timizing run-time performance. This illustrates the
applicability of our framework to a wide range of
problems.

Here is an outline for the rest of this paper. The next
section “The adaptive component problem” is fol-
lowed by “The Delta algorithm.” Then, the section
“Examples” contains our two case studies. In the sec-
tion “Competitiveness” we prove that Delta is (3 �
�)-competitive, and in the section “Lower bounds,”
we establish a 3-competitive lower bound for this
problem. The section “Related work” is followed by
“Summary and open issues.”

The adaptive component problem

We propose a model where the component devel-
oper implements multiple versions of a component,
each optimized for a specific request workload. The
developer also writes the code that controls the
switching between implementations at run time. For
each request type that the component can service,

and for each implementation of that component, we
determine the cost for processing a request of that
type. We similarly determine the cost of switching
between any two implementations. These costs may
be specified by the component developer or may be
derived empirically (e.g., by profiling). An on-line
algorithm will monitor request workloads at run time
and determine when to switch implementations. The
rest of this section formalizes these concepts and de-
fines an optimality criterion for determining when
to switch implementations.

Let Comp be an adaptive component, and let Req-
Types � {typi} be the set of request types that Comp
can process. Let Impls � {implj} be the set of im-
plementations of Comp, with impl1 being the default
implementation. Let Cost�ReqTypes � Impls 3 R
be the function that gives the cost for Comp to pro-
cess a request of a given type using a particular im-
plementation (R denotes the set of reals). Let
SwitchCost�Impls � Impls3R be the function that
determines the cost in Comp of switching from one im-
plementation to another. SwitchCost(impli, implj) �
� iff Comp cannot switch from impli to implj. The
cost functions may reflect internal computation costs,
network message costs, or a combination of these
and other metrics, depending upon the application
environment.

We represent the computation to be performed as
a sequence of requests, r1 , . . . , rk . The empty se-
quence is denoted by �. To facilitate the modeling
of many different sorts of problems, we allow a sin-
gle request to be processed by either a single com-
ponent or by multiple components. Given such a se-
quence of requests, a switch of implementations may
occur after processing any request in the sequence. We
represent this by the operation switch(impli, implj),
where impli is the current implementation of the
component, and implj is the implementation being
switched to. Hence, given a sequence of requests � �
r1 , . . . , rk , we model the adaptive behavior of the
component Comp as transforming this sequence to
the sequence �� � s1 , . . . , s f such that the follow-
ing comments are true:

● For 1 � i � f, either s i is a request or s i is a switch
operation.

● Removing the switch operations from �� produces
�.

● If sm � switch(implj, implk) then either sm is the
first switch operation in the sequence and j � 1
or the closest preceding switch operation in the
sequence is of the form switch(impli, implj).
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An on-line algorithm is one that transforms the se-
quence � by deciding whether or not to insert a switch
operation after request r i based only upon the se-
quence seen so far, r1 , . . . , r i . We write � 3A ��
to indicate that on-line algorithm A (used by Comp)
maps � into �� when processing it. For any request
s i in the transformed sequence ��, we say that the
implementation implk is active at s i if the closest switch
operation preceding s i in the sequence is of the form
switch(implj, implk), or k � 1 and there is no switch
operation preceding s i . When algorithm A and se-
quence � are understood from the context, we sim-
ply denote this by ImplIs(si, implk).

Cost�
A is the cost of Comp to process request se-

quence � using algorithm A. Cost�
A � Cost(��) �

¥ i�1
n C(s i) where �3A �� � s1 , . . . , sn and where

C�si�

� �
Cost�si, implk�

if si is a request, and implIs�si, implk�;
SwitchCost(implj, implk)

if si is the operation switch(implj, implk).

Let O be an optimal algorithm; that is, for any se-
quence � and any on-line algorithm A, Cost�

O �
Cost�

A. An on-line algorithm A is c-competitive3,4 iff, for
any sequence �, there exist constants c and d such
that Cost�

A � c � Cost�
O � d. Given Comp, RegTypes,

Impls, Cost, and SwitchCost, the adaptive component
problem is to find an on-line competitive algorithm
for this problem instance, that is, to find a c-com-
petitive algorithm for some constant c.

Now consider a special case of the adaptive compo-
nent problem where Impls � {impl1, impl2}, which
we call the adaptive two-implementation-component
problem (the adjective “adaptive” is sometimes omit-
ted, for conciseness). We assume that there is at least
one request r such that Cost(r, impl1) 	 Cost(r,
impl2), and at least one request r� such that Cost(r�,
impl1) 
 Cost (r�, impl2). Also, we assume that
there are no constraints on the order in which re-
quests must be composed in a sequence (i.e., any in-
terleaving of requests is a legitimate request se-
quence).

Let SC1 � SwitchCost(impl1, impl2), SC2 � Switch-
Cost(impl2, impl1), and SC � SC1 � SC2 . We call
SC the round trip switching cost. The Delta algorithm
described in the next section will perform close to
optimal when, for any request r, �Cost(r, impl1) �

Cost(r, impl2)� 		 SC. That is, the difference in pro-
cessing cost for a single request when one implemen-
tation is active as opposed to the other implemen-
tation, is significantly less than the switching cost.

The Delta algorithm

Consider any two-implementation-component prob-
lem, where SC is the previously defined round trip
switching cost. Let � � r1 , . . . , rk be a sequence of
requests. Then Cost(�, implj) � ¥ i�1

k Cost(r i , implj),
j � 1, 2. Algorithm Delta is extremely simple and
works as follows. Say that implementation impli of
component Comp is active, i � {1, 2}, and the pro-
cessing of request rk in the sequence r1 , r2 , . . . has
just ended. Given impli, denote the other implemen-
tation by impli. If there exists j � k such that
Cost((rj, . . . , rk), impli) � Cost((rj, . . . , rk), impli) � SC,
then Delta instructs Comp to switch implementations.

Delta also has a simple implementation using just
three counters: Impl1Cost, Impl2Cost, and MinDelta.
The algorithm, when impl1 is assumed active, is given
in Figure 1. The algorithm works analogously when
impl2 is active.

To see why this implementation is correct, note that
by definition Cost(r0) � 0 and if Delta switches to
impl2 after rk , then ?j, 1 � j � k, such that

�Cost��r1, · · · , rk�, impl1�
� Cost��r0, · · · , rj�1�, impl1�)

��Cost��r1, · · · , rk�, impl2�
� Cost��r0, · · · , rj�1�, impl2�) � SC

N
�Cost��r1, · · · , rk�, impl1�

� Cost��r1, · · · , rk�, impl2�)
��Cost��r0, · · · , rj�1�, impl1�

� Cost��r0, · · · , rj�1�, impl2�) � SC

After processing request k in the sequence, the value
of MinDelta in the implementation of Figure 1 equals
the minimum of 0 and min0�j�k {Cost((r0 , . . . , r j),
impl1) � Cost((r0 , . . . , r j), impl2)}.

At this same point Impl1Cost equals Cost((r1 , . . . ,
rk), impl1), and Impl2Cost equals Cost((r1 , . . . , rk),
impl2). Hence the equation above is true iff:

�Impl1Cost � Impl2Cost� � MinDelta � SC

This is exactly the computation that the algorithm
of Figure 1 performs in order to determine when to
switch implementations.
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The section “Competitiveness,” later, contains a for-
mal proof that Delta is competitive and close to op-
timal. We now provide some intuition as to why this
is the case. Let A be any algorithm and consider B,
the “adversary” of A, an algorithm that observes A
and tries to devise a sequence on which A performs
worse than B. If A keeps impl1 active too long, the
adversary will devise the sequence to be costly when
impl1 is active and cheap when impl2 is active. Hence,
any competitive algorithm must keep switching be-
tween implementations when it determines that the
cost of keeping the other implementation active is
lower. But if A switches implementations too often,
the switching costs will dominate and the adversary
can choose to keep the same implementation active,
thus avoiding all switching costs. The key insight of
Delta is to switch exactly when it accumulates SC
more in cost than the other implementation would,
if it were active. Choosing any value other than SC
results in worse performance.

To see why this is the case, say that A makes impl1

active and switches to impl2 after accumulating ad-
ditional cost k, k 	 SC (more than it would have
accumulated if impl2 were active). As soon as A
makes impl2 active, the adversary would design the
sequence so that A accumulates additional cost k
when impl2 is active. At that point A will switch back
to impl1. The adversary would keep impl1 active
throughout this sequence. Hence, the cost to the ad-
versary would be just k, while A’s cost would be k �
SC � k 
 3k. A would thus be worse than 3-com-
petitive (how much worse would depend upon the
choice of k).

On the other hand, say that A makes impl1 active
and A switches to impl2 after accumulating additional
cost k, k 
 SC. The adversary would make impl2

active at the start of the sequence. As soon as A ac-
cumulates k in cost and switches to impl2, the ad-
versary would switch to impl1 and would design the
sequence so that A accumulates additional cost k
when impl2 is active. At that point A will switch back
to impl1. Hence, the cost to the adversary would be
just SC, while A’s cost would be k � SC � k 

3 � SC. Hence, A would be worse than 3-competi-
tive.

The reason Delta is (3 � �)-competitive and not just
3-competitive is due to boundary conditions; Delta
does not always have the opportunity to switch when
it accumulates exactly SC more in cost. For instance,
in may be that impl1 is active and Delta has accu-
mulated SC � 1 more in cost than it would have if
impl2 had been active. The next request r may cost
it rCost � maxrCost(r, impl1) � Cost(r, impl2) more
to process in impl1 than in impl2. Therefore Delta
will not actually switch until it accumulates SC �
rCost � 1 more cost in impl1 than it would have in
impl2. The � term bounds the cost of these boundary
conditions.

Examples

In this section we apply the Delta algorithm to two
problems: the distributed pub/sub problem and the
data structure selection problem.

The distributed pub/sub problem. Consider a data
server that serves records from a database to many
clients. The server and each client reside on sepa-
rate nodes of the network. Each client can perform
a read or a write on the data. We assume that the
clients are independent, that is, a client reads and
writes data independent of any other client. There
is no synchronization between clients. More formally,
for any given “run,” there is a linear order in which
each client reads and writes records, but the inter-
leaving at the server of reads and writes from dif-
ferent clients is subject to various factors, and can-
not be predicted.

Each client can exist in one of two modes: either in
subscription (Sub) mode or in nonsubscription (Non-
Sub) mode. In the latter case, for each read that the
client wants to perform, it must send a message to
the server and receive a reply back. In Sub mode,
a client caches a local copy of the database. All reads
of the database go against this local copy. In either

Figure 1 The Delta Algorithm (impl1 assumed active)

Impl1Cost := 0;  Impl2Cost := 0; MinDelta := 0; 
TimeToSwitch := false; 
While (not TimeToSwitch) { 
             Process next request r; 
             Impl1Cost := Impl1Cost + Cost(r,impl1); 
             Impl2Cost := Impl2Cost + Cost(r,impl2); 
             Temp := Impl1Cost – Impl2Cost; 
             MinDelta := min(MinDelta,Temp);
             If ((Impl1Cost – Impl2Cost – MinDelta) > = SC) 
                {TimeToSwitch := true;} 
} 
Switch to impl2; 
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case, writes must still go to the server. Upon receiv-
ing a write update from any client, the server must
inform all subscribers (even the writer of the data
if he or she is in Sub mode) of the change to the
data. This mechanism is known as “pub/sub”
(publication/subscription).

Because it is often impossible to statically predict the
read/write behavior of clients, and because their be-
havior changes over time, we consider an adaptive
pub/sub strategy that does not require a client to per-
manently use either Sub or NonSub mode, but that
can flexibly switch between these implementations
depending upon current workloads. The goal is to
find an optimal strategy for switching implementa-
tions that minimizes network traffic.

An instance of the pub/sub problem consists of a
server and m clients denoted by clientj (1 � j � m).
Let r1 , . . . , rk be a sequence of requests where re-
quest r j is either readj or writej, 1 � j � m, indi-
cating that clientj is either reading or writing a data
record to the database. We assume that the data-
base contains p � 1 records (by database we simply
mean some collection of data items, where each item
can be read and written individually). We now focus
on how the requests related to clienti, 1 � i � m,
when in NonSub mode, are carried out.

● readi(r): This request generates a message from
clienti to the server asking for record r, and a mes-
sage back from the server delivering record r.

● readj(r), j � i: This request does not concern cli-
enti (it is only relevant to clientj).

● writei(r): This request generates a message from
clienti to the server asking for record r to be writ-
ten.

● writej(r), j � i: This request does not concern cli-
enti.

The requests related to clienti, 1 � i � m, when in
Sub mode are carried out as follows.

● readi(r): Record r is read from the cached data at
clienti, thereby avoiding the need for messages to
the server.

● readj(r), j � i: This request does not concern cli-
enti.

● writei(r): This request generates a message from
clienti to the server asking for record r to be writ-
ten, and an update(r) message from the server to
clienti.

● writej(r), j � i: This request generates an update(r)
message from the server to clienti informing it that
record r has been updated.

Switching implementations is carried out through
subscribe and unsubscribe messages.

● subscribe�: This is shorthand for switch(NonSub,
Sub). It generates a message from clienti to the
server, subscribing clienti to the database, and a
message from the server delivering a local copy of
the database to clienti. It puts clienti into Sub mode.

● unsubscribe�: This is shorthand for switch(Sub,
NonSub). It generates a message from clienti to the
server unsubscribing clienti. It puts clienti into Non-
Sub mode, and discards its local copy of the da-
tabase.

The cost of a request is proportional to the number
of messages it generates and their size, such that
sending a single message containing a single record
has unit cost. Figure 2 gives the costs to clienti for
each of these requests.

Algorithm Delta can be applied to the pub/sub prob-
lem by monitoring each read and write request at
clienti, switching from NonSub to Sub mode when
it detects that Sub mode would have processed a pre-
vious subsequence of the requests for p � 1 less in
network messaging costs than it was processed in
NonSub mode. The number p � 1 is the switch cost
of the Delta algorithm; SwitchCost(NonSub, Sub) �
SwitchCost(Sub, NonSub) � p � 1. It monitors the
requests being processed when in Sub mode and de-

Figure 2 Cost to clienti of processing requests ( j    i )

 Cost(writei,NonSub) =

 Cost(writej,NonSub) =

 Cost(readi,NonSub) =

 Cost(readj,NonSub) =

SwitchCost(NonSub,Sub) =

 Cost(writei,Sub) =

 Cost(writej,Sub) =

 Cost(readi,Sub) =

 Cost(readj,Sub) =

SwitchCost(Sub,NonSub) =

1

0

2

0

p

2

1

0

0

1
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cides when to switch to NonSub mode based upon
a similar calculation.

Figure 3 gives a sequence � involving two clients and
a server. For client1, Cost(�, NonSub) � 22 and
Cost(�, Sub) � 7. If p � 1 � 15, then Delta would
dictate that client1 should subscribe in the course of
this sequence. �� is the transformed sequence, if cli-
ent1 were to subscribe at the beginning of this se-
quence. In this example, opi indicates that clienti is
performing operation op, where op � {read, local-
Read, write, subscribe, unsubscribe}, i � {1, 2}, and
updatei indicates that the server is sending an up-
date message to clienti. localRead indicates a read
operation from the local cache.

There is one subtlety, however, in using Delta for
the pub/sub problem. Looking at Figure 2, we see
that Delta needs to know not only the reads and
writes done by clienti, but also the writes done by
any clientj, j � i. If Delta is running at clienti, how
does it get this information? One possibility is to have
Delta run at the server, where all client reads and

writes are known, and have the server tell clienti when
to switch implementations. However, it may be ad-
vantageous to have the control for switching imple-
mentations located at the client, thereby providing
a more distributed architecture.

In Reference 5 we address the question “How can
Delta, running at clienti, know about the write op-
erations performed by other clients without increas-
ing the number of messages that must be exchanged
between the client and the server?” In Sub mode the
issue does not exist, as the client can infer this from
the number of updates messages it receives. In Non-
Sub mode, it is required that the server piggyback a
count of the total number of write operations it has
received on the reply to each read request by clienti.

Figure 4 illustrates the processing by Delta of se-
quence � involving client1, client2, and a server. The
value of the counters as well as the intermediate com-
putations at client1 (in NonSub mode) are shown, as
calculated by Delta (cf. Figure 1). In Figure 4, impl1

is in NonSub mode while impl2 is in Sub mode.

Figure 4 The processing of sequence α by algorithm Delta

α = read1, write2, write2, write2, write2, read1, read1, read1, write2, read1 
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Figure 3 A read/write sequence (α) and a transformed sequence (α' )

α = read1, write1, read1, read2, read1, read1, read1, write2, write1, read1, read2, write2, read1, read1, write2, read1, read1

α'= subscribe1, localRead1, write1, update1, localRead1, read2, localRead1, localRead1, localRead1, write2, update1, 

write1, update1, localRead1, read2, write2, update1, localRead1, localRead1, write2, update1, localRead1, localRead1
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The adaptive data structure selection problem. Of-
ten an application chooses a data structure that is
optimized for particular requests. When different
types of requests require different data structures,
either duplicate data structures are maintained, or
a single data structure is used, chosen presumably
for the most frequent type of requests. Consider, for
example, a set of records S that has two possible keys,
i1 and i2 . (My bank allows me to identify myself ei-
ther by my social security number or by my account
number.) Let Comp be the component that encap-
sulates all operations on S. Comp may support many
types of requests that operate on this set, but all of
these requests can be categorized as either of type
r1 , for requests using key i1 , or of type r2 , for re-
quests using key i2 .

One strategy is for Comp two create two index ta-
bles for S, one using key i1 and one using key i2 .
Each index table is implemented as a dictionary,6

allowing one to perform the usual operations of find-
ing, inserting, and deleting elements. But this strat-
egy may not always be feasible, because there may
not be sufficient capacity for storing both indices (e.g.,
a pervasive device), or the overhead in maintaining
these two separate indices may be too high. In such
cases, we can support two implementations, one that
uses key i1, and one that uses key i2. Algorithm Delta
is used to dynamically decide when to switch between
these implementations. In Reference 5 we present
a more complete discussion on the use of Delta in
this context.

Competitiveness

For any two-implementation-component problem,
let SC1 � SwitchCost(impl1, impl2), SC2 � Switch-
Cost(impl2, impl1), and let SC be the round trip
switching cost SC � SC1 � SC2 . Given request r
let

reqCost � maxr�Cost�r, impl1� � Cost�r, impl2��.

Let � � 2�reqCost/SC. In this section we prove the
following theorem:

Theorem 1: Algorithm Delta is (3 � �)-competitive
for any two-implementation-component problem.

Note that when the cost of processing a single re-
quest is significantly less than the cost of switching
implementations, then � 		 1 and Delta is close to
optimal.

Proof: Consider any sequence � processed by Delta.
� can always be viewed as consisting of recurring seg-
ments of the form � � �, switch(impl1, impl2), 	,
switch(impl2, impl1), where � and 	 are sequences
of requests, during processing of � impl1 is active,
and during processing of 	 impl2 is active. Note that
� and 	 contain no switch statements. Without loss
of generality, we can assume that �, 	 � � (� is the
empty sequence). We will maintain the following in-
variant:

Invariant: At the start of processing of an � segment,
for any algorithm processing this sequence, either
impl1 is active or impl2 is active and there is a debt
of SC1 . By “debt” we mean that if, at the start of
processing of a segment � impl2 is active, then a cost
SC1 has accrued in a preceding segment that has not
yet been charged to the algorithm. Initially we know
this is true because we assume that all algorithms
start in impl1 mode.

Let r be the last request in �. Note that Cost(r,
impl1) � Cost(r, impl2) � reqCost. There are two
properties of note regarding the cost to any algorithm
of processing the � portion of segment �.

Property 1: Let A be any algorithm that processes
� with impl1 active at both the start and the end of
the sequence, and switching between implementa-
tions any number of times in between. Then Cost�

A


 Cost(�, impl1) � reqCost; that is, at most reqCost
is gained by switching back and forth during the pro-
cessing of �. To see why this is true, consider the
case when A switches only once; say, A makes impl1

active during �1, impl2 active during �2, and impl1

active during �3, where � � �1, �2, �3. Assume that
�2 � �, otherwise this is trivially true. If �3 � � then
Cost(�2, impl2) � SC 
 Cost(�2 , impl1), otherwise
Delta would have switched to impl2 before or at the
end of processing �2. If �3 � � then let ��2 be the
prefix of �2 with one operation (r) removed from
the end of �2. Then Cost(��2 , impl2) � SC 

Cost(��2, impl1) since Delta did not switch implemen-
tations before completing the processing of �. Since
Cost(r, impl2) � Cost(r, impl1) � reqCost, we have

Cost��2, impl2� 
 SC
� Cost���2, impl2� 
 Cost�r, impl2� 
 SC
� Cost���2, impl1� 
 Cost�r, impl1� � reqCost
� Cost��2, impl1� � reqCost

Hence,
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Cost�
A � Cost��1, impl1� 
 Cost��2, impl2�


 Cost��3, impl1� 
 SC
� Cost��, impl1� � reqCost

A similar argument applies to any algorithm that
switches multiple times back and forth between im-
plementations during �. This completes the proof
of Property 1.

Property 2: For any �1, �2 such that � � �1�2,

Cost��, impl1� � Cost��1, impl1�

 Cost��2, impl2� 
 SC 
 reqCost

That is, it costs at most SC � reqCost more to pro-
cess � when impl1 is active than processing part of
it when impl1 is active and the rest when impl2 is ac-
tive. If �2 � �, this is trivially true. So assume that
�2 � � and let ��2 be the prefix of �2 with one op-
eration (r) removed from the end of �2. Then

Cost��1��2, impl1� � Cost��1, impl1�

 Cost���2, impl2� 
 SC

since Delta did not switch implementations before
completing the processing of �. Since

Cost�r, impl1� � Cost�r, impl2� 
 reqCost,

we have

Cost��, impl1�
� Cost��1��2, impl1� 
 Cost�r, impl1�
� Cost��1, impl1� 
 Cost���2, impl2� 
 SC


 Cost�r, impl2� 
 reqCost
� Cost��1, impl1� 
 Cost��2, impl2� 
 SC


 reqCost

This completes the proof of Property 2.

Let l1 � Cost(�, impl1) � SC � reqCost. Now we
determine the cost to any adversary algorithm Adv
of processing � by examining the four cases A
through D.

A: Adv starts with impl1 active and ends with impl1

active. If it never switches implementations, its
cost is l1 � SC � reqCost. Otherwise, say that
it switches from impl1 to impl2 and back to impl1

during �. By Property 1, this can only decrease
its cost by reqCost, so its cost is at least l1 � SC.

Switching multiple times will not further decrease
its cost.

B: Adv starts with impl1 active and ends with impl2

active. By Property 2, if it switches only once then
it may save at most SC � reqCost over the cost
of processing � entirely in impl1 but incurs a cost
of SC1 in switching implementations. Hence, its
cost is at least l1 � SC1. Switching multiple times
in processing � will not decrease its cost any fur-
ther.

C: Adv starts with impl2 active and ends with impl2

active. If Adv does not change modes at all dur-
ing this phase, then by Property 2 the cost to Adv
is at least l1 to process �. However, according to
the Invariant, there is a debt of SC1 to Adv, since
it starts � with impl2 active. We remove that debt
and charge it to this phase of the algorithm.
Hence, Adv will have at least the cost of l1 � SC1.
By an argument similar to Property 1, by chang-
ing its mode during the processing of this se-
quence, Adv will not decrease its cost any fur-
ther.

D: Adv starts with impl2 active and ends with impl1

active. This is similar to the preceding case, ex-
cept that it has an additional cost of SC2 for
switching to impl1. Hence, its cost is at least l1 �
SC1 � SC2 � l1 � SC.

Now consider 	. Let r� be the last request in 	. Note
that

Cost�r�, impl2� � Cost�r�, impl1� 
 reqCost

The two properties stated above for � have analogs
in processing 	 (we omit the proofs as they are sim-
ilar to those given above).

Property 3: Let A be any algorithm that processes
	 by initially starting with impl2 active, ending with
impl2 active, but switching between implementations
any number of times in between. Then Cost	

A 

Cost(	, impl2) � reqCost.

Property 4: For any 	1, 	2 such that 	 � 	1	2,

Cost�	, impl2� � Cost�	1, impl2�

 Cost�	2, impl1� 
 SC 
 reqCost

Let l2 � Cost(	, impl2) � SC � reqCost. Now we
use Properties 1 through 4 above and determine the
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cost to any adversary Adv of processing 	 by exam-
ining the four cases E through H.

E: Adv starts with impl2 active and ends with impl2

active. If it never switches implementations, its
cost is l2 � SC � reqCost. Otherwise, say, it
switches from impl2 to impl1 and back to impl2

during processing of 	. By Property 3, this can
decrease its cost by at most reqCost. However,
since Adv ends the processing of segment � with
impl2 active (and will start the next segment with
impl2 active), we remove SC1 in cost from this
phase of the algorithm and pay the debt, thereby
maintaining the Invariant. Its costs are therefore
l2 � SC � SC1 � l2 � SC2 .

F: Adv starts with impl2 active and ends with impl1

active. By Property 4, if it only switches once, then
it may save at most SC � reqCost over process-
ing 	 entirely with impl2 active but incurs a cost
of SC2 to switch modes. Hence, its cost is at least
l2 � SC2 . Switching multiple times in process-
ing 	 will not decrease its cost any further.

G: Adv starts in impl1 mode and ends in impl1 mode.
If Adv does not change modes at all during this
phase, then by Property 4 the cost to Adv is at
least l2 to process 	. By an argument similar to
Property 3, by changing its mode during the pro-
cessing of this sequence, Adv will not decrease
its cost any further.

H: Adv starts in impl1 mode and ends in impl2 mode.
This is similar to the preceding case, except that
it has an additional cost of SC1 for switching to
impl2. However, since Adv ends the iteration of
the � segment in impl2, we need to remove SC1

in cost from this phase of the algorithm and as-
sign it to the debt in order to maintain the In-
variant. Hence, its cost is at least l2 .

To analyze the overall complexity of Adv, we con-
sider the cost of executing one complete segment of
�. Adv must follow one of the following eight “paths”:
A 3 G, A 3 H, B 3 E, B 3 F, C 3 E, C 3
F, D3 G, D3 H. For instance, the first path says
that Adv first implements case A for � and then im-
plements case G for 	. Note that these eight paths
are the only ones possible, as A cannot be combined
with E, for example, since case A states that impl1

is active at the end of �, and case E states that impl2

is active at the start of 	 (� end of �). By summing
the costs of each of these paths, one sees that Cost�	

Adv

� l1 � l2 � SC. The cost to Delta is at most l1 �

SC � reqCost to process �, SC1 to switch to impl2

at the end of �, l2 � SC � reqCost to process 	, and
SC2 to switch to impl1 at the end of 	. Hence,

Cost�	
Delta � l1 
 SC 
 reqCost 
 l2 
 SC


 reqCost 
 SC1 
 SC2

� l1 
 l2 
 3 � SC 
 2 � reqCost
� �3 
 �� � �l1 
 l2 
 SC�
� �3 
 �� � Cost�	

Adv

Hence, Delta is (3 � �)-competitive on any � seg-
ment.

To complete the proof of this theorem, we need to
show that for any arbitrary long sequence that is a
strict subsequence of an � segment, Delta is also (3 �
�)-competitive. We leave this as a straightforward
exercise, based on the discussion above.

End of proof

Lower bounds

In this section we show that there are instances of
the two-implementation-component problem such
that no algorithm is better than 3-competitive. The
proof involves the dynamic pub/sub problem, given
in the section “Examples.”

In analyzing adaptive on-line algorithms, it is useful
to differentiate between different types of adversar-
ies.4,7 An oblivious adversary is one that constructs
the sequence of requests without regard to the ac-
tions taken by the algorithm. An adaptive adversary
determines the action corresponding to each element
of a sequence on line by taking into account the pre-
vious choices made by algorithm. If, additionally, the
adversary processes the sequence only after the en-
tire sequence has been generated, it is then said to
be an adaptive off-line adversary. This is the most
powerful sort of adversary, and we follow the ter-
minology of Reference 8 and call it a strong adver-
sary.

The result of this section shows that no determin-
istic or randomized algorithm can do better than
Delta against a strong adversary for all two-imple-
mentation-component problems. Also, since the dis-
tinction between strong and oblivious adversaries is
irrelevant for deterministic algorithms,7 it also shows
that no deterministic algorithm is better than 3-com-
petitive against any type of adversary for all two-im-
plementation-component problems.
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Lemma 1: Let Alg be any adaptive pub/sub algorithm
controlling an individual client. There exists an arbi-
trarily long sequence � constructed by a strong adver-
sary such that, as the length of � tends to infinity, Alg
is at best 3-competitive on �.

Proof: Consider just two clients, client1 and client2,
and let client1 be running algorithm Alg. For any in-
teger l, we can construct a sequence of the form � �
read1

m1 write2
n1 read1

m2 write2
n2 . . . read1

mk write2
nk with

the following characteristics (r1
m indicates m consec-

utive client1 requests of type r):

● The length of the sequence (number of operations)
is larger or equal to l

● For all t, 1 � t � k, client1 subscribes after the
read1

mt operations and unsubscribes after the write2
nt

operations.

To find this sequence, we begin by “serving” read
requests to the client1 until it subscribes and then
“serving” write requests to client2, causing update
messages to propagate to client1 until client1 unsub-
scribes. We continue this process until we reach the
desired sequence length. Since we are dealing with
a strong adversary, it knows exactly when to serve
read (write) requests, as it just waits until it sees cli-
ent1 subscribe (unsubscribe). We assume that client1

forever alternates between Sub and NonSub modes
if served enough write and read requests, respec-
tively. Otherwise, this client would trivially not be
competitive. Indeed, if it stayed in Sub mode, the
adversary could forever feed it update messages
whereas the adversary would incur no cost by stay-
ing in NonSub mode. Similarly, if it stayed in Non-
Sub mode the adversary could forever feed it read
messages and the adversary would incur no cost by
staying in Sub mode.

Let R be the total number of read operations and
W be the total number of write operations in �. The
cost to client1 incurred by Alg, which we denote by
Cost�

Alg(1), equals 2 R � W � ( pk � k), as it costs
2 R for client1 read messages, W for client1 update
messages (� client2 write operations), pk for the k
client1 subscribe messages, and k for the k client1

unsubscribe messages. Let M � min{2 R, W, ( pk �
k)}. Now devise the strong adversary SA as follows:

● Case 1: M � 2 R. Let SA stay in NonSub mode
throughout the sequence. Then Cost�

SA(1) � 2 R.
Cost�

Alg(1) � 2 R � W � ( pk � k) � 3(2 R) �
3 � Cost�

SA(1). Hence, Alg is at best 3-competitive.
● Case 2: M � pk � k. Let SA subscribe directly

before each set of read operations and unsubscribe
directly before each set of write operations. Then
Cost�

SA(1) � pk � k. Cost�
Alg(1) � 2 R � W �

( pK � k) � 3( pk � k) � 3 � Cost�
SA(1). Hence,

Alg is at best 3-competitive.
● Case 3: M � W. Let SA initially subscribe and

then stay in Sub mode throughout the sequence.
Then Cost�

SA(1) � W � p. Recall that as l 3 �,
we can assume W3 �, otherwise the client is triv-
ially not competitive. Hence, as l3 �, Cost�

SA(1)
3W. Therefore Cost�

Alg(1) � 2 R � W � ( pK �
k) � 3W � 3 � Cost�

SA(1), and Alg is at best 3-com-
petitive.

End of proof

Related work

The ideas in this paper are related to prior work in
program optimization, competitive algorithms, and
data replication policies.

Some of the work in program optimization discusses
optimizing programs by choosing among a set of al-
ternate implementations. For the most part, this
work focuses on low-level static optimizations. For
example, the early work on SETL examined how to
choose the best set representation based upon pro-
gram analysis.9 Similarly the work on SQL (Structured
Query Language) optimization can be viewed as stat-
ically choosing the best implementation for retriev-
ing information from a database given a particular
query.10

Closer to our strategy is the recent work described
in Reference 11, in which the authors propose that
the component writer provide multiple implemen-
tations of a component, assign costs to the different
operations on each component, profile a program
made up of multiple components running in a par-
ticular context, and construct an object affinity graph
for this program. They then use a graph partitioning
algorithm to find an optimal partitioning of the
graph, thereby finding the optimal implementation
for each component. Central to their scheme is the
observation that the implementations at different
components affect each other. Unlike algorithm
Delta, their strategy optimizes a program globally,
not just at the level of an individual component. On
the other hand, their technique requires a more com-
plicated methodology (profiling and the creation of
an object affinity graph) and cannot adjust to dynam-
ically changing contexts as Delta does.
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Recent work on dynamic architecture description
languages (see Reference 12 for a summary) aims
at building software architectures that can respond
adaptively to changes. Algorithms like Delta will be
important in helping realize the goals of these ar-
chitectures.

Our adaptive pub/sub application contrasts with pre-
vious work on data replication.13,14 An extended ver-
sion of Reference 15 gives a good overview of the
literature on file allocation, file migration, and file
replication problems. Although similar in some ways,
our adaptive pub/sub application is closer to the work
in References 16 and 17, which we discuss later in
this section.

Our work draws inspiration from many competitive
algorithms.4,8,15,18,19 Although it may seem that this
work could be used to solve our problem, a closer
examination shows that this is not the case. For in-
stance, one immediate idea for a competitive adap-
tive pub/sub algorithm, modeled after the snoopy
caching algorithm,8,18 is for a client to subscribe af-
ter performing (1⁄2) p consecutive read operations,
and to unsubscribe after receiving p consecutive up-
date operations. The asymmetry between reads and
updates is due to the fact that in our model a read
is twice as expensive as an update operation. Con-
sider the sequence (read1

�1⁄2� p�1, write2) n ; that is,
client1 issues (1⁄2) p � 1 reads followed by a write
by client2. This is repeated n times. The cost to the
snoopy caching algorithm for this sequence with re-
gard to client1 would be n � ( p � 2). One can devise
an adversary that would process this sequence at cost
p � n (the adversary would initially subscribe and
then stay in Sub mode). There do not exist constants
c and d independent of p such that n( p � 2) � c(n �
p) � d for all n. Hence, the snoopy caching algo-
rithm is not a good competitive algorithm for the
pub/sub problem.

As mentioned, our work on the adaptive pub/sub
problem is most closely related to the work in Ref-
erences 16 and 17. Reference 16 seems to exactly
address our problem and to derive a better lower
bound than ours (2k-competitive, for any integer k).
In their model, however, the data being replicated
are always of unit size, that is, variable p � 1 (the
size of the data being replicated) always takes value
1. Hence, our work generalizes that result in an im-
portant way, by allowing arbitrary size data.

Let us see how the algorithm in Reference 16 would
work for our problem. This algorithm re-evaluates

the mode a client is in after every k operations (al-
ternatively, the algorithm in Reference 20 re-eval-
uates after a fixed time period t). If read operations
are the majority, the client switches to (stays in) Sub
mode; otherwise it switches to (stays in) NonSub
mode. Consider the sequence (read1

k , write2
k) n ; that

is, k reads by client1 are followed by k writes by some
other client. This is repeated n times. The cost with

respect to client1 would be ( p � 1)n � 3kn. One
can devise an adversary whose cost would be W �
min{nk, ( p � 1)n}. There do not exist constants
c and d independent of p such that ( p � 1)n �
3kn � cW � d for all n. Because p may be arbi-
trarily large, this may result in a large competitive
factor. Hence, the algorithm would not perform well
in the worst case when one generalizes to larger data
structures. The algorithm does model other aspects
that we have not considered. Most importantly,
whereas we assume a fixed data “server,” Reference
16 uses the notion of a primary site that can dynam-
ically change in the course of execution.

Very recently, as this paper was going into produc-
tion, I became aware of the very relevant work on
metrical task systems.21 Metrical task systems are
very similar to the adaptive component problem de-
scribed in this paper, and the results there are con-
sistent with the results of this paper. However, there
are two important differences between the two. First,
in metrical task systems, it is assumed that Switch-
Cost(i, j) � SwitchCost( j, i) (symmetry). We make
no such assumption. As a matter of fact, for the dis-
tributed pub/sub problem described in the section
“Examples,” this is not the case. Second, in our model
we assume that once a request is received, the pro-
cessing of the request must be completed before
switching to another implementation. We took this
approach to better model scenarios where rapid re-
sponse time is critical (i.e., the response must be
made before embarking on the relatively lengthy pro-
cess of switching implementations). In metrical task
systems, however, switching implementations (states)
can be done after a request is received but before
it is processed. For both of these reasons, our work

Dynamically switching between
implementations of a component

should become a useful tool
in autonomic computing.
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generalizes metrical task systems in the case of two
implementations (or, in the terminology of Refer-
ence 21, in the case of two states), and it is not clear
that the algorithms and proofs given in metrical task
systems apply directly to the adaptive component
problem.

Summary and open issues

This paper provides a framework for analyzing the
effectiveness of components that switch implemen-
tations dynamically at run time based upon run-time
workload characteristics. We believe that dynamic
selection of component implementations will become
an effective tool in optimizing component perfor-
mance, and therefore the framework given in this
paper should become increasingly important.

An important contribution of this paper is the near
optimal (3 � �)-competitive algorithm Delta, for the
two-implementation-component problem, in which
there are only two implementations to choose from.
An obvious question is whether there exist compet-
itive algorithms for components with an arbitrary
number of implementations. In Reference 5 we show
there does not exist an algorithm that is better than
k-competitive when the number of implementations
is k. Another limitation of Delta is that it requires
a switch from one implementation to another in “one
shot,” and this can often be expensive. In Reference
5 we show how Delta can switch implementations in
an incremental fashion for the two example prob-
lems of section “Examples,” thereby amortizing the
cost of the switch operation. Still, a more general
method of incremental switching between compo-
nent implementations is needed.

Competitiveness is only one criterion by which to
judge an algorithm for switching among implemen-
tations. In Reference 5 we mention one other cri-
terion: convergence. Other metrics can be used as
well. For instance, it may be that some domains ex-
hibit great periodicity of patterns in event sequences.
The ability to learn these patterns and then optimize
to them is an important strategy in these domains.

Most importantly, we need experience to see how
well Delta works in practice. This will shed light on
how to best evolve this algorithm. For instance, it
may be that domain knowledge needs to be taken
into account in order to obtain better results.
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Security in an
autonomic computing
environment

by D. M. Chess
C. C. Palmer
S. R. White

System and network security are vital parts of
any autonomic computing solution. The ability
of a system to react consistently and correctly
to situations ranging from benign but unusual
events to outright attacks is key to the
achievement of the goals of self-protection,
self-healing, and self-optimization. Because
they are often built around the interconnection
of elements from different administrative
domains, autonomic systems raise additional
security challenges, including the
establishment of a trustworthy system
identity, automatically handling changes in
system configuration and interconnections,
and greatly increased configuration
complexity. On the other hand, the
techniques of autonomic computing offer the
promise of making systems more secure, by
effectively and automatically enforcing high-
level security policies. In this paper, we
discuss these and other security and privacy
challenges posed by autonomic systems and
provide some recommendations for how
these challenges may be met.

As computing systems have become more complex,
more interconnected, and more tightly woven into
the fabric of our lives, the resources involved in man-
aging and administering them have grown at a
steadily increasing rate. As the costs of system hard-
ware and software have leveled off or decreased, the
costs of the human resources devoted to system ad-
ministration have continued to grow, and therefore
constitute a steadily larger fraction of information
technology (IT) costs. The autonomic computing ini-

tiative is aimed at addressing these increasing costs
by producing computing systems that require less hu-
man effort to administer; systems that, like the bi-
ological systems that keep our hearts beating and our
body chemistry balanced, can take care of routine
and even exceptional functions without human in-
tervention.1

Like any other significant computing system, auto-
nomic systems need to be secure. Building secure
autonomic systems is a challenge for a number of
reasons. Many autonomic systems will use new tech-
niques and new architectures whose security impli-
cations are not yet well understood. Autonomic sys-
tems should not rely on anomalous behavior caused
by security compromises being noticed by humans,
if they are to benefit from reduced human admin-
istration costs. Because many autonomic systems are
expected to deal with a constantly changing set of
other systems as suppliers, customers, and partners,
they need flexible new methods for reliably estab-
lishing trust, detecting attacks and compromise, and
recovering from security incidents. Because some au-
tonomic systems deal with personal information
about individuals, they need to be able to represent
and demonstrably obey privacy policies required by
national laws and business ethics.

Successful autonomic systems will need to be self-
configuring, self-optimizing, self-protecting, and self-
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healing. Although security concerns are most obvi-
ous in protecting the system from attack and in
recovering from the effects of attacks, security will
be key in all other aspects as well. Systems must be
secure in every configuration into which they might
put themselves, and in every state into which they
might optimize themselves. Systems must be robust
against attempts to provide them with false or mis-
leading information that might lead them to config-
ure or optimize themselves insecurely, to enter into
an unjustified trust relationship, or to fail to protect
adequately against a malicious attack.

Autonomic computing will not reinvent computer
science ex nihilo and the security of autonomic sys-
tems will not be an entirely new kind of security. All
the traditional issues familiar to computer security
researchers will arise in autonomic systems, some in
more complex and urgent forms. And just as wide-
spread program sharing and ubiquitous network con-
nectivity took computer viruses and worms from a
theoretical possibility to an annoying oddity and then
to a major security concern, we should expect that
the new computing environments made possible by
autonomic computing will give rise to unique secur-
ity threats of their own.

At least as significantly, the new abilities offered by
autonomic computing will also include ways to make
our systems more secure and our private data better
protected. Building and administering secure com-
puting systems is well known to be a difficult task;
properly configuring a complex system to conform
to security policies specified at a high level is ex-
tremely challenging even for skilled practitioners,
and even the best-administered computing systems
generally conform only approximately to their pu-
tative security policies.2 By automating the process
of configuring, optimizing, and protecting systems
according to explicitly stated security policies, au-
tonomic systems offer us the opportunity to do bet-
ter.

In the next section of this paper, we provide a very
brief overview of some of the architectural features
that will be important in the design of autonomic
computing systems, with an emphasis on the aspects
of that architecture that relate to security. In suc-
cessive sections, we survey a number of old and new
security issues and opportunities as they apply to au-
tonomic systems, and we describe two existing sys-
tems in which some of these issues have begun to
emerge. Along the way, we will note both the chal-

lenges and the opportunities in providing security
for autonomic computing systems.

Architectural features of autonomic
computing

Autonomic computing will have implications for
computing systems at all scales, from single devices
to the worldwide networked economy. At small
scales, we anticipate that the units of autonomic com-
puting, generally referred to as “autonomic ele-
ments,” will be comparatively simple and of fixed
function, performing the same activities in concert
with the same set of other elements for long periods
of time. At higher levels, however, we expect that
many autonomic elements will function in a very dy-
namic environment, in which only the element’s es-
sential mission and governing policies will remain
constant. The details of how they carry out their mis-
sion and what other elements they interact with may
change every day, or even every second.

We anticipate that one very common architecture
for an autonomic element will involve two parts: a
functional unit that performs whatever basic func-
tion the element provides (such as storage, database
functions, Web services, and so on), and a manage-
ment unit that oversees the operation of the func-
tional unit, ensures that it has the resources that it
needs to perform its function, configures and recon-
figures it to adapt to changing conditions, carries out
negotiations with other autonomic elements, and so
on.3 Figure 1 shows a simple conceptual diagram of
an autonomic element consisting of a functional unit
and a management unit.

The thin arrows connecting the management unit to
the world outside the autonomic element represent
the management unit’s dealings with other auto-
nomic elements (and potentially with other exter-
nal resources). The thick arrows connecting the func-
tional unit to the outside world represent the
channels by which the element acquires the resources
that it needs to carry out its basic function, and by
which it delivers the results of that function to other
elements. The arrows between the management unit
and the functional unit represent the sensors and ef-
fectors by which the management unit monitors and
controls the functional unit, and the arrows between
the management unit and the loops around the func-
tion arrows represent the access control that the
management unit exercises over these functional
channels. No autonomic element or other entity can
provide a resource to this element, or obtain any ser-
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vice from it, without the permission of the manage-
ment unit, as negotiated and obtained through the
management channels.

In order to make the decisions necessary to prop-
erly oversee the operation of the functional unit and
to achieve the flexibility required to make the ele-
ment self-managing, many management units will
carry with them, or otherwise have access to, pol-
icies that govern and constrain their behaviors at a
comparatively high level and task and state represen-
tations that functionally describe their current mis-
sion, strategy, and status at a lower level. Unlike con-
ventional computing systems, which behave as they
do simply because they are explicitly programmed
that way, the management unit of an autonomic el-
ement will often have a wide range of possible strat-
egies available to it in fulfilling the policies that gov-
ern it, and an explicit representation of the current
state of its efforts to carry out those policies.

Some of the policies that govern an autonomic el-
ement will be security policies. An element’s secur-
ity policies may include descriptions of what level of
protection needs to be applied to the various infor-
mation resources that the element contains or con-
trols, rules that determine how much trust the el-
ement places in other elements with which it
communicates, what cryptographic protocols the el-
ement should use in various situations, under what
circumstances the element should apply or accept
security-related patches or other updates to its own
software, and so on. Other policies will control the
strategies that an element uses to recover when one
of its suppliers fails to provide an expected resource,
and to which of its commitments to give the highest
priority when not all can be fully met. These policies
will either be directly specified by a human, implic-
itly specified (as by a human accepting a default), or
derived from higher-level policies by the rules of the
appropriate policy calculus.

Some of the task and state representations that a
management unit holds to describe the current sta-
tus and activities of the element will also be relevant
to the element’s security. A management unit may,
for instance, have:

● A representation of the other elements upon which
it currently depends, and how much it trusts each
of them

● A representation of the current life-cycle state of
the software that the element is running and

whether or not there are any security updates avail-
able for it

● A list of contact information for one or more other
autonomic elements or human administrators who
should be notified when certain suspicious circum-
stances are observed

● Agreements with one or more other autonomic el-
ements to provide it with security-relevant infor-
mation, such as log-file analyses or secure time-
stamping

● A list of previously-vetted resource suppliers, used
to quickly verify the digital signatures on the re-
sources they provide

By explicitly representing both security policies and
security-related tasks and states within the system,
autonomic elements will be able to automatically
handle a wide range of security issues that are cur-
rently addressed by human intervention or by com-
paratively ad hoc programmed solutions. Although
we do not expect that every autonomic element at
every scale will fully conform to this model of man-
agement and functional units, policies, and repre-
sentations, we do anticipate that these design pat-
terns will underlie virtually all autonomic systems
above the device level, and they form the concep-
tual framework for our consideration of the security
aspects of autonomic systems.

Figure 1 Logical structure of an autonomic element
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Traditional and emergent security issues

Every computer security issue familiar to workers
in the field will be relevant to autonomic comput-
ing. Autonomic elements will need secure authen-
tication protocols to identify each other, secure cryp-
tography to keep their communications from falling
into the wrong hands, and secure delegation mech-
anisms to allow other elements to take actions on
their behalf. Digital signatures and nonrepudiation
mechanisms will be vital for elements that carry out
electronic commerce, and it will be crucial to ensure
that the computers on which autonomic systems run
are not vulnerable to compromise through buffer
overflows, or to service disruption by network flood-
ing. Automatic intrusion detection systems will be
more important than ever, since in the absence of
direct human control over the operations of the au-
tonomic elements, it will not be possible (or at least
not desirable) to rely on human common sense to
intuit that something is not right.

The new security issues that emerged in the last years
of the twentieth century will continue to apply in au-
tonomic systems. Replicating threats such as com-
puter viruses and worms, and subtler network effects
such as routing and feedback loops, will need to be
detected and eliminated in autonomic systems at
least as urgently as they are in today’s systems. A
worm that could infect and proliferate between au-
tonomic elements based on a particular implemen-
tation library could potentially be at least as severe
as a worm that spreads between computers running
a particular HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
server.4 Distributed denial-of-service attacks,5 in
which a large number of systems are compromised
remotely and then used in a coordinated attack on
a target, would be as devastating in an autonomic
system as they are today, if not more so.

The security issues that are urgent today will be even
more urgent in a world of autonomic systems. That
new world will also bring new security issues of its
own, issues that may not be significant or present at
all today. At the same time, autonomic technology
will offer new opportunities—new ways of securing
our systems against attack.

Control, information, and trust

When a system is within a given administrative do-
main, the owners of that domain have (at least po-
tentially) full control over that system, and complete
information about it. In contrast, the owners of a do-

main have less control over, and less complete and
reliable information about, systems in other domains.
All other things being equal, a given party will have
less trust in systems that are outside its administra-
tive domain, because it can neither completely con-
trol, nor completely know, what those systems are
doing.

In a dynamic autonomic computing system that spans
multiple domains, no single entity has full control
over, or full knowledge of, all the components of the
system. Each party using the system will therefore
have a reduced degree of trust in the system. To en-
sure that such a system is usable, and used, by the
parties for whom it is intended, we must design the
system to increase the level of trust that those par-
ties have in the system, so that the net loss of trust
is small compared to the gain in efficiency and flex-
ibility from using the autonomic system.

In the current world, businesses and individuals are
accustomed to dealing with entities that they neither
entirely control nor perfectly trust, as customers, as
suppliers, and as partners. In constructing autonomic
computing systems that span administrative domains,
we must allow businesses and individuals to operate
successfully in an environment where critical parts
of the IT infrastructure, and of the business and per-
sonal infrastructure in general, are similarly under
the control of others, and where the details of the
relationships with those others can change without
human intervention.

Trust is necessary both for the routine operation of
autonomic computing systems and for the initial
adoption of those systems by customers and users.
Not only must the elements of an autonomic system
have good reason to trust the other elements that
they discover and with which they interoperate, but
the human decision makers who opt to use an au-
tonomic system in the first place must have good rea-
son to trust that the system as a whole will serve their
purposes. Establishing both of these kinds of trust
will require considerable invention. Human decision
makers will always prefer to make their own trust
judgments in some areas. On the other hand, auto-
mated trust establishment in some domains may
come to be recognized as more reliable and consis-
tent than ad hoc manual trust decisions made by hu-
mans.

There are a number of existing mechanisms for es-
tablishing and reasoning about trust and trustwor-
thiness, and some of them will have a role to play
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in the development of trust in autonomic systems.
These range from the decentralized web of trust used
in PGP-style (Pretty Good Privacy-style) systems6 to
the strict hierarchy of certificate authorities used in
others.7 An autonomic element might make trust
decisions based on a particular trust scheme, depend-
ing either on explicit instructions from the humans
controlling it, or by a policy derived through the ap-
propriate policy calculus from higher-level human-
provided policies.

When one autonomic element relies on information
that it gets from another, it should ideally have ac-
cess to the entire chain of elements that produced
that information. On the other hand, if the elements
involved are not all in the same administrative do-
main and do not all have precisely the same goals,
the element supplying the information may not be
willing (that is, may not be permitted by its own se-
curity policies) to reveal the identities of all the other
elements in that chain. In such circumstances, how
can the element receiving the information determine
to what extent the information can be trusted? There
will be roles here for technical methods (such as zero-
knowledge proofs), for explicit rules (where, say, a
human simply reassures the element that certain in-
formation sources can be relied upon), for contracts
and other legal arrangements (where an element can
assume that information can be trusted, because it
knows that legal recourse exists if it turns out to be
false), and for various kinds of trust calculus.

The security and trust policies that govern an auto-
nomic element will determine how demanding it is
when making trust decisions, how readily it trusts
other elements, and how much corroboration it seeks
before relying on information. These policies will also
constrain some of the actions that an element can
take. For instance, if one of an element’s suppliers
becomes unavailable or stops performing acceptably,
the element will need to decide which of the poten-
tial replacement suppliers can be trusted, both to take
over the function of the failed supplier competently,
and to be sufficiently trustworthy in that role. By en-
abling computing systems to make these decisions
in consistent and reliable ways, autonomic techniques
will engender an extremely adaptive and dynamic op-
erational style, without compromising security.

System compromise vs system outage—
coping with intrusions

Autonomic systems will be self-protecting and self-
healing. This means, in part, that they will be capa-

ble of detecting intrusions on their own, and react-
ing to them so as to eliminate the intrusion and
restore the system to an uncompromised state. To
examine how this might be done, we divide an in-
trusion into three phases:

● Compromise—the initial intrusion and subsequent
actions by the intruder

● Detection—the determination, by the system, that
an intrusion has occurred

● Restoration—the elimination of the intrusion and
restoration of the system to an uncompromised
state

In many ways, the compromise of a system by an in-
truder presents a reliability problem. The system may
or may not still function, and it is likely to function
in a different and unintended way. But compromise
is also different from ordinary unreliability in impor-
tant ways. In an unreliable system, we generally as-
sume that errors are uncorrelated, in the sense that
having two simultaneous errors is much less likely
than having one, or none. Compromise can easily
violate these assumptions. Attacks are malicious
rather than random, and the compromise of several
parts of the system can be correlated to further the
purposes of the attacker. On the other hand, while
some system faults are detectable precisely because
of the pattern of failures that they produce, human
attackers are motivated to cover their tracks and keep
their intrusions inconspicuous. These factors make
intrusion potentially more dangerous, and more dif-
ficult to detect and cure, than simple reliability prob-
lems. Some of the means that an autonomic element
uses to deal with an intrusion will be similar to the
means it uses to deal with unreliable hardware, or
other nonmalicious failures, but other means will be
very different.

Systems are usually organized so as to prevent in-
trusion. Tools such as firewalls, passwords, and ac-
cess control limit the ability of external parties to act
upon a system. At one time, preventative measures
were thought to be the solution to the problem.8 It
seems likely, however, that additional protective
measures are necessary, both because it is difficult
to deploy a fully secure system, and because inev-
itable design and implementation flaws provide tar-
gets of attack even in supposedly secure systems.
Fine-grained behavioral restrictions have been used
to further limit what a user can do within a system
by limiting what actions various programs can take
(see for instance the signer-based security model in
Java** 29). These can be useful, but they too have
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their limitations (for instance, specifying precisely
which behaviors should be permitted for a given pro-
gram can be a complex and error-prone task). Fi-
nally, detection systems attempt to notice when an
intrusion is taking place, often by noticing actions
that should never occur in a normal system, or by
noticing when a user’s or a program’s actions go be-
yond some statistical measure of normal operation.10

As with the detection of virtually any behavioral char-
acteristic of a system, it is impossible to detect with
100 percent certainty that a system has been com-
promised. Therefore, detecting an intrusion or a
compromise in an autonomic system will always be
an approximate business. Even the best detection
methods will always have false positives or false neg-
atives, or both. Because of the malicious nature of
an intrusion, we must assume that it occurs before
we are aware of it, leaving the intruder some amount
of time to compromise the system. The best an au-
tonomic system can do is to minimize the amount
of time between the intrusion and its detection, so
as to limit the amount and extent of compromise.

Once we are aware that an intrusion has taken place
and have some idea of what parts of the system may
have been compromised, we can act. The first thing
we must do is to cut off the intruder as much as pos-
sible. External communications links to the affected
parts of the system can be severed, and affected ma-
chines can be taken down. Autonomic elements that
have been compromised can be terminated or iso-
lated through changes to high-level policies. If this
stops the attack, our remaining problem is restoring
the system to an uncompromised state. To do this,
we divide the system conceptually into a stateless part
and a stateful part. The stateless part has no impor-
tant state that changes as the system operates, so re-
storing it is relatively easy. We can restore each sys-
tem from a known secure backup (perhaps the
original distribution set for the system) and bring it
up again. Autonomic systems must be able to per-
form these functions automatically (at least in typ-
ical cases), without human intervention.

Restoring the stateful part of the system requires
more preparation. The state of the system must be
maintained in such a way that (1) corruption can be
detected and (2) corruption can be eliminated. One
approach to these requirements involves keeping the
state of the system in an encrypted, redundant form,
distributed across a number of logical and/or phys-
ical nodes. Techniques are available for restoring
state where as much as one-third to one-half of the

copies of the state have been corrupted (see the sec-
tion “Secure distributed storage,” later). In many
cases, it will be advantageous to distribute redun-
dant copies of the state in any case and check them
against each other periodically, so that random er-
rors can be dealt with. Using encryption and keep-
ing additional copies helps us deal with intrusion in
a similarly general way; this is one technique that
autonomic elements can use against both malicious
and nonmalicious failures.

Once the compromised systems have been restored,
they can be brought back on line, their communi-
cation channels can be restored, and they can once
again operate normally. These operations are cur-
rently performed by skilled human operators; auto-
mating them so that autonomic systems can perform
them automatically in typical cases (requiring human
help only rarely) will be a significant challenge.

Fraud and persuasion

The policies that govern an autonomic element’s
high-level behavior, and the task and state represen-
tations that allow it to reason about its own activ-
ities, provide high-value targets to a potential at-
tacker. When an attacker compromises a traditional
computing system, the attacker may, for instance, in-
sert a piece of code that causes the system to silently
send him or her a copy of some important informa-
tion at a particular e-mail address at a particular time.
If that address becomes unavailable, or a network
gateway blocks the transmission of the information,
the leak will stop. But if an attacker were to com-
promise an autonomic element, and add to its pol-
icy database a policy that required it to provide some
important information to the attacker at a certain
interval, the autonomic element would then use ev-
ery resource at its disposal to ensure that the infor-
mation was delivered. The attacker would have har-
nessed the element’s own ability to adapt to changing
conditions and adopt new strategies for the purpose
of stealing the desired information. Preventing this
sort of high-level subversion will be an important part
of the security of autonomic systems.

On the other hand, the security policies that govern
an autonomic element can, if properly secured
against tampering, provide new levels of resistance
to attack. If the attacker in the example above alters
only the functional code of the element, or only the
task representation held by the management unit,
the element will probably not leak its important in-
formation to the attacker, because that leakage will
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be forbidden by its security policy. Autonomic sys-
tems, because they contain explicit computer-read-
able representations of the security policies under
which they operate, can potentially be more resis-
tant to attack and subversion than current systems,
which contain only functional code whose behavior
may or may not conform to the policies to which hu-
mans would like it to conform.

In a preautonomic system (see Figure 2), an attacker
who can implant a back door into a computing sys-
tem can create a data leak that will extract and send
any information the back door code can identify. In
an autonomic system (see Figure 3), even if an at-
tacker can implant a back door into the program-
ming of the functional unit, the element’s manage-
ment unit will typically block the back door code’s
attempt to leak data back to the attacker, because
the element’s security policies will not allow the
transmission.

Autonomic elements will make many decisions with-
out direct human instruction, and they will automat-
ically sense and adapt themselves to changes in their
operating environment. In these respects, the field
of autonomic computing shares features with the only
slightly older field of autonomous agents (see for in-
stance Reference 11). Like autonomous agents, au-
tonomic elements will depend for their correct op-
eration on accurate information from other elements
and from the outside world. Although there has been
some theoretical work on protecting autonomous
agents from attacks based on providing them with
inaccurate or biased information (see for example
Reference 12), this is still a mostly unsolved prob-
lem; autonomic elements will have to include safe-
guards to prevent such deception. In the short term,
these safeguards will likely work primarily through
policies that instruct the elements to rely only on in-
formation derived from sources that a human has
explicitly declared trustworthy. As policies become
more complex and more flexible, more of the work
of making trust decisions can be put into the elements
themselves. In fact, this will quickly become a ne-
cessity, as the complexity of the system of autonomic
elements grows.

Privacy issues

One of the factors in the increasing number and com-
plexity of information systems is the increasing
amount of information available to be processed.
Much of this information is personal information,
relevant to some individual who may desire to con-

trol how the information is gathered, and how it is
used or distributed. Different jurisdictions have dif-
ferent definitions of personal information, give in-
dividuals different degrees of legal control over such
information, and impose different legal requirements
on entities that hold such information. The Euro-
pean Union’s Directive on the Protection of Personal
Data, the United Kingdom’s Data Protection Act of
1988, and U.S. regulations on the privacy of medical
records are current examples. Some industry groups

Figure 2 Data leak via back door implanted in functional  
 unit
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adhere to voluntary guidelines on personal data pro-
tection, and individual enterprises often have their
own privacy policies that govern the use and distri-
bution of personal information. Contractual relation-
ships may also call for specific handling of personal
data.

If autonomic computing is to reach its potential, au-
tonomic elements must be able to gather, transmit,
and process personal data in a way that respects the

relevant privacy policies, without requiring direct hu-
man intervention or assistance. Architecturally, this
means that autonomic elements must maintain rep-
resentations of both the applicable data protection
policies and the privacy status of the various kinds
of information that they process. It must be possible
for an autonomic element to reliably and automat-
ically determine the data protection class of each unit
of data that it deals with, and to securely and au-
tomatically retrieve the correct policy to apply to that
class of data. It must be possible to make routine
changes in policies without changing the underlying
programming or architecture, since laws and guide-
lines on personal data protection are in a state of
constant flux and are likely to remain so for some
time.

Security and privacy negotiation

It is not enough for an element of an autonomic com-
puting system to ensure its own security or its own
privacy measures. Because it depends critically on
other elements, it must also be able to trust the se-
curity and privacy of those other elements. An au-
tonomic computing system that spans domain bound-
aries must allow elements to negotiate security and
privacy policies, and to gather and securely exchange
the information required to verify compliance and
to satisfy audit requirements. This will require on-
tologies and standards expressive enough to allow
the specification and negotiation of security and pri-
vacy policies, as well as both technologies and stan-
dards for record keeping and auditing of behavior
relevant to these policies. (Existing technologies in

this space, such as Platform for Privacy Preferences
(P3P),13 are currently aimed at allowing individual
retail users to specify simple static privacy policies;
the requirements for autonomic computing will go
far beyond this.) New cryptographic techniques and
other technologies will be needed to allow data to
be anonymized or aggregated where required, and
to be encoded so as to be secure against various new
and old types of threat.

Security and privacy policies and their negotiation
must be able to take complex political and geograph-
ical situations into account. This is one area where
geography does not disappear in cyberspace. If an
autonomic element has data that, by law, may not
enter a certain region of the world, then the elements
to which it provides those data must be able to prom-
ise, and later perhaps auditably prove, that they did
not ship the data to that region, and that each other
element to which they provided those data made the
same promise and can provide the same audit data.
The same considerations apply to nongeographic re-
strictions. Powerful and flexible ways to specify how
data may and may not be processed are needed, as
data move through a complex autonomic system. In
some applications, it may be necessary for one party
to monitor, in more or less real time, the things that
have happened to the sensitive data that have been
provided to the system. Enabling this in a real sys-
tem will be a significant challenge.

Further opportunities

Autonomic techniques offer opportunities for in-
creasing system security, both at the level of single
elements, and in systems made up of many elements.
The key advantage at the level of the single element
will be the explicit representation and enforcement
of security policies; as we have pointed out previ-
ously, system security will no longer rely on high-level
security policies being accurately converted into low-
level implementation when the system is first coded
and configured. Instead, autonomic elements will
maintain representations of both the security pol-
icies in effect and the tasks to be performed, and will
be able to ensure that the actions they take conform
to the relevant security policies. With this opportu-
nity come challenges: it will require considerable in-
vention to ensure that the various security policies
in use by the autonomic elements in a system are
compatible, to verify that the collective behavior that
they produce has desirable overall security proper-
ties, and to design mechanisms to automatically han-
dle policy conflicts that arise.

Autonomic techniques
offer opportunities

for increasing
system security.
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Very few autonomic elements will operate in a vac-
uum. Many groups of elements in an autonomic sys-
tem will in fact have the same interests, or at least
significantly overlapping interests. When a large
number of elements have an interest in the security
of some part of the system, they may be willing to
provide or exchange security-relevant information
and to allow it to be aggregated. An element could
provide security analysis as a service; any other el-
ement willing to provide it with security-relevant data
could benefit from analysis of all of the aggregated
data, potentially discovering nascent or ongoing at-
tacks that would not be visible from examining only
a single data set, or that might not have been dis-
tinguishable from innocent traffic. This sort of col-
laborative distributed intrusion detection is some-
times done on an ad hoc basis today; autonomic
computing will allow it to become routine. Many
other security-relevant services, such as third-party
signing, time stamping, and security auditing might
be provided as services by elements of an autonomic
system.

As presented in the next section, the practicality of
automated security response has already been dem-
onstrated in the form of “immune system”-style
countermeasures against replicating threats such as
viruses and worms. Autonomic computing will pro-
vide a sound infrastructural basis for this kind of au-
tomated security collaboration.

The policy-management advantages that autonomic
computing offers to a single element also apply to
groups of elements in the same administrative do-
main, or otherwise under the control of the same
set of policies. Ultimately, the owner of an autonomic
system will need to be concerned only with security
policies at the level of overall business objectives and
operating standards, and the autonomic elements
comprising the system will automatically derive and
distribute the lower-level policies constraining their
detailed operation. In the shorter term, humans will
still be involved in the creation of middle-level and
even low-level policies, but by securely distributing
these policies to all the elements of the autonomic
system, significant amounts of effort (and opportu-
nities for error) will be avoided.

Sample products and implications

In this section, we discuss security issues in two ex-
isting systems that exhibit various kinds of autonomic
behavior.

Immune system. In the 1990s, replicating security
threats in the form of computer viruses and worms
became a significant problem for the computing com-
munity. One effective response to that threat was the
development of a biologically inspired “immune sys-
tem,” as described in Reference 14. Although this
immune system predates the idea of autonomic com-
puting as we present it here, it was one of the pro-
genitors of that idea, and the architecture and de-
sign of the system have autonomic aspects that are
worth considering.

Key to the effectiveness of the antivirus immune sys-
tem is that it automates many of the activities in-
volved in discovering a new virus and protecting com-
puter systems against it. Until the development of
the immune system, many parts of the process de-
pended on human action. A new virus (discovered
either by heuristics in antivirus programs or by a user
noticing odd system behavior) would be manually
captured and forwarded to an antivirus company.
There it would be analyzed by a human expert using
various debugging and analysis tools. That expert
would then develop a virus “definition,” containing
instructions for detecting and removing the new vi-
rus. That definition would be manually added to the
set of definitions used by the antivirus program, and
the new definitions placed on update servers for users
of the antivirus program to download. Although
some antivirus programs had begun to include sched-
uled update facilities that would automatically down-
load and install the latest available definitions at
some fixed interval, the rest of the process was al-
most entirely manual, and therefore limited in speed
by the availability of skilled humans.

The immune system automates every stage of this
process. The antivirus software on a protected cli-
ent system uses a variety of heuristic methods to de-
tect and identify files or other objects that may con-
tain a new virus. A suspect file is encrypted and
securely transmitted to an analysis center, where it
is exercised and encouraged to spread within a pro-
tected environment. After it spreads, it is automat-
ically analyzed, new detection and repair informa-
tion is extracted, and the updated definitions are
tested and provided to both the original infected sys-
tem and to any other systems that are registered to
receive automatic updates. At various stages of the
process (especially during analysis) the system will
defer to human experts if the virus does not yield to
automatic methods, but for a significant percentage
of new viruses the entire process proceeds without
human intervention.
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Various aspects of the immune system contain les-
sons for the development of secure autonomic el-
ements. Perhaps the most important is that in a highly
connected world, security threats can spread very
quickly, and it is vital that the security response be
correspondingly quick. Autonomic elements con-
cerned with security must also be able to function
under the sudden heavy loads often caused by wide-

spread security incidents; the immune system uses
a hierarchical network of gateways that cache the
results of virus analysis and thus prevent a sudden
flood of suspect files from bogging down the anal-
ysis center.

Autonomic elements should also have the ability to
ask for human confirmation of security-relevant ac-
tions. The component of the immune system that for-
wards a suspect file from a protected machine to the
central analysis center can be configured to ask an
administrator for confirmation before sending. At
the same time, it should also be possible to config-
ure the system so that this confirmation is not re-
quired; where a sufficient trust relationship exists be-
tween the protected enterprise and the owner of the
analysis center, the confirmation can be turned off,
so that suspect files are immediately forwarded. The
security policies that govern autonomic elements
must be flexible enough to allow this sort of configu-
rability in connection with human confirmation.

Another lesson learned from the development and
deployment of the antivirus immune system is a psy-
chological one. While the system was being devel-
oped, considerable skepticism was expressed by ex-
perts in the field (including some of the antivirus
experts involved in the development of the system)
about the feasibility of creating an automatic system
that would perform as well as a skilled human at crit-
ical security-related tasks (such as deriving recog-
nition definitions for computer viruses). Those fears
proved unfounded. Although the system does have
decision points at which it can defer to a human ex-
pert when a particular virus is not automatically ana-

lyzable, for a typical virus the system does as well or
better than human experts. In particular, the virus
recognition patterns extracted by the immune sys-
tem proved to be more powerful for detection, and
less prone to false alarms, than those manually cho-
sen by human experts.

The antivirus immune system we have just described
is not the only computer security system inspired by
biological analogies; see for instance Reference 15
for another approach inspired by biological immune
systems and Reference 16 for a security system in-
spired by homeostatic processes.

Secure distributed storage. The central idea of the
Secure Distributed Storage (SDS) solution is to ef-
ficiently spread important information over several
separate servers in such a way that it is highly avail-
able, reliable, self-correcting, and self-protecting.17

Let us assume that we want to store a file in an SDS
system. The SDS system does not simply send a copy
of the file to each server, since that would require
every server to have enough storage to hold a com-
plete copy of the file. Instead, the file is processed
in a special way that breaks up the file into pieces,
with each piece being significantly smaller than the
original file. Each piece is then sent to a different
server. This provides very efficient distributed stor-
age.

Because of the special process that was used to break
the file into pieces, one has only to retrieve the orig-
inal pieces from just over half of the servers in order
to completely reassemble the original file. It does
not matter which pieces are retrieved, as long as at
least half of them are. This allows for the other serv-
ers to have gone off-line or otherwise be unavailable.
In addition, the SDS also provides a means by which
compromised, malicious servers may be detected
when a retrieval operation is underway. These ca-
pabilities allow the SDS to provide highly available,
self-healing storage.

An SDS system consists, by definition, of several dis-
tinct servers. When depositing a file into an SDS sys-
tem, the user can initiate the deposit of the file via
any one of these servers. That is, any one of the avail-
able servers in an SDS system can act as the user’s
“gateway” for storing files. Similarly, when request-
ing a retrieval, the user may direct the request to any
available server of the SDS. This also eliminates the
need for the user’s system to contact each of the dis-
tributed servers when attempting a deposit or re-
trieval. This transparency among the servers (auto-

Autonomic elements
must be able to function

under the sudden heavy loads
often caused by widespread

security incidents.
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nomic elements) directly supports more autonomic
behavior.

Finally, an SDS system can be configured to be self-
protecting. That is, since any of the servers might be
down, disconnected from the network, or compro-
mised by an attacker at any time, there must be some
means for reestablishing the trust of that server. If
a server was unavailable or disconnected, when it be-
comes available once again it sends the other serv-
ers a “What did I miss?” message and they all co-
operate to bring that server up to date. Similarly, if
a server has been compromised, that condition can
be detected, and that server is automatically ignored
until it can be reinitialized to restore its trustwor-
thiness. In addition, the SDS system is capable of
changing the representation of the data that it holds,
so that information “captured” by an attacker who
has broken into the system is useless. This is achieved
by having the system periodically shuffle the pieces
of a stored file across all the servers. This proactive
security feature provides the self-protecting attribute
of this autonomic system.

Conclusion

No functioning system is perfectly secure, and au-
tonomic systems will be no exception. The develop-
ment of autonomic systems cannot be delayed until
we have found final solutions to all the correspond-
ing security challenges, since such final solutions will
never be available. On the other hand, for autonomic
computing to succeed, it must be, and must be per-
ceived as being, secure enough that its benefits out-
weigh the risks. In this paper, we have outlined a
number of security and privacy challenges facing
those designing and developing autonomic systems,
and also a number of ways that autonomic princi-
ples can be used to make systems more secure than
they are today.

There is a need for further research in many areas.
Some of the key needs identified above include:

● Ways to represent and reason about the security
and privacy policies that govern autonomic systems

● Ways to represent and reason about security states,
and the trust relationships between elements

● Criteria and methods for effectively differentiat-
ing between normal system failures and failures
caused by malicious attacks

● Policies and algorithms for making autonomic el-
ements that are resistant to fraud and persuasion

● Common languages and taxonomies for commu-

nicating and negotiating about security and privacy
states and policies

● Ways to construct individual autonomic elements
so that their collective behavior is both trustwor-
thy and trusted

Autonomic computing offers as least as many ben-
efits in the security area as it does challenges. The
complexity of modern computing systems makes se-
cure systems administration a daunting task and one
that is seldom done well in practice. Recent advances,
including the growing use of automatic intrusion de-
tection systems, secure embedded processors, pro-
active security measures, and automated virus re-
sponse, have helped take some of the burden of
security maintenance off overloaded system admin-
istrators, but there is much more to do. By making
computing systems directly aware of the security pol-
icies that apply to them, and giving the systems the
ability to conform their actions to those policies, the
techniques of autonomic computing will help cre-
ate systems that are increasingly and consistently se-
cure.

**Trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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A system model
for dynamically
reconfigurable
software

by K. Whisnant
Z. T. Kalbarczyk
R. K. Iyer

The ability to reconfigure software is useful for
a variety of reasons, including adapting
applications to changing environments,
performing on-line software upgrades, and
extending base application functionality with
additional nonfunctional services. Reconfiguring
distributed applications, however, can be
difficult in practice because of the dependencies
that exist among the processes in the system.
This paper formally describes a model for
capturing the structure and run-time behavior
of a distributed system. The structure is
defined by a set of elements containing the
state variables in the system. The run-time
behavior is defined by threads that execute
atomic actions called operations. Operations
invoke code blocks to bring about state
changes in the system, and these state
changes are confined to a single element and
thread. By creating input/output signatures
based upon the variable access patterns of
the code blocks, dataflow dependencies
among operations can be derived for a given
configuration of the system. Proposed
reconfigurations can be evaluated through
off-line tests using the formal model to
determine whether the new mapping of
operations-to-code blocks disrupts existing
dataflow dependencies in the system. System
administrators—or software components that
control adaptivity in autonomic systems—can
use the results of these tests to gauge the
impact of a proposed reconfiguration on the
existing system. The system model presented
in this paper underpins the design of

reconfigurable ARMOR (Adaptive
Reconfigurable Mobile Objects of Reliability)
processes that provide flexible error detection
and recovery services to user applications.

Reconfigurability provides the foundation upon
which autonomic systems can adapt to their chang-
ing environments, which is useful for dynamically op-
timizing system functionality based upon the ob-
served execution profile or for recovering from errors
and failures without human intervention. Unfortu-
nately, reconfiguring distributed systems is difficult
in practice, since the processes are often interdepen-
dent. Arbitrarily changing the behavior of one pro-
cess through reconfiguration may render other
processes unusable. By formally expressing the de-
pendencies among processes, both static and dy-
namic reconfigurations can be analyzed to determine
whether they are compatible with the existing con-
figuration.

This paper describes a model for formally capturing
the structure and run-time behavior of a distributed
system. The structure is defined by a set of elements
containing the state variables in the system. The run-
time behavior is defined by threads that execute
atomic actions called operations. Operations invoke
code blocks to bring about state changes in the sys-

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
out payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed
royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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tem, but these state changes are limited to a single
element and thread. The variables accessed during
the execution of an operation constitute the signa-
ture of the operation. The collective set of opera-
tion signatures in the system can be used to derive
dataflow dependencies between operations and be-
tween elements.

Reconfiguring the system is modeled by changing the
code blocks that are invoked by an operation. Given
the current configuration of the system, a proposed
reconfiguration can be subjected to an off-line test
to determine whether any of the dataflow dependen-
cies of the system change as a result of the recon-
figuration. If there are changes to the dataflow de-
pendencies, the user is warned that the proposed
reconfiguration may not be safe. Ultimately, the user
decides whether or not to apply a reconfiguration.1

We have employed the proposed system model in
developing a software-implemented fault-tolerant
(SIFT) environment based around ARMORs (Adap-
tive Reconfigurable Mobile Objects of Reliability)
to provide error detection and recovery for distrib-
uted applications. To ensure that the SIFT environ-
ment is resilient to failures, dedicated fault-tolerant
mechanisms were added by reconfiguring the ARMOR
processes2 that make up the SIFT environment. The
system model and associated criteria for safe recon-
figurations were applied to verify that the additional
fault-tolerant mechanisms did not impact the SIFT
functionality in unexpected ways.

System model

An abstract model that captures the structure and
run-time execution of the system is used to analyze
the effects of reconfiguration on the dependencies
among the various components in the system. A sys-
tem is specified by a triple (C, V, T ):

● C is the set of code blocks in the system. A code
block performs a computation triggered by events
called operations.

● V is the set of state variables3 in the system. Var-
iables are only accessed through executing code
blocks.

● T is the set of threads in the system. Threads ex-
ecute by sequentially invoking code blocks in the
system through operations, which bring about state
changes by manipulating the system variables in
V.

Elements. State variables in the system are parti-
tioned into components called elements. Code blocks

are placed in the elements containing the state var-
iables manipulated by the code blocks. Given a pred-
icate Access(c, v) that is true if and only if code block
c � C reads or writes variable v � V, an element
can be defined formally as follows.

Definition 1 (Element): An element is a pair (C, V),
where V is a set of variables and C is a set of code blocks
that do not access variables other than those in V:

element e � �C, V �,

C � C�(@c � C, V � V,

v � V � Access�c, v� fv � V)

Elements partition the system so that each variable
is found in one and only one element, and the code
blocks within an element cannot access state vari-
ables residing in other elements.

Operations. Code blocks in the system are indirectly
invoked through operations. One operation can in-
voke several code blocks as defined by a function
BindCode: P3 2C, where P is the alphabet of op-
erations and 2C is the power set over all code blocks
(i.e., BindCode maps an operation to a set of code
blocks). The notation “p 3 c” is also used to de-
note that operation p is bound to code block c via
the BindCode function. An operation executes by be-
ing delivered to all code blocks bound to the oper-
ation via the BindCode function.

Definition 2 (Operation Delivery): An operation p �
P is said to be delivered to a code block c � C, de-
noted Deliver( p, c), by executing code block c. The
delivery completes when code block c completes
executing.

Because each code block exists in one and only one
element, delivery can be thought of as occurring with
respect to elements as well. An operation executes
by being delivered to all bound code blocks (ele-
ments) in the system. Execution completes only af-
ter all deliveries for p complete.

Definition 3 (Operation Execution): An operation p �
P is said to have executed, denoted Execute( p), after
it has been delivered to all code blocks bound to p:

Execute� p� � @c � BindCode� p� � Deliver� p, c�

Threads. The run-time behavior of the system is
characterized by a set of threads, each of which se-
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rially executes a sequence of operations. Given P,
the set of all operation sequences is given by P*. A
sequence can be specified by its constituent oper-
ations as P � �p0 , p1 , p2 , . . . �. We denote p to be
in sequence P by p � P, and that p precedes q in
sequence P by p �P q.

A thread T � T is specified by a triple T � (P, V,
F):

● P � P* is a sequence of operations organized as
a stack, also referred to as T.ops. Threads execute
by sequentially executing the operations on the
stack, beginning with the head operation. To em-
phasize that operations are executed within a
thread, the notations used in Definitions 2 and 3
are extended to T.Deliver( p, c) and T.Execute( p).

● V � Vthd is a subset of private thread variables that
are only accessible through thread T. Vthd is dis-
joint from the state variables V. Although two
threads can contain private variables with the same
names, each thread maintains its own independent
value. The set of private variables for thread T is
also referred to as T.vars.

● F is a data structure called a frame stack, which is
used to preserve the contents of private thread var-
iables across nested operation invocations, essen-
tially providing scope to the variables in the thread.
A nested operation invocation occurs when an op-
eration pushes a sequence of operations onto
T.ops.

The pseudocode for the execution of a thread is given
in Figure 1. The while loop executes until the op-
eration stack is exhausted. The head operation is
popped from the stack and stored in variable p. Line
5 executes the operation. Note that because the state-
ment T.Execute( p) does not complete until all de-
liveries for p complete (i.e., until all code blocks
bound to p have executed), the operations within a
thread are executed in a strictly sequential order.

Delivery actions. The code blocks that execute dur-
ing an operation delivery cannot make arbitrary state
changes to the system. Their effects are confined to
the current thread and the element to which the op-
eration is delivered. Specifically, a single delivery
of operation p in thread T to code block c (i.e.,
T.Deliver( p, c)) can perform any of the following
actions:

1. State variables of element e (the element to which
c belongs) can be read. c.readVars denotes the
set of state variables read by c.

2. State variables of element e can be written by code
block c, denoted by c.writeVars.

3. Private variables within thread T can be read by
code block c, denoted by c.readThdVars.

4. Private variables within thread T can be written
by code block c, denoted by c.writeThdVars.

5. The code block can atomically push new oper-
ations onto the operation stack of T. Let c.push-
Ops refer to the set of operation sequences that
can be pushed while c executes. Only one of these
sequences, however, is pushed when c executes
(allows the code block to push different sequences
depending upon run-time conditions).

6. The code block can create new threads whose
states are initialized from the private variables in
the parent thread T and the state variables in e.

These six items constitute a signature of code block
c, and the signature provides a succinct, black-box
description of how the code block manipulates el-
ement state and thread state during run time. Pro-
grammers specify the signature as meta-data for each
code block that they develop. The collective set of
signatures for all code blocks in the system are used
to derive dataflow dependencies among operations
given the current BindCode mapping function.

Intrathread dependencies among operations. Be-
cause elements are allowed to read from private
thread variables during an operation delivery, a par-
ticular operation delivery may be dependent upon
deliveries earlier in the execution of the thread that
wrote to thread variables. To better understand the
dependencies among operations within a thread, the
concept of an input/output signature is developed
with respect to individual operations and sequences
of operations as follows:

● An input signature for an operation describes the
thread variables that are read by an operation when
it executes.

Figure 1 Pseudocode for thread execution

1   procedure ExecuteThread(T) :
2         while T.ops=0 do
3               p := head(T.ops)
4              T.ops := tail(T.ops)
5              T.Execute(p)
6         end do
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● An output signature for an operation describes the
thread variables that are written when an opera-
tion executes.

● An input signature for an operation sequence de-
scribes the thread variables whose values must be
established before a sequence begins executing.
These variables serve as inputs to the aggregate
sequence of operations.

● An output signature for an operation sequence de-
scribes the thread variables that are the intended
outputs of a sequence of operations. An operation
sequence is pushed onto the operation stack of a
thread with the express purpose of writing to the
thread variables in the output signature of the se-
quence.

Input signatures. First, the thread variables used as
input for operation delivery T.Deliver( p, c) are con-
sidered. Define a function DeliveryInputSig: P � C
3 2Vthd as follows:

DeliveryInputSig� p, c� � c.readThdVars �

�� �
P�c.pushOps

SeqInputSig�P�� � c.writeThdVars�
(1)

This definition states that the set of input variables
used by T.Deliver( p, c) not only includes c.read-
ThdVars but also includes those thread variables
used as input for the operation sequences pushed
by code block c. The outermost parenthetical expres-
sion in Equation 1 includes the input variables of the
sequence (denoted by SeqInputSig(P), to be defined
later), but excludes those variables used by the se-
quence that were written by c. 4 The intuition is that
the input signature for T.Deliver( p, c) should only
include those variables whose values were defined
before code block c executed.

In general, operation p can be delivered to several
code blocks, and the composite input signature for
operation p denoted by ExecInputSig( p): P3 2Vthd

can be derived from Equation 1:

ExecInputSig� p�

� �
c�BindCode� p�

DeliveryInputSig� p, c�

The input signature for a sequence P is slightly more
complicated. If an operation p � P takes variable
v as input, then v should not be part of the input
signature for P if v was written by an operation that

preceded p in P. Define SeqInputSig: P*3 2Vthd as
follows:

SeqInputSig�P�

� �v � Vthd� � p � P�v � ExecInputSig� p�

� @q �P p�v �� ExecOutputSig�q�}

Output signatures. As with input signatures, the out-
put signature is defined first with respect to a single
delivery p3 c and then extended to account for all
code blocks bound to p.

DeliveryOutputSig� p, c�

� c.writeThdVars � �
P�c.pushOps

SeqOutputSig�P�,

ExecOutputSig� p�

� �
c�BindCode� p�

DeliveryOutputSig� p, c� (2)

The delivery output signature in Equation 2 includes
not only the variables written directly by c, but also
the variables written by any sequence of operations
pushed by c.

The output signature for an operation sequence P
is defined, in general, by the programmer. The pro-
grammer who writes code block c pushes sequence
P with the intent of producing specific outputs. The
individual operations in P may write intermediate
values as P executes, but these intermediate results
ultimately will be discarded when P completes (see
the discussion of the frame stack that follows). Dis-
carding the intermediate values produced by P pro-
vides scope to the thread variables, and this is sim-
ilar to saving or restoring register contents when
entering or exiting a function in order to preserve
the contents of registers not intended to store func-
tion outputs. Because the intended output of an op-
eration sequence cannot be derived without seman-
tic knowledge of the sequence, the output signature
SeqOutputSig(P) must be specified by the program-
mer.

Frame stack. Each thread contains a frame stack that
implements the saving or restoring of private thread
variables described above. When an operation se-
quence is pushed on the operation stack of the
thread, the current values of all intermediate out-
put variables for the sequence are saved. This set
consists of all thread variables that will be written
by the operations in the pushed sequence P, exclud-
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ing those variables designated as the intended out-
put of the sequence:

�
p�P

ExecOutputSig� p� � SeqOutputSig�P�

The variables stored in the top entry of the frame
stack are restored when the operation sequence P
completes.

Concurrency. Operations within a thread execute in
a sequential order. Only one thread executes within
an element (i.e., delivers operations to code blocks
within an element) at any given time to ensure mu-
tually exclusive access to the state variables of the
element. This assumption treats each delivery as if
it were writing to the element, but this requirement
can be loosened if the deliveries can be tagged as
“read-only” or “read/write,” in which case a multiple-
read, single-writer lock can be used to control ac-
cess to the elements.

Applying the model to object-oriented programs.
In object-oriented systems, objects are similar to el-
ements in the sense that objects typically encapsu-
late state and member functions that operate on the
state of the object. Each object, therefore, has an
associated signature for each of its member func-
tions. When these member functions are invoked
within a thread, dataflow dependencies exist among
the objects visited by the execution of a thread. This
is the intuition behind the construction of the model
presented in this section.

Elements, however, more generally represent sets
of related objects. For example, a tree data struc-
ture may represent each node as an object, but the
entire tree would most likely be encapsulated in an
element. Keeping I/O signatures at the coarser gran-
ularity level of elements makes the dataflow depend-
ability analysis more manageable than if per-object
signatures were required.

Member function invocations, therefore, are mod-
eled as operations being delivered to elements.
Nested function invocations are split into multiple
operation deliveries, since the model defines the ex-
ecution of a thread as the sequential execution of
operations. For example, consider a function X that
performs some computation C1, calls function Y, and
performs an additional computation C2 after Y re-
turns. This execution trace is modeled as three op-
eration deliveries: the execution of C1 , followed by
the execution of Y, followed by the execution of C2 .

Each of these operation deliveries represents an
atomic state change to the system state.5

With programs explicitly designed around the sys-
tem model presented in this paper, a structure is in
place for extracting information to perform dataflow
analysis on the individual operations that make up
the execution of the system. Furthermore, the model
allows the information to be gathered and analyzed
in an automated fashion, given the I/O signatures of
each individual operation. If the dataflow analysis
framework is to be applied to object-oriented pro-
grams not designed with the proposed system model
in mind, then the issue becomes one of how to ex-
tract the appropriate information needed for the
dataflow analysis (e.g., how do objects pass informa-
tion between each other within a thread of execu-
tion, what information is exchanged through each
object invocation, and what are the effects of each
object’s invocation on system state). After gather-
ing this information, the effects of a reconfiguration
on the system can be determined. Obtaining such
information may require manual input from the pro-
grammer or may require refactoring certain aspects
of the application to more closely conform to a sys-
tem model such as the one proposed in this paper
to facilitate the automated dataflow analysis of pro-
posed reconfigurations.

Reconfigurability

The sets of code blocks, elements, and operations
are considered to be static, and reconfiguration oc-
curs by either adding or removing a single opera-
tion binding (i.e., changing the BindCode function).
The system transitions into a new configuration view
whenever the BindCode function changes. A config-
uration view is denoted by � i , with configuration
view � i�1 occurring immediately after � i. When nec-
essary, the configuration view index will be specified
along with the BindCode function (e.g., Bind-
Codei( p) specifies the set of code blocks bound to
p under configuration view � i).

Impact on thread state. The BindCode function de-
termines the I/O signatures for operations and, there-
fore, establishes dependencies among operations
within a thread of execution. Programmers design
code blocks with an understanding of these depen-
dencies in order to bring about a desired effect. For
example, if operation pk copies data from element
e1 to variable v, and operation pk�1 copies data from
variable v to element e2 , data are transferred from
one e1 to e2 by virtue of the I/O signatures of pk and
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pk�1 . If a reconfiguration—either adding or remov-
ing an operation binding—disrupts the data depen-
dencies for future operations in the execution of a
thread, then the reconfiguration is said to be unsafe.

Definition 4 (Safe Reconfiguration): A reconfigura-
tion from view � i to � i�1 that affects the binding p3
c, where p � P and c � C, is considered to be safe
with respect to thread state if and only if, for all ex-
ecuted operation sequences P � P* in which p � P:

1. All dataflow dependencies6 between operations fol-
lowing p and operation p in view � i continue to
exist in view � i�1 .

2. All dataflow dependencies between operations fol-
lowing p and operation preceding p in view � i con-
tinue to exist in view � i�1 :

@P � P* � p � P f � q �P p, r �P p:

r dataflow-dependent on q in � i

f r dataflow-dependent on q in � i�1

System reconfigurations change the binding of op-
eration p, either assigning a code block to p (caus-
ing an extra computation to be performed) or re-
moving a code block from p (eliminating a
computation from threads that execute in the sys-
tem). A reconfiguration is unsafe only if it affects op-
erations further downstream in the execution of the
thread. The following examples illustrate safe recon-
figurations in which dataflow dependencies are
added, removed, or changed:

● A new binding p3 c reads from some thread vari-
able v, resulting in a new dataflow dependency that
did not exist in the previous configuration. This
reconfiguration is safe, since it does not disrupt the
execution of operations further downstream.

● A removed binding p 3 c causes p to no longer
read from thread variable v. Obviously, this recon-
figuration destroys a dataflow dependency that pre-
viously existed, but the reconfiguration is not con-
sidered to be unsafe since this, in itself, does not
affect operations further downstream in the exe-
cution of the thread.

After the binding p3 c is removed, it may be safe
to remove the binding that wrote to v earlier in
the execution of the thread. This is an example of
how functionality often can be removed incremen-

tally: the safe reconfiguration criteria help iden-
tify the correct order in which multiple bindings
should be removed to bring the system safely to
a desired configuration.

● A new binding p 3 c writes to thread variable v
that is not currently read by any other operation
further downstream in the execution of the thread.
Although this lone reconfiguration does not im-
mediately bring about a change in functionality,
additional reconfigurations can be made so that
operations further downstream read from thread
variable v. As an alternative, a reconfiguration can
be made so that a later operation pushes a new
operation sequence onto the operation stack of the
thread with the express purpose of performing
some computation based upon the newly written
value in variable v.

As the previous examples suggest, several reconfigu-
rations can be made to remove or replace specific
functionality in the system. The dataflow dependency
analysis assists in deciding the proper order to apply
such reconfigurations so that the correct behavior
of the system is not disturbed. It should be clear, how-
ever, that the safe reconfiguration criteria presented
in this section cannot guarantee consistency using
dataflow dependency analysis alone. Definition 4 is
a sufficient but not necessary condition for preserv-
ing consistency across reconfigurations. A semantic
analysis of the system is required to make this con-
sistency determination, and the semantics of a code
block cannot be derived solely from the code block
I/O signatures. Dataflow analysis, however, permits
the programmer to understand the relationships be-
tween a new code block and the other code blocks
in the system, simply by incorporating the signature
of the new code block into the following analysis
framework.

Dataflow analysis framework. The analysis frame-
work and resulting criteria depend only upon the cur-
rent system configuration (i.e., the BindCodei func-
tion and resulting I/O signatures) and the proposed
configuration (i.e., BindCodei�1). If the criteria in-
dicate that the proposed reconfiguration may be un-
safe, the user is notified of the existing dataflow
dependency that would be broken by the reconfigu-
ration. Other reconfigurations may be needed to
compensate for the broken data dependency.

Figure 2, used throughout this section as a running
example, shows data dependencies among opera-
tions in a sequence P � �p0 , p1 , p2 , p3� that was
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pushed onto the operation stack. The arcs between
nodes indicate the dataflow dependencies between
operations (e.g., operation p1 writes to a variable z �
Vthd, which is later read by p3). Arcs emanating from
input define the input signature for P (e.g., p3 reads
from variable y, whose value was not altered by ei-
ther p1 or p2). Arcs that point to the output node
represent the variables that are part of the output
signature for sequence P. Variables that store inter-
mediate values are shown to emanate from the out-
put node, indicating that they will be restored when
P completes. A dataflow dependency graph can be
constructed completely for any sequence P given the
I/O signatures for P and the individual operations in P.

The dataflow dependencies in Figure 2 can be al-
tered by either adding or removing an operation
binding. Since the analysis performed in both cases
is similar, the discussion focuses on adding an op-
eration binding p 3 c, without loss of generality.
Adding a binding p 3 c is considered to be safe if
DeliveryOutputSig( p, c) � �, since thread variables
are not written when p is delivered to c.

If DeliveryOutputSig( p, c) 	 �, then how the ad-
ditional writes affect later operations in the thread
must be examined. For illustrative purposes, suppose
that the binding p2 3 c is being added to the ex-
ample in Figure 2. The analysis decomposes the ef-
fect of the additional write into two cases:

1. How the additional write from p23 c affects later
operations within P (intrasequence dependen-
cies)

2. How the additional write from p23 c affects op-
erations that follow execution of P in the thread
(extrasequence dependencies)

Intrasequence dependencies. The first case examines
how adding binding p3 c affects the dataflow among
operations within the sequence to which p belongs.
If an operation p
 that follows p in sequence P reads
from a variable written by the delivery T.Deliver( p,
c), then p
 is dependent upon the reconfiguration
if no other operation between p and p
 overwrote
variable v. This condition is formally expressed in
the following theorem (proofs are omitted for the
sake of brevity).

Theorem 1 (Intrasequence Safety): Given an oper-
ation sequence P � P* and an operation p � P, the
binding p 3 c can be safely added to the system only
if any variables written by p 3 c do not overwrite the
values in the variables expected by later operations
within P. Formally, a safe configuration implies:

@p
 �P p�V � �ExecInputSig� p
�

� DeliveryOutputSig� p, c�) � V � �
f@v � V� � p� � P�p �P p� �P p


� v � ExecOutputSig� p��.

In the following examples, the binding p2 3 c is
added to the system described in Figure 2. The four
cases differ with respect to the variables written by
the new binding (i.e., DeliveryOutputSig( p2, c)). The
preceding theorem is applied to each case to deter-
mine whether the proposed reconfiguration is con-
sidered to be safe:

1. Write to z. This reconfiguration is not safe, since
it changes the dataflow dependency graph in Fig-
ure 2: p3 would read the value written to z by p2 ,
not the value written by p1 as before (Figure 3).

2. Write to y. This reconfiguration is also not safe

Figure 2 Read/write dependencies among operations in sequence p = <p0, p1 p2, p3>

z

w w,z

xy

p1 p2 p3p0INPUT OUTPUT
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for similar reasons: p3 no longer reads the value
of y established before P executes (Figure 4).

3. Write to w. This reconfiguration is safe, since no
operation within P after p2 reads from w. Since
w is an intermediate variable (not the final out-
put of P), its value will be restored when P com-
pletes; thus, the side effect of the new binding p2

3 c will be masked (Figure 5).
4. Write to v. This reconfiguration is also safe, since

no operation within P after p2 reads from v (Fig-
ure 6).

The cases involving writing w and writing v differ in
one important respect: in the latter case, variable v
was not included in the set of intermediate thread
variables used by P, since no operation in P was
known to produce v prior to the reconfiguration.
Thus, there are two possible scenarios to consider:

● Sequence P was pushed onto the operation stack
of the thread prior to the reconfiguration, in which
case the frame stack of the thread does not con-
tain the correct value of v to restore when P com-

pletes. Because sequence P was pushed onto the
stack with the intent of being executed in an ear-
lier configuration not containing the binding p23
c, it is appropriate to suppress the p2 3 c deliv-
ery, thus preventing variable v from being over-
written as a side effect of the reconfiguration.

● Sequence P was pushed onto the operation stack
of the thread after the reconfiguration, in which
case v is known to be an intermediate value pro-
duced by P. The stack frame, therefore, contains
the correct value of v to restore when P completes.

Extrasequence dependencies. The additional bind-
ing p2 3 c from Figure 2 can affect only operations
that follow sequence P in the execution of the thread
if p2 3 c writes to variables in the output signature
of P. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition
for the reconfiguration to be considered safe, since
p2 3 c can write to an output variable of P as long
as no other operation that follows P depends upon
the overwritten value (again, the notion of preserv-
ing the dataflow dependency relationships that ex-
isted before reconfiguration).

Figure 4 Write to y reconfiguration

w w,z

x

y p3p0INPUT OUTPUTp2

z

p1

Figure 3 Write to z reconfiguration

z

w w,z

xy

p1 p3p0INPUT OUTPUTp2
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Figure 7 presents an example in which operation p
executes as part of a sequence P pushed by an op-
eration qj � Q. When sequence P completes, op-
erations that follow qj in sequence Q will begin ex-
ecuting (qj�1 in the figure). If p is the last operation
within P to write to thread variable v, and v is in the
output signature for sequence P, then the value writ-
ten to v by operation p will propagate to operations
that follow q in sequence Q.

Lemma 1 (Write Propagation Outside of Sequence):
Given an operation sequence P and an operation p �
P, the value written to variable v by p will propagate
to operations that follow P if and only if no other op-
erations after p in P overwrite variable v. This condi-
tion is defined by the following predicate:

WritePropagation�v, p, P�

� v � �ExecOutputSig� p� �

SeqOutputSig�P�) �
@p
 �P p�v �� ExecOutputSig� p
�

If operation q � Q pushes operation sequence P
onto the operation stack of the thread, then q is
called the parent operation of sequence P. In gen-
eral, an operation sequence can have several par-
ents, given by the set parents(P) as follows:

parents�P� � � p � P�?c � C�P � c.pushOps
� c � BindCode� p�}.

The concept of parent operations can be used to es-
tablish a “leads to” relationship between two oper-
ations and between an operation and a sequence:

● q � P N q � parents(P)
● q � p N p � P � q � parents(P)

Finally, p �* q denotes a transitive chain of “leads
to” relationships, meaning that the execution of op-
eration p brings about the execution of operation q
in either one step (i.e., p � q f p �* q) or several
steps (i.e., p �* q � q �* r f p �* r). The “leads

Figure 5 Write to w reconfiguration

y

w w,z

x

w

p3p0INPUT OUTPUTp2

z

p1

Figure 6 Write to v reconfiguration
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to” relationship is needed to determine the extent
to which a reconfiguration affects other operations.
If q �* p, then changes to the binding of p can prop-
agate to operations that follow q as expressed in
Lemma 2, presented below. The dataflow dependen-
cies for each operation that leads to p must be
checked in order to determine whether a reconfigu-
ration is safe.

Continuing with the example in Figure 3, let oper-
ation r � R push sequence Q onto the operation
stack of the thread when r executes; thus, r �* p.
The value in variable v that exists after operation q
executes (q being the operation that pushed se-
quence P) will propagate to operations that follow
r in sequence R if and only if the remaining oper-
ations in Q do not overwrite v and v is part of the
output signature of sequence Q. This propagation
continues up the �* chain as long as these two con-
ditions hold at every step; as soon as one of the con-
ditions is violated, checking can stop, since the value
in v will not propagate further.7

Lemma 2 (Generalized Write Propagation): Given
an operation sequence P for which r �* P, the value
written to variable v by operation p � P propagates
to operations that follow r if and only if the following
condition holds:

WritePropagation*�v, p, P, r�

� �
WritePropagation�v, p, P�, for r � p

� q � parents�P��r �* q � p � q � Qf
WritePropagation�v, p, P� � otherwise
WritePropagation*�v, q, Q, r�,

Proof rationale. The WritePropagation* predicate
is intended to be a generalization of the

WritePropagation predicate introduced in Lemma
1. When r is an immediate parent of p (i.e., r �
p), Lemma 1 can be directly applied.

If r �* p forms a multistep chain (see Figure 8),
then WritePropagation* is recursively defined. The
intuition is that the write to variable v performed
by operation p will propagate back to operation
r if there is at least one path of propagation,
namely a path through operation q in which q is
the parent operation of p. The write propagates
from p to r if the write propagates outside se-
quence P, denoted by WritePropagation(v, p, P),
and if the write propagates from q to r, denoted
by WritePropagation*(v, q, Q, r).

If the value in v propagates back to sequence R in
Figure 7, then a reconfiguration that overwrites v
can be considered safe as long as future operations
in R do not read the overwritten value in v. This is
the essence of the following theorem: a reconfigu-
ration is considered safe only if either (1) the effects
of the new binding do not propagate to sequence R
(where r �* p and r � R) or (2) the effects of the
new binding propagate to sequence R, but no op-
erations within R read from the overwritten variable.

Theorem 2 (Extrasequence Safety): Given an oper-
ation sequence P � P* and an operation p � P, the
binding p 3 c can be safely added to the system only
if any variables written by p 3 c do not overwrite the
values in the variables expected by later operations that
follow P. Formally, a safe reconfiguration implies:

@R � �
c�C

c.pushOps�@r � R � r �* p

f�@v � V � ¬ WritePropagation*�v, p, P, r�

Figure 7 Output variable v propagates after being written by operation p

output v

push Q

R = ( ···, r i ,

...

P = ( ···, pk–1, p = pk, pk+1, ··· )

output v

output v

...

push P

Q = ( ···, qj–1, q = qj , qj+1, ··· )

r = r i+1)
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� �@r
 �R r � v � ExecInputSig�r
�
f � r� � R � r �R r� �R r


� v � ExecOutputSig�r��))

Proof rationale. All operations that lead to p must
be examined to determine whether the reconfigu-
ration is safe. Only those operations r that exist
in operation sequences pushed by code blocks are
considered (r � R, where R � � c�C c.pushOps).
For each of these operations, one of the follow-
ing two conditions must hold for each thread vari-
able for the reconfiguration to be considered safe:

1. The value written by p from sequence P must
not propagate back to those operations that fol-
low r in sequence R (¬ WritePropagation*(v, p,
P, r)). If the value does not propagate, then
operations that follow r will not be affected by
the reconfiguration.

2. If the value propagates to sequence R, then op-
erations that follow r in R are checked to see
whether they read from the variable written by
p (v � ExecInputSig(r
), where r
 �R r). If
such an operation r
 is found, then the recon-
figuration can be considered safe only if there
is another operation between r and r
 that over-
writes the value in v (i.e., r
 does not read the
value in v established by operation p).

Theorem 3 (Safe Reconfiguration Criteria): Adding
a new binding p 3 c to the system is considered safe
if and only if the new binding satisfies both the Intrase-
quence Safety and Extrasequence Safety properties.

Impact on element state. The previous subsection
established the conditions under which a reconfigu-

ration can be considered safe from the standpoint
of thread state. In addition to thread state, the sys-
tem also contains state variables found in the ele-
ments. Operations in the threads can manipulate
state variables as they execute, so changing the bind-
ings of operations to elements can impact the
changes that are brought about in the element state.

Recall from the subsection on concurrency that
threads lock an element before an operation deliv-
ery to ensure mutually exclusive access to the ele-
ment. The element is unlocked after the delivery,
permitting other threads to operate on the element.
For example, the execution of an operation sequence
P � �p1 , p2 , p3� with operation-to-element bind-
ings8 p1 3 e1 , p2 3 e2 , and p3 3 e1 is shown in
Figure 9A. State changes to the elements are atomic
only with respect to a single operation delivery. An-
other thread, for example, can deliver an operation
to element e1 in Figure 9A between operations p1

and p3 .

Figure 9B shows how multidelivery locks can be used
to extend atomicity across several operation deliv-
eries. In this case, the lock action indicates that the
lock for each element is not released after delivery
until the unlock is reached, at which point all the
element locks in the block are released.9,10 With mul-
tidelivery locks, dataflow dependencies among ele-
ments can be established within each lock/unlock
block. Outside these blocks, the element dataflow
dependencies cannot be determined, since other
threads can overwrite the element state between op-
eration deliveries. Once the dataflow dependencies
are established within the lock/unlock blocks, the
analysis for determining a safe reconfiguration is sim-
ilar to the procedure outlined earlier in the subsec-

Figure 8 Value written by operation p propagates back to sequence R through intermediate sequence Q

output v

push Q

R = ( ···, r i ,

...

P = ( ···, pk–1, p = pk , pk+1, ···)

output v

output v

...
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Q = ( ···, qj–1, q = qj , qj+1, ···)

r = r i+1)
r    *     q
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tion, “Impact on thread state,” but space consider-
ations preclude a detailed examination of the criteria.

Reconfigurations in practice

The safe reconfiguration criteria presented in the
previous section require only static information for
input (namely, the current and proposed configu-
rations expressed as BindCode functions). Thus,
these checks can be performed off line while the sys-
tem executes. This section briefly describes exam-
ples in which reconfiguration is useful and how the
safe reconfiguration criteria can be employed. It then
describes a reconfigurable software-implemented
fault-tolerant environment developed using these
ideas.

Example applications of reconfigurability. The fol-
lowing are three types of applications in which the
model is useful in determining the safety of a pro-
posed reconfiguration:

1. Different execution phases for long-running ap-
plications. Some long-running applications re-
quire functionality that varies according to their
phase of execution. A spacecraft sent to explore
one of the outer planets in the solar system, for
example, spends most of its time traveling to reach
the target planet. While in this cruise mode, power
must be conserved, and the demands on the sys-
tem are few. When the spacecraft reaches the
planet, however, it must perform several tasks,
such as collecting data, taking pictures, navigat-
ing a fly-by of the planet, or controlling its own
descent and landing. These phase-specific code
blocks can be activated only when necessary
through the reconfiguration concepts outlined in
this paper. Since the number of phases and the
transitions between phases is known at design
time, the systems engineer can apply the safe re-
configuration criteria during the development cy-
cle to verify that the intended transitions are safe.

2. On-line software upgrades. Since software up-
grades involve changing the code that applications
execute, on-line software upgrades can be viewed
as reconfigurations to the system. Before the up-
grades are made, the safe reconfiguration crite-
ria can be used to ensure that the proposed up-
grade is compatible with the existing configuration
of the software.

3. Adaptivity. Some application domains require
that the software adapt to changing conditions in
the environment of the application. Middleware
that provides fault tolerance to distributed appli-
cations, for example, may need to adjust the level
of service it provides to the application depend-
ing upon the observed error behavior. Software
structured around the system model presented in
this paper facilitates this adaptation.

Reconfiguration can be used to transform the
computation of the application to take advantage
of various mechanisms of fault tolerance (e.g., in-
cremental checkpointing of element state,11 al-
ternate implementations of an element that em-
ploy design diversity to mitigate the effects of
software bugs, and backup elements that store re-
dundant copies of the data). The safe reconfigu-
ration criteria can be used to show that the ad-
ditional fault tolerance mechanisms do not disrupt
the normal computation performed by the appli-
cation.

Reconfigurable SIFT environment. We have devel-
oped a software-implemented fault-tolerant (SIFT)
environment by employing the proposed formal sys-
tem model. The SIFT environment consists of ARMOR
processes, which provide error detection and recov-
ery services to themselves and to user applications.2,12

Because ARMOR processes are designed around the
system model presented in this paper, the SIFT envi-
ronment can be customized—even during run

Figure 9 (A) Default locking for each operation delivery; (B) element locks held across several deliveries

(A)   [lock e1], p1, [unlock e1], [lock e2], p2, [unlock e2], [lock e1], p3, [unlock e1]

(B)   [lock], p1, p2, p3, [unlock]
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time—to the particular dependability needs of the
application.

The ARMOR-based SIFT environment was used for
managing parallel scientific applications executing
on a computing test bed at the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory.13 Extensive fault injection testing revealed
that it is essential for the SIFT environment to be pro-
tected against errors in order to provide adequate
fault-tolerance services to the application. The re-
configurability concepts introduced in this paper
were applied to incorporate fault tolerance into the
ARMOR processes as follows:

1. Microcheckpointing11 was transparently added to
the ARMOR processes to protect the state of the
SIFT environment. The partitioning of the system
state into elements permitted incremental check-
points to be taken on an element-by-element ba-
sis. The microcheckpointing algorithm exploited
the fact that state changes brought about by an
operation delivery were confined to a single el-
ement and thread, thus making transparent
checkpointing possible.

2. Assertion checks were added to strengthen error
detection. These assertion checks were inserted
during run time by dynamically changing the bind-
ings of selected operations to pass through the
assertion before being delivered to the original
element. This construct was particularly useful in
implementing range or sanity checks on inputs.

The safe reconfiguration criteria were applied in both
of these cases to show that the added fault tolerance
mechanisms did not disturb the existing functional-
ity of the SIFT environment, which included running
the scientific applications, recovering from applica-
tion failures, recovering from node failures, and mon-
itoring resource usage.

Conclusion and related work

This paper has presented a model that captures the
structure (defined by elements) and run-time behav-
ior (defined by operations) of a system. An execut-
ing code block can bring about state changes only
within a single element and thread. The extent of
these state changes are represented in a signature
for the code block, and the collective set of signa-
tures in the system can be used to analyze the de-
pendencies that exist among operations and among
elements.

By indirectly invoking code blocks through opera-
tions, the behavior of the system can be reconfig-

ured by changing the operation-to-code block bind-
ing. Indirection can be achieved statically through
designs such as the Polylith software bus,14 in which
components are interconnected through a mediator.
The bindings of operations to code blocks is some-
what similar to a publish-and-subscribe event sub-
system, except that operations are not asynchronous.
Operations execute sequentially and, therefore, more
closely resemble instructions that execute in a vir-
tual machine architecture described by the proposed
system model.

Architectural description languages (ADLs) are pop-
ular in describing the structure of a system.15–17 ADLs
model the system at a conceptual level, using port-
based connections between components to define the
system structure. Some incorporate semantics that
describe the behavior of the components and con-
nectors, including constraints in their usage. Our
model, in contrast, is rooted in the implementation
of the system and is a bottom-up approach in which
the programmer describes the behavior of code
blocks through the use of per-block signatures. These
signatures are processed in an automated fashion to
construct dependency relationships between the sys-
tem components. Additional code blocks can be de-
signed without the need to formally incorporate them
into a larger architectural description model—only
the signatures for the new code blocks are required
to apply the safe reconfiguration criteria presented
earlier.

Nevertheless, several ADLs express dynamic recon-
figurations at the architectural level. Darwin, for ex-
ample, addresses the problem from a structural per-
spective by allowing components to be instantiated
during run time,18 but reconfigurations only occur
while the system is quiescent to preserve consistency.
Wright permits the architectural topology of the sys-
tem to change during run time in response to spe-
cial control events, which are distinguished from the
usual communication events that drive its compo-
nent behavior.19 It has also been suggested that ar-
chitectural styles and models can be incorporated
into the adaptation framework of self-repairing sys-
tems as first-class entities.20 The architectural styles
are used to determine what aspects of the system
should be monitored and how to reconfigure the sys-
tem within predetermined constraints.

Shrivastava and Wheater describe a reconfigurable
workflow model that provides run-time support for
interconnecting the I/O of executing tasks.21 Although
the work outlines the infrastructure that supports re-
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configuration, there is no mention of how to judge
whether a proposed reconfiguration can be consid-
ered safe given the current configuration of the sys-
tem. Reconfiguration compatibility issues have been
addressed with respect to real-time control applica-
tions in Feiler and Li,22 but this analysis requires
knowledge of the semantics and permissible behav-
ior of the application.
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a u t o n o m i c c o m p u t i n g :
IBM’s Perspective on the State of Information Technology



the information technology industry loves to
p r ove the impossible possible.

We obliterate barriers and set records with
astonishing re g u l a r i t y. But now we face a
p roblem springing from the very core of
our success — and too few of us are focused
on solving it.

More than any other I/T problem, this one — if it remains
unsolved — will actually prevent us from moving to the next era of
computing. Interestingly enough, it has little to do with the usual
barriers that preoccupy us.

I t ’s not about keeping pace with Moore ’s Law, but rather dealing
with the consequences of its decades-long reign. It’s not directly
related to how many bits we can squeeze into a square inch, or how
thinly we can etch lines in silicon. In fact, a continued obsession with
the smaller/faster/cheaper triumvirate is really a distraction.

It’s not a barrier of “machine intelligence,” either, that threatens
our progress. It has less to do with building “thinking machines” that
embody the popular conception of artificial intelligence (AI) than
automating the day-to-day functioning of computing systems. It may
sound odd coming from the creators of Deep Blue, but we don’t re a l l y
need a better chess-playing supercomputer — or sentient machines
and androids programmed to love and laugh — to overcome the
largest obstacle standing in our way.

The obstacle is complexity. Dealing with it is the single most
important challenge facing the I/T industry.

It is our next Grand Challenge.
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We in the I / T i n d u s t ry continue to create increasingly powerf u l
computing systems. Why? To make individuals and businesses more
p roductive by automating key tasks and pro c e s s e s . And for good reason: 

in the evolution of humans and human society
a u t o m ation has always been the foundation for
p rog r e s s. Relegate life’s mundane requirements to “automatically 

h a n d l e d,” and we free our minds and re s o u rces to concentrate on
p reviously unattainable tasks. Few of us worry about harv e s t i n g
the grain to grind the flour to bake bre a d — we buy it at a nearby
s t o re — or about how we’ll connect with a friend halfway acro s s
t h e globe—we simply pick up the phone.  SEE FIGURES 1 & 2

But evolution via automation also produces complexity as an
unavoidable byproduct. Computing systems especially have proved this tru e .

Follow the evolution of computers from single machines to
modular systems to personal computers networked with larg e r
machines and an unmistakable pattern emerges: incredible pro g re s s
in almost every aspect of computing — microprocessor power up by
a factor of 10,000, storage capacity by a factor of 45,000, communi-
cation speeds by a factor of 1,000,000 — but at a price. Along with
that growth has come increasingly sophisticated arc h i t e c t u res 
governed by software whose complexity now routinely demands tens
of millions of lines of code. Some operating environments weigh in
at over 30 million lines of code created by over 4,000 pro g r a m m e r s !

,

F IGURE 2

Progress in Telephony (U.S. Only)

AT & T /Bell System’s implementation of an automated switching protocol in the 1920s 
allowed it to meet demand for telephones without outpacing the supply of human 
s w i t chboard operators. (Source: AT&T/Bell Systems)
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F IGURE 1

Progress in Agriculture
Nearly two centuries of innovations in automating manual tasks in agriculture have 
enabled efficiencies in both the production and yield of crops. Within this time frame 
farming as a percentage of the labor force decreased from 90 percent to 2.6 percent and 
labor hours to produce 100 bushels of wheat dropped from 300 hours to just 3 hours.
(Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture)
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Consider this: at current rates of expansion, there will not be
enough skilled I/T people to keep the world’s computing systems
running. Unfilled I/T jobs in the United States alone number in the
hundreds of thousands. Even in uncertain economic times, demand
for skilled I/T workers is expected to increase by over 100 percent in
the next six years. Some estimates for the number of I/T workers
required globally to support a billion people and millions of busi-
nesses connected via the Internet—a situation we could reach in t h e
next decade—put it at over 200 million, or close to the population of
the entire United States.

Even if we could somehow come up with enough skilled people,
the complexity is growing beyond human ability to manage it. As
computing evolves, the overlapping connections, dependencies, and
interacting applications call for administrative decision-making and
responses faster than any human can deliver. Pinpointing root causes
of failures becomes more difficult, while finding ways of incre a s i n g
system efficiency generates problems with more variables than any
human can hope to solve. 

Without new approaches, things will only get worse.
P a r a d o x i c a l l y, to solve the pro b l e m—make things simpler for admin-
istrators and users of I / T —we need to create more complex systems.

4

The Internet adds yet another layer of complexity by allowing
u s to connect —some might say entangle —this world of computers
and computing systems with telecommunications networks. In the
process, the systems have become increasingly difficult to manage
and, ultimately, to use — ask anyone who’s tried to merge two I/T
systems built on diff e rent platforms, or consumers who’ve tried to
install or troubleshoot DSL service on their own. 

In fact, the growing complexity of the
I / T i n f r a s t ru c t u re threatens to underm i n e
the very benefits information technology
aims to provide. Up until now, we’ve relied mainly on 
human intervention and administration to manage this complexity.
U n f o rt u n a t e l y, we are starting to gunk up the works.
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Adjusting breathing rate

Sweating to keep cool

Lowering heart rate

Raising “goose bumps”

Digesting breakfast

Checking blood sugar

Tears forming due to pollen

Pupils adjusting to sunlight

F IGURE 3

The Autonomic Nervous System at Work

How will this possibly help?
By embedding the complexity in the system infrastru c t u re itself—

both hard w a re and software — then automating its management.
For this approach we find inspiration in the massively complex 
systems of the human body.

Think for a moment about one such system at work in our
bodies, one so seamlessly embedded we barely notice it: the autonomic
n e rvous system.

It tells your heart how fast to beat, checks your blood’s sugar and
oxygen levels, and controls your pupils so the right amount of light
reaches your eyes as you read these words. It monitors your temper-
a t u re and adjusts your blood flow and skin functions to keep it at
9 8 .6ºF. It controls the digestion of your food and your reaction to
s t re s s—it can even make your hair stand on end if you’re sufficiently
frightened. It carries out these functions across a wide range of 
e x t e rnal conditions, always maintaining a steady internal state called 
homeostasis while readying your body for the task at hand.  SEE FIGURE 3

But most significantly, it does all this without any conscious
recognition or effort on your part. This allows you to think about
what you want to do, and not how you’ll do it: you can make a mad
dash for the train without having to calculate how much faster to
breathe and pump your heart, or if you’ll need that little dose of
adrenaline to make it through the doors before they close.

It’s as if the autonomic nervous system says to you, D o n ’t think
about it — no need to. I’ve got it all covered. 

that’s precisely how we need to build computing 
systems—an approach we propose as 

autonomic computing .
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As a proliferating host of access devices becomes part of the corporate 
computing infrastructure, enterprises must transform both their I/T
systems and the business processes to connect with employees, 
customers and suppliers. Not only must they manage desktops,
workstations and PCs, but also PDAs, cell phones, pagers, etc. Annual
compound growth of these devices is expected to exceed 38 percent
over the next three years. Companies must also manage the very
p roducts they produce, such as network-enabled cars, washing
machines, and entertainment systems, as part of this integrated “system,”
extending the system concept well beyond traditional corporate
boundaries. This demands a reliable infrastructure that can accom-
modate rapid growth and hide system complexity from its users —
the company’s customers, employees and suppliers.

Emerging “ Web Serv i c e s ” standards promise to make delivery of valuable 
services over the Internet possible. In one recent I n f o Wo r l d survey,
close to 70 percent of respondents said they would develop Web
Services strategies within the year, and roughly the same percentage
felt Web Services likely to emerge as the next viable business model
of the Internet. I/T services, in particular, are a likely candidate for
delivery in a utility-like fashion, a trend we call e-sourcing. But such
services cannot become widespread unless I/T systems become more
automated and allow true economies of scale for e-sourc i n g
providers. Customers also must gain enough confidence in this
model to turn over critical business data and processes, confidence
u n l i k e l y to develop if system reliability remains dependent on an
inadequate supply of I/T workers. 

The underlying technologies to enable greater automation of complex 
systems management are ripe for innovation. The emergence of
XML and a host of new standards give us a glimpse of the glue we’ll
need to bind such self-governing systems, and advances in workload
management and software agents promise possible incre m e n t a l
paths to autonomic computing.

8

it’s time 
to design and build computing systems
capable of running themselves, adjusting to
varying circumstances, and preparing their
resources to handle most efficiently the
workloads we put upon them. These auto-
nomic systems must anticipate needs and
allow users to concentrate on what they
want to accomplish rather than figuring
how to rig the computing systems to get
them there. 

Why the urgency? Consider some major challenges faced 
by organizations embracing new e-business technologies:
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But focusing on automating 
the piece parts of computing systems 

will not be enough.

Think again of the functioning of the body’s autonomic nervous system.  

it is the self-governing operation of the entire
s y s t e m , and not just parts of it, t h at delivers 
the ultimate benefit.

An increase in heart rate without a corresponding adjustment to 
b reathing and blood pre s s u re would be disastrous, just as a functioning
brain stem would prove useless without an “always available” 
connection to the organs and muscles it directs.

So too with an autonomic computing system. Bringing autonomic
capabilities to storage systems would certainly be an impro v e m e n t ,
but if the computing systems that mine the data in those 
storage repositories become next to impossible to manage, that 
partial automation will not yield much overall benefit.

That’s why we need a systemic approach that allows for coordi-
nation and automatic management across entire networks of 
computing systems —systems built on various platforms and owned
(or even shared) by various entities. Autonomic computing is thus 
a “holistic” vision that will enable the whole of computing to
deliver much more automation than the sum of its individually self-
managed parts.

More is at stake than general system reliability or “ease of use”
for I/T customers. Only when I/T complexity becomes embedded in
the infrastructure, effectively eliminating its visibility from users, can
the next wave of I/T-driven economic productivity occur. In other
w o rds, if we make it simpler for our customers to use our technology,
new and even unpredictable applications of I/T will emerge. And
more people will use them than ever before.
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W h y, for instance, should business owners have to spend so
much time and money figuring out how to install and manage I / T
systems? For some enterprise re s o u rce-planning systems, installation
and customization fees can run several times the initial licensing cost
of the system. All that should matter to the business owner is: w h a t
does my business need to accomplish? 

ask i/t customers what they wa n t , and they’l l
tell you: let me concentrate on setting the business policy
f o r, say, security, then have the system figure out the 
implementation details. In much the same way pro g r a m m i n g

languages have moved closer to natural language, companies should
be able to frame their “instructions” for the computing system in
plainspeak: watch my competitors, and if t h e y ’ re beating us in a
p a rticular market, adjust prices and the c o rresponding supply
chain to support the new pricing.

To really benefit I / T c u s t o m e r s, autonomic computing will
need to deliver measurable advantage and opportunity by improving
interaction with I/T systems and the quality of the information they
provide, and enabling e-sourcing to be adopted as the future of I/T
services delivery.

Then I / T customers will at last be able to focus entirely on
t h e i n f o rmation services they want and “forget” about the systems 
providing them. 

T HE AC C O MPA N Y ING FIGURES IL L US T R ATE THIS POT EN T I A L .

1 2

Both the Internet and the PC revolution accelerated computing’s
inevitable migration to the masses. But the vast majority of the
earth’s population has yet to touch a computer or benefit directly
from its potential. For them to do so, interacting with computing
systems will have to become much more natural. How natural?

As early as the 1960s, Captain Kirk and his crew were getting
information from their computing systems by asking simple ques-
tions, and listening to straightforward answers —all without a single
I/T administrator to be seen on the ship. Subtly, this has become the
expectation of the masses: let me interact with computers as if I’m
dealing with a person, but let the system have information process-
ing capabilities no human could ever possess. While this goal may
still sound futuristic, 

why not apply that thinking to
everyday business?
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F IGURE 4

A large retail chain with hundreds of outlets, a network of ware -
houses, delivery fleets, employee services, customer service call 
centers, web interfaces and more — an autonomic computing system
manages all these distinct (and quasi-independent) I/T systems as
one and provides integrated time-sensitive functionality, as well as
“always available” access through web interfaces.

Annual and monthly
plans are adjusted 
on the fly based on
actions that occur 
every day.

The autonomic system also 
handles the intricacies of managing 
the company’s supply chain with 
suppliers across the globe.

Access devices 
of all sorts used by 

customers, employees
and vendors are 

supported.

The system provides real-time 
visualization of the business as 
an organic whole: sales, costs, 
inventories, most efficient 
markets, etc., mapped to its 
thousands of retail stores. This
enables rapid decision-making 
by management.

Some business “problems” 
automatically handled by 

following management rules and
guidelines: rerouting merchandise

to low-inventory areas; adjusting
orders and pricing based on the

latest financial and climate 
models (e.g., heatwave = more 

electric fans needed). 

When another retail chain is
purchased, systems adjust 
and gradually merge, allowing
access to legacy data in both
systems. Administrators act
to complete the integration of
the two systems by making 
necessary business and 
policy decisions.

All actions are captured 
by the system, which then 

optimizes business processes
across the enterprise.

One unified I/T 
infrastructure supports

employees, suppliers, and 
customers at both physical

and online outlets.
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Even though the patient is initially 
unconscious, autonomic computing 

allows immediate access to overseas
records, including complete family 

histories, x-rays and MRIs, which rule 
out some common diagnoses and 
indicate something more serious 

that requires surgery.

Reliability of the medical network —
one which comprises many different
systems across the globe belonging
to different doctors and hospitals —

uncompromised by local outages,
storms or network traffic spikes. 

Doctors evaluate all current
prescriptions and possible
interactions as well as allergies,
which alters plans for the type
of anesthesia to be used. Systems link to insurance

records, obtain all necessary
approvals and submit all forms.

Records accessed and
appended only through
trusted sources and
with full protection of
confidentiality based 
on standard medical
processes embedded 
in software agents.

F IGURE 5

A medical emergency in a foreign country — dealing 
with such an urgent situation requires instant access and integration
across multiple disparate systems. Autonomic systems management
based on global medical standards enables distinct systems to act in
a unified manner and exchange and integrate data. The result: a quick
and accurate diagnosis as well as the best course for immediate life-
saving treatment.

Patient’s DNA record
and known genomic 

data compared when 
evaluating potential 

treatments. Super-
c o m p u t i n g simulations 

run to ascertain best 
possible drug therapy,

including a patient’s 
unique systemic reaction

to novel drugs.
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An e-sourcing provider that services thousands of customers
ranging from Fortune 500 companies to individuals — a u t o n o m i c
computing allows it to offer many ranges of service while pro fi t a b l y
a g g regating customers’ varying demands across its global I / T
infrastructure. Varying “quality of service” agreements allow the utility 

to accommodate all types of customers, from large 
corporations to individuals, and embody those service
agreements in their I/T system policies. Net result: 
the same utility that handles all of a Fortune 500 
company’s I/T needs can offer a flat rate computing 
plan to home users for about the same price they pay 
for access to cable TV.

Customers can purchase 
special “pay-as-you-use” 
services, such as access to 
supercomputing.

The provider’s systems
automatically balance
workloads across its
entire infrastructure,
allowing it to guarantee
100 percent availability
for customers who
need it.

The provider can accommodate
any access devices its customers
prefer by automatically managing
them as part of its system.

Distributed redundancies 
protect critical customer 
data, allowing the utility 

to guarantee the highest 
level of integrity for 

those customers willing 
to pay for it.

The provider offers plans
where the customer receives
the latest access devices at no
charge— most will never again
own a “computer,” yet they will
rely on computing services
more than ever before.

Over 95 percent of 
systems administration is
fully automated, reserving
system administrators 
for truly exceptional 
challenges.
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Customers can enter into 
contracts with more than one 

e-sourcing provider to minimize
costs and provide an added 

layer of redundancy. For ex a m p l e ,
a service level agreement with a

local e-sourcing provider might
specify higher charges during
peak hours from 8am to 5pm, 

at which time a customer’s 
autonomic systems might switch

to a provider on the other side 
of the globe.
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So, too, with an autonomic computing system. In the end, its
individual layers and components must contribute to a system that
itself functions well without our regular interference to provide a
simplified user experience. Such a high-level system could be described
as possessing at least e i g h t key elements or characteristics.

1To be a u t o n o m i c , a computing system needs
to “know itself ”— and comprise compo-
nents that also possess a system identity.

Since a “system” can exist at many levels, an autonomic system
will need detailed knowledge of its components, current status, 
ultimate c a p a c i t y, and all connections with other systems to govern
itself. It will need to know the extent of its “owned” re s o u rces, those it
can borrow or lend, and those that can be shared or should be isolated.

Such system definition might seem simple, and when a “computer
system” meant one room-filling machine, or even hundreds of smaller
machines networked within the walls of one company, it was. But
link those hundreds of computers to millions more over the Internet,
make them interdependent, and allow a global audience to link back
to those hundreds of computers via a proliferating selection of access
d e v i c e s — cell phones, T Vs, intelligent appliances — and we have
b l u rred the once-clear concept of a “system.” Start allowing all
those devices to share processing cycles, storage and other resources,
add to that the possibility of utility-like leasing of computing serv i c e s ,
and we arrive at a situation that would seem to defy any definition of
a single “system.” 

But it’s precisely this awareness at an overall system-wide level
that autonomic computing requires. A system can’t monitor what it
doesn’t know exists, or control specific points if its domain of control
remains undefined.
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This level of functionality won’t come easily, and may sound like
the description of a panacea rather than an approach to the next era
of computing. In fact, it’s only the beginning of what we can 
imagine this next era will deliver. Unfortunately, that next era will
never come if we continue managing systems and I/T complexity as
we do today.

s o , if autonomic computing “s y s t e m s” are the
inevitable answ e r , w h at specifically are they?

First, let’s define a “system.” A system can be thought of as a
collection of computing re s o u rces tied together to perf o rm a specific
set of functions. Following this logic, an individual server can con-
stitute a system, as can a micro p rocessor containing varying inte-
g r a t e d elements on a single chip — the so-called “system-on-a-
c h i p ” a p p roach. These lower-level systems combine to form larg e r
systems: multiprocessors to form servers, servers with storage
devices and client or access devices to form networked systems, and
so on. The principle of autonomic computing must govern all such
s y s t e m s— i . e . , at some level, they must be able to manage their own
p ro c e s s e s — although most of the defining elements of autonomic
computing refer specifically to larger, higher-level systems.

Our bodies have a somewhat similar hierarchy of self-govern a n c e :
from single cells to organs and organ systems (one such system being
the autonomic nervous system). Each level maintains a measure of
independence while contributing to a higher level of organization,
culminating in the organism — us. We remain thankfully unaware,
for the most part, of the daily management of it all, because these
systems take care of themselves and only “escalate” to a higher level
function when they need help.
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settles for the status quo — it always looks
for ways to optimize its workings.

It will monitor its constituent parts and fine-tune workflow to
achieve predetermined system goals, much as a conductor listens to
an orchestra and adjusts its dynamic and expressive characteristics 
to achieve a particular musical interpretation. 

This consistent eff o rt to optimize itself is the only way a 
computing system will be able to meet the complex and often
conflicting I/T demands of a business, its customers, suppliers and
employees. And since the priorities that drive those demands change
constantly, only constant self-optimization will satisfy them.

Self-optimization will also be a key to enabling the ubiquitous
availability of e-sourcing, or a delivery of computing services in a 
utility-like manner. e-sourcing promises predictable costs and simpli-
fied access to computing for I / T customers. For providers of those
computing services, though, delivering promised quality of service to
its customers will require not only prioritizing work and system
re s o u rces, but also considering supplemental external re s o u rces (such
as subcontracted storage or extra processing cycles) similar to the way
power utilities buy and sell excess power in today’s electricity markets. 

But to be able to optimize itself, a system will need advanced
feedback control mechanisms to monitor its metrics and take appro-
priate action. Although feedback control is an old technique, we’ll
need new approaches to apply it to computing. We’ll need to answer
questions such as how often a system takes control actions, how
much delay it can accept between an action and its effect, and how
all this affects overall system stability.

Innovations in applying control theory to computing must occur
in tandem with new approaches to overall systems architecture,
yielding systems designed with control objectives in mind .
Algorithms seeking to make control decisions must have access
to internal metrics. And like the tuning knobs on a radio, control
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To build this ability into computing systems, clearly defined
policies embodied in adaptable software agents will have to govern a
system’s definition of itself and its interaction with I/T systems
around it. These systems will also need the capacity to merge auto-
matically with other systems to form new ones, even if only tem-
porarily, and break apart if required into discrete systems.

2A n autonomic computing system m u s t
c o n fi g u re and re c o n fi g u re itself under
v a rying and unpredictable conditions. 

System configuration or “setup” must occur automatically, as
must dynamic adjustments to that configuration to best handle
changing environments. 

Given possible permutations in complex systems, configuration
can be difficult and time-consuming — some servers alone pre s e n t
h u n d reds of configuration alternatives. Human system administrators
will never be able to perf o rm dynamic reconfiguration as there are too
many variables to monitor and adjust— multiply hundreds of altern a-
tives by thousands of servers and other system devices —in too short
a period of time— often minutes, if not seconds.

To enable this automatic configuration ability, a system may need
to create multiple images of critical software, such as an operating
system (a kind of software cloning), and reallocate its resources (such
as memory, storage, communications bandwidth, and processing) as
needed. If it is a globally distributed system, it will need to leverage
its multiple images and backup copies to recover from failures in
localized parts of its network. Adaptive algorithms running on such
systems could learn the best configurations to achieve mandated
performance levels.

EL EMENT 1 c o n t i n u e d
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what immediate actions need to be taken given current information
available) will need to take precedence in an autonomic solution.

Initially, “healing” responses taken by an autonomic system will
follow rules generated by human experts. But as we embed more
intelligence in computing systems, they will begin to discover 
new rules on their own that help them use system redundancy or 
additional resources to recover and achieve the primary objective:
meeting the goals specified by the user.


A v i rtual wo r l d is no less dangero u s
than the physical one, so an autonomic
computing system must be an expert in
self-protection. 

It must detect, identify and protect itself against various types of
attacks to maintain overall system security and integrity.

Before the Internet, computers operated as islands. It was fairly
easy then to protect computer systems from attacks that became
known as “viruses.” As the floppy disks used to share programs and
files needed to be physically mailed or brought to other users, it took
weeks or months for a virus to spread. 

The connectivity of the networked world changed all that.
Attacks can now come from anywhere. And viruses spread quickly—
in seconds—and widely, since they’re designed to be sent automati-
cally to other users. The potential damage to a company’s data, image
and bottom line is enormous. 

More than simply responding to component failure, or running
periodic checks for symptoms, an autonomic system will need to
remain on alert, anticipate threats, and take necessary action. Such
responses need to address two types of attacks: viruses and system
intrusions by hackers.
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points must affect the source of those internal metrics. Most impor-
tant, all the components of an autonomic system, no matter how
diverse, must be controllable in a unified manner.


A n autonomic computing system must
perform something akin to healing — it
must be able to recover from routine and
e x t r a o rd i n a ry events that might cause
some of its parts to malfunction.

It must be able to discover problems or potential problems, then
find an alternate way of using resources or reconfiguring the system
to keep functioning smoothly. Instead of “growing” replenishment
parts, as our cells do, healing in a computing system means calling
into action redundant or underutilized elements to act as replace-
ment parts. (In a sense, this is akin to what our brain does when parts
of it are damaged.)

Of course, certain types of “healing” have been a part of comput-
ing for some time. Error checking and correction, an over 50-year- o l d
t e c h n o l o g y, enables transmission of data over the Internet to re m a i n
remarkably reliable, and redundant storage systems like R A I D a l l o w
data to be re c o v e red even when parts of the storage system fail.

But the growing complexity of today’s I/T environment makes it
more and more difficult to locate the actual cause of a breakdown, 
even in relatively simple environments. We see this even with personal
c o m p u t e r s — how many times is the “solution” to a problem “shut
down, reboot and see if it helps”? 

In more complex systems, identifying the causes of failures calls
for root-cause analysis (an attempt to systematically examine what
did what to whom and to home in on the origin of the problem). But
since restoring service to the customer and minimizing interruptions
is the primary concern, an action-oriented approach (determining 
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i n f o rmation instead of confusing data. For instance, delivering all the
data necessary to display a sophisticated web page would be obvious
overkill if the user was connected to the network via a small-screen
cell phone and wanted only the address of the nearest bank. Or a
business system might report changes in the cost of goods immedi-
ately to a salesperson in the middle of writing a customer proposal,
where normally weekly updates would have sufficed.

Autonomic systems will need to be able to describe themselves
and their available resources to other systems, and they will also need
to be able to automatically discover other devices in the enviro n m e n t .
Current efforts to share supercomputer resources via a “grid” that
connects them will undoubtedly contribute technologies needed for
this environment-aware ability. Advances will also be needed to
make systems aware of a user’s actions, along with algorithms that
allow a system to determine the best response in a given context.


A n autonomic computing system c a n n o t
exist in a hermetic environment. 

While independent in its ability to manage itself, an autonomic
computing system must function in a heterogeneous world and
implement open standard s—in other words, an autonomic computing
system cannot, by definition, be a proprietary solution.

In nature, all sorts of organisms must coexist and depend upon
one another for survival (and such biodiversity actually helps stabilize
the ecosystem). In today’s rapidly evolving computing enviro n m e n t ,
an analogous coexistence and interdependence is unavoidable.
Businesses connect to suppliers, customers and partners. People con-
nect to their banks, travel agents and favorite store s—re g a rdless of the
h a rd w a re they have, or the applications they are using. As technology
i m p roves, we can only expect new inventions and new devices — a n d
an attendant proliferation of options and interd e p e n d e n c y. 
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By mimicking the human immune system, a “digital immune 
s y s t e m ”—an approach that exists today—can detect suspicious code,
automatically send it to a central analysis center, and distribute a cure
to the computer system. The whole process takes place without the
user being aware such protection is in pro c e s s .

To deal with malicious attacks by hackers, intrusion systems
must automatically detect and alert system administrators to the
attacks. Currently, computer security experts must then examine the
problem, analyze it and repair the system. As the scale of computer
networks and systems keeps expanding and the likelihood of hacker
attacks increases, we will need to automate the process even further.
There won’t be enough experts to handle each incident. 

 A n autonomic computing system k n o w s
its environment and the context surround-
ing its activity, and acts accordingly.

This is almost self-optimization turned outward: an autonomic
system will find and generate rules for how best to interact with
neighboring systems. It will tap available resources, even negotiate
the use by other systems of its underutilized elements, changing both
itself and its environment in the process —in a word, adapting. This
context-sensitivity includes improving service based on knowledge
about the context of a transaction.

Such an ability will enable autonomic systems to maintain re l i a-
bility under a wide range of anticipated circumstances and combina-
tions of circumstances (one day perhaps covering even unpre d i c t a b l e
events). But more significantly, it will enable them to provide useful 
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interact seamlessly with all a company’s other I/T systems, let alone
all its data and documents. While some aspects of computing have
improved for general users — graphical interfaces, for instance, are
far easier for most people to use than command prompts and their
corresponding dictionaries of commands—tapping the full potential
of entire I/T systems is still too difficult.

But does this mean autonomic computing systems must begin to
possess human intelligence so as to anticipate, perhaps even dictate,
a user’s I/T needs? No. Think again of the analogy of our bodies, and
in particular one aspect of the autonomic nervous system re s p o n s i b l e
for what’s commonly known as the “fight or flight response.” 

When faced with a potentially dangerous or urgent situation,
our autonomic nervous system anticipates the potential danger
before we become aware of it. It then “optimizes” our bodies for a
selection of appropriate responses — specifically, the autonomic
nervous system triggers our adrenal glands to flood the body with
adrenaline, a hormone that supercharges the ability of our muscles
to contract, increases our heart rate and breathing, and generally
constricts blood vessels to increase our blood pressure (while dilat-
ing those that feed key areas such as the skeletal muscles). The net
result: our body is superbly prepped for action, but our conscious
mind remains unaware of anything but the key pieces of information
required to decide whether to stay and act (the “fight” response) or
run for the hills. 

An autonomic system will allow for that kind of anticipation and
support. It will deliver essential information with a system optimized
and ready to implement the decisions users make and not needlessly
entangle them in coaxing results from the system.
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Current collaborations in computer science to create additional open
standards have allowed new types of sharing: innovations such as
Linux, an open operating system; Apache, an open web server;
UDDI, a standard way for businesses to describe themselves, discover
other businesses and integrate with them; and from the Globus pro j e c t ,
a set of protocols to allow computer re s o u rces to be shared in a 
distributed (or “grid-like”) manner. These community efforts have
accelerated the move toward open standards, which allow for the
development of tools, libraries, device drivers, middleware, applica-
tions, etc., for these platforms.

Advances in autonomic computing systems will need a founda-
tion of such open standards. Standard ways of system identification,
communication and negotiation — p e rhaps even new classes of
system-neutral intermediaries or “agents” specifically assigned the
role of cyber-diplomats to regulate conflicting resource demands —
need to be invented and agreed on.

P e rh a p s most critical for the user, an
autonomic computing system will antici-
pate the optimized resources needed while
keeping its complexity hidden.

This is the ultimate goal of autonomic computing: the marshaling
of I/T resources to shrink the gap between the business or personal
goals of our customers, and the I / T implementation necessary to achieve
those goals—without involving the user in that implementation.

Today our customers must adapt to a computing system by
learning how to use it, how to interact with it, and how to collect,
compare and interpret the various types of information it returns
b e f o re deciding what to do. Even custom-made solutions rare l y
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We know there are also many interim challenges: how to create the 
proper “adaptive algorithms” — sets of rules that can take previous
system experience and use that information to improve the rules. Or
how to balance what these algorithms “remember” with what they
ignore. We humans tend to be very good at the latter — we call it
“forgetting”—and at times it can be a good thing: we can retain only
significant information and not be distracted by extraneous data. 

Still another p roblem to solve: how to design an architecture for 
autonomic systems that provides consistent interfaces and points of
control while allowing for a heterogeneous environment. We could
go on, as the list of problems is actually quite long, but it is not 
so daunting as to render autonomic computing another dream of 
science fiction.

In fact, we’re beginning to make pro g ress in key are a s .
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R e a l i s t i c a l l y, such systems will be very difficult to build and will 
require significant exploration of new technologies and innovations.
T h a t ’s why we view this as a Grand Challenge for the entire I / T
i n d u s t ry. We’ll need to make pro g ress along two tracks:

making individual system components autonomic,
and achieving autonomic behavior at the level of
global enterprise i/t systems.

That second track may prove to be extremely challenging. U n l e s s
each component in a system can share inform a t i o n with every other
part and contribute to some overall system awareness and re g u l a t i o n ,
the goal of autonomic computing will not really be reached.  So one
huge technical challenge entails figuring how to create this “global”
system awareness and management. Or to put it another way, how do
we optimize the entire stack of computing layers as a whole? It’s not
something we currently know how to do.
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Also,
some aspects of autonomic computing are not entirely new to the I/T
i n d u s t ry. For instance, the protocols and standards used for forw a rd i n g
packets of information across the Internet (the most well-known
being TCP/IP) allow for some relatively simple functions, such as
routing, to occur with little human direction. And since mainframe
computers have historically been entrusted with important, “mission-
critical” work for businesses and governments, they have had
increasing levels of self-regulation and self-diagnosis built in. Such
machines now boast “availability rates” — the percentage of time
they are functioning properly —in the 99.999 percent range.

but this innovation needs to be taken to an
e n t i r e ly new level.

That’s why at IBM we’ve reorganized our Research division around 
achieving this ambitious goal. And to accelerate the flow of this curre n t
innovation into today’s hardware and software, we have undertaken
P roject eLiza: a major commitment of our server R & D b u d g e t
earmarked for autonomic computing innovations. 
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first,
many established fields of scientific study
will contribute to autonomic computing.
What we’ve learned in artificial intelligence,
control theory, complex adaptive systems
and catastrophe theory, as well as some of
the early work done in cybernetics, will
give us a variety of approaches to explore.
Current research projects at laboratories
and universities include self-evolving systems
that can monitor themselves and adjust to
some changes, “cellular” chips capable of
recovering from failures to keep long-term
applications running, heterogeneous work-
load management that can balance and
adjust workloads of many applications over
various servers, and traditional contro l
theory applied to the realm of computer
science, to name just a few.
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this is 
bigger than any s i n g l e

i/t company.
It’s a vision that requires the involvement of the top minds in the

technology community. That’s why we’re forming an advisory board
of leading academic and industry thinkers to help define our auto-
n o m i c re s e a rch agenda. We ’ re also consulting with a large gro u p
o f customers and I/T partners as part of our eLiza project to define
a strategy for bringing autonomic innovations to products.

We call on our academic colleagues to drive exploratory work in
autonomic computing. We propose that the research community
recognize it as an important field of academic endeavor. We also call
on our partners at government labs to collaborate with us on crucial
projects in this area. We plan to fund a regular stream of academic
grants to support research in this area, and we call on others in the
I/T industry to do the same.
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F i n a l l y, we call on the entire I / T i n d u s t ry to refocus its priorities on 
this essential goal. We must cooperate in developing the necessary
s t a n d a rds and open interfaces to make this vision a re a l i t y. That’s why
w e ’ re working with Globus and the Grid Computing community 
to establish standards that will support an autonomic computing
environment. The days of pushing pro p r i e t a ry agendas and 
strategies are over. Our customers deserve better. 

We in the I/T industry have lingered too long in an era of over-
specialization in which integration was just another specialty. We’ve
made t remendous pro g ress in almost every aspect of computing, b u t
not enough in the one that now counts most: how to deal with the
c o mplexity generated by all that “smaller/faster/cheaper” focus.

In this heady rush we’ve risked losing sight of the people who
buy I / T and who have come to depend on us for increased pro d u c t i v i t y
and improvement in many aspects of their daily lives. We’ve made it
unnecessarily difficult for them to tap the potential we’ve pro m i s e d
them. I t ’s time for a change.

Autonomic computing represents both this change and the
inevitable evolution of I/T automation. This next era of computing
will enable progress and abilities we can barely envision today. But
the best measure of our success will be when our customers think
about the functioning of computing systems about as often as they
think about the beating of their hearts.

Paul Horn, Senior Vice Pre s i d e n t
ibm research
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Autonomic Nervous System
That part of the nervous system that governs 
involuntary body functions like respiration and 
heart rate.

Catastrophe Theory
A special branch of dynamical systems theory that
studies and classifies phenomena characterized by
sudden shifts in behavior arising from small changes 
in circumstances.

Control Theory
The mathematical analysis of the systems and 
mechanisms for achieving a desired state under
changing internal and external conditions.

Cybernetics
A term derived from the Greek word for “steersman”
that was introduced in 1947 to describe the science of
control and communication in animals and machines.

Feedback Control
A process by which output or behavior of a machine 
or system is used to change its operation in order to 
constantly reduce the difference between the output 
and a target value. A simple example is a thermostat
that cycles a furnace or air conditioner on and off to
maintain a fixed temperature.

Globus
A collaborative academic project centered at 
Argonne National Laboratory focused on enabling 
the application of grid concepts to computing.

Grand Challenge
A problem that by virtue of its degree of difficulty and
the importance of its solution, both from a technical
and societal point of view, becomes a focus of interest
to a specific scientific community.

Grid computing
A type of distributed computing in which a wide-
ranging network connects multiple computers whose
resources can then be shared by all end-users;
includes what is often called “peer-to-peer” computing.
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Adaptive Algorithm
An algorithm that can “learn” and change its behavior 
by comparing the results of its actions with the goals
that it is designed to achieve.

Algorithm
A procedure, which can be written as a set of steps, 
for producing a specific output from a given input.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
The capacity of a computer or system to perform 
tasks commonly associated with the higher intellectual
processes characteristic of humans. AI can be seen 
as an attempt to model aspects of human thought 
on computers. Although certain aspects of AI will
undoubtedly make contributions to autonomic 
computing, autonomic computing does not have as 
its primary objective the emulation of human thought.

Autonomic
1.Of, relating to, or controlled by the autonomic 

nervous system.
2.Acting or occurring involuntarily; automatic: 

an autonomic reflex.

GLO SS A RY
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Homeostasis
A physiological constancy or equilibrium maintained 
by self-regulating mechanisms.

Policy-based Management
A method of managing system behavior or resources 
by setting “policies” (often in the form of “if-then” rules)
that the system interprets.

Project eLiza
An initiative launched by I BM in April 2001 to 
integrate autonomic capabilities into its products and
services, including servers, storage, middleware, and
various kinds of services offerings. It is a core element
of IBM’s autonomic computing effort.

Quality of Service (QoS)
A term used in a Service Level Agreement (SLA)
denoting a guaranteed level of performance 
(e.g., response times less than 1 second).

Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks (RAID)
A way of storing the same data in different places on
multiple hard disks. Storing data on multiple disks can
improve performance by balancing input and output
operations. Since using multiple disks increases the
mean time between failure, storing data redundantly
also increases fault-tolerance.

Service Level Agreement (SLA)
A contract in which a service provider agrees to 
deliver a minimum level of service.

Web Services
A way of providing computational capabilities using 
standard Internet protocols and architectural elements. 
For example, a database web service would use web
browser interactions to retrieve and update data 
located remotely. Web services use UDDI to make
their presence known.
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Expected Products or Implementation in near future 
 
Autonomic Computing for IBM eServerTM xSeriesTM 
http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/autonomic/xseries.html 

 

IBM eServer xSeries includes a rich portfolio of simply smart management tools designed to support IBM's 

autonomic computing initiative today. These tools have predictive and proactive features which automate IT tasks, 

requiring little or no human interaction. These intelligent capabilities are designed to deliver significant IT savings 

by avoiding unplanned system downtime and by reducing the time and labor associated with managing complex 

networked environments. 

 

Self-configuring features 

• Dynamic partitioning  

• Mass configuration support  

• Automatic software/firmware update (BIOS, device drivers, etc.)  

• Self-install and configuration of multiple, replicated, distributed systems (Remote Deployment Manager)  

• Active™ PCI, memory  

• IBM Director Configuration Wizards  

 

 Self-healing features 

• Memory mirroring  

• Real Time Diagnostics  

• Chipkill™ Memory, Hot Spare Memory  

• Auto server restart  

• Watchdog timer for automated reboot  

• Flash Copy™  

• RAID  

• IBM Director:  

o Automated system health management  

o Software Rejuvenation to predict and avoid software failures  

o Capacity Manager resource bottleneck identification  

o Automated corrective action  

• Electronic Service Agent - "call home" support  

 

http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/autonomic/xseries.html


Self-optimizing features 

• Unattended, remote, replicated image deployment (Remote Deployment Manager)  

• Automated group bottleneck detection & resolution  

• Dynamic server clustering  

• IBM Director (Automated Event Action Plans in response to alerts, automated task scheduler, process control 

tool)  

• XpandOnDemand™ Scalability  

• Active partitioning  

• Active PCI Manager for optimizing I/O throughput  

 

Self-protecting features 

• Predictive Failure Analysis with automated corrective action  

• Automated FRU number reporting (failing part)  

• SSL Web-based agent [manages Internet transmission security]  

• LDAP [aids in the location of network resources]  

• Kerberos [authenticates requests for service in a network]  

• VPN  

• Digital certificates [provides identity authentication]  

• Encryption [prevents unauthorized use of data]  

 

 

Autonomic Computing for IBM eServerTM iSeriesTM 
http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/autonomic/iseries.html 

 

Many of the foundation technologies encompassed by autonomic computing manifest themselves in IBM eServer 

iSeries. From the day this advanced architecture was introduced to the marketplace it has contained many 

forward-looking autonomic technologies, such as the ability to automatically phone for service in anticipation of a 

failure, and the ability to automatically allocate data to all available disk drives while self-optimizing disk drive 

utilization. iSeries remains a leader by yielding a low overall total cost of ownership among platform choices. As 

iSeries has grown in performance and versatility, the autonomic advances have kept coming, including dynamic 

LPAR (Logical Partitioning) for efficient resource allocation, dynamic optimization of workloads and DB2, graphical 

tools for wizard-assisted setup and systems management, and Enterprise Identity Mapping for improved 

enterprise-wide security. iSeries -- it’s “enterprise computing made simple.” 

 

Self-configuring features 

• CPU capacity upgrade on demand, providing instant access to reserve processors  

http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/autonomic/iseries.html


• Hot plug disk, I/O  

• SAN-like dynamic storage add for Windows (Intel) workloads (IXS, IXA)  

• EZSetup Wizards, easing installation capabilities in servers and software  

• iSeries Access for Wireless, providing systems management from anywhere  

• Connect for iSeries, providing automated B2B connection services  

• Enterprise Identity Mapping, improving enterprise-wide security and integrity  

• Virtual I/O for Linux partitions and Windows (Intel) workloads  

• Switchable auxiliary storage pools (independent ASP)  

• NetServer (file/print server) support for Windows clients 

 

 Self-healing features 

• Auto-fix defective PTFs  

• Chipkill Memory, dynamic bit steering  

• Service director  

• Performance Management/400 (PM/400)  

• Tagged storage  

• RAID  

• Concurrent maintenance  

• Dynamic IP takeover, clustering  

• Independent auxiliary storage pools (switched disks)  

• Electronic Service Agent - "call home" support  

• Automatic performance adjuster  

• Domino auto restart, clustering  

• Agent-building learning environment (ABLE engine) for problem management  

 

Self-optimizing features 

• Dynamic LPAR for OS/400 and Linux  

• Adaptive e-transaction services  

• Integrated database optimizer  

• Automatic Index Advisor for DB  

• Graphical database monitor  

• Dynamic load balancing for disk capacity and arm utilization  

• Single-level storage, Expert Cache option  

• Quality of service  

• Global resource manager, heterogeneous workload manager  

• Automatic performance management/workload balancing  



 

Self-protecting features 

• Self-protecting object-based kernel  

• Digital object tagging, automatic object retranslation (virus removal)  

• Tagged storage, RAID, ECC, dual line cords  

• IP takeover  

• Enterprise identity mapping  

• Built in support for Kerberos [authenticates requests for service in a network], LDAP [aids in the location of 

network resources], SSL [manages Internet transaction security], VPN [manages Internet transmission security], 

Digital Certificates [provides identity authentication]  

 

 

Autonomic Computing for IBM eServerTM pSeriesTM 
http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/autonomic/pseries.html 

 

Today's IBM eServer pSeries offers some of the most advanced self-management features for Unix servers on 

the market today. In our most recent announce included items like: LPAR and dynamic LPAR, workload manager, 

Reliable Scalable Cluster Technology (RSCT), and a Self Protecting Kernel. Kerberos V5 Authentication, 

Automatic System & Etherchannel Failover, make the IBM eServer pSeries is one of the most reliable Unix system 

on the marketplace as well as one of the simplest to use and manage. 

 

Self-configuring features 

• Virtual IP address (VIPA)  

• IP multipath routing  

• Microcode discovery services/inventory scout  

• Hot-swappable disks  

• Hot-swap PCI  

• Wireless/pervasive system configuration  

• TCP explicit congestion notification  

 

 Self-healing features 

• Multiple default gateways  

• Automatic system hang recovery  

• Automatic dump analysis & e-mail forwarding  

• Ether channel automatic failover  

• Graceful processor failure detection & failover  

http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/autonomic/pseries.html


• HACMP & HAGeo  

• First failure data capture  

• Chipkill ECC Memory, dynamic bit steering  

• Memory scrubbing  

• Automatic, dynamic de-allocation (processors, L2/L3 cache, LPAR, PCI buses)  

• Electronic Service Agent - "call home" support 

 

Self-optimizing features 

• Static LPAR  

• Dynamic LPAR  

• Workload manager enhancement  

• Extended memory allocator  

• Reliable, scalable cluster technology (RSCT)  

• PSSP cluster management  

 

Self-protecting features 

• Kerberos V5 Authentication [authenticates requests for service in a network]  

• Self-protecting kernel  

• SecureWay LDAP directory integration [LDAP aids in the location of network resources]  

• SSL [manages Internet transmission security]  

• DigitalCertificates  

• Encryption [prevents unauthorized use of data] 

 

Ex 1) ☞ See the Appendix Ⅰ 

 

 

Autonomic Computing for IBM eServerTM zSeriesTM 
http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/autonomic/zseries.html 

 

Today's IBM eServer zSeries offers some of the most advanced autonomic computing features available on the 

market. This includes features like CPU Sparing, dynamic LPAR as well as Intelligent Resource Director for 

dynamic workload and resource management facilities for the most demanding e-business environments. Some of 

the recent improvements include: setup wizards for VPN, IRD and security planner, security and clustering for 

improved "self configuration capabilities", Enterprise Identity mapping for improved enterprise-wide security and, 

intelligent resource director for improved resource utilization and management across a range of e-business 

workloads. 

http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/autonomic/zseries.html


 

Self-configuring features 

• msys for Setup (for Parallel Sysplex, TCP/IP, USS, LE, ISPF,...)  

• z/OS wizardry [enables self-installation capabilities] including new support for Intelligent Resource Director and 

security planner  

• Capacity upgrade CPU [provides instant access to additional processors or servers], memory, I/O  

• Customer Initiated Upgrade  

• Automatic hardware detection/configuration  

• Automatic communication configuration  

 

 Self-healing features 

• msys for Operations  

• Concurrent memory upgrade (CoD)  

• Capacity backup  

• CPU, memory (ECC), I/O, network  

• Sysplex CF duplexing  

• Concurrent maintenance  

• Dynamic Virtual IP takeover and takeback  

• Dynamic disk balancing  

• CF structure duplexing  

• System automation for OS/390  

• Electronic Service Agent - "call home" support  

• Geographically Dispersed Parallel Sysplex  

• Fault tolerant cache hierarchy  

 

Self-optimizing features 

• IRD (Intelligent Resource Director) extensions (non z/OS partitions-CPU (Linux), I/O, server-wide) [allows 

dynamic resource allocation on zSeries servers]  

• Dynamic LPAR, WLM LPAR extensions for Linux  

• Parallel Sysplex Extensions- Sysplex Distributor, CP Coupling  

• BIND9 DNS-DNS BIND Version 9.0 on z/OS  

• z/OS workload manager (CPU, memory, I/O; TCP/IP QOS, Web request management, and batch initiator 

balancing)  

 

Self-protecting features 

• LPAR, Certifications: FIPS, I40-1 Level 4, EAL4, ZKA, ICSA Labs 1.0A  



• Intrusion detection-IDS, PKI  

• Hardware cryptographic adapters  

• Digital certificates [provides identity authentication]  

• SSL and TLS [manages Internet transmission security], Kerberos [authenticates requests for service in a 

network], VPN, encryption  

• Tivoli Policy Director  

• LDAP [aids in the location of network resources]  

• HiperSockets™ 

 

 

Tivoli Software 
http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/tivoli.shtml 

 

IBM Tivoli software technology management software from IT systems. Used by 96% of Fortune 500 

companies, Tivoli products make it easy to manage hundreds of thousands of separate devices without 

sacrificing productivity, security, or performance. 

 

Autonomic Computing Capabilities 

Tivoli delivers a variety of autonomic computing capabilities based on the four characteristics of self-managing 

systems:  

• Self-configuring  

o IBM Tivoli Storage Manager  

o IBM Tivoli Public Provisioning Infrastructure (with VeriSign)  

• Self-healing  

o IBM Tivoli Switch Analyzer  

o IBM Tivoli Business Systems Manager  

o IBM Tivoli System Automation for OS/390®  

o IBM Tivoli Storage Resource Manager  

• Self-optimizing  

o IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler  

o IBM Tivoli Storage Manager  

o IBM Tivoli Analyzer for Lotus® Domino™  

• Self-protecting  

o IBM Tivoli Access Manager  

o IBM Tivoli Identity Manager  

o IBM Tivoli Access Management Services (with VeriSign)  

http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/tivoli.shtml


 

Features and Benefits 

• Configuration management 

Enables integrated inventory and software distribution  

• Storage resource management 

Scans and discovers storage resources in the SLA management 

Manages Service Level Agreements (SLA breaches  

• Identity management 

Enables centralized identity management and integrated, automated workflow with business processes  

• Monitoring capabilities 

Provides tailored automation using templates applied against a resource model engine  

• Storage management 

Enables automatic domain configuration and file system identification, storage-pool restoration and correction, 

backup and restore optimization, and automated protection of enterprise data across heterogeneous storage 

environments  

• Risk management 

Offers self-protecting core technology to shield 

 

Next steps in autonomic computing 

Tivoli software from IBM is delivering autonomic computing capabilities to customers today, and will continue 

developing advanced self-managing technologies to enable a more rapid return on IT investments than ever 

before. 

 

Ex 1) Tivoli Distributed Monitoring 

Tivoli Distributed Monitoring provides an efficient, reliable, automated way to ensure user access to distributed 

applications and computing resources. Designed specifically for distributed computing, Tivoli Distributed 

Monitoring offers a consistent, easy and centralized way to group and monitor key computing resources. 

This self-optimizing monitoring checks system resources and services while proactively detecting and 

automatically correcting potential problem situations for your business. 

 

Ex 2) Tivoli Enterprise Console 

The Tivoli Enterprise Console (TEC) provides a centralized point of control that keeps your I/T staff in close 

and efficient control of events happening across all systems in your distributed environment. The TEC processes 

and responds to the thousands of events and alarms that occur daily from network devices, hardware systems, 

relational database management systems and Tivoli partner and customer applications. 

The TEC processes and correlates network and system events and automatically initiates corrective actions, 



enabling businesses to not only identify failures, but proactively avoid them, because indications of system 

resource problems can be seen hours before a failure occurs. 

 

Ex 3) Tivoli Storage Manager 

This self-protecting storage manager helps customers automate network backup and efficiently manage 

storage while providing disaster recovery functions. 

Tivoli Storage Manager will protect and manage your business information in an enterprise-wide Storage Area 

Network and traditional network environment. It includes a host of optional products offering an end-to-end 

scalable solution spanning laptops to mainframes on over 35 platforms. 

 

Ex 4) Tivoli Software Distribution 

Tivoli Software Distribution focuses on deploying software on an enterprise scale. It is a key solution for 

customers who need to rapidly and efficiently deploy complex applications to multiple locations from a central 

point. 

It enables businesses to dispatch software and updates globally in real time -- even assuring software delivery to 

systems that become disconnected. 

 

Ex 5) Tivoli Monitoring Resource Model Builder 

http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/rmbuilder 

The Tivoli Monitoring Resource Model Builder is a programming tool for creating, modifying, debugging, and 

packaging resource models for use with IBM Tivoli Monitoring products. New for Version 1.1.0 is a user interface 

based on WebSphere Studio Workbench, along with increased documentation and coding examples. The new 

Resource Model Builder makes it easier to specify events, parameters, and thresholds for existing and new 

resource models in order to identify server and system problems in real time, notify administrators, and take 

autonomic corrective action. 

 

 

Lotus Software 
http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/lotus.shtml 

 

Lotus software from IBM focuses on the human side of business, delivering solutions that empower people 

to collaborate, learn and make the most of their collective knowledge wherever they work -- in their offices, 

at home or on the road. With flexible, security-rich solutions that are open and reliable, Lotus has reinvented 

the way thousands of organizations around the world do business. 

Our flagship products -- IBM Lotus Domino® -- are the rich products that introduced "groupware" to the 

business lexicon over a decade ago. With over 95 million users worldwide, we are a recognized leader and 

http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/rmbuilder
http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/lotus.shtml


innovator in the exciting world of messaging and collaboration. We view autonomic computing as a critical 

competitive point-of-differentiation that will help systems focus on the technology side of business, allowing 

people to focus on the human side of business. 

 

Autonomic Computing Capabilities 

Release 6 of Lotus Notes and Domino(ND6) delivers a variety of autonomic computing capabilities based around 

the four characteristics of self-managing systems: 

• Self-configuring 

Domino Administrator offers automatic propagation of design elements, new activity tracking capabilities, event 

handlers and automatic updating of directory elements  

• Self-healing 

Tivoli Analyzer for Domino offers predictive capabilities  

• Self-optimizing 

Tivoli Analyzer for Domino provides clustered server load balancing and distributed application processing to 

increase the productivity of administrative staff and enhance end user satisfaction  

• Self-protecting 

ND6 delivers secure authentication and access control management, comprehensive encryption for all 

communications, and extensive support for security standards, protocols, and digital signatures  

 

Next steps in autonomic computing 

The autonomic computing features in IBM Lotus Notes/Domino 6 are just the beginning. The vision to 

provide more extensive autonomic computing features that allow people to focus on collaborative high-

value activities while the systems manage more and more of their own functions will unleash the true power 

of collaborative computing. 

 

Ex 1) Lotus Discovery Server 

http://www.lotus.com/products/discserver.nsf 

The Discovery Server extracts, analyzes and categorizes structured and unstructured information to reveal the 

relationships between the content, people, topics and user activity in an organization. Through this expertise 

profiling and content discovery, the server uncovers organization know-how in terms of where things are, who 

knows what, what is relevant, and which subjects generate the most interest and interactivity. 

This is an advanced data search and expertise location solution designed to help customers maintain and grow 

their knowledge capital. 

 

 

WebSphere Software 

http://www.lotus.com/products/discserver.nsf


http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/websphere.shtml 

 

The IBM WebSphere software platform expands your business opportunities and productivity with a world-class 

infrastructure ready for the next chapter in e-business. Version 5 of the WebSphere Application Server and 

WebSphere Studio products deliver: 

• A comprehensive build to integrate platform  

Improve time-to-value by building new integration-ready applications that leverage your existing software assets  

• A highly integrated application development environment  

Maximize your return on investment and reduce labor costs with superior developer productivity  

• Agile deployment and administration  

Reduce cost of ownership and minimize startup investment with highly productive and flexible administration, 

deployment and management services  

• Intelligent end-to-end application optimization 

Create competitive advantage and optimize price/performance while meeting the changing demands of dynamic 

e-business with industry leading reliability, availability, scalability, performance and security  

 

Autonomic Computing Capabilities 

The WebSphere software platform delivers a variety of autonomic computing capabilities based on the four 

characteristics of self-managing systems. 

• Self-configuring 

Lowers the cost of ownership and minimizes startup investment with highly productive and flexible 

administration, deployment and management services  

• Self-healing 

Offers built-in resiliency to handle unpredictable high volume loads with high availability, even if hardware 

failures occur  

• Self-optimizing 

Creates competitive advantage and optimizes price/performance for customers while also meeting the changing 

demands of dynamic e-business with industry-leading performance  

• Self-protecting 

Delivers policy-based security and workload management to ensure:  

o Only authorized users access application resources  

o Consistent end-to-end application integrity is maintained  

 

Autonomic Computing Features and Benefits 

• Adapt to multiple deployment options 

Dramatically reduces configuration complexity  

http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/websphere.shtml


• Plug-and-play applications 

Updates applications without having to stop the system, allowing you to continue working during updates  

• Problem analysis and recovery 

Identifies patterns of well-known problems and makes corrective recommendations for quick recovery from 

problems  

• Application profiling 

Applies system resources at runtime to optimize application execution based on usage profiles  

• Workload management 

Optimizes workload and provides failover by enabling tasks to be distributed to different machines according to 

their capacity  

• Denial of service protection 

Provides circuit-breaker capability for a clustered system, preventing a DoS attack from flooding the system with 

requests 

 

Next steps in autonomic computing 

With autonomic computing capabilities built into the core foundation of WebSphere Application Server, it is an 

integral part of IBM's autonomic computing architecture and will yield even greater value in the future. 

 

Ex 1) WebSphere Site Analyzer 

http://www-3.ibm.com/software/sysmgmt/products/web-site-analyzer.html 

IBM site analyzer provides analysis for enterprise website visitor traffic, visitor behavior, site usage, site content 

and site structure. It helps you make factual e-business decisions regarding website activity. 

The analyzer helps I/T managers get to the root cause of a database error by identifying patterns and 

proactively contacting the administrator for a fix, rather than creating a customer call. The next step will be that 

when things fail, the fix will be applied automatically. 

 
 

IBM DB2 Universal Database 
http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/db2.shtml 

 

IBM DB2 Universal Database software is the worldwide market share leader in the industry and marks the next 

stage in the evolution of the relational database. DB2 is the industry's first multimedia, Web-ready relational 

database management system delivering leading capabilities in manageability, reliability, performance, and 

scalability. DB2 is the database of choice for customers and partners developing and deploying critical solutions. 

There are more than 60 million DB2 users from 400,000 companies worldwide relying on IBM data management 

technology.  

http://www-3.ibm.com/software/sysmgmt/products/web-site-analyzer.html
http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/db2.shtml


As the scope of relational database functions has expanded in recent years, the complexity of database systems 

has also grown. The added complexity and the increase in data size — now frequently into tens of terabytes — 

have increased the burden on database administrators. The combination of increased data volumes, larger 

systems, and increased function has motivated the need for autonomic capability within database management 

systems in order to reduce cost of ownership and to enable databases to operate in environments with limited 

access to skilled administration personnel. 

 

Autonomic Computing Capabilities 

DB2 Universal Database has long established the bar for self-optimization in the database industry with its 

advanced query optimization capabilities. With Version 8.1, DB2 expands its autonomic computing foundation with 

key new capabilities that deliver value today through reducing complexity in deploying, managing, and configuring 

relational databases:  

• DB2 Health Monitor 

Provides out-of-the box monitoring of key DB2 performance and reliability metrics and offers expert advice on 

resolving any problems that may occur  

• DB2 Configuration Advisor 

Allows even a novice user to achieve a configuration that previously would have taken an expert days to 

accomplish  

 

Next steps in autonomic computing 

The current set of features in DB2 Universal Database only scratches the surface of the larger goal of complete 

autonomic computing for relational databases. Future releases of DB2 Universal Database will feature key 

infrastructure capabilities that will allow DB2 Universal Database to evolve to the next level of system automation 

and self-control by allowing a large set of operations, configuration changes, and maintenance utilities to run 

concurrently with online systems, and provide enhanced monitoring and reporting of system activity and resource 

utilization. 

These monitoring and online capabilities have set the stage for research in adaptive resource control, dynamic 

tuning, automatic maintenance, and adaptive query access plan refinement. Development continues as well in 

enhanced physical database design technology, self-protecting, and self-healing technology. 

 

 

IBM Total Sotrage 
http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/storage_sys.shtml 

 

IBM total storage can help you address your storage challenges regardless of your company's size with: 

• A portfolio of products that offer scalability, reliability, security and performance together with cross-platform 

http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/storage_sys.shtml


compatibility and provide cross-platform compatibility backed by industry-leading warranties  

• A network of service personnel committed to providing timely and helpful global technical support  

• Solutions that can address all your infrastructure needs, including:  

o Storage consolidation  

o Data protection  

o Disaster tolerance  

o Data sharing and access  

 

Autonomic Computing Capabilities 

Autonomic storage is a composite set of autonomic computing capabilities that grows from making individual 

devices intelligent, aggregating those devices by their role, and connecting the entire network to business priorities. 

What emerges is storage that reflects the four key characteristics of self-managing systems. 

Rather than being a specific technology breakthrough, autonomic storage is achieved through the gradual 

accumulation of many advanced technologies. Today, IBM offers a variety of storage products that include 

numerous autonomic computing functions. For example: 

 

• IBM TotalStorage Enterprise Storage Server™ (ESS)  

Offers predictive failure analysis and auto configuration/rebuild  

• IBM ToralStorage FAStT Storage Servers 

Provides LUN masking and partitioning as well as dynamic RAID-level migration and segment size changes 

• IBM TotalStorage Network Attached Storage (NAS) 

Supports cluster failover/failback and predictive failure analysis with automated corrective actions  

• IBM TotalStorage Virtual Tape Server(VTS) 

Includes space management and peer-to-peer copy 

• IBM TotalStorage LTO Ultrium Scalable Tape Library 

Offers automatic calibration of hardware, and auto detection and identification of all features during 

configuration  

• IBM TotalStorage LTO Ultrium UltraScalable Tape Library   

Includes logical library partitioning 

• IBM Tivoli Storage Resource Manager 

Delivers a set of automated tools that address multiple aspects of the storage infrastructure 

 

Next steps in autonomic computing 

Storage Software 

Storage software for autonomic storage includes providing options for storage administrators to automate tasks. 

We plan to offer products that provide: 



• Policy-based storage management provisioning  

• Transparent data movement between volumes and storage pools  

• Transparent addition, deletion, and redeployment of storage  

• Auto-failover and failback of virtualization nodes  

IBM intends to deliver a comprehensive set of storage software solutions that address the issues of storage 

management for block devices, files, and management of storage networks. 

In addition, we plan on introducing a common file system specifically designed for storage networks based on our 

Storage Tank™ technology initiative. The Storage Tank design helps migrate intelligence from individual servers 

and onto the storage network where it can be available to all application servers on that network, helping to 

automate routine and error prone tasks using policy-based automation. 

Open standards-based management 

IBM TotalStorage products will come with basic management tools and will be manageable by IBM management 

products through the use of SNIA Bluefin standards. We plan to converge SNA and NAS environments for 

customers who need both and simplify data sharing and management.  

We believe that standards efforts centered on SNIA will become highly accepted by the industry. Our 

products are being designed to support management through the use of open standards. We intend to 

provide industry standard interfaces for our virtualization and Storage Tank offerings. This will permit these 

products to be managed by the IBM management software products that support open standards. 

 

 
DataCase, Takmi (Call Center, Service, Repair, TCO reduction) 
 

DataCase is a keyword search, question and answer technology that acts as an expert system 
for call centers. TAKMI (Text Analysis and Knowledge Mining) is text mining technology that has a 
graphical user interface to display the results of analysis. It indicates information such as word 
frequency, frequency of associated words, topic trend, and so on. Like DataCase, TAKMI has also 
been used by IBM PC help centers. 
  ☞ See the Appendix Ⅱ 

 
 

Discovery Link 
http://www-3.ibm.com/solutions/lifesciences/discoverylink.html 

 
A system for integrated access to life sciences data sources. IBM builds upon its key strengths in 

storage and retrieval technologies to assist scientists and accelerate the drug discovery process 
with this new middleware solution. 

http://www-3.ibm.com/solutions/lifesciences/discoverylink.html


DiscoveryLink will help to dramatically increase R&D productivity with single-query access to 
existing databases, applications, and search engines. 
 
 

Intelligent Agent: ABLE 
http://alphaworks.ibm.com/aw.nsf/frame?ReadForm&/aw.nsf/techmain/1BD82BF8F90CB6F1882568

D3005BA561 

 
The Agent Building and Learning Environment (ABLE) is a Java framework and toolkit for the 

construction and deployment of intelligent agents. These intelligent algorithms  understand a 
pattern (what you are trying to accomplish), figure out what needs to be done, and control the 
system. 

In the ABLE framework, an agent is an autonomous software component. It could be running on 
its own thread of control or could be called synchronously by another agent or process either 
through a direct method call or by sending an event. 

☞ See the Appendix Ⅲ 

 
 

OptimalGrid 
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/optimalgrid 

 

OptimalGrid is a research prototype of a grid-enabled collaboration framework, sophisticated 
management infrastructure, and problem-solving environment for grid computing that is designed 
to hide complexities of partitioning, distributing, and load balancing.  
The goal of OptimalGrid is to simplify the creation and management of connected parallel 

applications on the grid by including important autonomic grid functionality in a middleware layer. 
Ideally, developers should be able to create grid-enabled parallel applications without themselves 
becoming experts in grid or high-performance computing. Grid applications should be able to 
automatically reconfigure themselves in the response to dynamic changes in the grid environment. 

☞ See the Appendix Ⅳ 

 

 

Log and Trace Preview for Autonomic Computing  
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/logandtrace 

 

http://alphaworks.ibm.com/aw.nsf/frame?ReadForm&/aw.nsf/techmain/1BD82BF8F90CB6F1882568D3005BA561
http://alphaworks.ibm.com/aw.nsf/frame?ReadForm&/aw.nsf/techmain/1BD82BF8F90CB6F1882568D3005BA561
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/optimalgrid
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The Log and Trace Preview for Autonomic Computing is an Eclipse-based tool that enables 
viewing, analysis, and correlation of log files generated by IBM WebSphere® Application Server, 
IBM HTTP Server, IBM DB2 Universal Database, and Apache HTTP Server.  

This tool makes it easier and faster for developers and support personnel to debug and resolve 
problems within multi-tier systems by converting heterogeneous data into a common event model 
and by providing a specialized visualization and analysis of the data. The Log and Trace Preview 
for Autonomic Computing works with ISV application plug-ins.  
 

 

Emerging Technologies Toolkit 
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/ettk 

 

The ETTK is a software development kit for designing, developing, and executing emerging 
autonomic and grid-related technologies and Web services. The ETTK provides an environment in 
which to run emerging technology examples that showcase recently announced specifications and 
prototypes from IBM's emerging technology development and research teams. In addition, it 
provides introductory material to help developers easily get started with development of autonomic 
technologies, Web services, and grids. The ETTK evolved from the package known as the Web 
Services Toolkit (WSTK). With the renaming of the WSTK package to ETTK, the scope of 
technologies included within the package has been expanded. The new toolkit consolidates related 
technologies from various IBM development and research labs. The demos and functions of the 
ETTK run on both Linux and Windows® operating systems.  
 

http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/ettk


Dynamic
reconfiguration: Basic
building blocks for
autonomic computing
on IBM pSeries servers

by J. Jann
L. M. Browning
R. S. Burugula

A logical partition in an IBM pSeriesTM

symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) system is a
subset of the hardware of the SMP that can
host an operating system (OS) instance.
Dynamic reconfiguration (DR) on these
logically partitioned servers enables the
movement of hardware resources (such as
processors, memory, and I/O slots) from one
logical partition to another without requiring
reboots. This capability also enables an
autonomic agent to monitor usage of the
partitions and automatically move hardware
resources to a needy OS instance
nondisruptively. Today, as SMPs and
nonuniform memory access (NUMA) systems
become larger and larger, the ability to run
several instances of an operating system(s) on
a given hardware system, so that each OS
instance plus its subsystems scale or perform
well, has the advantage of an optimal
aggregate performance, which can translate
into cost savings for customers. Though static
partitioning provides a solution to this overall
performance optimization problem, DR
enables an improved solution by providing the
capability to dynamically move hardware
resources to a needy OS instance in a timely
fashion to match workload demands. Hence,
DR capabilities serve as key building blocks
for workload managers to provide self-
optimizing and self-configuring features.
Besides dynamic resource balancing, DR also
enables Dynamic Capacity Upgrade on
Demand, and self-healing features such as
Dynamic CPU Sparing, a winning solution for

users in this age of rapid growth in Web
servers on the Internet.

One of the cardinal features of an autonomic com-
ponent in an information technology (IT) infrastruc-
ture is the ability of the component to adapt itself
smoothly to changes in its environment. Endowing
a computing system with this self-management fea-
ture often translates to the implementation of self-
protecting, self-healing, self-optimizing, and self-con-
figuring algorithms and subcomponents. Because the
primary role of an operating system (OS) is to man-
age the physical resources of a computer system so
as to optimize the performance of its applications
(including middleware, which consists of applications
from the perspective of the OS), an OS supporting
autonomic computing1 needs to handle the changes
in the amount of physical resources allocated to it
in a smooth fashion. Some of the most prominent
physical resources of an OS are processors, physical
memory, and I/O devices.

The current tendency among the noncommodity
symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) system vendors is
to develop systems that are increasingly large in terms
of the number of processors, number of I/O slots, and
memory size. Although advances in the design of
hardware continue to provide rapid increases in the

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
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royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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sizes of these physical resources, a number of major
applications and subsystems often lag behind in scal-
ability; hence, the trend in high-end SMPs is to sup-
port partitioning of large SMPs and to use these sys-
tems for effective server consolidation. Partitioned
SMPs typically come in two kinds: systems with phys-
ical partitions (PPARs) and systems with logical par-
titions (LPARs). In a physically partitioned system,
the granularity of partitioning is typically coarse, be-
cause the partitioning occurs at physical boundaries
such as system boards. In a logically partitioned sys-
tem, the granularity of partitioning is typically much
more fine-grained, such as a single CPU or even a
fraction of a CPU, a small block of memory, or an
I/O-slot instead of an entire I/O-bus. Hence a given
SMP can be subdivided into many more LPARs than
PPARs.

IBM first provided LPAR support in the Advanced In-
teractive Executive (AIX*) operating system with the
introduction of the pSeries* 690 system in Decem-
ber 2001. This first release of LPAR support was static
in nature, that is, the reassignment of a resource from
one LPAR to another LPAR cannot be made while AIX
is actively running, and both the donor LPAR and the
receiver LPAR must be rebooted to enable a reas-
signment. For such a system to provide support for
various resource-related autonomic computing fea-
tures, such as dynamic resource balancing across
LPARs, Capacity on Demand, Dynamic CPU Sparing,
and hot swapping, it needs to augment the static par-
titioning capabilities with dynamic LPAR (DLPAR) ca-
pabilities. As of 2002, the pSeries 690 supports the
dynamic reassignment of resources across LPARs run-
ning AIX. In AIX, this functionality is referred to as
dynamic reconfiguration (DR). Since AIX is an en-
terprise UNIX** operating system that has been de-
signed to be robust, high in performance, rich in
functions and support of platforms, and hence
monolithic, the addition of a valuable autonomic
computing feature such as DR has to be carefully
morphed into the existing semantics, code base, and
structural organization of the operating system.
These challenges found in adding autonomic com-
puting capabilities are encountered by most of the
large systems with a significant installation base.
Later in this paper, we briefly describe the design of
DR in AIX and show that with carefully developed
designs, autonomic computing capabilities can be
added to an enterprise quality OS, while preserving
its performance, semantics, and structural organi-
zation. Besides describing the designs within AIX that
enable the smooth migration of physical resources,
we also describe how these designs are being ex-

ploited to provide a variety of valuable autonomic
computing features to an IT establishment.

Autonomic benefits of DLPAR. DLPAR in a pSeries
690-AIX system offers a great deal of flexibility to
users, allowing resources to be shifted to where they
are most needed without impacting system availabil-
ity. The DLPAR technologies that have been devel-
oped provide the basic building blocks on which
many self-optimizing, self-configuring, self-protect-
ing, and self-healing features of the system are built.
These features enable the implementation of auto-
nomic system management and goal-oriented pol-
icies to optimize the performance and usage of
system resources. DR also improves the levels of re-
source utilization and the reliability and serviceabil-
ity (RAS) characteristics of the SMP, that translate into
real cost savings for the IT establishment.

Some of the benefits offered by an SMP with LPAR
capabilities are:

1. Servers can be consolidated by simply placing the
workloads of several smaller servers into separate
LPARs of a big SMP, hence reducing and unifying
systems administration tasks.

2. Workloads can be separated by designating sep-
arate LPARs to run different workloads, for exam-
ple, one LPAR for development work, one LPAR
for testing, and several LPARs for production
workloads.

3. The running of an application/subsystem/OS at its
optimal performance and scalability can be ob-
tained on an LPAR with optimal amounts of
physical resources for that specific instance of
application/subsystem/OS.

DLPAR additionally enables the following autonomic
features in a system:

● Dynamic Capacity on Demand (DCOD)—DLPAR
enables cross-partition workload management,
which is particularly important for server consol-
idation, in that it can be used to better leverage
system resources across partitions, thereby achiev-
ing higher levels of resource utilization, resulting
in enhanced system throughput. Here is a possi-
ble usage scenario: The LPARs on an SMP are the
servers for workloads originating from users in dif-
ferent time zones of the country, or even from dif-
ferent cities around the globe. While one LPAR
“sleeps,” its spare resources can be shifted to an-
other LPAR that “wakes up” to do its work for the
day. This shifting can be done manually via oper-
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ator command, and then later can be automated
via the Global Resource Manager (GRM, an au-
tomated resource balancer across a specified group
of LPARs in an SMP, based on OS utilization and
needs) or the enterprise WorkLoad Manager
(eWLM, an end-to-end response-time-based load
balancer for “instrumented” applications spanning
LPARs in an SMP, or even across SMPs).

● Dynamic Capacity Upgrade on Demand
(DCUoD)—DLPAR enables the upcoming DCUoD
feature of the pSeries 690 by allowing customers
to purchase a server with extra unlicensed resource
capacity, and later license and add this capacity
dynamically to running AIX LPARs as their resource
requirements increase.

● Dynamic CPU Guard and Dynamic CPU
Sparing—DLPAR allows systems to smoothly re-
place processors that show intermittent, but cor-
rectable, errors. This self-healing feature will con-
tinue to become important with reduction in the
silicon device size along with greater and greater
integration on a chip. The Dynamic CPU Guard
feature is an improved and dynamic version of the
existing RAS feature named CPU Guard in earlier
AIX versions. The older CPU Guard feature pre-

dicts the failure of a running CPU by monitoring
certain types of transient errors and dynamically
takes the CPU off line, but it does not provide a
substitute CPU, so that a customer is left with less
computing power. Additionally, the older feature
will not allow an SMP to operate with less than two
processors. The DLPAR technologies allow the OS
to function even with one processor. In addition,
the Dynamic CPU Sparing feature allows the trans-
parent substitution of a good unlicensed proces-
sor for one that is suspected of being defective. This
on-line switch is made seamlessly, so that appli-
cations and kernel extensions are not impacted.
The new processor autonomously replaces the de-
fective one. Dynamic CPU Guard and Dynamic CPU
Sparing work together to protect a customer’s in-
vestments through their self-diagnosing and self-
healing software. Both features are planned to be
available on pSeries 690 servers in AIX 5.2.

The IBM pSeries DLPAR system
architecture

The initial release of DR will be supported on the
POWER4 pSeries 690 and 670 servers. Figure 1 illus-
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trates the RS/6000* system architecture for DLPAR.
In the diagram, LMB stands for logical memory block
and is the granularity of physical and logical mem-
ory assigned to an LPAR. In AIX 5.2, an LMB will con-
sist of 256 MB of contiguous memory. The size of an
LMB is expected to decrease in future releases of AIX.

In this section we list some of the pSeries system com-
ponents that had to be modified to become DR-aware
in order to implement DLPAR. Some of these com-
ponents were introduced during the implementation
of static LPAR (e.g., the hardware management con-
sole, hypervisor, global firmware, and two registers
for partition memory management), and some com-
ponents existed even before LPAR existed (e.g., lo-
cal firmware and AIX). We did not have to introduce
any new components for the implementation of
DLPAR; we only made changes to existing ones.

Hardware management console. The hardware
management console (HMC) is the main control point
for DLPAR configuration definitions and operations.
In the initial release, these operations are controlled
mainly through a new resource management graph-
ical user interface (GUI) that runs on the HMC. This
GUI invokes a new HMC command that encapsulates
the DLPAR request and provides the necessary se-
quencing, so that the firmware and the OS can act
in a coordinated fashion to achieve the desired re-
sult. Internally, this new HMC command notifies both
the OS and the global firmware of a remove or add
request. In time, this command will be used by other
programs such as the GRM to dynamically transfer
resources based on capacity requirements.

Global and local firmware. Global firmware provides
the basic DLPAR enablement through machine-de-
pendent logic that is designed to start, stop, and elec-
tronically isolate physical resources within the con-
text of a logical partition. That is, global firmware
performs these operations indirectly at the request
of the OS, which actually passes these requests to the
local firmware of the LPAR. In general, the local firm-
ware does not contain machine-dependent logic, but
is used to provide an abstraction to the OS of the log-
ical resources that are currently assigned to the LPAR.
The OS utilizes the local firmware interfaces to de-
termine the identity and physical characteristics of
logical resources that are present in the LPAR and
to control them. For example, local firmware pro-
vides interfaces to start, stop, isolate, and unisolate
logical resources by invoking functions provided by
the global firmware.

AIX. When the OS receives a request to add or re-
move a resource, it has to take actions, both in the
user space and in the kernel, to achieve the desired
result. These actions are described in more detail in
the next section.

AIX DR components

Dynamic reconfiguration support in AIX 5.2 is pro-
vided for three types of hardware resources: proces-
sors, memory, and I/O slots. In this AIX release, the
granularity of addition or removal for processors is
one CPU; for memory, 256 MB; and for I/O, one PCI
(Peripheral Component Interconnect) slot. In future
releases of AIX, finer granularities are planned for
both memory and processor. The following subsec-
tions briefly describe the design for the addition and
removal of each hardware resource type, and the ker-
nel modifications required for enabling DR in AIX.
Although we mostly focus on DR as an enabler of
autonomic computing in this paper, we have also
used autonomic computing principles even within the
DR design, an example of which is given in a sub-
sequent subsection entitled “Dynamic removal of
memory.”

DR of processors. Achieving dynamic reconfigura-
tion of processors introduced changes to the base
kernel as follows:

1. For consecutive CPU identifiers (IDs), the kernel
keeps track of its CPUs by assigning a distinct num-
ber, called a logical CPU ID, to each of its CPUs.
Prior to DR, the kernel assumed that these log-
ical CPU IDs were consecutive numbers, that is,
no holes were allowed. To be able to randomly
remove and add CPUs without perceptible disrup-
tion to applications, we had to modify the kernel
so that it can tolerate missing items in the num-
bering of logical CPU IDs. Though we could have
modified the kernel whichever way we wanted,
there are many third-party applications (e.g., de-
vice drivers and performance tools) that assume
consecutive numbering of CPUs, and they must be
provided with binary compatibility, so as to fulfill
the backward compatibility objective of AIX.
Hence, another layer of numbering, bind CPU IDs,
was introduced. The bind CPU ID abstraction pro-
vides a consecutive numbering of on-line CPUs for
applications, even when the logical CPU IDs in the
kernel are randomly removed and added, that is,
the list of logical CPU IDs now becomes a list of
on-line CPUs and off-line or removed CPUs.
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2. For MP/UP locks, some components of the kernel
were coded to decide at boot time whether they
will acquire uniprocessor (UP) locks or multipro-
cessor (MP)-capable locks during the lifetime of
the OS session. These components were modified
so that they will function properly even when DR
changes the system dynamically from a UP to an
MP (and vice versa).

Dynamic removal of processors. Dynamic removal of
a processor involves the following tasks initiated from
the OS:

1. Notify DR-registered applications and kernel ex-
tensions, if any, so that they will voluntarily re-
move dependencies on the CPU to be removed.
This task typically involves unbinding the threads
that are bound to the CPU being removed.

2. Migrate threads bound to this CPU to another run-
ning CPU.

3. Retarget pending interrupts, and change the bind-
ings of all interrupts currently bound to the pro-
cessor to be removed. This task involves chang-
ing the interrupt controller data structures.

4. Migrate the timers and threads from the CPU be-
ing removed to another CPU within the same
LPAR.

5. Notify the hypervisor or firmware to complete the
removal task.

Dynamic addition of processors. Dynamic addition
of a processor involves the following tasks initiated
from the OS:

1. Create a process (waitproc) for idle looping on
the incoming CPU before it starts to do real work.

2. Set up various hardware registers (e.g., SDR1 �
Search Descriptor Register 1, which defines the
start physical address and size of the page table
in memory, GPR1 (General Purpose Register 1)
for kernel stack, GPR2 for the kernel table of con-
tents, etc.) of the incoming CPU.

3. Allocate or initialize, or both, the processor-spe-
cific kernel data structures (dispatcher run-queue,
per-processor data area, interrupt stack, etc.) for
the incoming CPU.

4. Add support for the incoming CPU to the inter-
rupt subsystem.

5. Notify the DR-registered applications and kernel
extensions that a new CPU has been added.

DR of memory. The implementation of dynamic re-
configuration of memory in AIX 5.2 enables the re-
moval and addition of 256 MB contiguous sections

of memory. This unit is referred to as a logical mem-
ory block (LMB). A smaller-sized LMB, for example,
16 MB, will be allowed in future releases of AIX.

Two important challenges were resolved during the
implementation of memory DR: In the first one, the
physical addresses of some memory are exposed to
manipulation by applications over which the kernel
does not have direct control. These accesses are al-
lowed for functional reasons in some cases (e.g., di-
rect memory access, or DMA), and for performance
reasons in other cases (e.g., pretranslated address-
es). Pretranslated addressing is an internal feature
of AIX with which virtual-to-physical address trans-
lations for a data buffer to be involved in a DMA op-
eration is done only once for the life of the data
buffer. DR of page-frames with these uses can be han-
dled in at least two ways: (1) by modifying the ker-
nel and firmware so that such accesses by kernel ex-
tensions to the page-frame being removed can be
controlled; or (2) by requiring kernel subsystems to
register a DR callback function with the kernel DR
subsystem, and invoking the callback function at
memory removal time.

We have applied both techniques, choosing one over
the other, depending on the specific circumstances,
while minimizing the impact on system performance
as well as kernel changes. In the case of DMA, the
kernel and firmware control the access to the mem-
ory being removed by selectively disabling the bus
traffic while the contents of the memory with DMA
are being migrated to a new location. In the case of
pretranslated addresses, a callback mechanism is
used.

The second challenge is enabling the translation-on
execution of the majority of the kernel, which pre-
viously was run in translation-off mode and hence
required maximally sized data structures to be al-
located at boot time for the maximum amount of
physical memory that the AIX/LPAR instance can po-
tentially grow into.

Dynamic removal of memory. For the purpose of dy-
namic removal, we classify the memory page frames
of AIX into five categories: unused, pageable, pinned,
DMA-mapped, and translation-off memory. The ap-
proach taken to remove a page-frame (4096 bytes)
in each of these categories is as follows:

1. A page-frame containing a free page is simply re-
moved from its free-list.
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2. A page-frame containing a pageable page can be
made to either page out its contents to disk or to
migrate its contents to a different free page-frame.
In the future, an autonomous agent, for exam-
ple, GRM or eWLM, can choose one of these two
approaches, depending on its knowledge of mem-
ory availability.

3. A page-frame containing a pinned page will have
its contents migrated to a different page-frame;
also the page-fault reload handler had to be made
to spin during the migration.

4. A page-frame containing a DMA-mapped page
cannot be removed or have its contents migrated
until all the accesses to the page are blocked.
Here, the term “DMA-mapped page-frame” is
used generically to mean a page-frame whose
physical address is subject to read or write by an
external (to kernel) entity such as a DMA engine.
The contents of a DMA-mapped page-frame are
migrated to a different page-frame with a new hy-
pervisor call (h_migrate_dma) that will selectively
suspend the bus traffic while it is modifying the
TCEs (translation control entries) in system mem-
ory used by the bus unit controller for DMA ac-
cesses.

Other page-frames whose physical addresses are
exposed to external entities are handled by invok-
ing preregistered DR callback routines and then
waiting for completion of the removal of their de-
pendencies on the page.

5. A page-frame containing translation-off pages will
not be removed by DR in AIX 5.2. Fortunately,
there is just a small amount of these page-frames,
and they are usually colocated in low memory.
These page frames are intended to be handled in
later AIX releases.

The design and implementation of dynamic mem-
ory removal has manifested itself as three modular
functions, such that one can mix and match these
functions in several possible ways, adapting to the
state of the system at the time of memory removal,
thus achieving the desired end result with the most
optimal path. This design adheres to the self-opti-
mizing principles of autonomic computing, as de-
scribed in Reference 2. These three modular func-
tions perform the following three tasks respectively
on the memory (LMB) being removed: (a) remove
its free and clean pages from the regular use of VMM
(Virtual Memory Manager), (b) page-out its page-

able dirty pages, and (c) migrate the contents of each
remaining page-frame in the LMB to a free page-
frame outside the LMB. Memory removal can be im-
plemented with any one of the sequences: abc, ac,
bc, or just c.

For example, the decision to either invoke page-out
(task b) or to migrate (task c) all the pages depends
on the load in the LPAR at that particular time. If
the LMB being removed contains a lot of dirty pages
that belong to highly active threads, then it does not
make sense to invoke task b, because these pages
will be paged back in almost immediately, negatively
impacting the efficiency of the system.

As a second example, if there are not enough free
frames in other LMBs to migrate the pages to, then
the memory removal procedure can invoke task b
before invoking task c, so that there will be far fewer
pages left that need to be migrated in task c.

Dynamic addition of memory. When a memory-add
request arrives at AIX, it has to perform two tasks:
allocate and initialize software page descriptors that
will hold meta-data for the incoming memory, and
distribute the incoming memory among several free-
frame pools so as to preserve the behavior of mem-
ory management algorithms. The challenges encoun-
tered in implementing these two tasks and how they
were resolved are now described.

The primary challenge was the allocation of mem-
ory for the software page descriptors for the incom-
ing memory. The problem was that, prior to DR, these
page descriptors could be accessed in translation-
off mode while trying to reload a page mapping into
the hardware page table. If the page descriptors are
allowed to be accessed in translation-off mode, the
memory allocated for those new descriptors has to
be physically contiguous with the memory for exist-
ing descriptors, which implies that memory has to
be reserved at boot time for descriptors for the max-
imal amount of memory that the OS instance can po-
tentially grow into. This can potentially incur inef-
ficiency and wastage of much memory, particularly
if not utilized. We avoided this wastage by changing
the kernel so that software page descriptor data
structures are always accessed in translation-on
mode.

Another challenge that was resolved while imple-
menting dynamic memory addition was the difficulty
in distributing the incoming memory across differ-
ent page replacement daemons, so that each dae-
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mon handles a roughly equal load. In AIX, memory
is hierarchically represented by the data structures
vmpool, mempool, and frameset. A vmpool repre-
sents an affinity domain of memory. A vmpool is di-
vided into multiple mempools, each mempool be-
ing managed by a single page replacement least
recently used (LRU) daemon. Each mempool is fur-
ther subdivided into one or more framesets that con-
tain the free-frame lists, so as to improve the scal-
ability of free-frame allocators. When new memory
is added to AIX, the vmpool that it should belong to
is defined by the physical placement of the memory
chip. Within that vmpool, we want to distribute the
memory across all the available mempools to bal-
ance the load on page replacement daemons. How-
ever, the kernel assumed that a mempool consisted
of physically contiguous memory. Thus, to be able
to break up the new memory (LMB) into several parts
and distribute them across different mempools, the
kernel was modified to allow mempools to be made
up of discontiguous sections of memory.

DR of I/O slots. The methods to dynamically con-
figure or unconfigure a device have been introduced
as early as AIX version 3. The changes required in
the kernel design for DR of I/O slots were not in the
same scale as those for DR of processors, and par-
ticularly those for DR of memory. The reason is that
the onus of configuring or unconfiguring a device lies
with the device driver software, which operates in
the kernel extension environment. The kernel just
acts as a provider of serialization mechanisms for
devices accessing common resources and as an in-
termediary between the applications and the device
drivers.

Challenges of adding autonomic features to
a mature UNIX OS

The AIX kernel is an industrial strength pageable and
pre-emptable kernel that offers high performance
and scalability (up to 32-way SMP) and supports many
vendor device drivers, databases, and applications.
The same kernel source code supports all reason-
able combinations of 32-bit or 64-bit kernels, 32- or
64-bit applications, and 32- or 64-bit RISC (reduced
instruction-set computer) systems with old and new
RISC architectures, uniprocessors, and multiproces-
sors. Being friendly to its users, AIX goes out of its
way to offer backward binary compatibility in a wide
variety of situations. Being robust and having high
performance, the critical kernel sections are skill-
fully guarded by a carefully crafted hierarchy of data
and code locks. Implementing DR involved careful

changes to numerous critical components of the AIX
kernel.

Self-healing and self-protecting features

DR also serves as the foundation for a new advanced
self-healing and self-protecting technology, especially
when it is coupled with the presence of extra unli-
censed capacity. This new technology enhances a pre-
existing self-diagnosing technology, called the CPU
Guard feature, that monitors recoverable error rates
for processors. At its simplest level, this new tech-
nology substitutes a spare processor in a transparent
fashion for a processor that the system has internally
diagnosed as being defective. Spare resources are
only present if the system was shipped with extra un-
licensed capacity as defined by the Capacity Upgrade
on Demand solution, although it should be noted
that there are no license keys that have to be entered
to enable this new Dynamic CPU Sparing technol-
ogy. This Dynamic CPU Sparing feature does not ad-
dress the case in which a CPU fails so suddenly that
a state-save and an orderly live swap of the CPU can-
not be performed.

The technical aspects of this new technology are out-
lined next. Firmware monitors the health of each pro-
cessor in terms of the number of recoverable errors.
If this number exceeds an internal threshold, it raises
a repeat guard error to the operating system and
makes available an unlicensed processor, assuming
that one is available. AIX acts on this error notifi-
cation by invoking the DR Manager, which guides
the self-protecting procedure from the perspective
of an operating system. If an unlicensed processor
is not available, it proceeds to take the defective pro-
cessor off line in a fashion similar to that of the ex-
isting CPU Guard feature; this procedure constitutes
a self-protecting feature of the system. If an unli-
censed processor is available, the procedure uses it
as a substitute for the defective one, making the
switch transparently with the new DR technologies.
This action constitutes a self-healing feature of the
system.

The DR Manager determines whether an unlicensed
processor is available through the use of new firm-
ware routines, and if it finds one, attempts to take
ownership of it from the firmware by invoking new
firmware routines. These new firmware routines are
the same ones that are used for DR processor ad-
dition, although a different return code is used to
indicate that they are reserved for self-healing. Next,
the DR Manager queries the kernel to determine the
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identity of the defective processor, which was named
by the repeat guard error log entry. Finally, it invokes
the kernel to perform the live swap.

The new processor is always started before the de-
fective one is stopped, so that this technology can
be applied to a single-processor LPAR—an improve-
ment over the old CPU Guard self-protecting tech-
nology, which could not remove the last two on-line
processors. At a high level, the switch is made by tak-
ing over the execution of the defective processor and
using it to control the sequence of events that are
required to transparently complete the switch, much
of which has to be run on the defective processor
itself, since the new processor is going to assume the
logical identity of the failing one eventually. This is
largely a matter of preserving the physical state of
the defective processor and atomically reprogram-
ming any funneled hardware interrupts that may be
directed to the defective physical processor before
allowing the new processor to begin operating.

The kernel actually performs the switch by masking
external interrupts on the defective processor, so that
it is not expected to respond to external events that
may be generated by adapters or other processors
in the partition, and by tightly controlling the exe-
cution of the new processor. Before starting the new
processor, the defective processor saves the state of
its registers, so that they can be restored by the new
processor once it is functioning. Next, it vacates its
logical CPU ID inside the kernel so that the new pro-
cessor can be brought up in the proper logical CPU ID
relative to the kernel. This is important in that log-
ical workloads assigned to the defective logical pro-
cessor (e.g., its threads and timers) do not need to
be migrated, which in large part constitutes the trans-
parency of the switch. There are many logical pro-
cessor states and very few physical processor states
that need to be taken care of. Next, it invokes firm-
ware to start the new processor at a startup routine
that is specific to this algorithm, and it waits for the
new processor to indicate that it has successfully
added itself to the global processor interrupt queue.
Once this occurs, the defective processor can stop
itself without fear of losing any external interrupts.
This synchronization point is required to ensure that
the global processor interrupt queue has at least one
processor at all times. At this point, the new pro-
cessor loads the register state that was previously pre-
served and resumes the execution path previously
established by the defective processor.

This self-healing technology is built into the AIX base
operating system and is automatically enabled by de-
fault, although the customer may disable it through
system management options. This new technology
is initially available on the pSeries model 690.

Self-optimizing and self-configuring
features

The next release of AIX will have provisions for the
automatic movement of its logical resources between
LPARs, allowing the overall utilization of the phys-
ical resources of an SMP to be increased at no extra
cost to the installation. For example, an agent, such
as a Global Resource Manager (GRM), will monitor
the utilizations, needs, and Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) of a pool of LPARs and autonomously move
the DR resources from an underutilized LPAR to a
needy one, hence enriching the SMP with self-opti-
mizing and self-configuring capabilities in a timely
fashion. GRM also ensures that the DR movements
will be orchestrated in a smooth fashion and with-
out undesirable oscillations.

Additionally, as part of the IBM autonomic initiative,
work is ongoing to provide optimal end-to-end re-
sponse time for “instrumented” Web and commer-
cial applications that span the LPARs of an SMP, as
well as applications that span SMPs with or without
LPARs, based on SLAs.

Conclusion

The DLPAR and DR technologies that have been de-
veloped on the IBM pSeries 690 servers have enabled
these servers to become truly autonomic computer
servers. As described in this paper, these servers have
features that are self-protecting and self-healing, and
they have the basic building blocks that enable these
systems to be self-configuring and self-optimizing.
The self-configuring and self-optimizing features are
currently planned to be available in the near future.
Thus, all four self-managing features that are at the
heart of an autonomic server will soon be available
on the pSeries 690. DLPAR is a strategic pSeries AIX
capability and will also be made available on future
pSeries servers.

In a possible future enhancement, virtualization of
a physical processor into virtual processors allows
the processor resource to be sharable in a fine-
grained fashion (instead of one processor at a time)
among a pool of LPARs in the SMP.
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Text analysis and
knowledge mining
system

by T. Nasukawa
T. Nagano

Large text databases potentially contain a great
wealth of knowledge. However, text represents
factual information (and information about the
author’s communicative intentions) in a complex,
rich, and opaque manner. Consequently, unlike
numerical and fixed field data, it cannot be
analyzed by standard statistical data mining
methods. Relying on human analysis results in
either huge workloads or the analysis of only a
tiny fraction of the database. We are working on
text mining technology to extract knowledge
from very large amounts of textual data. Unlike
information retrieval technology that allows a
user to select documents that meet the user’s
requirements and interests, or document
clustering technology that organizes documents,
we focus on finding valuable patterns and rules
in text that indicate trends and significant
features about specific topics. By applying our
prototype system named TAKMI (Text Analysis
and Knowledge MIning) to textual databases in
PC help centers, we can automatically detect
product failures; determine issues that have led
to rapid increases in the number of calls and
their underlying reasons; and analyze help center
productivity and changes in customers’ behavior
involving a particular product, without reading
any of the text. We have verified that our
framework is also effective for other data such
as patent documents.

Since a textual format is a very flexible way to de-
scribe and store various types of information,

large amounts of information are stored and distrib-
uted as text. Moreover, the amount of accessible tex-
tual data has been increasing rapidly. Such data may
potentially contain a great wealth of knowledge.
However, analyzing huge amounts of textual data re-
quires a tremendous amount of work in reading all
of the text and organizing the content. Thus, the in-

crease in accessible textual data has caused an in-
formation flood in spite of hope of becoming knowl-
edgeable about various topics.

In order to overcome this counterintuitive situation,
a text mining technology called TAKMI (Text Anal-
ysis and Knowledge MIning) has been developed to
acquire useful knowledge from large amounts of tex-
tual data such as internal reports, various technical
documents, messages from various individuals, and
so on. It is described in this paper. In particular, we
try to analyze what a large set of documents indi-
cates as a whole rather than focus on the specific in-
formation in each document.

The most important issue for this text mining tech-
nology is how to represent the contents of textual
data in order to apply statistical analysis. Since any
information that cannot be retained within the rep-
resentation cannot appear in the final output, we
should carefully examine the expressive power of the
representation system. Then, once the appropriate
information is extracted from the text, the next is-
sue is how to provide statistical analysis. We should
then apply appropriate mining functions adapted to
the representations of the original content of the text.
Finally, since the content of the text varies greatly,
it is essential to visualize the results and allow an
interactive analysis to meet the requirements of an-
alysts working from multiple points of view.

�Copyright 2001 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
out payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed
royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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In the next section of this paper, we contrast our text
mining technology against other document-handling
technologies, such as document search and docu-
ment classification, as well as other work in text min-
ing. In the third section, we describe the technical
details of our technology, especially focusing on nat-
ural language processing to extract concepts from
text, and we also describe our data mining technol-
ogy to find interesting patterns and features, as well
as our visualization technology that allows interac-
tive analysis. The fourth section is devoted to the suc-
cessful application of our text mining technology to
records in customer contact centers such as PC help
centers. The expressive power of the representation
system for concept extraction is evaluated by using
the customer contact records in this section. Appli-
cations for other data such as patent documents are
discussed in the fifth section, followed by conclud-
ing remarks.

Text mining technology

We first describe various document-handling tech-
nologies and related work in text mining technology.

Document-handling technologies. In order to reduce
the work in handling huge amounts of textual data,
various technologies have been developed, and the
features of some document-handling technologies
are classified in Table 1.1–3

Information retrieval technology is probably the most
common technology to use when we are faced with
a very large number of documents. The term “text
mining” (or “text data mining”) is sometimes used
to indicate this technology because it detects and ex-
tracts documents that we want from mountains of
documents, and it allows us to select data related to

some specific topics that we are interested in so that
the amount of data we have to handle is reduced
without losing the information we want. However,
we have to specify what we want in the form of a
query in order to use this technology. Thus, the use
of this technology is limited when we do not have
a clear intention about what to search for and knowl-
edge of what can be retrieved from the database we
are searching. Moreover, even when we have some
specific topics to search for and successfully make
some queries, the output we obtain is a list of doc-
uments that we still have to read to find the infor-
mation, unless we are simply interested in such data
as the number of documents that contain specific
keywords or character strings.

Document organization technology can give us an
overview of a document archive, either by classify-
ing documents into predefined classes or by cluster-
ing documents with similar contents, where similar-
ity is defined by the system. By using this technology,
we can find out what kind of topics are contained
in the document archive and the sizes of the classes
or clusters for each topic. The term “text mining”
is also used to indicate this technology, because it
may break up and organize mountains of documents.
Yet we still have to read each document in the class
or the cluster that we want to analyze for details.

In contrast, “text mining” in the sense of knowledge
discovery can be characterized as a novel approach
to the data overload problem that the search and
organization paradigms attempt to alleviate as in
Hearst.4 In our work, we are aiming at a technology
to analyze more detailed information in the content
of each document and to extract interesting infor-
mation that can be provided only by multiple doc-
uments viewed as a whole, such as trends and sig-

Table 1 Comparison of document-handling technologies

Function Purpose Technology Data
Representation

Natural Language
Processing

Output

Search
documents

Focus on data related
to some specific
topics

Information retrieval Character strings,
keywords

Keyword extraction
(conversion to
base forms)

A set of documents

Organize
documents

Overview of topics Clustering,1

classification2
Set of keywords

(Vector Space
Model)3

Analysis of keyword
distribution

Sets (clusters) of
documents

Discover
knowledge

Extract interesting
information from
content

NLP, data mining,
visualization

Semantic
concepts

Semantic analysis,
intention analysis

Digested
information
(trend patterns,
association rules,
etc.)
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nificant features that may be a trigger to useful
actions and decision-making. For example, in a large
number of documents related to customers’ calls (as
shown in later examples) we want to find what kinds
of topics have recently been increasingly mentioned
and which product is associated with specific topics,
so that we can take appropriate actions for the im-
provement of call center productivity and product
quality.

Related work in text mining technology. In terms of
knowledge extraction, many kinds of knowledge can
be extracted from textual data, such as linguistic
knowledge for Natural Language Processing (NLP)5

and domain-specific lexical and semantic informa-
tion that may be stored in a database.6 The technol-
ogy of Information Extraction7 is also related in
terms of extracting meaningful items from textual
data. However, Information Extraction, typically fo-
cused in Message Understanding Conferences
(MUCs),8 is intended to find a specified class of events,
such as company mergers, and to fill in a template
for each instance of such an event. Thus, this tech-
nology is almost the inverse of our text mining that
aims to find novel patterns rather than predefined
patterns in a specified class. In our research, we fo-
cus on extracting information that may be used to
discover trends in the domain described in the tex-
tual database. Consequently, we are not concerned
with providing analyses of documents but rather of
a subset of the textual database viewed as a whole.
At the same time, we focus on technologies that may
also be used to discover relationships between sep-
arate categories. Thus, our “text mining” is a text
version of generalized data mining, and it consists
of NLP to extract concepts from each piece of text,
statistical analysis to find interesting patterns among
the concepts, and visualization to allow interactive
analysis.

In spite of strong demand from individuals who deal
with large amounts of text, there has been little prac-
tical work in applying data mining techniques to text.
Among the small number of publications on using
data mining technology for text, Feldman and Da-
gan9 presented a framework for finding interesting
patterns in the distributions of concepts in docu-
ments, and Feldman et al.10 introduced a method
for visualizing associations of concepts in a certain
context. Lent et al. 11 presented a technique for find-
ing trends in the use of words and phrases in doc-
uments. However, the output of these previous meth-
ods is limited by the shallow NLP. Each document
is represented by a simple character string or a set

of keywords as in Mladenic.12 When keywords are
extracted from each document, linguistic knowledge
may be applied to convert conjugated forms and plu-
ral forms into canonical forms and singular forms
so that the number of variants of the keywords is re-
duced. Synonyms may also be unified into a canon-
ical expression. However, a lot of information is con-
veyed with functional words, such as negations. Such
words are usually treated as stop words, which are
ignored. Also, the relationships among words are
lost. Moreover, these technologies do not discrim-
inate between information conveyed with higher-
level sentential structures, such as the interrogative
mood and the imperative mood. Such information
is crucial to recognize communicative intentions such
as questions, requests, complaints, and commenda-
tions, which is especially important to make a useful
analysis of data related to customer relationship
management (CRM) as described in a later section.
Thus, we developed a framework for extracting con-
cepts that consist of predicate argument pairs in as-
sociation with information on modality, which often
indicates intention and polarity, either negative or
positive, which is also an important factor in ana-
lyzing intentions.13

Framework of text mining

In this section, we discuss issues of concern for ob-
taining useful results in text mining, followed by our
approach to the development of a practical text min-
ing system, since these issues affect each of the fol-
lowing three components that constitute the frame-
work.

1. Concept extraction based on robust natural lan-
guage processing

2. Data mining for discovering rules and patterns
3. Visualization and interactive analysis

Concept extraction for text mining. In this paper,
we use the term “concept” as a representation of the
textual content in order to distinguish it from a sim-
ple keyword with the surface expression.

Issues in representation of textual contents. The first
problem is that, because of the ambiguities in nat-
ural language, the same keyword may express en-
tirely different meanings. For example, the word
“Washington” may represent a person, place, or
something else. The meaning of such polysemous
words is normally determined according to their con-
text.
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The inverse problem is that different expressions may
refer to the same meaning, for instance, “car” and
“automobile” or “H/W” and “hardware.” Even when
the meaning may not be exactly the same, it may be
necessary to treat these expressions as denoting the
same meaning for text mining, especially when some
of the synonyms are used infrequently, in order to
avoid data sparseness, since a small number of ap-
pearances compared to others tend to be ignored in
the final output.

Thus, the surface expression of keywords is not a
proper representation for text mining. And the rep-
resentation of context should have the capability of
reflecting the results of semantic disambiguation
based on context analysis in order to deal with the
polysemy and the synonymity.

Moreover, insertion of a single word such as “not”
or alteration of word position may change the en-
tire meaning of a sentence as in the following ex-
amples.

(a) X did fail.
(b) X did not fail.
(c) Did X fail?

However, in the bag-of-words approach, these sen-
tences are treated as the same content since they
share the same set of keywords. Besides the nega-
tion and interrogative mood, some auxiliary verbs
such as “can” and some verbs such as “want” often
indicate the author’s communicative intentions.

Furthermore, the relationships among words in a
document are only defined as co-occurrences in the
bag-of-words approach, which, for example, may lead
us to a misinterpretation of a relationship between
“B” and “good” in the following sentence.

A is good, but B is bad.

According to Matsuzawa,14 only 40 percent of the
predicate and noun pairs within the same sentence
have grammatical dependencies. Since such gram-
matical dependencies may convey useful meaning
such as a description of the actions of the subject,
the representation of the dependencies is important.
In addition, the role of modifee or modifier, such as
being subject or object, is also important, as in the
following example.

(a) A deleted B.
(b) B deleted A.

Concept extraction in TAKMI. In order to deal with
the above problems, we took the following approach
to represent the content in textual data for our pro-
totype text mining system named TAKMI.

● Assign semantic features to words and phrases ex-
pressed in the text and unify synonyms into a ca-
nonical form by referring to a semantic dictionary,
in order to categorize them semantically so that
they are treated as unique concepts.

Washington [person]
Washington [place]
fail [complaint]15

● Associate communicative intentions with predi-
cates by analyzing grammatical features and lex-
ical information so that “fail” in the previous ex-
ample (a) to (c) may be represented as follows:

(a) X did fail. 3 fail[complaint]
(b) X did not fail. 3 not fail[commendation]
(c) Did X fail? 3 fail[question]

instead of

X and fail

in the bag-of-words representation.

● Extract dependency pairs of words and phrases so
that the content of the previous examples may be
represented as follows:

Program A is good, but Program B is bad.
3 Program A[software] . . . good[commenda-

tion],
Program B[software] . . . bad[complaint]

Program A deleted Program B.
3 ProgramA[software] . . . delete[complaint],

delete[complaint] . . . Program B[software]

In order to generate these representations, in TAKMI
we use the steps described in the following subsec-
tions.

Creation of semantic dictionary. Assuming that each
domain has important terms for analysis, we make
a list of words extracted from the textual database
sorted by their frequency and ask domain experts to
assign semantic categories to words and phrases that
they consider important, as well as to assign the ap-
propriate canonical forms to take care of synony-
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mous expressions or variations in the expressions.
This dictionary consists of entries with surface rep-
resentations, parts of speech (POS), canonical rep-
resentations, and semantic categories such as the fol-
lowing example for a PC help center.

batt noun battery hardware
bty noun battery hardware
card driver noun PCMCIA driver software

Since the word distribution is not balanced (as we
will describe it in a later section), the number of fre-
quently appearing words is relatively limited in a tex-
tual database, especially when its content belongs to
a narrow domain. The workload for this dictionary
creation has been relatively small in our experience
(as also described in a later section).

Intention analysis. Intention analysis is performed by
matching patterns of grammatical forms or certain
expressions and by searching in a semantic dictio-
nary in the following manner.

1. Use a POS tagger to assign a POS and a base form
to each word.

2. Assign semantic features to each word and phrase
by looking it up in the semantic dictionary.

3. Cluster words into verb groups and noun groups
by using a shallow parser.

4. Assign intentions to verb groups by matching POS
patterns and their base forms using heuristic rules
such as

want to � VERB 3 VERB[request]
please � VERB 3 VERB[request]

Dependency analysis. Dependency analysis is basically
done by grammatical analysis but with the aim of
focusing on important issues concerning the text min-
ing application. The specification of the semantic cat-
egory of words, including an indication of the inten-
tion, is effective. For example, to facilitate the analysis
of problems in software, extraction of dependency
pairs of a predicate indicative of problems and a noun
with a semantic category [software] is generally a
robust method. Thus, we apply dependency analysis
to the results of intention analysis. The basic pro-
cedure of the dependency analysis is to check the
local grammatical dependencies among verb groups
and noun groups clustered in the intention analysis,
and extract predicate and argument pairs such as a
subjective noun and its predicative verb.

In order to sustain the robustness of the analysis, a
noun group and a verb group within a sentence with-
out a verb group or conjunctions in between may be
considered to have a dependency.

Data mining functions for text mining. Once appro-
priate concepts are extracted from each piece of text,
we can apply various statistical analysis methods in
data mining to the set of concepts as well as to struc-
tured data. As a result, even a simple function that
examines the increase and decrease of occurrences
of each concept in a certain period may allow us to
analyze trends in topics. Moreover, the semantic clas-
sification of concepts enables us to analyze the con-
tent of texts from the viewpoints of various seman-
tic categories. An example of this function is shown
later in Figure 2.

The semantic classification also enables us to find
significant features for some topics by analyzing as-
sociations among concepts. Although finding asso-
ciation rules16 is one of the most attractive functions
in data mining in terms of discovering novel facts,
analysis of association rules in very large text sam-
ples does not provide much useful information if we
simply treat each piece of text as a set of items con-
sisting of content words within the text. Because of
the large number of variations in items (words) ex-
tracted from text, the number of association rules is
usually too large to verify. In addition, most of them
are elements of compound words that naturally oc-
cur together. However, by using the semantic cat-
egories, we can detect the significant associations
based on the assumption that concepts in the same
semantic category have a similar distribution of as-
sociations in comparison to other concepts.

Table 2 is an example of the highlighting of signif-
icant associations among the concepts of [liquid]s
and [problem]s in the data of a PC help center. In
this table, described as a two-dimensional map in
TAKMI, each cell represents an association rule with
a “support” number that indicates the number of tex-
tual records that contain both of the concepts in the
leftmost cell and the top cell, and a “confidence”
value within parentheses that indicates the percent-
age of the support number divided by the number
of textual records that contain the concept in the left-
most cell. Those concepts are listed in order, accord-
ing to the number of texts that contain them. This
table tells us that “soda” in [liquid] is strongly as-
sociated with “sticking” in [problem]. The numbers
in the cell, “12 (12.63%),” mean that there were 12
calls from customers who mentioned both “sticking”
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and “soda,” and those 12 calls occupy 12.63 percent
of the calls mentioning “soda.” Since this percent-
age, 12.63, is much higher than percentages for other
items in [liquid], the cell is automatically high-
lighted.

In addition, a “topic extraction” function based on
the work of Nomiyama17 allows us to spot abnormal
trend situations by analyzing the number of records
in certain categories compared to variations in the
background level of activity. This approach analyzes
changes of topics by detecting concepts whose fre-
quency has suddenly increased during a specific pe-
riod, and it arranges the concepts in the order of their
frequencies at the peak and by considering the du-
ration of the peak. Real-world examples of this func-
tion are provided later in connection with Figures
7 and 11.

Visualization and interactive analysis for text min-
ing. In order to deal with requirements from vari-
ous viewpoints and to compensate for the low ac-
curacy of linguistic analysis, it is indispensable to
provide functions to visualize the results for intui-
tive understanding and to allow interactive analysis.
We are using Information Outlining technology18 for
this purpose. Information Outlining enables a user
to obtain an overview of the features and trends of
a set of data by showing the distributions of items
associated with the target set of data from various
viewpoints indicated by categories, and by allowing
the user to select or specify concepts to narrow or
broaden the target sets of data. Mining functions in
the previous subsection can be invoked from this vi-
sualization component for interactive analysis.

The GUI (graphical user interface) of TAKMI is shown
in Figure 1. It consists of four main frames as fol-
lows:

● Frame A shows the number of records of the cur-
rent analysis associated with the search criteria to

focus on the set of texts. In this example, we are
analyzing 12883 records that contain “Windows**
98.”

● Titles of the texts are shown in Frame B, and the
actual content of each text is displayed by clicking
the title such as “CDROM” or “PLANR” in this
frame.

● The distribution of concepts associated with the
current set of texts is shown in Frame C in accor-
dance with the categories of the semantic features
or intentions. In this frame, concepts can be sorted
according to their absolute frequency, relative fre-
quency within the data, or alphabetical order of
concepts. The relative frequency is calculated us-
ing the following formula.

Relative frequency �

(Number of records referring to the
concept among the selected records)

(Number of records selected)

(Number of records in the complete
set of records referring to the concept)

(Total number of records)

Thus, a concept with a higher relative frequency
value may be strongly related to the current data
set.

● The results of the mining functions are shown in
Frame D.

Thus, by using TAKMI, analysts can:

1. Detect trends such as topics whose importance
is increasing and find significant associations
among concepts in Frame D

2. Analyze details of the trends or significant asso-
ciations by browsing the relevant concepts in
Frame C

Table 2 Analysis of association among [liquid]s and [problem]s

Damage Fail Sticking Dead Bad Freeze

Water 94 (11.1%) 27 (3.19%) 5 (0.59%) 21 (2.48%) 17 (2.01%) 16 (1.89%)
Coffee 31 (6.87%) 12 (2.66%) 13 (2.88%) 7 (1.55%) 6 (1.33%) 5 (1.11%)
Juice 3 (2.94%) 1 (0.98%) 7 (6.86%) 4 (3.92%) 5 (4.9%) 0 (0.0%)
Soda 7 (7.37%) 2 (2.11%) 12 (12.63%) 4 (4.21%) 1 (1.05%) 1 (1.05%)
Tea 3 (7.5%) 1 (2.5%) 1 (2.5%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (2.5%)
Beer 2 (5.88%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (11.76%)
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3. See the basis of these results in the original texts
accessed from Frame B

Use of TAKMI to analyze records in
customer contact centers

Many companies support their customers by phone,
e-mail, fax, and so on. Data on customer contacts
from such support centers are a good resource for
obtaining knowledge about the customers, as well
as knowledge about products and services that they
have purchased and used.

Each contact record generally contains both struc-
tured and unstructured data. The fixed field, struc-
tured data might contain:

● Customer information (ID [identifier], name,
phone number, etc.)

● Related products or services
● Contact type (question, request, query, etc.)

However, since there is a great variety of contact
types and the content of each contact is complex, it
is difficult to represent each interaction precisely with
a limited set of predefined categories. Consequently,
a free text field is used to capture details of each con-
tact in natural language.

Although statistical analysis of the structured data
provides valuable insights that help to improve bus-
iness,19 most of the unstructured data have been ig-
nored because analysis by hand is prohibitively ex-
pensive. For example, one of the customer support
centers that we dealt with was a PC help center that
receives over 50000 calls each month. A number of
analysts handle these calls in the help center, and
they make reports every week by reading the cus-
tomer contact records. However, they make the re-
ports based on reading about 200 to 300 records out
of tens of thousands of records. Therefore, they are
using less than 5 percent of all the data they have.

Figure 1 GUI of TAKMI
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Thus, analysis of reports on customer contacts was
a good application for text mining, since it allows in-
spection of all of the data possible. The source data
obviously contains useful information to detect prod-
uct failures, to detect issues that have led to rapid
increases in the number of customer contacts and
the reasons for those increases, to analyze the pro-
ductivity of help desk workers, and to analyze
changes in customers’ behaviors toward particular
products over a period of time.

We have analyzed the records of customer contact
information in a PC help center in order to apply our
technology and noticed the following features:

(a) Informal writing—The records have many indi-
cators of informal writing:

– Various expressions are used for the same
meaning, and there is a lack of consistency in
expressions. Examples are:

customer � cu � cus � cust � end user �
user � eu

Windows 95 � w95 � Win95

– Many sentences are ungrammatical.
– Many spelling mistakes are included.

(b) Various content types—There are several im-
portant types of contents that should be recog-
nized and handled differently in some sentences,
including: requests, questions, complaints (trou-
ble or problem), and commendations.

(c) Multiple topics—One text may contain multiple
problems and topics.

(d) Importance levels—There are several levels of
importance for the concepts. For example,
[safety issues] such as smoke, spark, and in-
jury are critical for the help center.

(e) Multiple viewpoints—Different persons want to
extract different information from different
points of view. The information contained in the
customers’ contact information is so rich that dif-
ferent kinds of knowledge can be extracted from
analyses with different viewpoints. For example:

– The manager of a call center wants to improve
productivity, reduce cost, improve customer
satisfaction, etc. From this point of view, anal-
ysis of call-taker skills and creation of a FAQ
(frequently asked question) database is impor-
tant.

– An analyst for product development wants to
improve product quality. Therefore, early de-
tection of product failures is important.

– A planner for marketing may want to develop
an attractive product to market, and analysis
of customer buying behaviors is essential from
this point of view.

(f) Limited vocabulary—The vocabulary is fairly lim-
ited (as also described in a later section with Fig-
ure 10). For example, out of one month of data
(about 40000 text entries) at a PC help center in
Japan, we extracted a total of 1473444 noun
phrases (including compound nouns and their
component words) as keywords. However, since
most of the noun phrases appeared in more than
one text record, the number of different keywords
was only 101987. And the number of keywords
that appeared more than once was 36811, which
covered 95.6 percent of the whole set of 1473444
keywords. Furthermore, for all of the keywords,
89.1 percent appeared more than nine times in
the entire body of text entries. The keywords that
appeared at least one thousand times covered
45 percent of the entire group of keywords.

Thus, this application is ideal for our text mining
technology. First of all, the limited vocabulary means
that a semantic dictionary with a relatively small
number of entries, on the order of a few thousand
words, may be quite effective in its coverage. This
is especially true for statistical analysis that is con-
cerned with frequently repeated events—we can ig-
nore uncommon expressions. For instance, when we
installed TAKMI at a PC help center in the United
States, we made a list of words extracted from texts
in the records sorted by their frequency and asked
call analysts in the help center to assign semantic cat-
egories such as [software], [hardware], and [prob-
lem] to words that they consider important for call
analysis as well as assigning their canonical forms to
take care of synonym expressions and variations of
inconsistency in expressions. As a result, it took two
analysts a couple of days to make a semantic dic-
tionary for over six thousand words, which included
over 80 percent of the content words in the call rec-
ords for these data.
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Results of application. Figure 2 shows that Windows
98 was the most rapidly increasing topic in [soft-
ware] from the middle of June to the beginning of
July in 1998 (year, month, day) as a result of using
TAKMI on the call records in a Japanese PC help cen-
ter. From the monthly distribution of the number of
reports that mentioned Windows 98 from January
1998 to February 1999, as shown in Figure 3, we
can see that the number was rapidly increasing
from July to August 1998. Figure 4 shows a list of
[software . . . question] pairs in the reports
that mentioned Windows 98 in July 1998. It shows
the following messages:

Is it possible to install Windows 98?
Does it support Windows 98?
Can I use Windows 98?
Can I upgrade?

This list tells us that most of the customers were ask-
ing whether they could install Windows 98 on their
machine. In this case, the company prepared an an-
swer to this question and put the information on their
World Wide Web home page in order to reduce the
number of calls from customers as well as the work-
load of the call takers for preparing answers.

At the same time, the effects of such actions can be
examined by using our system. Figure 5 shows the
monthly distribution of the number of reports on cus-
tomers’ calls in which customers asked whether they
could install or use Windows 98 on their PCs.

Figure 6 shows a monthly distribution of 1400 calls
in the same Japanese PC help center for VoiceType*,
the predecessor of ViaVoice* (an IBM voice recog-
nition product). Since this product was old at this
time (July 1997–April 1998), the number of calls was
decreasing.

The results of the topic extraction function applied
to the same data for the category [Call type]20 is
shown in Figure 7. This figure indicates that the main
focus of the calls shifts from “presale issues (guid-
ance on purchasing)” (July–August) to “general
guidance” (October–November), then to “request”
(January). The system could not find any notewor-
thy items in the February–April period. This result
seems to reflect the typical life cycle of a product
and customers’ behavior.

As a result, our system has been enthusiastically ac-
cepted by the help center staff since it relieves them
of their routine work and improves the quality of
their output. Furthermore, it made possible the use
of information from large amounts of text data, not
only by a limited number of analysts in the help cen-
ters, but also by nonanalysts in development and even
by executives.

TAKMI has been employed in IBM PC help centers in
Japan and the United States, supporting both Jap-
anese and English. Despite the difference in lan-
guages, we could apply the same framework to both
Japanese and English with a small modification in

Figure 2 Delta analysis for increasing topics in [software] from Japanese PC help center
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the grammatical analysis for recognizing intentions
and dependencies. In these help centers, TAKMI has

been evaluated as very effective for problem detec-
tion as well as for reducing the workload of analysts.

The two-dimensional association analysis proved
quite effective for finding problems in products. For
example, by checking associations among [machine
type] and [problem] in one month of data from the
Japanese help center, a specific machine was strongly
associated with the concept “slow,” and in the data
associated with the machine type and “slow,” “hard
disk” had a high relative frequency value. As a re-
sult, the development team found a shielding prob-
lem in the hard disk of the specific type of machine
that made them operate slowly.

Evaluation of concept extraction in TAKMI. We
have evaluated the expressive power of the results
of concept extraction by using the customer contact
records.

Figure 4 Frequency list of [software...question]
pairs in the reports that mentioned Windows 98

Figure 3 Monthly distribution of calls on Windows 98 from Japanese PC help center
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First, in order to investigate the practical needs of
intention analysis, we analyzed the use of verbs in
call records. As shown in Table 3, the verb “use”21

appeared with expressions that indicate some inten-
tions in over 40 percent of the cases in the call rec-
ords in the Japanese PC help center. Thus, disregard-
ing this type of information may lead to a relatively
high possibility of misinterpreting the textual con-
tent.

The complex concept representation based on in-
tention analysis and dependency analysis was quite
effective for representing sentential level informa-
tion described in various expressions. For example,
in one month of data from the Japanese PC help cen-
ter, 55 cases contained “file . . . not found” in the
[software . . . problem] category. Among the
55 cases, only 13 cases contained the same surface
expression to describe that concept. The complex

Figure 5 Number of calls on the possibility of installing Windows 98

97/07  97/08  97/09  97/10  97/11  97/12  98/01  98/02  98/03  98/04 

Figure 6 Monthly distribution of calls on VoiceType
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concept representation has been recognized as es-
pecially effective for searching for questions to in-
clude in FAQs as a result of its capability for repre-
senting sentential level concepts.

In addition, we conducted an experiment to deter-
mine whether these complex concepts are better in-
dicators of the categories found in the fixed fields
of the call center data. One month of data from the
Japanese call center was used. Since categories are
assigned by call takers per record, we examined the
capability of each form of document representation
(noun phrase and verb phrase versus predicate-ar-
gument) to classify each document according to the
manually assigned categories. We calculated the en-
tropy of each representation for distribution over
each item in a category type by using the following
formula.

H�wx� � �
i�1

N

P�wx�Ci� log2

1
P�wx�Ci�

where wx is an instance of a representation such as
“machine” (noun) or “program . . . delete” (noun-
verb). Ci is an item in a category type that has N
items such as “Technical QA” and “presale issues”
in [Call type]. P(wx �Ci) is a probability that wx ap-
pears in Ci . Thus, lower entropy indicates that the
distribution of the representation is a better indica-
tor of specific categories.

Figure 8 shows average entropies for [Call type]
over the words with the same frequency within all
of the data. Since frequency of items is an impor-
tant factor in statistical analysis in text mining, we
compared the expressive power of items with the
same frequency. Figure 9 shows entropies for another
category, [Component type], that contain items such
as “monitor,” “modem,” and “hard drive.”

In both cases, the entropy of the predicate and ar-
gument pair (indicated with “noun-verb”) is much
lower than just nouns or just verb phrases. Since
[Component type] basically indicates objects, the

Table 3 Appearances of “use” in call records with their context of intention (originally in Japanese)

Typical
Expression

Indication of Intention Number of
AppearancesPossible Negation Request Question

Use N N N N 1998 (56.2%)
Not possible to use Y Y N N 637 (17.9%)
Possible to use Y N N N 297 (8.4%)
Want to use N N Y N 262 (7.4%)
Is it possible to use . . . ? Y N N Y 137 (3.9%)
Do/does not use N Y N N 137 (3.9%)
Does it use . . . ? N N N Y 57 (1.6%)
Isn’t it possible to use . . . ? Y Y N Y 19 (0.5%)

Others 10 (0.3%)
Total 3554 (100%)

Figure 7 Result of topic extraction from calls on VoiceType from Japanese PC help center
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difference of the entropy between nouns and pred-
icate-argument pairs is smaller than that for [Call
type]. However, since it includes some items close
to [Call type] such as “installation issues” and “gen-
eral guidance,” predicate-argument pairs are effec-
tive for the classification of calls.

To summarize, these results are strong evidence sup-
porting our claim regarding the effectiveness of our
representation.

Application of TAKMI to other data

We have verified that our framework is also effec-
tive for other data such as patent documents and
Medline22 data.

However, in patent and Medline data, the size of the
vocabulary is quite large, unlike the records in con-

tact centers, unless focusing on data in a specific do-
main. For example, we applied a POS tagger to the
following data sets:

● 31440 call records in a PC help center in the U.S.
(total 2613215 words)

● 10070 abstracts of patent data (total 1267668
words)

● 15943 abstracts of Medline data (total 2600513
words)

We analyzed the distribution of words that the tag-
ger assigned the POS “unknown” because it could not
assign any other POS such as “noun” and “verb”
based on grammatical information and its lexicon.
Basically, most of the unknown words were techni-
cal terms and proper nouns. The unknown POS was
assigned to

FREQUENCY

Figure 8 Average entropies for [Call type]
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● 17.7 percent of all words in the call records (total
391013 words with 28463 distinct words)

● 2.5 percent of all words in the abstracts of patent
data (total 29140 words with 6607 distinct words)

● 11.3 percent of all words in the abstracts of Med-
line data (total 293963 words with 38047 distinct
words)

Even though the total number of unknown words is
largest for the call records, those records contain only
a small number of frequently appearing unknown
words compared to the other two data sets. As shown
in Figure 10, the most frequent 1000 words cover
over 80 percent of the total word appearances of un-
known words in the call records, whereas it takes
more than 2000 words to cover 80 percent in the
patent abstracts and 8000 words to cover 80 percent
for the Medline data. This comparison shows the
higher workload for creating semantic dictionaries

for patent and Medline data compared to call rec-
ords.

Yet we can still apply TAKMI for these data sets with-
out creating any new semantic dictionaries. Since the
patent and Medline data have tagged information
such as titles, the name of the author, and classifi-
cation codes such as the IPC (International Patent
Classification) code, we can use this information as
well as using the grammatical category of each word
assigned by a POS tagger.

Analysis of patent documents. Japanese patent doc-
uments are written in a markup language, and basic
items such as titles, dates of issue, authors’ names,
and organization names are explicitly indicated by
tags and can easily be extracted by applying simple
pattern matching. Thus, from 15000 patent docu-
ments, we generated indexes by extracting terms in

FREQUENCY

Figure 9 Average entropies for [Component type]
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the categories shown in Table 4 without human in-
tervention. Among the terms for the categories
shown in Table 4, the keywords in G through I were
extracted by applying Japanese morphological anal-
ysis23 based on Japanese grammar and lexicons in
such a manner that nouns and compound words con-
sisting of nouns were extracted as keywords.

By applying TAKMI to patent documents, we could
easily draw a trend map of the patent submissions
for a specific technology that shows changes for the
entries of each company for the technology as well
as specific features of the patent documents of each
company.

Analysis of patent strategy of a specific organization.
For example, by selecting the name of a company

that is listed in the categorical viewer as category E
in Table 4, a user can focus on the set of patent doc-
uments submitted by the company. Then, if the user
chooses category G in Table 4 and invokes a topic

Table 4 Example of categories of terms extracted from
patent data

A Date of issue
B IPC (International Patent Classification) codes
C Technology fields (derived from IPC)
D Locations
E Organization names
F Patent holders
G Keywords in title fields
H Keywords in fields for the purpose of the inventions
I Keywords in the bodies of a patent document

Figure 10 Coverage of high frequent unknown words within each data set
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extraction viewer, terms that describe patented tech-
nologies are listed in accordance with the period in
which the company submitted patents for each tech-
nology, showing the frequency of its submissions,
since terms are listed according to their topic indexes
in a topic extraction viewer, and the topic index is
calculated in such a manner that a higher value is
assigned to a term that appears frequently in a short
period. Thus, this view reveals the patent strategy of
the company.

Analysis of competitive organizations for a specific tech-
nology. By retrieving patent documents with a key-
word that indicates a patented technology, a user can
focus on a set of patents related to the technology.
Then, if the user chooses category E in Table 4 and
invokes a topic extraction viewer, organizations,
mainly companies, that submitted patents related to
the technology are listed in accordance with the pe-
riod and frequency of their patent submissions. Fig-
ure 11 shows that “Canon” frequently submitted pat-
ents related to “inkjet” prior to other companies, and
that other companies followed Canon’s lead.24 Thus,
this figure shows the relative strength of companies
with regard to a particular technology. By listing
terms with higher relative frequency values as de-
scribed earlier, we can clarify the features of each
set of patented technologies as we select them.

As another example, by retrieving patent documents
containing the word “inkjet” and focusing on the
same set of 308 patent documents related to this
topic, a user can examine technical terms typically
related to “inkjet” by choosing category G in Table
4 and invoking a singularity analysis viewer. Then,
by choosing the name of a company listed in a cat-
egorical viewer with category E, say, “Canon,” the
user can focus on a set of Canon patents related to
“inkjet” technology. The user can also examine tech-
nical terms typically related to “inkjet” in patent ap-
plications submitted by Canon by invoking a singu-
larity analysis viewer with category G in Table 4.
According to our data extracted from the full set of
15000 patents, the top three terms in Canon patents
are “carriage movement device,” “movement de-
vice,” and “jet,” whereas the top three terms in Fu-
jitsu patents related to “inkjet” are “inkjet head,”
“inkjet print head,” and “inkjet.”

Thus, we can apply TAKMI to any collection of doc-
uments even without creating a semantic dictionary.
In fact, even in the PC help centers that are using
TAKMI with their own semantic dictionaries, gram-
matical categories such as noun and proper noun (ba-
sically unknown words) are used in order to deal with
unregistered words such as the name of a virus that
suddenly appears. However, creation of a semantic

Figure 11 Topic extraction in [organization names] from 308 patent documents containing the word “inkjet”
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dictionary is effective in supporting deeper analysis.
For example, the data from customer centers in
broadcasting companies deal with a very wide range
of topics. Nevertheless, we can register words or
phrases that analysts are interested in, allowing them
to ignore other words to avoid a mixture of data on
irrelevant topics. In addition, application of depen-
dency analysis to Medline data allows us to analyze
interactions among objects and their effects.

Concluding remarks

We have developed a framework of text mining to
discover knowledge from very large amounts of tex-
tual data, especially focusing on NLP to extract con-
cepts from each piece of text. Regarding technical
enhancements in NLP, we believe that intention anal-
ysis and dependency analysis were the key features
of our successful implementation. Intention analy-
sis allowed us to classify predicates by analyzing func-
tional words, which have often been ignored as stop
words. Dependency analysis allowed us to capture
higher-level sentential information effectively. By ap-
plying the results of concept extraction to statistical
analysis functions that take advantage of semantic
features of concepts, our system, TAKMI, provided
practical results. Categorization of terms based on
the attached semantic features is important in or-
ganizing the output knowledge as well as to facil-
itate interactive analysis to deal with multiple view-
points.

Because of the interactive manner in which an an-
alyst can easily confirm the results of analysis by
checking the original documents, and the nature of
the statistical analysis that tends to ignore minor pat-
terns, occasional failures in NLP can be treated as
noise and do not cause critical problems. Thus, even
for the informal style of writing in the text entries
of PC help center data and even for difficult gram-
matical analysis, TAKMI generated valuable results.

As a result, our system has been enthusiastically ac-
cepted by users who had been manually analyzing
textual records, since it eases their routine work and
improves the quality of their output.
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ABLE: A toolkit
for building multiagent
autonomic systems

by J. P. Bigus
D. A. Schlosnagle
J. R. Pilgrim
W. N. Mills III
Y. Diao

This paper describes a toolkit for building
multiagent autonomic systems. The IBM
Agent Building and Learning Environment
(ABLE) provides a lightweight JavaTM agent
framework, a comprehensive JavaBeansTM

library of intelligent software components, a
set of development and test tools, and an
agent platform. We describe a series of
agents built using ABLE components and
present three case studies of applications
using the ABLE toolkit. The Autotune agent is
a closed-loop controller agent that supports
hierarchical distributed control. The
Subsumption agent defines specific behaviors
or strategies and can be plugged into a
multiagent subsumption infrastructure. The
Autonomic agent architecture features
sensors and effectors for interacting with the
external environment, layers of reflexive,
reactive, and adaptive subsumption agents,
components that dynamically model the
autonomic system itself and its environment,
and components for emotions, planning, and
executive-level decision-making. By using the
ABLE component library to build agents
running on the ABLE distributed agent
platform, we discuss how we can
incrementally add new behaviors and
capabilities to intelligent, autonomic systems.

It has been over 50 years since Alan Turing described
the prototypical test for intelligent machines. In Tur-
ing’s view, a computer could be called intelligent if
it could pass as a human while conversing via a com-

puter terminal. For researchers delving into the mys-
teries of human and machine intelligence, the so-
called Turing Test has been both an inspiration and
a millstone around their necks since that time.

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) started out with
great hopes and fanfare, beginning with the Dart-
mouth conference on AI in 1956. The next decade
saw an exploration of both symbolic and neural net-
work approaches to knowledge representation, rea-
soning, and machine learning. By 1970, all was go-
ing so well that Marvin Minsky declared in a Life
Magazine article, “In from three to eight years we
will have a machine with the general intelligence of
an average human being. I mean a machine that will
be able to read Shakespeare, grease a car, play of-
fice politics, tell a joke, have a fight. At that point
the machine will begin to educate itself with fantas-
tic speed. In a few months it will be at genius level
and a few months after that its powers will be in-
calculable.” Although his vision may still be valid,
his timing was off by several decades. Even though
substantial progress has been made on the pieces of
intelligence—speech recognition, natural language
understanding, knowledge representation, machine
reasoning, machine learning, emotion, and speech
generation—putting the pieces together to create
human-level intelligence has proven to be difficult.
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The artificial intelligence technology pendulum has
swung from whole-hearted devotion to symbol-pro-
cessing techniques, to reactionary forays into neu-
ral networks and other subsymbolic approaches, and
on to biologically inspired genetic algorithms and
fuzzy reasoning. Today, most researchers admit that
a combination of technical approaches must be used
to achieve human-level performance. In The Society
of Mind, Minsky described a set of mechanisms that
he called mental agents that operate in parallel and
that compete and cooperate to yield human intel-
ligence.1 In his subsumption architecture, Brooks de-
scribes an architecture of behavioral layers that pro-
vides robust function and supports reactive behaviors
in mechanical robots.2 More recently, papers by Slo-
man and by Caulfield and Johnson have described
architectures for consciousness or self-aware systems
that rely on layered architectures with emotional
components.3,4

Clearly, a monolithic software architecture using a
single technology will not bring us closer to our goal.
In our work, we are exploring an incremental ap-
proach for developing intelligent autonomic sys-
tems—systems that have self-awareness and can rea-
son about their internal components and state.5

Autonomic systems must adapt to environmental
changes and strive to improve their performance over
time. They must be robust and be able to routinely
overcome internal component failures. Autonomic
systems must interact and communicate with other
systems in a heterogeneous computing infrastructure.
Our approach to building autonomic systems is based
on combining autonomous intelligent agents in a
well-structured way. This approach mirrors the struc-
ture of the human brain wherein there are clearly
defined, function-specific processing centers con-
nected by forward and backward communication
channels and adaptive feedback loops.

In this paper, we briefly describe an architecture that
combines elements of these approaches and melds
them into a coherent, scalable architecture that we
believe will lead to robust deployed autonomic sys-
tems. These systems rely on sensors to obtain input
from the world and effectors to take action and make
changes to the world. There are memory components
providing short-term, long-term, and associative
memory functions. There are reflexive, reactive, and
goal-oriented proactive components. There are com-
ponents for reasoning, planning, and learning new
behaviors from interactions with the world. There
is an emotional component that associates feelings
with internal states and influences decision-making

and learning processes. This architecture reflects
much of what is known about how people think and
process information, including the role emotions play
in our reasoning.6,7

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe
the Agent Building and Learning Environment
(ABLE), a software architecture and framework, com-
ponent library, development tooling, and agent plat-
form for constructing autonomous intelligent agents
and multiagent systems. We then present two appli-
cation case studies, a system administration appli-
cation using multiple agents, and a diagnostic ap-
plication. Next, we describe several derivative ABLE
agents including the Autotune control agent, a Sub-
sumption agent, and an Autonomic agent that is an
ABLE-based architecture for incrementally building
autonomic systems. We then discuss the current sta-
tus of ABLE and our plans for enhancing the toolkit
and for implementing our autonomic system archi-
tecture.

Agent building and learning environment

The recent surge of interest in software agents has
prompted a corresponding increase in toolkits for
constructing them. Although many projects use a
“roll your own” approach in which each agent is
uniquely hand-coded, there are benefits to using a
component-based approach. The Java** language
has several characteristics that make it an ideal plat-
form for implementing agents: code portability re-
sulting from its use of a standard virtual machine,
support for object-oriented programming tech-
niques, native support for multithreading, and intro-
spection of object properties and methods. In ad-
dition, the JavaBeans** component specification
enables the creation of reusable Java components
with well-defined interfaces and behaviors.

Quite a few agent toolkits and multiagent platforms
are available for both educational and commercial
use. The CIAgent framework developed by one of
the authors is a lightweight agent framework writ-
ten in the Java language and intended for educational
use.8 The Java Agent Template Lite (JatLite), de-
veloped at Stanford University, is focused on com-
munications-related issues of agent systems. The
IBM AGLETS* mobile agent framework, now an open
source project, provides a Java platform for creat-
ing mobile agent applications. AgentBuilder** from
Reticular Systems (a part of IntelliOne Technolo-
gies), is an integrated software development toolkit
for constructing belief-desire-intention (BDI) agents
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in Java. The ZEUS agent-building toolkit developed
by British Telecommunications plc features a Java
component library with a planning and scheduling
system, support for multiple interaction protocols,
and a set of tools for building agents. The Founda-
tion for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA), an inter-
national standards body working for interoperabil-
ity between agents and agent platforms, has defined
specifications for agents, agent management services,
and agent communications languages.9 Several
projects implement FIPA compliant agent platforms.
The FIPA Open Source (FIPA-OS), developed by Nor-
tel Networks, is an open source implementation of
the FIPA agent communication language and agent
platform. The Java Agent DEvelopment (JADE)
framework, developed at CSELT S.p.A. (now Tele-
com Italia Lab, or TILab) is another FIPA-compliant
multiagent toolkit. For a more detailed overview of
these agent environments, see Bigus and Bigus.8

The Agent Building and Learning Environment10 is
a Java-based toolkit for developing and deploying
hybrid intelligent agent applications. Hybrid ap-
proaches synergistically draw on the strengths of each
technology while compensating for any weaknesses.
For example, rules have the advantage of explicitly
defined knowledge, but they can be brittle and in-
flexible. Neural networks, in contrast, can adapt or
learn from inputs, but the learned knowledge is of-
ten difficult to make explicit. The value of combin-
ing multiple techniques such as neural network learn-
ing with rule-based inferencing has been demonstrated
by prior work.11

The ABLE toolkit was designed to provide a fast, re-
usable, and scalable architecture for the construc-
tion of intelligent software components and agents.
A fundamental design philosophy of ABLE is that suc-
cessful intelligent agents will require multiple rea-
soning and learning techniques. ABLE builds on the
standard JavaBeans model by defining a lightweight
framework for agent behavior. ABLE has a compo-
nent library of data access, machine learning, ma-
chine reasoning, and optimization algorithms pack-
aged as JavaBeans, known as AbleBeans. ABLE
provides a Java Swing-based GUI (graphical user in-
terface) for creating and configuring AbleBeans, and
for constructing and testing the agents built from
them. ABLE also provides an agent platform for de-
ploying agents across a distributed computing sys-
tem. By building a comprehensive suite of intelligent
JavaBeans and tooling for easily combining and con-
necting those beans, ABLE permits developers to ex-
plore the applications of software agents and their

behaviors in distributed multiagent systems. The
ABLE toolkit has been available for downloading
from the IBM alphaWorks* site since May 2000.12 In
the following sections, we describe the fundamental
design and architectural attributes of ABLE.

ABLE agent framework

The ABLE agent framework is a lightweight software
architecture that allows algorithms to be packaged
as JavaBeans that can be deployed as standard Java
components or as autonomous agents. Figure 1
shows the set of Java interfaces and base classes com-
prising the ABLE framework.

AbleBeans are standard JavaBeans components used
in the ABLE framework. The AbleBean Java inter-
face defines a set of common attributes (name, com-
ment, state, etc.) and behavior (standard processing
methods such as init�, reset�, process�, quit�),
allowing AbleBeans to be connected to form Able-
Agents. AbleBeans are connected using three fun-
damentally different methods: data flow, events, and
properties.

Data-flow or buffer connections are used to wire to-
gether AbleBeans using a data-flow metaphor. Each
AbleBean can have an input buffer and an output
buffer that are implemented as Java Objects. A set
of AbleBeans can be connected by buffer connec-
tions forming a directed, acyclic graph. The set of
AbleBeans is then processed in sequence starting at
the root of the tree. Each AbleBean takes the data
from its input buffer, processes the data, and places
the data in its output buffer. This data-flow mech-
anism is extremely fast and is very useful for appli-
cations such as neural networks that have a natural
data-flow processing paradigm.

Event connections are used to register an object as
a listener on an AbleBean. AbleBeans support syn-
chronous and asynchronous event processing using
AbleEvents, which extend the Java EventObject
class. Each AbleBean has an event queue on which
it receives AbleEvent notifications or action requests
to be processed. Each AbleEvent contains a Bool-
ean flag that indicates whether the event should be
handled synchronously on the caller’s thread or asyn-
chronously by placing it on the receiver’s event queue
and processing it on a separate thread. Every
AbleEvent can be used as either a data event with
an associated eventId (event identifier) and data ob-
ject, or as an action event, with an associated action
string and data object. Data notification events hold
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data and allow AbleBeans to inform one another of
complex state changes. Action events allow method-
invocation with arguments and contain an action field
that maps to a method name on the notified Able-
Bean. The AbleEvent argument object is also passed
to the method on the receiving AbleBean. Thus, any
method can be called on a listening AbleBean
through this mechanism. Although event processing
adds some overhead, it is more flexible than hard-
coded method calls between AbleBeans.

Property connections are used to synchronize two
different properties residing in two different Able-
Beans. Whenever the first property value is changed
via a setter method, the second property on the sec-
ond bean is also changed via its setter method.

AbleBeans use Java serialization for persistence. All
data-flow, event, and property connections are pre-
served during the passivation and activation cycles.
The ABLE run-time environment has a well-defined
set of properties that enable serialized AbleAgents
to be portable.

AbleEvents. Figure 2 shows the data fields in the
AbleEvent class. The AbleEvent class provides the
means to send data between agents, to request ac-
tions to be performed by other agents, or to request
transactions with results returned either to the orig-
inal requesting agent or to some other agent. This
design allows the ABLE event-processing infrastruc-
ture to be used to implement a variety of agent in-
teraction models. For example, a dialog between two
agents can be supported by exchanges of AbleEvents
where the action holds the request and the replyTo
and replyWith fields are used to correlate the re-
sponses. Alternatively, an intermediary agent could
send a request to one agent and have that agent send
its response to a third agent or back to the original
requester. Another scenario is to have an agent
broadcast its response to an event to multiple agents
by specifying a list of agents on the replyTo field.
Or, a single agent can send out requests to multiple
agents, and use the transactionID field to correlate
the responses to the original requests. To summa-
rize, the base ABLE event-processing framework can

com.ibm.able.agents

com.ibm.able

java.io com.ibm.able.beans

com.ibm.able.beans.rules

java.beans

AbleEventListener AbleBean

REMOTE AbleEventQueueProcessor

AbleUserDefinedFunctionManagerSERIALIZABLE

Unicast
Remote
Object

java.rmi

AbleBeanContainer AbleAgent

PROPERTY
CHANGE
LISTENER

Figure 1 ABLE agent framework classes and interfaces
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be used to implement almost any agent communi-
cation design pattern.

AbleObject. The AbleObject class provides a base
implementation of the AbleBean interface, defin-
ing the standard behavior for all AbleBeans provided
with the ABLE toolkit. The AbleObject class extends
Java UnicastRemoteObject and implements the
AbleEventListener, AbleBean, and AbleEvent-
QueueProcessor remote interfaces. It contains an
instance of an AbleEventQueue that handles the op-
tional autonomous timer facility as well as asynchro-
nous event-processing functions for the bean. The
timer allows an AbleBean to run autonomously by
periodically going to sleep and then waking up to
see whether anything needs processing.

The AbleEventListener interface defines two main
processing methods: processAbleEvent� and
handleAbleEvent�. The first method takes an
AbleEvent as an argument, examines its syn-
chronous/asynchronous Boolean flag and processes
it accordingly. The second method unconditionally
processes the event in a synchronous manner. De-
fault behavior is provided to interpret the action
string as a method name and to invoke a method
with that name on the bean, passing the argument
object as a parameter.

Figure 3 shows the source code for an example Able-
Bean that extends the AbleObject base class. We im-
port the com.ibm.able package and provide a no-
argument constructor. The major methods that must
be overridden include init�, which performs one-time
initialization; process�, which is the method called to
process the input buffers; and processTimerEvent�,

which is the method invoked when the bean is con-
figured to run as an autonomous agent.

AbleAgent. One of the major decisions when cre-
ating an agent construction environment is the gran-
ularity of the agents. Many projects consider belief-
desire-intention (BDI) agents to be the base line. In
ABLE, we chose a model where the basic building
blocks are functional software components but not
complete agents. By making this choice, we can cre-
ate customized agents with functionality and com-
plexity suitable for their intended use.

The AbleDefaultAgent class provides a default im-
plementation of the AbleAgent interface and defines
the standard behavior for all AbleAgents provided
with the ABLE framework. The AbleDefaultAgent
class extends Java UnicastRemoteObject and
AbleObject and implements both the AbleAgent and
AbleBeanContainer remote interfaces.

AbleAgents are AbleBeans that are also containers
for other AbleBeans. An AbleAgent has its own
thread for processing events asynchronously. Able-
Agents provide a useful abstraction for packaging a
set of AbleBeans wired together to perform a spe-
cific function. This function is then available to other
AbleBeans or AbleAgents through synchronous pro-
cess� calls or through asynchronous event process-
ing.

AbleAgents extend the AbleObject base class and
implement the AbleBeanContainer and AbleUser-
DefinedFunctionManager interfaces. The Able-
BeanContainer allows an AbleAgent to contain other
AbleBeans and even other AbleAgents. This pow-

Figure 2 The AbleEvent class

AbleEvent(
   Object source,   // the source object or sender of the event
   int id,   // type=ACTION, DATACHANGED, EOF, TRANSACTION
   String action,   // name of the action method
   Object arg,   // passed to action method
   boolean async,   // put on queue (true) or run on caller's thread (false)
   Object replyTo,   // null, single bean, list of beans
   String replyAction,   // used as action in reply event
   String transactionId  // used as work identifier (copied to reply)
)
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erful design pattern allows extremely complex agents
to be built from subagents and is exploited in our
component library implementation. The AbleUser-
DefinedFunctionManager allows external software
to be integrated with AbleAgents as sensors and
effectors.

Note that alternate AbleAgent implementations
could be developed with behaviors different from the
AbleDefaultAgent. For example, we provide an
AbleDefaultFIPAAgent that is an AbleAgent that
provides all of the required FIPA agent behaviors,
and the AutotuneAgent that enables hierarchical dis-
tributed control. We discuss the AutotuneAgent and
additional AbleAgents in more detail later in this
paper.

AbleAgents are situated in their environment
through the use of sensors and effectors. In ABLE,
sensors and effectors are AbleUserDefinedFunction
objects that map to method calls on external Java
objects. These methods usually call other applica-
tion programming interfaces (APIs) to either obtain
data (sensors) or take actions (effectors). AbleAgents
are managers for sensors and effectors, and any con-
tained AbleBeans can invoke those sensors and ef-
fectors. Sensors and effectors take arbitrary argument
lists and return Java Objects to the caller.

A common scenario is for an AbleAgent to contain
one or more beans that reference sensors and ef-
fectors. For example, in Figure 4, the AbleAgent con-
tains three AbleBeans, a single sensor, and a single
effector. AbleBean A first calls the sensor and ob-
tains data from Application A. It processes the data
and passes information to AbleBean B either
through a direct method call, an event, or a prop-
erty connection. AbleBean B processes these data
and passes the data on to AbleBean C, which in turn
invokes the effector, resulting in a method call on
Application B.

ABLE component library

A fundamental piece of the ABLE system is the com-
ponent library of AbleBeans. These include data ac-
cess and filtering beans, machine learning algorithms,
machine reasoning and inference engines, and high-
er-level data mining agents comprised of one or more
core beans. In addition, ABLE contains a set of data
type classes, defining Boolean, Categorical, Discrete,
Numeric, and String literals, variables, and fields.
This common data model is used by the beans in the
component library. The set of core AbleBeans pro-
vided with the ABLE framework includes data beans,
learning beans, and rule beans.

Figure 3 Sample AbleBean Java source code

import com.ibm.able.*;
public class SampleAbleBean extends AbleObject implements Serializable { 

 public SampleAbleBean() throws RemoteException { 
  // set processing options, data flow, timer, etc.
  this("SampleBean");  }  

 public void init() throws RemoteException { 
  // need to initialize state of this bean, algorithm vars, etc. -- do ONE TIME initializations
  // initialize asynchronous Timer (if used) and define Event processing behavior  
 } 

 public void process() throws RemoteException { 
  // perform synchronous processing on caller's thread
 }

 public void processTimerEvent() throws RemoteException { 
  // perform autonomous (asynchronous) processing on own thread
 }
}
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Data beans. Data access and transformation beans
are used to manipulate data for training and testing
the learning and reasoning beans. They include:

● Import—reads space-, comma-, or tab-delimited
data from flat text files

● DBImport—reads data from relational databases
using JDBC** (JavaBeans Database Connectivity)

● DataTable—provides a view over an Import data
set, with selected rows and columns

● Filter—filters, transforms, and scales data using
translate template specifications

● TimeSeriesFilter—caches sequential data for use
in time-series prediction

● Export—writes space-, comma-, or tab-delimited
data to flat text files

● DBExport—writes data to relational databases us-
ing JDBC

Learning beans. The learning beans implement sev-
eral different learning algorithms that can be com-
bined with the data beans to provide lightweight data
mining capabilities. They are:

● Back Propagation—implements an enhanced back
propagation algorithm with pattern and batch up-
dates, hidden layer and output layer recurrence

● Self-Organizing Map—supports pattern and batch
updates, and a Gaussian neighborhood function

● Temporal Difference Learning—supports sequence
learning using a reinforcement learning algorithm

● Radial Basis Function—supports regression and
classification using multiple basis functions with
automatic Self-Organizing Map clustering of hid-
den layer weights

● Naive Bayes Classifier—supports incremental
learning of discretized data using a Bayes statis-
tics approach

● Decision Tree—supports tree-based classification
of discretized data using the C4.5 algorithm

Rule beans. The ABLE Rule Language (ARL) defines
a rich set of rule-based knowledge representation for-
mats including scripting using simple assignments,
if-then and if-then-else rules, when-do pattern match
rules, and predicate style rules. ARL supports rule-
blocks that are named groups of rules similar to mac-
ros. ABLE provides a wide range of inference engines
to process the ARL rulesets.

As illustrated in Figure 5, ABLE Rule Language can
be represented in text or Extensible Markup Lan-
guage (XML) formats. The AbleRuleSet class parses
the text or XML source into a set of AbleRuleBlock
and AbleRule objects and instantiates an associated
inference engine based on the inference method
specified in the RuleSet. The ARL supports very tight
integration with Java classes and objects allowing in-
stantiation, access to data members on objects, and
invocation of methods on objects from rules. Pro-
cessors include:

● Boolean forward chaining—processes if-then rules
using forward chaining

● Boolean backward chaining—processes if-then
rules using backward chaining

● Fuzzy forward chaining—processes if-then rules
containing linguistic variables and hedges and sev-
eral types of fuzzy sets, and supports multistep
chaining

Figure 4 Example ABLE agent
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● Pattern Match engine—processes when-do pattern
match rules using forward chaining against a work-
ing memory

● Pattern Match network—processes when-do pattern
match rules using the Reté network forward chain-
ing algorithm against a working memory

● Predicate engine—processes predicate rules using
a backchaining algorithm with backtracking (sim-
ilar to Prolog)

● Scripting engine—processes assignments, if-then,
if-then-else, while-do, and do-while rules in se-
quential order

Having a single ABLE Rule Language with pluggable
inference engines provides many advantages. A sin-
gle rule authoring and debugging environment can
be used for multiple styles of inferencing. The same
knowledge representation can be used for scripting
agent behavior, dynamically constructing and con-
figuring agents, and explicitly representing domain
knowledge. Alternate implementations of the infer-
ence engines can be developed for use in special-
ized environments where memory or processing re-
sources are constrained.

One of the most powerful aspects of the ABLE Rule
Language design is the ability to seamlessly mix sym-
bolic rule-based reasoning with subsymbolic neural
network and other machine learning algorithms. A

common view is that the subconscious processes of
the human brain correlate to neural network ap-
proaches and that conscious thought is similar to
symbol processing. A single ABLE rule set can rea-
son symbolically about the outputs of multiple neu-
ral components. For example, sensory data can be
fed into a neural network for clustering into similar
groups, for classification into categories, or for pre-
diction of trends. Rules can then process the out-
puts of the neural network, assign semantic labels
to those outputs, and reason about the outputs. Rules
could decide to kick off a learning episode in one or
more neural networks or to take overt actions to
change the external environment.

The ability of rules to invoke other AbleRuleSet
beans allows hierarchical configuration and natural
partitioning of knowledge into individual rulesets.
This ability eases the burden on rule authoring and
maintenance. The example AbleRuleSet in Figure
6 shows the Java-like syntax and structure of the ABLE
Rule Language. Arbitrary Java classes can be im-
ported into a ruleset, domain-specific function librar-
ies can be loaded, and a variety of built-in and im-
ported variable types can be defined and instantiated
in the variables section. Data are passed into and
out of the ruleset bean via the input and output state-
ments. Rule methods or ruleblocks can be used to

Figure 5   AbleRuleSet bean and inference engines
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define one-time initialization rules (the init� block).
The main� block allows the user to specify the in-
ference engine that will process the rules. The order
of evaluation is entirely determined by the inference
engine that is selected. When the main� block com-
pletes, the optional idle� block is run.

Function-specific AbleAgents. In addition to the
core AbleBeans, the ABLE component library pro-
vides a set of function-specific AbleAgents. Data and
learning AbleBeans are combined to create neural
classification, neural clustering, and neural predic-
tion agents that can be used for lightweight data min-
ing tasks. The set of standard function-specific agents
provided with the ABLE framework includes:

● Genetic search agent—manipulates a population of
genetic objects that may include AbleBeans

● Neural classifier agent—uses back propagation to
classify data

● Neural clustering agent—uses self-organizing maps
to cluster or segment data

● Neural prediction agent—uses back propagation to
build regression models

● Script agent—uses the ABLE rule language to de-
fine complete agent behavior

● JavaScript** agent—uses JavaScript to define agent
behavior

The NeuralPredictionAgent uses two Import beans
to read training and test data from text files, two Fil-
ters to preprocess and postprocess the data, and a
back propagation neural network to perform the re-
gression function (shown later in Figure 8). The agent
provides high-level functionality through its Custom-
izer as it orchestrates the operation of the five Able-

ruleset AbleScriptExample { 
 import com.ibm.myClass;   // use myClass as data type in ruleset
 library com.ibm.myLibrary; // each public method becomes a function

 variables {
  myClass myTypeVar = new myClass();  // creates an instance 
  myClass myTypeVar2 = new myClass("name", "age", "whatever");  
  Object BeanVar = new Object();
  Object Result = new Object();  
 } 
 inputs { myTypeVar } ; 
 outputs { Result };  

 void init() {
  // one time initialization rules here 
 }

 void main() using Script { 
  A1:  ObjectVar = createInstance("com.ibm.able.beans.rules.AbleBooleanRuleSet");
  A2:  ObjectVar.name =  "myRuleSet";
  A3:  Result = instantiateFrom(ObjectVar, "d:\\joe\\myRuleSet.arl");
  A4:  BeanVar = getBean(parent, "aBeanName");
  A5:  Result = init( parent, "aBeanName");
  A6:  Result = processBean( BeanVar);
 }
} 

void idle() {
 // idle rules run when the main ruleblock quiesces
}

Figure 6 A sample AbleRuleSet 
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Beans it contains. The user only needs to specify the
source data files and corresponding meta-data files.
When initialized, the NeuralPredictionAgent scans
the source data and automatically generates the scal-
ing and transformation templates used by the Fil-
ters to preprocess and postprocess the data passed
through the neural network. Based on the number
of input and output fields and their data represen-
tation, the neural network architecture is automat-
ically configured. Data-flow connections between the
AbleBeans pass data from the Import through the
input Filter, through the neural network, and then
through the output Filter. The user also specifies tar-
get error rates and the maximum number of train-
ing epochs. The asynchronous thread of the Able-
Agent is used to automatically train the prediction
model on a separate background thread and halts
when the user-defined termination conditions are
met.

Once trained, the NeuralPredictionAgent can be
used to process data synchronously. If the model be-
comes stale after it is deployed, the application could
easily force a retraining of the prediction agent, be-
cause the training process is automated.

The NeuralClassifierAgent and NeuralClustering-
Agent are constructed using multiple AbleBeans in
a manner similar to the prediction agent but pro-
vide classification and clustering functions, respec-
tively. The neural learning agents provide basic data
mining functionality for use in other AbleBeans, giv-
ing agents the ability to segment, classify, and make
predictions about their environments.13

Extending ABLE using custom beans

In addition to the core AbleBeans provided in the
ABLE component library, users can easily wrap new
or existing algorithms to create their own beans. Sets
of domain-specific beans can be added to the ABLE
Agent Editor and dynamically loaded from a JAR
(Java ARchive) file. A simple design pattern requires
that the algorithm object be wrapped by an Able-
Bean instance, a BeanInfo file be created to specify
any members to be externalized, and a GUI Custom-
izer class be provided to allow users to set any al-
gorithm unique attributes.

This approach was used to incorporate the Decision-
Tree and NaiveBayes classifier learning components
into ABLE. As shown in Figure 7, the three Java
classes required for ABLE integration are the Able-
Bean class itself, the BeanInfo that defines bean

properties and accessor methods, and the bean Cus-
tomizer that provides the GUI used to set configura-
tion properties on the bean. The AbleBean must con-
tain an instance of the algorithm class, map the init�
and process� methods to call functionally equiva-
lent methods on the algorithm object, and also wrap
any getter and setter methods used by the Custom-
izer. This approach allows the algorithm code to re-
main unmodified while allowing it to be used as part
of any ABLE solution.

ABLE development tools

The ABLE Agent Editor is a Swing-based interactive
development and test environment. It provides a tree
view of the agent with drill down into contained beans
as well as a canvas view of the agent with correspond-
ing data, event, and property connections. Agents
can be loaded, edited, and saved to external files us-
ing Java serialization. ABLE Inspectors provide text
and graphic views of object data using Java intro-
spection. Support is provided for adding custom in-
spector views in addition to standard line, bar, x-y
plot, and pie charts.

The Agent Editor can graphically construct Able-
Agents by using the library of core AbleBeans and
AbleAgents as building blocks. Data-flow, event, and
property connections can be added using the GUI
environment. Agents can also be hand-coded and
then tested in the ABLE Agent Editor. Each Able-
Bean provides a Customizer dialog that is used to
configure it and to set property values. Figure 8 shows
the ABLE Agent Editor with a single NeuralPredic-
tionAgent bean loaded into a default agent. The user

Figure 7 AbleBean wrapper design pattern
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has drilled down into the NeuralPredictionAgent and
is viewing the five AbleBeans it contains. These beans
are displayed in the right-side canvas.

When the Agent Editor is started, it loads AbleBeans
from JAR files. These beans contain properties spec-
ifying the page on the toolbar palette where the bean
should be placed. Thus, users can easily provide their
own custom AbleBeans and AbleAgents for use with
the Agent Editor in combination with the core Able-
Beans.

ABLE Inspector windows use introspection to display
bean data members and state information. Inspec-
tors provide text views as well as graphical views of
the bean data. Views such as bar charts, line plots,
and x-y plots are provided. Users can select one or
more bean properties to be displayed, or one or more
indexed properties such as arrays or vectors of ob-
jects. In addition, Inspectors allow users to select
multiple data items for use in time-series displays.
The Inspector caches the data points at each time
step and displays the desired number of points. This

function is very useful for observing time-series pre-
dictions and agent controller behavior over time.

Figure 9 shows two Inspectors from the MarketAn-
alysis example provided with the ABLE toolkit. The
Inspector on the left shows the clusters of a SelfOr-
ganizingMap neural network with labels and cate-
gories assigned to each cluster. The Inspector on the
right shows a bar chart of the weights of the winning
cluster.

ABLE agent platform

The ABLE agent platform provides a set of services
for AbleAgents that form multiagent systems. The
services include standard agent life-cycle transitions
(e.g., create, suspend, resume, quit) as well as direc-
tory facilitator and agent communication functions.
The ABLE platform is a distributed agent platform
supporting agents on multiple physical systems that
communicate using Java Remote Method Invoca-
tion (RMI). The ABLE agents can communicate with
one another using the mechanisms described ear-

Figure 8 The ABLE Agent Editor
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lier (AbleEvents or direct method calls) or with other
FIPA-compliant agents and agent platforms through
the use of the FIPA agent communication language.

As shown in Figure 10, the ABLE distributed agent
platform corresponds to the FIPA abstract architec-
ture. The current ABLE platform conforms to the
FIPA 97 specifications. Work is in progress to adapt
it to the more recent FIPA abstract architecture and
conform to the Java Agent Services (JAS) being de-
veloped under the Sun Microsystems Java Commu-
nity Process JSR 87. The JAS provides a set of Java
interfaces and a reference implementation of the
platform services required for a distributed agent
platform that complies with the FIPA abstract archi-
tecture. The ABLE platform includes additional func-
tionality covering agent life-cycle management, ser-
vice registration, and agent security. The following
services are provided as part of the standard services
supplied by the ABLE agent platform:

● Booter and Service Root—provides the startup and
root services to agents that want to communicate
with the agent platform services and agents run-
ning on the platform

● Naming Services—provides a unique name for each
agent registered with the platform

● Transport Services—provides a mechanism for
agents to communicate via multiple underlying

communication transports including Java RMI and
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

● Directory Services—provides a means for agents to
register descriptions of themselves to allow other
agents to find them and to find other agents

● Life-cycle Services—provides a Factory service
that allows new types of agents to be added to
the platform and for an administrator to
create/start/suspend/resume/stop agents running
on the platform. Support is also provided to move
agents from one system to another on the platform.

The agent Console provides a centralized graphical
user interface for administrators to access the direc-
tory services and life-cycle services on the platform.
Agents can be created, configured, and deployed us-
ing the Console. Additional systems can be added
or removed from the agent platform using the Con-
sole. Directory services can be queried to find the
status of individual agents or of collections of agents
based on service attributes.

ABLE application designs

The ABLE toolkit is quite flexible and can be used
to add intelligence to applications in a variety of ways.
One or more core AbleBean components could be
used in an application to provide specific functions.
Additional domain-specific AbleBeans such as novel

Figure 9 Example ABLE Inspectors
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optimization or data processing techniques can be
developed and mixed with the core AbleBeans. Au-
tonomous agents composed of multiple AbleBeans
could be used to provide function to the application.
As illustrated in Figure 11, AbleAgents can bridge

the gap between the ABLE component world and the
application world by extending the AbleDefault-
Agent and implementing the application-specific in-
terfaces, or by extending a base application class and
implementing the AbleBean interfaces. This ap-
proach allows all of the power of the AbleBean com-
ponent library to be used to add new function to the
application environment and is highly recommended.

In the following subsections, we present two appli-
cation case studies that illustrate how ABLE compo-
nents can be used to quickly develop solutions. The
case studies are used as concrete examples of the
various ways in which the ABLE framework, compo-
nent library, development tools, and agent platform
combine to enable development of multiagent au-
tonomic applications.

Case Study 1: System administration using ABLE.
A basic system administration multiagent system was
developed for the IBM eServer iSeries* system using
ABLE (see Figure 12). The goal was to provide an
overall view of system health using multiple agents

Figure 11 ABLE application design example
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to monitor CPU utilization, the workload as indicated
by the number of jobs running on the server, cur-
rent disk utilization, and the expected disk utiliza-
tion. The monitor agents are autonomous and use
the built-in ABLE timer event processing to monitor
the associated system resources at selected time in-
tervals. When any one of the monitor agents detects
a significant situation, it sends an event that is pro-
cessed by the SysAdmin agent. When the SysAdmin
agent receives the event, it is processed by an inter-
nal AbleRuleSet agent (called SysAdminBrain) that
invokes other agents to gather additional informa-
tion.

The SysAdminBrain AbleRuleSet can invoke one of
the task agents to perform operations such as find-
ing duplicate jobs, finding runaway jobs, finding large
objects or files, and cleanup. The FindLargeObjects
task agent uses the ABLE DBImport bean to perform
a query to find the largest objects or files on the sys-
tem. The Task agents are simply information gath-
erers. They do not take direct actions. The actions
are performed by the SysAdminActions agent that
contains another AbleRuleSet agent that either
prompts the user to approve an action or automat-
ically takes a remedial action such as killing a run-
away job or deleting a system object.

A rudimentary SystemAdmin client GUI, shown in
Figure 12, was developed using Java Swing. It com-
municates with the SysAdmin agent using the RMI
connectivity that is built into the ABLE agent frame-
work. The SysAdmin agent also sends a report of
any actions it has taken to the client for display to
the user. The client can also send these findings to
a list of e-mail addresses so users can keep track of
system management agent actions.

The SysAdmin agents were developed over a period
of two weeks. The developers were new to the Java
language and to the ABLE toolkit. They made use of
the ABLE Agent Editor and AbleRuleSet editors to
develop and test the agents and associated rulesets
defining their behavior. They used the distributed
RMI capability to build an application that runs on
a single client system and can monitor multiple server
systems. This case study demonstrates the produc-
tivity gains made possible through use of a standard-
ized agent toolkit as well as the ingenuity of the de-
velopers.

Case Study 2: A diagnostic application. Another
use of ABLE technology in IBM products is in the area
of server diagnostics. The iSeries electronic support
team is constructing a set of ABLE agents to perform

Figure 12 System administration using ABLE
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data collection, problem determination, and prob-
lem source identification tasks. The scenario is that
a customer call comes into the support center. The
customer support representative asks a series of
questions describing the situation, symptoms, and
other relevant information. One or more ABLE
agents are then dispatched to the customer iSeries
machine to help diagnose the problem.

Several steps are required to automate the diagno-
sis of machine problems. These steps include data
collection, data formatting and preprocessing, data
analysis and problem determination, and finally, ad-
vice or automation of the problem resolution. The
ABLE toolkit provides beans and tooling to aid in all
of these tasks. The ABLE Rule Language enables
agents to call external programs to collect data. The
AbleImports allow an agent to collect data and pass
the data to another for analysis, using an external
database or text file as the storage medium. An Able-
DataTable bean provides a view over the external
data in column major order. This view allows indi-
vidual metrics to be analyzed as a time series and
for groups of metrics to be correlated and analyzed
in a time-series fashion.

Another example of a diagnostic application is an
automotive diagnostic prototype developed in part-
nership with IBM Global Services. In this application,
the ABLE Rule Language was used to perform time-
series analysis over a 40-second time series, looking
at multiple engine sensors to identify misfire con-
ditions. In the production application, we foresee de-
velopment of a comprehensive set of diagnostic
agents, each capable of detecting the presence or ab-
sence of a particular fault or closely related set of
faults. A diagnostic manager agent will coordinate
the activities of the individual diagnostic agents, de-
riving the higher-order diagnosis (for example, three
faults identified by individual agents are related and
point to a single point of failure) and providing a
diagnostic tree to find the root cause of the failure.

There are several advantages to the multiagent ap-
proach. Diagnostic agents can be developed incre-
mentally to resolve the most common (or most dif-
ficult) problems first and, over time, can be combined
to cover more and more of the problem space. The
ABLE Rule Language can be used to define the di-
agnostic reasoning and data analysis tasks, provid-
ing additional flexibility. Agents can be developed
by the support team and deployed at any point in
the release cycle, as opposed to being tied into the
system release schedules. For example, if an unex-

pected problem was found after the release of a new
system, diagnostic agents could be made available
to assist customers and support representatives at
any time. Flexibility is one of the major advantages
of an agent-based solution.

Autotune agent

One of the basic operations required by autonomic
systems is closed-loop control, where the state of a
target system is monitored, compared to some de-
sired goal state, and then adjusted as required to
move toward the goal state.14 As computer operat-
ing systems, middleware, and applications have be-
come more complex; literally hundreds or thousands
of parameters must be configured in order to keep
everything running smoothly. A practical autonomic
system would be composed of many controller
agents, distributed across many computer systems,
and operating at various levels in a hierarchy. Indi-
vidual controller agents would receive high-level
goals from above and, in turn, control resources and
applications at lower levels in the hierarchy.

A generic AutotuneAgent has been developed that
addresses many of these requirements. This agent
extends the AbleDefaultAgent class but completely
overrides the agent behavior. The Autotune agent
contains one or more AutotuneController beans that
provide control strategies and one or more Auto-
tuneAdaptor beans to interface with target systems
or applications.

A set of AutotuneMetric classes is defined to rep-
resent the state of the target system. Configuration-,
Workload-, and Service-level indicators are read-only
metrics that provide state information to the Auto-
tuneAgent. TuningControl metrics can be dynam-
ically set by the agent. The AutotuneAdaptor defines
the set of metrics supported by a target system. These
metrics are managed as a collection by the agent and
can be logged to a historical data repository.

Figure 13 shows the architecture of an Autotune
Agent. Each Controller bean provides its own Cus-
tomizer GUI to allow the user to configure its param-
eters. Each Adaptor bean provides a data panel that
allows the user to see and set target system metric
values. The AutotuneAgent Customizers allow the
user to select which Controller bean is the master
(if there is more than one) and to set polling rate
and other parameters.

The AutotuneAgent supports both distributed and
hierarchical control: distributed by virtue of the agent
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being an AbleBean, hierarchical when the target sys-
tem is another Autotune agent. Autotune agents
have been applied to tuning Lotus Notes* servers,
Apache Web servers, and DB2* (DATABASE 2*) util-
ities.

Case Study 3: An Autotune agent for
Apache Web servers

In this application, a multiagent feedback control sys-
tem based on ABLE Autotune agents was developed
for automatically tuning the Apache Web server pa-
rameters. Typically, the Apache tuning work is done
by the system administrator. The objective is to main-
tain the system CPU and memory utilization at a de-
sired level so as to avoid overload or to reserve cer-
tain resources for other applications. This objective
requires significant effort because the relationships
between the desired CPU and memory utilization lev-
els and the available tuning parameters (namely,
MaxClients and KeepAlive timeout) are not clear.15

Moreover, this tuning work must be done frequently
since these relationships are affected by the work-
load, and the workload can vary over time.

To automate the Apache server tuning process, three
Autotune agents were designed and built for the
three phases in automatic feedback controller de-
sign and deployment (as shown in Figure 14). In or-
der to understand the dynamic behavior of the server,
a modeling agent is first applied to generate time-
varying signals for the tuning parameters MaxCli-
ents and KeepAlive. Sine waves are used with mag-
nitudes and frequencies specified through the
Customizer GUI. The server behaviors (CPU and
memory utilizations) under these exciting signals are
recorded and passed to the controller design agent
through text files and ABLE Imports. The controller
design agent uses system identification techniques
to extract a first-order linear model from the col-
lected data. Based on this model, a linear quadratic
regulation (LQR) controller is designed in order to
meet certain design criteria specified by the user
through the Customizer GUI, such as minimizing the
difference between the desired and measured uti-
lizations and minimizing the changes in the tuning
parameters. The output of the controller design
agent is a set of controller parameters that are passed
to the run-time control agent. The desired utiliza-

Figure 13 Autotune Agent architecture
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tion level is also specified as the control goal from
the system administrator through the Customizer
GUI. On the basis of this information, the feedback
controller interacts with the Apache Web server to
dynamically adjust the MaxClients and KeepAlive
tuning parameters to meet the desired CPU and mem-
ory utilization levels.

Figure 15 shows an example control run. The con-
trol interval is five seconds. Around the twentieth
control interval the workload increases as a group
of heavy users start to access dynamic Web pages
(in contrast to normal users visiting static Web pag-
es). This workload consumes more system resources,
causes large increases in CPU utilization, and slightly
increases memory utilization. In order to maintain
the desired utilization levels (e.g., 0.5 for CPU and
0.6 for memory), the tuning parameters MaxClients
and KeepAlive are automatically adjusted by the
feedback controller. In particular, a larger KeepAlive
value is used to decrease the CPU level, and the Max-
Clients value is adjusted temporarily according to
the dynamics of the server.

Subsumption agent

One of the basic tenets of artificial intelligence over
the years has been the symbol system hypothesis, pos-
ited by Simon in 1969. His assertion is that people
are intelligent because we process symbols and that
only symbol-processing capabilities are required to
produce intelligent machines. But this hypothesis
begs the question of how those symbols become
grounded to sensory inputs and perceptions from the
real world.

In response to this problem, Rodney Brooks, who
was working on robots at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, proposed an architecture that
relies on representations that are grounded in the
physical world. Brooks says, “The key observation
is that the world is its own best model.” His subsump-
tion architecture16 was used to build a series of me-
chanical robots. This architecture uses the notion of
layers of behaviors, each built upon the lower-level
competencies and each responding directly to sen-
sory inputs via effectors on the world.

Figure 14 Structure of the multiagent system for the Apache Web server
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The AbleSubsumptionAgent extends the AbleDe-
faultAgent class and introduces the properties and
behavior necessary to define new capabilities in such
a system. There are three types of AbleSubsump-
tionAgent: reflexive, reactive, and adaptive. Reflex-
ive agents are simple and fast. They respond quickly
to changes in sensory input and usually use simple
rules to define their behavior. Reactive agents are
more complex. They take more time to evaluate and
respond to changes in inputs, and often use data-
driven forward inferencing or goal-directed back-
ward inferencing. Adaptive agents learn from expe-
rience and modify their behavior based on past
actions and subsequent feedback. All of these Sub-
sumption agents contain the notion of levels or fixed
priority as defined in the subsumption architecture.
Although subsumption had a strict hierarchy, mul-
tiple AbleSubsumptionAgents can reside at the same
priority level and represent alternative cooperative
or competitive approaches in responding to inputs.

Autonomic agent

In this section, we outline an architecture and meth-
odology for building an autonomic agent capable of
playing a role in a future autonomic computing in-
frastructure. The AbleAutonomicAgent extends the
AbleDefaultAgent and contains multiple autono-
mous or semiautonomous AbleAgents from the
ABLE component library. The internal agents coop-
erate and compete to take control of the intelligent
system and make the appropriate response, much
like Minsky’s The Society of Mind. The base agent
architecture is shown in Figure 16. The architecture
contains a central pool of subsumption agents sim-
ilar to that of Brooks16 with sensors and effectors
providing inputs from and outputs to the external
world. Three defined behavior layers implement the
basic reflexive behaviors, the complex instinctive re-
active behaviors, and the more complex behaviors
learned from interactions with the world. These three

Figure 15     Performance of the Autotune controller for the Apache Web server under dynamic workloads
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levels are implemented by AbleAgents that are con-
tainers for multiple AbleSubsumption behavioral
agents that implement domain- or situation-specific
behaviors.

Our intelligent autonomic agent must build and
maintain a model of the external environment and
of its own components. A top-level executive com-
ponent makes decisions based on the models and its
current emotional state. A planner component is
used to create multiple step scripts or sequences of
actions necessary to achieve the high-level goals be-
ing pursued by the executive. Like the behavior lev-
els, the models, emotions, executive, and planner
components are all implemented as AbleAgents that
in turn may be composed of other AbleAgents and
AbleBeans. The high-level architecture defines the
data and event flows between the components in the
autonomic system. By constructing the base agent
using ABLE self-similar components, intelligent au-
tonomic systems of widely varying complexity could
be built using this architecture. The system retains
all of the advantages of the reactive behavior-based

subsumption architecture while adding internal men-
tal states, including models of the self and world,
emotions, learned behaviors, planning, and meta-
level decision-making.

Our thinking has been influenced by prior work in
this area, most notably Sloman and Minsky. Rie-
cken has implemented the M system that corre-
sponds to Minsky’s architecture with multiple rea-
soning agents, blackboards for communications, rule-
based inferencing, and semantic networks for
representing domain objects.17 Butler et al.18 have
implemented an object-oriented version of Brooks’
subsumption architecture.19 Sloman was one of the
first to discuss computer-generated emotions, and
his three-layered model with reactive, deliberative,
and reflective processing levels is somewhat similar
to this architecture.3 Caulfield and Johnson sketch
an architecture for a “conscious” system whose com-
ponents correspond to the Autonomic agent archi-
tecture.4 Jonker and Treur20 present a multiagent
architecture intended to simulate animal behavior.
Picard21 gives a good overview of the computational

Figure 16 An autonomic agent architecture
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issues related to machine generation and recogni-
tion of emotional states.

The novelty in our approach is the use of an agent
structure with well-defined functional components,
where those components themselves are multiagent
systems. The ABLE framework and agent platform
make constructing systems like this feasible. The ex-
isting ABLE component library provides us with a rich
set of machine learning and reasoning capabilities
on which to base our implementation. Although we
have just started down this road, our experience with
building other higher-level agents, such as the Au-
totune agent, gives us confidence. Our firm belief is
that any truly autonomic system will require one or
more agents of this type as part of the architecture.

Concluding remarks

Our objective in this paper was twofold: to describe
the set of functionality provided in the ABLE toolkit
and to demonstrate its utility via real application case
studies. Although we selected three examples, they
are just a few cases where ABLE has been used. We
have applied the ABLE agents to multiple problems
in systems management, including event processing,
performance monitoring using adaptive thresholds,
system health monitoring using hierarchies of fuzzy
rules, and time-series prediction for service-level
agreement management using neural networks.

ABLE components have been successfully applied to
e-commerce, including computing complex discounts
in a business-to-business environment using IBM
WebSphere* Commerce Suite. The ABLE rule en-
gines have been used in conjunction with the
BRBeans component in the WebSphere Application
Server Enterprise Extensions. The ABLE framework
and component library will be shipped as part of an
upcoming iSeries operating system release. Appli-
cation agents for performing communication traces
and data collection are slated for production use by
the iSeries eSupport organization. Additional sys-
tems management agents are also in development.

We continue to add new algorithm beans to the ABLE
component library. The development of the Able-
SubsumptionAgent and AbleAutonomicAgent will
take place over the next year. We plan to add the
IRIS (information, representation, inferencing, shar-
ing) hypergraph knowledge representation to use as
an integrated method for encoding and reasoning
about domain knowledge.22

We have described a series of agents that could play
the role of intelligent nodes in an autonomic com-
puting system. One could easily imagine networks
of distributed intelligent agents managing storage,
operating systems, network resources, database and
file systems, middleware, and applications while
simultaneously being managed by other agents in the
hierarchy. At various points in the network, we may
require relatively simple agents, dominated by re-
flexive behaviors. At higher levels we may require
complex reactive behaviors, learning, and adaptation.
It is unlikely that we will reach a fully functional au-
tonomic computing system in one giant leap. We will
need to incrementally expand the depth and breadth
of intelligent behaviors available to the individual
agents as well as to the entire distributed autonomic
system.

In the future, we plan to leverage our work on the
ABLE toolkit to further explore the world of auto-
nomic computing. This grand challenge will likely
attract a large number of researchers using a wide
variety of technical approaches. We intend to attack
the autonomic computing problem from an agent-
based perspective. We plan to build on this work by
adding higher levels of abstraction and sophistica-
tion to our agents and our agent platform as we pur-
sue the goal of building truly autonomic computing
systems.
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In this article, we introduce OptimalGrid, a research prototype from grid researchers at the IBM 

Almaden Research Center. OptimalGrid is middleware that aims to simplify creating and managing 

large-scale, connected, parallel grid applications. It optimizes performance and includes autonomic 

grid functionality. You don't need to be a grid infrastructure expert to use it. You supply the code that 

represents your basic problem algorithm, and OptimalGrid manages everything else -- problem 

partitioning, problem piece deployment, runtime management, dynamic level of parallelism, dynamic 

load balancing, and even system fault tolerance and recovery. The OptimalGrid system is designed 

to bring the immense potential of Grid computing easily within reach of developers who aren't grid 

infrastructure experts. 

Introduction 

Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the area of Grid computing, a way to enlist large 

numbers of (usually) heterogeneous machines to work on a multipart problem. In order to take full 

advantage of the enormous opportunities presented by the advent of Grid computing, use of the grid 

must become simple. Developers should be able to create grid-enabled parallel applications without, 

themselves, becoming experts in grid or high performance computing. Also, grid applications (or 

even larger grid systems) should be able to reconfigure both themselves and the resources they use 

in response to dynamic changes in the grid environment.  

Early grid systems, such as CONDOR or SETI@home, provided the functionality to perform remote 

execution of program pieces over tens, hundreds, thousands, or even millions of machines. While 

this provides an excellent foundation for Grid and distributed computing, more functionality is needed. 
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CONDOR and SETI@home are examples of systems that support independently parallel problems, 

where each problem piece can be computed independently. These systems lack the ability to 

manage connected problems where the problem pieces are inter-related. They do not provide for 

sophisticated management of the problem pieces, account for correlations between problem pieces, 

provide a representation of problem piece requirements, nor do they adapt the problem itself to 

dynamic changes in available computing resources.  

OptimalGrid is an attempt to simplify the creation and management of connected parallel applications 

on the grid. It is not a toolkit; it is a self-contained middleware that provides a grid-enabled 

collaboration framework and problem-solving environment. It is a layer between the OGSI 

infrastructure provided by Globus and applications that require distribution of interconnected 

problems on a grid. OptimalGrid will run on almost any grid infrastructure, requiring only that a Java 

runtime be installed on networked machines. It is designed to optimize performance to make the 

most of an existing grid infrastructure. This article provides a high-level overview of the major 

OptimalGrid components and describes architecture for a general interest audience. A companion 

tutorial provides more detailed information for developers who want to understand how to use 

OptimalGrid. 

Motivation -- hiding complexity 

The price/technology curve of desktop and server machines has made computing cycles plentiful and 

inexpensive, opening the door for practical Grid computing and various models for compute utilities 

and services. Grid computing, a way to enlist large numbers of (usually) heterogeneous machines to 

work on a multipart problem [1-4], will make available low-cost computational resources at a scale 

previously unimagined. Business and scientific applications that require either extensive computation 

or extensive computation resources, such large amounts of memory or disk, are now available in 

abundance. Historically, it has been very difficult to create large-scale, connected parallel 

applications, as that required special expertise and access to expensive resources. Creating such 

applications for the grid added even more complexity. Today, using a grid to solve these complex 

problems requires application developers to be aware of the grid infrastructure they intend to deploy 

on, and requires them to design a custom application that can adapt to the grid environment. 

Realizing a vision of ubiquitous parallel computing on the Grid requires not only the establishment of 

standards such as OGSA (Open Grid Services Architecture) [12] and tools such as Globus [1], it also 

requires middleware that effectively hides the complexity of creating and deploying truly parallel grid 

applications, making it easy for application developers to build and run connected parallel problems. 

Success in making the grid easy to use could revolutionize a variety fields from manufacturing design 

to the science of medicine. 
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The simplest class applications to address with a computational grid have so far been too 

"independently parallel" (sometimes called "embarrassingly parallel") problems. The CONDOR 

system [5], from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, was one of the first systems to offer a remote 

execution service -- for either self-contained programs or for sets of parallel program pieces. The 

SETI@home project and the Folding@home protein folding project are also examples of such 

applications. These applications work in a simple "scatter/gather" mode and have no requirement for 

communication between the grid nodes participating in the computation. Such problems, while well 

suited for the distributed computing power of a grid, are straightforward to create. Such applications 

typically don't require or employ autonomic features to actively manage and maximize the effective 

use of available resources. Issues such as failed nodes or missing data sets can often be dealt with 

by simply rerunning a calculation. The lack of connections between the problem pieces allows such 

simple responses to failures since there is no affect on the calculations being performed on other 

nodes. 

A much larger and more general class of applications can be described as "connected parallel" 

problems. These include finite element model problems (and a subset of these are cellular automata 

problems, such as The Game of Life)[8]. Finite Element Model (FEM) problems are common in the 

commercial world and are solved using a set of well-understood techniques. FEM problems can be 

found in a diverse set of expertise domains, including physics, financial systems, life sciences, and 

complex simulations. In these application classes, cells or individual problem pieces are connected to 

adjacent neighbors. It is necessary to communicate the state of all neighboring (connected) cells in 

order to calculate the future (next) state or properties of a cell. 

In this paper we introduce OptimalGrid, a resesarch project at IBM Almaden Research Center. We 

designed OptimalGrid to simplify the creation and management of large-scale, connected, parallel 

applications in a grid environment. In order to simplify the creation of such connected parallel 

applications on a grid, we divide the problem into two steps. The first step involves partitioning the 

application and application data. Conceptually, a large-scale connected parallel application is an 

application that won't "fit on" or run effectively on one machine. It must be divided so as to make use 

of multiple machines. This is, in many cases, the most intellectually challenging step. The 

OptimalGrid middleware hides the complexity of this step in an "auto problem building" operation 

completed at load time. If one considers the parallel application as a graph where the nodes on the 

graph contain data, methods, and pointers to neighbors, the problem is to partition that graph into 

pieces of a convenient size to run on single grid nodes. This object model and our approach to 

problem partitioning are discussed in OptimalGrid object model and our approach to problem 

partitioning . 
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The second step in deploying a grid application involves managing the application at run time. To 

effectively use a Grid environment one must adapt to changes in the available Grid resources and 

dynamically load balance the application. This requires real time diagnostic and application 

performance measurements and feedback to a coordinator that can make decisions about how to 

manage the application. See more details in the section Autonomic features. 

In Run-time optimization we briefly describe the runtime optimization steps used by OptimalGrid in 

solving a connected problem.  

OptimalGrid object model and our approach to problem 
partitioning 

First, let's talk about the OptimalGrid object model and intercell communication. 

The OptimalGrid object model 
OptimalGrid is designed to facilitate the creation of connected parallel applications for the grid. It is 

not restricted to the scientific engineering domain, nor to the solution of spatial problems. 

To understand the OptimalGrid object model, it is useful to consider a problem class that can be 

addressed with Finite Element Modeling. Any problem in which discrete elements have defined 

connected relationships with their neighbors can be solved using this technique. For example, 

financial simulations that use interdependent economic elements can be built using an FEM 

approach. FEM models are not limited to two or three dimensions. Finite element model (FEM) 

problems are solved numerically by partitioning space into "small" finite regions or elements where 

"small" is typically defined by the smallest relevant length scale in a problem.Figure 1 illustrates a 

continuous solid object being modeled by a discrete set of nodes, each with specific properties. 

Depending upon the problem being addressed these smallest regions might represent atoms, 

crystallographic unit cells, or simply grains within a solid. 

Figure 1: Decomposing a solid object into finite elements 

 

To visualize the OptimalGrid system's approach, it is easiest to consider the simple two-dimensional 

problem, as shown in Figure 2. In this example we assume nearest neighbor connectivity so each 

element is connected to its four closest neighbors. With periodic boundary conditions edge elements 
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also have four neighbors (some at remote edges of the problem map). With non-periodic boundary 

conditions, edges have two or three neighbors depending on their location. 

Figure 2: Original Problem Cell 

 

We define the smallest piece of a problem (in this case, a single element) as an Original Problem 

Cell or OPC. In the abstract, an OPC represents a node on the application graph and contains data, 

methods, and pointers to other OPCs. The OptimalGrid object model implements code to solve a 

problem using abstract OPCs. The user implements a small set of methods defined or required by an 

OPC Abstract Class. These methods describe the connectivity of the cell with its neighbors, and 

specify the calculations to be performed by the cell using local data and information obtained 

(automatically) from connected neighbors. Typically, a single OPC object is very small, requiring little 

memory and minuscule computational power to execute. The OptimalGrid system aggregates 

collections or groups of OPCs that are connected to one another to form an OPC collection. 

Once created, OPC collections are fixed in size for the lifetime of a problem. Load balancing is 

accomplished by exchanging OPC collections between grid nodes (each node handling one or more 

collections at a time). We chose this architecture over load balancing at the level of individual OPCs 

to avoid inefficient and excessive accounting overhead. Problems that require the computing power 

of a grid typically have very large numbers of OPCs. It would be impractical to optimize a grid of a 

thousand nodes, each with a million OPCs, if each OPC were tracked and managed individually. Of 

course, for special types of problems, an OPC collection could be defined as a collection of only one 

OPC. 

Definition: A map is the description of the connections between elements. 



The problem partitioning step defines the OPC collections to make load balancing practical and 

efficient. The application is divided in such a way that the communication cost will not grow arbitrarily 

as OPC collections are later exchanged between nodes. One or more OPC collections define the 

"problem piece" assigned to a compute node. The problem piece object containing a set of OPC 

collections is defined as a Variable Problem Partition, or VPP. 

Definition: A Variable Problem Partition, or VPP, is the set of OPC collections assigned to a grid 

node. The number of OPC collections contained in a VPP is variable. 

Intercell communication 

As shown in Figure 3, each cell or OPC can communicate with multiple neighbors. Therefore, the 

OPC collections and the VPPs also share data with neighbors -- including neighbors processed on 

remote machines.  

Figure 3. Intercell communication 

 

An OPC in a cellular problem of dimension N will typically need to communicate with a collection of 

dimensionality N-1 if the problem has "near neighbor" connectivity. As explained, OPCs are grouped 

together into OPC collections that are never changed in size. OPC collections, in turn, are 

dynamically assigned to a VPP for execution on a common grid node. The cells within an OPC 

collection communicate to one another directly using in-memory (Java object references) 

communication. The cells at the edge of an OPC collection will communicate with the edge of 

neighboring OPC collections using in-memory communication if they are on the same compute node 

(such as, in the same VPP). If the OPC collections are not within the same VPP, then data is 

communicated over the existing network infrastructure. The OptimalGrid system attempts to minimize 

the amount of network communication needed in solving a problem. 

http://www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/library/gr-opgrid/?Open&ca=daw-ad-dr


The OptimalGrid system employs a distributed whiteboard model in which clients have access to one 

or more shared global message boards, as opposed to using multiple point-to-point communication 

connections. This is a common element of Tuplespace communication systems [9] [10]. The 

OptimalGrid system uses TSpaces[11] that additionally provides a lightweight database system 

coupled with a Tuplespace communication system. 

The example shown in Figure 4 is a trivial one, having only one whiteboard for all nodes. If all nodes 

used only one whiteboard, the system would have very limited scalability. Instead, a set of distributed 

whiteboards is used. 

Figure 4. Basic TupleSpace operations 

 

The optimal ratio of communications whiteboard nodes to VPP nodes depends on the actual problem 

solved. Factors such as the amount of data being reported during edge and sequence 

communications must be considered. This is a configuration step that is automated by another 

component of the OptimalGrid system: the Problem Builder. The Problem Builder is run at program 

load time (if the problem is not already partitioned). It is run when the problem is initially being 

assigned to nodes on the grid. The Problem Builder examines the problem and determines the 

optimal number of grid nodes needed to solve the problem; this plays an important role in self-

optimization. Presumably, the application data might be so large it will not fit in the memory of a 

single machine. OptimalGrid auto-partitions to problem based on the following procedures: 

1. Determines the complexity of the application instance (number and size of all OPCs)  

2. Determines the number of grid nodes available  

3. Uses algorithms based on known OptimalGrid performance and scaling to predict the 

optimal number of grid nodes to use  
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4. Optionally interacts with user to select division into optimal number of pieces defined in step 

3, or to divide the problem into some other number of pieces (in which case OptimalGrid 

predicts the computation time). This step may later enforce execution per some service level 

agreement in an on-demand service model.  

5. Creates a spatial filer that predefines the dependencies between empty OPC collections  

6. The filter (which requires little memory) is applied to the application data (which may reside 

on a file system) to serially generate the OPC collection objects  

7. The user may optionally apply a VPP data initializer class to customize the state of OPCs 

before launch of the application instance  

8. Program launch 

Autonomic Program Manager 

The OptimalGrid system employs a component known as the Autonomic Program Manager (APM). 

The APM function is assigned at runtime to one of the grid nodes allocated to the problem. Using the 

instrumented performance and diagnostic data generated by the VPPs, the APM acts as an 

application coordinator to direct and optimize VPPs. The APM decides on the dynamic assignment of 

OPC collections to VPPs. The use of distributed whiteboards makes this easy to implement, without 

adding either large amounts of costly communication or data management overhead. The APM is the 

brain behind the autonomic features in OptimalGrid. An integral part of the APMs design is the ability 

to add pluggable policy modules, allowing specific optimization goals to be introduced for a problem, 

such as Service Level Agreement (SLA) goals, performance goals, and recovery goals. The APM is 

not a grid coordinator. It does not attempt to administer the physical grid. One APM instance is 

created for every application instance and responds to changes in the grid environment to optimize 

the application within the bounds of the resources available for that particular application instance. 

Autonomic features 

Orchestrating complex connected problems on heterogeneous distributed systems is not a job that 

even an expert administrator could manage. Thus, it's important that our system be as self-healing 

and self-organizing as possible. To this end, we have created a system with many pieces of 

instrumentation and a certain amount of knowledge, with rules on maintaining balanced performance 

and reacting to various types of failures. Over time, after running many experiments and dealing with 

our customers, we hope to augment this knowledge considerably. 

Instrumentation 

Enabling autonomic function requires that system performance be measured and fed back to the 

APM. The OptimalGrid system is instrumented to allow for active management based upon real 

events. This allows OptimalGrid to make decisions based on both predicted activity, and actual 



results in real time. A shown in Figure 5, the diagnostic and performance measurements are 

communicated in a lightweight Instrumentation Wrapper that can encapsulate messages 

communicated as part of the normal execution of the grid application. 

Figure 5. Instrumentation of VPP providing runtime performance data 

 

Self-configuring 

When the OptimalGrid system initializes itself to solve a problem, it retrieves from the grid a list of 

available compute nodes. Along with this list, it also obtains a set of normalized performance 

measurements from each computer node. This information either is read from an existing data file on 

the node, or is generated by running a set of simple self-tests on the node. The performance 

information, and the number of available nodes is passed to the Problem Builder which, using 

knowledge of characteristics of the problem to be solved, calculates an initial optimal assignment of 

the number of compute nodes, and the distribution of OPC collections to the VPP on each node. 

The optimal number of grid nodes is not necessarily the number of available grid nodes. Grid nodes 

provide computational power and memory. Communications between all OPCs contained on a single 

grid node is performed in memory and is very fast. When a problem is extended across two or more 

nodes, the additional cost of network communication must be taken into account. Using algorithms 

that understand the problem map, and such factors as compute power, memory, and network latency, 

the Problem Builder creates a resource partitioning of the optimally needed grid nodes out of the 

available grid nodes. The goal of the Problem Builder is to devise both the grid plan and the problem 

plan that will result in optimal performance on an existing grid infrastructure. 

Self-optimizing 

Definition: One round of calculating the value of all the OPCs in the problem is a cycle. 

At the end of a cycle, the value of each OPC is communicated to all of the neighbors of that OPC. 

OPCs on the edges of a VPP (connected to remote grid nodes) communicate with OPCs in other 

VPPs via a whiteboard. In many applications, the actual time to compute a single cycle is quite short 

-- microseconds. To support recovery from failed nodes, it is necessary to record the value of all 
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OPCs in a collection periodically. However, the communication cost to do this at the end of every 

cycle, potentially every microsecond, would have an enormous impact on performance. To reduce 

the communications cost, only edges are communicated at the end of each cycle. The values of 

interior OPCs are communicated or logged at the end of a set of cycles, or a sequence. The number 

of cycles in a sequence is configurable allowing for the selection of the optimal length for a particular 

problem. Problems such as rendering movie frames require the writing of all OPCs at the end of 

every cycle, hence a sequence of length 1 cycle. Other problems, such as solving a connected series 

of equations which will in the end produce a single value for the entire problem, only require interior 

OPCs be logged at intervals short enough to allow for quick recovery from a failed node. 

Definition: A sequence is a configurable number of cycles. At the end of a sequence the total state 

(values) of all OPCs in a VPP is written to a whiteboard. 

The ability to configure the length of sequence provides the ability to optimize the amount of network 

communication and configure the logging of state in an appropriate way for different applications. 

The data stored on the whiteboards at the end of each cycle, and at the end of each sequence, is 

useful for recovery functions, as discussed in the section Self-healing .  

Computation and network optimization 

The OptimalGrid middleware provides run-time performance measurements of each node with 

respect the particular VPP that node is handling. These measurements include both the computation 

cost, the communication cost, and the latency (obtained via timestamps added by the whiteboards). 

The performance measurements are encoded in the lightweight instrumentation wrapper and can be 

passed along with any messages being sent as required by the application. For example, diagnostic 

measurements are included in a simple clock tuple sent by each node to a whiteboard at the end of 

every cycle. Here the whiteboards play another important role. Because messages can be read (as 

opposed to just "taken"), messages on whiteboards are visible to multiple components and can even 

be broadcast. To dynamically load balance, the autonomic program manager (APM) or problem 

coordinator can monitor the performance via the data in the instrumentation wrapper. Consulting a 

pluggable rules engine, the APM can reassign VPPs between grid nodes, reassign OPC collections 

between VPPs, etc. These reassignments are made based on compute performance, network 

performance, or both. Ideally, to optimize the use of each grid node, each node should be fully 

utilized. Any time spent "waiting for a message" should be used for computation within the core of a 

VPP, and any message should arrive just as the grid nodes complete the core computation. After a 

sequence of execution, in which one or more iteration of interactions between OPCs has occurred, 

the OptimalGrid system evaluates the performance of each compute node, and then rebalances the 
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size of VPPs assigned to each compute node by reallocating the assignment of OPC collections to 

the VPPs. 

Self healing 

The distributed whiteboards used by the OptimalGrid system enable the ability for the system to self 

heal if one or more compute nodes fail during a sequence. The whiteboards contain the historical 

values of the edge collections of OPCs from all the VPPs working on the problem. The loss of a grid 

node during a sequence does not result in the loss of the complete calculation thus far performed by 

the grid. Instead, all that is lost are the results of the interior OPCs inside the VPP on the failed 

compute node. 

Upon detection of the failure of the compute node, the OPC collections in the failed VPP are 

reassigned to existing VPPs. Starting from the last VPP state recorded at the end of the last 

successful sequence, the node is able to play "catch up" and re-execute the OPCs in the VPP. 

During this catch-up phase, the VPP is able to use the edge results from its neighbors that were 

previously reported and stored. Thus, only the lost OPCs in the failed VPP need to be recalculated 

during the catch-up phase. This is possible because the required edges from neighbors are already 

known and available on the whiteboards, using their database feature. 

Unavoidably, by nature of the connectedness of the problem, the other compute nodes must remain 

idle during this catch-up phase, but such a short delay is preferable to having to restart the problem 

solution from the beginning. The length of this delay is configurable by varying the sequence duration, 

allowing the application developer to trade off recovery time from failure against communication costs. 

Once the lost OPC collections have been recalculated, the grid is again ready to continue working on 

the overall problem. 

Run-time optimization 

When running a problem, OptimalGrid goes through these steps: 

1. First sequence: When the cycles in the first sequence are completed, the VPPs write to 

their associated whiteboard all the OPCs they contain. The VPPs also write their 

performance instrumentation results to the whiteboards. The whiteboards now hold the final 

results of the sequence for all VPPs. The edge results from the cycles in a previous 

sequence can now be purged, as they are no longer needed for performing recovery of a 

failed node. This then completes the first sequence.  

2. Re-optimizing the problem: At the end of the sequence, the Autonomic Program Manager 

evaluates the results of the sequence. Using the actual performance results encountered for 



the sequence, it then redoes the assignment of OPC collections to VPPs. Grid nodes that 

took longer to complete their assigned task have some of their OPC collections removed 

from their VPP and assigned to those nodes that had better performance. The VPPs are 

then notified to being another cycle/sequence.  

3. Reacting to failure: If at the end of a cycle a node fails to write its edge OPC collections to 

a whiteboard, the APM will detect this via a "clock" message. Different options are possible 

on when to take action to deal with this. The effect of the lost edges will propagate through 

the problem OPCs like a ripple moving one set of OPCs away from the failed edge per cycle. 

It is thus possible to continue processing for a number of cycles before the entire system 

must be paused to allow for reaction to the lost VPP. The loss of a VPP is dealt with by the 

APM in the recovery catch phase.  

4. Getting the results: After the required number of sequences has been executed, the 

problem is complete. The data results reside on the whiteboards. This data is read and 

stored for the user to retrieve. The system then releases the allocated nodes back to the grid. 

Status and future plans 

The OptimalGrid Project continues to be actively pursued at the IBM Almaden Research Center in 

San Jose. Future releases will include integrated support for the Open Grid Services Architecture 

(OGSA) and automatic deployment and configuration tools. For more detailed information on the use 

of OptimalGrid, please see the tutorial. 

Conclusion 

The OptimalGrid system is designed to bring the immense potential of Grid computing easily within 

reach of users who are not grid infrastructure experts. By including autonomic features such as self-

configuration, self-optimizing, and self-healing into its core architecture, OptimalGrid seeks to deliver 

a robust system capable of handling truly connected problems, meeting a broad class of user needs, 

and providing a high level of reliability. 

--------------------------------  

Resources  

• Get more information about the Globus project at http://www.globus.org. 

• The CONDOR system, from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, was one of the first 

systems to offer a remote execution service. Other examples of simple "scatter/gather" 

applications include SETI@home and Folding@Home. 

http://www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/edu/gr-dw-gr-opgrd-i.html
http://www.globus.org/
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/condor/
http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/
http://www.stanford.edu/group/pandegroup/folding/


• Finite Element Model (FEM) problems are common in the commercial world and are solved 

using a set of well-understood techniques. For examples, see Algor, Inc. at 

http://www.algor.com; Altair Engineering, Inc. at http://www.altair.com; Ansys, Inc. at 

http://www.ansys.com; COMSOL, Inc. at http://www.consol.com; and EDS at 

http://www.eds.com.  

• For information about TupleSpace communication systems, see D. Gelemter and A.J. 

Bernstein, "Distributed Communication via Global Buffer," Proceedings of the ACM 

Principles of Distributed Computing Conference (1982) pp. 10-18. Also, D. Gelemter, 

"Generative Communication in Linda," TOPLAS 7, No.1, p80-112 (1985). 

• The TSpaces home page is at http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/TSpaces 

• Find out about the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) at http://www.globus.org/ogsa. 
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Similar or Related Researches 

The realization of the autonomic computing vision will require the energy and 
resources of researchers and labs around the globe 
 

1. Berkeley University of California: OceanStore 

OceanStore is a global persistent data store designed to scale to billions of users. It 
provides a consistent, highly-available, and durable storage utility atop an infrastructure 
comprised of untrusted servers. Any computer can join the infrastructure -- users need 
only subscribe to a single OceanStore service provider, although they may consume 
storage and bandwidth from many different providers. John Kubiatowicz is a researcher 
at Berkeley exploring the space of Introspective Computing, namely systems which 
perform continuous, on-line adaptation. Applications include on-chip tolerance of flaky 
components and continuous optimization to adapt to server failures and denial of 
service attacks. 
URL : http://oceanstore.cs.berkeley.edu/ 
 
 

2. Berkeley University of California: Recovery-Oriented Computing 

The Recovery-Oriented Computing (ROC) project is a joint Berkeley/Stanford 
research project that is investigating novel techniques for building highly-dependable 
Internet services. ROC emphasized recovery from failures rather than failure-
avoidance. This philosophy is motivated by the observation that even the most robust 
systems still occasionally encounter failures due to human operator error, transient or 
permanent hardware failure, and software anomalies resulting from software aging. 
David Patterson is a Professor in Computer Science at UC Berkeley working on the 
ROC project. 
URL : http://roc.cs.berkeley.edu/ 
 
 

3. University of Bologna, Italy: Anthill project 

Anthill is a framework built to support the design, implementation and evaluation of 
peer-to-peer (P2P) applications. P2P systems are characterized by decentralized 
control, large scale and extreme dynamism of their operating environment and can be 
seen as instances of Complex Adaptive Systems, typically found in biological and 
social sciences. Anthill exploits this analogy and advocates a methodology whereby the 

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~kubitron/
http://oceanstore.cs.berkeley.edu/
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~pattrsn/
http://roc.cs.berkeley.edu/


desired application properties correspond to the ``emergent behavior'' of the underlying 
complex adaptive system. An Anthill system consists of a dynamic network of peer 
nodes; societies of adaptive agents (ants) travel through this network, interacting with 
nodes and cooperating with other agents in order to solve complex problems. Anthill 
can be used to construct different classes of P2P services that exhibit resilience, 
adaptation and self-organization properties. 
URL : http://www.cs.unibo.it/projects/anthill 
 
 

4. Duke University: Software Rejuvenation 

Software rejuvenation is a proactive fault management technique aimed at cleaning up 
the systems internal state to prevent the occurrence of more severe crash failures in 
the future. It involves occasionally terminating an application or a system, cleaning its 
internal state and restarting it. Current methods of software rejuvenation include system 
restart, application restart (partial rejuvenation) and node/application failover (in a 
cluster system). Software rejuvenation is a cost-effective technique for dealing with 
software faults that include protection not only against hard failures, but against 
performance degradation as well. Duke University collaborated with IBM to develop the 
IBM Director Software Rejuvenation tool , which is currently a part of the eLiza project. 
URL : http://www.software-rejuvenation.com/ 
 

 

5. Edinburgh University: Structuring Information 

Structuring information is an essential consideration for a holistic approach to 
autonomic strategies. An autonomic data structure based on human memory has been 
successfully developed and prototyped. While it is an information structure, it still 
exhibits the key characteristics described for autonomic systems and could be ideally 
suited for organizing data in an autonomic architecture. Its simple, homogeneous, self-
referential structure provides many advantages over exclusively relational or 
hierarchical structures. 
URL : http://www.neuromation.com/ 
 
 

6. University of Freiburg, Germany: Multiagent Systems 

The research in the multiagent systems group is centered around economic 
approaches to self-organized coordination of multiagent systems, which is conceptually 

http://www.cs.unibo.it/projects/anthill
http://www.software-rejuvenation.com/
http://www.neuromation.com/


based on a non-equilibrium market approach of Hayek and Mises (the catallaxy). The 
application area has been a model supply chain, and the agents, representing small 
businesses within the supply chain, have been able to coordinate the system by 
applying the "invisible hand", without any central coordination instance. These agents 
had been equipped with a learning algorithm based on a decentralized evolutionary 
algorithm to find prices and to change the bargaining strategy. Another related project 
is the "catallactic coordination" of content distribution networks. This is a joint project 
with the technical University of Barcelona, Spain, in the "Future and Emerging 
Technologies" research program. This topic has some connections with Grid computing, 
especially economic coordination issues like in Darwin, Radar or Globus. 
 
 
7. International Solvay Institutes for Physics and Chemistry, Belgium: 
Immunocomputing 
The aim of the Immunocomputing project is to implement the principles of information 
processing by proteins and immune networks in a new kind of computing in order to 
solve specific complex problems while being protected from viruses, noise, errors and 
intrusions. 
URL : http://solvayins.ulb.ac.be/fixed/ProjImmune.html 
 
 

8. University of Maryland, Baltimore County: Systems with Autonomous, 

Dynamic and Adaptive Components 

The Ebiquity research group is exploring the interactions between mobile/pervasive 
computing, multi-agent systems, artificial intelligence, and e-services. The goal is to 
create systems based on the cooperation of autonomous, dynamic and adaptive 
components which are located in the "vicinity'' of one another. These systems will be 
composed of a collection of independently designed components that automatically 
become aware of each other, establish (wireless) communication, exchange 
information about their basic capabilities and requirements, discover and exchange 
APIs, and learn to cooperate effectively to accomplish their individual and collective 
goals. 
URL : http://research.ebiquity.org/ 
 
 

9. University of Michigan: Controls group 

http://solvayins.ulb.ac.be/fixed/ProjImmune.html
http://research.ebiquity.org/


The controls group at the University of Michigan is an interdisciplinary group of faculty 
and students in the College of Engineering interested in dynamic systems, controls, 
and optimization. Dawn Tilbury is an Associate Professor in the Mechanical 
Engineering department at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. Her research 
interests lie in the area of control systems, and she is a member of the Controls Group 
in the College of Engineering. 
URL : http://www.engin.umich.edu/research/controls/ 
 
 

10. Monash University, Australia: Service Oriented Distributed Computing 

and Data Intensive Computing 

A Grid scheduling system, called Nimrod-G, has been developed to provide tools and 
services for solving coarse-grain task farming style parameter sweep applications on 
resources distributed around. It supports deadline and budget based scheduling driven 
by computational economy. The resource broker/Grid scheduler has the ability to lease 
resources at runtime depending on their capability, cost, and availability. Scheduling 
experiments have been conducted on our World Wide Grid testbed. These software 
tools and technologies have been created for service oriented distributed computing. 
URL : http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/~rajkumar/ecogrid/ 
 
 
11. University of Texas at Austin: Qualitative Reasoning 

Qualitative Reasoning (QR) research is part of the Artificial Intelligence Lab and the 
Computer Science Department at the University of Texas at Austin. The QR research 
group is supervised by Professor Benjamin Kuipers. Research in this area includes 
spatial reasoning and intelligent robotics, access-limited logic for knowledge 
representation, qualitative reasoning about the physical world and qualitative reasoning 
about the physical world. 
URL : http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/qr/ 

 
 
12. University College London, England: Bio-inspired Approaches to 

Autonomous Configuration of Distributed Systems 

Ian Marshall, a visiting Royal Society Industrial Fellow from BT, is working with Lionel 
Sacks on bio-inspired approaches to autonomous configuration of distributed systems 
(including a bacteria inspired approach). Next generation networks require new control 

http://www-personal.engin.umich.edu/~tilbury/
http://www.engin.umich.edu/research/controls/
http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/~rajkumar/ecogrid/
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/kuipers/
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/qr/


techniques to increase automation and deal with complexity. Active networks in 
particular will require the management and control systems to evolve extremely rapidly, 
since users will be continuously adding new applications, services and virtual 
configurations. In our research we are exploring novel ad-hoc distributed control 
algorithms and architectures derived from biological and geophysical systems and 
measurements of fabricated systems such as the WWW. 
 



Conclusion 

 

We saw the concepts of autonomic computing and IBM's many research 

projects, solutions and various strategies for autonomic computing that is new 

feature of computing environment in this report. Autonomic computing will be one 

of standard in computing area and be applied in many parts of industry and 

human life. 

Now, autonomic computing capabilities span the breadth of IBM's product line, 

including software, servers, storage, and personal systems, as well as services 

and systems management. IBM is working with several standards bodies, 

including the Internet Engineering Task Force, Distributed Management Task 

Force, and Global Grid Forum, to leverage existing standards and develop new 

standards where none exist. IBM sponsors a joint program with IBM Research, the 

Autonomic Computing Technology Institute, where IBM is developing the 

advanced technology for Autonomic Computing. And IBM has been working with 

other industry leaders to meet the grand challenge of autonomic computing. 

IBM's autonomic computing efforts are all about freeing customers to focus 

more on their business and less on their IT infrastructure. IBM is leading the effort 

in autonomic computing and is delivering autonomic solutions today. 

 



Affect and machine
design: Lessons for
the development of
autonomous machines

by D. A. Norman
A. Ortony
D. M. Russell

Human beings have evolved a rich and
sophisticated set of processes for engaging
with the world in which cognition and affect
play two different but equally crucial roles.
Cognition interprets and makes sense of the
world. Affect evaluates and judges,
modulating the operating parameters of
cognition and giving a warning about possible
dangers. The study of how these two systems
work together provides guidance for the
design of complex autonomous systems that
must deal with a variety of tasks in a
dynamic, often unpredictable, and sometimes
hazardous environment.

Animals and humans have two distinct kinds of in-
formation processing mechanisms: affect and cogni-
tion. Cognitive mechanisms—mechanisms that in-
terpret, understand, reflect upon, and remember
things about the world—are reasonably well under-
stood. But there is a second set of mechanisms,
equally important and inseparable—the system of
affect and emotion that rapidly evaluates events to
provide an initial assessment of their valence or over-
all value with respect to the person: positive or neg-
ative, good or bad, safe or dangerous, hospitable or
harmful, desirable or undesirable, and so on.

Although affect and cognition are conceptually and
to some degree neuroanatomically distinct systems,
from a functional perspective they are normally
deeply intertwined. They are parallel processing sys-
tems that require one another for optimal function-
ing of the organism. There is some evidence1 that
people with neurological damage compromising

their emotional (affective) systems become seriously
limited in their ability to organize their day-to-day
lives, even while appearing to perform normally on
a battery of standardized cognitive tasks. They be-
come ineffective actors in a complex world. Further-
more, psychologists and others interested in artifi-
cial intelligence have repeatedly urged that affect is
essential for intelligent behavior2 by altering goal pri-
orities and generating interrupts (e.g., References
3–5).

This paper6 is intended to start a discussion about
how the study of affect in biological systems might
contribute to the development of autonomous com-
puter systems. We suspect that from a functional per-
spective, some of the evolutionary forces that pre-
sumably led to the emergence of affect in animals
are likely to be relevant to the design of artificial sys-
tems. However, we view this paper as only setting
the stage for further research, realizing full well that
it raises many more questions than it answers.

A model of affect and cognition: Three
levels of behavior

In this section we outline the essence of our three-
level theory of human behavior, a work that is still
in progress,7 after which we discuss how these ideas
might be applied to the development of large com-
puter systems or computational artifacts. The ideas
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we discuss are still incomplete, and their implications
for the design of computer systems still quite spec-
ulative. Nonetheless, we believe that even our skel-
eton, incomplete as it is, provides potential lessons
for the design of systems that have a variety of tasks
and goals, that must run unattended and autono-
mously, and that need high reliability. Indeed, con-
sideration of the design constraints on autonomous
robots was one of the driving forces that led to this
work.8-13

The three levels that we propose we refer to as the
Reaction level, the Routine level, and the Reflec-
tion level (Figure 1). Processing at each level serves
two different functions: evaluation of the world and
what is happening in it—affect; and the interpreta-
tion of what is happening in the world—cognition.
Higher levels involve greater depth of processing and
concomitant slower processing. As shown in Figure
1, cognitive and affective information flows from level
to level. Control information, in the form of activa-
tion or inhibition, flows downward.

The lowest level: Reaction. The Reaction level con-
sists of the lowest-level processes. In animals, these
processes are genetically determined and innate. No
learning occurs. The Reaction level comprises im-
mediate responses to state information coming from
the sensory systems. Its function is rapid reaction to
the current state.

The Reaction level monitors the current state of both
the organism and the environment through fast,
hard-wired detectors that require a minimum of pro-
cessing. When it detects problematic or dangerous
situations, it interrupts ongoing higher-level process-
ing (if there is any), it heightens arousal, and it ini-
tiates an immediate response, or response prepara-
tion, along with a concomitant diversion of resources.

The output from the Reaction level is a set of fast
and relatively simple interrupts, affective signals, and
motor actions. Because of the rapid and relatively
simple processing, the Reaction level cannot deter-
mine causes or do much more than respond in a sim-
ple pattern-directed manner. This level is the ear-
liest of evolutionary processes, and in simple animals
it is the only processing that occurs. In higher an-
imals and humans, interrupts from the Reaction level
trigger higher levels of processing (at the Routine
and Reflection levels) in order to determine the
cause and select an appropriate response. Responses
at the Reaction level can be potentiated or inhib-

ited by inputs from these higher levels, and they can
habituate, reducing sensitivity to expected signals.

The mid-level: Routine. In humans, the Routine level
is the level of skilled and well-learned, largely “rou-
tinized” behaviors. This level is the home of most
motor skills, including language generation. The
Routine level is quite complex, involving consider-
able processing to select and guide behavior. It must
have access to both working and more permanent
memory, as well as evaluative and planning mech-
anisms. Inputs to the Routine level come from the
sensory systems, the Reaction level below, and the
Reflection level above in the form of control signals
(inhibition and activation). The Routine level can
both inhibit and activate Reaction level responses
and can pass affective information up to the Reflec-
tion level when confronted with discrepancies from
norms or routine expectations.

The Routine level performs assessment, resulting in
values on three dimensions, which are referred to
in the scientific literature on affect and emotion as
positive affect, negative affect, and (energetic) arous-
al.14 Many emotion researchers now agree that pos-
itive and negative affect are essentially independent
dimensions15 as when the motivation of a person on
a diet to devour a delicious-looking cookie (a source
of positive affect) coexists with the motivation to
avoid the same, fattening, cookie (a source of neg-
ative affect).

As alluded to above, a key feature of the Routine
level is that of default expectations. When these ex-
pectations are not met, the system can make adjust-
ments and learn. We return to this point later in our

Figure 1 The three-level model
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discussion of possible applications. But note the
power of expectations in signaling potential difficul-
ties. In humans, these expectations trigger affective
processes that play an important role at the higher
level of processing.

The highest level: Reflection. Reflection is a meta-
process in which the mind deliberates about itself.
That is, it performs operations upon its own inter-
nal representations of its experiences, of its physical
embodiment (what Damasio1 calls the “body im-
age”), its current behavior, and the current environ-
ment, along with the outputs of planning, reason-
ing, and problem-solving. This level has input only

from lower levels and neither receives direct sensory
input nor is capable of direct control of behavior.
However, interrupts from lower levels can direct and
redirect Reflection-level processing.

There is some evidence that affect changes the pro-
cessing mode for cognition. The mechanism is neu-
rochemical stimulation that adjusts the weights and
thresholds that govern the operating characteristics
of the cognitive mechanisms, biasing them and
changing the nature of the ongoing processing. These
changes influence how higher-level processing takes
place, the locus of attention, and the allocation of
attentional resources. Thus, negative affect, espe-
cially when accompanied by high arousal, appears
to lead to more focused and deep processing—
depth-first processing. In the extreme case, this type
of processing leads to the “tunnel vision” of stress.
In contrast, positive affect appears to lead to broad,
more widely spread processing—breadth-first pro-
cessing. As a result, humans have enhanced creativ-
ity when in a pleasurable state.16,17 Both changes are,
on average, evolutionarily adaptive (one being con-
sistent with increased vigilance, the other with in-
creased curiosity), even if at times they are counter-
productive.

Note that we propose that Reflection has only in-
direct control (mediated through inhibition and ac-
tivation) over behavior emanating from the Routine

level. The mechanisms of this control have been ex-
plored more fully by Norman and Shallice.18

Implications for machine design

Our artificial systems today have something akin to
the three different levels of Reaction, Routine (ac-
tion), and Reflection, but they do not distinguish be-
tween affect (evaluation) and cognition (understand-
ing). In this section we discuss how a model of affect
and cognition along the lines of the one we have pro-
posed might apply to machines. Specifically, we sug-
gest that affect can improve overall systems behav-
ior, particularly in complex or difficult environments.

The Reaction level in machines. Reaction is the
home of built-in sensors, usually with prewired or
preprogrammed, fixed responses. This level is nec-
essary for safety and other critical considerations for
which a rapid response is essential. The Reaction
level is essential to machine operation, and indeed,
is already pretty well recognized and implemented.
It is common for computer systems to monitor power
and temperature, hardware functioning, and check-
sums. In robots and other mobile systems, Reaction-
level devices include contact sensors and cliff detec-
tors that prevent the devices from hitting other
objects or falling down stairs.

In animals, when dangerous conditions are noticed,
not only are higher levels of processing notified, but
ongoing behavior is often altered. These alterations
are generally very simply implemented, and the con-
ditions for their elicitation are easily recognized. Ma-
chines can profit even from this elementary level of
adaptation to important changes in their operating
environments and, as indicated above, some do.

The Routine level in machines. The Routine level
is the locus of routine computational work and so
involves considerable computation and reference to
prior events (memory). This activity differs markedly
from analyses at the Reaction level. Thus, the de-
tection of commonplace viruses and intruders re-
quires analysis at the Routine level. (As viruses and
intruders become increasingly sophisticated, it is
more likely that their detection and the correspond-
ing remedial actions will have to be initiated at the
Reflection level.)

A key feature of humans and animals is the ability
to respond to deviations from norms. Consider the
value for computers were they to have some mech-
anism for recognizing such deviations. Suppose that

We suggest that
affect can improve

overall systems
behavior.
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as programs traversed checkpoints, they were able
to detect deviations from reasonable resource and
time demands and that the detection of such a de-
viation would trigger an alarm. In this way, exces-
sive time (or failure) to reach a checkpoint or the
use of excessive resources would trigger a search for
causes and possible termination of the program. Sim-
ilarly, too fast an execution or too little use of re-
sources would signal deviant operations. We believe
that capabilities of this kind would greatly enhance
the reliability and dependability of our computational
artifacts. These capabilities are likely to be partic-
ularly important for autonomous robots.

The Reflection level in machines. The Reflection
level is the level at which the system continually mon-
itors its own operations.19 This is both the highest
level of analysis and the weakest in today’s systems.
Perhaps the most prevalent use of reflection is in sys-
tems that monitor such system behavior as load bal-
ance and thrashing. Reflection could lead to restruc-
turing queues, priorities, or resource allocation.
Similarly, detection of errant programs usually re-
quires analyses at the level of Reflection. Once again,
however, the automatic generation of cautionary be-
havior or even termination or avoidance of critical
jobs does not seem to be common. Autonomous sys-
tems must have the flexibility to stop programs that
could potentially lead to harm, that use excessive re-
sources, or that appear to be in a deadlock.

Example: redundant array of independent disks
(RAID). Although RAID architectures are designed to
offer robust, fast access to data stored in disk arrays,
along with high reliability, data are still lost. Quite
often loss results from the attempt to service a disk
failure.20 In theory, a disk failure should do no harm,
since RAID arrays are designed to handle this con-
tingency: the failed drive is pulled out and a good
one put in. But occasionally the operator swaps out
the wrong one, causing a second failure, and so data
are lost.

There are a couple of approaches available to re-
duce data loss. One would be to make the RAID safe,
even with two failures (e.g., RAID-6). A second would
be to design the interface better to minimize such
errors. This approach is clearly better: the value of
efficient human-computer interaction is well-known,
albeit too-seldom practiced. But the first approach
comes at a price, namely, increased cost and loss of
efficiency. Here is where the affective system would
be useful.

Suppose that the loss of a disk drive is detected at
the Reaction level and used to trigger an alert: in
essence, the system would become “anxious.” Yes,
the human operator would be summoned, but here

the Routine level would kick in, retrieving past in-
stances where service by the human operator had
led to increased problems: this would serve to in-
crease the anxiety level. The result of this increased
anxiety would lead to an operations change—to a
more conservative approach implemented by a
change in policies. Because the margin of safety has
been lowered, the system could institute more fre-
quent checkpoint saves, perhaps to a remote loca-
tion (after all, the RAID is no longer fully trustwor-
thy), and perhaps the system could run a parallel
shadow operation or postpone critical jobs. An al-
ternative operation would be to restructure the RAID
on the fly to make it tolerate further disk failure with-
out damage, even at the cost of decreasing its ca-
pacity or slowing its operation.

In other words, why should computer systems not
be able to behave like humans who have become anx-
ious? They would be cautious even while attempt-
ing to remove the cause. With humans, behavior be-
comes more focused; they tend to engage in in-depth
problem-solving first until the cause and an appro-
priate response are determined. Whatever the re-
sponse for machine systems, some change in normal
behavior is required.

Lack of warning is actually a common problem in
automated systems.21 The systems are well-designed
to function even in the case of component failure,
but they seldom report these failures to higher-level
systems or change their behavior. As a result, the
human operator, or higher-level monitors of the sys-
tem, may be unaware that any problems have oc-
curred even though error tolerance is now much re-
duced. Occasionally, further failures carry the system
over the threshold of recoverability, often leaving the
human operator to cope with the resulting unex-
pected emergency.

Lack of warning
is a common

problem in automated
systems.
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If systems followed the human model of affect, all
failures would be reported, and just as in a person,
a rising level of anxiety would trigger a change in
focus and behavior at higher levels, preparing for
eventual disaster and thereby minimizing its impact
or possibly avoiding it altogether.

Why use affect? Why not just program the system
to safeguard itself against problems? For any spe-
cific problem that might arise, once that problem is
known and understood, the most effective solution
will always be to write an appropriate algorithm to
deal with it. So why are we proposing the introduc-
tion of a new system, that of affect? Why not simply
analyze each potential failure and deal with it effi-
ciently?

Normally, when thinking about computer systems de-
sign, we think in terms of what in artificial intelli-
gence are referred to as strong methods, that is, meth-
ods that exploit specific domain knowledge and
structure. In other words, we think in terms of spe-
cific algorithms that solve specific problems by in-
corporating substantial knowledge about the prob-
lem into the algorithm. By contrast, weak methods
and heuristics do not incorporate domain knowledge
because they are designed to be much more general.
The result is that they are generally much slower,
much less efficient, and often are not guaranteed to
succeed. Weak methods trade efficiency for gener-
ality. Thus, for example, hill climbing is a weak
method that has great generality, but is often inef-
ficient and can become trapped by local maxima.

Strong methods are always preferable when the sit-
uations are known and understood and the environ-
ment predictable and relatively limited in scope. But
when these conditions do not hold, weak methods
are preferable. Affect is a computationally weak
method. Its power lies in its capacity to help deal
with unexpected problems, so that it complements
strong, algorithmic methods by adding robustness in
unanticipated situations. The real world is charac-
terized by uncertainty and variability. For these cases,
biology uses weak methods—methods that are gen-
eral and applicable to a wide variety of situations.
As machines become more autonomous and more
exposed to uncertainty, affect will become an increas-
ingly appropriate solution for them as well.

Biology, of course, is not without its strong meth-
ods. Even humans with their big brains have retained
numerous wired-in, efficient responses to particular
situations. Reflexes and tropisms respond rapidly to

particular stimulus conditions such as lack of sup-
port, unbalance, bitter taste, the smell of putrefac-
tion, and hot or sharp surfaces. These responses are
rapid, pattern-driven solutions to specific classes of
events. But biology also uses more complex, slower,
reflective problem-solving and planning to deal with
novel situations. Thus, biological systems make rapid
responses to situations that require them, and slow,
considered responses when circumstances demand
them and time permits.

Implications

An affective computer would be able to sense the
state of its own operations and that of its environ-
ment. It would be able to compare its behavior with
its expectations, and it would be able to reflect upon
its own operations. It would have knowledge about
its own trustworthiness and about that of the other
systems with which it interacts, and it would be able
to modulate its overall behavior toward better per-
formance by sensing things that are not now taken
into account, acting cautiously where appropriate
and aggressively where possible. It would automat-
ically reconfigure itself to take account of increased
risk and would continuously be aware of the state
of its own health, at least from an infrastructure and
computational point of view.

We propose that by continually sensing its own state
and that of its environment, the system would es-
sentially be controlling its level of satisfaction or anx-
iety. When components needed service, the level of
anxiety would rise, for the need for service means
that error tolerances are lowered and the very act
of service can cause errors. Just as human operators
know not to do system maintenance or a software
upgrade during or just before some critical job needs
to be performed, so computer systems themselves
should have the same sense of anxiety.

Imagine a grid computer, assembling a number of
machines prior to doing a computation. Suppose that
each machine were queried about its state of read-
iness, in essence asking “How are you feeling?” The
range of possible responses given below is instruc-
tive:

“I had a disk failure in my RAID, so if this is an im-
portant calculation, you had better not count on me.”

“I am feeling a bit anxious because I have had some
errors, so I will be slowed by the need to do con-
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tinual checks.” (This response shows how a machine
might provide a graded level of service.)

“I am feeling anxious because of recent virus or
hacker attacks.”

Animals have developed sophisticated mechanisms
for surviving in an unpredictable, dynamic world,
coupling the appraisals and evaluations of affect to
methods for modulating the overall system. The re-
sult is increased robustness and error tolerance. De-
signers of computer systems might profit from their
example.
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Autonomic computing 2: Implications for IT services 
By Peter Andrews 
 

Summary 
Autonomic computing has vast implications for information technology (IT) services. Its 

technologies are already being applied to business recovery and continuity. Outsourcing firms are 

predicted to be the primary market for autonomic computing because of the potential for flexibility 

and cost savings. Services personnel -- including architects, consultants and practitioners -- will need 

to adapt to include people in the system designs more effectively and to provide improved ease-of-

use, knowledge management and security features for the purpose of meeting the requirements for 

hiding complexity from the user. Ultimately, autonomic computing promises to automate many of the 

assessment, integration, configuration and deployment tasks performed by IT services today. As this 

automation increases, design, planning and architecture will become even more critical, albeit at a 

higher, conceptual level. 

 

Background 
The theory behind autonomic computing is to create systems that self-regulate, self-repair and 

respond to changing conditions. Based on this fact, it may appear to be a contradiction to say that IT 

services will play a crucial role. After all, one of the big selling points for taking on the challenge of 

developing autonomic computing is the reduction in labor costs. But one of the most attractive 

reasons for improving IT services is to make the technical capabilities of systems valuable to people 

and businesses. In fact, one of the first uses of autonomic computing is in the realm of disaster 

recovery and business continuity, and many of the characteristics that help define autonomic 

computing depend on the focused and creative work of architects, consultants, practitioners and 

other services personnel for their success.  

 

Characteristics of autonomic computing 
Services will be needed to provide the characteristics of autonomic computing. The paper, 

"Autonomic computing: IBM's perspective on the state of information technology," lists the 

characteristics of autonomic computing. For instance, one characteristic is "an autonomic computing 

system must configure and reconfigure itself under varying and unpredictable conditions." A 

prerequisite for this characteristic is an abundance of modular software and a strict adherence to 

standards. In addition, there is also a requirement for careful planning of the systems architecture. 

Information design, particularly taking full advantage of Extensible Markup Language (XML), is 

needed so that new combinations are efficient and make sense. Just as important as the software 

and standards, a thorough analysis and understanding of human factors and the possibilities for 

http://www-1.ibm.com/services/strategy/e_tek/autonomic_two.html


personalization will be critical. For example, many companies have redesigned their sites to allow 

significant customization by visitors. The return on that investment theory is that when users can 

personalize sites, they are more inclined to pay for subscriptions, use online bill payment services 

and promote products to friends.  

Another characteristic of autonomic computing is that "an autonomic computing system never 

settles for the status quo -- it always looks for ways to optimize its workings." If that is true, then 

people need to be considered as part of the overall system. Real optimization must be considered in 

terms of current human needs, not just in terms of algorithms. This means that, from time to time, 

experts will need to be identified and -- though they might take advantage of decision support -- their 

analysis of the situation and its opportunities and challenges will be essential. The underpinnings of 

this decision support and analysis are human-centered knowledge management systems. These 

systems will need special attention paid to training, roles and ease-of-use. Given the variations in 

communities, this area of optimization will require the efforts of consultants who understand both 

tools and human motivations.  

A third characteristic of autonomic computing is that "an autonomic computing system must be an 

expert in self-protection." While the spirit of this statement can be true, no system can deal with wily 

humans by itself. The world of security is particularly dynamic, with new approaches to intrusion 

being developed and harmful code being created constantly.  

While immune systems and pattern recognition can help deal with novel situations, ultimately, the 

system must include human judgment because the trade-offs are rarely clear cut. People must weigh 

the risks, balancing the opportunities of openness against the potential threats. People also must 

analyze the situation to understand what is at stake and take responsibility for their choices. Services 

personnel need to provide environmental assessments, training and customized rules and policies. In 

short, they need to do everything from surveying business opportunities to thinking like a hacker -- 

the types of tasks that can not be handled entirely by systems.  

Consider this next characteristic… "An autonomic computing system knows its environment and 

the context surrounding its activity and acts accordingly." If a computer system can know its 

environment, and more importantly, its context, it has the potential to significantly increase its value to 

us. The practical application of some of this -- such as optimizing storage capacity due to changes in 

the distribution of users -- is primarily technical. But consider how the value to users may extend if 

data is adjusted for a new interface in a way that is appropriate to each individual. It may include 

prioritizing information so that the messages that are the most important to users are presented in a 

way that is most likely to attract their attention. Collaborative filtering, ease-of-use, personalization 

and affective computing are all important tools for helping to realize higher value, and they all rely on 

making value judgments, including valuable insights on the preferences of individuals and useful 

assessments of their responses. People are integral to the context.  



Finally, "an autonomic computing system will anticipate the optimized resources needed while 

keeping its complexity hidden." This characteristic is not only highly dependent on taking user needs 

into account, it must anticipate those needs. In order to anticipate user needs; user preferences, 

authorization limits and patterns of use must be understood. In addition, the system designer must 

understand and anticipate the many ways people interact with each other. Attention to social 

computing is particularly important when the system is called upon to support or even participate in 

online groups -- commonly called communities. People can belong to a variety of communities. 

Examples include: practitioners engaged in similar lines of work; employees across various functions 

that support a common product line; or students from different schools all interested in chemistry. All 

of this requires intense evaluation of, and sensitivity to, differences between individuals and 

communities. Even as the needs of the individual are detected, they must be balanced against the 

actual or potential needs of the community as a whole. For instance, optimizing solely based on 

whoever is first in line is not a good model.  

 

The services industry will be challenged 
If the full vision of autonomic computing is to be realized, the IT services industry will need to 

evolve. If the system becomes more modular and standardized, lower-level tasks in deployment and 

configuration will be handled by the system. This can make people available for more challenging 

and interesting tasks. If systems are able to improve their reliability and to handle dramatic changes 

in capacity requirements automatically, the challenge will become building new types of IT services 

contracts and learning to manage service levels differently.  

Probably the greatest benefit for companies that take advantage of autonomic computing will be 

realized in improved dealings with very large and dynamic systems that are designed to 

accommodate people of differing skill levels, priorities and goals, as well as those that vary in type 

and rate of change. Planning, strategy and applied imagination will be at a premium. A deeper 

understanding of the value, uses and support of community within a more complex technical 

environment will be in demand. Those employees involved with helping to develop autonomic 

computing systems will need to be expert listeners who can adapt to new situations and find creative 

ways to satisfy the needs and demands of users.  

Here are some considerations for the future: 

Who will be involved? For individuals and businesses alike, this will mean a greater dependence on 

teaming. 

Who is responsible? With a much larger, more complex and more connected system, someone will need 

to take responsibility for glitches when they occur. 

Who knows the answer? Increased complexity will require that people in different organizations work 

together to solve problems, so both the tools and the environment for knowledge management will need to 



be strong. 

How can an avalanche of new options created by autonomic computing and inventive uses for it be 

realized? Those companies that create environments that set the standard for being flexible and creative 

will be the winners in this new world. Social challenges, rather than technical ones, may be the most 

daunting elements of the "Grand Challenge" of autonomic computing. 
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About this publication 
Executive Tek Report is a monthly publication intended as a heads-up on emerging technologies and 

business ideas. All the technological initiatives covered in Executive Tek Report have been 

extensively analyzed using a proprietary IBM methodology. This involves not only rating the 

technologies based on their functions and maturity, but also doing quantitative analysis of the social, 

user and business factors that are just as important to its ultimate adoption. From these data, the 

timing and importance of emerging technologies are determined. Barriers to adoption and hidden 

value are often revealed, and what is learned is viewed within the context of five technical themes 

that are driving change:  

Knowledge Management: capturing a company's collective expertise wherever it resides -- in 

databases, paper, people's minds -- and distributing it to where it can produce the big payoffs  

Pervasive Computing: combining communications technologies and an array of computing devices 

(including PDAs, laptops, pagers and servers) to allow users continual access to the data, 

communications and information services  

Real time: "a sense of ultra-compressed time and foreshortened horizons, [a result of technology] 

compressing to zero the time it takes to get and use information, to learn, to make decisions, to 

initiate action, to deploy resources, to innovate" (Regis McKenna, Real Time, Harvard Business 

School Publishing, 1997.)  

Ease-of-Use: using user-centric design to make the experience with IT intuitive, less painful and 

possibly fun  

Deep Computing: uses unprecedented processing power, advanced software and sophisticated 

algorithms to solve complex problems and derive knowledge from vast amounts of data  

This analysis is used to form the explanations, projections and discussions in each Executive Tek 

Report issue so that you not only find out what technologies are emerging, but how and why they'll 

make a difference to your business. If you would like to explore how IBM can help you take 

advantage of these new concepts and ideas, please contact us at insights@us.ibm.com. To browse 

through other resources for business executives, please visit: ibm.com/services/insights  

 



Highly responsive computing systems with lower costs,

greater agility and stronger resiliency

Autonomic computing and IBM.
Freeing companies to focus on their business—instead of on their infrastructure.



Systems complexity drives up costs

While IT infrastructures are increasingly 

more complex and more costly to 

manage, the demand for uninterrupted 

information access intensifi es. This need 

for information will only accelerate—

even as businesses worldwide remain 

concerned over decreasing IT budgets 

and increasing demand for qualifi ed 

IT professionals. And, considering the 

24/7 nature of e-business, outages are 

not only expensive but also embarrassing.

Much of the complexity is caused 

by the proliferation of vendors and 

heterogeneous technology environments. 

Managing such environments entails 

that the components of a given solution 

be integrated and customized to fi t 

into your business processes. Further 

complicating matters is the increased 

need to distribute data, applications 

and system resources across geographic 

and business boundaries. Given 

this additional complexity, the costs 

of managing the IT infrastructure—

deploying, tuning, fi xing and securing—

can be quite high.

Leading the evolution to smarter 

computing technologies

What if your IT infrastructure could be 

more like you? As complex as it is, your 

body’s autonomic nervous system has 

an amazing ability to perform a myriad 

of critical functions with no conscious 

effort or thought on your part. It regulates 

your heartbeat, adjusts your pupils to the 

light and controls your digestive system. 

This ensures that you have the energy 

to run when you need to, can easily step 

from the bright outdoors into a darkened 

theater and can maintain a healthy body.

Imagine the possibilities if your IT 

infrastructure could regulate their normal, 

internal functions as easily.

transparent

Adapting to business changes to provide continuous information access



Introducing autonomic computing

Autonomic computing environment 

have the ability to manage themselves 

and dynamically adapt to change in 

accordance with business policies and 

objectives. Self-managing environments 

can perform such activities based on 

situations they observe or sense in the 

IT environment—rather than requiring 

IT professionals to initiate the tasks. Your 

IT professionals can then focus on higher 

value projects while the technology 

handles the more mundane tasks.

Autonomic computing: technology now 

for the next generation of computing

Environments with self-managing 

components can reduce the costs 

of ownership and operation. They 

possess intelligent and collaborative 

characteristics that can decrease 

costs and enhance your organization’s 

ability to react to change. 

They are:

• Self-configuring— they can adapt 

dynamically—with minimal human 

intervention— to the deployment 

of new components or changes in the 

IT environment, providing continuous 

strength and fostering the productivity 

of the e-business infrastructure

• Self-healing— they can detect improper 

operations and initiate corrective 

actions before they occur, without 

disrupting system applications or 

business processes, thus allowing 

greater resilience

• Self-optimizing— they can efficiently 

tailor resource allocation and utilization 

to meet user needs of the moment and 

ensure optimal quality of service

• Self-protecting— they can detect 

hostile or intrusive behavior as it occurs, 

and make themselves less vulnerable to 

unintentional human error as well as 

to malicious actions

transparentto users

Adapting to business changes to provide continuous information access



An evolutionary path toward 

autonomic computing

Realizing systemwide autonomic 

environments is an evolutionary process 

that is enabled by technology. However, 

it is ultimately implemented by each 

enterprise through the adoption of these 

technologies, along with supporting 

skills and processes. The fi gure below 

represents levels of autonomic maturity, 

beginning at the basic starting point.

Many companies can benefi t today by 

implementing technologies that help 

them advance through these levels. By 

the time they reach the fi nal level, their 

IT systems will be capable of dynamic 

adaptation based on business policies.

Requires extensive, 
highly skilled IT staff

IT staff analyzes 
and takes actions

Greater system 
awareness

Improved productivity

Reduced dependency 
on deep skills

Multiple sources of 
system generated data

Consolidation of data 
and actions through 
management tools

Faster/better 
decision making

Balanced human/
system interaction

Business policy drives 
IT management

Business agility 
and resiliency

IT staff approves 
and initiates actions

IT staff manages 
performance against 

service level agreements

IT staff focuses on 
enabling business 

needs

System monitors, 
correlates and 

recommends actions

System monitors, 
correlates and 
takes actions

Integrated components 
dynamically managed 
according to business 

rules/policies

Benefi tsSkillsCharacteristics

Basic
(Level 1)

Managed
(Level 2)

Predictive
(Level 3)

Adaptive
(Level 4)

Autonomic
(Level 5)

IT agility and 
resiliency

Autonom
ic

M
anual



IBM is leading the effort in autonomic computing and is 
delivering autonomic solutions today.

For more information, please visit: ibm.com/autonomic

dynamically adapt

IBM leads the way 

Experienced in hardware, software, IT services and processes, IBM is well positioned 

to help companies move to fully implement autonomic computing and realize the 

benefi ts of better return on investment, agility and quality of service. 

Leveraging technology from IBM’s world-renowned Research Division, autonomic 

computing is now a burgeoning movement driven by the entire company. IBM has 

not only devoted signifi cant research and development resources and established 

its intellectual leadership in this arena, it has already been incorporating autonomic 

capabilities across its product portfolio.

While it may be some time before technology systems become as adaptive as 

the human autonomic nervous system, many are already exhibiting such qualities 

and are delivering benefi ts to the organizations that depend on them. And IBM is 

leading the effort to evolve hardware and software technologies to become even 

more fl exible, accessible and transparent to users—so you can focus on your 

business, not technology.
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Autonomic computing and the 
Tivoli software storage family  

Introducing autonomic computing

Autonomic computing is the ability of IT infrastructures to adapt to change

in a complex environment in accordance with business policies and

objectives. This flyer defines the concepts and value of autonomic computing;

the autonomic self-managing characteristics and its affect on process, tools

and skills within the IT organization; and the evolution of systems and

technology in autonomic computing.

Autonomic computing systems have the ability to perform management

activities based on situations they observe or sense in the IT environment.

Rather than IT professionals initiating management activities, the system

observes something about itself and acts accordingly—it becomes self-managing.

Autonomic computing is the self-management of e-business infrastructure,

balancing what is managed by the IT professional and what is managed by the

system. It is the evolution of e-business.

Why autonomic computing?

Why is autonomic computing important today? The cost of technology

continues to decrease yet overall IT costs do not. With the expense

challenges that many companies face, IT managers are looking for ways to

improve the return on investment of IT by reducing total cost of ownership,

improving quality of service, accelerating time to value and managing IT

complexity. e-business is a reality, and outages are proving to be expensive

and embarrassing. 

Adding to this complexity is the proliferation of heterogeneous vendor and

technology environments, which require the components of a given solution

Tivoli software: Intelligent management
software that integrates and automates 

Helps enable enter-
prises to operate
efficiently, minimizes
costs and enhances
your company’s ability
to react to change 



to be integrated and customized into unique customer business processes. The

increased need to distribute data, applications and system resources across

geographic and business boundaries further contributes to the complexity of

the IT infrastructure.

What is autonomic computing?

Autonomic computing is about freeing IT professionals to focus on high-value

tasks by making technology work smarter. This means letting computing

systems and infrastructure take care of managing themselves. Ultimately, it is

writing business policies and goals and letting the infrastructure configure,

heal and optimize itself according to those policies while protecting itself from

malicious activities. 

In an autonomic environment the IT infrastructure and its components are

self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting. They

communicate with each other and with high-level management tools. They

regulate themselves and, sometimes, each other in accordance with business

priorities. Together they proactively manage the IT environment under the

protection of suitable controls while hiding the inherent complexity of these

activities from end users.

Collectively these intuitive and collaborative qualities enable enterprises 

to operate efficiently with fewer human resources, decreasing costs and 

enhancing a company’s ability to react to change. Users are freed from

mundane tasks and can focus on defining the business objectives that the

autonomic system will use to govern itself.

How does autonomic computing affect your business? 

No matter how large or how small, IT organizations perform similar sets of

tasks to manage their IT environment. Because autonomic computing is 

about shifting the burden of managing systems from people to technology, 

it is important to understand these sets of tasks and verify that they are

synchronized with autonomic computing.

The business of IT can be described as a collection of practices or processes

that organize the work of the IT staff to deliver service. A popular example of

this is the IT Information Library (ITIL)—a set of best practices that apply to

IT organizations regardless of a company’s size or the technology used. 

2

Can free you from
mundane tasks 
and can help you
refocus on defining
your company’s
business priorities



A framework of best-practices disciplines serves as a guide during the shift

from you managing your IT infrastructure to the autonomic computing

technology handling it. However, it does happen overnight and cannot be

solely accomplished through the acquisition of new products. Skills within the

organization need to adapt, and processes need to change, creating new

benchmarks of success. By coupling best practices with comprehensive

enabling technology, organizations can realize substantial economic value. 

What is the value of autonomic computing?

Autonomic computing helps address market conditions by using technology to

manage technology, helping reduce operational costs and improve return on

investment. In autonomic computing, IT infrastructure components take on

the following characteristics: self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and

self-protecting. IT infrastructure components need to expose manageability

characteristics to each other and to high-level management tools.

Self-configuring
With the ability to dynamically configure itself on the fly, an IT environ-

ment can adapt immediately—and with minimal human intervention—to the

deployment of new components or changes in the IT environment. Dynamic

adaptation helps verify continuous strength and productivity of an e-business

infrastructure—often the single-determining factor between business growth

and chaos.

Self-healing
Self-healing IT environments can detect problematic operations (either proactively

through predictions or otherwise) and then initiate corrective action without

disrupting system applications. Corrective action could mean that a product
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alters its own state or influences changes in other elements of the environment.

Day-to-day operations do not falter or fail because of events at the component

level. The IT environment as a whole becomes more resilient as changes are

made to reduce or help eliminate the business impact of failing components.

Self-optimizing
Self-optimization refers to the ability of the IT environment to efficiently

maximize resource allocation and utilization to meet end users’ needs with

minimal human intervention. In the near term self-optimization primarily

addresses the complexity of managing system performance. In the long term

self-optimizing components may learn from experience and automatically and

proactively tune themselves in the context of an overall business objective.

Self-optimization verifies optimum Quality of Service for both system users

and their customers.

Self-protecting
A self-protecting IT environment is one that lets the right people have access

to the right data at the right time and can take appropriate actions automat-

ically to make itself less vulnerable to attacks on its runtime infrastructure

and business data. 

A self-protecting IT environment can detect hostile or intrusive behavior as it

occurs and take autonomous actions to make itself less vulnerable to unau-

thorized access and use, viruses, denial-of-service attacks and general failures.

The self-protecting capability allows businesses to consistently enforce security

and privacy policies, reduce overall security administration costs and ultimately

increase employee productivity and customer satisfaction.

The results of autonomic computing

The results delivered by implementing autonomic computing solutions with

self-managing characteristics include:
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Operational efficiency

• As IT infrastructure becomes more autonomic, executing on business policy
becomes the focus of IT management. Management of the business and of
IT will no longer be separate or possibly conflicting activities.

• Self-configuring and self-optimizing technologies drive efficiency in
running and deploying new processes and capabilities.

Supporting business needs with IT

• The actualization of self-configuring systems speeds the deployment of new
applications required to support emerging business requirements.

• Self-healing capabilities help deliver the 24x7 availability required to
keep businesses running.

Workforce productivity

• Workforce productivity is enhanced when the focus is on management of
business processes and policies, without the need to translate these needs
into actions that separately manage supporting technology.

• Systems that self-manage free up IT resource to move from mundane
system management tasks to focus on working with users to solve
business problems.

Levels of autonomic computing: an evolution not a revolution

The progression toward an autonomic environment is an evolutionary process

that is enabled by technology but is ultimately implemented by each enter-

prise through the adoption of these technologies and supporting processes.

Each facet of autonomic computing—self-configuring, self-healing, self-

optimizing and self-protecting—offers unique challenges and opportunities.

Customers can benefit from several common values as they progress from

level to level, including:

• Increase critical system availability

• Leverage existing technical and staff resources

• Improve responsiveness to change

• Improve comprehensive performance

• Reduce cycle time for deployment of new systems
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Delivering systemwide autonomic environments is an evolutionary process that

is enabled by technology, but is ultimately implemented by each enterprise

through the adoption of these technologies along with supporting processes. 

What’s the journey we must take, and what technologies are needed to 

help us get there? The path to autonomic computing can be thought of in 

five levels. These levels, defined below, start at basic and continue through

managed, predictive, adaptive and finally autonomic. 

1. Basic level—a starting point of IT environments. Each infrastructure
element is managed independently by IT professionals who set it up,
monitor it and eventually replace it. 

2. Managed level—systems management technologies can be used to collect
information from disparate systems onto fewer consoles, reducing the time
it takes for the administrator to collect and synthesize information as the
IT environment becomes more complex. 

3. Predictive level—new technologies are introduced to provide correlation
among several infrastructure elements. These elements can begin to
recognize patterns, predict configuration and provide advice on what
course of action the administrator should take. 

4. Adaptive level—technologies improve and people become more comfort-
able with the advice and predictive power of these elements. The IT
environment can automatically take the right actions based on the available
information and the knowledge of what is happening in the environment. 

5. Autonomic level—the IT infrastructure operation is governed by business
policies and objectives. Users interact with the autonomic technology to
monitor the business processes, alter the objectives, or both.
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“The Tivoli group at
IBM is introducing
autonomic computing
in a step-by-step,
phased manner. This
allows customers to
leverage their existing
technical and staff
resources with today’s
autonomic offerings
and enables them to
progress to the next
level as new offerings
appear. This process
can help customers
achieve a steadily
increasing return on
their investments.” 
—Paul Mason, IDC
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Autonomic computing best practices

The evolution to autonomic computing is not just about improved

technologies or tools; changes are needed in skill levels, processes and

benchmarks to evolve and move toward autonomic computing. These are

represented in the diagram on page 8.

As companies progress through the five levels of autonomic computing, the

processes, tools and benchmarks become increasingly sophisticated, and the

skills requirement becomes more closely aligned with the business.

The basic level represents the starting point for many IT organizations. If IT

organizations are formally measured, they are typically evaluated on the time

required to finish major tasks and fix major problems. The IT organization is

viewed as a cost center, with variable labor costs preferred over an investment

in centrally coordinated systems management tools and processes.

At the managed level IT organizations are measured on the availability of

their managed resources, their time to close trouble tickets in their problem

management system and their time to complete formally tracked work

requests. To improve on these measurements, IT organizations document their

processes and continually improve them through manual feedback loops and

adoption of best practices. IT organizations gain efficiency through consolida-

tion of management tools to a set of strategic platforms and through a

hierarchical problem management triage organization.

In the predictive level IT organizations are measured on the availability and

performance of their business systems and their return on investment. To

improve, IT organizations measure, manage and analyze transaction perform-

ance. The critical nature of the IT organization’s role in business success is

understood. Predictive tools are used to project future IT performance, and

many tools make recommendations to improve future performance.

In the adaptive level IT resources are automatically provisioned and tuned to

optimize transaction performance. Business policies, business priorities and

service-level agreements guide the autonomic infrastructure behavior. IT

organizations are measured on comprehensive business system response times

(transaction performance), the degree of efficiency of the IT infrastructure

and their ability to adapt to shifting workloads. 



Basic
Level 1

Process

Informal, reactive,

manual

Tools

Local, platform and

product-specific

Skills

Platform-specific,

geographically

dispersed with

technology

Benchmarks

Time to fix problems

and finish tasks

Managed
Level 2

Process

Documented, improved

over time, leverage of

industry best practices,

manual process to

review IT performance

Tools

Consolidated resource

management consoles

with correlation of events,

problem management

system, automated

software install, intrusion

detection, load balancing

Skills

Multiple platform skills,

multiple management

tool skills

Benchmarks

System availability, time

to close trouble tickets

and work requests

Predictive
Level 3

Process

Proactive, shorter

approval cycle

Tools

Role-based consoles

with analysis and

recommendations;

product configuration

advisors; realtime view

of current and future IT

performance; automa-

tion of some repetitive

tasks; common knowl-

edge base of inventory

and dependency

management

Skills

Cross-platform business

system knowledge, IT

workload management

skills, some business-

process knowledge

Benchmarks

Business system

availability, service-level

agreement attainment,

customer satisfaction

Adaptive
Level 4

Process

Automation of many

resource management

best practices and

transaction management

best practices, driven by

service-level agreements

Tools

Policy-management

tools drive dynamic

change based on

resource-specific

policies

Skills

Service objectives and

delivery per resource,

analysis of impact on

business objectives

Benchmarks

Business system

response time, service-

level agreement 

attainment, customer

satisfaction, IT contribu-

tion to business success

Autonomic
Level 5

Process

IT service management

and IT resource

management best

practices are automated

Tools

Costing/financial analysis

tools, business and IT

modeling tools, tradeoff

analysis; automation of

some e-business

management roles

Skills

e-business cost and

benefit analysis,

performance modeling,

advanced use of financial

tools for IT context

Benchmarks

Business success,

competitiveness of

service-level agreement

metrics, business

responsiveness

“By focusing on staged delivery and what is actually available today and
tomorrow, Tivoli software can help its customers work toward the autonomic
computing vision.” 
—James Governor, Illuminata
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In the autonomic level IT organizations are measured on their ability to make

the business successful. To improve business measurements they understand

the financial metrics associated with e-business activities and supporting IT

activities. Advanced modeling techniques are used to optimize e-business

performance and quickly deploy newly optimized e-business solutions.

What should you do next in assessing your self-managing environment? 

Now that we described what autonomic computing is and how you can 

benefit from it, your next step is to assess your own environment from a self-

management perspective. IBM can help you do just that.

Leveraging open standards

Open standards are essential for managing resources and processes across the

system hierarchy layers. IBM leverages its leadership in open standards as the

foundation for its autonomic system management solution. These standards

currently include:

• Java™ Management Extensions

• Web service-level agreements

• Storage Networking Industry Association 

• Open-grid systems architecture

• Web Services standards

• Telecom management

• Distributed Management Taskforce

• Common Information Model 

• Internet Engineering Taskforce (Policy, Simple Network Management
Protocol)

• Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information 
Standards (OASIS)

• Microsoft® Windows® management instrumentation

Tivoli Storage products can make autonomic computing a reality today

Tivoli® software from IBM provides a head start toward reaching the ultimate

objective of a fully autonomic system and continues to participate in develop-

ing the ultimate solution. Many Tivoli management disciplines provide some

level of automation that can help achieve the potential benefits of autonomic

computing. Tivoli products support and incorporate the autonomic values of
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self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting. Following are

a few examples of individual product capabilities.

Self-healing capabilities
Tivoli Storage products survey and analyze storage resources networkwide,

providing key information on storage assets, capacity, utilization and

availability. The scope and criteria of storage issues or problems can be

defined to suit different situations. For example, alerts are issued to the

storage administrator if free space falls below a user-defined value, an unre-

coverable file is discovered, storage usage exceeds a user-defined value, a file

that has not been accessed in a user-defined length of time has been discovered

or a storage resource is added or removed from the network. Tivoli Storage

products initiate self-healing and policy-based corrective actions, including

triggering automatic backups to correct potential threats and verify that day-

to-day operations run smoothly. 

Business benefits: Self-healing capabilities provide a resilient storage

environment as changes are made to reduce or help eliminate the business

impact of failing components. 

Self-configuring capabilities
Tivoli Storage products provide self-configuring capabilities to perform such

tasks as automatically identifying and loading the appropriate drivers for

storage devices connected to servers. The server software also looks across the

network to identify other storage management servers and initiate commu-

nication links with them to allow a server to assume control. The client

recognizing the file system that the host computer is using and identifying 

the network domain it resides on to make the appropriate configuration

changes also achieves self-configuration.

Business benefits: Self-configuring allows the storage environment to easily

adapt—and with minimal human intervention—to the deployment of new

components or changes.

Self-protecting capabilities
The ultimate objective of Tivoli Storage products is to protect the enterprise’s

most valuable asset—the data. Tivoli Storage products protect data from

tampering or nonauthorized use by both data encryption and a Kerberos-like
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authentication and authorization scheme. If a significant change in a database

has occurred since the last data backup process, it sends alerts to the

administrator to warn of potential trouble. Data overruns are detected and

prevented when a certain percent of a data recovery log is used. It automatically

triggers a policy-based data backup to free storage space. A copy of storage

pools is also generated to offline and offsite storage to help protect against

local disk failures.

Business benefits: The self-protecting capability allows businesses to reduce

overall storage administration costs and help increase employee productivity

and customer satisfaction.

Self-optimizing capabilities
For configurations that include both storage area network and local area

network (LAN) connections, Tivoli Storage products will automatically fail-

over and revert to LAN-free data movement. Self-optimizing features such 

as progressive backup can help you get the most from network bandwidth,

media and storage staff—increasing the efficiency of the enterprise. Instead 

of transferring an entire disk volume, Tivoli Storage products are built to

recognize and transfer only those data files that have changed since their last

data backup. Subfile differential backup further enhances this process and

provides efficiency by transferring only those bytes or blocks of data (which

make up each file) that have changed since the last data backup. The process

can be self-optimized by using compression and appropriately balancing data

transfers across multiple network connections.

Business benefits: Self-optimization helps provide optimum Quality of Service

for storage users.

The Tivoli Storage Manager family of products 

IBM Tivoli Storage Manager
Tivoli Storage Manager provides a powerful suite of automated tools for

enterprisewide data protection. With its autonomic functionality, Tivoli Storage

Manager can help organizations protect information and maximize the

availability of key applications. By offering comprehensive, policy-based data

protection and data restore capabilities, it can help minimize the probability

of data loss and help maximize the productivity of your business resources.
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Why Tivoli software
products for
Autonomic
Computing?

•Because Tivoli software
delivers autonomic
capability today 

•Because Tivoli software
frees customers to focus
on their business instead
of their infrastructure 

•Because Tivoli software
combines the agility 
of a startup with the
experience, quality and
resources of IBM 

•Because Tivoli software
provides step-by-step
roadmaps 

•Because Tivoli software
represents evolution 
not revolution 

•Because the Tivoli
software team is ready
to assist (IBM and IBM
Business Partners)
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Autonomic personal
computing

by D. F. Bantz
C. Bisdikian
D. Challener
J. P. Karidis

S. Mastrianni
A. Mohindra
D. G. Shea
M. Vanover

Autonomic personal computing is personal
computing on autonomic computing
platforms. Its goals combine those of
personal computing with those of autonomic
computing. The challenge of personal
autonomic computing is to simplify and
enhance the end-user experience, delighting
the user by anticipating his or her needs in
the face of a complex, dynamic, and
uncertain environment. In this paper we
identify the key technologies that enable
autonomic behavior as distinguished from
fault-tolerant behavior. We give some
examples of current autonomic behavior and
some general considerations for an
architecture that supports autonomic personal
computing. We identify its challenges to
standards and technology developers and
conclude with some guidance for future work.

Autonomic personal computing is defined here as
personal computing on autonomic computing sys-
tems. It shares the goals of personal computing—
responsiveness, ease of use, and flexibility—with
those of autonomic computing—simplicity of use,
availability, and security. In most cases these goals
are complementary. For example, autonomic com-
puting enhances ease of use because it eliminates or
simplifies some user responsibilities. But personal
computing implies flexibility of location and of the
hardware and software configuration, and this com-
plicates the job of achieving autonomic behavior. It
is easier to configure, heal, optimize, and protect a
system in an environment that does not change. If
we can achieve autonomic behavior while still meet-

ing the unique needs of personal computing, millions
of users will benefit worldwide.

The intention of this paper, then, is to identify the
unique demands and opportunities of autonomic
computing with personal devices. Our ground rules
are that we seek to achieve autonomic behavior of
a personal computing system—personal computers
(PCs) and their peers, networks, and servers—not just
the PC alone. We also limit our focus to application
platforms, not to applications themselves. This dis-
tinction is somewhat equivocal and quantitative,
however, because yesterday’s applications are often
tomorrow’s platforms.

In what follows, we first look deeper into the mean-
ing of the autonomic attributes of personal comput-
ing, which are different from fault-tolerant attributes.
We then categorize technologies as they relate to
achieving autonomic behavior in different variations:
within the PC, in PC communities, and in more gen-
eral systems that include servers. We give some ex-
amples of the state of the art and identify missing
or incomplete capabilities. We describe some gen-
eral considerations for an architecture that supports
autonomic personal computing, identify some issues,
and suggest a direction for future research and de-
velopment.

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
out payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed
royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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Autonomic personal computing

A computing system is autonomic if it possesses at
least one of four attributes: self-configuring, self-
healing, self-optimizing, and self-protecting. Auto-
nomic personal computing exhibits and constrains
these attributes in unique ways.

Self-configuring. A system is self-configuring to the
extent that it automates the installation and setup
of its own software in a manner responsive to the
needs of the platform, the user, the peer group, and
the enterprise. Personal computing often involves
user-initiated configuration change, and a self-con-
figuring system understands the implications of these
changes and accommodates them automatically.

Self-healing. A system is self-healing to the extent
that it monitors its own platform, detects errors or
situations that may later manifest themselves as er-
rors, and automatically initiates remediation. Fault
tolerance1 is one aspect of self-healing behavior, al-
though the cost constraints of personal computing
often preclude the redundancy required by many
fault-tolerant solutions.

Self-optimizing. A system is self-optimizing to the
extent that it automatically optimizes its use of its
own resources. This optimization must be done with
respect to criteria relevant to the needs of a specific
user, his or her peer group, and the enterprise. Re-
source management2 is one aspect of self-optimiz-
ing behavior.

Self-protecting. A system is self-protecting to the ex-
tent that it automatically configures and tunes itself
to achieve security, privacy, function, and data pro-
tection goals. This behavior is of very high value to
personal computing, which is exposed to insecure
networks, an insecure physical environment, frequent
hardware and software configuration changes, and
often inadequately trained end users who may be op-
erating under conditions of high stress. Security3 is
one aspect of self-protecting behavior.

Examples of current autonomic personal
computing behavior

Autonomic behavior is not new; computing systems
have incorporated various forms of autonomic be-
havior for many years. Autonomic function creates
autonomic behavior.

First, we introduce a categorization of autonomic
function in terms of where it is implemented, and

then we discuss several examples that exhibit auto-
nomic behavior in current practice.

Autonomic function can be implemented locally,
drawing on locally maintained measurements and
knowledge. It can be implemented among members
of a peer group, sharing measurements and knowl-
edge particular to that group. It can also be imple-
mented using globally available network-resident re-
sources, in which case, measurements and knowledge
are maintained for all clients. In the most general
case, autonomic functions are implemented in all
three ways, with different functions having a pre-
ferred implementation, resulting in the following cat-
egories:

● Local autonomic function—Locally, autonomic
decisions can be made using knowledge that the
personal computer stores or can obtain by itself,
for example, from its Common Information Model
(CIM)4 database. Local functions include automatic
auditing of software configurations, local backup,
surveys of the connectivity environment, and power
management.

● Peer group autonomic function—Peer group func-
tions require the cooperation of a local commu-
nity. They include spontaneous grid computing ser-
vices and knowledge sharing.

● Network-based autonomic function—Network-
based functions enhance and extend the core au-
tonomy of the PC. Examples include software up-
dating, backup and restore, virus updates, and
mobility support services.

Local autonomic function. Microsoft Corporation
has included some local autonomic features in the
Windows** XP5 operating system, and many other
autonomic features are provided by third-party util-
ities. Although an exhaustive review is beyond the
scope of this paper, in the following subsections we
describe some examples of local autonomic behav-
ior that can be found in current practice.

Installation, configuration, and maintenance. The life
cycle of a personal computer begins when it is de-
livered, set up, and personalized to the needs of its
new user. Part of this personalization involves cre-
ating a replicable software configuration appropri-
ate to the needs of a group of users (imaging), and
part involves selectively moving the user’s data and
preferences from a previous platform to the new one
(migration).
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Technology now exists for simplifying the imaging
process. In IBM’s ImageUltra, a single hardware-in-
dependent super-image is created and distributed to
the PC. The super-image adapts to the platform and
is customized to user needs based on a key. This key,
which may be specific to a particular user or com-
mon to a group, is either distributed electronically
or entered manually by the user or an administra-
tor. A utility program transforms the super-image
into the final one.

Once the system has the correct image, the user’s
specific information, settings, and application files
need to be transferred. Windows XP includes a util-
ity for accomplishing this transfer, with a good deal
of human intervention. IBM has a comparable solu-
tion (the System Migration Agent) for Microsoft op-
erating systems prior to Windows XP. The core logic
for this product is still central to IBM’s large enter-
prise solution for automating the migration of user
content for large numbers of systems. The Ghost**
product from Symantec Corporation also imple-
ments image capture, redeployment, and migration.

Change management deals with updates to system
and application software after the initial installation.
The Microsoft XP Automatic Update mechanism
works well for updates that can be applied without
special considerations, but some enterprises require
tight policy-driven control over their configurations.
The IBM Update Connector supports either user-ini-
tiated or centrally administrated updates. The CNET
Networks, Inc. CatchUp is a personal Web-based ser-
vice that automatically analyzes the software con-
figuration of a system and identifies needed updates.

Break/fix primarily concerns situations in which the
system was once in the correct state and needs to
return to that state or one close to it. The Microsoft
Windows Installer saves a valid state for the core of
the operating system and for selected applications.
The saved state is accessible to the user, and thus
vulnerable to user error or to a security breach. IBM’s
solution, Rapid Restore PC, saves the complete state
on a hidden partition of the hard drive of a system.
Both of these solutions have only limited autonomic
behavior because they require informed human in-
tervention.

Communications. Some automation of communica-
tions tasks has become possible because of network-
ing support services based on open standards. Us-
ing the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) and domain name system (DNS) services, cli-

ent devices self-configure in a network based on
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP).

Unfortunately, other parameters are not generally
available from these services. Mail server addresses,
Web proxy addresses and types, security settings such
as for virtual personal networks, and wireless access
point settings all require manual intervention to con-
figure today.

Further complicating the situation is the prolifera-
tion of communication technologies and standards,
and the inclusion of support for multiple networks
in today’s mobile personal computers. Windows XP
is aware of the presence or absence of each network
interface, and whether or not it is connected to “ac-
tive” media, that is, whether any communication is
possible with the device that is one hop away. This
awareness enables some autonomic behavior, for ex-
ample, automatic “failover” to another network in
the case of a cable fault.

Self-optimization. Windows XP Professional modifies
the user interface based on the way in which the sys-
tem is used. Instead of an alphabetically sorted list
of programs, the user is presented with a list of the
most recently used programs. Shortcuts to these pro-
grams are placed in a reserved area that allows the
programs to be subsequently launched with a single
click. XP also attempts to keep the desktop clean and
uncluttered by consolidating the items that appear
on the Windows taskbar. If multiple files are opened
by the same application, the files are consolidated
on the taskbar.

As another example of self-optimization, Norton
Utilities** senses the current level of disk file frag-
mentation and alerts the user if performance might
be degraded. It automatically reorganizes the phys-
ical placement of data on the disk to improve file
access.

Self-protection. The user’s data are a key asset and
potentially vulnerable to both failures and attacks.
The first line of defense is to back up those data, and
many systems exist to implement backup and restore.
Backup solutions in current use direct their technol-
ogy toward reducing their resource usage (storage
and bandwidth) as well as toward automating the ini-
tiation of the backup itself. Backup can be sched-
uled periodically or can be initiated proactively in
response to a hardware-initiated event, such as de-
tection of incipient disk failure.
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In the communication and storage of data, encryp-
tion is another example of a proactive protection
mechanism. Data are encrypted at the time of cre-
ation, decrypted upon use, and then re-encrypted
when done. Windows XP includes an encryption ca-
pability that allows selected directories and subdi-
rectories to be encrypted. Key management remains
an issue. Some IBM personal computers contain a
hardware security solution, called the Embedded Se-
curity Subsystem, that generates and maintains
unique encryption keys. The randomness and hard-
ware-enforced protection of these keys supports a
broad class of protection mechanisms, including dig-
ital signature, signature verification, bulk encryption,
secure e-mail, and password protection.

Peer group autonomic function. Although local au-
tonomic function depends on (hopefully) authori-
tative local data, and network-based autonomic func-
tion depends on data maintained by a responsible
authority, peer group autonomic function depends
on information solicited from other personal systems,
which may or may not be accurate, timely, or rel-
evant.

Current behavior among members of a peer group
(e.g., personal computers on the same network seg-
ment) is usually confined to resource sharing—files,
printers, and other peripheral devices. Here, the
community of interest, the tie that binds the peer
group together, is defined by the need to share in-
formation and to reduce costs by sharing expensive
resources that are otherwise underutilized. Several
technologies are available that allow users to discover
and use resources available in the peer groups. The
Microsoft Windows Browse Master allows users to
discover shared folders, printers, scanners, and other
resources that other Windows-based personal com-
puters export. Systems such as Gnutella6 have fo-
cused primarily on enabling anonymous file-sharing
among peer-group clients.

Autonomic behavior can be created on the basis of
knowledge that is discovered or acquired from a peer
group too. For example, some connectivity param-
eters (e.g., proxy server addresses) are hard to dis-
cover, but because they may be known in the peer
group, they may be propagated to needy members.
The community of interest for knowledge-sharing is
quite specific to the type of knowledge desired. The
peer group for the discovery of proxy server ad-
dresses would be, for example, all members that ac-
cess the Internet.

The YouServ7 tool is a simple but potentially useful
first step toward peer knowledge-sharing. YouServ
uses existing Web technologies to achieve a very easy-
to-use system with a very low-cost implementation.
Most recently, the research community has exper-
imented with “grid computing,”8 a new field that fo-
cuses on large-scale resource sharing among virtual
organizations. Grid technologies have focused on
building protocols, services, and tools to enable vir-
tual organizations. We believe that for peer-group
autonomic function to become a reality, technolo-
gies similar to those used in the grid need to be de-
veloped to enable virtual communities—communi-
ties of autonomic clients that collaborate to solve
problems related to autonomic computing.

Network-based autonomic function. Network-based
services can help PCs achieve autonomic behavior.
These services can provide information to local au-
tonomic function, provide function that comple-
ments local function, or, in some cases, can even re-
place local function. IBM’s Access Support is an
example of a service that supplies support informa-
tion (e.g., BIOS [Basic Input/Output System] and de-
vice driver updates) given information about the
hardware and software configuration of the PC.

Remote backup is an example of a service that com-
plements local data protection function by provid-
ing additional storage in a physically remote loca-
tion. The current generation of network-based
services, specifically Internet-based services, often
requires direct end-user interaction to use the ser-
vice. Web services,9 an open standard based on the
Extensible Markup Language (XML) for computer-
to-computer services, obviate the necessity of human
involvement, permitting the use of network-based
services in a more autonomic manner.

Although some elements of a sufficient platform ex-
ist for network-based autonomic function, they have
yet to be put together into a coherent partner for
local or peer group autonomic personal computing.
In the next two sections we explore a possible ar-
chitecture that links these three types of autonomic
function, and we explore the challenges that each
type must meet in order to achieve seamless auto-
nomic behavior.

An architecture for autonomic personal
computing systems

The architecture of an autonomic system, including
that of a personal computing system, begins with the
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general architecture for autonomic systems.10 The
building block of autonomic systems is depicted in
Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of an autonomic el-
ement (AE). Each AE consists of an autonomic man-
ager (AM) and a set of managed components. Each
managed component is responsible for communicat-
ing its events and other measurements to the local
AM. In turn, based on the input received from each
managed component, the AM makes decisions tak-
ing into account its policy, facts, and rules (stored
locally in a database) and communicates the direc-
tives and hints to the managed component.

The figure makes a distinction between self-con-
tained autonomic behavior (within the large gray box
on the right) and autonomic management involving
explicit communications with a remote manager. The
interfaces between an AM and its managed compo-
nent are an important part of the architecture. For
Windows-based personal computing systems, one ex-
tensive set of these interfaces is represented by the
Windows Management Instrumentation,11 or WMI.
The interface between a remote AM and an AE is not
currently standardized. This interface must be dis-
coverable and dynamically bound so as to support
self-configuration of autonomic systems; it must also
be secure and private. The figure shows a remote
autonomic manager implementing a Web service, lo-
cated via the Universal Description, Discovery, and
Integration (UDDI) service registry. We see Web ser-
vices as a foundation technology because they pro-
vide standard ways to locate, communicate (via XML),
compose, and interact with network-based services.
But because personal systems are often mobile and
occasionally disconnected, the interface must sup-
port a disconnected (off-line) mode of use as well.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of an autonomic sys-
tem consisting of autonomic elements connected to
one another at local, peer, and network levels. Re-
sources are shown as boxes, AMs as diamond shapes,
peer groups as dashed ellipses, and physical resourc-
es—servers and clients—as circles. Arrows represent
the control exerted by AMs (e.g., S controls W). At
the local level, there is a single AM (e.g., A) that is
capable of independent decision-making. At the peer
level, each AM interacts and shares knowledge and
information with its peers and may act cooperatively,
as though a virtual autonomic manager (e.g., W) is
present.

The notion of a virtual autonomic manager is to have
the participants in a peer group achieve some level
of autonomic behavior as if directed by a local or
remote instance of an autonomic manager, even
though none is present. The behavior is a conse-
quence of peer knowledge-sharing, obtaining local
consensus, and acting locally on that knowledge. The
elements of a peer architecture, discovery, query, and
binding, support this process.

One of the central issues of autonomic personal com-
puting is how autonomic managers at some higher
level in the system exert control over lower-level el-
ements—what autonomic elements are controlled,
how much (and how rapidly) control is exerted, and
what kind of control is performed. We identify two
styles of control: delegation and guidance. In del-
egation, a local autonomic manager passes control
of some of the resources it manages to a superior.
By default, the control of all local resources is del-
egated to the local AM. In guidance, a local auto-
nomic manager receives information (e.g., policies)
from its superior and implements them with respect
to its own resources. Only one AM is ever in direct
control of a resource.12

Today’s personal computers manage all of their re-
sources with a single manager—their operating sys-
tem. It is advantageous to support a model in which
control over some resources can be delegated to an-
other manager, and this is possible with client vir-
tualization. If we think of the boxes in Figure 2 as
virtual machines, we see that two of the virtual ma-
chines of client A are under complete local control,
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whereas the third is under peer group control. Cli-
ent C has two locally controlled virtual machines and
one managed centrally, perhaps by the information
technology (IT) service and support department of
the enterprise.

In the case of occasional disconnection from a re-
mote manager, a simple static strategy has the re-
mote manager provide policy guidance but not real-
time control. An example comes from security
management. A remote, global security manager can
be aware of inter- and intra-enterprise issues (e.g.,
a new style of attack) that a disconnected client can-
not discover until the critical moment of first recon-
nection. At that moment, a race exists between the
update from the remote manager and the attack, sug-
gesting that the client take special precautions to se-
curely obtain the latest security guidance before
resuming its normal local security policy. Such strat-
egies support the traditional personal computing
style of considerable local autonomy.

We now discuss two issues that we consider funda-
mental to the success of this architecture: security
and privacy on the one hand, and stability on the
other.

Security and privacy. Security and privacy are crit-
ical system attributes. In order for a machine to re-
quest confidential information from another ma-
chine, it needs to be able to securely identify itself.
There are several ways in which this can be done,
but the easiest (and probably most secure) is to use
a public/private key pair. The Trusted Computing
Platform Alliance (TCPA)13 provides an ideal way of
securing private keys for machine-level identifica-
tion. Each system can then identify other machines
either by using registered keys kept in a database,
such as in the IBM Tivoli Policy director, or by using
certificates.

Once identification is completed, a secure connec-
tion needs to be established between the comput-

Figure 2 An example of two hierarchies of autonomic control
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ers. Internet Protocol Security (IPSec)14 is the stan-
dard way of making this connection, but client/server
authenticated Secure Socket Layer (SSL)15 works too,
as in TLS.16 This provides for authenticated requests,
confidential transmission of the data, and integrity
of the data returned. Executables should be both
signed—so that they may be verified as coming from
a trusted source—and run in a sandbox.

A higher-level autonomic manager should not push
information to a subject manager without it being
requested. When a system is in “push” mode, the
recipient needs to be able to throttle the behavior
of the pushing system to avoid denial of service at-
tacks.

In order for a machine to publish information, it
needs to be able to determine whether information
is confidential. Nonconfidential information must be
explicitly identified; everything else is assumed to be
confidential.

Stability. The goal of an autonomic personal system
is to exhibit both autonomic and usable behavior to
its end user. When autonomic components are put
together in a system, it is not a given that the system
as a whole exhibits stable behavior. For example, a
personal computer may make a local evaluation that
a shared communications link has high bandwidth,
based on characteristics of the media, and may ini-
tiate a bandwidth-consuming activity. If other per-
sonal computers make the same decision, the link
can quickly saturate and become unusable to all of
them. A more conservative strategy, say, to defer
bandwidth-consuming activities until a record of link
performance has been established and only then to
attempt more aggressive exploitation of the resource,
might yield better overall behavior. In general, we
imagine that constructive autonomic behavior will
be constrained by context and policy. What context
and which policies (and how to represent and main-
tain them) are important topics for future research.

Issues and directions in open autonomic
personal computing

In this section, we describe several challenges that
available technologies do not address. Challenges ex-
ist in the areas of security, connectivity, storage, peer
group collaboration, network-based services, and the
user interface, and autonomic managers, virtualiza-
tion, and standards. Autonomic frameworks can be
brought to bear to meet them.

Security. Security solutions are notorious for being
difficult to use.17 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is
theoretically a very good security design, but it is dif-
ficult to implement. Secure keys must be generated
for all users and distributed to them. Certificates
must be generated for all the keys, and a database
of revoked certificates kept. Passwords are insecure
and expensive; typically, over 50 percent of the calls
to a help desk are requests to reset a password. Even
biometric identification requires fingerprint tem-
plates, which must be managed. Since this manage-
ment is likely to be frequent, it represents a signif-
icant security exposure.

We believe that the current lack of ease-of-use of
security schemes remains a significant retardant to
their widespread acceptance. There are many oppor-
tunities to apply autonomic computing technologies
to security problems, among them automatic updat-
ing of security settings, secure recovery from soft-
ware failures, discovery and remediation of security
exposures, and the ability to manage keys securely
without human intervention.

Wireless technology presents its own set of chal-
lenges, as in the widely reported problems with Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP).18 But vulnerable security
solutions are not the only source of exposures. Any-
one can go to the local computer store and purchase
a wireless access point, set it up in an organization,
and thereby permit insecure access to the network
of the organization. In the wireless arena, convenient
auditing means are required, perhaps implemented
as portable computers with wireless connectivity and
additional instrumentation software, to detect and
report these “rogue” access points and improper con-
figuration of those installed by the organization.
Wireless technology represents a new security ex-
posure, and autonomic managers should manage its
security as well.

Connectivity. There are so many alternatives to con-
nect to personal, local, and wide area networks that
this choice creates connectivity overload for users.
Mobility also adds complexity; each location has its
own connectivity attributes. The active communica-
tion links of a device should be readjusted to the most
appropriate ones each time the status of any of them
changes, where a measure of appropriateness would
be dependent on quality of service, cost, security,
availability, location, and other policy elements. For
example,
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● If a device is relocated, it should automatically up-
date its connectivity parameters to incorporate past
knowledge of the new location; if it has never been
in this location before, or does not know where it
is, it should try educated guesses (and ultimately,
trial and error) to achieve connectivity.

● Connections should be chosen according to pol-
icies. For example, a link may be chosen if its cost
per bit per second is less than any other, subject
to a minimum acceptable bandwidth. If the PC is
operating on batteries and remaining power is low,
the link with the lowest power requirement may
be chosen.

There is a strong interaction between autonomic be-
havior of connectivity and security. When switching
links, active sessions may have to be migrated, ex-
posing the session to penetration. As we share knowl-
edge with peers, we must address the issue of what
can be shared with which peers. Personal computer
file systems do provide access control per folder, but
not an associated security classification. Although the
technology exists to secure sharing, the policies and
information to control that sharing are generally
lacking.

Storage. Autonomic storage will start with automa-
tion of the storage management that users perform
today. Data are often stored in multiple locations
and in multiple versions, and it is too easy to lose
track of where the data are located. As information
is migrated and copied, significant privacy and se-
curity requirements must be met. This means that
manual work, if not automated, will most likely re-
tard the needed flow of such information.

The challenge in storage is to abstract and manage
both the physical location of data and the privacy
and security requirements of the data. This abstrac-
tion should allow applications developed without au-
tonomic storage in mind to function normally, but
perhaps not as optimally as an application designed
for autonomic storage. It should also provide the ab-
straction required for mining collaborative informa-
tion. Initially, there could be some manual admin-
istration of autonomic storage through a simplified
interface for setting the physical location (e.g., “add
another network attached storage device”) and for
setting privacy and security parameters. As auto-
nomic storage develops, most or all of this manage-
ment function should become automatic, guided by
higher levels of management that implement broader
business-based policy.

Peer group collaboration. The reward for peer group
collaboration is access to more, and more current,
data that may not be available through more formal
publishing means. Peer computing is a special case
of distributed computing19 with several challenges.
The first is how to form a peer group. Since auto-
nomic function often demands implementations that
do not involve human guidance, the peer group must
be formed automatically. A given PC should not be
constrained to be a member of only one peer group.
The peer group for sharing knowledge about how
to connect to the Internet from a particular place is
almost certainly local to that place, whereas the peer
group for sharing resources to support some grid
computation need not be. It may be possible to
dynamically form a peer group from a larger one
(specialization) through a solicitation process in
which responses to successively more specialized
queries would qualify members, although the indis-
criminate broadcast of the first solicitation bodes ill
for systems of large scale. Limited persistence of peer
groups can limit the need to solicit broadly.

A second challenge is identifying the specific collab-
oration type for the peer group. How can sharing be
limited to just that type? How can solicitations be
made both general, so that only a limited set of re-
sponses need be designed, and sharp, so that only
relevant responses are generated? How are respond-
ers to generate helpful responses without compro-
mising their own privacy?

A third challenge is determining the degree of trust
that any member puts in the information obtained
from any other member in the group. How can a
member profit from information so obtained with-
out complete trust in it? Consensus algorithms19 can
derive plausible results, but the credibility of the re-
sponders should be taken into account. Credibility
can be established through a history of acquiring use-
ful and accurate knowledge from a member, but if
no assessment of credibility is available, the uses to
which obtained information can be put must be lim-
ited.

Network-based services. The opportunity for net-
work-based services to complement and extend ser-
vices implemented locally and in the peer group is
too extensive to survey here, but several examples
should indicate this potential.

To complement autonomic connectivity (see the ear-
lier subsection on communications), network-based
services can supply additional information about re-
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sources available in the current location, such as IT
resources (printers, hubs, and enhanced displays).
Perhaps the key network-based service is the service
directory, from which a menu of services and how
to access them can be obtained.

An analyst for International Data Corporation as-
serts that “The market for providing IT services is
undergoing a radical change—from provisioning
these services as customized offerings, generally at
a customer’s site, to providing these same services
from remote locations as a set of computing utility
offerings . . .”20 An important step in the evolution
of autonomic personal computing is the development
and deployment of a remote client management util-
ity.21 The autonomic personal computer facilitates
this utility by reducing the need for remote manage-
ment to exception cases.

The utility itself consists of a secure, scalable auto-
nomic computing infrastructure that can maintain
service levels without incurring the costs of excess
capacity. This infrastructure will enable capacity on
demand and managed services that monitor and re-
solve issues before they become problems. Proac-
tive management for problem determination, diag-
nosis, and resolution helps not only to reduce human
involvement but also catches incipient failures early,
perhaps before they precipitate cascading failures,
thus reducing the overall downtime.

As client management utilities evolve, we see a con-
tinuing rebalancing of the provisioning of capabil-
ities from the backend infrastructure, from peers, and
from those resident on the client. For users to em-
brace a client management utility, they must be pro-
vided with end-to-end security that secures their
enterprise data, coupled with sufficiently powerful
remote management capabilities to enable ongoing
program determination, diagnosis, and resolution
without the intervention of the end users.

User interface. Many autonomic computing func-
tions have no end-user-visible behavior.22 They im-
plement “computing that just works.” For some
users, this behavior is ideal. But for the experienced
or the curious, who want to take direct control of
their system parameters occasionally, it is important
that they be kept up-to-date on autonomic actions
that affect these parameters. How can the user be
informed of just these actions? There is also the ques-
tion of how the value of autonomic computing tech-
nology is perceived when the activities that deliver
that value are hidden.

We believe that it is likely that autonomic personal
computing will go through several stages of evolu-
tion, differentiated in part by the degree to which
the end user is aware of and participates in manage-
ment actions. As autonomic behavior becomes more
effective, it will be trusted more, and the need for
an end user to take direct control will lessen. Dur-
ing this time, users will likely be required to select
or confirm actions that may be suggested by an au-
tonomic manager.

Directions toward an autonomic framework. To ad-
dress the issues raised in the previous subsections,
we are defining an autonomic framework that brings
together disparate computing elements. The key el-
ements of the autonomic framework are the auto-
nomic manager and the elements to be managed.
The goal of the framework is to specify the inter-
faces and protocols for elements to exchange infor-
mation and data to enable collective autonomic be-
havior. To achieve this goal, we need to rethink the
structure of the system and the application software
(and the tools that help build them) so as to identify
and expose relevant and accurate indications of the
state of each element, and provide standard inter-
faces to affect element state with minimal side ef-
fects. Each element will need an element-specific
autonomic manager to monitor and control the el-
ement. This coupling of element and specific man-
ager represents the lowest level of autonomic behav-
ior. Elements may be isolated in virtual machines to
limit undesirable interactions between them. Ele-
ment-specific autonomic managers will report to a
system-wide autonomic manager in a standard way.
The system-wide manager is responsible for achiev-
ing end-user goals in accordance with established
policy.

Autonomic managers. The elements under control
of an autonomic manager must be observable and
controllable. Current personal computing systems
maintain a wealth of data about themselves in re-
positories and logs. Some of these data are redun-
dant and confusing, and some are not even accurate.
Thus the information relevant to decision-making
is a challenge to obtain from those data. Similarly,
many points of control exist, but their relationship
to the desired behavior of the system is unclear. The
job of the autonomic manager would be simplified
if its input data were more indicative of root causes,
and if the actions that the platform supports had a
more direct effect on those causes.
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Another issue in the design of autonomic managers
is the representation and maintenance of knowl-
edge:23 relations between input data and root causes,
relations between output actions and effects, and pol-
icies constraining acceptable and desirable actions.
This knowledge is often represented in rules, yet
rules-based systems are notoriously hard to main-
tain because of the interactions between rules.

Virtualization. Virtual machines24 create an efficient
emulation of the environment in which operating sys-
tems run, at the application protection level. This
emulation permits an existing, unmodified operat-
ing system to run as an application. A virtual ma-
chine monitor allocates resources to virtual ma-
chines. Virtual machines encapsulate their contents,
so that programs running within them cannot change
any state outside of them.

Virtualization enhances isolation and containment,
enhancing security and reducing the domain of an
autonomic manager to the contents of a virtual ma-
chine. Virtualization provides finer-grained resource
management and a mechanism for the capture of a
complete state, so complex multiapplication execu-
tion environments can be frozen, restarted, undone,
and migrated or cloned elsewhere. Virtualization
provides an effective way for legacy software systems
to coexist with current operating environments.

Standards. For autonomic personal computing to
succeed, open standards must address the require-
ments of autonomic computing. Current standards
activities on Resource Description Framework
(RDF), Semantic Web, Simple Object Access Pro-
tocol (SOAP), UDDI, Web Services Description Lan-
guage (WSDL), and Web services are focused primar-
ily on the definition of provider-consumer or client-
server interaction between entities. These standards
need to be examined in the context of autonomic
personal computing systems and extended to sup-
port new types of interactions, knowledge represen-
tation, and the collaboration needed to accomplish
peer-to-peer autonomic behavior.

The autonomic framework that we have described
is both a user of standards (e.g., Web services) and
a candidate for standardization itself. As a standard
it would encourage innovation in autonomic man-
agers and the relationships between them.

Although the roles of autonomic manager and man-
aged element are asymmetric, in peer group auto-
nomic behavior it is often hard to statically associ-

ate the roles of a client or a server such that the
current standards apply. The relationships among en-
tities are more dynamic and reciprocal and often
evolve after discovery and negotiation. The JXTA25

work is an attempt to develop a technology for gen-
eralized peer-to-peer interaction among devices.

Unfortunately, the Web services model is not sym-
metric; it defines a supplier and a client of the ser-
vice. Initially, we expect that autonomic systems will
be created through the interconnection of existing
systems, augmented by local autonomic behavior. In
this evolutionary paradigm system, components take
pseudostatic roles as clients or servers. Eventually,
however, peer roles should be supported by stan-
dards.

Personal systems are often mobile and occasionally
disconnected, so any interface to a remote autonomic
manager must support a disconnected mode of op-
eration. Disconnection is not explicitly supported by
current Web services standards. Current implemen-
tations of Web services also have a design point that
is resource-intensive, rather than the resource-con-
strained environment of personal computing. We
look forward to personal versions of application serv-
ers, databases, discovery protocols for and peer group
implementations of the Web services registry, and,
in general, Web services implementations compat-
ible with the resources that are available on a single
PC.

Summary and conclusions

Autonomic personal computing represents an im-
portant and distinct part of the autonomic comput-
ing concept. It is important because of the long-term
potential to significantly reduce the frustration level
and improve the user experience of hundreds of mil-
lions of PC users. It represents the potential to sig-
nificantly reduce the personal computing support
costs for millions of businesses. It is distinct because
PCs exist in a more variable and less secure appli-
cations and connectivity environment than do serv-
ers. Personal computers are generally managed by
less skilled personnel than are servers, centralized
storage elements, or network infrastructure products.

Given the complex and dynamic environment faced
by PCs (particularly mobile computers), we believe
that an autonomic personal computing solution
should adaptively seek out and leverage local, peer,
and network resources. Sometimes the personal
computing system will be disconnected from any net-
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works and must be completely self-reliant. In other
cases, the system should automatically communicate
with and leverage the resources of its peers. When
full network connectivity is available, the autonomic
personal computing system may choose to take ad-
vantage of services provided over the network.

Personal computing requires very careful attention
to privacy and security issues. To minimize exposure
to attacks and to ensure security and privacy, we be-
lieve that security approaches based solely on soft-
ware are insufficient, and approaches should take ad-
vantage of tamper-resistant hardware elements (e.g.,
TCPA) wherever possible. Furthermore, all commu-
nication and decision-making activities related to au-
tonomic functions for each autonomic element
should be coordinated by a trusted and secure au-
tonomic manager function associated (perhaps
dynamically) with each element.

Architectures and frameworks for autonomic per-
sonal computing must be based on open standards.
Autonomic personal computing should also lever-
age technologies and approaches such as virtualiza-
tion, peer-to-peer middleware, and Web services that
are currently being applied in other problem do-
mains. But the extensive interoperability, security,
and ease-of-use requirements for autonomic per-
sonal computing will require new technologies and
standards to be developed.

Autonomic personal computing represents a jour-
ney rather than a destination. The journey started
long ago with the introduction of features such as
plug-and-play and Dynamic Host Configuration Pro-
tocol (DHCP), and it continues today with improved
backup, system recovery, and network-based man-
agement tools. It will continue with further improve-
ments to server-based monitoring and management,
peer-to-peer collaboration and information sharing,
and more robust stand-alone diagnostic and recov-
ery capabilities. But the greatest progress will occur
only if an open architecture for autonomic personal
computing is developed to enable secure, private,
transparent, and adaptive collaboration between
each personal computer and its dynamic environ-
ment.
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Clockwork: A new
movement in
autonomic systems

by L. W. Russell
S. P. Morgan
E. G. Chron

Statically tuned computing systems may
perform poorly when running time-varying
workloads. Current work on autonomic tuning
largely involves reactive autonomicity, based
on feedback control. This paper identifies a
new way of thinking about autonomic tuning,
that is, predictive autonomicity, based on
feedforward control. A general method, called
Clockwork, for constructing predictive
autonomic systems is proposed. The method
is based on statistical modeling, tracking, and
forecasting techniques borrowed from
econometrics. Systems employing the method
detect and subsequently forecast cyclic
variations in load, estimate the impact on
future performance, and use these data to
self-tune, dynamically, in anticipation of need.
The paper describes a prototype network-
attached storage system that was built using
Clockwork, demonstrating the feasibility of
the method, and presents key performance
measurements of the prototype,
demonstrating the practicality of the methods.

Large computing systems, especially those running
time-varying workloads, are difficult to keep tuned.
Dozens of interacting parameters may need to be
understood and adjusted. Even if a system is tuned
well at one point, because of changing workloads it
may end up being poorly tuned at some other point.
Badly tuned systems not only perform poorly, they
also waste resources and frustrate users.

There is substantial and growing interest in auto-
nomic systems, that is, systems that dynamically self-

regulate. A key aspect of self-regulation is self-tun-
ing. Current work on autonomic tuning is only slightly
more advanced than static tuning; largely, such work
revolves around primitive notions of reactive auto-
nomicity, based on feedback control. Reactive au-
tonomic systems reconfigure on the basis of instan-
taneous need or, at best, on the basis of short-term
historical measurements. As with any techniques in-
volving feedback control, reactive autonomic systems
carry with them the well-known problems of poten-
tial instability or slow response to change.

In the next section of this paper, we propose a new
approach to the problem. We introduce the concept
of predictive autonomicity, based on feedforward con-
trol. We outline a general method, which we call
Clockwork, for constructing predictive autonomically
tuned systems. Using statistical modeling, tracking,
and forecasting techniques borrowed from econo-
metrics, systems employing the Clockwork method
detect and forecast cyclic variations in their load, es-
timate the impact of the variations on future per-
formance, and use these data to reconfigure them-
selves, in anticipation of need.

The third section describes a prototype, scalable net-
work attached storage (NAS) system that we built us-
ing Clockwork, demonstrating the feasibility of the
method. A network attached store is a network file
server that processes requests sent to it using a pro-

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
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without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed
royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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tocol such as Network File System (NFS),1 over a me-
dium such as Ethernet, by one or more clients. NFS,
layered in turn on the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite, uses a re-
mote procedure call architecture, in which every re-
quest from a client to a server engenders a response
from the server to the client. Typical NFS requests
are to create a file, to write data to a file, to read
data from a file, and to delete a file. A response in-
dicates whether the corresponding request was pro-
cessed without error and, if so, contains request-spe-
cific data, for example, file contents from a read.

An NAS acts as a central repository for data shared
among clients. With an NAS, clients need not each
store the data, reducing cost. Clients need not co-
ordinate updates to the data, simplifying their work-
ings. Data management may be centralized, sim-
plifying management and reducing costs. Small
computers may be deployed widely; alternatively,
large systems may be scaled further. It is desirable
to have a powerful NAS to support more clients or
to process more work from the same number of cli-
ents. For this paper, we prototyped one with a scal-
able architecture, integrating multiple stores into a
single, virtual NAS. Requests are sent to the virtual
NAS and are spread among the individual stores. The
advantage of the architecture is that systems of var-
ious capabilities, including a very powerful system,
may be built from relatively inexpensive components.
The disadvantage is that the overall performance of
a system will be only as good as that of its worst per-

forming store. Although a virtual NAS could be mas-
sively overprovisioned to minimize the effect of one
poorly performing store, that would reduce the ad-
vantage of the architecture. Alternatively, autonomic
tuning could be used to balance load among the
stores. We chose the latter approach.

Key performance measurements of the NAS proto-
type, demonstrating the practicality of the method,
are presented in the fourth section. Finally, in the
fifth section, directions for future work are suggested.

The Clockwork method

Clockwork is a general method, analogous to those
already in wide industrial use by electric power util-
ities and retail chains, for example. It enables a pre-
dictive autonomic system to be implemented follow-
ing five simple steps, summarized in Table 1. The
first two are configuration steps. They establish a sys-
tem objective and a means to track it with load. The
remaining three are operational steps. They auto-
matically and continually track, forecast, and con-
trol the system.

A system that cannot be measured cannot be man-
aged. Clockwork first establishes a simple, quanti-
fiable objective, comprising a performance objective
and a confidence level. For an electric utility, an ap-
propriate performance objective would be to meet
the instantaneous demand for electricity reliably. A
potential performance objective for a retail chain

Table 1 The Clockwork method

Step Electric Utility Retail Chain NAS Plex

1. Establish system
objective

Reliability
(by rate class)

In-stock ratio
(by sales class)

Response time
(by file or client class)

2. Establish measure of
demand

Electricity, as it is being
consumed

Sales, as they are being
made

Requests, as they are
being processed

3. Track objective with
demand

Reliability, as electricity
is being consumed

In-stock ratio, as items
are being sold

Response time, as requests
are being processed

Generator spin-up
times

Product distribution
times

—

Instantaneous capacity — —

4. Forecast demand Use autoregressive time series analysis

5. Adjust controllable
parameters

Buy or sell electricity or
options to buy or sell

Issue store orders to
distribution centers

Assign files to stores

Bring generators on or
off line

Issue purchase orders to
vendors

Copy or move files
between stores

Activate or deactivate
spinning reserve

Liquidate excess
inventory

Bring stores on or off line
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would be to achieve a certain in-stock ratio, a mea-
sure of how much product is in stock at a given time.
For an NAS, achieving a certain average response
time would be a suitable performance objective. The
confidence level measures how closely the system
must meet its performance objective. For example,
the electric utility might need to meet demand
99.99999 percent of the time, the retail chain might
need to achieve the in-stock ratio 90 percent of the
time, and the NAS might need to achieve the aver-
age response time 66 percent of the time.

Often, objectives are subclassed. Some electric util-
ity customers may be willing to trade decreased re-
liability for lower cost, some retail chains may re-
quire tighter controls on in-stock ratios for more
profitable products, and some NAS clients may be
willing to trade increased response time for lower
cost. Although for brevity, the present discussion ig-
nores subclassed objectives, Clockwork can handle
them.

Clockwork, in the second step, establishes a simple,
quantifiable measure of demand. An appropriate
measure for an electric utility would be electricity
being consumed; for a retail chain it would be sales
being made; and for an NAS, it would be requests
being processed.

Tracking the objective (and its variance) in relation
to demand is the third step. An electric utility would
track how reliably it met electricity demand, the time
it took (or would take) for generators to be spun-
up, and instantaneous capacity, as electricity was be-
ing consumed; a retail chain would track product in-
stock ratios and product distribution times, as sales
were being made; and an NAS would track response
time, as requests were being processed.

In the fourth step, demand is forecast, along with
uncertainty, using autoregressive time series proce-
dures. This technique projects future values of a vari-
able based on the history of that variable alone, which
simplifies forecasting considerably. A key contribu-
tion of Clockwork is that the same procedure would
be used by the utility, the retail chain, and the NAS.

Fifth and finally, the controllable parameters of the
system are adjusted to meet the objective. In antic-
ipation of forecast demand: the electric utility would
bring its generators on or off line, would buy or sell
electricity or options to do the same, or would ac-
tivate or deactivate its spinning reserve; the retail
chain would issue store orders to its distribution cen-

ters, would issue purchase orders to its vendors, or
would liquidate its excess inventory; and the NAS
would reassign files to stores, would replicate files
among or migrate files between stores, or would bring
stores on or off line.

The prototype

In this section, we describe how we used Clockwork
to prototype a scalable, autonomically tuned NAS.
Our purpose in building the prototype was to de-
termine whether the method is feasible and prac-
ticable, rather than to achieve optimal performance.
Nevertheless, as the measurements in the next sec-
tion show, the prototype performs well. For proof
of concept, and because we were able to operate in
a shared-disk environment, we implemented file re-
assignment, but not file replication (copying a file to
multiple stores) or migration (moving a file between
stores). Had we been faced with a serially shared disk
or a shared-nothing environment, we would have had
to have implemented replication and migration.

The prototype comprises three main components:
a set of stores, or storage servers, that process re-
quests for files kept in a cluster file system, a request
router that spreads requests among the stores, and
an autonomic control program that directs the
router, following the Clockwork method. We call the
overall system an NAS plex, as it integrates multiple,
otherwise independent systems. The prototype NAS
plex is depicted within the dashed-line area of Fig-
ure 1. It includes four stores, a router, an internal
network, and shared disks. Two clients are connected
to the plex via an external network.

The clients, the router, and the stores are comput-
ers with an Intel architecture. With the exception of
the router, all computers run the Linux** operating
system. The router runs a real-time operating sys-
tem to minimize latency and runs the Clockwork con-
trol program. The stores share files via the General
Parallel File System (GPFS)2 cluster file system, which
manages fibre channel disks. The prototype is inter-
connected via Fast Ethernet. Clients access files via
NFSv3/UDP (Network File System version 3/User
Datagram Protocol). Although the clients are con-
figured identically, the stores deliberately are not,
so that the prototype is inherently unbalanced (see
below). The stores contain processors of various
speeds. Some stores have one processor, whereas
others have two. Stores have different amounts of
memory. We used GPFS2 because it is a robust IBM
product that supports the hardware and software
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used in the prototype.3 GPFS implements a scalable,
shared disk architecture. Although the prototype
used GPFS, the IBM Storage Tank*4 storage area net-
work (SAN) file system was a viable alternative.5

The prototype works as follows. A client sends a re-
quest to the router, which forwards it to a store for
processing. Any store may access any file, since files
are managed by a cluster file system, which coordi-
nates accesses to them. Which store will process a
given request is a decision made by Clockwork based
on the type of the request, the file to which it refers,
and the state of Clockwork. The decision process is
described in more detail below. The architecture en-
ables the load of the NAS plex to be shared among
its stores.6 Load balancing, or intelligently sharing
load, has two main benefits. First, as with any mod-
ern computer system, performance is nonlinear. Past
a saturation point, a linear increase in load causes
a much greater increase in response time. Load bal-
ancing can keep the plex operating within a linear
performance region. Second, assigning related re-
quests to the same store can take advantage of data
caching, thereby keeping the number of I/Os, and the
amount of computation, low.

For this architecture, load could be balanced stat-
ically, that is, files could be assigned to stores fol-
lowing a fixed schedule, or it could be balanced
dynamically, with file assignment changing over time.
In reality, static assignment would prove a poor
choice. Requests arriving clustered in time tend to
be related, load tends to include multiple cyclical
components, and load tends to vary substantially over
time. The prototype is dynamically balanced using
feedforward control.

The router is NFS request- and response-aware. It
analyzes and routes requests and responses at net-
work speeds. The router records statistics on a per-
file, per-request basis, as well as on a per-store, per-
response basis. It forwards requests to appropriate
stores using a default rule and an exception set. The
default rule—the prototype uses a simple hash of
the NFS file handle (or file identifier) to choose a
store—has several characteristics. It spreads load
more or less uniformly among the stores. It repeat-
ably assigns a given file to the same store. It is sim-
ple to compute. Given these characteristics, the rule
takes advantage of store data (and cluster file sys-
tem token) caching; however, it assigns files to stores
statically, ignoring store load and file heat, that is,
the extent to which the file contributes to load.

Using the statistical data gathered by the router, the
Clockwork control program periodically: tracks and
forecasts store response time at a given load; tracks
and projects per-file heat; estimates the effect on re-
sponse time of reassigning hot files to stores; decides
which files to reassign, and updates the exception
set of the router to reassign the files. On the assump-
tion that there are cyclical components to access pat-
terns, the projections and assignments of Clockwork
are refined over time, as its statistical database grows.
Clockwork detects and adjusts rapidly to any fun-
damental changes in access patterns.

Clockwork projects the expected load of each file
using well-known time series analysis methods bor-
rowed from econometrics. In particular, Clockwork
models load using an Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA) model7 from which it ex-
tracts cyclical components. Clockwork applies
Geweke’s Spectral Forecasting procedure8 to the
components to forecast future load from present
load. In essence, the number of requests per period
is viewed as an infinite moving average, a Fourier
transform of the time series is estimated, a corre-
sponding time-domain model is computed, and the
model is used to forecast load. As the same model

Figure 1 The prototype NAS plex, as built
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applies to all such series, the procedure can be au-
tomated.

Using the load forecast, Clockwork determines which
stores, if any, are likely to be overloaded in the next
period. It iteratively proposes a reassignment of files
from overloaded to underloaded stores. Files are
proposed for reassignment in descending order of
heat. Iteration terminates when the performance ob-
jective of the plex is achieved or, if the objective can-
not be achieved because of plex overload, when the
load is balanced.

Given a proposed assignment, Clockwork estimates
the response time of a store using Hannan’s Effi-
cient Estimator,9 a spectral procedure for estimat-
ing generalized least squares. This procedure is ap-
plicable assuming that all factors taken together,
other than the number of requests processed in a

period, follow a stationary ARIMA process. In prac-
tice, this assumption has proven reasonable. Because
the same model applies to all data series, the pro-
cedure again can be automated.

Rather than use a default rule and iteratively pro-
posing reassignment of a few hot files, the prototype
could have computed an optimal assignment follow-
ing a stochastic optimization model, with Benders
decomposition and Lagrangian relaxation. See
Dentcheva and Romisch10 for examples of such com-
putations. The model is completely specified, both
from a mathematical standpoint and in terms of sta-
tistical estimation procedures. The procedures re-
quire historical data on load and response time,
which the router gathers and records. In reality, such
a computation would be highly complex and slow.
Given the existence of a simple default rule, Clock-
work has an adequate starting point from which to

Figure 2 Default distribution of NFS requests, by store
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iteratively apply incremental changes, which quickly
leads to good results. There is no need to apply a
more complex procedure.

Measured results

There are no generally accepted, long-running NFS
traces suitable for evaluating the prototype. For pre-
dictive systems, synthetic workloads are inappropri-
ate, because they invariably contain artificial cycles
or are highly random, leading either to perfect re-
sults or perfectly useless ones. Lacking real work-
loads, yet desiring independently reproducible re-
sults, we generated NFS workloads from four
essentially different HyperText Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) traces we downloaded from HitBox.11 We
chose those from a “fantasy” soccer site on which
users create virtual teams with which they play vir-
tual matches, a memorabilia site on which users trade
sports and other memorabilia, a name definition site,
which expectant parents use to choose a name for
their baby, and an MP3 download site.

We used Fstress,12 an NFS benchmarking tool, to gen-
erate the actual workloads from the HTTP traces. For
each, we constructed an appropriate set of files, num-
bering over 1100, total. We determined a base load,
at which all four workloads were issuing requests at
a heavy rate, and under which the plex was stressed;
that is, its response time was changing nonlinearly
as a function of load. We evaluated the system with
the workloads running simultaneously and indepen-
dently. First, we ran the workloads with file reassign-
ment disabled, and again with it enabled. The re-
sults given below correspond to a representative 24
hours of the trace, starting 622 hours into it.13 Each
period corresponds to one hour of the trace.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of NFS requests by
store following the default rule. The rule tends to
spread requests evenly among the stores. Figure 3
shows the measured average response time, by store,
without file reassignment. Clearly, the stores perform
very differently. Figure 4 shows a forecast average
response time, by store. In a comparison of Figures
3 and 4, the projections seem acceptably close. No-
tably, Clockwork detects the differences among the
stores and projects them forward.

Next, we reran the traces through the prototype with
the file reassignment of Clockwork enabled, and with
an appropriate objective: to achieve a 5 ms or better
average response time at a 66 percent confidence
level. The goal was chosen to demonstrate the prac-

Figure 3 Measured average response time by store,  
 without reassignment
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Figure 4 Forecast average response time by store,  
 without reassignment
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ticality of the method, not to achieve the best pos-
sible results. Other goals could have been chosen that
also would have demonstrated practicality, for ex-
ample, reducing average response time by 10 per-
cent. With the chosen goal, files were reassigned in
11 of the 24 periods. In 10 periods, files were reas-
signed from Store 2; in three periods, files were re-
assigned from Store 3; and in two periods, files were
reassigned from both Stores 2 and 3. In all cases, the
files were reassigned to Store 4, the best performing
store.

Figure 5 shows the effect of the reassignments on
response time. The graphs show the maximum of the
average per-store response times, where base indi-
cates the measured times without reassignment, and
adjusted indicates the times with reassignment. The
prototype achieved the performance component of
its goal, or came very close, in nearly all periods. It
missed by more than the calibration error only in pe-
riods 637 and 639. Given the confidence level cho-
sen, it achieved its overall goal. It is notable that,
during Periods 639 and 643, including one of the pe-
riods in which it missed its performance goal, the
prototype shaved the maximum average response
time of the plex nearly in half.

Future work

We are continuing this work in several areas. We
have extended the router to translate incoming
NFS/TCP connections to NFS/UDP inside the plex to
balance a connection-oriented NAS protocol. We
have projected per-file workloads multiple periods
out, with encouraging results. Given the multiperiod
results, we believe it will be possible to balance load
by file replication and migration, extending the
method to serially shared-disk and shared-nothing
environments.

Re-examining Figure 5, we see that the prototype
incorrectly forecast an overload in periods 624 and
641, which led to slightly worse response times. Al-
though we argue against feedback control as the sole
method for autonomic tuning, integrating some form
of feedback control with Clockwork may improve the
method. In the noted periods, a real-time monitor
could have detected that actual load was deviating
from the forecast, and might temporarily have over-
ridden, or perhaps canceled, reassignment. It is un-
clear what steps should be taken in general. See
Wang and Morris14 for a comprehensive study of
load monitoring and balancing techniques, includ-

ing some that may be appropriate for integration with
Clockwork.

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new approach to au-
tonomic systems. We introduced the concept of a
predictive autonomic system, which regulates its be-
havior in anticipation of need, using statistical mod-
eling, tracking, and forecasting procedures. We pro-
posed the Clockwork method for autonomic systems.
We demonstrated the feasibility of the method, us-
ing it to prototype a self-tuning NAS plex. We pre-
sented measurements of the prototype under sub-
stantial workloads. The measurements demonstrate
the practicality of the method. Finally, we discussed
future work.

*Trademark or registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation.

**Trademark or registered trademark of Linus Torvalds.
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Comparing autonomic
and proactive
computing

by R. Want
T. Pering
D. Tennenhouse

This paper provides an overview of the
relationship between proactive computing and
autonomic computing, considering the design
of systems that are beyond the scope of our
existing computational infrastructure.
Autonomic computing, as described by IBM’s
manifesto on the subject, is a clear statement
of the difficulties and challenges facing the
computing industry today. In particular,
autonomic computing addresses the problem
of managing complexity. Intel Research is
exploring computing futures that overlap
autonomic computing but also explore new
application domains that require principles we
call proactive computing, enabling the
transition from today’s interactive systems to
proactive environments that anticipate our
needs and act on our behalf.

Autonomic1 and proactive2 computing both provide
solutions to issues that limit the growth of today’s
computing systems. In the 1990s, the ubiquitous com-
puting vision3 extended what has been traditionally
called distributed systems, a field in which the ap-
plication focus has been primarily office automation.

To date, the natural growth path for systems has been
in supporting technologies such as data storage den-
sity, processing capability, and per-user network
bandwidth, with growth increasing annually for 20
years by roughly a factor of 2 (disk capacity), 1.6
(Moore’s Law), and 1.3 (personal networking; mo-
dem to DSL [Digital Subscriber Line]), respectively.
The usefulness of Internet and intranet networks has
fueled the growth of computing applications and in

turn the complexity of their administration. The IBM
autonomic vision seeks to solve some of the prob-
lems from this complexity by using eight principles
of system design to overcome current limitations.
These principles include the ability of systems to self-
monitor, self-heal, self-configure, and improve their
performance. Furthermore, systems should be aware
of their environment, defend against attack, com-
municate with use of open standards, and anticipate
user actions. The design principles can be applied
both to individual components and to systems as a
whole, the latter providing a holistic benefit that sat-
isfies a larger number of users.

At Intel Research we enthusiastically support the
aims of autonomic systems and at the same time con-
sider how computing systems will be used in the fu-
ture. To date, the familiar personal computer (PC)
infrastructure has been applied most effectively in
the realm of the office and the home. Going forward,
we are intrigued by other areas of human endeavor
that are ripe for the application of computer-based
technology. Proactive computing extends our hori-
zon by recognizing a need to monitor and shape the
physical world, targeting professions that have com-
plex real-world interactions but are currently limited
by the degree of human involvement required. We
are addressing some of the challenges that exist be-
yond the scope of earlier ubiquitous computer sys-
tems to enable future environments involving thou-

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
out payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed
royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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sands of networked computers per person. Proactive
system design is guided by seven underlying princi-
ples: connecting with the physical world, deep net-
working, macro-processing, dealing with uncertainty,
anticipation, closing the control loop, and making
systems personal.

An emphasis on human-supervised systems, rather
than human-controlled or completely automatic sys-
tems, is an overarching theme within proactive com-
puting. Computer-to-user ratios have been chang-
ing over time: 1:many turned into 1:1 with the advent
of the PC in the 1980s, and into many:1 with the ex-
plosion of mobile devices in the new millennium.
Currently, most people in the United States typically
own (sometimes indirectly) many tens of comput-
ers, ranging from portable devices to consumer elec-
tronics. These systems compete for human attention,
an increasingly scarce resource in modern living. Be-
fore the sheer number of devices overwhelms us, so-
lutions need to be found to remove people from the
control loop wherever possible, elevating their in-
teraction to a supervisory role. One way would be
to use pure artificial intelligence, a lofty goal that
will not be attainable in the near future. Proactive
computing, therefore, focuses on human-supervised
operation, where the user stays out of the loop as
much as possible until required to provide guidance
in critical decisions.

A simple present-day example that illustrates a hu-
man-supervised system is a modern home central
heating system. Such systems typically have a sim-
ple regime for morning, day, evening, and night tem-
perature settings. Normally, the system operates un-
tended and unnoticed; however, users can readily

override these settings at any time if they feel hot
or cold, or to address an impending energy crisis.
Furthermore, if the system were instrumented with
a sensor network and knowledge of a family’s cal-
endar, the temperature and energy consumption
could be optimized proactively to allow for in-house
microclimates, late workdays, and family vacations.
However, extending this example to more complex
systems is quite a challenge—most decisions do not
simply become a selection between “too hot” or “too
cold.”

As illustrated in Figure 1, there is considerable in-
tellectual overlap between research into autonomic
and proactive systems. Both autonomic and proac-
tive systems are necessary to provide us with tools
to advance the design of computing systems in a wide
range of new fields. In the following sections we pro-
vide an overview of the issues, technology directions,
and examples of why both these visions are neces-
sary.

Extending the application domain

Enabling a computing future that goes beyond the
current in-home and in-office application domains
will require the adoption of new design principles.
Here we examine three of the seven proactive prin-
ciples: connecting with the physical world, real-
time/closed-loop operation, and techniques that al-
low computers to anticipate user needs. Readers
interested in the remaining four are directed to a
description of proactive computing on the Web at
http://www.intel.com/research.

Connecting to the physical world. Most of our com-
puting infrastructure to date connects personal com-
puters through networks to arrays of servers. The
resulting systems provide us with a virtual environ-
ment allowing us to author, process, and file infor-
mation, which, through people, can have an indirect
influence on the physical world. To enable a world
in which computing aids us in our day-to-day tasks,
the physical world must be instrumented so that com-
puter systems can have direct and intimate knowl-
edge of our environment, ultimately using that in-
formation to effect change. Corresponding examples
are microclimate weather forecasts, monitoring road
traffic, and determining where people might be lo-
cated in an earthquake-damaged building.

Needless to say, there are a number of inherent prob-
lems in building such a system. First, there are prag-
matic issues such as maintenance, connectivity, and

Figure 1 The relationship of computing paradigms
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finding suitable power supplies. Second, we are de-
scribing systems that, when applied on a city or na-
tional scale, have never before been built. The co-
ordination and management issues take on a new
level of difficulty; new protocols need to be created
to enable appropriate data flow; and power manage-
ment becomes a critical parameter for sensors that
must operate from independent energy sources. Ap-
plying sensors to the physical world on a national or
global scale is a daunting task, but as our societies
become more complex and population densities in-
crease, the payback will be worth it.

Scaling systems to a size large enough to monitor
the physical world raises immediate problems of ad-
ministration and utilization—the very problem that
autonomic computing sets out to solve—and we can-
not simply look to existing computer systems for
guidance. However, by using simple nodes that can
be individually and comprehensively characterized,
it may be possible to learn more about the techniques
required to maintain larger networks of conventional
computers, informing both proactive and autonomic
system builders. Multihop wireless sensor networks,
such as the networks we are working on in collab-
oration with our colleagues at the University of Cal-
ifornia, Berkeley,4,5 have exactly this characteristic.

Real-time and closed loop operation. If we expect
our computers to become more integrated with the
physical world, real-time response will become a crit-
ical factor that needs to be supported by all com-
puter systems. In the 1960s, computer systems were
either fully interactive, putting humans in the con-
trol loop, or completely inflexible, built on a ded-
icated control system. In order to integrate systems
fully into real-world tasks, the systems must be able
to respond faster than is possible with a person in
the control loop: they must have real-time response
to physical-world events.

If general-purpose computing systems were rede-
signed to make real-time guarantees, many new pro-
active applications would be possible and perhaps
even begin to appear as mass-market shrink-wrapped
software in major retail stores. However, the under-
lying issue is that most software systems make no
guarantee of a real-time response, instead hiding be-
hind layers of abstraction without considering the
response time induced by varying conditions. Those
of us familiar with the embedded systems world typ-
ically resort to specialized software based on real-
time operating systems (RTOS) for critical control ap-

plications, capabilities that are not supported by most
general platforms.

Anticipation. Anticipation is a cornerstone of pro-
active computing. For systems to be truly proactive,
they need to in some sense predict the future. Our
research is currently focusing on the use of context,
statistical reasoning, and data-handling, all summa-
rized below, as a baseline for anticipating a user’s
needs. Utilizing these techniques, and others, will
allow systems to quickly handle real-world situations
and provide the appropriate level of user interac-
tion.

Context aware operation. Portable and wirelessly con-
nected systems have opened up the opportunity to
use contextual information, such as physical location
and the availability of surrounding infrastructure, to
modify the behavior of applications. Both autonomic
and proactive systems can take advantage of context
by using the environment in which they operate to
guide policy decisions. Autonomic computing can be
of benefit directly in supporting new configurations,
for example, through the local discovery of resources
and setting up default operation. Proactive systems,
working at a higher level, can filter information for
display and customize the effects of commands.

Location is one of the most useful parameters to de-
fine context, and making high-fidelity location infor-
mation available to mobile devices and their support-
ing systems is one of our immediate research goals.
Some of our research programs are looking at ways
to track the location of objects inside a building (be-
yond the capabilities of GPS, the Global Positioning
System), taking advantage of the properties of ex-
isting wireless networks, or finding solutions for aug-
menting environments in a cost-effective way. We
are also developing a location representation and ap-
plication interface that allows common access to the
data, essentially examining the type of protocol stack
that might be useful as a standard to fuse and dis-
seminate location information.

Statistical reasoning. In the last decade there have
been advances in analytical techniques that use sta-
tistical methods to solve important problems. These
techniques have expanded and even replaced some
of the more traditional approaches using determin-
istic methods. Examples of applied techniques in-
clude Hidden Markov Models, genetic algorithms,
and Bayesian techniques. We believe there is con-
siderable benefit in applying these techniques to the
management and analysis of large systems, both in
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the information technology field and for process con-
trol and manufacturing in industry.

In some World Wide Web applications such as the
Google search engine, these techniques are already
being applied to data mining. Other successful ar-
eas of computer science that use statistical techniques
are speech recognition, vision processing, and even
the routing algorithms used by some computer-aided
design tools. Moving forward, we will apply statis-
tics to information contained in the physical world
on a real-time basis.

Proactive data-handling. The exponential increase in
the density of data-storage technology and the in-
creasing network bandwidth available for data trans-
port provide the means for proactive computing sys-
tems to quickly provide data to users without their
explicit intervention. Proactive computing systems
can take advantage of high-density portable storage
that allows systems to prefetch data, which might be
useful to users in the future without burdening them
with a cumbersome mobile device. Likewise, high-
bandwidth networks can move bulk data to a server
physically near a user in a short period of time—a
technique we call data staging. However, autonomic
techniques must make certain that users are able to
trust such systems by ensuring they are able to op-
erate under a wide variety of conditions.

Both local data caching and data staging can play a
vital role in supporting user mobility. Networks pro-
vide invaluable up-to-date connectivity, but if relied
on completely, will sometimes fail a user when they
are not available or become congested. Local data
caching, in contrast, can serve a user if the cache con-
tents are well chosen, but the data may not always
be the latest version. By utilizing both of these tech-
niques, proactive computing aims to make data avail-
able to computers moving through the physical world
in real time, thus supporting the overall vision.

Catalyzing research

In order to embrace these challenges, we briefly sum-
marize two of the projects that are part of Intel Re-
search’s project portfolio and designed to drive re-
search and the use of computers beyond traditional
environments.

Labscape. This project (in collaboration with the
University of Washington) sets out to augment a mi-
crobiology laboratory and automate the recording
and analysis of results, a prime example of an envi-

ronment for which computing has had little impact.
Labscape6 sets out to instrument reagents, reaction
vessels, test equipment, and the staff, and track their
relative location during the experimental process
(Figure 2). During any experimental procedure,
many processes need to be recorded in a laboratory
notebook; however, some steps are sometimes omit-
ted, and sometimes, cross contamination occurs be-
tween reagents. In a traditional laboratory these fail-
ures can only be tracked down by skilled staff; there
are no inherent mechanisms for monitoring status.
With Labscape, the whole experiment can be re-
corded electronically and automatically generate a
notebook entry for the method and results. The ben-
efit is that no steps are accidentally lost, and further-
more, an expert system can examine the data for po-
tential contamination risks and other experimental
pitfalls.

In Labscape, a complex web of computation is cre-
ated as the result of many communicating compo-
nents. The principles of autonomic computing are
essential as the underpinning for these systems, en-
abling the components to reliably and efficiently co-
operate with one another. However, it is also beyond
the scope of traditional computing environments
touching the physical world, needing real-time re-
sponse, and keeping the user out of the computa-
tional loop wherever possible. Thus proactive com-
puting plays a vital role in the management and
coordination of such a system, making inferences and
using context to record data and assess risk.

The Personal Server. The Personal Server7 focuses
on a user’s interaction with personal mobile data
through the world around him or her, inspired by
the trends in computation, storage, and short-range
wireless communication standards. The underlying
thesis is that storage density, which is doubling an-
nually, will lead to one-inch disks that may store over
one terabyte by 2012. With this information density
available, it will be possible to carry vast amounts of
data in one’s pocket, some of which may really be
needed, and other information that might be in-
cluded, just in case. The device, which we call a Per-
sonal Server (Figure 3), can be small enough that a
person will always have it available, perhaps embed-
ded in a cellular phone or worn as jewelry. Because
it does not rely on an integrated display as its pri-
mary interface, it can be quite small and still pro-
vide rich interaction. It is designed to take advan-
tage of the surrounding computing and display
infrastructure, allowing information to be opportu-
nistically viewed on neighboring displays, thus free-
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ing users from carrying the bulk and weight of a
screen. Standard wireless protocols, which typically
provide the mechanism for sending data between the
device and the host, can be used in an ad hoc and
proactive way to discover useful information in the
environment and record it for future use. Similar op-
portunities occur when a Personal Server encounters
other Personal Servers that may advertise particular
information, enabling personal peer-to-peer sharing.

Once again autonomic principles are required for
this system to be successful, establishing a sense of
self for the Personal Server and guarding against pos-
sible adverse data or programs that may be pushed
onto it. In addition, proactive techniques are required
for predicting the types of data the user needs, based
on previous data access patterns or the context of
the user.

WORKBENCH SERVER

MICROPHONE

BENCH
INSTRUMENT

GAS
WATER

SPEAKER

DISPLAY

DEVICE
SERVER

LOCATION SENSOR

PERSONAL
SERVER
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Figure 2 Labscape—instrumenting a microbiology laboratory (used with permission of Larry Arnstein,
 University of Washington)

Figure 3 A Personal Server prototype
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The future of computing

Computing has reached a point where conventional
office-bound information technology is no longer the
main driver for the expansion of computational in-
frastructure. There are many tasks, both exotic and
mundane, that can benefit from applied computa-
tion. The networking of embedded computers will
unlock data that are presently stranded and allow
us to apply computation beyond traditional bound-
aries. As these data flow into larger systems, new op-
portunities will be found to bring about productivity
gains from the data and to offer new services that
impact our lives. However, dealing with thousands
of processors per person, and the torrents of data
that they provide, will force us to move from inter-
active to proactive paradigms. This move is the aim
of the proactive computing program at Intel Re-
search, which encompasses activities in universities
and industry alike to develop mechanisms that sup-
port proactive behavior.

It is clear that many of the examples we have de-
scribed will also rely on the principles of autonomic
computing, because they have an inherent need for
self-configuration, self-healing, and self-monitoring.
These factors are necessary for scalable systems and
thus are integral to both endeavors.

We have all enjoyed an exciting ride as the comput-
ing industry has moved faster than any other in his-
tory in terms of its technological progress, mainly
because of the exponential growth factors driving
higher processor performance, increasing memory
density, and lowering power consumption. However,
the ride is far from over, and under the auspices of
autonomic and proactive techniques, computers will
take us in some very new directions.
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Dynamic
reconfiguration: Basic
building blocks for
autonomic computing
on IBM pSeries servers

by J. Jann
L. M. Browning
R. S. Burugula

A logical partition in an IBM pSeriesTM

symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) system is a
subset of the hardware of the SMP that can
host an operating system (OS) instance.
Dynamic reconfiguration (DR) on these
logically partitioned servers enables the
movement of hardware resources (such as
processors, memory, and I/O slots) from one
logical partition to another without requiring
reboots. This capability also enables an
autonomic agent to monitor usage of the
partitions and automatically move hardware
resources to a needy OS instance
nondisruptively. Today, as SMPs and
nonuniform memory access (NUMA) systems
become larger and larger, the ability to run
several instances of an operating system(s) on
a given hardware system, so that each OS
instance plus its subsystems scale or perform
well, has the advantage of an optimal
aggregate performance, which can translate
into cost savings for customers. Though static
partitioning provides a solution to this overall
performance optimization problem, DR
enables an improved solution by providing the
capability to dynamically move hardware
resources to a needy OS instance in a timely
fashion to match workload demands. Hence,
DR capabilities serve as key building blocks
for workload managers to provide self-
optimizing and self-configuring features.
Besides dynamic resource balancing, DR also
enables Dynamic Capacity Upgrade on
Demand, and self-healing features such as
Dynamic CPU Sparing, a winning solution for

users in this age of rapid growth in Web
servers on the Internet.

One of the cardinal features of an autonomic com-
ponent in an information technology (IT) infrastruc-
ture is the ability of the component to adapt itself
smoothly to changes in its environment. Endowing
a computing system with this self-management fea-
ture often translates to the implementation of self-
protecting, self-healing, self-optimizing, and self-con-
figuring algorithms and subcomponents. Because the
primary role of an operating system (OS) is to man-
age the physical resources of a computer system so
as to optimize the performance of its applications
(including middleware, which consists of applications
from the perspective of the OS), an OS supporting
autonomic computing1 needs to handle the changes
in the amount of physical resources allocated to it
in a smooth fashion. Some of the most prominent
physical resources of an OS are processors, physical
memory, and I/O devices.

The current tendency among the noncommodity
symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) system vendors is
to develop systems that are increasingly large in terms
of the number of processors, number of I/O slots, and
memory size. Although advances in the design of
hardware continue to provide rapid increases in the
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sizes of these physical resources, a number of major
applications and subsystems often lag behind in scal-
ability; hence, the trend in high-end SMPs is to sup-
port partitioning of large SMPs and to use these sys-
tems for effective server consolidation. Partitioned
SMPs typically come in two kinds: systems with phys-
ical partitions (PPARs) and systems with logical par-
titions (LPARs). In a physically partitioned system,
the granularity of partitioning is typically coarse, be-
cause the partitioning occurs at physical boundaries
such as system boards. In a logically partitioned sys-
tem, the granularity of partitioning is typically much
more fine-grained, such as a single CPU or even a
fraction of a CPU, a small block of memory, or an
I/O-slot instead of an entire I/O-bus. Hence a given
SMP can be subdivided into many more LPARs than
PPARs.

IBM first provided LPAR support in the Advanced In-
teractive Executive (AIX*) operating system with the
introduction of the pSeries* 690 system in Decem-
ber 2001. This first release of LPAR support was static
in nature, that is, the reassignment of a resource from
one LPAR to another LPAR cannot be made while AIX
is actively running, and both the donor LPAR and the
receiver LPAR must be rebooted to enable a reas-
signment. For such a system to provide support for
various resource-related autonomic computing fea-
tures, such as dynamic resource balancing across
LPARs, Capacity on Demand, Dynamic CPU Sparing,
and hot swapping, it needs to augment the static par-
titioning capabilities with dynamic LPAR (DLPAR) ca-
pabilities. As of 2002, the pSeries 690 supports the
dynamic reassignment of resources across LPARs run-
ning AIX. In AIX, this functionality is referred to as
dynamic reconfiguration (DR). Since AIX is an en-
terprise UNIX** operating system that has been de-
signed to be robust, high in performance, rich in
functions and support of platforms, and hence
monolithic, the addition of a valuable autonomic
computing feature such as DR has to be carefully
morphed into the existing semantics, code base, and
structural organization of the operating system.
These challenges found in adding autonomic com-
puting capabilities are encountered by most of the
large systems with a significant installation base.
Later in this paper, we briefly describe the design of
DR in AIX and show that with carefully developed
designs, autonomic computing capabilities can be
added to an enterprise quality OS, while preserving
its performance, semantics, and structural organi-
zation. Besides describing the designs within AIX that
enable the smooth migration of physical resources,
we also describe how these designs are being ex-

ploited to provide a variety of valuable autonomic
computing features to an IT establishment.

Autonomic benefits of DLPAR. DLPAR in a pSeries
690-AIX system offers a great deal of flexibility to
users, allowing resources to be shifted to where they
are most needed without impacting system availabil-
ity. The DLPAR technologies that have been devel-
oped provide the basic building blocks on which
many self-optimizing, self-configuring, self-protect-
ing, and self-healing features of the system are built.
These features enable the implementation of auto-
nomic system management and goal-oriented pol-
icies to optimize the performance and usage of
system resources. DR also improves the levels of re-
source utilization and the reliability and serviceabil-
ity (RAS) characteristics of the SMP, that translate into
real cost savings for the IT establishment.

Some of the benefits offered by an SMP with LPAR
capabilities are:

1. Servers can be consolidated by simply placing the
workloads of several smaller servers into separate
LPARs of a big SMP, hence reducing and unifying
systems administration tasks.

2. Workloads can be separated by designating sep-
arate LPARs to run different workloads, for exam-
ple, one LPAR for development work, one LPAR
for testing, and several LPARs for production
workloads.

3. The running of an application/subsystem/OS at its
optimal performance and scalability can be ob-
tained on an LPAR with optimal amounts of
physical resources for that specific instance of
application/subsystem/OS.

DLPAR additionally enables the following autonomic
features in a system:

● Dynamic Capacity on Demand (DCOD)—DLPAR
enables cross-partition workload management,
which is particularly important for server consol-
idation, in that it can be used to better leverage
system resources across partitions, thereby achiev-
ing higher levels of resource utilization, resulting
in enhanced system throughput. Here is a possi-
ble usage scenario: The LPARs on an SMP are the
servers for workloads originating from users in dif-
ferent time zones of the country, or even from dif-
ferent cities around the globe. While one LPAR
“sleeps,” its spare resources can be shifted to an-
other LPAR that “wakes up” to do its work for the
day. This shifting can be done manually via oper-
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ator command, and then later can be automated
via the Global Resource Manager (GRM, an au-
tomated resource balancer across a specified group
of LPARs in an SMP, based on OS utilization and
needs) or the enterprise WorkLoad Manager
(eWLM, an end-to-end response-time-based load
balancer for “instrumented” applications spanning
LPARs in an SMP, or even across SMPs).

● Dynamic Capacity Upgrade on Demand
(DCUoD)—DLPAR enables the upcoming DCUoD
feature of the pSeries 690 by allowing customers
to purchase a server with extra unlicensed resource
capacity, and later license and add this capacity
dynamically to running AIX LPARs as their resource
requirements increase.

● Dynamic CPU Guard and Dynamic CPU
Sparing—DLPAR allows systems to smoothly re-
place processors that show intermittent, but cor-
rectable, errors. This self-healing feature will con-
tinue to become important with reduction in the
silicon device size along with greater and greater
integration on a chip. The Dynamic CPU Guard
feature is an improved and dynamic version of the
existing RAS feature named CPU Guard in earlier
AIX versions. The older CPU Guard feature pre-

dicts the failure of a running CPU by monitoring
certain types of transient errors and dynamically
takes the CPU off line, but it does not provide a
substitute CPU, so that a customer is left with less
computing power. Additionally, the older feature
will not allow an SMP to operate with less than two
processors. The DLPAR technologies allow the OS
to function even with one processor. In addition,
the Dynamic CPU Sparing feature allows the trans-
parent substitution of a good unlicensed proces-
sor for one that is suspected of being defective. This
on-line switch is made seamlessly, so that appli-
cations and kernel extensions are not impacted.
The new processor autonomously replaces the de-
fective one. Dynamic CPU Guard and Dynamic CPU
Sparing work together to protect a customer’s in-
vestments through their self-diagnosing and self-
healing software. Both features are planned to be
available on pSeries 690 servers in AIX 5.2.

The IBM pSeries DLPAR system
architecture

The initial release of DR will be supported on the
POWER4 pSeries 690 and 670 servers. Figure 1 illus-
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trates the RS/6000* system architecture for DLPAR.
In the diagram, LMB stands for logical memory block
and is the granularity of physical and logical mem-
ory assigned to an LPAR. In AIX 5.2, an LMB will con-
sist of 256 MB of contiguous memory. The size of an
LMB is expected to decrease in future releases of AIX.

In this section we list some of the pSeries system com-
ponents that had to be modified to become DR-aware
in order to implement DLPAR. Some of these com-
ponents were introduced during the implementation
of static LPAR (e.g., the hardware management con-
sole, hypervisor, global firmware, and two registers
for partition memory management), and some com-
ponents existed even before LPAR existed (e.g., lo-
cal firmware and AIX). We did not have to introduce
any new components for the implementation of
DLPAR; we only made changes to existing ones.

Hardware management console. The hardware
management console (HMC) is the main control point
for DLPAR configuration definitions and operations.
In the initial release, these operations are controlled
mainly through a new resource management graph-
ical user interface (GUI) that runs on the HMC. This
GUI invokes a new HMC command that encapsulates
the DLPAR request and provides the necessary se-
quencing, so that the firmware and the OS can act
in a coordinated fashion to achieve the desired re-
sult. Internally, this new HMC command notifies both
the OS and the global firmware of a remove or add
request. In time, this command will be used by other
programs such as the GRM to dynamically transfer
resources based on capacity requirements.

Global and local firmware. Global firmware provides
the basic DLPAR enablement through machine-de-
pendent logic that is designed to start, stop, and elec-
tronically isolate physical resources within the con-
text of a logical partition. That is, global firmware
performs these operations indirectly at the request
of the OS, which actually passes these requests to the
local firmware of the LPAR. In general, the local firm-
ware does not contain machine-dependent logic, but
is used to provide an abstraction to the OS of the log-
ical resources that are currently assigned to the LPAR.
The OS utilizes the local firmware interfaces to de-
termine the identity and physical characteristics of
logical resources that are present in the LPAR and
to control them. For example, local firmware pro-
vides interfaces to start, stop, isolate, and unisolate
logical resources by invoking functions provided by
the global firmware.

AIX. When the OS receives a request to add or re-
move a resource, it has to take actions, both in the
user space and in the kernel, to achieve the desired
result. These actions are described in more detail in
the next section.

AIX DR components

Dynamic reconfiguration support in AIX 5.2 is pro-
vided for three types of hardware resources: proces-
sors, memory, and I/O slots. In this AIX release, the
granularity of addition or removal for processors is
one CPU; for memory, 256 MB; and for I/O, one PCI
(Peripheral Component Interconnect) slot. In future
releases of AIX, finer granularities are planned for
both memory and processor. The following subsec-
tions briefly describe the design for the addition and
removal of each hardware resource type, and the ker-
nel modifications required for enabling DR in AIX.
Although we mostly focus on DR as an enabler of
autonomic computing in this paper, we have also
used autonomic computing principles even within the
DR design, an example of which is given in a sub-
sequent subsection entitled “Dynamic removal of
memory.”

DR of processors. Achieving dynamic reconfigura-
tion of processors introduced changes to the base
kernel as follows:

1. For consecutive CPU identifiers (IDs), the kernel
keeps track of its CPUs by assigning a distinct num-
ber, called a logical CPU ID, to each of its CPUs.
Prior to DR, the kernel assumed that these log-
ical CPU IDs were consecutive numbers, that is,
no holes were allowed. To be able to randomly
remove and add CPUs without perceptible disrup-
tion to applications, we had to modify the kernel
so that it can tolerate missing items in the num-
bering of logical CPU IDs. Though we could have
modified the kernel whichever way we wanted,
there are many third-party applications (e.g., de-
vice drivers and performance tools) that assume
consecutive numbering of CPUs, and they must be
provided with binary compatibility, so as to fulfill
the backward compatibility objective of AIX.
Hence, another layer of numbering, bind CPU IDs,
was introduced. The bind CPU ID abstraction pro-
vides a consecutive numbering of on-line CPUs for
applications, even when the logical CPU IDs in the
kernel are randomly removed and added, that is,
the list of logical CPU IDs now becomes a list of
on-line CPUs and off-line or removed CPUs.
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2. For MP/UP locks, some components of the kernel
were coded to decide at boot time whether they
will acquire uniprocessor (UP) locks or multipro-
cessor (MP)-capable locks during the lifetime of
the OS session. These components were modified
so that they will function properly even when DR
changes the system dynamically from a UP to an
MP (and vice versa).

Dynamic removal of processors. Dynamic removal of
a processor involves the following tasks initiated from
the OS:

1. Notify DR-registered applications and kernel ex-
tensions, if any, so that they will voluntarily re-
move dependencies on the CPU to be removed.
This task typically involves unbinding the threads
that are bound to the CPU being removed.

2. Migrate threads bound to this CPU to another run-
ning CPU.

3. Retarget pending interrupts, and change the bind-
ings of all interrupts currently bound to the pro-
cessor to be removed. This task involves chang-
ing the interrupt controller data structures.

4. Migrate the timers and threads from the CPU be-
ing removed to another CPU within the same
LPAR.

5. Notify the hypervisor or firmware to complete the
removal task.

Dynamic addition of processors. Dynamic addition
of a processor involves the following tasks initiated
from the OS:

1. Create a process (waitproc) for idle looping on
the incoming CPU before it starts to do real work.

2. Set up various hardware registers (e.g., SDR1 �
Search Descriptor Register 1, which defines the
start physical address and size of the page table
in memory, GPR1 (General Purpose Register 1)
for kernel stack, GPR2 for the kernel table of con-
tents, etc.) of the incoming CPU.

3. Allocate or initialize, or both, the processor-spe-
cific kernel data structures (dispatcher run-queue,
per-processor data area, interrupt stack, etc.) for
the incoming CPU.

4. Add support for the incoming CPU to the inter-
rupt subsystem.

5. Notify the DR-registered applications and kernel
extensions that a new CPU has been added.

DR of memory. The implementation of dynamic re-
configuration of memory in AIX 5.2 enables the re-
moval and addition of 256 MB contiguous sections

of memory. This unit is referred to as a logical mem-
ory block (LMB). A smaller-sized LMB, for example,
16 MB, will be allowed in future releases of AIX.

Two important challenges were resolved during the
implementation of memory DR: In the first one, the
physical addresses of some memory are exposed to
manipulation by applications over which the kernel
does not have direct control. These accesses are al-
lowed for functional reasons in some cases (e.g., di-
rect memory access, or DMA), and for performance
reasons in other cases (e.g., pretranslated address-
es). Pretranslated addressing is an internal feature
of AIX with which virtual-to-physical address trans-
lations for a data buffer to be involved in a DMA op-
eration is done only once for the life of the data
buffer. DR of page-frames with these uses can be han-
dled in at least two ways: (1) by modifying the ker-
nel and firmware so that such accesses by kernel ex-
tensions to the page-frame being removed can be
controlled; or (2) by requiring kernel subsystems to
register a DR callback function with the kernel DR
subsystem, and invoking the callback function at
memory removal time.

We have applied both techniques, choosing one over
the other, depending on the specific circumstances,
while minimizing the impact on system performance
as well as kernel changes. In the case of DMA, the
kernel and firmware control the access to the mem-
ory being removed by selectively disabling the bus
traffic while the contents of the memory with DMA
are being migrated to a new location. In the case of
pretranslated addresses, a callback mechanism is
used.

The second challenge is enabling the translation-on
execution of the majority of the kernel, which pre-
viously was run in translation-off mode and hence
required maximally sized data structures to be al-
located at boot time for the maximum amount of
physical memory that the AIX/LPAR instance can po-
tentially grow into.

Dynamic removal of memory. For the purpose of dy-
namic removal, we classify the memory page frames
of AIX into five categories: unused, pageable, pinned,
DMA-mapped, and translation-off memory. The ap-
proach taken to remove a page-frame (4096 bytes)
in each of these categories is as follows:

1. A page-frame containing a free page is simply re-
moved from its free-list.
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2. A page-frame containing a pageable page can be
made to either page out its contents to disk or to
migrate its contents to a different free page-frame.
In the future, an autonomous agent, for exam-
ple, GRM or eWLM, can choose one of these two
approaches, depending on its knowledge of mem-
ory availability.

3. A page-frame containing a pinned page will have
its contents migrated to a different page-frame;
also the page-fault reload handler had to be made
to spin during the migration.

4. A page-frame containing a DMA-mapped page
cannot be removed or have its contents migrated
until all the accesses to the page are blocked.
Here, the term “DMA-mapped page-frame” is
used generically to mean a page-frame whose
physical address is subject to read or write by an
external (to kernel) entity such as a DMA engine.
The contents of a DMA-mapped page-frame are
migrated to a different page-frame with a new hy-
pervisor call (h_migrate_dma) that will selectively
suspend the bus traffic while it is modifying the
TCEs (translation control entries) in system mem-
ory used by the bus unit controller for DMA ac-
cesses.

Other page-frames whose physical addresses are
exposed to external entities are handled by invok-
ing preregistered DR callback routines and then
waiting for completion of the removal of their de-
pendencies on the page.

5. A page-frame containing translation-off pages will
not be removed by DR in AIX 5.2. Fortunately,
there is just a small amount of these page-frames,
and they are usually colocated in low memory.
These page frames are intended to be handled in
later AIX releases.

The design and implementation of dynamic mem-
ory removal has manifested itself as three modular
functions, such that one can mix and match these
functions in several possible ways, adapting to the
state of the system at the time of memory removal,
thus achieving the desired end result with the most
optimal path. This design adheres to the self-opti-
mizing principles of autonomic computing, as de-
scribed in Reference 2. These three modular func-
tions perform the following three tasks respectively
on the memory (LMB) being removed: (a) remove
its free and clean pages from the regular use of VMM
(Virtual Memory Manager), (b) page-out its page-

able dirty pages, and (c) migrate the contents of each
remaining page-frame in the LMB to a free page-
frame outside the LMB. Memory removal can be im-
plemented with any one of the sequences: abc, ac,
bc, or just c.

For example, the decision to either invoke page-out
(task b) or to migrate (task c) all the pages depends
on the load in the LPAR at that particular time. If
the LMB being removed contains a lot of dirty pages
that belong to highly active threads, then it does not
make sense to invoke task b, because these pages
will be paged back in almost immediately, negatively
impacting the efficiency of the system.

As a second example, if there are not enough free
frames in other LMBs to migrate the pages to, then
the memory removal procedure can invoke task b
before invoking task c, so that there will be far fewer
pages left that need to be migrated in task c.

Dynamic addition of memory. When a memory-add
request arrives at AIX, it has to perform two tasks:
allocate and initialize software page descriptors that
will hold meta-data for the incoming memory, and
distribute the incoming memory among several free-
frame pools so as to preserve the behavior of mem-
ory management algorithms. The challenges encoun-
tered in implementing these two tasks and how they
were resolved are now described.

The primary challenge was the allocation of mem-
ory for the software page descriptors for the incom-
ing memory. The problem was that, prior to DR, these
page descriptors could be accessed in translation-
off mode while trying to reload a page mapping into
the hardware page table. If the page descriptors are
allowed to be accessed in translation-off mode, the
memory allocated for those new descriptors has to
be physically contiguous with the memory for exist-
ing descriptors, which implies that memory has to
be reserved at boot time for descriptors for the max-
imal amount of memory that the OS instance can po-
tentially grow into. This can potentially incur inef-
ficiency and wastage of much memory, particularly
if not utilized. We avoided this wastage by changing
the kernel so that software page descriptor data
structures are always accessed in translation-on
mode.

Another challenge that was resolved while imple-
menting dynamic memory addition was the difficulty
in distributing the incoming memory across differ-
ent page replacement daemons, so that each dae-
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mon handles a roughly equal load. In AIX, memory
is hierarchically represented by the data structures
vmpool, mempool, and frameset. A vmpool repre-
sents an affinity domain of memory. A vmpool is di-
vided into multiple mempools, each mempool be-
ing managed by a single page replacement least
recently used (LRU) daemon. Each mempool is fur-
ther subdivided into one or more framesets that con-
tain the free-frame lists, so as to improve the scal-
ability of free-frame allocators. When new memory
is added to AIX, the vmpool that it should belong to
is defined by the physical placement of the memory
chip. Within that vmpool, we want to distribute the
memory across all the available mempools to bal-
ance the load on page replacement daemons. How-
ever, the kernel assumed that a mempool consisted
of physically contiguous memory. Thus, to be able
to break up the new memory (LMB) into several parts
and distribute them across different mempools, the
kernel was modified to allow mempools to be made
up of discontiguous sections of memory.

DR of I/O slots. The methods to dynamically con-
figure or unconfigure a device have been introduced
as early as AIX version 3. The changes required in
the kernel design for DR of I/O slots were not in the
same scale as those for DR of processors, and par-
ticularly those for DR of memory. The reason is that
the onus of configuring or unconfiguring a device lies
with the device driver software, which operates in
the kernel extension environment. The kernel just
acts as a provider of serialization mechanisms for
devices accessing common resources and as an in-
termediary between the applications and the device
drivers.

Challenges of adding autonomic features to
a mature UNIX OS

The AIX kernel is an industrial strength pageable and
pre-emptable kernel that offers high performance
and scalability (up to 32-way SMP) and supports many
vendor device drivers, databases, and applications.
The same kernel source code supports all reason-
able combinations of 32-bit or 64-bit kernels, 32- or
64-bit applications, and 32- or 64-bit RISC (reduced
instruction-set computer) systems with old and new
RISC architectures, uniprocessors, and multiproces-
sors. Being friendly to its users, AIX goes out of its
way to offer backward binary compatibility in a wide
variety of situations. Being robust and having high
performance, the critical kernel sections are skill-
fully guarded by a carefully crafted hierarchy of data
and code locks. Implementing DR involved careful

changes to numerous critical components of the AIX
kernel.

Self-healing and self-protecting features

DR also serves as the foundation for a new advanced
self-healing and self-protecting technology, especially
when it is coupled with the presence of extra unli-
censed capacity. This new technology enhances a pre-
existing self-diagnosing technology, called the CPU
Guard feature, that monitors recoverable error rates
for processors. At its simplest level, this new tech-
nology substitutes a spare processor in a transparent
fashion for a processor that the system has internally
diagnosed as being defective. Spare resources are
only present if the system was shipped with extra un-
licensed capacity as defined by the Capacity Upgrade
on Demand solution, although it should be noted
that there are no license keys that have to be entered
to enable this new Dynamic CPU Sparing technol-
ogy. This Dynamic CPU Sparing feature does not ad-
dress the case in which a CPU fails so suddenly that
a state-save and an orderly live swap of the CPU can-
not be performed.

The technical aspects of this new technology are out-
lined next. Firmware monitors the health of each pro-
cessor in terms of the number of recoverable errors.
If this number exceeds an internal threshold, it raises
a repeat guard error to the operating system and
makes available an unlicensed processor, assuming
that one is available. AIX acts on this error notifi-
cation by invoking the DR Manager, which guides
the self-protecting procedure from the perspective
of an operating system. If an unlicensed processor
is not available, it proceeds to take the defective pro-
cessor off line in a fashion similar to that of the ex-
isting CPU Guard feature; this procedure constitutes
a self-protecting feature of the system. If an unli-
censed processor is available, the procedure uses it
as a substitute for the defective one, making the
switch transparently with the new DR technologies.
This action constitutes a self-healing feature of the
system.

The DR Manager determines whether an unlicensed
processor is available through the use of new firm-
ware routines, and if it finds one, attempts to take
ownership of it from the firmware by invoking new
firmware routines. These new firmware routines are
the same ones that are used for DR processor ad-
dition, although a different return code is used to
indicate that they are reserved for self-healing. Next,
the DR Manager queries the kernel to determine the
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identity of the defective processor, which was named
by the repeat guard error log entry. Finally, it invokes
the kernel to perform the live swap.

The new processor is always started before the de-
fective one is stopped, so that this technology can
be applied to a single-processor LPAR—an improve-
ment over the old CPU Guard self-protecting tech-
nology, which could not remove the last two on-line
processors. At a high level, the switch is made by tak-
ing over the execution of the defective processor and
using it to control the sequence of events that are
required to transparently complete the switch, much
of which has to be run on the defective processor
itself, since the new processor is going to assume the
logical identity of the failing one eventually. This is
largely a matter of preserving the physical state of
the defective processor and atomically reprogram-
ming any funneled hardware interrupts that may be
directed to the defective physical processor before
allowing the new processor to begin operating.

The kernel actually performs the switch by masking
external interrupts on the defective processor, so that
it is not expected to respond to external events that
may be generated by adapters or other processors
in the partition, and by tightly controlling the exe-
cution of the new processor. Before starting the new
processor, the defective processor saves the state of
its registers, so that they can be restored by the new
processor once it is functioning. Next, it vacates its
logical CPU ID inside the kernel so that the new pro-
cessor can be brought up in the proper logical CPU ID
relative to the kernel. This is important in that log-
ical workloads assigned to the defective logical pro-
cessor (e.g., its threads and timers) do not need to
be migrated, which in large part constitutes the trans-
parency of the switch. There are many logical pro-
cessor states and very few physical processor states
that need to be taken care of. Next, it invokes firm-
ware to start the new processor at a startup routine
that is specific to this algorithm, and it waits for the
new processor to indicate that it has successfully
added itself to the global processor interrupt queue.
Once this occurs, the defective processor can stop
itself without fear of losing any external interrupts.
This synchronization point is required to ensure that
the global processor interrupt queue has at least one
processor at all times. At this point, the new pro-
cessor loads the register state that was previously pre-
served and resumes the execution path previously
established by the defective processor.

This self-healing technology is built into the AIX base
operating system and is automatically enabled by de-
fault, although the customer may disable it through
system management options. This new technology
is initially available on the pSeries model 690.

Self-optimizing and self-configuring
features

The next release of AIX will have provisions for the
automatic movement of its logical resources between
LPARs, allowing the overall utilization of the phys-
ical resources of an SMP to be increased at no extra
cost to the installation. For example, an agent, such
as a Global Resource Manager (GRM), will monitor
the utilizations, needs, and Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) of a pool of LPARs and autonomously move
the DR resources from an underutilized LPAR to a
needy one, hence enriching the SMP with self-opti-
mizing and self-configuring capabilities in a timely
fashion. GRM also ensures that the DR movements
will be orchestrated in a smooth fashion and with-
out undesirable oscillations.

Additionally, as part of the IBM autonomic initiative,
work is ongoing to provide optimal end-to-end re-
sponse time for “instrumented” Web and commer-
cial applications that span the LPARs of an SMP, as
well as applications that span SMPs with or without
LPARs, based on SLAs.

Conclusion

The DLPAR and DR technologies that have been de-
veloped on the IBM pSeries 690 servers have enabled
these servers to become truly autonomic computer
servers. As described in this paper, these servers have
features that are self-protecting and self-healing, and
they have the basic building blocks that enable these
systems to be self-configuring and self-optimizing.
The self-configuring and self-optimizing features are
currently planned to be available in the near future.
Thus, all four self-managing features that are at the
heart of an autonomic server will soon be available
on the pSeries 690. DLPAR is a strategic pSeries AIX
capability and will also be made available on future
pSeries servers.

In a possible future enhancement, virtualization of
a physical processor into virtual processors allows
the processor resource to be sharable in a fine-
grained fashion (instead of one processor at a time)
among a pool of LPARs in the SMP.
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Introduction

The high-tech industry has spent decades creating systems of ever-increasing

complexity to solve a wide variety of business problems. Today complexity

itself has become part of the problem. After deployment, hardware and software

problems occur, people make mistakes and networks grow and change. Improve-

ments and changes in performance and capacity of IT components can require

constant human intervention. A machine waiting for a human to tune it and

fix it can translate into lost dollars.

With the expense challenges that many companies face, IT managers want 

to improve the return on investment of IT by reducing the total cost of

ownership, improving the quality of service and managing IT complexity.

Autonomic computing helps address these issues and more by using technology

to manage technology. Autonomics is a term derived from human biology. In

the same way that your body’s autonomic system monitors your heartbeat,

checks your blood-sugar level and keeps your body temperature at 98.6° F

without any conscious effort on your part, autonomic computing components

anticipate needs and resolve problems—without human intervention.

IBM products with autonomic capabilities can deliver customer value with

their predictive and proactive functions that anticipate changing conditions

and problems. This paper defines the customer value of autonomic computing,

the requirements for achieving an autonomic environment, the steps for

successful implementation and the products that are making this computing

concept a reality.

The customer value of autonomic computing

Autonomic computing was conceived of as a way to help reduce the cost and

complexity of owning and operating the IT infrastructure. In an autonomic

environment, IT infrastructure components—from desktop computers to

mainframes—are self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting.

These attributes are the core values of autonomic computing. 
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Self-configuring
With the ability to dynamically configure itself on the fly, an IT infrastructure

can adapt—with minimal human intervention—to the deployment of new

components or changes in the IT environment.

Self-healing
A self-healing IT infrastructure can detect when IT components fail and 

can cure or work around those component failures to provide continued

availability of business applications.

Self-optimizing
Self-optimization is the ability of the IT environment to efficiently address

resource allocation and utilization with minimal human intervention.

Self-protecting
A self-protecting IT environment can detect hostile or intrusive behavior as it

occurs and take autonomous actions to make itself less vulnerable to unauth-

orized access and use, viruses, denial-of-service attacks and general failures.

In an autonomic environment, components work together and communicate

with each other and with high-level management tools. They regulate them-

selves and, sometimes, each other. They can proactively manage the network

while hiding the inherent complexity of these activities from end users.

The IBM view of autonomic computing is to make its software behave auto-

matically and bring the autonomic systems management capability to the

infrastructure, enabling the IT environment—including systems management

software—to configure, optimize, heal and protect itself.  
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Typically a complex IT infrastructure is managed using a set of IT manage-

ment processes. Industry initiatives, including IT Infrastructure Library and

IBM IT Process Model, define best practices for managing the IT environment.

The diagram below shows an example of a typical process flow for incident

management, problem management and change management. The actual

mechanics of how these flows are implemented in a particular IT organization

can vary, but the basic functionality is usually the same.

The efficiency and effectiveness of these processes are typically measured

using metrics like elapsed time of a process, percentage executed correctly,

skill requirements, average cost of execution and so on. Autonomic computing

technology can help improve the efficiency and speed with which these

processes can be implemented by automating some steps in the process.

Quick process initiation: Typical implementations of these processes require a

human to initiate the process (create the request for change, collect incident

details, open a problem record). This usually requires the IT professional 
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to spend time gathering the right information. In a self-managing system,

components can initiate the processes based on information derived directly

from the system. This helps reduce the manual labor and time required to

respond to critical events.

Reduced time and skill requirements: Tasks or activities in these processes

usually stand out as skills-intensive, long-lasting and difficult to complete

correctly the first time because of system complexity. In a change management

process such an activity is change impact analysis, and in problem manage-

ment such an activity is problem diagnosis. In self-managing systems, resources

are instrumented so that the expertise required to perform these tasks can be

encoded into the system, helping reduce the amount of time and skills needed

to perform these tedious tasks. 

The self-managing capability of the IT environment helps improve respon-

siveness, reduce total cost of ownership and improve time to value. It can help

reduce the total cost of ownership because the IT professional can complete

the IT processes at a low average cost, and it can help accelerate time to value

because it reduces the time it takes to execute an IT process. 

The remaining sections discuss the autonomic computing technology and

tools that help make it possible.

Autonomic computing architecture concepts 

The architecture shown in the diagram below identifies the required architec-

tural elements in an autonomic environment. The architecture is organized

into two major elements—a managed element and an autonomic manager.  

Structure of self-management technologies

Sensors Effectors

Sensors

Self-Protecting
Autonomic
Manager

Element

Effectors

Analyze

Monitor Execute
Knowledge
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Self-Configuring
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The managed element is the resource being managed. At this level of the

architecture, the element targeted by management could be a single resource

or a collection of resources. The management element exports sensors and

effectors. Sensors provide mechanisms to collect information about the state

and state transition of an element. Effectors are mechanisms that change the

state of an element. 

Sensors and effectors represent the instrumentation interface that is available

to an autonomic manager. The autonomic manager is a component that imple-

ments the control loop. The architecture decomposes the loop into four parts:

• Monitor—Mechanisms that collect, aggregate, filter, manage and report
details (metrics, topologies and so on) collected from an element.

• Analyze—Mechanisms to correlate and model complex situations (time
series forecasting, queuing models). These mechanisms allow the
autonomic manager to learn about the IT environment and help predict
future situations.

• Plan—Mechanisms to structure the action needed to achieve goals and
objectives. The planning mechanism uses policy information to guide 
its work.

• Execute—Mechanisms that control the execution of a plan with considerations
for on-the-fly updates.

The monitor, analyze, plan and execute parts of the autonomic manager relate

to the functionality of most IT processes. For example, the mechanics and

details of IT processes like change management and problem management 

are different, but it is possible to abstract these into four common functions—

collect the details, analyze the details, create a plan of action and execute 

the plan. These four functions correspond to the monitor, analyze, plan and

execute components of the architecture.

The analyze and plan mechanisms are the essence of an autonomic computing

system, because they encode the know-how to help reduce the skill and time

requirements of the IT professional.

The knowledge part of the autonomic manager is where data and information

used by the four components of the autonomic manager is stored and shared.

Knowledge that can be found here includes policy, topology information,

system logs and performance metrics.
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The architecture prescribes a second set of sensors and effectors. This second

set enables collaboration between autonomic managers. Autonomic managers

can communicate with each other in a peer-to-peer context and with high-

level managers. 

Each autonomic self-management attribute of self-configuring, self-healing,

self-optimizing and self-protecting is the implementation of the intelligent

control loop (in an autonomic manager) for different operational aspects of

configuration, healing, optimization and protection. For example, an autonomic

manager can self-configure the system with the correct software if software is

missing. By observing a failed element, it can self-heal the system by restarting

it. It can self-optimize the current workload if increased capacity is observed.

If an intrusion attempt is detected, it can self-protect the systems by blocking

the intrusion at the perimeter and by verifying the resource.

Autonomic computing in the IT environment

To understand how autonomic computing plays a role in different parts of 

the IT environment, it is important to view the IT environment at different

levels. Self-management within each level involves implementing control

loops to allow individual resources, composite resources and business solutions

to monitor, analyze, plan and execute changes to their environment.
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IBM provides a suite of management products that helps enable automation 

of routine management tasks for individual resource elements. IBM products,

including the IBM® Tivoli® Monitoring family, IBM Tivoli Configuration

Manager, IBM Tivoli Access Manager and IBM Tivoli Storage Manager, begin

to bring self-managing capabilities to the IT infrastructure for resource

elements (systems, applications, middleware, networks and storage devices).

IBM is working through IBM Server Group, IBM Software Group and a

variety of third parties to embed the appropriate technologies and enable

resource elements to participate in the autonomic IT infrastructure.

At the composite resource level, the evolution to autonomic computing is

enabled by the evolution to transaction-based management. In the past,

resource elements were traditionally grouped by type (all servers), by location

(all servers within a department or facility) or by function (all Web servers). 

As enterprises develop e-business environments, resources are increasingly

aggregated within a transactional context spanning heterogeneous resources.

For example, servers, applications, databases and storage devices that touch 

e-business transactions would be grouped separately from those assigned to

human resources. If the composite resource grouping is homogenous (such as

a server cluster) or heterogeneous (such as a Web server, database and storage

system), the performance and availability requirements of different transaction

types drive the autonomic activity on individual resource elements. The attain-

ment of service-level objectives for IT transactions causes resources to be

dynamically assigned, configured, optimized and protected for changing business

workloads. IBM Tivoli Monitoring for Transaction Performance, IBM 

Tivoli Storage Resource Manager, IBM Tivoli Identity Director and Tivoli

Configuration Manager are examples of IBM products that work together 

to enable the evolution to autonomics at the composite resource layer. 

The highest layer of the IT environment is a business solution, such as a

customer care system or an electronic auction system. The business solution

layer requires autonomic systems management solutions that comprehend the

state of business processes—based on policies, schedules, trends and service-

level objectives and their consequences—and drive the appropriate behavior

for transactional systems and their underlying individual resources. Business-

aware IBM products include IBM Tivoli Service Level Advisor, IBM Tivoli

Business Systems Manager and IBM Tivoli Systems Automation for S/390®. 
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Autonomic computing levels

Making the IT infrastructure autonomic is an evolutionary process enabled 

by technology, but it is ultimately implemented by each enterprise through

the adoption of these technologies and supporting processes. 

The diagram below represents how an IT environment evolves towards a 

truly autonomic environment, from basic through managed, predictive,

adaptive and finally to a fully autonomic e-business environment. 

1. The basic level represents a starting point where some IT environments 

are today. Each infrastructure element is managed independently by IT

professionals who set it up, monitor it and eventually replace it. 

2. At the managed level systems management technologies can be used to

collect information from disparate systems onto fewer consoles, helping

reduce the time it takes for the administrator to collect and synthesize

information as the IT environment becomes more complex. 
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• Requires extensive,
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Managed
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of data through

management tools

• IT staff analyzes
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• Great system
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• Improved 

productivity
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• System monitors,

correlates and 

recommends action

• IT staff approves
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•IT staff focuses on

enabling business

needs

• Business 

policy drives IT

management

• Business agility 
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3. At the predictive level new technologies are introduced to provide

correlation among several infrastructure elements. These elements can

begin to recognize patterns, predict the optimal configuration and provide

advice on what course of action the administrator should take. 

4. As these technologies improve and as people become more comfortable

with the advice and predictive power of these systems, they can progress 

to the adaptive level. The IT environment can automatically take actions

based on the available information and the knowledge of what is happening

in the environment. 

5. To get to the fully autonomic level the IT infrastructure operation is

governed by business policies and objectives. Users interact with 

autonomic technology tools to monitor business processes, alter |

objectives, or both.

The following sections discuss the autonomic computing levels for each

autonomic characteristic—self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and

self-protecting. This can help you determine your current level of readiness,

assess the capabilities of current tools and evaluate it within the context of a

longer-term view.

Self-configuring

An enterprise can greatly increase its responsiveness to both employees 

and customers with a self-configuring IT environment. With the ability 

to dynamically configure itself on the fly, an IT infrastructure can adapt

immediately—and with minimal human intervention—to the deployment 

of new components or changes in the IT environment. For example, an 

e-business retailer dealing with seasonal workload peaks during the holiday

shopping season or increased business for a particular event can use a self-

configuring IT infrastructure to reassign servers from underutilized pools to

overutilized ones to match shifting workloads. Tivoli software management

tools from IBM can allow you to provision a wide range of resources, including

systems, applications, users and access privileges, and physical and logical

storage. Monitoring and event correlation tools can help determine when

changes in the IT infrastructure warrant reconfiguration actions. These tools

can allow you to reconfigure your IT environment within minutes or hours

rather than in days or weeks.
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IBM has defined five implementation levels for a self-configuring IT infra-

structure, based on the major capabilities that should ultimately exist for true

autonomic functionality.

Level 1: Basic 
The focus is on the ability to deploy, configure and change an individual

system component, including system hardware configuration, storage hardware

configuration, communication configuration and operating system configura-

tion. Basic resource-specific tools are used to perform configuration actions.

Configuration of multiple resources is done by logging on to each resource

admin tool separately to perform the configuration action.

Level 2: Managed
The focus is on the ability to deploy and manage change to an aggregated

group of systems. This includes managing multiple systems and system

images, moving systems in and out of clusters, deploying applications to

Basic
Level 1

Definition

• Reliance on system

reports, product

documentation and

manual actions to

configure, optimize,

fix and protect

individual IT

components

• Human intervention

required to perform

any action

Value

Single systems

configured and 

administered

Managed
Level 2

Definition

• Software provides

monitoring,

consolidation,

facilitation and

automation of 

IT tasks

• Clusters may be

used to balance

workload

• Analysis and 

actions performed

by IT staff

Value

Helps increase 

administrator 

productivity through

fast system 

installation

Predictive
Level 3

Definition

• Individual IT

components and

system tools monitor

and analyze changes

• User and role-

based reallocation

of resources

• Capacity is 

adjusted at the

resource level 

to help provide 

transactional

performance

Value

Helps improve

administrative

productivity through

role-based

provisioning

Adaptive
Level 4

Definition

• IT components 

individually and

collectively monitor,

analyze and take

action with minimal

human intervention

• IT policy determines

capacity reallocation

across specific

resource types

Value

Helps increase

system availability

and reduces human 

intervention through

event-driven auto-

mated provisioning

Autonomic
Level 5

Definition

• IT components

collectively and

automatically

managed by 

business rules and

policies established

in the system

• Resources

discovered and

capacity reallocated 

Value

Helps achieve

business resource

optimization to 

meet service-level

objectives and

business priorities
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groups of machines, managing groups of users and moving storage in and 

out of storage networks. The concept of virtualized storage is introduced 

and the ability to monitor the collective system health and storage components

to make decisions about how they might need to be reallocated and recon-

figured is assessed.

Level 3: Predictive 
The notion of managing based on role is introduced, including user role and

system role, so that configurations can be appropriately tailored for their 

use. Configuration sensing (for example, inventory scanning) and runtime

monitoring information is used to determine when corrective actions need to

be taken. The administrator can initiate corrective actions based on system

recommendation.

Level 4: Adaptive
The focus is on dynamically managing the configuration of the environment

by leveraging sophisticated correlation and automation. The key notion is that

the reconfiguration happens automatically and the IT infrastructure adjusts

itself based on overall configuration health and role changes. 

Level 5: Autonomic 
Reconfiguration actions are taken within the context of overall business

policies and priorities. Business impacts are assessed to determine the

appropriate reconfiguration actions. It also includes the ability to provision

proactively and anticipate issues that might jeopardize service levels before

breaches actually occur.

Self-configuring capabilities enabled by Tivoli software products

Tivoli software products that can be used to implement a self-configuring

environment include:

Tivoli Configuration Manager
Tivoli Configuration Manager configures automatically to rapidly 

changing environments. It provides an inventory scanning engine and 
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a state management engine that can sense when software on a target 

machine is out-of-synch with a reference model for that class of machine.

It can automatically create a customized deployment plan for each target 

and sequence the installation of software in the right order.

Tivoli Identity Manager
Tivoli Identity Manager automates user lifecycle management and integrates

with HR and native repositories. It uses automated role-based provisioning 

for account creation. The provisioning system communicates directly with

access-control systems to help create accounts, supply user information and

passwords and define account entitlements.

Tivoli Storage Manager
Tivoli Storage Manager provides self-configuring capabilities to perform tasks

such as automatically identifying and loading the appropriate drivers for the

storage devices connected to the server. Configuration and policy information

can be defined once at a Tivoli Storage Manager configuration server and then

propagated to a number of managed Tivoli Storage Manager servers. Policies

and internal automation allow automatic extension of the server database,

recovery log, or both when administrator-defined thresholds are reached.

Self-healing

A self-healing IT infrastructure can detect improper operation of systems,

transactions and business processes (either predictively or reactively) and then

initiate corrective action without disrupting users. Corrective action could

mean that a component is altered or other components are altered to accept

its workload. Day-to-day operations do not falter or fail because of events at

the component level. The Tivoli software availability management portfolio

from IBM provides tools to help customers monitor the health and performance

of their IT infrastructure. These tools help allow monitoring of multiple

metrics from a heterogeneous collection of resources and provide the ability

to perform filtering, correlation and analysis. Based on the analysis, automated

actions can be taken to cure problems even before they occur. Autonomic
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capabilities are provided at multiple levels to allow customers to understand

business impacts and proactively manage the availability of the IT infra-

structure. Workbench tools allow integration of third-party applications.  

IBM has defined five implementation levels for self-healing and availability

management, based on the major capabilities that should ultimately exist for

true autonomic functionality.

Level 1: Basic
Systems administration and problem management is accomplished by using 

significant human processing power. Availability of systems is addressed in a

reactive way. IT staff learns of problems from customers complaining about

lack of service. Problem determination, correlation and cures are accomplished

with a great deal of human intervention. Highly skilled IT staff are needed 

to debug problems.

Basic
Level 1

Definition

• Local consoles on

each system used

for administration

• Manual reading of

logs is the primary

method for problem

debug

• IT availability 

reports are created

manually

Value

Helps minimize

capital expenditures

in the IT cost center

Managed
Level 2

Definition

• Centrally monitor

and report on IT

resources

• Event filtering,

correlation and

management

products used

centrally

• Problems fixed

manually by skilled

administrators

Value

Helps increase ROI of

IT resources and 

IT services

Predictive
Level 3

Definition

• IT resource contrib-

ution to transactional

delays monitored

and projected

• Business impact (IT

services impact) of

resource problems

understood

• Helps automate

corrective actions

for routine problems

Value

IT resources

managed in context

of business impact

Adaptive
Level 4

Definition

• Policy-based,

desired-state 

driven to return

infrastructure to

functioning state

• Problem trends

identified and 

automatically

corrected

Value

Helps increase

business availability

Autonomic
Level 5

Definition

• Dynamic

reprovisioning of IT

infrastructure to

accommodate

resource failures

• Business continuity

automatically 

maintained

Value

Helps maximize

business impact 

of IT services
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Level 2: Managed
The focus is on the ability to collect and view availability information from

remote locations. Many resources may be located outside the data center,

perhaps in branch offices. Error logs can be accessed remotely. IT has deployed

a set of monitoring tools to report on availability to a central location. Multiple

system and network events can be filtered or manually correlated to identify

the root cause of problems. Problems are fixed by skilled administrators.

Level 3: Predictive
IT has granular views into IT systems to accurately pinpoint the cause of

outages. Complex, multiple metric collection is now possible, instead of single

metrics. Filtering is now advanced and tied to correlation engines, allowing

improved root-cause problem determination to take place. Automated

corrective actions are taken to known problems. These capabilities help

customers prioritize which problem to repair first, based on the business

impact of the outage. 

Level 4: Adaptive
Systems can automatically discover, diagnose and fix problems on multiple

monitored resources (operating system, application, middleware) across

multiple monitored systems. The IT infrastructure availability is maintained

automatically to keep in tune with predefined desired states. Outages don’t

bring down the system; it dynamically adapts to outages until repairs can be

made to maintain service levels. For example, thresholds are temporarily

raised to account for added workload.

Level 5: Autonomic
Problem determination and diagnosis depend on sophisticated knowledge

already encoded in the system about components and their relationships. The

inference capability allows the system to automatically figure out corrective

actions within the right business context. For example, if a particular outage

cannot be contained with available resources, lower-priority business applications

may be shut down or run with degraded quality of service to keep higher-

priority business applications functioning. 
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Self-healing capabilities enabled by Tivoli software products

Tivoli software products that can be used to implement a self-healing

environment include:

IBM Tivoli Enterprise Console
Tivoli Enterprise Console® collates error reports, derives root cause and

initiates corrective actions. The event server and correlation engine help 

allow cross-resource correlation of events observed from hardware, applications

and network devices throughout an enterprise. Events from multiple resources

can be analyzed in realtime to automatically highlight the critical problems

that merit attention versus the misleading symptoms and effects. After a

problem is highlighted, the system takes self-healing actions by responding

automatically when possible or efficiently guiding the support staff to the

appropriate response.

IBM Tivoli Switch Analyzer
Tivoli Switch Analyzer correlates network device errors to the root cause

without user intervention. It is a Layer 2 switch network management solution

that provides automated Layer 2 discovery.  It identifies the relationship

between devices, including Layer 2 and Layer 3 devices, and identifies the

root cause of a problem without human intervention. During 

a network event storm it can filter out extraneous events to correlate the 

true cause of the problem.

IBM Tivoli NetView
Tivoli NetView® helps enable self-healing by discovering TCP/IP networks,

displaying network topologies, correlating and managing events and SNMP

traps, monitoring network health and gathering performance data. Router

fault isolation technology quickly identifies and focuses on the root cause 

of a network error and initiates corrective actions.

Tivoli Business Systems Manager 
Tivoli Business Systems Manager collects realtime operating data from

distributed application components and resources across the enterprise 

and provides a comprehensive view of the IT infrastructure components 

that make up different business solutions. It contains technologies that

analyze how an outage would affect a line of business, critical business

process or service-level agreement (SLA).
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Tivoli Systems Automation S/390
Tivoli Systems Automation S/390 manages realtime problems in the context

of an enterprise’s business priorities. It provides monitoring and management

of critical system resources, such as processors, subsystems, Sysplex Timer

and coupling facilities. It supports self-healing by providing mechanisms to

reconfigure a processor’s partitions, perform power-on reset on IML processors

and IPL operating systems (even automatically), investigate and respond to

I/O configuration errors, and restart and stop applications if failures occur.

IBM Tivoli Risk Manager
Tivoli Risk Manager enables self-healing by assessing potential security

threats and automating responses, such as server reconfiguration, security

patch deployment and account revocation. This helps enable system

administrators who are not security experts to monitor and assess security

risks in realtime with a high degree of integrity and confidence across an

organization’s multiple security checkpoints. This product contains technology

from IBM Research.

IBM Tivoli Monitoring for Applications, IBM Tivoli Monitoring for Databases
and IBM Tivoli Monitoring for Middleware
This family of products minimizes vulnerability by discovering, diagnosing

and reacting to disruptions automatically. It provides monitoring solutions 

and a local automation capability through a set of Proactive Analysis

Components. A sophisticated resource model engine allows for local filtering

of monitored data, raising events when specific conditions are met. Local rules

can be encoded to take immediate corrective action, providing automatic

recovery for server failures.

Tivoli Storage Resource Manager
Tivoli Storage Resource Manager automatically identifies potential problems

and executes policy-based actions to help prevent or resolve storage issues,

minimize storage costs and provide application availability. It can scan and

discover storage resources in the IT environment. It supports policy-based

automation for the allocation of storage quotas and storage space, monitors

file systems and provides reports on capacity and storage asset utilization.
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Self-optimizing

Self-optimization is the ability of the IT infrastructure to efficiently maximize

resource allocation and utilization to provide Quality of Service for both

system users and their customers. In the near term self-optimization primarily

addresses the complexity of managing system performance. In the long 

term self-optimizing software applications may learn from experience and

proactively tune themselves in an overall business objective context. Workload

management uses self-optimizing technology to help optimize hardware 

and software use and verify that service-level goals are being met. Predictive

analysis tools provide views into performance trends, allowing proactive action

to be taken to help optimize the IT infrastructure before critical thresholds

are exceeded.

IBM has defined five implementation levels for a self-optimizing IT infra-

structure that can optimize workloads and transaction performance across

multiple resources. 

Level 1: Basic
Individual resources provide point data regarding individual component

performance or utilization, allowing users a simple view of how workload

affects a single system. Basic tools allow dynamic viewing of components, 

Basic
Level 1

Definition

• Monitor and report

on individual IT

resource

performance in

disparate formats

• Manually optimize

the performance of

individual IT

resources

Value

Can minimize capital

expenditures in 

the IT cost center

Managed
Level 2

Definition

• Monitor and 

report on end-user

performance

(transactions)

• Centralized,

comprehensive

performance

visibility

• Manually optimize

groups of linked

resources

Value

Helps increase ROI 

of IT resources and 

IT services

Predictive
Level 3

Definition

• Service-level agree-

ments and priorities

are committed and

managed

• Realtime service-

level visibility and

projected future-

level visibility

• Analysis and

recommendations

for manual tuning

Value

Predictable

performance and

value of IT services

Adaptive
Level 4

Definition

• Policy-based,

desired-state driven

• Service-level

priorities drive

automatic resource

(re)configuration and

shift workload to

meet objectives

• Automated closed-

loop resource tuning

Value

Flexibility, fast

deployment of new 

IT services

Autonomic
Level 5

Definition

• Dynamic

reprovisioning of

aspects of IT

infrastructure to

meet shifting

workloads and

service-level

commitments

• Automated closed-

loop transaction

tuning

Value

Helps maximize

business impact 

of IT services
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but comprehensive views of system performance are still put together

manually by looking at multiple local views and reports available with the

resource-specific tools.

Level 2: Managed
Management tools allow information on resource utilization and performance

to be gathered and collected in a central location. Simple, comprehensive

transaction views are possible using techniques such as roundtrip measure-

ments, synthetic transactions or end-user client-capture capabilities. Many

resources in the middle of a transaction are invisible or not instrumented, and

many resources are often located outside the data center—perhaps in branch

offices or other locations. Optimizing the IT components is still done

manually and with trial and error.

Level 3: Predictive
Tools now provide value by creating detailed, comprehensive transaction views

and can break down the composite view of the transaction across the resource

elements. Resources can be grouped by transaction types, service levels 

can be monitored and automated tools provide notifications of impending

violations—allowing manual reconfiguration of the IT environment. Predictive

tools can perform trend analysis on historical data and provide recommendations.

Level 4: Adaptive
Instrumentation is now available on the composite resources to allow changes

of status and automated balancing of work when overload or underload

conditions exist across resources in the environment. This level of control

provides users with the ability to manage comprehensive performance and

effectively meet SLAs.

Level 5: Autonomic
Workload balancing and transaction optimization is done within the business

context. Business trade-offs are expressed in machine-processable format,

allowing IT management tools to dynamically reallocate resources based 

on varying business needs. Automated tuning of servers, storage and 

networks takes place to maintain quality of service for high-priority business

applications.
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Self-optimizing capabilities enabled by Tivoli software products

Tivoli software products that can be used to implement a self-optimizing

environment include:

Tivoli Service Level Advisor
Tivoli Service Level Advisor helps prevent SLA breaches with predictive

capabilities. It performs trend analysis based on historical performance data

from Tivoli Enterprise™ Data Warehouse and can predict when critical

thresholds could be exceeded in the future. By sending an event to Tivoli

Enterprise Console, self-optimizing actions can be taken to help prevent the

problem from occurring.

IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler for Applications
Tivoli Workload Scheduler for Applications automates, monitors and controls

the flow of work through the IT infrastructure on both local and remote

systems. It can automate, plan and control the processing of these workloads

within the context of business policies. It uses sophisticated algorithms to

maximize throughput and help optimize resource usage.

Tivoli Business Systems Manager
Tivoli Business Systems Manager enables optimization of IT problem repairs

based on business impact of outages. It collects realtime operating data from

distributed application components and resources across the enterprise and

provides a comprehensive view of the IT infrastructure components that 

make up different business solutions. It works with Tivoli Enterprise Console

to enable self-optimizing actions to help prevent poor performance from

affecting a line of business, critical business process or SLA.

Tivoli Storage Manager
Tivoli Storage Manager supports Adaptive Differencing technology to help

optimize resource usage for backup. With Adaptive Differencing, the backup-

archive client dynamically determines an efficient approach for creating

backup copies of just the changed bytes, changed blocks or changed files,

delivering improved backup performance over dial-up connections. These

technologies allow just the minimum amount of data to be moved to backup,

helping optimize network bandwidth, tape usage and management overhead.
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Tivoli Monitoring for Transaction Performance
Tivoli Monitoring for Transaction Performance helps customers tune their 

IT environments to meet predefined service-level objectives. It enables

organizations to monitor the performance and availability of their e-business

and enterprise transactions to provide a positive customer experience. It

integrates with the Tivoli Enterprise Console environment for alerting and

proactive management, helping enable optimization of resource usage from 

a transactional perspective.

IBM Tivoli Analyzer for Lotus Domino
Tivoli Analyzer for Lotus® Domino™ contains a Proactive Analysis Component

that allows administrators to verify the availability and optimal performance 

of Lotus Domino servers. It provides intelligent server health monitoring and

expert recommendations to correct problems.

Self-protecting

A self-protecting IT environment can take appropriate actions automatically 

to make itself less vulnerable to attacks on its runtime infrastructure and

business data. These attacks can take the form of unauthorized access and

use, malicious viruses that can format hard drives and destroy business data,

and denial-of-service attacks that can cripple critical business applications. 

A combination of security management tools and storage management tools

are necessary to deal with these threats. Security management tools can help

businesses consistently enforce security and privacy policies, help reduce

overall security administration costs and help increase employee productivity

and customer satisfaction. Critical configuration changes and access-control

changes should only occur with the right approvals. Tools should detect

violations of security policy, and if necessary, automated actions should be

taken to minimize risk to IT assets. Tivoli software storage management tools

help enable businesses to automatically and efficiently back up and protect

business data. Autonomic security and storage solutions provide administrators

with a way to create policy definitions and express event correlation and

automation knowledge. 
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IBM has defined five implementation levels for a self-protecting IT infrastructure.

Level 1: Basic
Localized security configuration requires administrators to configure each

component independently and manually track changes. Local backup and

recovery tools are used to protect data. Audit reports are on a per-machine

basis. A great deal of human intervention is required to protect the runtime

and business data.

Level 2: Managed
Management tools are used to centralize security administration, allowing the

centralized creation of user IDs and controlling access privileges to resources.

Intrusion sensing and auditing tools are used to collect data about intrusion

attempts. These are manually reviewed, and corrective actions are taken to

protect against future attacks. Centralized backup and recovery tools provide

an incremental backup capability across multiple resources.

Level 3: Predictive
Security policies can be consistently administered across the enterprise

manually, using enterprisewide security management tools. IDs and access

privileges are coordinated across multiple applications and can be consistently

Basic
Level 1

Definition

• Security controls 

are implemented 

on each device

(individual formats)

• Basic infrastructure

tools are deployed

to protect corporate

assets

Value

Can minimize capital

expenditures in 

the IT cost center

Managed
Level 2

Definition

• Security

configurations 

for devices are

managed centrally

• Intrusion sensor

devices are

deployed throughout

the infrastructure

Value

Helps improve 

ability to protect

corporate assets

Predictive
Level 3

Definition

• Application security

is managed accord-

ing to common

security policy

• Correlation of

intrusion events to

identify real threats

from normal busi-

ness activity

• Consolidated sign-on

Value

Helps improve

application security 

with a common

security infrastructure

Adaptive
Level 4

Definition

• Security access is

granted to users and

enforced dynam-

ically based on user-

policy changes

• Infrastructure

intrusion-detection

tool configuration

adapts to IT security

policy and threats

Value

Security infrastructure

responds with 

minimal human 

intervention

Autonomic
Level 5

Definition

• e-business security

context

• Self-collaborating

systems for detec-

tion, verification 

and reconfiguration

• Learned policies for

future protection

Value

Helps integrate

perimeter and

application security 

to business policy
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revoked if necessary. Perimeter sensors can detect security violations and

correlate them to detect attacks. Security tools provide recommendations for

corrective action.  

Level 4: Adaptive
Security management focuses on advanced automation, including

automatically enabling new users and disabling IDs for those who leave. It

automatically grants access to systems and applications needed to do a new

job while disabling access to systems associated with the old job. If access-

control violations and intrusions are detected, automatic reconfiguration

actions are initiated to help quarantine systems and disable access to IDs. 

Level 5: Autonomic
The focus is on learning systems and systems that can adapt lower-level

resource policies in response to higher-level business policy. Collaboration

across system components makes it possible to reconfigure systems on the fly,

automatically apply security patches when necessary, modify intrusion moni-

toring levels based on business needs and adapt policies to help prevent

future problems based on past history.

Self-protecting capabilities enabled by Tivoli software products

Tivoli software products that can be used to implement a self-protecting

environment include:

Tivoli Storage Manager
Tivoli Storage Manager self-protects by automating backup and archival of

enterprise data across heterogeneous storage environments. Scaling to protect

thousands of computers running a dozen operating system platforms, its

intelligent data movement and store techniques and comprehensive

automation help reduce administration costs and increase service levels. 

Tivoli Access Manager
The Tivoli Access Manager family of products self-protects by helping prevent

unauthorized access and using a single security policy server to enforce

security across multiple file types, applications, devices, operating systems 

and protocols. It supports a broad range of user authentication methods,

including Web single sign-on, and has the ability to control access to many

types of resources for authenticated users.
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Tivoli Identity Manager
Tivoli Identity Manager self-protects by centralizing identity management,

integrating automated workflow with business processes and leveraging self-

service interfaces to increase productivity.

Tivoli Risk Manager
Tivoli Risk Manager provides systemwide self-protection by assessing potential

security threats and automating responses, such as server reconfiguration,

security patch deployment and account revocation. It collects security infor-

mation from firewalls, intrusion detectors, vulnerability scanning tools and

other security checkpoints. It simplifies and correlates the vast number of

events and alerts generated by numerous security point products and quickly

identifies the real security threats to help administrators respond with

adaptive security measures.

IBM Tivoli Privacy Manager for e-business
Tivoli Privacy Manager for e-business self-protects by automating many

privacy-compliance activities, simplifying the incorporation, monitoring and

enforcement of privacy policy into business processes. It can record end 

user’s opt-in and opt-out choices according to the policy, can be used to

monitor and enforce access according to the privacy policy and can create

audit trail reports.

Summary

Companies want and need to reduce their IT costs, simplify management of

their IT resources, realize a fast return on their IT investment and provide

high levels of availability, performance, security and asset utilization.

Autonomic computing helps address these issues. IBM is a leader in the

evolution to autonomic computing and offers integrated systems management

solutions for resource management, transaction-oriented management and

business-solution management that span the four autonomic computing

disciplines of self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting.

To learn more

For information on Tivoli software and integrated solutions from IBM, contact

your IBM sales representative or visit ibm.com/tivoli
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Autonomic computing: Can it help to manage the
increasingly complex information environment?

Executive Summary - Information systems that respond to changing conditions and regulate and
repair themselves are the dream behind autonomic computing. This initiative depends on bringing
together advanced technologies and management techniques in a holistic way.  Autonomic computing
isn't just an academic "grand challenge."  It is an answer to a looming crisis in our ability to manage an
ever more complex information environment, where the costs and scarcity of trained personnel
threaten to halt progress.  Autonomic computing can help ease this increasing complexity by moving it
into systems and using system resources to manage the problem.  To be successful, autonomic
computing depends on pioneer work in architectural design, use of standards, agent software, context
detection and much more.

Your firm has just signed a contract to provide retirement investment support for a global chemical
company.  There are four key elements in this contract: a portfolio of investment options, employee
education, legal qualification and automated payroll services.  Your portfolio is long established
through partnerships with brokers worldwide.  The biggest change will be a dramatic increase in the
number of transactions.  That can be handled by the FastFarm server farm, which will allocate
additional resources, as needed.  You'll venture into new business areas with employee education,
subcontracting with a specialist to provide both simulation and just-in-time (JIT) education.  The JIT
systems will interface directly with your client's normal knowledge management system so employees
will get advice on an investment bond as easily as they get information on how to store chemicals in
the lab.  To fulfill your commitment on legal qualification, the application must run transparently, using
both profiles of employees and links to government systems to ensure that restrictions, estimations on
taxes, and other obligations are accurate and localized.  A key feature is the generation of alerts for
employees when new regulations make a significant difference to their current investments.  Finally,
the automated payroll services in this contract allow for employee initiated changes to be handled
directly.  While the software “handshakes” do not present a challenge, this element has a high level
of security controls and requires bonded experts to safeguard the combined operation.

How this happens.  Today, to troubleshoot an application installation, get different platforms to work
together or manage storage resources, we usually rely on human intervention.  The complexity
created by increasing computing power, higher bandwidth communications, greater connectivity and
a proliferation of devices is handled by highly trained experts who diagnose, design and build solu-
tions.  This is enormously expensive, ever more challenging and, ultimately, a losing game, as the
number of people required to manage the system grows and grows.  At current rates, it is estimated
that, globally, demand for skilled IT workers will to increase by over 100 percent in the next six years.
Putting the complexity into the system and letting it bear most of the burden of solving these problems
is the idea behind autonomic computing.  By taking advantage of new and emerging technologies and
management approaches, the future may include systems that function well with limited intervention
and that provide a simplified user experience.  According to the paper, Autonomic Computing: IBM's
Perspective on the State of Information Technology, this depends on at least eight elements.
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1.  To be autonomic, a computing system needs to "know itself" and comprise components that also
possess a system identity.  To effectively manage itself, a system must first have a full inventory of all
the software, hardware and connections it "owns," including those that it can rent or borrow.  It needs
to have specific policies on claiming and relinquishing resources.  In short, it has to know its own
boundaries.  This is the biggest set of tasks currently handled by humans in terms of contractual
obligations, but tools can help.  For instance, a software tool could be used to discover and inventory
the applications and devices that are connected to the system.  System management software (SMS)
can provide realtime indications of the use of shared resources.  Architecture tools can establish the
roles of components and how they work together.  Agents can constantly monitor the system to
determine when new devices are linked, when applications are added or updated, and when users
turn on new capabilities.  In the future, sensors might be able to provide context by determining the
real world environment.
2.  An autonomic computing system must configure and reconfigure itself under varying and unpre-
dictable conditions.  Every time something is added or subtracted from a complex system, many
elements of the system are affected.  This is visible today when you install or uninstall a program, and
the system asks what you want to do about updating or removing shared files.  The dependencies and
options multiply rapidly as systems become larger and more interconnected.  Success here is highly
dependent on sophisticated, flexible architectural designs, which may be explored and validated
through simulation.  Modular software, adapters, development and adherence to industry standards
and use of Extensible Markup Language (XML) are also keys to success here.  Many of the aspects
of grid computing are directly applicable.

3.  An autonomic computing system never settles for the status quo -- it always looks for ways to
optimize its workings.  Users need flexibility and dependability as their priorities shift.  Business
managers need to have confidence that they can make decisions based on the opportunities they
face, rather than the limits of their IT environment.  Systems should be as large as they need to be,
and no bigger.  Ultimately, optimization keeps costs of hardware and maintenance from spiraling out
of control and improves the speed and efficiency of the system.  Here, management tools that handle
capacity and demand and can quickly respond to emerging problems are essential.  Control theory
and decision support can also help make this level of optimization a reality.  The most significant
results in optimization have come from deep computing, where processing power and algorithms
have been put to work to generate and choose options for the best use of resources.

4.  An autonomic computing system must perform something akin to healing -- it must be able to
recover from routine and extraordinary events that might cause some of its parts to malfunction.
Rebooting is not the ideal solution to a malfunctioning system.  Communications systems already
detect trouble spots and can route around them and activate other resources to maintain system
reliability.  Computing systems need to be able to do the same thing.  Error checking software already
exists to detect and even anticipate and correct emerging problems, but much still needs to be done
to automate root cause analysis.  Once problems are discovered, there is a need to be able to reallo-
cate resources on the fly, take advantage of any redundancy, find capacity that can be rented or bor-
rowed and identify the best options for the system as a whole.  Sensors and agents may help here.
Actual self-repair is likely in the future.
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5.  A virtual world is no less dangerous than a physical one, so an autonomic computing system must
be an expert in self-protection.  In today’s connected world, the potential for system intrusion and virus
attacks must be addressed.  The threats are getting more sophisticated, spread more quickly and can
cause greater damage.  Some of the tools that are available to control access and anticipate and deal
with malefactors are immune systems, pattern recognition, social network analysis, visualization,
single sign-on and biometrics.  In addition, open source approaches may help by leveraging a large,
interested community to find and close security holes before they do harm.  Ultimately, security
features that are built into the system from the beginning provide the most hope.

6.  An autonomic computing system knows its environment and the context surrounding its activity
and acts accordingly.  Two things are at work here:  One context is the computing environment --
which specifies which resources might become available and the extent of sharing that is permissible.
The other is the user's context -- which determines what information is of interest. For example, a
global positioning system (GPS) might make it clear that a temperature query pertaining to the inside
of a house located in the U.S. is best answered in Fahrenheit, and how it might be presented best
(such as PDA, cell phone or workstation).  Technologies including grid computing, sensors, user
profiles, hard portals, workflow and decision support help provide contextual information and make the
information received valuable.

7.  An autonomic computing system cannot exist in a hermetic environment.  This is a fundamental
concept.  Today, information systems depend on connectivity for most of their value.  There is an
ecosystem of relationships, and new devices and applications must arrive adapted to this ecosystem
– not with a cluster of needs that must be met before they can fit into the ecosystem.  Standards,
nonproprietary software, open source software, grid computing adapters and agents all have roles to
play here.

8.  Perhaps most critical for the user, an autonomic computing system will anticipate the optimized
resources needed while keeping its complexity hidden.  Instead of people having to learn and adapt to
computing systems, the systems should learn and adapt to us.  At a minimum, the design should take
advantage of what is known about humans so the system can be intuitive.  Raising the bar on ease-
of-use needs to take place at every level, from the casual user, all the way to an executive managing
the information needs of dynamic partnering.  Advanced interfaces, “anticiparallelism” (where the
system performs, in a parallel fashion, anticipatory work to gauge what the user wants next),
visualization and instinctual computing are just some of the technologies on the horizon to help
achieve this.

What this means to you.  Autonomic computing can assist in reducing market concerns over
security, reliability, service level agreements and return on investment.  Most of the focus in
autonomic computing to date has been centered on technology.  Given the seriousness of the
challenges, this is appropriate today.  However, for the vision to become a reality, focus must be
shifted to user needs and to the services that will be required as the vision is realized.  Interfaces
need to adapt more to user experience and context.  IT planning and strategy must become more
future-focused and work beyond the impediments to autonomic computing progress.  IT experts
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will need to handle new levels of flexibility and an environment with very different security risks.
Outsourcing models will change and disciplines -- such as IT architecture -- will need to be directed at
solving problems for larger, more complex systems.

The importance of autonomic computing to the future of business is clear.  Advances in autonomic
computing can enable the evolution of computing to move forward at a rate faster than today, as IT
people can leave more and more time consuming tasks for the system to complete, and they
concentrate their efforts on new development.  Much of the growth and many of the products and
services envisioned for the future can only be realized if the benefits autonomic computing promises
arrive.

Two industries: Retail and Finance.  For the retail industry, autonomic computing may enable
practical dynamic partnering.  This would allow for rapid changes in relationships all along the supply
chain, without losing data, so that operations can be optimized.  In addition, as complexity is hidden, a
richer array of information devices can be put to use to view, sample and purchase commodities.
Both the contexts of transactions and the profiles of buyers have the potential to become more
important components of the retail experience.

For financial services firms, autonomic computing may force more capability-based business designs
by enabling rapid morphing of structure, without impact to the infrastructure and -- particularly -- its
security features.  As confidence grows, firms may be able to reach beyond known sources of data,
creating new categories of information that can be put to use within risk parameters.  This will provide
broader, more real-world views and help enable better decision-making.

Tek to watch
Open source
XML
Encryption
Agents
Sensors
Grid computing
Simulation
Pervasive computing
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About this publication
Executive Tek Report is a monthly publication intended as a heads-up on emerging
technologies and business ideas.  All the technological initiatives covered in Executive Tek
Report have been extensively analyzed using a proprietary IBM methodology.  This involves
not only rating the technologies based on their functions and maturity, but also doing
quantitative analysis of the social, user and business factors that are just as important to its
ultimate adoption. From these data, the timing and importance of emerging technologies are
determined.  Barriers to adoption and hidden value are often revealed, and what is learned is
viewed within the context of five technical themes that are driving change:
Knowledge Management: capturing a company's collective expertise wherever it resides – in
databases, paper, people's minds -- and distributing it to where it can produce the big payoffs
Pervasive Computing: combining communications technologies and an array of computing
devices (including PDAs, laptops, pagers and servers) to allow users continual access to the
data, communications and information services
Realtime: "a sense of ultracompressed time and foreshortened horizons, [a result of
technology] compressing to zero the time it takes to get and use information, to learn, to make
decisions, to initiate action, to deploy resources, to innovate" (Regis McKenna, Real Time,
Harvard Business School Publishing, 1997.)
Ease-of-Use: using user-centric design to make the experience with IT intuitive, less painful
and possibly fun
Deep Computing: uses unprecedented processing power, advanced software and sophisti-
cated algorithms to solve complex problems and derive knowledge from vast amounts of data
This analysis is used to form the explanations, projections and discussions in each Executive
Tek Report issue so that you not only find out what technologies are emerging, but how and
why they'll make a difference to your business. If you would like to explore how IBM can help
you take advantage of these new concepts and ideas, please contact us at
insights@us.ibm.com.  To browse through other resources for business executives, please
visit: ibm.com/services/insights

Executive Tek Report is written by Peter Andrews, an IBM emerging technology analyst, and
is published as a service of IBM Corporation.
Copyright ©1999-2002 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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IBM Global Services 
and autonomic computing

Resource Management Services; 

and Performance Management, 

Testing and Scalability Services. 

These services are described in 

more detail later in this paper.

Armed with the latest methodologies,

benchmarks and intellectual capital,

IBM consultants are already well-

prepared to provide practical advice

that addresses a customer’s most

pressing infrastructure concerns. As

with technology components of the

fabric, process and organizational

assistance might be provided as an

element of an outsourcing solution.

Autonomic computing and 

IBM Global Services

Autonomic computing, an exciting new

approach to systems management, 

can provide systems with the ability to

perform management activities based

on situations they observe or sense in

the IT environment. This offers significant

opportunities to increase the business

value of a firm’s IT infrastructure by

reducing costs, increasing business

flexibility and improving overall IT

service quality. IBM Global Services

supports the five levels of autonomic

computing maturity as described in

other autonomic computing materials

and depicted on page 2. These levels

relate to the attainment of an “ideal

state” based on advanced, delivered

and planned technologies and the latest

IBM Global Services thinking derived

from customer experiences, research

and subject matter expertise. Autonomic

computing defines a vision for the ideal

state. Autonomic maturity levels are

defined as basic, managed, predictive,

adaptive and autonomic.

Introduction

IBM Global Services has been an

industry-leading IT services provider

since it was formed in the mid-1990s.

Providing its customers with technical

and business consulting, outsourcing

and learning services, its vast delivery

capabilities and thought leadership

help enterprises worldwide optimize

their businesses and IT infrastructures.

IBM Services offerings recognize that

an IT infrastructure comprises tech-

nology, process and organizational

components, collectively referred to as

the infrastructure “fabric.” Technology

components of the fabric (including

such tangible elements as servers,

software, storage and networks) are

often acquired directly by customers

for their own integration and deploy-

ment. IBM Global Services also might

be a provider of these technology

components through its many different

outsourcing and outsourcing-related

services offerings.

IBM Global Services assists customers

today with process and organization

components of the fabric by providing

related consulting and design services

such as Systems Management

Consulting and Design; Systems

Management Services; Infrastructure

Business
assessment
and design

e-business
integration
services

Enterprise
resource 
business

support and
improvement

Supply-chain
support and
improvement

Customer
relationship
support and
improvement

Assess,
manage and

optimize
data storage

Restructuring
and 

optimizing IT
infrastructure

Networking
services

Manage IT
assets and

infrastructure

Strategic
outsourcing

IBM Global Services

Business optimization

Infrastructure optimization

Moving toward the autonomic computing vision
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New services that provide e-business

on demand™, IT Optimization and

Business and IT Resiliency were

introduced recently, recognizing the

increasing priority that business

executives are placing on IT infra-

structure and the new opportunities

offered by autonomic computing.

Another recent offering, e-business

Management Services, is one of 

the IT industry’s first services offering

known to feature automated e-business

processes and the ability to predict,

identify and intercept business 

problems in realtime. This holistic

approach to business continuity

advances well beyond the insurance

mentality of simple IT recovery. These

and other offerings from IBM Global

Services support the IBM Autonomic

Computing Initiative™.

As infrastructure maturity progresses,

process and organization maturity

must evolve as well. For example, 

the self-configuring facet of autonomic

computing can work properly only 

if there exists a knowledge of the

configuration that is comprehensive

in its content, at or near 100 percent

accuracy and sufficiently current.

This level of maturity in the inventory,

configuration and asset processes as

yet lies beyond today’s best practices;

the journey toward it should be taken

in steps. IBM Infrastructure Resource

Management Services already exist

to extend the scope, reliability and

usefulness of an organization’s

configuration information.

Basic
Level 1

• Multiple sources of

system-generated 

data

• Requires extensive,

highly skilled IT staff

Managed
Level 2

• Consolidation of 

data through

management tools

• IT staff analyzes and

takes actions

• Greater system

awareness

• Improved productivity

Predictive
Level 3

• System monitors,

correlates and

recommends actions

• IT staff approves and

initiates actions

• Reduced dependency

on deep skills

• Fast and better

decision making

Adaptive
Level 4

• System monitors,

correlates and takes

actions

• IT staff manages

performance 

against SLAs

• IT agility and resiliency

with minimal human

interaction

Autonomic
Level 5

• Integrated compo-

nents dynamically

managed by business

rules/policies

• IT staff focuses on

enabling business

needs

• Business policy drives

IT management

• Business agility and

resiliency

Manual Autonomic
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Similarly, autonomic computing

allows for systems to “agree” on the

rules by which neighboring systems

can negotiate to share workload

across resources. For this to occur—

whether the resources are within an

organization or across cooperating

enterprises—requires organizational

constructs that allow such dynamic

partnering. In this scheme, decisions

are required in-flight, with the gover-

nance scheme providing enablement.

IBM consultants already are tackling

issues such as this for clients in

examining how e-business solutions

can be set up through extended

supply chains.

Current IBM Global Services offerings

IBM Global Services offerings are 

in place to assist customers in their

path toward autonomic computing.

These offerings are described in

detail below.

IBM Systems Management

Consulting and Design helps

customers overcome the challenges

of managing and operating enterprise

information systems. IBM profes-

sionals combine experience with

innovative thinking to help customers

define their long-term IT systems

management strategy, design admin-

istrative processes and select tools

to manage systems, and create an

organizational structure that enables

continuous evaluation of systems

performance against dynamic busi-

ness needs. This includes Strategy

and Assessment, Framework Design,

Detail Design and Development and

Deliver Services.

IBM Systems Management Services

help deliver a flexible, scalable,

reliable and secure infrastructure,

responding to today’s ever-changing

environments without draining your

resources and negatively affecting

your business. IBM can provide the

people, processes and technology 

to help you rapidly deploy the infra-

structure and systems management

capabilities that allow you to maximize

return on IT investments and grow

your business.

IBM Global Services professionals

partner with clients to integrate new

and existing systems across organiza-

tional and geographic boundaries.

From legacy platforms to e-business

infrastructures to pervasive computing,

IBM can provide skills transfer while

helping you design and implement a

scalable, reliable, secure infrastruc-

ture. Systems management specialists

certified in Tivoli® software from IBM,

BMC, VeriSign and other products

work with you to reduce total cost 

of ownership through systems opti-

mization and business process

transformation and to help increase 

return on your IT investment.

IBM Infrastructure Resource

Management Services provide

customers with a comprehensive

solution for managing and supporting

the technology infrastructure. From 

IBM expert consultants who can

create and implement best-practices

Infrastructure Resource Management

strategies, to a full range of tech-

nology lifecycle out-tasking solutions

that can augment customer staff 

and complement operations, the 

IBM approach provides the services

necessary for success in the face of

a rapidly changing e-business world.

IBM professionals provide leadership

and expertise for managing and

supporting increasingly complex

infrastructures through a combination

of world-class skills, processes and

tools. The service elements include

consulting, procurement, configuration

(DPP), rollouts/deployments, move/



add/change, tracking and reporting,

wall-to-wall inventory, disposition and

remote infrastructure support. Through

our global product partners, Peregrine

Systems Inc. and Remedy Corp., IBM

provides expert help desk and asset

management implementation services

tied into all ISM services.

IBM Performance Management,

Testing and Scalability Services

help improve our customers’ ability 

to deliver performance that their

business and users demand. IBM

provides comprehensive analysis 

and planning, with the skills and 

experience to help identify performance

inhibitors and develop the best solution

to meet current and future business

needs. IBM services help customers

support growth and a positive return 

on investment while delivering high-

performance solutions for business

productivity and planning for scal-

ability and interoperability to support

changing business demands.

Summary

Autonomic computing defines the IT

infrastructure ideal state. In addition to

the IBM Global Services solutions and

offerings described above, other new

services (also already in place) can

help an organization move rapidly

toward the autonomic computing

vision. e-business on demand

Services provide a new way for

customers to acquire infrastructure,

applications and business processes

over the Internet in an on-demand, pay-

as-you-go model. IT Optimization

Services deliver a holistic, multi-

disciplinary, analytical approach for

defining, prioritizing and implementing

infrastructure-improvement initia-

tives that can help significantly

increase infrastructure business value.

Resiliency Services address the need

for designing and implementing

infrastructures that are flexible, highly

resistant to the effects of a failure and

capable of rapid recovery if failure

does occur.

With these services and offerings as a

foundation, IBM Global Services plans

to continue to develop new, integrated

services, methodologies and intellectual

capital that, when linked with advanced

technologies, can help our customers

derive even more business value from

their infrastructure investments.

For more information about IBM Global

Services and autonomic computing,

contact your IBM sales representative

or visit ibm.com
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The dawning
of the autonomic
computing era

by A. G. Ganek
T. A. Corbi

This issue of the IBM Systems Journal
explores a broad set of ideas and approaches
to autonomic computing—some first steps in
what we see as a journey to create more self-
managing computing systems. Autonomic
computing represents a collection and
integration of technologies that enable the
creation of an information technology
computing infrastructure for IBM’s agenda for
the next era of computing—e-business on
demand. This paper presents an overview of
IBM’s autonomic computing initiative. It
examines the genesis of autonomic
computing, the industry and marketplace
drivers, the fundamental characteristics of
autonomic systems, a framework for how
systems will evolve to become more self-
managing, and the key role for open industry
standards needed to support autonomic
behavior in heterogeneous system
environments. Technologies explored in each
of the papers presented in this issue are
introduced for the reader.

On March 8, 2001, Paul Horn, IBM Senior Vice Pres-
ident and Director of Research, presented the theme
and importance of autonomic computing to the Na-
tional Academy of Engineering at Harvard Univer-
sity. His message was:

The information technology industry loves to
prove the impossible possible. We obliterate bar-
riers and set records with astonishing regularity.
But now we face a problem springing from the very
core of our success—and too few of us are focused

on solving it. More than any other I/T problem,
this one—if it remains unsolved—will actually pre-
vent us from moving to the next era of comput-
ing. The obstacle is complexity . . . Dealing with
it is the single most important challenge facing the
I/T industry.1

One month later, Irving Wladawsky-Berger, Vice
President of Strategy and Technology for the IBM
Server Group, introduced the Server Group’s auto-
nomic computing project (then named eLiza*2), with
the goal of providing self-managing systems to ad-
dress those concerns. Thus began IBM’s commitment
to deliver “autonomic computing”—a new company-
wide and, it is to be hoped, industry-wide, initiative
targeted at coping with the rapidly growing complex-
ity of operating, managing, and integrating comput-
ing systems.

We do not see a change in Moore’s law3 that would
slow development as the main obstacle to further
progress in the information technology (IT) indus-
try. Rather, it is the IT industry’s exploitation of the
technologies in accordance with Moore’s law that has
led to the verge of a complexity crisis. Software de-
velopers have fully exploited a four- to six-orders-
of-magnitude increase in computational power—
producing ever more sophisticated software appli-
cations and environments. There has been exponen-
tial growth in the number and variety of systems and

�Copyright 2003 by International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted with-
out payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copy-
right notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract,
but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed
royalty free without further permission by computer-based and
other information-service systems. Permission to republish any
other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
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components. The value of database technology and
the Internet has fueled significant growth in storage
subsystems to hold petabytes4 of structured and un-
structured information. Networks have intercon-
nected the distributed, heterogeneous systems of the
IT industry. Our information society creates unpre-
dictable and highly variable workloads on those net-
worked systems. And today, those increasingly valu-
able, complex systems require more and more skilled
IT professionals to install, configure, operate, tune,
and maintain them.

IBM is using the phrase “autonomic computing”5 to
represent the vision of how IBM, the rest of the IT
industry, academia, and the national laboratories can
address this new challenge. By choosing the word
“autonomic,” IBM is making an analogy with the au-
tonomic nervous system. The autonomic nervous sys-
tem frees our conscious brain from the burden of
having to deal with vital but lower-level functions.
Autonomic computing will free system administra-
tors from many of today’s routine management and
operational tasks. Corporations will be able to de-
vote more of their IT skills toward fulfilling the needs
of their core businesses, instead of having to spend
an increasing amount of time dealing with the com-
plexity of computing systems.

Need for autonomic computing

As Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., one of the architects of
the IBM System/360*, observed, “Complexity is the
business we are in, and complexity is what limits us.”6

The computer industry has spent decades creating
systems of marvelous and ever-increasing complex-
ity. But today, complexity itself is the problem.

The spiraling cost of managing the increasing com-
plexity of computing systems is becoming a signif-
icant inhibitor that threatens to undermine the fu-
ture growth and societal benefits of information
technology. Simply stated, managing complex sys-
tems has grown too costly and prone to error. Ad-
ministering a myriad of system management details
is too labor-intensive. People under such pressure
make mistakes, increasing the potential of system
outages with a concurrent impact on business. And,
testing and tuning complex systems is becoming more
difficult. Consider:

● It is now estimated that one-third to one-half of
a company’s total IT budget is spent preventing or
recovering from crashes.7

● Nick Tabellion, CTO of Fujitsu Softek, said: “The

commonly used number is: For every dollar to pur-
chase storage, you spend $9 to have someone man-
age it.”8

● Aberdeen Group studies show that administrative
cost can account for 60 to 75 percent of the over-
all cost of database ownership (this includes ad-
ministrative tools, installation, upgrade and deploy-
ment, training, administrator salaries, and service
and support from database suppliers).9

● When you examine data on the root cause of com-
puter system outages, you find that about 40 per-
cent are caused by operator error,10 and the rea-
son is not because operators are not well-trained
or do not have the right capabilities. Rather, it is
because the complexities of today’s computer sys-
tems are too difficult to understand, and IT oper-
ators and managers are under pressure to make
decisions about problems in seconds.11

● A Yankee Group report12 estimated that down-
time caused by security incidents cost as much as
$4,500,000 per hour for brokerages and $2,600,000
for banking firms.

● David J. Clancy, chief of the Computational Sci-
ences Division at the NASA Ames Research Cen-
ter, underscored the problem of the increasing sys-
tems complexity issues: “Forty percent of the
group’s software work is devoted to test,” he said,
and added, “As the range of behavior of a system
grows, the test problem grows exponentially.”13

● A recent Meta Group study looked at the impact
of downtime by industry sector as shown in
Figure 1.

Although estimated, cost data such as shown in Fig-
ure 1 are indicative of the economic impact of sys-
tem failures and downtime. According to a recent
IT resource survey by the Merit Project of Computer
Associates International, 1867 respondents grouped
the most common causes of outages into four areas
of data center operations: systems, networks, data-
base, and applications.14 Most frequently cited out-
ages included:

● For systems: operational error, user error, third-
party software error, internally developed software
problem, inadequate change control, lack of au-
tomated processes

● For networks: performance overload, peak load
problems, insufficient bandwidth

● For database: out of disk space, log file full, per-
formance overload

● For applications: application error, inadequate
change control, operational error, nonautomated
application exceptions
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Well-engineered autonomic functions targeted at im-
proving and automating systems operations, instal-
lation, dependency management, and performance
management can address many causes of these “most
frequent” outages and reduce outages and downtime.

A confluence of marketplace forces are driving the
industry toward autonomic computing. Complex het-
erogeneous infrastructures composed of dozens of
applications, hundreds of system components, and
thousands of tuning parameters are a reality. New
business models depend on the IT infrastructure be-
ing available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. In the
face of an economic downturn, there is an increas-
ing management focus on “return on investment”
and operational cost controls—while staffing costs
exceed the costs of technology. To compound mat-
ters further, there continues to be a scarcity of highly
skilled IT professionals to install, configure, optimize,
and maintain these complex, heterogeneous systems.

To respond, system design objectives must shift from
the “pure” price/performance requirements to issues
of robustness and manageability in the total-cost-of-
ownership equation. As a profession, we must strive
to simplify and automate the management of sys-
tems. Today’s systems must evolve to become much
more self-managing, that is: self-configuring, self-
healing, self-optimizing, and self-protecting.

Irving Wladawsky-Berger outlined the solution at the
Kennedy Consulting Summit in November 2001:

“There is only one answer: The technology needs to
manage itself. Now, I don’t mean any far out AI proj-
ect; what I mean is that we need to develop the right
software, the right architecture, the right mecha-
nisms . . . So that instead of the technology behav-
ing in its usual pedantic way and requiring a human
being to do everything for it, it starts behaving more
like the ‘intelligent’ computer we all expect it to be,
and starts taking care of its own needs. If it doesn’t
feel well, it does something. If someone is attacking
it, the system recognizes it and deals with the attack.
If it needs more computing power, it just goes and
gets it, and it doesn’t keep looking for human be-
ings to step in.”15

What is autonomic computing?

Automating the management of computing re-
sources is not a new problem for computer scien-
tists. For decades system components and software
have been evolving to deal with the increased com-
plexity of system control, resource sharing, and op-
erational management. Autonomic computing is just
the next logical evolution of these past trends to ad-
dress the increasingly complex and distributed com-
puting environments of today. So why then is this
something new? Why a call to arms to the industry
for heightened focus and new approaches? The an-
swer lies in the radical changes in the information
technology environment in just the few short years
since the mid-1990s, with the use of the Internet and
e-business extending environments to a dramatically

Figure 1 Downtime: Average hourly impact 
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Data from IT Performance Engineering and Measurement Strategies: Quantifying Performance Loss, Meta Group, Stamford, CT (October 2000).
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larger scale, broader reach, and a more mission-crit-
ical fundamental requirement for business. In that
time the norm for a large on-line system has esca-
lated from applications such as networks consisting
of tens of thousands of fixed-function automated
teller machines connected over private networks to
rich suites of financial services applications that can
be accessed via a wide range of devices (personal
computer, notebook, handheld device, smart phone,
smart card, etc.) by tens of millions of people world-
wide over the Internet.

IBM’s autonomic computing initiative has been out-
lined broadly. Paul Horn1 described this “grand chal-
lenge” and called for industry-wide collaboration
toward developing autonomic computing systems
that have characteristics as follows:

● To be autonomic, a system needs to “know itself”—
and consist of components that also possess a sys-
tem identity.

● An autonomic system must configure and recon-
figure itself under varying and unpredictable con-
ditions.

● An autonomic system never settles for the status
quo—it always looks for ways to optimize its work-
ings.

● An autonomic system must perform something
akin to healing—it must be able to recover from
routine and extraordinary events that might cause
some parts to malfunction.

● A virtual world is no less dangerous than the phys-
ical one, so an autonomic computing system must
be an expert in self-protection.

● An autonomic computing system knows its envi-
ronment and the context surrounding its activity,
and acts accordingly.

● An autonomic system cannot exist in a hermetic
environment (and must adhere to open standards).

● Perhaps most critical for the user, an autonomic
computing system will anticipate the optimized re-
sources needed to meet a user’s information needs
while keeping its complexity hidden.

Fundamentals of autonomic computing. In order
to incorporate these characteristics in “self-manag-
ing” systems, future autonomic computing systems
will have four fundamental features. Various aspects
of these four fundamental “self” properties are ex-
plored in this issue of the IBM Systems Journal.

Self-configuring. Systems adapt automatically to
dynamically changing environments. When hardware
and software systems have the ability to define them-

selves “on-the fly,” they are self-configuring. This as-
pect of self-managing means that new features, soft-
ware, and servers can be dynamically added to the
enterprise infrastructure with no disruption of ser-
vices. Systems must be designed to provide this as-
pect at a feature level with capabilities such as plug
and play devices, configuration setup wizards, and
wireless server management. These features will al-
low functions to be added dynamically to the enter-
prise infrastructure with minimum human interven-
tion. Self-configuring not only includes the ability for
each individual system to configure itself on the fly,
but also for systems within the enterprise to config-
ure themselves into the e-business infrastructure of
the enterprise. The goal of autonomic computing is
to provide self-configuration capabilities for the en-
tire IT infrastructure, not just individual servers, soft-
ware, and storage devices.

Self-healing. Systems discover, diagnose, and react
to disruptions. For a system to be self-healing, it must
be able to recover from a failed component by first
detecting and isolating the failed component, tak-
ing it off line, fixing or isolating the failed compo-
nent, and reintroducing the fixed or replacement
component into service without any apparent appli-
cation disruption. Systems will need to predict prob-
lems and take actions to prevent the failure from hav-
ing an impact on applications. The self-healing
objective must be to minimize all outages in order
to keep enterprise applications up and available at
all times. Developers of system components need to
focus on maximizing the reliability and availability
design of each hardware and software product
toward continuous availability.

Self-optimizing. Systems monitor and tune resources
automatically. Self-optimization requires hardware
and software systems to efficiently maximize resource
utilization to meet end-user needs without human
intervention. IBM systems already include industry-
leading technologies such as logical partitioning, dy-
namic workload management, and dynamic server
clustering. These kinds of capabilities should be ex-
tended across multiple heterogeneous systems to
provide a single collection of computing resources
that could be managed by a “logical” workload man-
ager across the enterprise. Resource allocation and
workload management must allow dynamic redistri-
bution of workloads to systems that have the nec-
essary resources to meet workload requirements.
Similarly, storage, databases, networks, and other re-
sources must be continually tuned to enable efficient
operations even in unpredictable environments. Fea-
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tures must be introduced to allow the enterprise to
optimize resource usage across the collection of sys-
tems within their infrastructure, while also maintain-
ing their flexibility to meet the ever-changing needs
of the enterprise.

Self-protecting. Systems anticipate, detect, identify,
and protect themselves from attacks from anywhere.
Self-protecting systems must have the ability to de-
fine and manage user access to all computing re-
sources within the enterprise, to protect against un-
authorized resource access, to detect intrusions and
report and prevent these activities as they occur, and
to provide backup and recovery capabilities that are
as secure as the original resource management sys-
tems. Systems will need to build on top of a number
of core security technologies already available today,
including LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Pro-
tocol), Kerberos, hardware encryption, and SSL (Se-
cure Socket Layer). Capabilities must be provided
to more easily understand and handle user identi-
ties in various contexts, removing the burden from
administrators.

An evolution, not a revolution

To implement autonomic computing, the industry
must take an evolutionary approach and deliver im-

provements to current systems that will provide sig-
nificant self-managing value to customers without re-
quiring them to completely replace their current IT
environments. New open standards must be devel-
oped that will define the new mechanisms for inter-
operating heterogeneous systems. Figure 2 is a rep-
resentation of those levels, starting from the basic
level, through managed, predictive, and adaptive lev-
els, and finally to the autonomic level.

As seen in the figure, the basic level represents the
starting point where some IT systems are today. Each
system element is managed independently by IT pro-
fessionals who set it up, monitor it, and eventually
replace it. At the managed level, systems manage-
ment technologies can be used to collect informa-
tion from disparate systems onto fewer consoles, re-
ducing the time it takes for the administrator to
collect and synthesize information as the systems be-
come more complex to operate. In the predictive
level, as new technologies are introduced that pro-
vide correlation among several elements of the sys-
tem, the system itself can begin to recognize patterns,
predict the optimal configuration, and provide ad-
vice on what course of action the administrator
should take. As these technologies improve and as
people become more comfortable with the advice
and predictive power of these systems, we can pro-

Figure 2 Evolving to autonomic operations
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●  FASTER AND BETTER 
  DECISION MAKING

MANUAL
AUTONOMIC

From IBM Global Services and Autonomic Computing, IBM White Paper, October 2002; 

see http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/pdfs/wp-igs-autonomic.pdf.
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gress to the adaptive level where the systems them-
selves can automatically take the correct actions
based on the information that is available to them
and the knowledge of what is happening in the sys-
tems. Service Level Agreements (SLAs)16 guide op-
eration of the system. Finally, at the fully autonomic
level, the system operation is governed by business
policies and objectives. Users interact with the sys-
tem to monitor the business processes or alter the
objectives.

As companies progress through the five levels of au-
tonomic computing, the processes, tools, and bench-
marks become increasingly sophisticated, and the

skills requirement becomes more closely aligned with
the business. Table 1 illustrates this correlation.

The basic level represents the starting point for most
IT organizations. If they are formally measured at
all, they are typically measured on the time required
to finish major tasks and fix major problems. The IT
organization is viewed as a cost center, in which the
variable costs associated with labor are preferred
over an investment in centrally coordinated systems
management tools and processes.

At the managed level, IT organizations are measured
on the availability of their managed resources, their

Table 1 Aligning with business goals

Basic Managed Predictive Adaptive Autonomic

Process: Process: Process: Process: Process:
Informal, reactive,

manual
Documented,
improved over time,
leverage of industry
best practices;
manual process to
review IT performance

Proactive, shorter
approval cycle

Automation of many
resource mgmt best
practices and
transaction mgmt best
practices, driven by
service level
agreements

All IT service mgmt and
IT resource mgmt best
practices are automated

Tools: Tools: Tools: Tools: Tools:
Local, platform-

and product-
specific

Consolidated resource
mgmt consoles with
problem mgmt
system, automated
software install,
intrusion detection,
load balancing

Role-based consoles
with analysis and
recommendations;
product configuration
advisors; real-time
view of current &
future IT performance;
automation of some
repetitive tasks;
common knowledge
base of inventory and
dependency
management

Policy management
tools that drive
dynamic change
based on resource
specific policies

Costing/financial
analysis tools, business
and IT modeling tools, trade-
off analysis; automation of
some e-business mgmt roles

Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills:
Platform-specific,

geographically
dispersed with
technology

Multiple skill levels
with centralized triage
to prioritize and assign
problems to skilled IT
professionals

Cross-platform
system knowledge, IT
workload
management skills,
some bus process
knowledge

Service objectives and
delivery per resource,
and analysis of impact
on business
objectives

E-business cost & benefit
analysis,
performance modeling,
advanced use of financial
tools for IT context

Benchmarks: Benchmarks: Benchmarks: Benchmarks: Benchmarks:
Time to fix

problems and
finish tasks

System availability,
time to close trouble
tickets and work
requests

Business system
availability, service
level agreement
attainment, customer
satisfaction

Business system
response time, service
level agreement
attainment, customer
satisfaction, IT
contribution to
business success

Business success,
competitiveness of
service level agreement
metrics, business
responsiveness

Source: Autonomic Computing Concepts, IBM White Paper, October 2002; see: http://www-3.ibm.com/autonomic/pdfs/AC_Concepts.pdf.
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time to close trouble tickets in their problem man-
agement system, and their time to complete formally
tracked work requests. To improve on these mea-
surements, IT organizations document their pro-
cesses and continually improve them through man-
ual feedback loops and adoption of best practices.
IT organizations gain efficiency through consolida-
tion of management tools to a set of strategic plat-
forms and through a hierarchical problem manage-
ment triage organization.

In the predictive level, IT organizations are measured
on the availability and performance of their business
systems and their return on investment. To improve
on these measurements, IT organizations measure,
manage, and analyze transaction performance. The
implications of the critical nature of the role of the
IT organization in the success of the business are un-
derstood. Predictive tools are used to project future
IT performance, and many tools make recommen-
dations to improve future performance.

In the adaptive level, IT resources are automatically
provisioned and tuned to optimize transaction per-
formance. Business policies, business priorities, and
service-level agreements guide the autonomic infra-
structure behavior. IT organizations are measured
on end-to-end business system response times (trans-
action performance), the degree of efficiency with
which the IT infrastructure is utilized, and their abil-
ity to adapt to shifting workloads.

In the autonomic level, IT organizations are mea-
sured on their ability to make the business success-
ful. To improve business measurements, IT tools
understand the financial metrics associated with
e-business activities and supporting IT activities. Ad-
vanced modeling techniques are used to optimize
e-business performance and quickly deploy newly op-
timized e-business solutions.

Today’s software and hardware system components
will evolve toward more autonomic behavior. For ex-
ample:

● Data management. New database software tools
can use statistics from the databases, analyze them,
and learn from the historical system performance
information. The tools can help an enhanced da-
tabase system automatically detect potential bot-
tlenecks as they are about to occur and attempt
to compensate for them by adjusting tuning pa-
rameters. Query optimizers can learn the optimal
index and route to certain data and automatically

seek out that path based on the historical access
patterns and associated response times.

● Web servers and software. Web servers can pro-
vide real-time diagnostic “dashboard” information,
enabling customers to more quickly become aware
of resource problems, instead of relying on after-
the-fact reports to identify problems. Once im-
proved instrumentation is available, autonomic
functions can be introduced that enable the Web
server infrastructure to automatically monitor, an-
alyze, and fix performance problems. As an exam-
ple, suppose an application server is freezing-up
intermittently, and no customer transactions are
being processed for several seconds, thus losing
thousands of dollars in business, as well as cus-
tomer confidence and loyalty. Using real-time
monitoring, predictive analysis, and auto-tuning,
the freeze-up is anticipated before it happens. The
autonomic function compares real-time data with
historical problem data (i.e., suggesting that the
cache sizes were set too low). The settings are re-
set automatically without service disruption, and
a report is sent to the administrator that shows what
action was taken.

● Systems management. Systems management soft-
ware can contain improved problem determina-
tion and data collection features designed to help
businesses better diagnose and prevent interrup-
tions (or breaches of security). Such systems man-
agement software must enable customers to take
an “end-to-end” view of their computing environ-
ment across multiple, independently installed hard-
ware and software elements. A bank transaction,
for example, might “touch” a discrete database,
another transaction, and Web application servers
as it is processed across a network. If a problem
occurs with processing on one of the individual
components, lack of an integrated problem deter-
mination infrastructure makes it more difficult to
determine what prevented that bank transaction
from completing successfully. A consolidated view
created by the system management software would
enable the system and IT staffs to identify and
quickly react to problems as they happen by pro-
viding an end-to-end view of the application. The
end-to-end view of the environment allows com-
panies to understand problems and performance
information in the context of their business goals.

● Servers. Computers can be built that need less hu-
man supervision. Computers can try to fix them-
selves in the event of a failure, protect themselves
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from hacker attacks, and configure themselves
when adding new features. Servers can use soft-
ware algorithms that learn patterns in Internet traf-
fic or application usage, and provision resources
in a way that gives the shortest response time to
the task with the highest business priority. Server
support for heterogeneous and enterprise work-
load management, dynamic clustering, dynamic
partitioning, improved setup wizards, improved
user authentication, directory integration, and
other tools to protect access to network resources
are all steps toward more autonomic functioning.

IBM hardware and software systems have already
made significant progress in introducing autonomic
computing functionality.2 But there is much more
work ahead. The efforts to achieve cohesive system
behavior must go beyond improvements in the in-
dividual components alone. These components must
be federated, employing an integrating architecture
that establishes the instrumentation, policy, and col-
laboration technologies so that groups of resources
can work in concert, as for example, across systems
in a grid. System management tools will play a cen-
tral role in coordinating the actions of system com-
ponents, providing a simplified mechanism for
system administration and for translating business
objectives into executable policies to govern the ac-
tions of the IT resources available.

Industry standards are needed to support
autonomic computing

Most IT infrastructures are composed of components
supplied by different vendors. Open industry stan-
dards are the key to the construction of autonomic
computing systems. Systems will need more stan-
dardization to introduce a uniform approach to in-
strumentation and data collection, dynamic config-
uration, and operation. Uniformity will allow the
intersystem exchange of instrumentation and con-
trol information to create the basis for collaboration
and autonomic behavior among heterogeneous sys-
tems.

For example, in storage systems, a standard that has
been proposed for specifying data collection items
is the Bluefin specification. Bluefin17 defines a lan-
guage and schema that allow users to reliably iden-
tify, classify, monitor, and control the physical and
logical devices in storage area networking. The Stor-
age Networking Industry Association (SNIA) has
taken this standard to the Distributed Management
Task Force (DMTF). SNIA is using Bluefin as the ba-

sis for its storage management initiative, the intent
of which is to become the SNIA standard for man-
agement.

In the case of application instrumentation, the stan-
dard that has been proposed for obtaining the trans-
action rate, response time, failure rate, and topol-
ogy data from applications is the Open Group
Application Response Measurement (ARM)18 appli-
cation programming interfaces (APIs). The Applica-
tion Response Measurement API defines the func-
tion calls that can be used to instrument an
application or other software for transaction mon-
itoring. It provides a way to monitor business trans-
actions by embedding simple cells in the software
that can be captured by an agent supporting the
ARM API. The calls are used to capture data, allow-
ing software to be monitored for availability, service
levels, and capacity.

Other standards, such as the DMTF Common Infor-
mation Model (CIM)19 and Web Service Level Agree-
ment (WSLA), provide languages and schemas for de-
fining the available data. CIM is an object-oriented
information model that provides a conceptual view
of physical and logical system components. WSLA is
a language to express SLA contracts, to support guar-
anteed performance, and to handle complex dynamic
fluctuations in service demand. SLA-based system
management would enable service providers to of-
fer the same Web service at different performance
levels, depending on contracts with their customers.
WSLA is available through the IBM alphaWorks* Web
Services Toolkit20 that features a WSLA document
approach based on Extensible Markup Language
(XML) to define SLAs.

These standards are technologies that enable the
building of “inter-communicating” autonomic sys-
tem elements that are the foundation for cooperation
in a federation of system components. Each individ-
ual autonomic “element” is responsible for manag-
ing itself, that is, for configuring itself internally, for
healing internal failures when possible, for optimiz-
ing its own behavior, and for protecting itself from
external probing and attack.

Autonomic elements are the building blocks for mak-
ing autonomic systems. Autonomic elements contin-
uously monitor system (or component) behavior
through “sensors” and make adjustments through
“effectors.” By monitoring behavior through sensors,
analyzing those data, then planning what action
should be taken next (if any), and executing that ac-
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tion through effectors, a kind of “control loop”21 is
created (see Figure 3).

Interconnecting autonomic elements requires dis-
tributed computing mechanisms to access resources
across the network. “Grid computing”22 encom-
passes the idea of an emerging infrastructure that
is focused on networking together heterogeneous,
multiple regional and national computing systems.
It has been called the next evolutionary step for the
Internet. The term “grid” was chosen as an analogy
with the electric power grid, which supplies perva-
sive access to power. Grids are persistent comput-
ing environments that enable software applications
to integrate instruments, displays, and computational
and information resources that are managed by di-
verse organizations in widespread locations.

In 2001, the Globus Project23,24 launched a research
and development program aimed at creating a tool-
kit based on the Open Grid Service Architecture
(OGSA) that defines standard mechanisms for cre-
ating, naming, and discovering services and speci-
fies various protocols to support accessing services.
Essentially, OGSA is a framework for distributed com-
puting, based on Web services protocols. Although
OGSA is a proposed standard that will be developed
and defined in the Global Grid Forum (GGF),25 it
is applicable whether the environment consists of a
multiorganization grid or simply distributed re-
sources within an enterprise. IBM, Microsoft Corpo-
ration, and others have already announced support
for the OGSA framework. Work efforts on grid and
OGSA are creating important architectural models
and new open industry standards that are enablers
for the IT industry to make progress toward more
self-managing systems. Since grid deployments can
expand the domain of computing across many sys-
tems, in our view, a successful grid system will re-
quire autonomic functionality.

Individual autonomic elements can interact through
OGSA mechanisms. For example, today there is no
accepted “sensor and effector” standard. But, the
Globus Toolkit provides information services util-
ities to provide information about the status of grid
resources. One of these utilities is the Monitoring
and Discovery Service (MDS),26 MDS 2.2 GRIS “Infor-
mation Providers” that are essentially sensors or
probes. The Globus Toolkit also provides a mech-
anism for authenticated access to MDS. Fault detec-
tion allows a client process to be monitored by a
heartbeat monitor. Resource management APIs pro-
vide some job management capabilities.

Thus we are seeing the emergence of some basic
standard mechanisms needed for distributed “con-
trol loops” that in turn are needed for autonomic
computing. When control loop standards are in
place, the industry must address the more complex
issues of specifying and automating policy manage-
ment and service level agreements (SLAs).

A typical enterprise has a heterogeneous set of rout-
ers, firewalls, Web servers, databases, and worksta-
tions, all with different system management mech-
anisms. So again, industry standards will be needed
in order to enable true policy management. We ex-
pect that policy specifications will be widely used in
enterprises for defining quality of service manage-
ment, storage backup, and system configuration, as
well as security authorization and management.

A common approach to specifying and deploying pol-
icy would enable an enterprise to define and dissem-
inate policies that reflect its overall IT service goals.
A common, standard set of tools and techniques used
throughout the enterprise could simplify analysis and
reduce inconsistencies and conflicts in the policies
deployed across the various components within the
enterprise and also allow a policy exchange with ex-
ternal service providers.

Various standards bodies are working on specifying
policies for network and systems management, se-
curity, and role-based access control (RBAC). The In-
ternet Engineering Task Force (IETF)27 and DMTF28

have been concentrating on information models for
management policies, protocols for transferring pol-
icies to network devices, and routing policies; the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)29

is working toward an RBAC standard; and the Oasis
consortium (Organization for the Advancement of

Figure 3 Control loop
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From Autonomic Computing Concepts, IBM White Paper, 2001
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Structured Information Standards)30 is working on
an XML-based specification of access control poli-
cies and authentication information.

It will take some time for the current divergent stan-
dards policy-based solutions to come to embrace a
common approach. Meanwhile, research on policy-
based management approaches continues.31,32 Ad-
vances in policy management are needed to enable
enterprises to eventually specify the behaviors of IT
services in terms of the business process objectives
of the enterprises.

Exploratory research and development
presented in this issue

Autonomic computing represents an exciting new re-
search direction in computing. IBM believes that
meeting the grand challenge of autonomic comput-
ing systems will involve researchers in a diverse ar-
ray of fields, including systems management, distrib-
uted computing, networking, operations research,
software development, storage, artificial intelligence,
and control theory, as well as others.

The challenge of autonomic computing requires
more than the re-engineering of today’s systems. Au-
tonomic computing also requires new ideas, new in-
sights, and new approaches. This issue of the IBM
Systems Journal provides just a glimpse into an array
of research and development efforts underway for
autonomic computing. Below we present the topics
in the issue.

D. C. Verma, S. Sahu, S. Calo, A. Shaikh, I. Chang,
and A. Acharya in their paper, “SRIRAM: A Scalable
Resilient Autonomic Mesh,”33 propose a method
that facilitates instantiating mirroring and replica-
tion of services in a network of servers.

The ability to redistribute hardware resources
dynamically is essential to both the self-configuring
and self-optimizing goals of autonomic computing.
J. Jann, L. M. Browning, and R. S. Burugula describe
this new server capability in “Dynamic Reconfigu-
ration: Basic Building Blocks for Autonomic Com-
puting on IBM pSeries Servers.”34

In the first of two invited papers, D. A. Norman and
A. Ortony from Northwestern University, along with
D. M. Russell of IBM, discuss in “Affect and Machine
Design: Lessons for the Development of Autono-
mous Machines”35 how studying the human charac-
teristics of cognition and affect will help designers

in developing complex autonomic systems that will
interact with unpredictable situations.

K. Whisnant, Z. T. Kalbarczyk, and R. K. Iyer ex-
amine the difficulties of dynamically reconfiguring
application software in their paper, “A System Model
for Dynamically Reconfigurable Software.”36 They
believe that both static structure and run-time be-
haviors must be captured in order to define a work-
able reconfiguration model.

One technology to support self-healing and self-con-
figuring is the ability to dynamically insert new pieces
of software and remove other pieces of code, with-
out shutting down the running system. This technol-
ogy is being explored in the K42 research operating
system and is presented in the paper by J. Appavoo,
K. Hui, C. A. N. Soules, R. W. Wisniewski, D. M.
Da Silva, O. Krieger, M. A. Auslander, D. J. Edel-
sohn, B. Gamsa, G. R. Ganger, P. McKenney,
M. Ostrowski, B. Rosenburg, M. Stumm, and J. Xe-
nidis, entitled “Enabling Autonomic Behavior in Sys-
tems Software with Hot Swapping.”37

L. W. Russell, S. P. Morgan, and E. G. Chron in-
troduce the idea of a predictive autonomic system
in their paper entitled “Clockwork: A New Move-
ment in Autonomic Systems.”38 They explore the
idea of a system that anticipates workload needs
based on statistical modeling, tracking, and forecast-
ing.

Component-based development, where multiple dis-
tributed software components are composed to de-
liver a particular business function, is an emerging
programming model in the Web services world.
D. M. Yellin in his paper, “Competitive Algorithms
for the Dynamic Selection of Component Implemen-
tations,”39 proposes a strategy and framework for op-
timizing component performance based on switch-
ing between different component implementations.

In an example of “self-optimizing,” V. Markl, G. M.
Lohman, and V. Raman discuss improving query
performance by comparing estimates with actual re-
sults toward self-validating query planning in “LEO:
An Autonomic Query Optimizer for DB2.”40

As noted, system and network security are funda-
mental to autonomic computing systems. In “Secur-
ity in an Autonomic Computing Environment,”41

D. M. Chess, C. C. Palmer, and S. R. White outline
a number of security and privacy issues in the de-
sign and development of autonomic systems.
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G. Lanfranchi, P. Della Peruta, A. Perrone, and D. Cal-
vanese describe what they see as a paradigm shift in
system management needed for autonomic com-
puting. In their paper, “Toward a New Landscape
of Systems Management in an Autonomic Comput-
ing Environment,”42 they introduce a knowledge-
based resource model technology that extends across
design, delivery, and run time.

In the second invited paper, “Comparing Autonomic
and Proactive Computing,”43 R. Want, T. Pering, and
D. Tennenhouse of Intel Research present a high-
level discussion of the similarities between proactive
computing and autonomic computing with an em-
phasis on their research in proactive computing—an
environment in which computers anticipate what
users need and act accordingly.

Today, optimizing performance in multisystem
e-commerce environments requires considerable
skill and experience. In “Managing Web Server Per-
formance with AutoTune Agents,”44 Y. Diao, J. L.
Hellerstein, S. Parekh, and J. P. Bigus describe in-
telligent agents that use control theory techniques
to autonomically adjust an Apache** Web server to
dynamic workloads.

The backbone of a grid or typical autonomic com-
puting system will be an intelligent, heterogeneous
network infrastructure. Management issues related
to topology, service placement, cost and service met-
rics, as well as dynamic administration structure are
explored by R. Haas, P. Droz, and B. Stiller in “Au-
tonomic Service Deployment in Networks.”45

Although much of the discussion on autonomic com-
puting often focuses on servers, networks, databases,
and storage management, we realize that personal
computer users would also benefit greatly by the in-
troduction of autonomic features. D. F. Bantz,
C. Bisdikian, D. Challener, J. P. Karidis, S. Mastri-
anni, A. Mohindra, D. G. Shea, and M. Vanover ex-
plore these possibilities in their paper, “Autonomic
Personal Computing.”46

People will still need to interact with autonomic com-
puting systems. D. M. Russell, P. P. Maglio,
R. Dordick, and C. Neti in their paper entitled “Deal-
ing with Ghosts: Managing the User Experience of
Autonomic Computing”47 argue that the lessons we
have learned in human-computer interaction re-
search must be applied to effectively expose and com-
municate the run-time behavior of these complex sys-

tems and to better define and structure the user
system operation scenarios.

In the Technical Forum section, the complex chal-
lenges of life-cycle management and providing ca-
pacity on demand are examined in a project as de-
scribed by A. Abbondanzio, Y. Aridor, O. Biran, L. L.
Fong, G. S. Goldszmidt, R. E. Harper, S. M. Krish-
nakumar, G. Pruett, and B.-A. Yassur in “Manage-
ment of Application Complexes in Multitier Clus-
tered Systems.”48

Conclusion

In his keynote speech at the Almaden Institute
2002,49 John Hennessy, President of Stanford Uni-
versity, presented his view of the autonomic chal-
lenge. While acknowledging the significant accom-
plishments in hardware architecture over the past
20 years, he urged industry and academia to look for-
ward and to shift focus to a set of issues related to
how services will be delivered over networks in the
Internet/Web-centric “post-desktop” era: “As the
business use of this environment grows and as peo-
ple become more and more used to it, the flakiness
that we’ve all accepted in the first generation of the
Internet and the Web—will become unacceptable.”
Hennessy emphasized an increased research focus
on availability, maintainability, scalability, cost, and
performance—all fundamental aspects of autonomic
computing.

Autonomic computing is a journey. Progress will be
made in a series of evolutionary steps. This issue of
the IBM Systems Journal presents some of the tech-
nology signposts that can serve to guide the ongoing
research in this new direction.
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C O V E R  F E A T U R E

P u b l i s h e d  b y  t h e  I E E E  C o m p u t e r  S o c i e t y

The Vision of 
Autonomic
Computing

I n mid-October 2001, IBM released a manifesto
observing that the main obstacle to further
progress in the IT industry is a looming soft-
ware complexity crisis.1 The company cited
applications and environments that weigh in

at tens of millions of lines of code and require
skilled IT professionals to install, configure, tune,
and maintain.

The manifesto pointed out that the difficulty of
managing today’s computing systems goes well
beyond the administration of individual software
environments. The need to integrate several het-
erogeneous environments into corporate-wide com-
puting systems, and to extend that beyond company
boundaries into the Internet, introduces new levels
of complexity. Computing systems’ complexity
appears to be approaching the limits of human
capability, yet the march toward increased inter-
connectivity and integration rushes ahead unabated.

This march could turn the dream of pervasive
computing—trillions of computing devices con-
nected to the Internet—into a nightmare. Pro-
gramming language innovations have extended the
size and complexity of systems that architects can
design, but relying solely on further innovations in
programming methods will not get us through the
present complexity crisis.

As systems become more interconnected and
diverse, architects are less able to anticipate and
design interactions among components, leaving
such issues to be dealt with at runtime. Soon sys-
tems will become too massive and complex for even
the most skilled system integrators to install, con-

figure, optimize, maintain, and merge. And there
will be no way to make timely, decisive responses to
the rapid stream of changing and conflicting
demands. 

AUTONOMIC OPTION
The only option remaining is autonomic com-

puting—computing systems that can manage them-
selves given high-level objectives from admini-
strators. When IBM’s senior vice president of
research, Paul Horn, introduced this idea to the
National Academy of Engineers at Harvard
University in a March 2001 keynote address, he
deliberately chose a term with a biological conno-
tation. The autonomic nervous system governs our
heart rate and body temperature, thus freeing our
conscious brain from the burden of dealing with
these and many other low-level, yet vital, functions. 

The term autonomic computing is emblematic of
a vast and somewhat tangled hierarchy of natural
self-governing systems, many of which consist of
myriad interacting, self-governing components that
in turn comprise large numbers of interacting,
autonomous, self-governing components at the next
level down. The enormous range in scale, starting
with molecular machines within cells and extending
to human markets, societies, and the entire world
socioeconomy, mirrors that of computing systems,
which run from individual devices to the entire
Internet. Thus, we believe it will be profitable to
seek inspiration in the self-governance of social and
economic systems as well as purely biological ones.

Clearly then, autonomic computing is a grand

Systems manage themselves according to an administrator’s goals. New
components integrate as effortlessly as a new cell establishes itself in the
human body. These ideas are not science fiction, but elements of the grand
challenge to create self-managing computing systems.

Jeffrey O.
Kephart
David M.
Chess
IBM Thomas J. 
Watson Research
Center
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challenge that reaches far beyond a single organi-
zation. Its realization will take a concerted, long-
term, worldwide effort by researchers in a diversity
of fields. A necessary first step is to examine this
vision: what autonomic computing systems might
look like, how they might function, and what
obstacles researchers will face in designing them
and understanding their behavior.

SELF-MANAGEMENT
The essence of autonomic computing systems is

self-management, the intent of which is to free sys-
tem administrators from the details of system oper-
ation and maintenance and to provide users with a
machine that runs at peak performance 24/7. 

Like their biological namesakes, autonomic sys-
tems will maintain and adjust their operation in the
face of changing components, workloads, demands,
and external conditions and in the face of hardware
or software failures, both innocent and malicious.
The autonomic system might continually monitor
its own use, and check for component upgrades, for
example. If it deems the advertised features of the

upgrades worthwhile, the system will install them,
reconfigure itself as necessary, and run a regression
test to make sure all is well. When it detects errors,
the system will revert to the older version while its
automatic problem-determination algorithms try to
isolate the source of the error. Figure 1 illustrates
how this process might work for an autonomic
accounting system upgrade.

IBM frequently cites four aspects of self-man-
agement, which Table 1 summarizes. Early auto-
nomic systems may treat these aspects as distinct,
with different product teams creating solutions that
address each one separately. Ultimately, these
aspects will be emergent properties of a general
architecture, and distinctions will blur into a more
general notion of self-maintenance. 

The journey toward fully autonomic computing
will take many years, but there are several impor-
tant and valuable milestones along the path. At
first, automated functions will merely collect and
aggregate information to support decisions by
human administrators. Later, they will serve as
advisors, suggesting possible courses of action for
humans to consider. As automation technologies
improve, and our faith in them grows, we will
entrust autonomic systems with making—and act-
ing on—lower-level decisions. Over time, humans
will need to make relatively less frequent predomi-
nantly higher-level decisions, which the system will
carry out automatically via more numerous, lower-
level decisions and actions. 

Ultimately, system administrators and end users
will take the benefits of autonomic computing for
granted. Self-managing systems and devices will
seem completely natural and unremarkable, as will
automated software and middleware upgrades.
The detailed migration patterns of applications or
data will be as uninteresting to us as the details of
routing a phone call through the telephone net-
work.

Self-configuration 
Installing, configuring, and integrating large,

complex systems is challenging, time-consuming,
and error-prone even for experts. Most large Web
sites and corporate data centers are haphazard
accretions of servers, routers, databases, and other
technologies on different platforms from different
vendors. It can take teams of expert programmers
months to merge two systems or to install a major
e-commerce application such as SAP.

Autonomic systems will configure themselves
automatically in accordance with high-level poli-
cies—representing business-level objectives, for
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Figure 1. Problem diagnosis in an autonomic system upgrade. The upgrade intro-
duces five software modules (blue), each an autonomic element. Minutes after
installation, regression testers find faulty output in three of the new modules (red
outlines), and the system immediately reverts to its old version. A problem deter-
miner, an autonomic element, obtains information about interelement dependen-
cies (lines between elements) from a dependency analyzer, another autonomic
element that probes the system periodically (not shown). Taking into account its
knowledge of interelement dependencies, the problem determiner analyzes log
files and infers which of the three potentially bad modules is the culprit (red X). It
generates a problem ticket containing diagnostic information and sends it to a
software developer, who debugs the module and makes it available for future
upgrades. 



example—that specify what is desired, not how it
is to be accomplished. When a component is intro-
duced, it will incorporate itself seamlessly, and the
rest of the system will adapt to its presence—much
like a new cell in the body or a new person in a pop-
ulation. For example, when a new component is
introduced into an autonomic accounting system,
as in Figure 1, it will automatically learn about and
take into account the composition and configura-
tion of the system. It will register itself and its capa-
bilities so that other components can either use it or
modify their own behavior appropriately.

Self-optimization 
Complex middleware, such as WebSphere, or

database systems, such as Oracle or DB2, may have
hundreds of tunable parameters that must be set
correctly for the system to perform optimally, yet
few people know how to tune them. Such systems
are often integrated with other, equally complex
systems. Consequently, performance-tuning one
large subsystem can have unanticipated effects on
the entire system.

Autonomic systems will continually seek ways
to improve their operation, identifying and seizing
opportunities to make themselves more efficient 
in performance or cost. Just as muscles become
stronger through exercise, and the brain modifies
its circuitry during learning, autonomic systems
will monitor, experiment with, and tune their own
parameters and will learn to make appropriate
choices about keeping functions or outsourcing
them. They will proactively seek to upgrade their
function by finding, verifying, and applying the lat-
est updates.

Self-healing
IBM and other IT vendors have large depart-

ments devoted to identifying, tracing, and deter-
mining the root cause of failures in complex
computing systems. Serious customer problems

can take teams of programmers several weeks to
diagnose and fix, and sometimes the problem dis-
appears mysteriously without any satisfactory
diagnosis.

Autonomic computing systems will detect, diag-
nose, and repair localized problems resulting from
bugs or failures in software and hardware, perhaps
through a regression tester, as in Figure 1. Using
knowledge about the system configuration, a prob-
lem-diagnosis component (based on a Bayesian
network, for example) would analyze information
from log files, possibly supplemented with data
from additional monitors that it has requested.
The system would then match the diagnosis
against known software patches (or alert a human
programmer if there are none), install the appro-
priate patch, and retest.

Self-protection
Despite the existence of firewalls and intrusion-

detection tools, humans must at present decide how
to protect systems from malicious attacks and inad-
vertent cascading failures.

Autonomic systems will be self-protecting in two
senses. They will defend the system as a whole
against large-scale, correlated problems arising from
malicious attacks or cascading failures that remain
uncorrected by self-healing measures. They also will
anticipate problems based on early reports from
sensors and take steps to avoid or mitigate them.

ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS
Autonomic systems will be interactive collections

of autonomic elements—individual system con-
stituents that contain resources and deliver services
to humans and other autonomic elements. Auto-
nomic elements will manage their internal behavior
and their relationships with other autonomic ele-
ments in accordance with policies that humans or
other elements have established. System self-man-
agement will arise at least as much from the myriad
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Table 1. Four aspects of self-management as they are now and would be with autonomic computing.

Concept Current computing Autonomic computing

Self-configuration Corporate data centers have multiple Automated configuration of components and systems
vendors and platforms. Installing, follows high-level policies. Rest of system adjusts
configuring, and integrating systems is automatically and seamlessly.
time consuming and error prone. 

Self-optimization Systems have hundreds of manually set, Components and systems continually seek 
nonlinear tuning parameters, and their opportunities to improve their own performance and  
number increases with each release. efficiency.

Self-healing Problem determination in large, complex System automatically detects, diagnoses, and repairs
systems can take a team of programmers localized software and hardware problems.
weeks.  

Self-protection Detection of and recovery from attacks System automatically defends against malicious
and cascading failures is manual. attacks or cascading failures. It uses early warning 

to anticipate and prevent systemwide failures.
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interactions among autonomic elements as it will
from the internal self-management of the individual
autonomic elements—just as the social intelligence
of an ant colony arises largely from the interactions
among individual ants. A distributed, service-ori-
ented infrastructure will support autonomic ele-
ments and their interactions. 

As Figure 2 shows, an autonomic element will
typically consist of one or more managed elements
coupled with a single autonomic manager that con-
trols and represents them. The managed element
will essentially be equivalent to what is found in
ordinary nonautonomic systems, although it can
be adapted to enable the autonomic manager to
monitor and control it. The managed element could
be a hardware resource, such as storage, a CPU, or
a printer, or a software resource, such as a data-
base, a directory service, or a large legacy system.

At the highest level, the managed element could
be an e-utility, an application service, or even an
individual business. The autonomic manager dis-
tinguishes the autonomic element from its nonau-
tonomic counterpart. By monitoring the managed
element and its external environment, and con-
structing and executing plans based on an analysis

of this information, the autonomic manager will
relieve humans of the responsibility of directly man-
aging the managed element. 

Fully autonomic computing is likely to evolve as
designers gradually add increasingly sophisticated
autonomic managers to existing managed elements.
Ultimately, the distinction between the autonomic
manager and the managed element may become
merely conceptual rather than architectural, or it
may melt away—leaving fully integrated, auto-
nomic elements with well-defined behaviors and
interfaces, but also with few constraints on their
internal structure. 

Each autonomic element will be responsible for
managing its own internal state and behavior and
for managing its interactions with an environment
that consists largely of signals and messages from
other elements and the external world. An element’s
internal behavior and its relationships with other
elements will be driven by goals that its designer
has embedded in it, by other elements that have
authority over it, or by subcontracts to peer ele-
ments with its tacit or explicit consent. The element
may require assistance from other elements to
achieve its goals. If so, it will be responsible for
obtaining necessary resources from other elements
and for dealing with exception cases, such as the
failure of a required resource.

Autonomic elements will function at many levels,
from individual computing components such as
disk drives to small-scale computing systems such
as workstations or servers to entire automated
enterprises in the largest autonomic system of all—
the global economy.

At the lower levels, an autonomic element’s range
of internal behaviors and relationships with other
elements, and the set of elements with which it can
interact, may be relatively limited and hard-coded.
Particularly at the level of individual components,
well-established techniques—many of which fall
under the rubric of fault tolerance—have led to the
development of elements that rarely fail, which is
one important aspect of being autonomic. Decades
of developing fault-tolerance techniques have pro-
duced such engineering feats as the IBM zSeries
servers, which have a mean time to failure of sev-
eral decades.

At the higher levels, fixed behaviors, connections,
and relationships will give way to increased
dynamism and flexibility. All these aspects of auto-
nomic elements will be expressed in more high-
level, goal-oriented terms, leaving the elements
themselves with the responsibility for resolving the
details on the fly. 

Autonomic manager

Knowledge

Managed element

Analyze Plan

Monitor Execute

Figure 2. Structure of an autonomic element. Elements interact with other
elements and with human programmers via their autonomic managers.



Hard-coded behaviors will give way to behav-
iors expressed as high-level objectives, such as
“maximize this utility function,” or “find a rep-
utable message translation service.” Hardwired
connections among elements will give way to in-
creasingly less direct specifications of an element’s
partners—from specification by physical address
to specification by name and finally to specification
by function, with the partner’s identity being
resolved only when it is needed.

Hard-wired relationships will evolve into flexi-
ble relationships that are established via negotia-
tion. Elements will automatically handle new
modes of failure, such as contract violation by a
supplier, without human intervention.

While service-oriented architectural concepts like
Web and grid services2,3 will play a fundamental
role, a sufficient foundation for autonomic com-
puting requires more. First, as service providers,
autonomic elements will not unquestioningly honor
requests for service, as would typical Web services
or objects in an object-oriented environment. They
will provide a service only if providing it is consis-
tent with their goals. Second, as consumers, auto-
nomic elements will autonomously and proactively
issue requests to other elements to carry out their
objectives. 

Finally, autonomic elements will have complex life
cycles, continually carrying on multiple threads of
activity, and continually sensing and responding to
the environment in which they are situated.
Autonomy, proactivity, and goal-directed interac-
tivity with their environment are distinguishing char-
acteristics of software agents. Viewing autonomic
elements as agents and autonomic systems as multi-
agent systems makes it clear that agent-oriented
architectural concepts will be critically important.4

ENGINEERING CHALLENGES
Virtually every aspect of autonomic computing

offers significant engineering challenges. The life
cycle of an individual autonomic element or of a
relationship among autonomic elements reveals
several challenges. Others arise in the context of
the system as a whole, and still more become appar-
ent at the interface between humans and autonomic
systems.

Life cycle of an autonomic element
An autonomic element’s life cycle begins with its

design and implementation; continues with test and
verification; proceeds to installation, configuration,
optimization, upgrading, monitoring, problem
determination, and recovery; and culminates in

uninstallation or replacement. Each of these
stages has special issues and challenges.

Design, test, and verification. Programming an
autonomic element will mean extending Web
services or grid services with programming
tools and techniques that aid in managing
relationships with other autonomic elements.
Because autonomic elements both consume
and provide services, representing needs and
preferences will be just as important as rep-
resenting capabilities. Programmers will need
tools that help them acquire and represent
policies—high-level specifications of goals and con-
straints, typically represented as rules or utility
functions—and map them onto lower-level actions.
They will also need tools to build elements that can
establish, monitor, and enforce agreements.

Testing autonomic elements and verifying that
they behave correctly will be particularly chal-
lenging in large-scale systems because it will be
harder to anticipate their environment, especially
when it extends across multiple administrative
domains or enterprises. Testing networked appli-
cations that require coordinated interactions
among several autonomic elements will be even
more difficult. 

It will be virtually impossible to build test sys-
tems that capture the size and complexity of real-
istic systems and workloads. It might be possible
to test newly deployed autonomic elements in situ
by having them perform alongside more established
and trusted elements with similar functionality. 

The element’s potential customers may also want
to test and verify its behavior, both before estab-
lishing a service agreement and while the service is
provided. One approach is for the autonomic ele-
ment to attach a testing method to its service
description.

Installation and configuration. Installing and config-
uring autonomic elements will most likely entail a
bootstrapping process that begins when the ele-
ment registers itself in a directory service by pub-
lishing its capabilities and contact information.
The element might also use the directory service
to discover suppliers or brokers that may provide
information or services it needs to complete its ini-
tial configuration. It can also use the service to seek
out potential customers or brokers to which it can
delegate the task of finding customers.

Monitoring and problem determination. Monitoring
will be an essential feature of autonomic elements.
Elements will continually monitor themselves to
ensure that they are meeting their own objectives,
and they will log this information to serve as the
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basis for adaptation, self-optimization, and
reconfiguration. They will also continually
monitor their suppliers to ensure that they
are receiving the agreed-on level of service
and their customers to ensure that they are
not exceeding the agreed-on level of demand.
Special sentinel elements may monitor other
elements and issue alerts to interested par-
ties when they fail. 

When coupled with event correlation and
other forms of analysis, monitoring will be
important in supporting problem determina-
tion and recovery when a fault is found or sus-

pected. Applying monitoring, audit, and verification
tests at all the needed points without burdening sys-
tems with excessive bandwidth or processing
demands will be a challenge. Technologies to allow
statistical or sample-based testing in a dynamic envi-
ronment may prove helpful.

The vision of autonomic systems as a complex
supply web makes problem determination both eas-
ier and harder than it is now. An autonomic element
that detects poor performance or failure in a sup-
plier may not attempt a diagnosis; it may simply
work around the problem by finding a new supplier. 

In other situations, however, it will be necessary
to determine why one or more elements are fail-
ing, preferably without shutting down and restart-
ing the entire system. This requires theoretically
grounded tools for tracing, simulation, and prob-
lem determination in complex dynamic environ-
ments. Particularly when autonomic elements—or
applications based on interactions among multi-
ple elements—have a large amount of state, recov-
ering gracefully and quickly from failure or
restarting applications after software has been
upgraded or after a function has been relocated to
new machines will be challenging. David Patterson
and colleagues at the University of California,
Berkeley, and Stanford University have made a
promising start in this direction.5

Upgrading. Autonomic elements will need to
upgrade themselves from time to time. They might
subscribe to a service that alerts them to the avail-
ability of relevant upgrades and decide for them-
selves when to apply the upgrade, possibly with
guidance from another element or a human.
Alternatively, the system could create afresh
entirely new elements as part of a system upgrade,
eliminating outmoded elements only after the new
ones establish that they are working properly.

Managing the life cycle. Autonomic elements will
typically be engaged in many activities simultane-
ously: participating in one or more negotiations at

various phases of completion, proactively seeking
inputs from other elements, and so on. They will
need to schedule and prioritize their myriad activ-
ities, and they will need to represent their life cycle
so that they can both reason about it and commu-
nicate it to other elements.

Relationships among autonomic elements
In its most dynamic and elaborate form, the ser-

vice relationship among autonomic elements will
also have a life cycle. Each stage of this life cycle
engenders its own set of engineering challenges and
standardization requirements.

Specification. An autonomic element must have
associated with it a set of output services it can per-
form and a set of input services that it requires,
expressed in a standard format so that other auto-
nomic elements can understand it. Typically, the
element will register with a directory service such
as Universal Description, Discovery, and Inte-
gration6 or an Open Grid Services Architecture
(OGSA) registry,3 providing a description of its
capabilities and details about addresses and the
protocols other elements or people can use to com-
municate with it. 

Establishing standard service ontologies and a
standard service description syntax and semantics
that are sufficiently expressive for machines to inter-
pret and reason about is an area of active research.
The US Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency’s semantic Web effort7 is representative. 

Location. An autonomic element must be able to
locate input services that it needs; in turn, other ele-
ments that require its output services must be able
to locate that element. 

To locate other elements dynamically, the element
can look them up by name or function in a direc-
tory service, possibly using a search process that
involves sophisticated reasoning about service
ontologies. The element can then contact one or
more potential service providers directly and con-
verse with them to determine if it can provide
exactly the service they require. 

In many cases, autonomic elements will also need
to judge the likely reliability or trustworthiness of
potential partners—an area of active research with
many unsolved fundamental problems.

Negotiation. Once an element finds potential
providers of an input service, it must negotiate with
them to obtain that service. 

We construe negotiation broadly as any process
by which an agreement is reached. In demand-for-
service negotiation, the element providing a ser-
vice is subservient to the one requesting it, and the
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provider must furnish the service unless it does not
have sufficient resources to do so. Another simple
form of negotiation is first-come, first-served, in
which the provider satisfies all requests until it runs
into resource limitations. In posted-price negotia-
tion, the provider sets a price in real or artificial
currency for its service, and the requester must take
it or leave it. 

More complex forms of negotiation include
bilateral or multilateral negotiations over multiple
attributes, such as price, service level, and priority,
involving multiple rounds of proposals and coun-
terproposals. A third-party arbiter can run an auc-
tion or otherwise assist these more complex
negotiations, especially when they are multilateral.

Negotiation will be a rich source of engineering
and scientific challenges for autonomic computing.
Elements need flexible ways to express multiat-
tribute needs and capabilities, and they need mech-
anisms for deriving these expressions from human
input or from computation. They also need effec-
tive negotiation strategies and protocols that estab-
lish the rules of negotiation and govern the flow of
messages among the negotiators. There must be 
languages for expressing service agreements—the 
culmination of successful negotiation—in their tran-
sient and final forms. 

Efforts to standardize the representation of
agreements are under way, but mechanisms for
negotiating, enforcing, and reasoning about agree-
ments are lacking, as are methods for translating
them into action plans.

Provision. Once two elements reach an agree-
ment, they must provision their internal resources.
Provision may be as simple as noting in an access
list that a particular element can request service in
the future, or it may entail establishing additional
relationships with other elements, which become
subcontractors in providing some part of the
agreed-on service or task.

Operation. Once both sides are properly provi-
sioned, they operate under the negotiated agree-
ment. The service provider’s autonomic manager
oversees the operation of its managed element,
monitoring it to ensure that the agreement is being
honored; the service requester might similarly
monitor the level of service. 

If the agreement is violated, one or both elements
would seek an appropriate remedy. The remedy
may be to assess a penalty, renegotiate the agree-
ment, take technical measures to minimize any
harm from the failure, or even terminate the agree-
ment.

Termination. When the agreement has run its

course, the parties agree to terminate it, free-
ing their internal resources for other uses and
terminating agreements for input services
that are no longer needed. The parties may
record pertinent information about the ser-
vice relationship locally, or store it in a data-
base a reputation element maintains.

Systemwide issues
Other important engineering issues that

arise at the system level include security, pri-
vacy, and trust, and the emergence of new
types of services to serve the needs of other
autonomic elements.

Autonomic computing systems will be sub-
ject to all the security, privacy, and trust issues that
traditional computing systems must now address.
Autonomic elements and systems will need to both
establish and abide by security policies, just as
human administrators do today, and they will need
to do so in an understandable and fail-safe manner. 

Systems that span multiple administrative
domains—especially those that cross company
boundaries—will face many of the challenges that
now confront electronic commerce. These include
authentication, authorization, encryption, signing,
secure auditing and monitoring, nonrepudiation,
data aggregation and identity masking, and com-
pliance with complex legal requirements that vary
from state to state or country to country.

The autonomic systems infrastructure must let
autonomic elements identify themselves, verify the
identities of other entities with which they com-
municate, verify that a message has not been altered
in transit, and ensure that unauthorized parties do
not read messages and other data. To satisfy pri-
vacy policies and laws, elements must also appro-
priately protect private and personal information
that comes into their possession. Measures that
keep data segregated according to its origin or its
purpose must be extended into the realm of auto-
nomic elements to satisfy policy and legal require-
ments.

Autonomic systems must be robust against new
and insidious forms of attack that use self-man-
agement based on high-level policies to their own
advantage. By altering or otherwise manipulating
high-level policies, an attacker could gain much
greater leverage than is possible in nonautonomic
systems. Preventing such problems may require a
new subfield of computer security that seeks to
thwart fraud and the fraudulent persuasion of
autonomic elements.

On a larger scale, autonomic elements will be
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agents, and autonomic systems will in effect
be multiagent systems built on a Web services
or OGSA infrastructure. Autonomic systems
will be inhabited by middle agents8 that serve
as intermediaries of various types, including
directory services, matchmakers, brokers,
auctioneers, data aggregators, dependency
managers—for detecting, recording, and pub-
licizing information about functional depen-
dencies among autonomic elements—event
correlators, security analysts, time-stampers,
sentinels, and other types of monitors that
assess the health of other elements or of the
system as a whole. 

Traditionally, many of these services have been
part of the system infrastructure; in a multiagent,
autonomic world, moving them out of the infra-
structure and representing them as autonomic ele-
ments themselves will be more natural and flexible.

Goal specification
While autonomic systems will assume much of

the burden of system operation and integration, it
will still be up to humans to provide those systems
with policies—the goals and constraints that gov-
ern their actions. The enormous leverage of auto-
nomic systems will greatly reduce human errors,
but it will also greatly magnify the consequences of
any error humans do make in specifying goals. 

The indirect effect of policies on system configu-
ration and behavior exacerbates the problem
because tracing and correcting policy errors will be
very difficult. It is thus critical to ensure that the
specified goals represent what is really desired. Two
engineering challenges stem from this mandate:
Ensure that goals are specified correctly in the first
place, and ensure that systems behave reasonably
even when they are not.

In many cases, the set of goals to be specified will
be complex, multidimensional, and conflicting.
Even a goal as superficially simple as “maximize
utility” will require a human to express a compli-
cated multiattribute utility function. A key to reduc-
ing error will be to simplify and clarify the means
by which humans express their goals to comput-
ers. Psychologists and computer scientists will need
to work together to strike the right balance between
overwhelming humans with too many questions or
too much information and underempowering them
with too few options or too little information.

The second challenge—ensuring reasonable sys-
tem behavior in the face of erroneous input—is
another facet of robustness: Autonomic systems
will need to protect themselves from input goals

that are inconsistent, implausible, dangerous, or
unrealizable with the resources at hand. Autonomic
systems will subject such inputs to extra validation,
and when self-protective measures fail, they will
rely on deep-seated notions of what constitutes
acceptable behavior to detect and correct problems.
In some cases, such as resource overload, they will
inform human operators about the nature of the
problem and offer alternative solutions.

SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGES
The success of autonomic computing will hinge

on the extent to which theorists can identify uni-
versal principles that span the multiple levels at
which autonomic systems can exist—from systems
to enterprises to economies.

Behavioral abstractions and models
Defining appropriate abstractions and models

for understanding, controlling, and designing emer-
gent behavior in autonomic systems is a challenge
at the heart of autonomic computing. We need fun-
damental mathematical work aimed at under-
standing how the properties of self-configuration,
self-optimization, self-maintenance, and robustness
arise from or depend on the behaviors, goals, and
adaptivity of individual autonomic elements; the
pattern and type of interactions among them; and
the external influences or demands on the system.

Understanding the mapping from local behavior
to global behavior is a necessary but insufficient con-
dition for controlling and designing autonomic sys-
tems. We must also discover how to exploit the
inverse relationship: How can we derive a set of
behavioral and interaction rules that, if embedded in
individual autonomic elements, will induce a desired
global behavior? The nonlinearity of emergent behav-
ior makes such an inversion highly nontrivial. 

One plausible approach couples advanced search
and optimization techniques with parameterized
models of the local-to-global relationship and the
likely set of environmental influences to which the
system will be subjected. Melanie Mitchell and col-
leagues9 at the Santa Fe Institute have pioneered
this approach, using genetic algorithms to evolve
the local transformation rules of simple cellular
automata to achieve desired global behaviors. At
NASA, David Wolpert and colleagues10 have stud-
ied algorithms that, given a high-level global objec-
tive, derive individual goals for individual agents.
When each agent selfishly follows its goals, the
desired global behavior results.

These methods are just a start. We have yet to
understand fundamental limits on what classes of
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global behavior can be achieved, nor do we have
practical methods for designing emergent system
behavior. Moreover, although these methods estab-
lish the rules of a system at design time, autonomic
systems must deal with shifting conditions that can
be known only at runtime. Control theoretic
approaches may prove useful in this capacity; some
autonomic managers may use control systems to
govern the behavior of their associated managed
elements. 

The greatest value may be in extending distrib-
uted or hierarchical control theories, which con-
sider interactions among independently or
hierarchically controlled elements, rather than
focusing on an individual controlled element.
Newer paradigms for control may be needed when
there is no clear separation of scope or time scale.

Robustness theory
A related challenge is to develop a theory of

robustness for autonomic systems, including defi-
nitions and analyses of robustness, diversity, redun-
dancy, and optimality and their relationship to one
another. The Santa Fe Institute recently began a
multidisciplinary study on this topic (http://discuss.
santafe.edu/robustness).

Learning and optimization theory
Machine learning by a single agent in relatively sta-

tic environments is well studied, and it is well sup-
ported by strong theoretical results. However, in
more sophisticated autonomic systems, individual
elements will be agents that continually adapt to their
environment—an environment that consists largely
of other agents. Thus, even with stable external con-
ditions, agents are adapting to one another, which
violates the traditional assumptions on which single-
agent learning theories are based. 

There are no guarantees of convergence. In fact,
interesting forms of instability have been observed
in such cases.11 Learning in multiagent systems is a
challenging but relatively unexplored problem,
with virtually no major theorems and only a hand-
ful of empirical results.

Just as learning becomes a more challenging prob-
lem in multiagent systems, so does optimization. The
root cause is the same—whether it is because they
are learning or because they are optimizing, agents
are changing their behavior, making it necessary for
other agents to change their behavior, potentially
leading to instabilities. Optimization in such an envi-
ronment must deal with dynamics created by a col-
lective mode of oscillation rather than a drifting
environmental signal. Optimization techniques that

assume a stationary environment have been
observed to fail pathologically in multiagent
systems,12 therefore they must either be
revamped or replaced with new methods.

Negotiation theory
A solid theoretical foundation for negoti-

ation must take into account two perspec-
tives. From the perspective of individual
elements, we must develop and analyze algo-
rithms and negotiation protocols and deter-
mine what bidding or negotiation algorithms
are most effective. 

From the perspective of the system as a
whole, we must establish how overall system
behavior depends on the mixture of negotiation
algorithms that various autonomic elements use
and establish the conditions under which multilat-
eral—as opposed to bilateral—negotiations among
elements are necessary or desirable.

Automated statistical modeling
Statistical models of large networked systems will

let autonomic elements or systems detect or predict
overall performance problems from a stream of sen-
sor data from individual devices. At long time
scales—during which the configuration of the sys-
tem changes—we seek methods that automate the
aggregation of statistical variables to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem to a size that is
amenable to adaptive learning and optimization
techniques that operate on shorter time scales.

I s it possible to meet the grand challenge of auto-
nomic computing without magic and without
fully solving the AI problem? We believe it is, but

it will take time and patience. Long before we solve
many of the more challenging problems, less auto-
mated realizations of autonomic systems will be
extremely valuable, and their value will increase
substantially as autonomic computing technology
improves and earns greater trust and acceptance. 

A vision this large requires that we pool exper-
tise in many areas of computer science as well as
in disciplines that lie far beyond computing’s tra-
ditional boundaries. We must look to scientists
studying nonlinear dynamics and complexity for
new theories of emergent phenomena and robust-
ness. We must look to economists and e-commerce
researchers for ideas and technologies about nego-
tiation and supply webs. We must look to psy-
chologists and human factors researchers for new
goal-definition and visualization paradigms and
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for ways to help humans build trust in autonomic
systems. We must look to the legal profession, since
many of the same issues that arise in the context of
e-commerce will be important in autonomic sys-
tems that span organizational or national bound-
aries. 

Bridging the language and cultural divides
among the many disciplines needed for this
endeavor and harnessing the diversity to yield suc-
cessful and perhaps universal approaches to auto-
nomic computing will perhaps be the greatest
challenge. It will be interesting to see what new
cross-disciplines develop as we begin to work
together to solve these fundamental problems. �
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Autonomic computing helps
enable enterprises to operate
efficiently while decreasing
costs and enhancing your
company’s ability to react to
change. Users are freed from
mundane tasks and can
refocus on defining your
company’s business priorities.

Introducing autonomic computing

Autonomic computing is the ability of IT infrastructures to adapt to change in a complex environment in accordance

with business policies and objectives. This brochure defines the concepts and value of autonomic computing; the

autonomic self-managing characteristics and its affect on process, tools and skills within the IT organization; and

the evolution of systems and technology in autonomic computing.

Autonomic computing systems have the ability to perform management activities based on situations they observe

or sense in the IT environment. Rather than IT professionals initiating management activities, the system observes

something about itself and acts accordingly—it becomes self-managing.

Autonomic computing is the self-management of e-business infrastructure, balancing what the IT professional

manages and what the system manages. It is the evolution of e-business.
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Why autonomic computing?

Why is autonomic computing important today? The cost of

technology continues to decrease yet overall IT costs do not.

With the expense challenges that many companies face, 

IT managers are looking for ways to improve the return on

investment of IT by reducing total cost of ownership, improving

quality of service, accelerating time to value and managing IT

complexity. e-business is a reality, and outages are proving to

be expensive and embarrassing. 

Adding to this complexity is the proliferation of heterogeneous

vendor and technology environments, which require the

components of a given solution to be integrated and customized

into unique customer business processes. The increased need

to distribute data, applications and system resources across

geographic and business boundaries further contributes to the

complexity of the IT infrastructure.

What is autonomic computing?

Autonomic computing is about freeing IT professionals to focus

on high-value tasks by making technology work smarter. This

means letting computing systems and infrastructure take care

of managing themselves. Ultimately, it is writing business

policies and goals and letting the infrastructure configure, heal

and optimize itself according to those policies while protecting

itself from malicious activities. 

In an autonomic environment the IT infrastructure and its

components are self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing

and self-protecting. They communicate with each other and

with high-level management tools. They regulate themselves

and, sometimes, each other in accordance with business

priorities. Together they proactively manage the IT environment

under the protection of suitable controls while hiding the

inherent complexity of these activities from end users.

Collectively these intuitive and collaborative qualities enable

enterprises to operate efficiently with fewer human resources,

decreasing costs and enhancing a company’s ability to react

to change. Users are freed from mundane tasks and can

focus on defining the business objectives that the autonomic

system will use to govern itself.

How does autonomic computing affect your business? 

No matter how large or how small, IT organizations perform

similar sets of tasks to manage their IT environment. Because

autonomic computing is about shifting the burden of man-

aging systems from people to technology, it is important to

understand these sets of tasks and verify that they are

synchronized with autonomic computing.

The business of IT can be described as a collection of prac-

tices or processes that organize the work of the IT staff to

deliver service. A popular example of this is the IT Information

Library (ITIL)—a set of best practices that apply to IT organiza-

tions regardless of a company’s size or the technology used. 

A framework of best-practices disciplines serves as a guide

during the shift from you managing your IT infrastructure to 

the autonomic computing technology handling it. However, 

it does not happen overnight and cannot be solely accom-

plished through the acquisition of new products. Skills within

the organization need to adapt, and processes need to

change, creating new benchmarks of success. By coupling

best practices with comprehensive enabling technology,

organizations can realize substantial economic value. 
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What is the value of autonomic computing?

Autonomic computing helps address market conditions by

using technology to manage technology, helping reduce

operational costs and improve return on investment. In

autonomic computing, IT infrastructure components take on

the following characteristics: self-configuring, self-healing, self-

optimizing and self-protecting. IT infrastructure components

need to expose manageability characteristics to each other

and to high-level management tools.

Self-configuring

With the ability to dynamically configure itself on the fly, an IT

environment can adapt immediately—with minimal human

intervention—to the deployment of new components or

changes in the IT environment. Dynamic adaptation helps

verify continuous strength and productivity of an e-business

infrastructure—often the single-determining factor between

business growth and chaos.

Self-healing

Self-healing IT environments can detect problematic operations

(either proactively through predictions or otherwise) and then

initiate corrective action without disrupting system applications.

Corrective action could mean that a product alters its own

state or influences changes in other elements of the environ-

ment. Day-to-day operations do not falter or fail because of

events at the component level. The IT environment as a whole

becomes more resilient as changes are made to reduce or

help eliminate the business impact of failing components.

Self-optimizing

Self-optimization refers to the ability of the IT environment to

efficiently maximize resource allocation and utilization to meet

end users’ needs with minimal human intervention. In the near

term self-optimization primarily addresses the complexity of

managing system performance. In the long term self-optimizing

components may learn from experience and automatically 

and proactively tune themselves in the context of an overall

business objective. Self-optimization verifies optimum Quality

of Service for both system users and their customers.

Self-protecting

A self-protecting environment lets the right people access the

right data at the right time and can take appropriate actions

automatically to make itself less vulnerable to attacks on its

runtime infrastructure and business data.

A self-protecting IT environment can detect hostile or intrusive

behavior as it occurs and take autonomous actions to make

itself less vulnerable to unauthorized access and use, viruses,

denial-of-service attacks and general failures. The self-

protecting capability allows businesses to consistently enforce

security and privacy policies, reduce overall security

administration costs and ultimately increase employee

productivity and customer satisfaction.

Self-
Healing

Self-
Protecting

Self-
Optimizing

Self-
Configuring
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The results of autonomic computing

Below are a few examples of the results delivered by

implementing autonomic computing solutions with self-

managing characteristics:

Operational efficiency

• As IT infrastructure becomes more autonomic, executing on

business policy becomes the focus of IT management.

Management of the business and of IT will no longer be

separate or possibly conflicting activities.

• Self-configuring and self-optimizing technologies drive efficiency

in running and deploying new processes and capabilities.

Supporting business needs with IT

• The actualization of self-configuring systems speeds the

deployment of new applications required to support emerging

business requirements.

• Self-healing capabilities help deliver the 24x7 availability

required to keep businesses running.

Workforce productivity

• Workforce productivity is enhanced when the focus is on

management of business processes and policies, without the

need to translate these needs into actions that separately

manage supporting technology.

• Systems that self-manage free up IT resource to move from

mundane system management tasks to focus on working with

users to solve business problems.

Delivering systemwide autonomic environments is an evolu-

tionary process that is enabled by technology, but is ultimately

implemented by each enterprise through the adoption of these

technologies along with supporting processes.

Levels of autonomic computing: an evolution, not a revolution

The progression toward an autonomic environment is an

evolutionary process enabled by technology but is ultimately

implemented by each enterprise through the adoption of these

technologies and supporting processes. Each facet of

autonomic computing—self-configuring, self-healing, self-

optimizing and self-protecting—offers unique challenges and

opportunities. Customers can benefit from several common

values as they progress from level to level, including:

• Increase critical system availability

• Leverage existing technical and staff resources

• Improve responsiveness to change

• Improve comprehensive performance

• Reduce cycle time for deployment of new systems

“Autonomic computing is not a
destination: it’s a step-by-step
journey which enables long-term
value to be sustained from IT
investment. IT management
technology suppliers like Tivoli
software can only deliver on the
vision of autonomic computing
if they help customers take that
journey, one step at a time—
by providing best-practices
knowledge transfer and
technology innovation.”
—Neil Ward-Dutton, Ovum
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“The Tivoli group at IBM 
is introducing autonomic
computing in a step-by-step,
phased manner. This allows
customers to leverage their
existing technical and staff
resources with today’s
autonomic offerings and
enables them to progress 
to the next level as new
offerings appear. This process
can help customers achieve a
steadily increasing return on
their investments.” 
—Paul Mason, IDC

What’s the journey we must take, and what technologies 

are needed to help get us there? The path to autonomic

computing can be thought of in five levels. These levels,

defined below, start at basic and continue through managed,

predictive, adaptive and finally autonomic. 

1. Basic level—a starting point of IT environments, where

some IT environments are today. Each infrastructure element

is managed independently by IT professionals who set it

up, monitor it and eventually replace it. 

2. Managed level—systems management technologies can

be used to collect information from disparate systems onto

fewer consoles, helping reduce the time it takes for the

administrator to collect and synthesize information as the IT

environment becomes more complex. 

3. Predictive level—new technologies are introduced to

provide correlation among several infrastructure elements.

These elements can begin to recognize patterns, predict

the optimal configuration and provide advice on what

course of action the administrator should take. 

4. Adaptive level—technologies improve and people become

more comfortable with the advice and predictive power of

these elements. The IT environment can automatically take

the right actions based on the available information and the

knowledge of what is happening in the environment. 

5. Autonomic level—the IT infrastructure operation is

governed by business policies and objectives. Users

interact with autonomic technology to monitor business

processes, alter objectives or both.

Basic

Managed

Predictive

Adaptive

Autonomic

Manual analysis 
and

problem solving

Centralized tools,
manual actions

Cross-reference
correlation and

guidance

System monitors,
correlates and
takes action

Dynamic business-
policy based
management

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 5Level 4
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Autonomic computing best practices

The evolution to autonomic computing is not just about improved technologies or tools; changes are needed in skill levels,

processes and benchmarks to evolve and move toward autonomic computing. These are represented in the diagram below.

Basic
Level 1

Process

Informal, reactive,

manual

Tools

Local, platform and

product-specific

Skills

Platform-specific,

geographically

dispersed with

technology

Benchmarks

Time to fix problems

and finish tasks

Managed
Level 2

Process

Documented, improved

over time, leverage of

industry best practices,

manual process to

review IT performance

Tools

Consolidated resource

management consoles

with correlation of events,

problem management

system, automated

software install, intrusion

detection, load balancing

Skills

Multiple platform skills,

multiple management

tool skills

Benchmarks

System availability, time

to close trouble tickets

and work requests

Predictive
Level 3

Process

Proactive, shorter

approval cycle

Tools

Role-based consoles

with analysis and

recommendations;

product configuration

advisors; realtime view

of current and future IT

performance; automa-

tion of some repetitive

tasks; common knowl-

edge base of inventory

and dependency

management

Skills

Cross-platform business

system knowledge, IT

workload management

skills, some business-

process knowledge

Benchmarks

Business system

availability, service-level

agreement attainment,

customer satisfaction

Adaptive
Level 4

Process

Automation of many

resource management

best practices and

transaction management

best practices, driven by

service-level agreements

Tools

Policy-management

tools drive dynamic

change based on

resource-specific

policies

Skills

Service objectives and

delivery per resource,

analysis of impact on

business objectives

Benchmarks

Business system

response time, service-

level agreement 

attainment, customer

satisfaction, IT contribu-

tion to business success

Autonomic
Level 5

Process

IT service manage-

ment and IT resource

management best

practices are automated

Tools

Costing/financial analysis

tools, business and IT

modeling tools, tradeoff

analysis; automation of

some e-business

management roles

Skills

e-business cost and

benefit analysis,

performance modeling,

advanced use of financial

tools for IT context

Benchmarks

Business success,

competitiveness of

service-level agreement

metrics, business

responsiveness

“By focusing on staged delivery and what is actually
available today and tomorrow, Tivoli software can help its
customers work toward the autonomic computing vision.” 
—James Governor, Illuminata
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As companies progress through the five levels of autonomic

computing, the processes, tools and benchmarks become

increasingly sophisticated, and the skills requirement becomes

more closely aligned with the business.

At the basic level, if IT organizations are formally measured at

all, they are typically evaluated on the time required to finish

major tasks and fix major problems. The IT organization is

viewed as a cost center, with variable labor costs preferred

over an investment in centrally coordinated systems

management tools and processes.

At the managed level IT organizations are measured on the

availability of their managed resources, their time to close

trouble tickets in their problem management system and their

time to complete formally tracked work requests. To improve on

these measurements, IT organizations document their processes

and continually improve them through manual feedback loops

and adoption of best practices. IT organizations gain efficiency

through consolidation of management tools to a set of strategic

platforms and through a hierarchical problem management

triage organization.

In the predictive level IT organizations are measured on the

availability and performance of their business systems and

their return on investment. To improve, IT organizations

measure, manage and analyze transaction performance. The

critical nature of the IT organization’s role in business success

is understood. Predictive tools are used to project future IT

performance, and many tools make recommendations to

improve future performance.

In the adaptive level IT resources are automatically provisioned

and tuned to optimize transaction performance. Business

policies, business priorities and service-level agreements

guide the autonomic infrastructure behavior. IT organizations

are measured on comprehensive business system response

times (transaction performance), the degree of efficiency of the

IT infrastructure and their ability to adapt to shifting workloads. 

In the autonomic level IT organizations are measured on their

ability to make the business successful. To improve business

measurements they understand the financial metrics associated

with e-business activities and supporting IT activities. Advanced

modeling techniques are used to optimize e-business perform-

ance and quickly deploy newly optimized e-business solutions.

What should you do next in assessing your self-managing

environment? Now that we described what autonomic

computing is and how you can benefit from it, your next step

is to assess your own environment from a self-management

perspective. IBM can help you do just that.

Leveraging open standards

Open standards are essential for managing resources and

processes across the system hierarchy layers. IBM leverages

its leadership in open standards as the foundation for its

autonomic system management solution. These standards

currently include:

• Java™ Management Extensions

• Web service-level agreements

• Storage Networking Industry Association 

• Open-grid systems architecture

• Web Services standards

• Telecom management

• Distributed Management Taskforce

• Common Information Model 

• Internet Engineering Taskforce (Policy, Simple Network

Management Protocol)

• Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

Standards (OASIS)

• Microsoft® Windows® management instrumentation

IBM products help make autonomic computing a reality today

Tivoli® software from IBM provides a head start toward

reaching the ultimate objective of a fully autonomic system

and continues to participate in developing the ultimate solution.

Many Tivoli management disciplines provide some level of

automation that can help you achieve the potential benefits of

implementing an autonomic self-managing environment. Tivoli

products support and incorporate the autonomic behaviors of

self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting.

As of October 2002 Tivoli software has more than 20 products

with autonomic capabilities. Following are just a few examples

of these products.
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IBM Tivoli Configuration Manager is an integrated inventory

and software distribution solution that offers multiple autonomic

computing capabilities. Self-configuration is possible by using

software package reference models to match desired system

configurations. Inventory recognition of software inconsistencies,

granular inventory scanning of specific system elements and

built-in bandwidth throttling demonstrate the self-optimizing

characteristics of Tivoli Configuration Manager. Built-in band-

width throttling optimizes the rate at which software is

distributed across networks, based on available bandwidth.

With a checkpoint-restart feature, Tivoli Configuration Manager

is self-healing in that software distributions which do not

complete themselves are reinitiated at the point of failure rather

than from the beginning, saving time and network usage. 

IBM Tivoli Storage Resource Manager can scan and discover

storage resources in the IT environment. It supports policy-

based automation for the allocation of storage quotas and

storage space, monitors file systems and provides reports on

capacity and storage asset utilization.

IBM Tivoli Service Level Advisor proactively helps prevent

SLA breaches with predictive capabilities. It performs trend

analysis based on historical performance data from Tivoli

Enterprise™ Data Warehouse and can predict when critical

thresholds could be exceeded in the future. By sending an

event to IBM Tivoli Enterprise Console®, self-optimizing actions

can be taken to help prevent the problem from occurring.

IBM Tivoli Identity Manager self-protects by centralizing

identity management and integrating automated workflow with

business processes while leveraging self-service interfaces to

increase productivity. It provides role-based provisioning of

users and access rights across a wide range of system and

application environments, based on security policies. It uses

workflow technologies to allow the right administrators to

approve the creation of different classes of IDs. The provisioning

system communicates directly with access-control systems to

create accounts, supply user information and passwords and

define the entitlements of the account.

IBM Tivoli Monitoring exemplifies how self-optimization

capabilities can trigger self-configuration activities. Using

templates applied against a resource model engine, Tivoli

Monitoring provides tailored automation. For example, if a

server with one application instance sees increasing usage of a

buffer pool—instead of just reporting this as an event to a

systems management console—new IBM autonomic technology

is designed to see the increased usage, check processor

utilization, check for available system memory and automat-

ically increase the buffer pool for the application. As demand

changes and usage of the buffer pool decreases, it automatically

lowers the pool ceiling to return system memory to the server. 
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IBM Tivoli Storage Manager includes several autonomic

capabilities—self-configuration (automatic domain configuration

and file-system identification), self-correcting (storage-pool

restoration and correction), self-optimizing (backup and restore

optimization) and self-protecting (automated protection of

enterprise data across heterogeneous storage environments 

by initiating backup and archival processes). It provides

policy-based automation capabilities, such as the ability to

optimize disk and tape resources during a backup. 

IBM Tivoli Risk Manager offers a self-protecting core

technology that is designed to shield IT infrastructure from

cyberattacks by integrating many different solutions.

Integration with antivirus, firewalls, virtual private networks,

routers, Web servers and operating systems can help speed

response to threats. For example, a typical large company

might receive more than 300,000 heterogeneous security events

per day from various security point products that need to be

analyzed. Tivoli Risk Manager can help integrate and correlate

the security information from the company’s myriad security

products to distill the same 300,000 events per day into 30

meaningful security alerts. This can help security administration

teams focus on real security threats.

IBM Tivoli Access Manager is a policy-based, access-control

solution that supports comprehensive infrastructure protection.

By extracting application security structures and enforcement

logic into an encapsulated comprehensive security engine,

Tivoli Access Manager makes user and vendor-developed

applications self-protecting according to policy. Each transaction

is examined for contextual characteristics in the application of

policy and access rules.

Are customers doing this today?

Let’s take a look at the mapping of the five autonomic

computing levels and evaluate where customers are today

and how future opportunity shows exciting growth potential for

this evolutionary technology. In 2002, IBM internal estimates

indicate that in the overall market 40 percent of customers 

are at the basic level, 35 percent at the managed level and 

20 percent at the predictive level—illustrating the need for

autonomic computing and the tremendous growth potential.

Beginning in 2003, the autonomic computing opportunity will

be growing in the managed and predictive levels by 15

percent as customers begin to move out of the basic level 

and up the autonomic computing value ladder. Looking out to

2006 shows the highest growth in the predictive and analysis

levels—both up 50 percent compared to 2002. Bottom line,

autonomic computing is here today, and companies will

continue to expand their breadth over the next few years.

Basic

Managed

Predictive

Adaptive

Autonomic

20
02

20
04

20
06

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

19%

35%

40%

23%

27%

35%

26%

22%

20%

27%

14%

11%

5%

2%

1%

“Tripwire shares in the IBM vision of a future in which IT is
more reliable and the lives of IT professionals more livable.
We believe autonomic computing provides the means to
make that vision a reality, and we are proud to partner
with IBM in this endeavor.” 
—W. Wyatt Starnes, founder and CEO of Tripwire, Inc.
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Summary

Companies want and need to reduce their IT costs, simplify

management of their IT resources, realize a fast return on their

IT investment and provide high levels of availability, perform-

ance, security and asset utilization. Autonomic computing

addresses these issues, and it is not just about new technology.

This fundamental evolutionary shift in the way IT systems are

managed will free the IT staff from detailed mundane tasks and

allow them to focus on managing business processes. It can

be accomplished through a combination of process changes,

skills evolution, new technologies, architecture and open

industry standards.

With autonomic computing reducing the demand for the

specialized skills currently required to manage IT initiatives,

projects are more likely to be implemented on time and on

budget. The incorporation of autonomic technologies will lead

to systems that deliver the expected quality of service, helping

eliminate many configuration problems introduced in today’s

environments due to human error, reducing the man outages

caused by malfunctions that can now be self-corrected and

delivering maximum results and performance by continually

optimizing the use of resources.

To learn more

For information on the IBM autonomic computing strategy 

and integrated solutions from IBM, contact your IBM sales

representative or visit ibm.com/tivoli

Why Tivoli software products for
Autonomic Computing?

•Because Tivoli software delivers
autonomic capability today 

•Because Tivoli software frees
customers to focus on their business
instead of their infrastructure 

•Because Tivoli software combines 
the agility of a startup with the
experience, quality and resources 
of IBM 

•Because Tivoli software provides 
step-by-step roadmaps 

•Because Tivoli software represents
evolution not revolution 

•Because the Tivoli software team 
is ready to assist (IBM and IBM
Business Partners)
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